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EC1000and EC2000- 
two terrific soldering stations- 

feature up- to-the -minute electronic controls. 
Temperature is accurately calibrated. from 350'F to 850°F. 

in 10 steps. Unit responds automatically to soldering 
load variations Maintains the temperature you select. 

LED read -out (EC2000 only) shows actual tip temperature to 
within l! Unbelievable? See your distributor. 

Get an on- the -job demonstration 
Now! 

from Cooper The 'ibolmakei from CooperThe'Ibolmakel
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"I made it despite myself." 

It's a joke. I'm considered one of Amer- 
ica's top copywriters and mail order entre- 
preneurs. 

I never finished college, never took a 
course in business, advertising or creative 
writing, and even flunked English. 

On top of that, I failed at almost every- 
thing I did. My list of failures would fill 
an encyclopedia. 

Now you probably expect me to tell you 
that it was failure after failure until I hit 
upon the "wealth formula" or the "secret 
to success" or some other trite expression. 
Not true. 

ONLY SIX REASONS 
What I've found about success is quite 

opposite the formulas you've read about 
or the misconceptions you've heard. 

I simply took my few successes and 
many failures and discovered six reasons 
why I failed and six reasons why I suc- 
ceeded. 

The reasons I succeeded seemed like 
forces. Whenever I followed them, I 

achieved success. Whenever I didn't 
follow them, I failed. I soon called them 
Success Forces. 

I used Success Forces to build my busi- 
ness from the basement of my home into 
America's largest single source of space- 
age products. I was successful. But was 
it a coincidence or was it a direct result 
of Success Forces? I really didn't know. 

MATERIAL THINGS 
If you measure success by material 

things, I achieved quite a bit: several 
cars, airplanes, snowmobiles, motor- 
cycles, four beautiful homes -all the 
material things I imagined I'd ever 
want. 

And I had recognition. My success 
story was written up in several maga- 
zines. But it wasn't until after I revealed 
my Success Forces in a few speeches that 
I realized my concept would work for 
others. 

I was getting letters from people who 
told me how one of my Success Forces 
had changed their lives. Others told me 
of how they used Success Forces to make 
extra money or achieve greater happi- 
ness. Still others who always thought of 
themselves as failures, became success- 
ful despite themselves. 

Success 
Forces 
Can you be successful despite 
yourself? Here's how I did it. 

By Joseph Sugarman, ('resident 
JS&A Group, Inc. 

But the whole thing seemed strange to 
me. Was Success Forces original? Some- 
thing like it had to be in some other 
success book. So I read. I bought every 
success book I could find. I studied Chi- 
nese philosophy. I bought every motiva- 
tional cassette that was offered. And I 

thoroughly studied the material. 
I then discovered why my concept was 

indeed different. Success Forces lets you 
be yourself, and guides you towards 
making simple choices that can ulti- 
mately change your life. If you make the 
right choices, you are literally forced into 
success. 

MY $2,000 SEMINAR 
Although I was convinced that my con- 

cept was different, I wanted to be abso- 
lutely sure it would work. I decided to 
conduct a seminar with a select group of 
16 people who would be willing to pay 
handsomely to learn my philosophies. 
My five -day seminar cost each partici- 
pant $2,000 and I held eight of them. All 
were sold out. 

The success stories resulting from each 
seminar are already history. I taught a 
Texas farmer, a New Zealand rug mer- 
chant, a lady from Australia. There were 
people from all walks of American life, 
many of whom paid their last $2,000 to 
attend. 

Not all of the participants succeeded. 
But so many did become successful and so 
many told me later how I literally chang- 
ed their lives, that I was convinced Suc- 
cess Forces should be available for every- 
body to use 

NOW AVAILABLE 
I am now making my concept available 

in a hardbound book entitled "Success 
Forces." It contains examples from my 
speeches and the philosophies from my 
seminar that participants paid $2,000 to 
hear. 

A few of the Success Forces you may 
already know and have been subcon- 
sciously following for years. Others, you 
may have been fighting, thinking that 
you would fail when all along you would 
have succeeded. A few of my Success 
Forces require action -the type of action 
that everybody can take and that re- 
quires no special skill. 

This is not a step -by -step book on how 
to get into a business that promises "A 
Iazy Way to Riches," or a way to "Quit 
Your Present Job." It does not matter if 
you are in business nor whether you want 
to work hard, take it easy. or just plain be 
successful. 

TEACH HIM TO FISH 
There's a saying: "You can feed a man 

a fish and he'll eat for a day. But teach a 
man to fish and he'll eat for a lifetime." 
My book will help you fora lifetime. 

I'm not somebody who writes a book on 
how to make a fortune and then makes 
my fortune from the sale of the book. I've 
already made it. Nor am I going to send 
you a cheaply printed thin paperback. 
That's not my style. My book is a 200 
page hardcover volume that I guarantee 
you will both enjoy and benefit from. In 
fact, I will go one step further. After you 
read it, wait one year. If you have not 
noticeably benefited from reading Success 
Forces, return your book to me and I will 
refund your money in full. Success Forces 
must give your life additional meaning 
within one year or your money back. It's 
that simple. This one -year return offer 
applies only to those individuals purchas- 
ing my book via mail order. 

EASY TO ORDER 
I've also made it easy for you to order 

my book. Credit card buyers may call my 
toll -free number below or send your 
check or money order for $9.95 plus $2.00 
postage and handling (Illinois residents 
please add 6% sales tax) payable to: 
Joseph Sugarman, Dept. RA, Two JS&A 
Plaza, Northbrook, Illinois 60062. 

I've built my business and reputation 
on providing solid value to the consumer. 
Success Forces represents my ultimate 
product and my greatest value. Order a 
copy at no obligation, today. 

PRODUCTS 
THAT 

THINK 
Call TOLL -FREE 800 323 -6400 
In Illinois Call (312) 564.7000 
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"I made it despite myself."

Success
Forces
Can you be successful despite
yourself? Here's how I did it.

By J oseph Sugarman, President
JS&A Group, Inc. .

It's ajoke. I'm cons idered one of Amer
ica 's top copywr ite rs and mail order entre
preneurs.

I never finished college , never took a
course in business, advertising or creative
writ ing, and eve n flunked Engli sh .

On top of th at , I failed at almost every
thing I did . My list of failures would fill
an encyclopedia.

Now you proba bly expect me to te ll you
that it was fai lure after fa ilure until I hit
upon the "wea lth formula" or the "secret
to success" or some other trite express ion.
Not t rue.

ONLY SIX REASONS
Wh at I've found about success is qu ite

opposite the form ulas you've read about
or the misconceptions you've heard.

I simply took my few successes and
many failures and discovered six reasons
why I fa iled and six reasons why I suc
ceeded.

The reasons I succeeded seemed like
forces . Whenever I followed them, I
ach ieved success. When ever I didn 't
follow them , I fa iled . I soon called them
Success Forces.

I used Success Forces to build my bu si 
ness from the basem ent of my home into
America's largest single source of space
age products. I was successful. But was
it a coinc idence or was it a direct result
of Success Forces? I really didn't kn ow.

MATERIAL THINGS
If you measure success by materi al

things, I achieved quite a bit: several
cars, airplanes, snowmobiles , motor
cycles, four beautiful homes - all the
mater ial things I im agin ed I'd ever
want.

And I had recognition. My success
story was wr itten up in several maga
zines. But it wasn't un t il after I revealed
m y Success Forces in a few speeches that
I realized my concept would work for
othe rs.

I was getting let ters from people who
to ld me how one of my Success Forces
had changed their lives. Others told me
of how they used Success Forces to make
extra money or achieve greater happi
ness. Still others who always thought of
themselves as fa ilu res, became success
fu l despite themselves.

Bu t the whole thing seemed st range to
me. Was Success Forces origin al? Some
th ing lik e it had to be in some othe r
success book. So I read. I bought every
success book I could find. I studied Chi 
nese ph ilosophy. I bough t every motiva
ti onal cassette th at was offered. And I
thoroughly studied the materi al.

I the n discovered why my concept was
indeed different . Success Forces lets you
be yourself, and guides you towards
makin g simple choices that can ul ti
mately change your life. If you make the
ri gh t choices, you are literall y forced into
success.

MY $2,000 SEMINAR
Although I was convinced that my con

cept was different , I wanted to be abso 
lutely sure it would work . I decided to
conduct a semi nar with a select group of
16 people who would be willing to pay
handsomely to learn my philosophies.
My five -day seminar cost each partici
pant $2,0 00 and I held eight of them. All
w.ere sold out.

The success stor ies result ing from each
seminar are a lre ady history. I tau ght a
Texas farmer , a New Zeal and ru g mer
chant , a la dy from Australia . There were
people from all walks of American life,
many of whom paid the ir last $2,000 to
attend.

Not all of the participants succeeded.
But so many did become successful and so
many told me late r how I literall y chang
ed the ir lives, that I was conv inced Suc
cess Forces should be available for every
body to use.

NOW AVAILABLE
I am now making my concept availa ble

in a hard bound book entitled "Success
Forces." It contains examples from my
speeches and the philosophies from my
seminar that participants paid $2,000 to
hear .

A few of th e Su ccess Forces you may
a lready know a nd have been subco n
sciously following for years. Others, you
may have been fighting, thinking that
you would fail when all along you would
have succeeded. A few of my Success
Forces require act ion - the type of action
that everybody can take an d that re 
quires no special skill.

Th is is not a step-by-ste p book on how
to get in to a bu siness that promises "A
Lazy Way to Riches," or a way to "Quit
Your Present J ob." It does not matter if
you are in business nor whether you want
to work hard , take it easy, or just plain be
successful.

TEACH HIM TO FISH
There's a say ing : "You can feed a man

a fish and he'll eat for a day. But teach a
man to fish and he'll eat for a lifet ime."
My book will help you for a lifetime.

I'm not somebody who wri tes a book on
how to make a fortune and then makes
my fortune from the sal e of the book. I've
a lready made it . Nor am I going to send
you a cheaply prin ted thi n paperback .
That' s not my style. My book is a 200
page hardcover volume tha t I guarantee
you will both enjoy and benefit from. In
fact, I will go one step further. After you
read it , wait one year. If you have not
noti ceabl y benefited from reading Success
Forces, return your book to me and I will
refund your money in full. Success Forces
m ust give your life additional meaning
within one year or your money back. It' s
that simple. Th is one -yea r return offer
applies only to those ind ividuals purcha s
ing my book via mail order.

EASY TO ORDER
I've a lso made it easy for you to order

my book. Credit card buyers may call my
to ll-free number below or send your
check or money order for $9.95 plus $2.00
postage and handling (Ill inois resi dents
please add 6% sales tax) payable to:
Joseph Su garman , Dept . RA , Two JS&A
Plaza , Northbrook, Illinois 60062.

I've built my busin ess and reputation
on providing solid va lue to the consumer.
Success Forces re presents my ultimate
product and my greatest va lue . Order a
copy at no obligation, today.

~
PRODUCTS

O THAT
® TH INK®

Call TOLL-FREE 800 323·64 00
In Illinois Call (312) 564·70 00
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Spend less. 
fest more. 
Integrated circuits are very private 

devices. When something goes wrong, they 
just don't work. Which is tough enough when 
part or all of one IC goes bad. But 
often worse, because a single bad 
IC usually means a large, complex system 
that won't function properly. 

Until now, you could spend a lot of money 
and time -and still only be guessing what 
was happening at any point in a logic system. 

tt1 

settings, no sync, no wait. A switch selects the 
proper logic family. The probes derive their 

Pow 

106,c VnOOr lP-c 

Logic Probe LP- 2. All the basic features of LP -1. with pulses 
as fast as 300 nanoseconds, to 1 5MHz Doesn't have LP- 1's 
memory feature but features even lower price $28.00" 

power from the circuit under test. High input 
impedance prevents circuit loading. And all you 

in do is touch the tip to any pin, pad or path for an 
instant picture of circuit conditions. 

Laboratory quality. Economy price. 
High speed. High precision. Even memory. 
Our Logic Probes deliver all the performance 
you need for design, development, debugging 
and servicing. Making digital work less of a 
chore, more of a bargain. 

Logic Probe LP -1 Captures pulses as fast as nanweconds. ! 'OM"HZ latching memory Bargain- priced at only $50.00 

We put troubleshooting at your 
fingertips. Now, there's a quicker, surer, less 
expensive way to get the information you need. 
Our multi -family Logic Probes. Their LEDs 
light to show you at a glance the ,..F 
logic state at any point -and more. °mm 
Catch fast pulses, even store them if you like. 
A flashing light signals pulse trains. And you 
can even approximate the duty cycle of asym- 
metrical waveforms 

Nothing could be simpler. No complex 

,, ,ur , Ll 041.01 

Logic Probe LP- 3 Five times the speed of LP -1 at less than 
twice the price. Captures pulses as narrow as 10 nanosec- 
onds. to over 50MHz Latching memory. The new value 
standard. at $77.00' 

Smarter tools for testing and design. 

GLOBAL Call toll -free for details 

SPECIALTIES ó -800- 2435 6077 
70 Fulton Tyr New Hann CT 06509 12031624.3103 TWX 710.465t227 

OTHER OFFICES San hanosco (41S) 112T-111172 TWX 910. 372.7992 
Europe Phone SanronWWYen 0799.21662 TLX 617477 

Canada Len Folter Ltd Oownsvrw Ontario 

CORPORATION 
'Suggested U S resale Prices specifications subject to change without notice O Copyright 1980 Global Speaaflles Corporation 

CIRCLE 58 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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memory feature .. . but features even lower pric e: $28. 00 ·~

Loqic Probe LP-3. Five tim es the speed of LP-l at less than
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HIGH SPEED PROBE LP-3

power from the circuit under test. High input
impedance prevents circu it load ing. And all you
do is touch the tip to any pin, pad or path for an

instant picture of c ircu it conditions.
Laboratory quality. Economy price.

Hig h speed.High prec ision.Even me mory.
Our Logic Probes de liver all the performa nce
you need for design, development, debugg ing
and servicing .Making digital work less of a
chore,more of a bargain.

We put troubleshooting at your
fingertips. Now, there's a qu icker, surer, less
expensive way to get the information you need .
Ou r mu lti-family Log ic Probes.Thei r LEOs
light to show you at a glance the
logic state at any point-and more ,
Catch fast pu lses, even store them if you like.
A flashing light signals pulse trains.And you
can even appro ximate the duty cyc le of asym
metrical waveforms,

Nothing could be simpler. No complex

t.oqrc Probe LP-1. Cap tures pulses as fast as 50 nanosec ond s,
to lOMHz. Latching me mory Bargain -p riced at only $5 0.00' .
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LOGIC PROBE LP-l

Integrated circuits are very private
devices.When something goes wrong, they
just don't work.Whi ch is tough enough when
part or all of one IC goes bad.But
often worse, because a single bad
IC usual ly means a large, complex system
that won't funct ion proper ly.

Until now,you could spend a lot of money
and time - and still only be guessing what
was happening at any point in a logic system.

~ Smarter tools for testing and design.z
~ 70 Fulton Terr . NewHaven. CT 06509 (203) 624-3103. TWX 710-465-1227 GLOBAL Call tol l-free fordetai ls
@ OTHER OFFICEs: san FranCISCO(415) 421-8872.T WX 910-372-7992 SPECIAlIllES 1 800 243 6077
...J Europe: PhoneSaffron-Walden0799-21682 . TLX 817477 .. - - -
U;l Canada Len Finkler Ltd.. Downsview . Ontario During business hours

§ CORPORATION
~ ' Suggestedu.s. resale Prices. specmcanons subject to changeWithout notice. <0 Copyright 1980 Global Specialties Corporatron .
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SPECIAL SECTION 45 YOUR OWN COMPUTER, Jules H. Gilder 

47 Radio Shack's TRS-80 

51 PET Personal Electronics Transactor 

54 The Apple Computers 

57 OSI Superboard 8 Challenger 

59 Heath H89: Kit or Assembled 
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63 Computers, Computers, Computers 

68 Peripherals and Accessories 

74 Software and Data via Telephone 

78 Computer Languages: The Human Interlace 

BUILD THIS 87 SYNTHESIZED FUNCTION GENERATOR 
This is a precision laboratory or test -bench instrument 
capable of accuracy to 0 005 Use it with logic circuits 
or as an audio or RF signal generator Gary McClellan 

92 UNICORN -1 ROBOT 
Part 3 Design and construction of the mobility base 
James A. Gupton, Jr. 

TECHNOLOGY 4 LOOKING AHEAD 
Tomorrows news today David Lachenbruch 

8 SATELLfTE TV NEWS 
The latest happenings in an exciting new industry 
Gary H. Aden 

96 DOT /BAR -GRAPH DISPLAY DRIVERS 
Two IC s that simplify construction of an LED display 
and the IC s have other uses. too Michael X. Maids 

108 FLASHER LED APPUCATIONS 
Those LED's that blink by themselves can be put to 
many unusual uses Calvin R. Graf, WSLFM 

110 NEW IDEAS 
A prize -winning application from our readers 

112 HOBBY CORNER 
Digital panel meters. the easy way 
Earl "Doc" Savage, K4SOS 

VIDEO 124 SERVICE CUNIC 
What to do about too much brightness Jack Dan 

125 SERVICE QUESTIONS 
R E s Service Editor solves technicians problems 

AUDIO 106 R.E.A.L. SOUND LAB TESTS HAFLER MODEL DH -200 
STEREO POWER AMPUF1ER 
David Haller s new amp rates excellent Len Feldman 

RADIO 105 PIONEERS OF RADIO: NIKOLA TESLA 
This amazing man opened the door to modern -day 
communications Fred Shunaman 

116 COMMUNICATIONS CORNER 
Using one antenna with several radios Herb Friedman 
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14 International Instrumentation C -Probe II Capacitance Meter 

22 Regency Model M -100 Programmable Scanner 
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32 Texas Instruments TAA990 /189 Single -Board Computer 

38 VIZ Model WR515B Color -Bar Generator 
40 1GM Model BAX -1 Broadband Amplifier 
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153 Free Information Card 115 New Products 
6 What's News 

ON THE COVER 
A synthesized pulse generator that 
goes from 0.1 Hz to 1 MHz. All CMOS 
design, this device is ideal for putting 
logic circuits through their paces and 
for use as an AF and RF signal genera- 
tor. Synthesizer allows exact selection 
of frequency and guarantees repeat- 
ability. Construction details begin on 
page 87. 

SPECIAL COMPUTER SECTION covers recent 
developments in the personal computer field. 
Find out what's for you, starting on page 45. 

LED DISPLAYS are showing up in more and 
more designs. Learn how to design your own 
on page 96. 
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Staking a claim: Sony made the unusual move of demon- 
strating a "new product" four to five years before its in- 
troduction when it recently showed a hand -held combina- 
tion video camera and VCR designed to replace the 
super -8 film camera. At press conferences in New York 
and Tokyo. Sony's Chairman. Akio Morita. and its Presi- 
dent. Kazuo Iwama. urged the electronics industry to get 
together on a single standard before introduction to 
avoid a situation similar to the Beta -VHS fiasco. 

The camera -recorder combines a CCD color camera 
with a metal -tape helical -scan VCR in a package weighing 
4.4 pounds. including a rechargeable 9 -volt battery. The 
single -chip camera has 570 490 picture elements that 
provide a 250 -line horizontal resolution. a 3 -1 zoom lens 
and through- the -lens viewfinder. The two -head recorder 
uses a cassette resembling a micro audio cassette in 
length and width, holding 8 -mm tape, which will record 
for 20 minutes. 

The battery operates for 40 minutes on a charge. For 
playback. Sony showed a "home editor." which accom- 
modates the entire camera (except the battery-pack 
handle) in a special compartment. The editor's output is 
fed directly to a television set for playback or to any home 
VCR (Beta or VHS) for home editing. Morita said that the 
system should sell for under $1,000, cassettes $10 each 
Sony says its aim is the standardization of cassettes, so 
they may be purchased anywhere in the world. in the 
same manner as super -8 film. 

Sony's competitors were caught off guard by the 
demonstration. Comments from Matsushita, Toshiba, 
and JVC all indicated that they. too, are working on similar 
single -piece units. Eastman Kodak. believed to be pre- 
paring to take the plunge into electronic photography, 
was silent. Now that Sony has gone public with a top - 
secret project that has preoccupied the industry, you can 
expect to see more advance demonstrations of the home - 
movie machine of the future. 

BASF gives up: Germany's BASF has abandoned its plan 
to make its Linear Video Recorder (LVR) in the United 
States. and all plans to produce anywhere the model that 
was first demonstrated as a pre -production prototype a 
year ago have been called off. The LVR plant in Fountain 
Valley, CA. has been closed and put up for sale. Under 
development for at least five years, BASF's LVR was a 
product whose time had passed. The pre -production 
prototype recorder used a rapidly -reversing single -reel 8- 
mm tape with 72 longitudinal tracks. The prototype 
recorder weighed 11 pounds. a remarkable feat three or 
four years ago. but not much lighter than some of today's 
VHS recorders. BASF says it is still working on a 
miniaturized version -perhaps similar to the four -pound 
mockup it displayed privately at last year's Berlin Interna- 
tional Radio & TV Exposition. 

Toshiba's LVR (in this case. standing for Longitudinal 
Video Recorder) has also been postponed. as noted here 
last month. Toshiba's version also uses a single -reel cas- 
sette, this one containing t 4-inch tape with 300 longitudinal 
tracks. The tape doesn't change direction, but the head 
moves from one track to the next after playing, in a 
manner similar to the eight -track audio cassette. Toshiba 

now indicates that LVR will be introduced in two special- 
ized versions before being placed on the general con- 
sumer market. The first will be a random -access data 
recorder, and the second a video recorder capable of 
taping two shows simultaneously on different tracks. with 
a recording time of at least two hours, or one hour per 
show. 

Videodisc competition: With two videodisc players now 
on the market in selected areas, competition is beginning 
to come into play. At presstime. Magnavox's Magnavision 
was officially available in eight U.S. markets (and un- 
officially in some others. as the result of transshipping by 
some dealers) and Pioneer's Laserdisc in four markets. 
Both play the same MCA optical discs. The suggested list 
price of the Magnavision player is $775, of the Pioneer 
$749 (wireless remote random access is a $50 option). 
The competing players meet head -to -head in the Dallas - 
Fort Worth and Minneapolis -St. Paul markets. A quick 
survey of dealers in those areas shows the Magnavision 
selling in most stores there at $695 to $699, the Laserdisc 
at list price. In other Magnavision markets. dealers are 
adhering to the suggested list price. Magnavox says 
there has been no price reduction, indicating that 
"aggressive dealers" are merely meeting local market 
conditions. 

Projection update: General Electric has introduced that 
three -tube projection -TV system forecast in our July 
column. The company seems to have gone out of its way 
to make up for the deficiencies of its single -tube version 
The new Widescreen 3000, like the old 2000. is a rear - 
projection unit with a 45 -inch translucent screen. The 
new version. however, has an extremely bright picture 
with very wide wide -angle viewing -meaning that viewers 
dont have to sit directly in front of the set to see the 
optimum picture. It lists at about $3.500, as compared 
with $2.800 for the earlier version. As reported here. 
Panasonic and Quasar also are selling three -tube rear - 
projection sets, and Sylvania plans to enter the market. In 
other projection -TV news, new brighter three -tube front - 
projection sets are expected this fall from Mitsubishi and 
Sony. Kloss Video's Novabeam projection system. the 
least- expensive high -quality three -tube system on the 
market, has been increased from $2.500 to 52.995. 

New sports display: Attendees at this year's All -Star 
Baseball Game at Dodger Stadium in Los Angeles were 
treated to the latest in stadium giant picture displays -the 
premiere of a new Mitsubishi system to replace the old 
light- bulb -type display. Diamond Vision uses 1 . 1.25 -inch 
cathode -ray tubes instead of lightbulbs, in groups of 
three one for each primary color. The Dodger Stadium 
display measures 20 by 28 feet. is clearly visible in full 
daylight. and will be enlarged next year to 25 by 33 feet. 
Among the claimed advantages are higher resolution. 
better brightness and motion, and longer life for the 
cathode ray tubes as opposed to light- bulbs. 

DAVID LACHENBRUCH 
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Staking a claim: Sony made the unusual move of demon
strating a " new product" four to five years before its in
troduction when it recently showed a hand-held combina
tion video camera and VCR designed to replace the
super-B film camera. At press conferences in New York
and Tokyo, Sony 's Chairman, Akio Morita, and its Presi
dent, Kazuo Iwama, urged the electronics industry to get
together on a single standard before introduction to
avoid a situation similar to the Beta-VHS fiasco.

The camera-recorder combines a CCD color camera
with a metal-tape helical-scan VCR in a package weighing
4.4 pounds, including a rechargeable 9-volt battery . The
single-chip camera has 570 x 490 picture elements that
provide a 250-line horizontal resolution, a 3-1 zoom lens
and through-the-Iens viewfinder. The two-head recorder
uses a cassette resembling a micro audio cassette in
length and width, holding 8-mm tape, which will record
for 20 minutes.

The battery operates for 40 minutes on a charge. For
playback, Sony showed a " home editor, " which accom
modates the entire camera (except the battery-pack
handle) in a special compartment. The editor's output is
fed directly to a television set for playback or to any home
VCR (Beta or VHS) for home editing . Morita said that the
system should sell for under $1,000, cassettes $10 each.
Sony says its aim is the standardization of cassettes, so
they may be purchased anywhere in the world, in the
same manner as super-B film.

Sony's competitors were caught off guard by the
demonstration. Comments from Matsushita, Toshiba ,
and JVC all indicated that they, too, are working on similar
single-piece units. Eastman Kodak, believed to be pre
paring to take the plunge into electronic photography,
was silent. Now that Sony has gone public with a top
secret project that has preoccupied the industry, you can
expect to see more advance demonstrations of the home
movie machine of the future.

BASF gives up: Germany's BASF has abandoned its plan
to make its Linear Video Recorder (LVR) in the United
States, and all plans to produce anywhere the model that
was first demonstrated as a pre-production prototype a
year ago have been called off. The LVR plant in Fountain
Valley , CA, has been closed and put up for sale. Under
deve lopment for at least five years, BASF's LVR was a
product whose time had passed. The pre-production
prototype recorder used a rapidly-reversing single-reel 8
mm tape with 72 longitudinal tracks. The prototype
recorder weighed 11 pounds, a remarkable feat three or
four years ago , but not much lighter than some of today 's
VHS recorders. BASF says it is still working on a
miniaturized version-perhaps similar to the four-pound
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now indicates that LVR will be int roduced in two special
ized versions before being placed on the general con
sumer market. The firs t will be a random-access data
recorder, and the second a video recorder capable of
taping two shows simultaneously on different tracks , with
a recording time of at least two hours, or one hour per
show.

Videodisc competition: With two videodisc players now
on the market in selected areas, comp etit ion is beginning
to come into play. At pressti me, Magnavox's Magnavision
was officially available in eight U.S. markets (and un
officially in some others, as the result of transshipping by
some dealers) and Pioneer's Laserdisc in four markets.
Both play the same MCA opt ical discs. The suggested list
price of the Magnav ision player is $775, of the Pioneer
$749 (wireless remote random access is a $50 option).
The competing players meet head-to-head in the Dallas
Fort Worth and Minneapolis-St. Paul markets. A quick
survey of dealers in those areas shows the Magnavision
selling in most stores there at $695 to $699, the Laserdisc
at list price. In other Magnavis ion markets, dealers are
adhering to the suggested list price. Magnavox says
there has been no price reduct ion, indicating that
" aggressive dealers " are merely meet ing local market
conditions.

Projection update: General Electric has introduced that
three-tube projection-TV system forecast in our July
column. The company seems to have gone out of its way
to make up for the deficiencies of its single-tube version.
The new Widescreen 3000, like the old 2000, is a rear
projection unit with a 45-inc h translucent screen. The
new version, however, has an ext remely bright picture
with very wide wide-angle viewtng- meaning that viewers
don 't have to sit directly in fron t of the set to see the
optimum picture. It lists at about $3,500, as compared
with $2,800 for the earlier version. As reported here,
Panasonic and Quasar also are selling three-tube rear
projection sets, and Sylvania plans to enter the market. In
other projection-TV news, new brighter three-tube front
projection sets are expected this fall from Mitsubishi and
Sony. Kloss Video 's Novabeam project ion system, the
least-expensive high-quality three-tube system on the
market, has been increased from $2,500 to $2,995.

New sports display: Attendees at th is year's All-Star
Baseball Game at Dodger Stadium in Los Angeles were
treated to the latest in stadium giant picture displays-the
premiere of a new Mitsubishi system to replace the old
light-bulb-type disp lay. Diamond Vision uses 1 x 1.25-inch
cathode-ray tubes instead of lightbulbs, in groups of
three-one for each primary color. The Dodger Stadium
display measures 20 by 28 feet, is clearly visible in full
daylight, and will be enlarged next year to 25 by 33 feet.
Among the claimed advantages are higher resolut ion,
better br ightness and motion , and longer life for the
cathode ray tubes as opposed to light-bulbs.
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NOW' A MINIATURE TELEPHONICS SYSTEM 
EVEN MA BELL DOESN'T MAKE AVAILABLE. 

FINGER 
FONE.. 
The unique Finger Fone brings you 
advanced solid -state wizardry, with 
total hands free conversation, 
speak and listen without lifting a 

finger. The total communications 
instrument for home and office. 

Imagine you're a design engineer 
You've lust been assigned to come up 
with a smaller,. simpler -to -use, more 
streamlined telephone with basic mem- 
ory that can handle 99% of the ways 
people actually use a phone on a day - 
to -day basis 

You have a research laboratory with a 

support staff at your disposal Plus 
access to the latest transistors, memory 
chips, and microprocessors And you 
are given only one Imitation Keep the 
consumer's cost under $100 

Now. since you're something of a 

maverick, your mind is not trapped in the 
right way /wrong way syndrome. And 
you were too independent to take that 
job with the Bell System a while back. 
Because you didn't want all your ideas 
to come out "Bell-shaped." 

THE ANATOMY OF DESIGN 

So you set to work - but not with 
wires, bells and whistles Because your 
approach is different, You're going to 
discover how people actually use a tele- 
phone today and then design the instru- 
ment from the outside in. basing your 
conception around real communication 
needs in a way quite unlike anything 
ever before achieved 

INTRODUCING THE FINGER FONE 

When you're finished, you realize 
you've come up with a minor revolution 
in design! Your new instrument is actu- 
ally a miniature telephone: the entire unit 
measures a scant 23/4" wide. 83/4" long, 
and 23/4" high (at the speaker end). 
scarcely any bigger than the handset on 
an ordinary phone. Your Finger Fone 
has a nearly standard alphanumeric key- 
board plus a couple of special benefits 
well get to in a minute It also has an 
omnidirectional microphone, volume 
selector key, automatically control the 
volume of incoming voices, with four 
LED indicator lamps to display each vol- 
ume level, and even a bright red on-off 
light 

What's more, it plugs into the new 
miniconnector Ma Bell provides for all 
its phones these days - with no addi- 
tional wires for any other power source 
(which make the Finger Fone unlike 
those other multi -wire "speaker- phones" 
that sell for more but do less). 

Finger Fone. modular, sophisticated, smarter than your present 
telephone. Comes with an ivory fascia. 

WHY PICK A PHONE UP 
EVERY TIME IT RINGS? 

Let's face It, your hands are often 
occupied when the phone rings. So to 
answer. you've got to stop at least half of 
what you're doing With a Finger Fone. 
all you do is reach out and tap the "On" 
key with one finger And since you 
needn't pick the instrument up, you can 
place it conveniently on a desk, counter, 
or table - or hang it on the wall 

MORE FINGERTIP CONVENIENCE 
When Finger Fone announces an in- 

coming call with its pleasant electronic 
chirp, tap the "On" key and begin speak - 
ing If. the caller is someone the whole 
family wants to hear, simply tap the 
volume control key and select one of the 
four sound levels and your caller's voice 
will be audible to everyone in the room 
This benefit is great for the office as 
well, making it possible to replace an 
ordinary telephone. separate speaker- 
phone. and their complicated controls 

if you wish to speak with complete 
privacy, press the volume control key for 
low level volume Yes. for strictly private 
calls you'll have to hold Finger Fone up 
to your ear You won't mind, however, 
because the entire unit is a mere 111/4 

ounces. just a featherweight more than 
ordinary telephone handsets 

YOU HEAR THEM, 
THEY DONT HEAR YOU 

Need to put your caller on "hold" for 
a moment9 Easy Tap "hold" key. All 
five LED indicator lamps will be blinking. 
indicating your caller is on hold. The 
other person won't be able to hear you. 
but you'll be able to hear him or her 
We recommend you tell people about this 
so they don't make unguarded comments 
they think you can't hear When you're 
ready to resume your call, simply tap 
"off" key. the LED lights will stop blink - 
ing, and you can continue 

BUSY SIGNAL? FORGET IT! 

Because Finger Fone automatically 
remembers the most recently dialed 
"busy" number When you want to call 
that number again. tap the "RE" (Recall) 
key once. Finger Fone dials the number 
for you. as often as needed until you get 
a clear line 

CIRCLE 39 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

WHY WAIT FOR PUSH BUTTON 
DIALING? 

Finger Fone is compatible in areas of 
the country where push -button dialing 
is already in use But if you live in the 
30% or so of the country where only 
rotary-dial phones can be used. wait no 
longer. Finger Fone automatically con- 
verts from musical tones to rotary-dial 
signals This way, you can have the 
speed and advantages of push- button 
dialing without waiting for your local 
phone company to install central equip- 
ment 

NOW AVAILABLE AT INCREDIBLE 
LOW COST 

Finger Fone costs only $79.95 com- 
pared with prices of similar -looking tele- 
phones (but not similar in performance) 
costing $109. $130 or more Want two's 
Then it's only $74.95 each Three? Save 
even more at 589.95 each Add a $2 50 
charge to your total order for insured 
shipping, and if you live in New Jersey. 
include 5% tax. 

MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE 
You can try one or more Finger Fones 

in your own home for 30 days, protected 
by our unconditional money -back guar- 
antee. If you're not satisfied with Finger 
Fone for any reason. simply return it 
(insured) for a full refund. no questions 
asked Finger Fone is also covered by 
a 1 -year parts and labor guarantee. 

To order Finger Fone, call toll -free 
now. We're open 24 hours a day. You 
can charge it on Master Charge, Visa, 
American Express, Carte Blanche or 
Diners. 

800-526-2801 
800-257-7850 

In New Jersey, Call: 800 -322 -8650 

N.J. residents please add 5% sales tax. 
You can also mail your order with check 
or money order to: 

INTERNATIONAL SALES GROUP 

rnEIcuw 
THE IMAGINATION PEOPLE' 

Dept. RE 10. Lakewood Plaza 
Lakewood. N.J. 08701 

NOW! A MINIATURE TELEPHONICS SYSTEM
EVEN MA BELL DOESN'T MAKE AVAILABLE .
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Dept. RE10. Lakewood Plaza
Lakewood. N.J. 08701

WHY WAIT FOR PUSH BUTTON
DIALING?

Finger Fone is compatible in areas of
the country where push-button dialing
is already in use. But if you live in the
30% or so of the country where only
rotary-dial phones can be used, wait no
longer . Finger Fone automatically con
verts from musical tones to rotary-dial
signals. This way, you can have the
speed and advantages of push-button
dialing without waiting for your local
phone company to install central equip
ment.

NOW AVAILABLE AT INCREDIBLE
LOW COST

Finger Fone costs only $79.95 com
pared with prices of similar-looking tele
phones (but not similar in perfo rmance)
costing $109, $130 or more. Want two?
Then it's only $74.95 each. Three? Save
even more at $69.95 each. Add a $2.50
charge to your total order for insured
shipping, and if you live in New Jersey,
include 5% tax.

MONEY·BACK GUARANTEE
You can try one or more Finger Fones

in your own home for 30 days, protected
by our unconditional money-back guar
antee. If you're not satisfied with Finger
Fone for any reason, simply return it
(insured) for a full refund, no questions
asked. Finger Fone is also covered by
a 1-year parts and labor guarantee.

To order Finger Fone, call toll-free
now. We're open 24 hours a day. You
can charge it on Master Charge, Visa,
American Express, Carti Bianche or
Diners. ". - . '

800-526-2801
.800-257-7850

in New Jersey, Call: 800-322-8650

N.J. residents please add 5% sales tax.
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Finger Fone: modular, sophisticated, smarter than your present
telephone. Comes with an ivory fascia.

WHY PICK A PHONE UP
EVERY TIME IT RINGS?

Let's face it, your hands are often
occupied when the phone rings . So to
answer , you've got to stop at least half of
what you 're doing . With a Finger Fone,
all you do is reach out and tap the "On"
key with one finger . And since you
needn't pick the instrument up, you can
place it conveniently on a desk, counter,
or table - or hang it on the wall.

MORE FINGERTIP CONVENIENCE
When Finger Fone announces an in

coming call with its pleasant electronic
chirp , tap the "On" key and begin speak
ing. If. the caller is someone the whole
family wants to hear, simply tap the
volume control key and select one of the
four sound levels and your caller's voice
will be audible to everyone in the room.
This benefit is great for the office as
well , making it possible to replace an
ordinary telephone, separate speaker
phone , and their complicated controls .

If you wish to speak with complete
privacy , press the volume control key for
low level volume. Yes, for strictly private
calls you 'll have to hold Finger Fone up
to your ear. You won't mind, however,
because the entire unit is a mere 11 If.
ounces , just a featherweight more than
ordinary telephone handsets .

YOU HEAR THEM,
THEY DON'T HEAR YOU

Need to put your caller on "hold" for
a moment? Easy. Tap "hold" key. All
five LED indicator lamps will be blinking ,
indicating your caller is on hold . The
other person won 't be able to hear you,
but you'll be able to hear him or her.
We recommend you tell people about this
so they don 't make unguarded comments
they think you can't hear. When you 're
ready to resume your call, simply tap
"off" key, the LED lights will stop blink
ing, and you can continue.

BUSY SIGNAL? FORGET ITI
Because Finger Fone : automat ically

remembers the most recently dialed
"busy " number . When you want to call
that number again, tap the "RE" (Recall)
key once . FinqerFone dials the number
for you , as often as needed until you get
a clear line .

CIRCLE 39 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

Imagine you're a design engineer.
You've just been assigned to come up
with a smaller, . simpler-to-use, more
streamlined telephone with basic mem
ory that can handle 99% of the ways
people actually use a phone on a day
to-day basis .

You have a research laboratory with a
support staff at your disposal. Plus
access to the latest transistors, memory
chips, and microprocessors. And you

. are given only one limitation : Keep the
consumer's cost under $100.

Now, since you 're something of a
maverick, your mind is not trapped in the
right way /wrong way syndrome . And
you were too independent to take that
job with the Bell System a while back.
Because you didn't want all your ideas
to come out "Bell-shaped . "

THE ANATOMY OF DESIGN
So you set to work - but not with

wires, bells and whistles . Because your
approach is different : You're going to
discover how people actually use a tele
phone today and then design the instru
ment from the outside in , basing your
conception around real communication
needs in a way quite unlike anything
ever before achieved.

INTRODUCING THE FINGER FONE
When you 're finished, you realize

you've come up with a minor revolution
in design! Your new instrument is actu
ally a miniature telephone : the entire unit
measures a scant 23;' : ' wide , 83;' '' long,
and 2%" high (at the speaker end),
scarcely any bigger than the handset on
an ordinary phone. Your Finger Fone
has a nearly standarq alphanumeric key
board plus a couple of special benefits
we'll get to in a minute. 11 also has an
omnidirectional microphone, volume
selector key, automatically control the
volume of incoming voices , with fou r
LED indicator lamps to disp lay each vol
ume level , and even a bright red on-off
light.

What's more, it plugs into the new
miniconnector Ma Bell provides for all
its phones these days - with no addi
tional wires for any other power source
(which make the Finger Fone unlike
those other multi-wire "speaker-phones"
that sell for more but do less) .

The unique Finger Fone brings you
advanced solid-state wizardry, with
total hands free conversation,

. speak and listen without lifting a
finger. The total communications
instrument for home and office.

FINGER
FONETM
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what news 

New console for two -way interactive 
cable TV 

Described as a "major milestone" in the 
evolution of two -way interactive cable tele- 
vision, the QUBE Ill home computer con- 
sole (known as the Pioneer BT -1300) was 
introduced by Warner Amex Communica- 
tions, Inc., and Pioneer Communications of 
America in May. The BT -1300 is half the 
size of present QUBE consoles: it can 
accommodate up to 110 program chan- 
nels, and has the capacity to provide any 
home service, data information retrieval, or 
video -entertainment programming current- 
ly available, as well as those likely to devel- 
op in the next decade. 

THE NEW OUBE III home console looks like a 
pocket calculator, but it can access up to 110 
video channels. It can support eight numeric 
digits of variable- length data to and from the 
terminal: that enables subscribers to tie in with 
a wide variety of home service applications. 
(Photo courtesy Warner Amex OUBE.) 

By pressing buttons on the console, sub- 
scribers will be able to interact directly with 
programs they are watching: They can reg- 
ister opinions, vote on issues, participate in 
games. shop from their homes, and take 
educational courses. There are eight nar- 
rowcast channels for education and other 
services. and twelve interactive response 
buttons on the home console. 

Home applications include financial man- 
agement, whereby a subscriber can make 
bank deposits or withdrawals by simply 
punching in a digital code on the console 
that would tell the computer which home 
terminal is requesting a service and that 
the service is banking. The computer will 
check to make certain that all figures are 
correct and a final verification of the trans- 
action will go back to the subscriber. The 
users will also have instant access to mate- 

rial from data -information banks and ser- 
vices such as electronic libraries. Bob Mat- 
sumoto, President of Pioneer Communica- 
tions of America, said "The unique BT- 
1300 console represents the most ad- 
vanced, sophisticated interactive system 
available in the industry today. There is not 
another system that can approach it in 
terms of performance both now and sever- 
al years hence." 

Latest "schoolboy mystery" 
causes international foul -up 

Unauthorized access to several Canadi- 
an computer systems has been traced 
back to a New York City school whose stu- 
dents range from the fourth to the twelfth 
grades. (The headmaster suggests "It's 
possible that someone outside is using a 

phone that's been traced back to a school 
line. ") 

The Dalton school has a computer that is 
used to teach its students. But the comput- 
er is getting into systems operated by 21 
Canadian business and other organiza- 
tions- systems to which the school does 
not even subscribe. 

In one case, the unauthorized communi- 
cations seized control of the systems used 
by Canada Cement La Farge, and de- 
stroyed some of its data in the process. In 
another. the operation of Scott Hart and 
Associates' computer system was dis- 
rupted. 

All things are possible to a student, some 
teachers of long experience believe, and 
this highly unexpected development could 
be the result of a struggling youth trying to 
solve a routine problem. It is only slightly 
more probable that some student or staff 
member may have developed a way to 
break security codes previously considered 
invulnerable. The Federal Bureau of Inves- 
tigation, citing a possible scheme to de- 
fraud, obtained a search warrant and 
seized two plastic bags containing comput- 
er printouts and a terminal log sheet; 
results have not been reported. 

New Zenith TV's have 
two non -TV features 

Zenith has taken one step more toward 
making the TV an integral and necessary 
part of the home, with two new features, 
the Space -Phone color TV that doubles as 
a remote- operated extension telephone, 
and the Video Sentinel System, a TV 
receiver, home -surveillance system, and 
door -answering convenience all -in -one. 

The Video Sentinel System consists of a 
12 -inch black- and -white TV receiver with 
special circuitry for the video monitor and 
intercom functions, a closed -circuit TV 
camera with stand, and a doorbell intercom 
unit. with connecting cables. 

By pushing a TV button on the top of the 
set, the ordinary program is brought in. 

Pushing the CAMERA button brings a picture 
from the camera location (front porch, 
back yard, nursery, or elsewhere). The TALK 

button permits talking and listening to a 
front door caller. 

The suggested price of the system, with 
all its equipment, is under $400. 

The Zenith Space Phone is a TV set that 
receives incoming telephone calls when the 
set is connected to an ordinary telephone 
line jack. The viewer answers the call from 
his easy chair with the Space Command 
button on his TV remote control, then uses 
the set as he would a speakerphone. The 
caller is heard through the TV's audio sys- 
tem, and a microphone in the set transmits 
voices in the room to the caller. The Space 
Phone can also be used on outgoing calls, 
after the connection is made on a conven- 
tional telephone. 

FCC reconsidering Magnavox AM 
stereo decision 

The FCC, in a move that did not come as 
much of a surprise, is having second 
thoughts about which AM stereo system it 

will approve. Its original Report and Order, 
as announced in April of this year. was to 
have given the OK to the Magnavox sys- 
tem. 

Radio -Electronics was in the course of 
preparing a report on that system for this 
issue when, at the end of July, the FCC 
announced that, in the process of prepar- 
ing the Report and Order, it had realized 
that it required more information than it 
possessed. Consequently. a Further Notice 
of Proposed Rulemaking will be issued to 
obtain more facts about all the systems 
originally proposed. This means that the 
five contenders for this market - Belar, 
Harris, Kahn, Magnavox and Motorola - 
are all back in the running. 

Sony and Studer agree on 
digital audio recording 

At a press conference held at the recent 
Audio Engineering Society convention in 
Los Angeles, the Sony Corporation and 
Willi Studer. prominent audio equipment 
manufacturer of Switzerland, announced 
that they have reached an agreement to 
support a common format in stationary - 
head digital audio recording. Studer will 
have access to Sony's advanced digital 
tape recorder technology. 

Sony has been conducting its own re- 
search and development in digital audio 
recording and playback. The company at 
present has a full line of digital equipment, 
including pulse- code -modulation (PCM) 
digital audio processors and editing sys- 
tems for professional sound recording. 

Digital recording technology represents 
the best attainable form of sound recording 
and promises to usher in a new era of 
music and audio enjoyment. R -E 
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New console for two-way interactive
cable TV

Described as a " major milestone" in the
evolution of two-way interactive cable tele
vision, the QUBE III home computer con
sole (known as the Pioneer BT-1300) was
introduced by Warne'r Amex Communica
tions, Inc., and Pioneer Communications of
America in May. The BT-1300 is half the
size of present QUBE consoles; it can
accommodate up to 110 program chan
nels, and has the capacity to prov ide any
home service, data information retrieval, or
video-entertainment programming current
ly available, as well as those likely to devel
op in the next decade.

THE NEW QUBE III home console looks like a
pocket calculator, but it can access up to 110
video channels. It can support eight numeric
digits of variable-length data to and from the
terminal; that enables subscribers to tie in with
a wide variety of home service applications.
(Photo courtesy Warner Amex QUBE.)

By pressing buttons on the console, sub
scribers will be able to interact directly with
programs they are watching: They can reg
ister opinions, vote on issues, participate in
games, shop from their homes, and take
educational courses . There are eight nar
rowcast channels for education and other
services, and twelve interactive response
buttons on the home console .

Home applications include financial man
agement, whereby a subscr iber can make
bank deposits or withdrawals by simply
punching in a dig ital code on the console
that would tell the computer which home
terminal is requesting a service and that
the service is banking. The computer will
check to make certain that all figures are
correct and a final verification of the trans
action will go back to the subscriber. The
users will also have instant access to mate-

rial from data-information banks and ser
vices such as'electronic libraries. Bob Mat
sumoto, President of Pioneer Communica
tions of America, said: " The unique BT
1300 console represents the most ad
vanced , sophist icated interactive system
available in the industry today. There is not
another system that can approach it in
terms of performance both now and sever
al years hence."

Latest "schoolboy mystery"
causes international foul-up

Unauthorized access to several Canadi
an computer systems has been traced
back to a New York City school whose stu
dents range from the fourth to the twelfth
grades. (The headmaster suggests "It's
possible that someone outside is using a
phone that's been traced back to a school
line.")

The Dalton school has a computer that is
used to teach its students. But the comput
er is getting into systems operated by 21
Canadian business and other organiza
tions-systems to which the school does
not even subscribe.

In one case, the unauthorized communi
cations seized control of the systems used
by Canada Cement La Farge, and de
stroyed some of its data in the process. In
another, the operation of Scott Hart and
Associates' computer system was dis
rupted.

All things are possible to a student, some
teachers of long experience believe, and
this highly unexpected development could
be the result of a struggling youth trying to
solve a routine problem. It is only slightly
more probable that some student or staff
member may have developed a way to
break security codes previously considered
invulnerable. The Federal Bureau of Inves
tigation, citing a possible scheme to de
fraud, obtained a search warrant and
seized two plast ic bags containing comput
er printouts and a terminal log sheet ;
results have not been reported.

New Zenith TV" have
two non-TV f,atures

Zenith has taken one step more toward
making the TV an integral and necessary
part of the horne, with two new features,
the Space-Phonecolor TV that doubles as
a remote-operated extension telephone,
and the Video Sentinel System, a TV
receiver, home-surveillance system, and
door-answering conven ience all-in-one.

The Video Sentinel System consists of a
12-inch black-and-white TV receiver with
special circuitry for the video monitor and
intercom functions, a closed-circuit TV
camera with stand, and a doorbell intercom
unit, with connecting cables.

By pushing a TV button on the top of the
set, the ord inary program is brought in.

Pushing the CAMERA button brings a picture
from the camera location (front porch,
back yard , nursery , or elsewhere). The TALK

button permits talking and listening to a
front door caller.

The suggested price of the system, with
all its equipment, is under $400.

The Zenith Space Phone is a TV set that
receives incoming telephone calls when the
set is connected to an ordinary telephone
line jack. The viewer answers the call from
his easy chair with the Space Command
button on his TV remote control, then uses
the set as he would a speakerphone. The
caller is heard through the TV's audio sys
tem , and a microphone in the set transmits
voices in the room to the caller. The Space
Phone can also be used on outgoing calls ,
after the connection is made on a conven
tional telephone.

FCC reconsidering Magnavox AM
stereo decision

The FCC, in a move that did not come as
much of a surprise, is having second
thoughts about which AM stereo system it
will approve. Its original Report and Order ,
as announced in April of this year, was to
have given the OK to the Magnavox sys
tem.

Radio-Electronics was in the course of
preparing a report on that system for this
issue when, at the end of July, the FCC
announced that , in the process of prepar
ing the Report and Order , it had realized
that it required more informat ion than it
possessed. Consequently, a Further Notice
of Proposed Rulemaking will be issued to
obtain more facts about all the systems
originally proposed. This means that the
five contenders for this market-Belar,
Harris , Kahn, Magnavox and Motorola
are a/l back in the running .

Sony and Studer agree on
digital audio recording

At a press conference held at the recent
Audio Engineering Society convention in
Los Angeles , the Sony Corporation and
Will i Studer, prominent audio equipment
manufacturer of Switzerland, announced
that they have reached an agreement to
support a common format in stationary
head digital audio recording. Studer will
have access to Sony's advanced digital
tape recorder technology.

Sony has been conducting its own re
search and development in digital audio
recording and playback. The company at
present has a full line of digital equipment,
including pulse-code-modulation (PCM)
digital audio processors and edit ing sys
lems for professional sound recording.

Digital record ing technology represents
the best attainable form of sound recording
and promises to usher in a new era of
music and audio enjoyment. R-E
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Facts from Fluke on low -cost DMM's 

Our new 41 /2-digit bench /portable: 
You've never seen anything like it. 

Take a close look at the face of this 
instrument. Notice anything new? If 
you just realized you've never seen 
words on a low -cost DMM display 
before, you're on the right track. 

This is the new 8050A from Fluke, 
the lowest priced 41/2 -digit multimeter 
available that uses microprocessor 
technology. 

The legends on the LCD are 
clues to what makes the 8050A 
unique. 

dB: You're right. The 8050A 
delivers direct readouts in dBm, 
referenced to any of 16 impedances. 
Use the "REF Z" button to scroll 
through the memory and locate 
the zero dBm reference you need, 

then set it and forget it. No more 
tedious calculations or conversions. 

REL: For relative references in the 
dB mode or offset measurements in all 
other functions. Lets you store any 
input as a zero value against which all 
others are automatically displayed as 
the difference. Another timesaving 
convenience. 

HV: Just a reminder when your in- 
put is over 40V, so you won't forget about 
safety while in the dB or relative modes. 

Of course there's much more to the 

8050A. True RMS measurements to 
50 kHz. Conductance for measuring 
resistance to 100,000 Megohms and 
leakage in capacitors, pcb's, cables and 
insulators. Diode test, 0.03% basic dc 
accuracy and full input protection. 
Plus a large family of accessories. Just 
$349 U.S. 

For all the facts on the versatility 
and value of the new 8050A,call toll free 
800 -426 -0381; use the coupon below; 
or contact your Fluke stockingdis- 
tributor, sales office or representative. 

FLUKE 

IN THE U.S AND NON- 
EUROPEAN COUNTRIES 
John Fluke Mfg Co . Inc 
PO Rem 1210 MSs2R 
Mountlake Terrace. WA 96041 
rxr,a 774.24A1 
Teks: 152662 

Please send A(kiOA specifi 

l ROPE 

Fluke lHolland IB V. 
PO Boa SÁ513.51604 ER 
Tilburg. The Netherlands 
10131 573 973 
Telex 5122.17 

cations. RH10/10 

Please send all the facts on Fluke 
low cost DMM's. 

D Please have a salesman call. 

Name 

11ík 

Company 

Address 

city 

Telephone 1 1 

Mail Stop 

State Zip 

Ext. 

F'or technical data circle no. N 

Facts from Fluke on low-cost DMM's

Our new4Jh.-digit bench/portable:
You've never seen anything like it.

Take a close look at the face of this
instru ment. Notice anything new? If
you just realized you've never seen
words on a low-cost DMM display
before, you're on the right track.

This is the new 8050A from Fluke,
the lowest priced 4lh-digit multimeter
available that uses micropr ocessor
technology.

The legends on the LCD are
clues to what makes the 8050A
unique.

dB: You're right. The 8050A
delivers direct readouts in dBm,
referenced to any of 16 impedances.
Use the "REF Z" button to scroll
through the memory and locate
th e zero dBm reference you need,

then set it and forget it . No more
tedious calculations or conversions.

REL: For relative references in the
dB mode or offset measurements in all
other fun ction s. Lets you store any
input as a zero va lue agai nst which all
others are automatically displayed as
the difference. Another timesa ving
convenience.

HV: Just a reminder when your in
put is over 40V, so you won't forget about
safety while in the dB or relative modes.

Of course there's much more to the

8050A. Tru e RMS measurements to
50 kHz. Conductance for measuring
resistan ce to 100,000 Megohms and
leakage in capacitors, pcb's, cables and
insulators. Diode test , 0.03% basic de
accuracy and full input protection.
Plu s a large family of accessories. Just
$349 U.S.

For all the facts on the versatility
and value of thenew 8050A,call toll free
800-426-0361; use the coupon below;
or contact your Fluke st ockingdis
tributor, sa les office or representative.

IN TH E U.s . AND NON-
EUROPE AN COUN T R IES : IN EUROPE :

John Fluke Mfg. Co.. Inc. Fluke (Holland! B. V.
P.O. Box 4.1210 MS= 2B PO . Box soss. 1;004 EB
Mountl ake Terrace. \VA 9804~ T'ilburg. The Neth erland s
12061 ii4-24AI 10m 6n 973
Telex: 11;2662 Telex: !j22~7

o Please send 8050A specifications. REIO/80

o Please send all th e facts on Fluke
low-cost DMM's.

o Please have a salesma n call.
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Mail St op

St at e Zip

Ext.
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sate Hitch tv news 

Less expensive satellite equipment 
Cheaper satellite private terminals -and more of them -will 

continue to become easier to find. That was the message during 
two recent expositions, both of which underscored the growing 
popularity and interest in backyard earth stations. 

First in Chicago, at the Consumer Electronics Show. small - 
dish antennas made their first formal appearance, with three 
distributors showing off their equipment. The units were in the 
S5,000 and 510,000 range -and the purpose of the Chicago 
display was to interest electronics dealers from around the coun- 
try in selling the devices in their stores. From all indications. the 
companies were successful -and more stores nationwide will 
soon be selling and installing equipment. 

A couple of weeks later in San Jose, California, the semiannu- 
al Satellite Private Terminal Seminar attracted more than 600 
people -and for that group of do-it -yourselfers. the price of 
equipment shown was in the $2,500 range. For the California 
event, nearly three dozen equipment suppliers showed their 
wares, including a number of new and exotic small antennas. At 
the low -end of the scale was a 5495 16 -pound umbrella antenna 
developed by Bob Luly of San Bernardino. California. The price 
of LNA's also continues to fall. with some units now in the 5800 
range. In addition, an 80° parametric amplifier selling for about 
S500 was demonstrated. Sat -Tee. a Rochester NY subsidiary of 
Ramsey Electronics. demonstrated its 5995 R2 satellite receiv- 
er, which requires a I20° low -noise amplifier, and features con- 
tinuous tuning for all U.S. domestic satellites, Intelsat, and Rus- 
sian Molniya. 

Of the companies showing complete TVRO packages at the 
Consumer Electronics Show. the lowest -price offering was a 

55.000 set -up jointly presented by Helfer's Antenna Service (23 
Brookside Place, Pleasantville, NY 10570) and American Value 
Inc. (PO Box 96, Rolling Meadows, IL 60008). Helfer's built 
and demonstrated the equipment, which American Value is sell- 
ing. The package has only one LNA and the low price is for a 

10.5 -foot dish; with a 12 -foot dish, the price rises 5500. 
Third Wave Communications (3618 Elizabeth, Ann Arbor, 

MI 48103) a company that takes its name from Alvin Toffler's 
popular new book, uses Microdyne hardware. President Jim 
Cassily is looking forward to the 1990's when he expects that 
12/14 GHz satellites will make the current generation of equip- 
ment obsolete. With that in mind, Third Wave is working with 
technologists to sec if current 3 -to 5 -meter dishes can be con- 
verted into solar satellite collectors for future energy -retrieval 
applications. 

Channel One, Inc. (Willarch Road, Lincoln MA 01773), one 
of the pioneering TVRO distributors, added a new feature to its 
CES display: a fiber -optics cable to carry the satellite feed the 
last 1,500 feet from the convention hall parking lot into a video 
exhibit on the display floor. It was the first time that fiber optics 
have been used for such a long drop, and users were pleased 
about picture quality- immune from RF interference. which 

N was rampant within the electrified building. 
o 
ó "SPACE" signing up members 
cr SPACE, the Society for Private and Commercial Earth Sta- 

tions, held its first formal meeting during the Satellite Private 

w Terminal Seminar (see above). It signed up more than 140 
o members and elected Stanford University Professor Taylor 

ó Howard as President. The group's first thrust will be to respond 
¢ to proposed legislation that would prohibit private reception of 

8 

pay TV programming. SPACE opposes any payments for pri- 
vate use of satellite signals and wants assurances that backyard - 
terminal owners will not be denied access to satellite signals. 
However, an informal poll at the SPACE meeting indicated that 
commercial users would be willing to establish a "reasonable 
payment" for programming (such as at apartment complexes). 
SPACE has established three classes of membership: individual 
($25), corporate ($100), and sustaining ($500). The group's 
membership is now about evenly split between manufacturers/ 
suppliers and satellite users (SPACE, 1527 O Street NW, 
Washington. DC 20005.). 

Washington trying to stop unauthorized reception 
With the growing use of private satellite terminals, it was 

inevitable that Washington officials would begin to examine the 
business. In fact, a bill was recently introduced in Congress (HR 
7747) to prohibit "unauthorized interception" of pay -TV pro- 
gramming from satellites and other microwave systems. The 
proposed law would establish penalties, including a $100 -per- 
day liability to the program provider and fines of up to 525,000 
and /or one year in jail. Moreover, retransmission of such signals 
for commercial purposes (such as distribution within an apart- 
ment or hotel building) could carry a SI million fine. Washing- 
ton observers aren't certain how the legislation will fare when - 
or if -it ever comes up for a vote. 

Meanwhile, over at the Federal Communications Commis- 
sion recently, there was a brief discussion of signal piracy. After 
a short examination, the Commission decided it will file a 

"friend of the court" document in a California case involving 
alleged piracy of a microwave pay -TV signal; and at least one 
commissioner is pushing for the FCC to adopt a formal "anti - 
piracy" stance. 

To confuse things a bit more, let's take a look north of the 
border. The Canadian Radio-Television Commission (equiva- 
lent to our FCC) wants to prosecute owners of illegal receivers; 
but at least one leading public official there has issued a state- 
ment: "Hands off the earth stations of northern Ontario." 

Ontario Communications Minister James Snow supported 
the use of TVRO's, especially in outlying areas. because they 
"reduce the isolation" caused by lack of media outlets. 

Around the satellite circuit 
The FCC has formally opened the books on plans and propos- 

als for Direct Broadcasting Satellites in preparation for the 1983 
western hemisphere World Administrative Radio Conference. 
That international meeting will decide what frequencies and 
power arc to be allotted for DBS in North and South America; 
so the FCC plans to spend about two years getting ready for that 
session. If you want to file comments or ideas (especially about 
service requirements, orbital positions, or specifications) in the 
preliminary FCC examination (General Docket No. 80 -398). 
submit them by October 10, 1980 to the FCC, 1919 M Street 
NW, Washington, DC 20554. 

Japan's "Yuri" experimental direct -broadcasting satellite 
dropped out of service recently when its remaining traveling 
wave tube amplifier ceased functioning. The failure means a 

premature halt to the DBS efforts which had begun last year, 
using one -meter receive antennas. Another Japanese DBS satel- 
lite is already under construction. 

GARY H. ARLEN 
CONTRIBUTING EDITOR 
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Less expensive satellite equipment
Cheaper satellite private terminals-and more of them-will

continue to become easier to find. That was the message during
two recent expositions, both of which underscored the growing
popularity and interest in backyard earth stations.

First in Chicago, at the Consumer Electronics Show, small
dish antennas made their first formal appearance, with three
distributors showing off their equipment. The units were in the
$5,000 and $10,000 range-and the purpose of the Chicago
display was to interest electronics dealers from around the coun
try in selling the devices in their stores. From all indications, the
companies were successful-and more stores nationwide will
soon be selling and installing equipment.

A couple of weeks later in San Jose, California, the semiannu
al Satellite Private Terminal Seminar att racted more than 600
people-and for that group of do-it-yourselfers, the price of
equipment shown was in the $2,500 range . For the California
event, nearly three dozen equipment supp liers showed their
wares, including a number of new and exotic small antennas. At
the low-end of the scale was a $495 l S-pcund umbrella antenna
developed by Bob Luly of San Bernardino, California. The price
of LNA's also continues to fall, with some units now in the $800
range. In addition, an 800 parametric amplifier selling for about
$500 was demonstrated. Sat-Tee, a Rochester NY subsidiary of
Ramsey Electronics, demonstrated its $995 R2 satellite receiv
er, which requires a 1200 low-noise amplifier, and features con
tinuous tuning for all U.S. domestic satellites, Intelsat, and Rus
sian Molniya.

Of the companies showing complete TVRO packages at the
Consumer Electronics Show, the lowest-price offering was a
$5,000 set-up jointly presented by Helfer's Antenna Service (23
Brookside Place, Pleasantville, NY 10570) and American Value
Inc. (PO Box 96, Rolling Meadows, IL 60008). Helfer's built
and demonstrated the equipment, which Ame rican Value is sell
ing. The package has only one LNA and the low price is for a
10.5-foot dish; with a 12-foot dish, the price rises $500 .

Third Wave Communications (3618 Elizabeth, Ann Arbor,
MI 48103) a company that takes its name from Alvin Tomer's
popular new book, uses Microdyne hardware. President Jim
Cassily is looking forward to the 1990's when he expects that
12/14 GHz satellites will make the current generation of equip
ment obsolete. With that in mind, Third Wave is working with
technologists to see if current 3-to 5-meter dishes can be con
verted into solar satellite collectors for future energy-retrieval
applications.

Channel One, Inc . (Willarch Road, Lincoln MA 01773), one
of the pioneering TVRO distributors, added a new feature to its
CES display: a fiber-optics cable to carry the satellite feed the
last 1,500 feet from the convention hall parking lot into a video
exhibit on the display floor. It was the first time that fiber optics
have been used for such a long drop, and users were pleased
about picture quality-immune from RF interference, which
was rampant within the electrified building.

"SPACE" signing up members
SPACE, the Society for Private and Commercial Earth Sta

tions, held its first formal meeting during the Satellite Private
Terminal Seminar (see above) . It signed up more than 140
members and elected Stanford University Professor Taylor
Howard as President. The group's first thrust will be to respond
to proposed legislation that would prohibit private reception of

pay TV programming. SPACE opposes any payments for pri
vate use of satellite signals and wants assurances that backyard
terminal owners will not be denied access to satellite signals.
However, an informal poll at the SPACE meeting indicated that
commercial users would be willing to establish a "reasonable
payment" for programming (such as at apartment complexes).
SPACE has established three classes of membership: individual
($25), corporate ($100), and sustaining ($500). The group's
membership is now about evenly split between manufacturers/
suppliers and satellite users (SPACE, 1527 0 Street NW,
Washington, DC 20005 .) .

Washington trying to stop unauthorized reception
With the growing use of private satellite terminals, it was

inevitable that Washington officials would begin to examine the
business. In fact, a bill was recently introduced in Congress (HR
7747) to prohibit "unauthorized interception" of pay-TV pro
gramming from satellites and other microwave systems . The
proposed law would establish penalties, including a $100-per
day liability to the program provider and fines of up to $25,000
and/or one year in jail. Moreover, retransmission of such signals
for commercial purposes (such as distribution within an apart
ment or hotel building) could carry a $1 million fine. Washing
ton observers aren't certain how the legislation will fare when
or if-it ever comes up for a vote .

Meanwhile, over at the Federal Communications Commis
sion recently, there was a br ief discussio n of signal piracy . After
a short examination, the Commission decided it will file a
"friend of the court" document in a California case involving
alleged piracy of a microwave pay-TV signal; and at least one
commissioner is pushing for the FCC to adopt a formal "anti
piracy" stance.

To confuse things a bit more, let' s take a look north of the
border. The Canadian Radio-Television Commission (equiva
lent to our FCC) wants to prosecute owners of illegal receivers;
but at least one leading public official there has issued a state
ment: "Hands off the earth stations of northern Ontario."

Ontario Communications Minister James Snow supported
the use of TVRO's, especially in outlying areas, because they
"reduce the isolation" caused by lack of media outlets .

Around the satellite circui t
The FCC has formally opened the books on plans and propos

als for Direct Broadcasting Satellites in preparation for the 1983
western hemisphere World Administrative Radio Conference.
That international meeting will decide what frequencies and
power are to be allotted for DBS in North and South America;
so the FCC plans to spend about two years getting ready for that
session. If you want to file comments or ideas (especially about
service requirements, orbital positions, or specifications) in the
preliminary FCC examination (General Docket No . 80-398),
submit them by October 10, 1980 to the FCC, 1919 M Street
NW, Washington, DC 20554 .

Japan's "Yuri" experimental direct-broadcasting satellite
dropped out of service recently when its remaining traveling
wave tube amplifier ceased functioning. The failure means a
premature halt to the DBS efforts which had begun last year,
using one-meter receive antennas . Another Japanese DBS satel 
lite is already under construction.

GARY H. ARLEN
CONTR IBUTING EDITOR
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Brainchild 
Yesterday Remember the first Heathkit 
Analog Computer (1957)? Or the Heathkit 
Single- Sideband Transmitter (1958)? How 
a ut the Heathkit Multiplex Adapter for 
FM - reo reception (1960)? 
Each a ground- breaking 
innovati or its day. Each was 
a Heathkit . : inchild. 

Today Tod brainchildren 
include the pop Heathkit All- 
In-One Computer. omplete 
computer system wi isk stor- 
age. smart terminal. two Z80 
microprocessors all in one 
compact unit. 
Also rising fast. the Heathkit Screen 
Star. a new projection TV that brings 
together the best in video technology 
to create the sharpest color picture 
ever on a six -foot diagonal screen. 
Heath imagination applied to micro- 
processor electronics created the 
Heathkit Weather Computer. It moni- 
tors current weather. tracks changes. 
stores data and puts it all at your 
fingertips. 

Tomorrow Tomorrow's brainchild. 
like today's and yesterday's. will combine 
the newest and the best in electronics 
create a new state -of- the -art 
On the drawing boards right now are new 
designs for amateur radios. audio compo- 
nents. computers. color TVs. test instru- 
ments and new educational programs 
all in easy -to- build. money -saving kits. 
They'll be appearing soon in Heathkit 
Catalogs and at Heathkit Electronic 
Centers. Its one catalog you don't 
want to be without. 

111.11111111 

Heathkìt 
SEND FOR FREE CATALOG 
Write to Heath Co . Dept 020 -706. 
Benton Harbor. MI 49022 

r f 

VISIT YOUR HEATHKIT STORE 

GX3i9 

In the U.S. and Canada visit your 
nearby Heathkit Electronic 
Center where Heathkit products 
are displayed. sold and serviced. 
See the white pages of your 
phone book. In the U.S..Heathkit 
Electronic Centers are Units of 
Veritechnology Electronics Corp. 

CIRCLE 53 ON FREE INFORMATION CARO 
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00000PS .. . AGAIN! 
I think there's an error in the foil pattern 

for the Automotive Voltage Regulator that 
appeared in the June 1980 issue. Pin 1 of 
IC1 does not go directly to ground, as it 
does on the schematic, and it appears to 
me that the circuit will not work without this 
ground. Am I correct' 
JOHN F. BRIDGE 
Worthington. OH 

You're right! (And the same mistake 
appears in the correction on page 72 of the 
July issue.) The solution is to run a very 
short piece of resistor lead from the pad at 
the pin -1 end of R6 to the ground land 
immediately to its right (on the foil side of 
the board). The current production run of 
those boards does not contain this error 
and purchasers of earlier- production 
boards have been advised of this mistake 
and given the opportunity to exchange 
their "old" boards for the "new" ones - 
Editor. 

RADAR DETECTORS 
First 01 all. I would like to say that this 

letter reflects only my personal opinion and 
is in no way a policy statement of the 
R.C.M.P. or any other police force for that 
matter. I am a member of the R.C.M.P. in 
Canada and have been for the past five 
years. I am also an electronic audio tech. 

For some time I have been listening to 
the radar and radar detector arguments 
with amusement. Firstly let me speak on 
the radar. 

My writing has been prompted by the 
Feb 80 letter "Radar Detectors vs The 
Law ". The writer points out that radar has 
come under severe attack recently -espe- 
cially moving radar- because of situations 
that can cause false readings. I have oper- 
ated radar for the past four years and I 

agree with the writer on that point. 
However, picking out a speeder in a 

group is quite simple -he is the one whose 
car is going the fastest. As for "batching ", 
ghost readings, and large speeding trucks 
behind unsuspecting motorists, the radar 
operator is instructed in the use of the 
radar and is supposed to be able to recog- 
nize those problems and sort them out 
from the true readings. However, modern 
technology has yet to perfect the "idiot 
proof" instrument. Radar is not "idiot 
proof". 

I should mention after watching the flow 
of traffic for five years that an officer can 
Judge the speed of a vehicle quite accurate- 
ly, with only the use of his eyes and sense of 
timing. 

Now on the subject of radar detectors. I 

do not feel anything wrong with a person 
owning and operating a radar detector if he 
can afford it and the law permits it in the 
area he lives. But let's be honest with our- 
selves and others, and admit what is usu- 

ally the real reason for radar detector use. 
Many people quote such notable persons 

as mayors. traffic control techs. and elec- 
tronic engineers as saying. "Radar detec- 
tors promote safe driving by making driv- 
ers aware of their speed. thus slowing them 
down, and slower speeds reduce acci- 
dents." 

I cannot dispute that slower speeds re- 
duce accidents, but we will most likely read 
the statistics in the future and see that 
there were few, if any, accidents in the 
vicinity of traffic officers operating radar. 
However, what about the stretch of high- 
way where there is no officer operating 
radar. What will remind drivers of their 
speed there' Hardly anything! 

If we are honest with ourselves we will 
realize that, for most drivers on the road 
owning radar detectors, the primary reason 
is to escape detection when they wish to 
exceed the speed limit. 

For the last several years a device has 
been marketed that satisfies all the claims 
of radar detector owners and distributors. 
It is called cruise control. It helps you keep 
a constant speed and prevents your speed 
from "creeping" when going downhill. It 

also gives you a better average speed over 
a long distance, and any professional driver 
knows that this will save you gas and time 
in the long run. (On a steep downgrade, 
your car can exceed the Cruise Control 
speed setting. So you must still be cau- 
tious.- Editor 

For your own protection, from salespeo- 
ple marketing radar detectors. you should 
know that a detector only detects a radar 
beam when it is present. Modern radar 
units have a microwave lock -off switch that 
allows the operator to turn off the radar 
beam until you are well within its range. 
When the beam hits your car your detector 
will go off. Being so close to the transceiv- 
er, you are also being clocked. Chances are 
you'll get your speeding ticket. lose your 
detector. and get an additional fine for hav- 
ing a detector in your possession. All the 
while a detector distributor is counting your 
hard -earned dollars and waiting for you to 
come back to buy another. There are no 
detectors on the market, nor will there ever 
be. that can detect a radar set -they only 
detect a radar beam. 

For your own protection, you are better 
off to buy and use a cruise control. Howev- 
er. if you wish to use a detector, make sure 
that your State or Provincial laws allow it or 
you could lose your investment. Lastly. 
don't use your detector so that you can 
speed undetected. With the widespread 
use of microwave lock -off switches, and 
officer- awareness of detector operation, 
the only people making money will be the 
State or Provincial traffic boards and the 
radar detector distributors. 
R. BROWN, Cst. 
St. Albert, Alberta. Canada 
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ally the real reason for radar detector use.
Many people quote such notable persons

as mayors, traffic control techs , and elec
tronic enginee rs as saying, " Radar detec
tors promote safe dr iving by making dri v
ers aware of their speed, thus slowing them
down , and slower speeds reduce acci
dents."

I cannot dispute that slower speeds re
duce accidents, but we will most likely read
the stat istics in the future and see that
there were few, if any, accidents in the
vicinity .of traffic officers operating radar.
However, what about the stretch of high
way where there is no officer operat ing
radar. What will remind drivers of their
speed there? Hardly anything!

If we are honest with ourselves we will
realize that, for most drivers on the road
owning radar detectors, the primary reason
is to escape detection when they wish to
exceed the speed limit.

For the last several years a device has
been marketed that satisfies all the claims
of radar detector owners and distributors.
It is called cruise control. It helps you keep
a constant speed and prevents your speed
from " creeping" when going downhill. It
also gives you a better average speed over
a long distance, and any professional driver
knows that this will save you gas and time
in the long run. (On a steep downgrade ,
your car can exceed the Cruise Control
speed setting. So you must still be cau- .
tious .- Editor

For your own protection, from salespeo
ple marketing radar detectors, you should
know that a detector only detects a radar
beam when it is present. Modern radar
units have a microwave lock-off switch that
allows the operator to turn off the radar
beam until you are well within its range.
When the beam hits your car your detector
will go off. Being so close to the transceiv
er, you are also being clocked. Chances are
you 'll get your speeding ticket, lose your
detector, and get an add itional fine for hav
ing a detector in your possess ion. All the
while a detector distributor is counting your
hard-earned dollars and waiting for you to
come back to buy another. There are no
detectors on the market, nor will there ever
be, that can detect a radar set-they only
detect a radar beam.

For your own protection , you are better
off to buy and use a cruise control. Howev
er, if you wish to use a detector, make sure
that your Stat e or Prov incial laws allow it or
you could lose your investmen t. Lastly,
don' t use your detector so that you can
speed undetected. With the widespread
use of microwave lock-off switches, and
officer-awareness of detector operation,
the only people making money will be the
State or Provincial traffic boards and the
radar detector distributors.
R BROWN, Cst.
Sf. Albert, Alberta, Canada

RADAR DETECTORS
First of all, I would like to say that this

letter ref lects only my personal opinion and
is in no way a pol icy statement of the
RC.M.P. or any oth er police force for that
matter. I am a member of the RC.M.P. in
Canada and have been for the past five
years . I am also an elect ronic audio tech.

For some time I have been listening to
the radar and rada r detector arguments
with amusement. Firstly let me speak on
the radar.

My writing has been prompted by the
Feb 80 letter " Radar Detectors vs The
Law". The writ er po ints out that radar has
come under severe attack recently-espe
cially movi ng radar-because of situations
that can cause false readings. I have oper
ated rada r for the past four years and I
agree with the writer on that point.

However , picking out a speeder in a
group is quite simple-he is the one whose
car is going the fast est. As for " batching",
ghost read ings, and larg e speeding trucks
behind unsuspecting motorists, the radar
operator is instructed in the use of the
radar and is supposed to be able to recog
nize those problems and sort them out
from the true readings. However , modern
technology has yet to perfect the "idiot
proof" instrument. Radar is not " idiot
proof".

I shou ld menti on after watching the flow
of traffic for five years that an off icer can
judge the speed of a vehicle quite accurate
ly, with only the use of his eyes and sense of
t iming.

Now on the subj ect of rad ar detectors. I
do not feel anything wrong with a person
owning and operating a radar detector if he
can affo rd it and the law permits it in the
area he lives. But let's be honest with our
selves and othe rs, and admit what is usu-

You're right! (And the same mistake
appears in the correction on page 72 of the
JUly issue.) The solution is to run a very
short piece of resis tor lead from the pad at
the pin-1 end of R6 to the ground land
immediately to its righ t (on the foil side of
the board). The current production run of
those boards does not contain this error
and purchasers of earlier-production
boards have been advised of this mistake
and given the opportunity to exchange
their " old " boards for the " new" ones
Editor.

OOOOOPS •.. AGAIN!
I th ink there's an error in the foil pattern

for the Automot ive Voltage Regulator that
appeared in the June 1980 issue. Pin 1 of
IC1 does not go directly to ground, as it
does on the schematic, and it appears to
me that the circuit will not work without this
ground. Am I correct ?
JOHN F. BRIDGE
Worth ington, OH
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sinlair Multimeters 
Repeatable Quality at Unrepeatable Prices! 
Take advantage of this super special offer of 
professional quality DMMs. 

DM235 

$39.95 

PDM35 
Hand -held 3'á digit LED Multimeter 
1% basic DCV Accuracy 
16 ranges: DC /AC Volts. DC Current, Ohms 
Resolution 1mV / 0.1nA ; )ohm 
Ranges to 1000V / 100mA r 10M 
Battery operated (PP3) or AC Adaptor 
Complete with test leads and carrying pouch 

Bench, Portable 31/2 digit LED Multimeter 
0.5% basic DCV Accuracy 
21 ranges: DC and AC Volts and Current, Ohms 
Resolution lmV / 1NA / )ohm 
Ranges to 1000V / 1A ' 20M 
Battery operated (4'C' cells) or AC Adaptor 
Complete with test leads 

$99.95 

DM350 
Bench. Portable 3'/2 digit LED Multimeter 
0.1% basic DCV Accuracy 
34 ranges: DC and AC Volts and Current, Ohms 
Resolution 100pV / 1nA / 0.lohms 
Ranges to 1200V / 10A / 20M 
Battery operated 14 'C' cells) or AC Adaptor 
Complete with test leads 

r-- 

DM450 
Bench /Portable 4% digit LED Multimeter 
0.05% basic DCV Accuracy 
34 ranges: DC and AC Volts and Current, Ohms 
Resolution 10jV 0.1nA 0.01 ohms 
Ranges to 1200V 10A 20M 
Battery operated (4 'C' cells) or AC Adaptor 
Complete with test leads 

$129.95 

1 please send me 
PDM35 Hand -held OMM @ $39.95 each S 

DM235 Bench/ Portable OMM @ $69.95 each : S 

DM350 Bench /Portable DMM @ S99.95 each : S 

DM450 Bench/Portable DMM @ $129.95 each : S 

AC Adaptor for PDM35 @ $4.95 each : S 

AC Adaptor for DM235 @ S4 95 each : S 

AC Adaptor for DM350 @ $4.95 each : S 

AC Adaptor for DM450 @ $4.95 each : S 

Shipping /Handling at single rate per order : S 5.00 
New Jersey residents add appropriate Sales tax: S 

1 

1 

1 'Continental 
MEN - - 

TOTAL 
: $ 

I enclose O s 

OCheck 0 Money Order :Waster Charge Visa 1 

(Allow 2 - 3 weeks clearance time for personal checks) 
Credit Card No. Exp. Date 
NAME 

STREET 

CITY STATE 

SEND TO 

USA onli, N.J. Residents and other inquinas cell: (201) 790 -3141 

ZIP 

NJS Technology Inc. 
P.O. Box 8247 
Haledon 
New Jersey 
07538 Cell Toll Free: 1100.526 -5311 (Orden Only) 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

J 

sinclair Multimeters
Repeatable Quality at Unrepeatable Prices!
Take advantaqe of this super special offer of
professional quality DMlYls.

$39.95
PDM35
Hand-held 3 Y, digit LED Multimeter
1% basic DCV Accuracy
16 ranges: DC/ AC Volts. DC Current, Ohms.
Resolut ion 1mV / 0.1nA / I ohrn
Ranges to 1000V / 100mA / 10M
Batt ery operated (PP3) or AC Adapt or
Complete with test leads and carrying pouch

o
~o
OJ
m
:II
......
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ZIPSTATE

DM350
Bench/ Portable 3 Y, digit LED Multimeter
0.1% basic DCV Ac curacy
34 ranges: DC and AC Volts and Current, Ohms
Resolut ion 100l-JV / 1nA / 0.1ohms
Ranges to 1200V / 10A / 20M
Batt ery operated (4 'C' cells) or AC Adaptor
Complete w ith test leads

NJS Technology Inc.
P.O. Box 8247
Haledon
New Jersey
07538 Call Toll Free: 800-526-5311 (Orders OnIY).J

------------~--

SEND TO:

$99.95

$69.95

$129.95

TOTAL : $

N.J. Residents and other Inquiries call: (201) 790-3141

Bench/ Porta ble 4 Y, digit LED Multimeter
0.05% basic DCV Accuracy
34 ranges: DC and AC Volt s and Current, Ohms
Resolut ion 10~V / 0.1nA / 0.01 ohms
Ranges to 1200V / 10A / 20M
Battery operated (4 'C' cells) or AC Adaptor
Complete w ith test leads

*C ont inental USA only

DM450

Bench / Portabl e 3 Y, digit LED Multimeter
0.5% basic DCV Accuracy
21 ranqes: DC and AC Volts and Current, Ohms
Resolution 1mV / 1/JA / l ohrn
Ranges to 1000V / 1A /20M
Battery operated (4 'C' cells) or AC Adaptor
Complete w ith test leads

DM235

-------------------------------~~please send me I enclose 0
__ PDM35 Hand-held DMM @ $39.95 each: $ __ D Check OMoney Order DMaster Charge DVisa
__ DM235 Bench /Portable DMM @' $69.95 each: $ _ _ (A llow 2 - 3 weeks clearance t ime fo r personal checksl
__ DM350 Bench / Portable DMM @ $99.95 each : $ __ Credit Card No. Exp. Date _
__ DM450 Bench/Portable DMM @ $129.95 each : $ __ NAME _
__ AC Adaptor for PDM35 @ $4.95 each: $ __
_ _ AC Adaptor for DM235 @ $4.95 each : $ _ _ STREET _
__ AC Adaptor f or DM350 @ $4.95 each : $ __
__ AC Adaptor for DM450 @ $4.95 each : $ CITY
Shipp ing /H andlin g at single rate per order : $ 5.00'

New Jersey residents add appropriate Sales tax: $

I
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IPLUKE1 

HITACHI KEITH LEY VIZ nTon TRIPLETT 

PHILIPS HICKOK 

New Portable Digital Capacitance Meter 
ah 820 

tance 
:,rn O pF to Fred 

Resolves to 0 1 pF 

10 ranges toe accurec y 

and resolubon 

4 dot easy-to -read LED 
deploy 

0 5+. accuracy 

Specal Mad +serbon 
pocks or banana jacks 

Fuse protected 

Uses 'Mier rechargeable 
or dHposable promos 
Ovowing* ndcabon 

=DATA PRECISION 
Model 938 

0.1 °o. 3'2-Digit, LCD DIGITAL 
CAPACITANCE 

METER 

$179 

WOE RANGING -from 1989 pF u1 stale 
p t pF reec4AVy tD b 1988 yF u scab, in 

11111 +rupee vat* every capay ace yOU7 
ever reed b news! 
FAST App EASY TO USE - Deed raadrp 
meta*, abn ropes Just pW n and reed 

Fr iW D ALL+ AOCUE - pn>Mdes t o 1 % disc aoRfacy 

TcxJG4 AND COMPACT - Belt to take rotlgr 
usage Mho, We d ceaxaeon aoaracy Fes 

and goes arpwere tares very Mee tench 
IMO strays handy for 040( capoUrbe 
cl$cicut metros caltraaal rd !rocky.; 
PORTABLE - Paeneaed eittres t 4x` 
n0 b awcsansalely 200 fors cn a sap. 
*are beery 
EASY READING - t4 der. %Iwo -Past 
31/2dgt LCD decry. a U 05' hghi tea0loa 
anyvorere 

AWE PI D - Oubtrn0np rrewrenenr We/ and depended*/ Oubenanx DC 
enac.:ram males, and even Wagers odstrk, 
2SO 5 loos asmx*t 
RELIABLE - warrant/red tor 2 u years 

HICKOK 
LX304 DIGITAL MULTIMETER 

FAST, EASY, 
ONE HAND 
OPERATION 

NEW 

AVAILABLE NOW 
S89° 

FLUKE DIGITAL MULTIMETERS 

Model 8022A: 
The Troubleshooter 

Model 8020A 
The Analyst 

$139 

Six tunclIOM Th d.g t resolution 
dc voltage 
ac voltage 
a current 
ac current 
'es.stance 
1,0,9' fesr 

LL 

0 25% basic a accurst 

L:i0 dopey 

Overload protection 

Model 8024A: 
The Investigato 

Seven functions 

.oaage 
a current 
aC Current 
resistance 
diode test 
conductance 11 rR1 

31/2491 resolution 

01% basic dc accuracy 

LCD display 

Overload protection 

Free case 
Two year parts 
and labor warranty 

NEW 

Nine functions 
oc .c'açe 
ac voltage 
a current 
ac Current 
resstance 
erode test 
conductance 11/R1 
topic revel and 
conhnwty detect 

temperature (K-type 
therrnadup el 

Peak hold On voltage 
and current functions 

Selectable audWe 
indicatOr for 
coetnurty 
or level detectan 

3'hCprt resolution 

0 1% basic dc occur. 

LCD *splay 

Overload protects, 

New Low Distortion 
PRECISION 

Function Generator 
LL 3010 

N .,e erstes : e spume d bay.'. 
wavelorma 

Vende rrgMude and trued TTL t 
wave outputs 

0 t Hz to 1 MHz n sax ranges 

Push button rage and tuncton setecton 
Typical sea wave dstorton under 0 ` 

from 0 IHz to 100kHz 

Vende DC offset for ergneerng 
appkcatons 

VCO external reput for sweep treguenc , 

tests 

New Sweep /Function Generator 
:. 3020 

Foy, .."'en's n one 
packs ;. -sweep generato runt 
ton generator. plebe generator 
rone.burst generator 

Covers 0 02Hz2110Hz 

1000 1 tamp range 

Low -dntorton Iga- accuracy 
outputs 

Ttverystep attenualo plus 
vernir contra 
Internal knee and bg sweeps 
Tone.brrst output o front mewl 
e.ternWy progrnnatM 

I(EITHLEY VIZ nan TRIPLETT

ePHILIPS HICKOK lFLUKEI
®

• Peak hold on vol tage
and current func tions

• Selec table aud ible
indicator for
co nt inuity
or leve l detection

• 3'/;H1igit resolution

• 0.1% basic de accu r:

• LCD disp lay

• Overload protection

• 0.25% basic de acc urac

• LCD displ ay

• Overload protecti on

• 3V:r-digit resolution• Six functions
de vo ltage
ac vo ltage
.oc current
ac current
resistance
diode tes t

• Nine functions
de vo ltag e
ac volt age
de current
ae current
resistance
diode fes t
co nductance (1/R)
logic leve l and
continuity detect

tem perature (K-type
thermocouple)

$139

• Two year parts
and labor warranty

~~F~L~U~K~E~I® DIGITAL MULTIMETERS

Model 8022A:
The Troubleshooter

• Seven functions
de vo ltage
ac voltage
de curre nt
ae current
resistance
diode test
con duc tanc e (1/R)

• 3V2-digit resolution

• 0.1% basic de accuracy

• LCD disp lay

• Overload protection

• Free case

New Sweep/Function Generatorcmp;umWr MODEL 3020
aA1.. III • Four instruments in one

package-sweep generator . func
tion generator. pulse generator.
tone -burs t generator .

• Covers O.02 Hz-2 MHz

• 1000: 1 tuning range

• Low-distortion high-accu racy
ou tpu ts

• Three-step attenuator plus
vernier control

• Intern al linear and log swe eps

• Tone-burst output is front -panel c
exte rnally programmable

Mode18020A:
The Analyst

$179;

• Measures capicitance
from 0 . 1pF to 1 Farad

• Resolves to 0 . 1pF

• 10 ranges fo r acc uracy
and resoluti on

• 4 digit easy-to- read LED
display

• 0 .5% acc uracy

• Spec ial lead inse rtion
jacks or banana jacks

• Fuse protected

• Uses either rechargeable
or disposable batteries

• Over range indication

• WIDE RANGING - from 199.9 pF full scale
(0.1 pF reoolution) l\) to 1999 j.JF full scale. in
eight raJ""9!S...virtually everycapacitance yoo'li
ever need to measure.

• FASTAND 'fPS'( 10 USE - Direct reading,
p.!SItxJtton ranges. J.JstDug in and read.

• EXCEPTIONAlLY I>CCURAlE - providles
± 0.1% basicaccuracy.

• TOUGH AND COMPPCT- Built to take rough
usagewitl'oot lossof calibration accuracy. Fits
and goosanywhere; takes' very little bench
space; a"",ys handy for qJick capacitance
creckoct, matching, calibration, and tracking.

• PORTABlE - Palmsized, light-weighf, coerates
l\) to "I'Pl"aximately 200 hours on a single gy
akaline battery.

• 'fPS'( READING - big, clear, higI>contrast
3V2-<ligit LCD (jspIay, a full 0.5' high, readable
anyMlere.

• W1LUE P,ocKED - Outstanclng IT'eaSUrennent
capability and dependability. Outpertorms OC
trre-co-stant meters, and evenbridges cooting
2 \05 tirres as rruch .

• RELIABLE - warranteed tor 2 full years.

Call For Our Price

AVAILABLE NOW
$8995

New Low Distortion Function Generator

B&&dMi MODEL 3010
• Generates sine , square and triangle

wave forms

• Variable amplitude and fixed TTL square-
wave outputs

• 0 .1 Hz to 1MHz in six ranges

• Push button range and func tion se lect ion

• Typical sine wave dist ortion under 0 .5 %
from 0 . 1Hz to 10 0k Hz

• Variable DC offs et fo r enginee ring

,~•••••• ••••••,. applications• veo external input for sweep-freq uency
tes ts

New Portable Digital Capacitance Meter

ill4/MiW' MODEL 820

Call For Our Price

$179

LX304 DIGITAL MULTIMETER

FAST,EASY, ~
ONE HAND NEW
OPERATION

HICKOK

~_~ATAPRECISION
Model 938

0.1 %, 31J2-Digit, LCD DIGITAL
CAPACITANCE

METER
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LEADER I DORIC 

Non -Umar Systems WEBTON NIIDATA PRECISION 
J 

'ORTABLE 
ISCILLOSCOPES 
%TTERY OPERATED 

IDNonllnear Systems 

S -215 

MS-15 

Single Trace t 5MHz 
Reg pics $349 

$299" 
MS-230 

Dual Trace 15 MHz 
Reg pite $465 

$399" 

Dual Trace 30MHz 
Regular pite $596 

5499" 

THESE 1980 B &K OSCILLOSCOPES 
ARE IN STOCK AND AVAILABLE 

FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY e 
_ 

-v- 
. 

PK PRf CISION 

1479A 
1477 

1432 

1476 

1466 

1405 

Dual -Trace 30 MHz 

Dual -Trace 15 MHz 

DualTrace 15 MHz Portable 

Dual -Trace 10 MHz 

Single -Trace 10 MHz 

Single -Trace 5 MHz 

CALL FOR OUR 
EARLY BIRD SPECIAL LOW PRICE 

KEITH LEY 
Model 169 

BENCH /PORTABLE DMM 
3'/: Digit liquid crystal 

display 
0.25% basic accuracy 
26 Ranges 

$15900 

HITACHI t narrano » ow 

In'r,, 
price Offer 

HIN 

, 

V -151 15 MHz Single Trace 
V -152 15 MHz Dual Trace 
V -301 30 MHz Single Trace 

V -302 30 MHz Dual Trace 
V -5506 50 MHz Dual Trace, Dual Time Base 

80MHz Counter with Period Function 

Calf For Our Pr,ce 

YUUEL 1820 
5Hz to 80MHz rea0ng guaranteeb- 
t00MHZ typal 
Period measurements from 5Hz 
to t MHZ 

P,od average autO and mwtt ,i 
pompons 

One PPM reIOlytgn 

Totes to 999999 plus overflow 

Elapsed hint measurements from 0 
to 9999 99 seconds pus overflow 

Ono- n»pohn vtput re/Oter,ce 
Bngnt 43 nigh LED readouts 

110 THE TEST EQUIPMENT SPECIALISTS 
TOLL FREE HOT LINE 

800 -223 -0474 ADVA 

J 

54 WEST 45th STREET, NEW YORK. N Y. 10036 212.687.22 ..:ELREc ic 

~I LEADER DDORC I

DNon-Unoar Sy....... WESTON G.1lATA PRECISION

I(EITHLEY
Model 169
BENCH/PORTABLE DMM
• 3% Digit liquid crystal

display
• 0.25% basic accuracy
• 26 Ranges

$15900

~HITACHI

Single Trace 15MH z
Reg. price $349.

$29995

Dual Trace 30M Hz
Regular pr ice $598.

$49995

MS-15

Dual Trace 15 MHz
Reg. price $465.

$39995

'ORTABLE
ISCILLOSCOPES
~TTERY OPERATED

I Non-Linear Systems

CALL FOR OUR
EARLY BIRD SPECIAL LOW PRICE

. )

• I

. I
I

-V·15115 MHz Single Trace
V·15215 MHz Dual Trace
V-301 30 MHz Single Trace
V-302 30 MHz Dual Trace
V·550B 50 MHz Dual Trace, Dual Time Base

• 5Hz to 80 MHz reading guaranteed
1OOMHz typical

• Period measure ments from 5Hz
to lMHz .

• Period average . auto and manual
pos itions

• One PPM resolution

• Totalizes to 999999 plus overflow

• Elapsed time measurements from .0 1
to 9999.99 seconds plus overflow

• One-megohm input resistance

Call For Our Price • Bright .43 " high LED readouts

-
80MHz Cou nter wi th Period Function

MODEL 1820

Call For
Special Intra
Price Offer

30 MHz
15 MHz
15 MHz Portable
10 MHz
10 MHz
5 MHz

1479A Dual-Trace
14n Dual·Trace
1432 Dual-Trace
1476 Dual-Trace
1466 Single-Trace
1405 Single-Trace

THESE 1980 B&K OSCILLOSCOPES
ARE IN STOCK AND AVAILABLE

FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
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THE TEST EQUIPMENT SPECIALISTS
TOLL FREE HOT LINE

800-223-0474
54 WEST 45th STREET, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10036212·687·2224

ADlfA
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equipment reports 

International 
Instrumentation C -Probe Il 
Capacitance Meter 

CIRCLE 101 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

WHEN ONE CONSIDERS THE MULTITUDE OF CA- 

pacitance meters on the market these days, it's 
no wonder that the prospective purchaser may 
have a difficult time in selecting one. Since the 
published specifications of most units will 
offer accuracies and ranges in excess of the 
needs of most service technicians and experi- 
menters. the only major decision to be acted 
upon could be the monetary value of the vari- 

ous pieces of equipment. If inflation has made 
your wallet look thinner and thinner lately, 
then you may wish to consider the least expen- 
sive unit that will meet your needs and offer 
you the best value for your dollar. That conclu- 
sion will quickly narrow the field down to but a 

few prospects. 
Among those prospects you will discover 

one unit that offers much of what the more 
expensive meters offer but at a fraction of the 
price. The C -Probe /I. manufactured by Inter- 
national Instrumentation, Inc.. Box 3751. 
Thousand Oaks. CA 91359, is able to meet 
those rigid requirements. while keeping the 
price low. by separating the display device 
from the actual meter. In fact, you make use of 
a standard digital frequency counter as the 
readout for the tester. The company is proud to 
explain that if you do not now own a frequency 
counter. the low cost of the C -Probe II will 
allow you to purchase good 7 -digit (30 mHz) 
counter and the C -Probe II for less than the 
cost of many capacitance meters alone. 

In use, the compact C -Probe II can be oper- 
ated on its own self -contained rectangular 9- 
volt battery or from the power line by using a 

standard charger /eliminator unit that can be 

plugged into the rear of the C- Probe's case. 
Other power sources may also be used and can 
vary between 6.5 and 16 volts. The circuit uses 
a 781.08 as an on -board voltage regulator to 
compensate for the wide range of supply volt- 
ages. The AC adaptor connects to the battery 
(electrically) through a small LED (Light 
Emitting Diode) mounted near the charger 
input jack. That LED glows when in the charg- 
ing state. A bright glow indicates the battery 
condition as low. As the battery becomes more 
fully charged. the glow diminishes. Of course, 
the AC adaptor must be connected to the line 
and to the C -Probe II for the foregoing indica- 
tions to be possible. An optional nickel- cadmi- 
um battery makes an ideal power source for 
this tester. 

Since the accuracy of any piece of test gear 
is no better than the calibration of the unit, this 
little unit has a unique mcthod of assuring the 
calibration accuracy. Inside the C -Probe II is a 

test point that is derived from the timebase 
crystal operating at 3.579545 MHz. If your 
frequency counter and the C -Probe II both 
agree, and you read 3.579545 MHz, then the 
accuracy of the measurements will be within 

continued on page 20 
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One of many RCA 
Permacolor Antenna 

models available. 

POLYPROPYLENE INSULATORS 

Insulator design 
locks elements for 
top performance 
and long life 

RCA Permacolor 
Outdoor 

TV Antennas. 
They'll bring in a better sales and 

profit picture for you. 
The RCA name and tradition 

assure your customers that the 
highest quality and performance 
are built into these great Perma- 
color TV Antennas. And they're 
absolutely right. 

RCA's Permacolor Outdoor TV 
Antennas have advanced engineer- 
ing features that offer the best pos- 
sible reception in almost any area - from deep fringe to metropolitan 
locations. 

They're the only antennas with 
solid, permanent connections from 
elements to feed line. The only 
antennas with elements perma- 
nently riveted to pivoting polypro- 
pylene insulators. And, the first 
with a weather- resistant blue and 
gold polyester finish. 

RCA's Permacolor line is a com- 
plete line consisting of: 10 UHF - 
VHF/FM all band combo models, 7 

VHF, FM models, 5 UHF models, an 
FM only model, and a selection of 
75 ohm and 300 ohm antenna 
kits. Plus the amazing Mini -State - the first truly miniaturized rotat- 
ing antenna system. 

Once your customers get the 
picture with these advanced Per- 
macolor Antennas, they'll never be 
satisfied with anything less. 

For full information, see your 
RCA Distributor or write to: RCA 
Distributor and Special Products 
Division, Deptford, N.J. 08096, 
Attn: Sales Promotion Services. 

RCR 
Permacolor 

~qu;prrl~rlf: r~p~rf:s

International
Instrumentation C-Probe /I
Capacitance Meter

CIRCLE 101 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

WHE N ONE CONSIDERS THE MULTITUDE OF CA

pacitance meters on the market these days, it' s
no wonder that the prospective pur chaser may
have a difficult time in selecting one. Sin ce the '
published specifications of most units will
offer acc uracies and ranges in excess of the
needs of most service technicians and experi
menters, the only major dec ision to be acted
upon could be the monetary value of th.e vari-

ous pieces of equipment. If inflation has made
your wallet look thinner and thi nner lately,
then you may wish to conside r the least expen
sive unit that will meet your needs and offer
you the best value for your dollar. Th at conclu
sion will quick ly narrow the field down to but a
few prospect s.

Am ong those prospects you will discover
one unit that offers much of what the more
expensive meters offer but at a fract ion of the
price. Th e C-Probe J1, manufactured by Int er
nat ional Instrument ation, Inc., Box 375 1,
Thousand Oaks, CA 9 1359, is able to meet
those rigid requ irement s, while keepin g the
price low, by separating the display device
from the actual meter. In fact, you make use of
a standard digita l freq uency counter as the
reado ut for the tester. T he company is pro ud to
explain that if you do not now own a frequency
counter, the low cost of th e C-Probe II will
allow you to' purchase good 7-digit (30 mHz )
counter and the C-Probe II for less than the
cost of many capacita nce meters alone.

In use, the compact C-Probe JI can be oper 
ate d on its own self-conta ined rect ang ular 9
volt battery or from the power line by using a
'standard cha rger/eliminator un it that can be

plugged into the rea r of the C-Probe's case.
O ther power sources may also be used and can
vary bet ween 6.5 and 16 volts . Th e circuit uses
a 78 L08 as an on-board voltage reg ulator to
compensate for the wide range of supply volt
ages. Th e AC ada ptor connects to the battery
(electr ically) th rough a small LED (Light
Emitting Diode) mounted near the charge r
input jack. Th at LE D glows when in the charg
ing state . A bright glow indicates the batte ry
condition as low. As the batt ery becomes more
fully charged, the glow dimin ishes. Of cour se,
the AC adapt or must be connected to the line
and to the CsProbe JI for the foregoing indica
tions to be possible.An opt ional nickel-cadmi 
um battery makes an idea l power source for
this tester.

S ince the acc uracy of any piece of test gear
is no bett er than the calibra tion of the unit, thi s
litt le un it has a uniqu e meth od of assuri ng the
calibration accuracy. Inside the C-Pr obe II is a
test point that is deri ved from the timeb ase
crysta l operat ing at 3.5795 45 MHz. If your
frequency counte r and the C-Probe JI both
agree, and you read 3.579545 M Hz, then the
accuracy of the measur ements will be within

continued 0 1/ page 20

nGII~
Permacolor

VHF/FM models, 5 UHF models, an
FM only model, and a selection of
75 ohm and 300 ohm a nte nna
kits . Plus the amazing Mini-State
- the first tru ly min iaturized rota t
ing antenna system.

Once your customers get the
picture with these advanced Per 
macolor Antennas, they'll never be
satisfied with anything less .

For full information , see your
RCA Distributor or write to: RCA
Distributor and Specia l Prod ucts
Div ision , Deptford, N.J . 08096,
Attn : Sales Promotion Services.

RCA Permacolor
Outdoor

TVAntennas.

The RCA name and tradition
assure your customers that the
highest quality and performance
are built in to these great Perma
color TV Antennas . And they're
absolutely right.

RCA 's Permacolor Outdoor TV
Antennas have advanced eng ineer
ing features that offer the best pos
sible reception in almost any area
- from deep fr inge to metropolitan
locations.

They're the only antennas with
solid, permanent connections from
elements t o feed line . The only
antennas wit h eleme nts perma
nent ly riveted to pivoting polypro
py lene ins ulators. And , the first
with a weather-resistant blue and
gold polyester finish .

RCA 's Permacolor line is a com
plete line consisting of : 10 UHF
VHF/FM all band combo models, 7

They'll bring in a better sales and
profit picture for you.

Insulator des ign
loc ks e lements for
top performance
and lo ng life .

One of many RCA
Permacolor Antenna

mode ls available .
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World's fastest troubleshooter 
A DMM SO UNIQUE ...SO VERSATILE... 
SO SUPERIOR WE WERE TEMPTED TO 
CALL IT SOMETHING ELSE 

We believe the MX333, with the VARI- PITCHTM and LOGI- TRAKTM 
'unctions, to be the greatest time saving tool in electronics today. It 

las all the functions, ranges and accuracy you expect from the best 
along with the two additional features which will save enormous 
amounts of troubleshooting time. And the MX333's 202 range gives 
tou 10 milliohm resolution for those critical low resistance tests. 
3oth MX series DMM's have 0.1% basic accuracy plus a 10A range, 
plus the intelligent case styling that has the size of a hand held, but 
the shape of a better idea. With either unit you get more performance 
Per dollar than with competitive models. And the MX333 gives you 
more, much more, than you ever thought possible! Effort cutting 
innovations that will save you hours by the second! 

ARI -PITCH 
N. . . :p ...not just instant ohms. MX333's: 

VARI -PITCH audible tone changes frequency propor -. 
tionate to the reading so you can literally troubleshoot. 
by ear! The higher the pitch, the higher the reading. No 
need to take your eyes off the probe or wait for a read- 
out to settle. VARI -PITCH responds Instantly, propor -. 
tionally and accurately in all voltage, current, 
resistance and diode test ranges. It even provides 
analog -like audible response to variations for quick 
and easy adjustments and nulling. 

LOGI-TRAK (5 nsec fast) 
Combines the features of a high performance 

logic probe and voltmeter In one convenient function. 
Use any standard 10:1 high frequency scope probe to, 
find high and low logic levels and positive or negative 
pulses as narrow as 5 nsec without taking your eyes off 
the circuit! The VARI -PITCH output tells it all. And, un -' 
like ordinary logic probes, LOGI -TRAK spots ground 
shorts, supply shorts, opens, marginal or ambiguous 
logic states and infrequent pulses instantly! Then, 
without changing anything but the direction of your 
glance, it's easy to verify actual voltage on the digital 
readout! 

UNIVERSAL SIZE AND SHAPE 
MX333 and MX331 are the first digital multimeters 

designed from the ground up for LCD technology. The 
display's 45 ° angle is easy to read at any viewing point; 
from directly above to straight on. Powered by a single 
9 volt battery, their compact size and unique shape 
make them ideal for all portable applications. 

No matter how you use a multimeter; in your 
hand, clipped to your belt or on a shelf, no other DMM 
is as convenient as the Hickok MX333 or MX331 ! And, 
with VARI- PITCH, MX333 is really out of sight in 
performance. 

For an exciting demonstration contact your nearby 
Hickok distributor. For the name of your nearest 
distributor call, toll free, 800 -321 -4664. 

MX333 
$235.00 

MX331 
$179.00 

HE HICKOK ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO 
10514 Dupont Avenue Cleveland, Ohio 44108 
(2161 541 -8060 TWX 810 -421 -8286 

CIRCLE 77 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

MX331
$179.00

HE HICKOK ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.
10514 Dupont Avenue • Cleveland. Ohio 44108
12161 541-8060 TWX : 810-421-8286

CIRCLE 77 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

MX333
$235.00
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Now NRI takes you inside 
the world s most popular 

microcomputer to train you 
at home as the new breed 
of computer specialist! 

NRI teams up with Radio Shack to 
teach you how to use, program 
and service microcomputers... 

make you the complete technician. 

. f.1 7..r 1.0 4 r.A.1.4.J.v1.Fa0. 
M .M 1.4 4 A.AN.L.rb/1J.r.Q.h ...QM..M. MO t ... hlor .r1.ww. 
P 18 .. 0 b1 r r 414 wu.r...1 
M ..gr..4..f-1M1 
M ..t.v.y..Mt r. 14/1 4 ..rr.ls..v.1.n.0n 
w wtwr. 
M 1.01.0r.1100 r . M...y.rr 00 N N4..)I.rr 1A 
M M.r.glt rr M M..11 4 410 >r N Md....t. My M J/ 
W u..«.t. l me NS 

NRI teams up with Radio Shack to
teachyou how to use, program
and service microcomputers ...

makeyou the complete technician.
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NowNil takes you inside
theworld's most pORular• •microcomputer totrainyou
athomeasthenewbreed
ofcomputerspecialist!
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It's no longer enough 
to be just a programmer or a 
technician. With microcom- 
puters moving into the fabric 
of our lives (over 200,000 
of the TRS -80TH alone have 
been sold), interdisciplinary 
skills are demanded. And NRI 

can prepare you with the first 

course of its kind, covering 
the complete world of the 
microcomputer. 

Learn At Home in 
Your Spare lime 

With NRI training, 
the programmer gains practi- 
cal knowledge of hardware, 
enabling him to design sim- 
pler, more effective programs. 
And, with advanced pro- 
gramming skills, the tech- 
nician can test and debug 
systems quickly and easily. 

Only NRI gives you 

both kinds of training with 
the convenience 

of home study. No classroom 
pressures, no night school, 
no gasoline wasted. You learn 
at your convenience, at your 
own pace. Yet you're always 
backed by the NRI staff and 
ow- 

'Daisies Includes TRS-80 computer, transis- 
torized volt -ohm meter, digital frequency 
counter, and the Nil Discovery Lab with 
hundreds *imam and experiments. 

your instructor, answering 
questions, giving you guid- 
ance, and helping you over 
the tough spots. 

Explore the TRS -80 
Inside and Out 

NRI training is 

hands -on training, with 
practical experiments and 
demonstrations as the very 
foundation of your knowl- 
edge. You don't just program 
your computer, you go inside 
it... introduce and correct 
faults...watch how circuits 
interact ... interface with 
other systems... gain a real 
insight into its nature. 

You also build essential 
test instruments like a tran- 
sistorized volt -ohm meter 
and CMOS digital frequency 
counter. You work with the 
exclusive NRI Discovery Lab, 

performing over 60 separate 

experiments in all. You learn 
how your trouble -shooting 
tools work, and gain greater 
understanding of the informa- 
tion they give you. Both micro- 
computer and equipment 
come as part of your train- 
ing for you to use and keep. 

Send for Free 
Catalog... No 

Salesman Will Call 
Get all the details on 

this exciting course in NRI's 

free, 100 -page catalog. It 

shows all equipment, lesson 
outlines, and facts on other 
electronics courses such as 

Complete Communications 
with CB, TV and Audio Ser- 

vicing, Digital Electronics, 

eleven different interest areas 
in all. 

Send today, no sales- 
man will ever bother you. 

Keep up with the latest tech- 
nology as you learn on the 
world's most popular com- 
puter. If postcard has been 
used, write to NRI Schools, 

3939 Wisconsin Ave., Wash- 

ington, D.C. 20016. 

1.11 

(TRS -80 u a trademark of the Radio Stuck dnwon of Tarp Corp ) 

NRI Schools 
McGraw -Hill Continuing 

Education Center 

3939 Wisconsin Ave. 

Washington, D.C. 20016 

i 
(TRS-80 is a trademark ofthe RadioShack division ofTandyCorp.)
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eleven different interest areas
in all.

Send today, no sales
man will ever bother you.
Keep up with the latest tech
nology as you learn on the
world's most popular com
puter. If postcard has been
used, write to NRI Schools,
3939 Wisconsin Ave., Wash
ington, D.C. 20016.

~m
NRI SChools
McGraw-Hill Continuing .

j , Education Center
~i• 3939 Wisconsin Ave.
I. nI~ Washington, D.C. 20016

Training includes TRS-80 computer, transis
torized volt-ohm meter, digital frequency
counter, and the NRI Discovery Lab with
hundreds of tests and experiments.

your instructor, answering
questions, giving you guid
ance, and helping you over
the tough spots.
Explore the TRS-SO

Inside and Out
NRI training is

hands-on training, with
practical experiments and
demonstrations as the very
foundation of your knowl
edge. You don't just program
your computer, you go inside
it. ..introduce andcorrect
faults ...watch how circuits
interact ...interface with
other systems. .. gain a real
insight into its nature.

You alsobuild essential
test instruments like a tran
sistorized volt-ohm meter
and CMOS digital frequency
counter. You workwith the
exclusive NRI DiscoveryLab,
performingover 60 separate

of home study. No classroom experiments in all. You learn
pressures, no night school, how your trouble-shooting
no gasolinewasted.You learn tools work, and gain greater
atyour convenience, at your understandingof the inforrna-
own pace. Yet you're always tion theygive you. Both micro-
backed bythe NRI staff and . computer and equipment

~-_ .........- come as part of your train-
ing for you to use and keep.

Send for Free
Catalog...No

Salesman Will Call
Get all the details on

this exciting course in NRI's
free, 100-page catalog. It
shows all equipment, lesson
outlines, and facts on other
electronics courses such as
Complete Communications
with CB, TV and Audio Ser
vicing, Digital Electronics,

It's no longer enough
to be just a programmer or a
technician. With microcom
puters movinginto the fabric
of our lives (over 200,000
of the TRS-80™ alone have
been sold), interdisciplinary
skills are demanded.And NRI
can prepare you with the first
course of its kind, covering
the complete world of the
microcomputer.

Learn At Home in
Your Spare Time

With NRI training,
the programmer gains practi
cal knowledge of hardware,
enablinghim to design sim
pler, more effective programs.
And, with advancedpro
gramming skills, the tech
nician can test and debug
systems quickly and easily.

Only NRI gives you
both kinds of training with

the convenience
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Get A GNOME 
the original micro -synthesizer 
Every day more people discover that PAIA's 
GNOME is the most versatile, cost effective 
special effects device on the market today. 

John Simonton's time -proven design 
provides two envelope generators. VCA. VCO 
and VCF in a low cost, easy to use package. 
Use alone with it's built in ribbon controller or 
modify to use with guitar, electronic piano. 
polytonic keyboards, etc. 

The perfect introduction to electronic music 
and best of all, the Gnome is only $59.95 in 
easy to assemble kit form. Is it any wonder 
why ' , sold thousands? 

Send GNOME MICRO. SYNTHESIZER Kit 
459.95 plus $2.00 postage) 

GNOME MICRO -SYNTHESIZER 
(Fully Assembled) $100.00 plus 82 postage 

r Send FREE CATALOG `*\C 
name 

address 
4 ,O AQ city $ e Czfp L visa card card no. 

áN 10-R 105' 63 -96?6 
1020 w Wiblue ehe 0klakw City, oll 13116 

CIRCLE 21 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

EQUIPMENT REPORTS 
continued front page 14 

the tolerances specified by International In- 
strumentation, Inc. If you don't care to "mess 
up" the timebase in thç counter, or you're sure 
it is accurate. then just adjust the trimmer 
capacitor in the C -Probe II to your counter. 
Even if your counter is out of calibration, so 
long as both are reading correctly with each 
other, it will operate just fine. 

The front panel of the meter contains three 
pushbutton switches that provide selection of 
all functions. The left -most switch is the on/ 
off switch, the center switch selects the AF or 
pF range, and the third switch offers a ten- 
times increase in resolution to the displayed 
value. In addition, a BNC -type output jack is 
located on the front panel. 

The capacitor to be tested is inserted into a 

universal type of spring -loaded connector on 
the top of the case. That unusual connector 
will accommodate test leads and wires up to 12 

gauge. The placement of the input jacks was 
chosen to keep the test capacitor as far 
removed from the front -panel switches as pos- 
sible, to lessen the effects of the hands on the 
test sample. The lead connected to the capaci- 
tor to be tested is merely inserted into the hole 
provided when the lever on the connector is 
pressed. Releasing the lever clamps the lead 
securely in the input jack. 

The C -Probe II is said to operate directly 
with counters made by B&K- Precision, CSC, 
Dana, Data Precision, Davis, Fluke, Heathkit, 
HP, Leader, NLS, Phillips, Polypak, Radio- 
Shack, Sabtronics, Sencore, Simpson, Tek- 
tronix, or any other counter having regular 
repeating gate times of I. I. or 10 seconds. We 

didn't check all of the above, but we did oper- 
ate the C -Probe II with a Bdc K- Precision and a 

homebrewed unit. Both operated as specified. 
To accommodate various gate times used by 
counters, the C -Probe II has an internal adjust- 
ment (jumper) that can be changed to match 
your particular counter. Not all counters on 
the market can be used with the C -Probe II. 
The Hickok series which count for .1 or 1 sec- 
ond and then perform housekeeping functions 
for 30 AS before repeating the count cycle is 
said to be one of the few standard frequency 
counters found that cannot be used with the 
C -Probe II. It would be advisable for you to 
check your counter's duty cycle before order- 
ing the C -Probe II. 

The C -Probe II emits a pulse train which 
contains a number of pulses per gate time that 
is directly related to the value of the capacitor 
being tested. Just as an example, using a count- 
er that operates with a l- second gate interval, 
the C -Probe II will emit 68 pulses per second 
when the test sample inserted in the input 
jacks is a .0682 MF. capacitor and the pushbut- 
tons are adjusted to the ¡IF range and the X 
multiplier is selected. The counter will display 
.068 -the value of the capacitor as a direct 
readout. Pressing the resolution button will 
now show the resolution in the X10 range by 
causing the C -Probe II to emit 682 pulses - 
per -gate interval with the resulting readout of 
.682. In that position it is necessary to shift the 
decimal one place to the left mentally, showing 
an actual reading of .0682 MF. 

During the testing of our C -Probe II, we 
made use of a few calibration capacitors with 
the following results. A 56 pF unit measured 
56 in the X1 resolution while it checked as 

continued on page 22 

LEARN ELECTRONICS THE EASY WAY! 
Unique, low -cost, home -study 
course prepares you for the 
electronic 80's! 
Here's What You Learn! 
Valuepacked course teaches you the fundamentals of AC and OC eleLtrrcrty and 
power supplies, circuits and circuit assembly. amplifiers and oscillators. digital 
electronics and integrated circuits plus you learn to solder. read schematics. 
read resistor color codes. know all the latest components, design circuit boards, 
use engineering Protoboards. assemble electronic protects and kits' It's a 

bonanza of everything you always wanted to know at an unheard of low price you 
can't afford to pass up' 

Here's What You Get! 
No other comparably priced home study course otters so much for so little, This 
amazing. U S Government. CETA-approved course includes 230 electronic 
components. which you use to perform 20 exciting. instructive training activities 
In addition. you build six permanent protects. including highly useful 3 stage 
AC -DC power supply. LED blinker. component substitution board, audio 
amplifier. audible continuity tester and logic probe for use in digital electronics 
All activities and protects are fully documented in four concise. easy-to read. 
stepby.step activity manuals Course work is presented in four. thoroughly 
illustrated lesson manuals 

Moneyback Guarantee! 
To prove to you there is no better value in electronics education anywhere we are 
offering you an unconditional. money back guarantee' If you are not fully 
satisfied after examining your PPG Basic Electronics Course for ten days. lust 
ship it back to us and we will refund your money. less only shipping charges 

How The Course Works 
PPG s Basic Electronics Courses designed for home study You learn step-by 
step at your own pace You read the lessons, do the activities. take the self test 
quizzes provided Then. if you need help. you contact PPG for assistance Our 
training counselors will respond promptly and courteously with complete 
answers to your questions You learn electronics the easy way' 

90.44111 ! y. 

4 a/ 
p z 

Complete course only $169.95! 

f 

Free Tool Offer 
You ve always wanted to know more about electronics Well now's your chance 
to do so without signing up for a costly. long-range program This proven method 
covers it all from basic electricity to digital electronics and there's an excellent 
chance it will quality for employer reimbursement where you work Join the more 
than 50.000 students. hobbyists and technicians who yearly envoy PPG 

electronic kits and courses Place your order before October 31. 1980 and 
receive FREE needlenose pliers and dikes as a bonus 

To Order your PPG Basic Electronics Course send check or money order for ow, 
s 169 95 plus s5 00 shipping charges. OR if you want to take advantage of our special 
10 payment. Pay As You-learn program send only 521 50 to receive r:.' rarer : t 
materials 

VISA and Master Charge accepted Cahlornra residents add 6. sales far 

PPG Electronics Co., Inc. 
14663 Lanark St e Van Nuys. CA 91402 (213) 988 -3525 

didn't check all of the above, but we did oper
ate the C-Probe II with a B&K-Precision and a
homebrewed unit. Both operated as specified.
To accommodate various gate times used by
counters, the C-Probe II has an internal adjust
ment (jumper) that can be changed to match
your part icular counter. Not all counters on
the market can be used with the C-Probe II.
The Hickok series which count for .1 or I sec
ond and then perform housekeeping functions
for 30 /lS before repeating the count cycle is
said to be one of the few standard frequency
counters found that cannot be used with the
C-Probe II. It would be advisable for you to
check your counter's duty cycle before order
ing the C-Probe II.

The C-Probe II emits a pulse train which
contains a number of pulses per gate time that
is directl y related to the value of the capacitor
being tested. Just as an example, using a count
er that operates with a I-second gate interval,
the C-Probe II will emit 68 pulses per second
when the test sample inserted in the input
jacks is a .0682 /IF. capacitor and the pushbut
tons are adjusted to the /IF range and the X I
multiplier is selected. The counter will display
.068- the value of the capacitor as a direct
readout. Pressing the resolution button will
now show the resolution in the X 10 range by
causing the C-Probe II to emit 682 pulses
per-gate interval with the resulting readout of
.682. In that position it is necessary to shift the
decimal one place to the left mentally, showing
an actual reading of .0682;/IF.

During the testing of our C-Probe II, we
made use of a few calibration capacitors with
the following results . A 56 pF unit measured
56 in the X I resolution while it checked as

continued on page 22

the tolerances specified by Intern ational In
strumentation, Inc. If you don't care to "mess
up" the timebase in thq.counter, or you're sure
it is accurate, then just adjust the trimm er
capacitor in the C-Probe II to your counter.
Even if your counter is out of calibration, so
long as both are reading correctly with each
other, it will operate just fine.

The front panel of the meter contains three
pushbutton switches that provide selection of
all functions . The left-most switch is the on/
off switch, the center switch selects the /IF or
pF range, and the third switch offers a ten
times increase in resolution to the displayed
value. In addition, a BNC-type output jack is
located on the front panel.

The capacitor to be tested is inserted into a
universal type of spring-loaded connector on
the top of the case. That unusual connector
will accommodate test leads and wires up to 12
gauge. The placement of the input jacks was
chosen to keep the test capacitor as far
removed from the front-p anel switches as pos
sible, to lessen the effects of the hands on the
test sample. The lead connected to the capaci
tor to be tested is merely inserted into the hole
provided when the lever on the connector is
pressed. Releasing the lever clamps the lead
securely in the input jack.

The C-Probe II is said to operate directl y
with counters made by B&K-Precision, CSC,
Dana, Data Precision, Davis, Fluke, Heathkit,
HP, Leader , NLS, Phillips, Polypak, Radio
Shack, Sabtronics, Sencore , Simpson, Tek
tronix, or any .other counter having regular
repeating gate times of .1, I, or 10 seconds. We

EQUIPMENT REPORTS
continued from page 14

Every day more people discover that PAIA 's
GNOME is the most versatile, cost effective
special effects device on the market today.

John Simon ton 's ti me-proven design
provides two envelope generators, VCA, VCO
and VCF in a low cost, easy to use package.
Use alone with it 's built in ribbon cont roller or
modify to use with guitar, electronic piano,
polytonic keyboards, etc.

The perfect introduction to electronic music
and best of all, the Gnome is only 59.95 in

I~ii!~~ assemble kit form. Is it any wonder
w.e·y s Id thousands?

r:(~t A GNOME

....... CIty. OK 73118

I I ) Send GNOM;Miciio.-S~N;;ESiiEi'iG';t
I (559 .95plus 52.00 postage)
I( ) GNOME MICRO-SYNTHESIZER
I (Fully Assembled) Sl oo.oo plus S2 postager )Send FREE CATALOG "\'+.\':>
I name ..",

: address • ~~ ~ .~O~
'" i:,.1~· ...' ~ ..,

I city ~.'ftt . ~ ,'~ te ~ zip
I ". -- ---
I visa ...! mA'(.~ card no. _
: e t 1o-R (405) 843-9626

...~2~.!·!~:r:,8.!:'!;.O~~~:..c!!.':!!~~!:~
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Unique, low-cost, home-study
course prepares you for the
electronic 80's!
Here's What You Learn!
Value-packed course teaches youthe fundamenta ls ofAC andDC electricity and
power supplies, circuits andcircuit assembly, amplifiers andoscillators, digital
electronics and integrated circuits... plus you learn to solder, readschematics,
readresistorcolorcodes, knowallthelatest components, design circuit boards,
use engineering Protoboards, assemble electronic projects and kits! If s a
bonanza of everything you alwayswanted toknow at anunheard of low price you
can't afford to pass up!

Here's What You Get!
No othercomparably priced home study course offers so much forso little! This
amazing, U.S. Government. CETA-approved course includes 230 electronic
components, whichyouuse toperform20 exc iting, instructivetrainingactivities.
In addition, you build six permanent projects, includ ing high ly useful 3-stage
AC-OC power supply, LEO blinker, component substitution board, audio
amplifier, audib lecontinuity testerandlogic probe foruseindigita lelectronics.
All activi ties and projects are fully docume nted in fourconcise, easy-to-read,
step-by-step activity manuals. Course-work is presented in four, thoroughly
illustrated lesson manuals.

Moneyback Guarantee!
To prove toyouthere is nobettervalue inelectronics educationanywhere we are
offering you an unconditional, monev-hack guarantee! If you are not fully
satisfied after examining your PPG Basic Electron ics Course for ten days, just
ship it back to us and we will refund your money, less only shipping charges.

How The Course Works
PPG's Basic Electronics Course is designed for home study. You learnstep-by
stepat your ownpace. Youreadthe lessons, dothe activities, takethe self-test
quizzes provided. Then, if you need help, you contact PPG for assistance. Our
training counselors wi ll respond promptly and courteously with complete
answers to your questions. You learn electronics the easy way!

/

»
Complete course only $169.95!

Free Tool Offer
You've alwayswantedto know more about electronics. Well now's your chance
todosowithout signing upfora costly, long-range program. This proven method
covers it allfrom basicelectricity to digita l electronicsandthere's an excellent
chanceitwill qualityforemployer reimbursement whereyouwork. Jointhemore
than 50,000 students, hobbyists and technicians who yearly enjoy PPG
electronic kits and courses. Place your order before October 31, 1980 and
receive FREE n~ edl eno se pliers and dikes as a bonus.

To Order your PPG Basic El ectronics Course, send check Dr money order for only
S169.95 plus S5.00 shipping charges; ORil you want to take advantage of our special
10-payment, Pay-As-You-learn program, send onlyS21.50 to receive yourfirst packet of
materials.

VISA andMaster Charge accepted. Cahlornia residents add6%sales tax.

PPG Electronics Co., Inc.
14663 Lanark 51. • Van Nu ys , CA 91402 • (213) 988-3525
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INDIVIDUAL COMPONENTS I 

ITEM NO CMOS SAFE 

"1 IC INSERTION/EXTRACTION KIT 

KIT 
MOS -1416 14-16 CMOS SAFE INSERTER 

EX-1 14 -16 EXTRACTOR 
INCLUDES MOS -2426 24 -26 CMOS SAFE INSERTER 

EX -2 24 -40 CMOS SAFE EXTRACTOR 
MOS-40 36-40 CMOS SAFE INSERTER 

HINTEDIN 

OK MACHINE 8 TOOL CORPORATION 
3455 CONNER ST., 6RONX. N.Y. 10475 U.S.A. 

OMONE 11121 VOL 111100 TELEX NO 12S0111 

u ENDINO 

I 
WK-7 COMPLETE IC INSERTER /EXTRACTOR KIT j $29.95 j 

MOS -1416 14 -16 PIN MOS CMOS SAFE INSERTER $ 7.95 
MOS -2428 24 -28 PIN MOS CMOS SAFE INSERTER $ 7.95 
MOS -40 36 -40 PIN MOS CMOS SAFE INSERTER $ 7.95 
EX -1 14 -16 PIN EXTRACTOR TOOL $ 1.49 
EX -2 24 -40 PIN CMOS SAFE EXTRACTOR TOOL $ 7.95 

MINIMUM BILLING $25.00. ADD SHIPPING CHARGE $2.00. NEW YORK RESIDENTS ADD APPLICABLE TAX. 

OK MACHINE & TOOL CORPORATION 3455 CONNER ST.. BRONX. N.Y. 10475 (212) 994 -6600 /TELEX 125091 

CIRCLE 42 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

KIT INCLUDES
• M08-1416 14-16 CMOS SAFE INSERTER • EX-1 14-16 EXTRACTOR
• M08-2428 24-28 CMOS SAFE INSERTER • EX-2 24.40 CMOS SAFE EXTRACTOR
• M08-40 36-40 CMOS SAFE INSERfER

~ OK MACHINE & TOOL CORPORATION ~
i..01') 3455CONNERST.,oRONX,N .Y.l0475U.S..A. ,,0..)
~ PHONE 1212\99' 6600 TELE X NO 1 2 ~ 091 ~

P,UNT£O IN U .S. A ,

M08-1416

, WK-7

PATE NT "rHDJHG

M08-2428

"M0 8-40

COMPLETE IC INSERTER/EXTRACTOR KIT I $29.95 I

INDIVI DUAL COMPONENTS =oJ
MOS-1416 14-16 PIN MOS CMOS SAFE INSERTER $ 7.95
MOS-2428 24-28 PIN MOS CMOS SAFE INSERTER $ 7.95
MOS-40 36-40 PIN MOS CMOS SAFE INSERTER $ 7.95
EX-1 14-16 PIN EXTRACTOR TOOL $ 1.49
EX-2 24-40 PIN CMOS SAFE EXTRACTOR TOOL $ 7.95

MINIMUM BILLING $25 .00. ADD SHIPPING CHARGE $2 .00 . NEW YORK RESIDENTS ADD APPLICABLE TAX.

OK MACHINE & TOOL CORPORATION 3455 CONNER ST., BRONX, N.Y. 10475 (212) 994-6600/TELEX 125091

CIRCLE 42 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD
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EQUIPMENT REPORTS 
continued from page 20 

55.5pF when placed in the X IO mode. A 1.5 

µF. 20% unit measured 1.48NF in the direct 
mode and indicatcd a value of I.4884aF in the 
X10 resolution range. A .33 NF capacitor 
checked out to be .334 directly and at a resolu- 
tion of X10, it indicated .33360F. 

After using this little unit, measuring only 
2.5 X 4 X 5 inches. it can be said that it 
should provide the service technician and seri- 
ous experimenter with all the resolution 
needed in the shop or lab. Total weight (in- 
cluding the battery) is just 6.5 ounces. Accord- 
ing to International's manual, the accuracy is 

stated simply as .25% of the capacitor value in 
the pit range and .5% of the capacitance value 
in the NF range. In fact, the company claims 

that when one reads the fine print of some 

competitive testers, the C-Probe II really turns 
out to be more accurate. The C -Probe !! has a 

suggested retail price of $79.95. R -E 

Regency Model M -100 
Programmable Scanner 

FEATURING A MUCH SMALLtR FRONT -PANEL 

profile than its predecessors, the Regency 
Mode! M -100 programmable scanner offers 
flexibility and operational simplicity. 

The M -100 memory includes ten channel 
capacity, indicated by a bright fluorescent dis- 
play. Two brightness levels are switch- selecta- 
ble, or the display may be switched off entirely 
with the radio still operating. 

The display indicates channel numbers 

1 ADVANCE is Proud to Introduce the WESTON 
ROADRUNNER A Breakthrough in PricelPerformance 

Level of the New Generation of Multimeters 

The WESTON ROADRUNNER ADMM 
with its "beeping" Audio Response allows you 
to take your eyes off the meter and still take 
a measurement. 
Now, In a custom -designed field service 
unit, important measurement functions can 
be HEARD as well as seen. In addition, 
functions not previously available from 
digital multimeters are standard benefits 
on this compact. easily handled instru- 
ment...a truly new dimension in the art of 
checking and testing. An audio signal 
response guides the operator in testing. 
An audio signal response guides the 
operator in testing and permits full con- 
centration on the task without having to 
refer to a visual reading. The clearly audi- 
ble "beeping" signal provides instant 
answers to quick, sure and accurate 
testing. 

SPECIFICATIONS 

DC VOLTAGE 
ACCURACY' 

200rnV. 2V, 20V. 200V, 1000V I 5N 

AC VOLTAGE 

200.V. 2V. 20V, 200V, 700V [ 75\ 

DC CURRENT 

I hnA 20mA, 200mA. 2000mA r, 
AC CURRENT 

27nA 20rnA 200rnA. 2000mA 1 1 5 
RESISTANCE 

200n. an. Zan. 200k n. 2o00Á 11. 20YÚ 
1 

s. 
1 

Weight: I lb. Dimensions: 7.5 In. 3.4 in. a 1.9 In. 

Power Single 9V battery 
Battery Life: Up to 200 hrs. with alkaline battery 

ei ONLY $139 
Caw S10 OL 

Shpprq S300 

The Roadrunner ADMM Features 
Soc Functions 
29 Ranges 
0 5 Accuracy on DCV 
5 Range Audio Response Func". 
Color coded eeay-to-read front pr 

and pusflbuMOns 
0 5" LCD Display 
Rugged Case for "Feld Usé 
RFI Shielded 

THE TEST EQUIPMENT SPECIALISTS 
TOLL FREE HOT LINE 

800 -223 -0474 ADV 
SA *EST 1tv, SUM! ' ELEC 

.d..raa.0 

- . .. 
-sai..+a.. 

- 1 a 3 -, s . 
ME o 
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while in scan mode as well as received frequen- 
cy when a signal is being monitored. Other 
characters on the readout show loss of power, 
scan delay, individual channel lockout, and 
search mode. 

A priority function may be selected so that 
the listener will be sure not to miss an impor- 
tant transmission. Conventionally enough, 
Channel I will seize control of the receiver 
regardless of mode should the frequency be- 

come active (assuming the priority function is 

activated). 
Tuning -frequency ranges include: 30 to 50 

MHz, 144 to 174 MHz, and 440 to 512 MHz. 
Sensitivity is specified as 0.25 eV on low band, 
and 0.45 NV on the high band and UHF. All 
sensitivity figures arc measured for 12 -dB 
SINAD (Signal + Noise And Distortion) at 

tuneup. 
Scanning rate is a rapid 15 channels -per- 

second; audio output is 2 watts -entirely ade- 

quate for noisy environments such as in mobile 
applications. 

The physical size of the M -100 is a compact 
5'/. wide X 2' /r high X 9'/. inches deep. 

Weight is 3'/: pounds. 
Although the top -mounted internal speaker 

is ideal for home use, some volume loss may be 

expected in certain mobile mounting situa- 
tions; adequate reserve volume should well 
make up for any decrease in acoustic sound 
level. A mobile mounting bracket and DC cord 
are supplied for mobile use, as well as the AC 
cord for fixed installation. 

Dual power cords (supplied) enable the 
receiver to be used with 110 to 130 VAC at 18 

watts RMS. or 11.5 to 15 VDC at 10 watts 
maximum. 

One innovative feature of the M -100 is a 

beep tone that signals every time the touch - 
entry key pad is pressed. This assures the user 
that his command has registered. 

The keyboard is of the pressure -pad variety. 
so the beep is reassuring since there is no 

accompanying "snap" feel to the command 
when the key is depressed. 

Our field test 
We selected a unit at random from a dealer's 

shelf to perform our evaluation of the M -100. 
We were impressed by the functional styling as 

well as cosmetic appearance of the receiver. 
The keyboard simplicity was a welcome relief 
after sampling other high -technology pro - 
grammables. Needless to say, not everyone 
needs the sophistication offered in the more 
expensive scanners, and the M -/00 helps to fill 
that void. Low -band sensitivity was as good as 

that found in the more expensive program- 
mable to which it was compared. The high 
band was nearly as sensitive, and at UHF the 
performance was only slightly less than that of 
the comparison receiver. 

continued on page 24 

ADVANCE is Proud to Introduce the WESTON
ROADRUNNER A Breakthrough in Price/Performance

Level of the New Generation of Multimeters
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while in scan mode as well as received freq uen 
cy when a signal is being monitored. Other
characters on the readout show loss of power.
scan delay. individual channe l lockout, and
search mode.

A priority function may be selecte d so that
th e listener will be sure not to miss an impor
tant tr an smi ssion. Co nventionally enoug h,
C hannel I will seize control of the receiver
regardless of mode should the freq uency be
come active (assuming the priority function is
acti vated).

Tu ning-frequ ency ranges include : 30 to 50
MHz, 144 to 174 MHz, and 440 to 512 MHz.
Se nsitiv ity is specified as 0.25 !LV on low band,
and 0.45 !LV on the high band and UHF. All
sensi tivity figures are measu red for 12-dB
SINAD (S Ignal + Noise And Disto rtion) at
tune up .

Scanning rate is a rapid 15 channels-per
second; audio output is 2 watts-entirely ade 
quate for noisy environments such as in mobile
applications.

T he physica l size of the M-JOO is a compact
5'/. wide X 2'/ , high X 9'/. inches deep.
Weight is 3'/' pounds .

Alt hough the top-mo unted internal speaker
is ideal for home use, some volume loss may be
expected in certain mobile mounting situa
tions; adequate reserve volume should well
make up for any decrease in acoustic sound
level. A mobile moun ting bracket and DC cord
are supplied for mobile use, as well as the AC
cord for fixed installat ion.

Dual power cords (suppl ied) enable the
receiver to be used with \I0 to 130 VAC at 18
watts RMS, or 11.5 to 15 VDC at 10 watts
maximum .

One innovat ive featu re of the M-JOO is a
beep tone that signals every time the touch
entry key pad is pressed. This assures the user
th at his command has registered.

Th e keyboard is of the pressure-pad variety,
so the beep is reassuring since there is no
accompanying "snap" feel to the command
when the key is depressed.

Case $1 0 .00
Shipping $3 .00

Regency Model M-100
Programmable Scanner

FEATUR ING A MUCH SMALLER FRONT-PANEL

profi le th an its predecessors, the Rege ncy
Model M-I OO programmable scanner offers
flexibility and operational simp licity.

Th e M-IOO memory includes ten channel
capacity, indi cat ed by a bright fluorescent dis
play. Two br ightn ess levels are switc h-selec ta
ble, or th e display may be switc hed off entire ly
with th e rad io still operating .

Th e displa y indicates cha nne l number s

that when one reads the fine pr int of some
compet itive tes ters, th e C-Probe II rea lly turns
out to be more accurate. Th e C-Probe II has a
sugges ted re tail price of $79.95. R-E

I200mV, 2V, lOV, 2OOV, 750V

DC CURRENT

SPECIFICATIONS

The WESTON ROADRUNNER ADMM
with its "beeping" Audio Response allows you
to take your eyes off the meter and st ill take
a measurement.
Now, in a custom-designed field service
unit, important measurement functions can
be HEARD as well as seen. In addition,
functions not previously available from
digital multimeters are standard benef its
on this compact, easily handled instru
ment.. .a truly new dimension in the art of
checking and testing. An audio signal
response guides the operator in testing.
An audio signal response guides the
operator in testing and permits full con
centration on the task without having to
refer to a visual reading. The clearly audi
ble "beeping" signal provides instant
answers to quick , sure and accurate
testing.

55.5pF when placed in th e X 10 mode. A 1.5
JLF, 20% un it measured 1.48JLF in the direct
mode and indicated a value of 1.4884!LFin the
X 10 resolution ran ge. A .33 JLF capacitor
checked out to be .334 dir ectly and at a reso lu
tion of X 10, it indicated .3336JLF.

After using thi s littl e unit , meas uring only
2.5 X 4 X 5 inches, it can be said tha t it
should provide the service techn ician and seri
ous experime nter with all the resolution
needed in the shop or lab . Total weig ht (in
cluding th e battery) is ju st 6.5 ounces. Acco rd 
ing to Int ern ati onal's manu al , th e accuracy is
stated simply as .25% of the capacitor value in
th e pF ran ge and .5% of th e capacita nce value
in th e JLF range. In fact, th e company clai ms

EQUIPMENT REPORTS
continued from page 20

OUf field test
We selec ted a unit at random from a dealer's

she lf to perform our evaluation of the M-IOO.
We were impressed by the functional styling as
well as cosmetic appearance of the receiver.
Th e keyboard simplicity was a welcome relief
af te r sampling other high -technology pro
grammables. Needless to say, not everyone
needs the sophistication offered in the more
expensive scanners, and the M-JOO helps to fill
th at void. Low-band sensi tivity was as good as
that found in the more expensive program
mable to which it was compared. The high
band was nearl y as sensitive, and at UHF the
performance was only slightly less than that of
th e comparison rece iver .

continued 011 page 24

The Roadrunner ADMM Features
• Six Functions
• 29 Ranges
• 0 .5% Accuracy on DeV
• 5 Range Audio Respon se Funct ion
• Color coded easy-to-read front panel

and pushbuttons
• 0. 5" LCD Display
• Rugged Case for "Reid Use"
• RR Shielded

THE TEST EQUIPMENT SPECIALISTS
TOLL FREE HOT LINE

800-223-0474

Weight 1 lb. Dimensions: 7.5 In. x 3.4 In. x 1.9 In.
Power: Single 9V battery
Battery Lif e: Up to 200 hrs . with alkaline battery

L.- I~

I 2mA, 2OmA, 2OOmA, 2000m1l

AC CURRENT

12000 . ao, 2Olto. 2001< 0 , _0. 2OMO

12mA, 2OmA, 2OOmA, 2000mA

RESISTANCE

'-----------~

~4 WEST 45th STREET. NEW YORK. N Y 10036 212·68 7·2224
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RCA VIDEO CASSETTE 
RECORDER SELF -STUDY 
SERVICE COURSE 

TELEVISION TECHNICIANS CAN NOW LEARN 
AT HOME TO SERVICE VHS 
FORMAT VCR'S 

rAn ever increasing number of Video 
Cassette Recorders are being purchased by 
consumers, and many instruments sold earlier 
have now provided hundreds of hours of 
recorded entertainment. As a result, there is a 
growing demand for VCR service maintenance. 

To meet the need of television technicians 
who intend to enter the field of VCR service, 
RCA developed this basic and in -depth home - 
study course. It consists of six instructional 
units, an appendix and two video training 
tapes. Each instructional unit is comprised of a 
study guide, reference material, workbook and 
quiz. Program content includes the basic concepts 
of video recording, mechanical and electronic 
system analysis and servicing considerations in 
addition to complete information on mechanical 
and electrical adjustments. The two video tapes, 
with a combined viewing time of one hour and 
forty -two minutes, visually demonstrate 
mechanical adjustment procedures. 

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER 
This complete VCR training course with two video 

tapes is regularly priced at $149.95. For a limited 
time only on orders received within the next 30 
DAYS we will ship prepaid the entire package at the 
reduced price of: 
S 134.95 

VIDEO HEAD REPLACEMENT 
AND INTERCHANGEABILITY 
ADJUSTMENTS 

Specific visual instruction with audio 
narration on head replacement, 
cleaning procedures and 
interchangeability adjustments. Forty - 
five Minutes in full color, with subject 
matter referenced to the VCR counter 
number. 
Available separately at $49.95 

VCR TAPE TRANSPORT 
MECHANISM SERVICING 

Clear, step -by -step sight and sound 
instruction on the most commonly 
required mechanical servicing 
procedures and adjustments. Fifty- 
seven minutes of dynamic visual 
demonstrations in color, with fast, easy 
indexing by VCR counter number. 
Available separately at: $49.95 

YES, Send Me The Technical Training Materials 
Indicated Below. 

QUANTITY 

Complete VCR Service Course With Two Video Tapes 

at S134.95 

Video Training Tape Only, Titled Video Head Replacement 

and Interchangeability Adjustments at S49.95 Each 

Video Training Tape Only, Titled VCR Tape Transport 

Mechanism Servicing at S49.95 Each 

TOTAL (Enclose Check With Order) 

RC,' 
THIS IS YOUR SHIPPING LABEL - PLEASE PRINT 

NAME 

STREET ADDRESS 

CITY STATE ZIP 

MAIL TO: RCA Technical Training 1-450,600 N. Sherman Drive, Indianapolis, IN 46201 

.RCA VIDEO CASSETTE
RECORDER S'ELF-STUDY
SERVICE C'OURSE

VIDEO · t:tEAD REPLACEMENT
AND INTERCHANGEABILITY
ADJUSTMENTS

Specific visual instruction with audio I

narration on head replacement,
cleaning procedures and
interchangeability adjustments. Forty
five Minutes in full color, with subject
matter referenced to the VCR counter
number.

Available separately at: $49.95

VCR TAPE TRANSPORT
MECHANISM SERVICING

Clear, step-by-step sight and sound
instruction on the most commonly
required mechanical servicing
procedures and adjustments. Fifty
seven minutes of dynamic visual
demonstrations in color, with fast, easy
indexing by VCR counter number.

Available separately at: $49.95

l G2J1G <C

~~.-1 ... ·
I

An ever increasing number of Video
Cassette Recorders are being purchased by .
consumers, and many instruments sold earlier
have now provided hundreds of hours of
recorded entertainment. As a result, there is a
growing demand for VCR service maintenance.

To meet the need of television technicians
who intend to enter the field of VCR service,
RCA developed this basic and in-depth home
study course. It consists of six instructional
units, an appendix and two video training
tapes. Each instructional unit is comprised of a
study guide, reference material, workbook and
quiz. Program content includes the basic concepts
of video recording, mechanical and electronic
system analysis and servicing considerations in
addition to complete information on mechanical
and electrical adjustments. The two video tapes,
with a combined viewing time of one hour and
forty-two minutes, visually demonstrate
mechanical adjustment procedures.

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER
This complete VCR training course with two video

tapes is regularly priced at $149 ;95. For a limited
time only on orders received within the next 30
DAYS we will ship prepaid the entire package at the
reduced price of:
$134.95

TELEVISION TECHNICIANS CAN NOW LEARN
AT HOME TO SERVICE VHS
FORMAT VCR'S ---~

YES, Send Me The Technical Training Materials
Indicated Below. nell

QUANTITY THIS IS YOUR SHIPPING LABEL - PLEASE PRINT

____ Complete VCR Service Course With Two Video Tapes
at $134.95

NAME
____ Video Training Tape Only, Titled Video Head Replacement

andInterchangeability Adjustments at $49.95 Each STREET ADDRESS

____ Video Training Tape Only, Titled VCR Tape Transport
Mechanism Servicing at $49.95 Each CITY STATE ZIP ----

$, TOTAL (Enclose Check With Order)

MAIL TO: RCA Technical Training 1-450,600 N. Sherman Drive, Indianapolis, IN 46201
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You can 
build your own 

SCHOBER ORGAN! 

Imagine the pride and joy of 
owning one of the world's great 
electronic organs. And save up to 
50%. Schober Organ kits come in 
several styles and sizes to lit your 
musical taste and budget. Price 
range: $849 to $4,267. 

Mail coupon today for free information. 

The Schober Organ Corp., Dept. RE -92 
43 West 61st St, New York, N.Y. 10023 

Please send free catalog. 

Name 

Address 

City_ _ State Zip 

EQUIPMENT REPORTS 
continued front page 22 

We would deduce sensitivity of the ,.f -100 
to be perfectly adequate for metropolitan lis- 
tening purposes. 

Audio quality was excellent -the unit uses a 

voice- shaped passband for maximum intelligi- 
bility. Audio level was certainly adequate for 
nearly any imaginable application. Squelch 
threshold was tight, allowing response to the 
weakest recoverable signals. 

Our unit had two malfunctions: occasional 
key bounce (double integer -entry from one key 
press) and incorrect low -band search range 
(wouldn't search what we programmed). We 
judged these malfunctions to be a fault in that 
particular microprocessor IC and not a prob- 
lem with the basic receiver design. 

The fluorescent display was adequate for 
bright room lighting; although the .4f -100 was 
not tested in a mobile installation. we would 
not expect any problems in viewing the display 
except in direct sunlight. 

As with earlier Touch products from Regen- 
cy, a special routine allows the M -100 to be 
programmed to search and scan outside of its 
normal frequency range. Some alignment will 
be required for great excursions away from the 
frequency ranges for which the scanner comes 
preset from the factory. 

We were favorably impressed with the .1!- 
l00. Its styling. ease of programming. and 
bright display are certainly important improve- 
ments over earlier models. The Regency M- 
l00 programmable scanner sells for S299. It is 

manufactured by: Regency Electronics, Incor- 
porated, 7707 Records Street. Indianapolis. 
IN 46226. 

B &K- Precision Model 3020 
Sweep /Function Generator 

CIRCLE 103 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

THE BAkPRECISION CO., A DIVISION OF DYNA- 
scan, 6460 W. Cortland St., Chicago, IL 
60635. has introduced a small instrument that 
will do more different things than I've ever 
seen in only one little box. This is their model 
3020 Sweep /Function Generator. Its a func- 
tion generator (sine, square and triangle 
waves); an audio to RF sweep generator (from 
sub -audio up to 2.0 MHz.); a pulse generator 
(anything from TM. to ramps. sawtooth, etc.) 
and a tone -burst generator (rapidly coming 
into favor for hi -fi audio tests and others). It 
will do so many things that it has a great num- 
ber of uses in both analog and digital electron- 
ics. Anywhere from the research lab to the 
service shop. 

It starts with a VCG ( Voltage Controlled 
Generator) that produces precision waveforms 
over a range from 0.02 Hz to 2.0 MHz. All of 
these have continuously -variable DC offset so 

that signals can be fed to any circuit at the 
continued on page 26 

Price Without Sacrifice. 
HITACHI V302 &VI52 
Put a proven Hitachi dual -trace oscilloscope on your bench 
for as little as $695. Our V -152 15MHz model includes un- 
precedented sensitivity (1 mV /div.)...10X sweep magnif- 
ication...front panel XY operation...trace rotation...Z -axis 
input...and more. Need greater bandwidth? Our V -302 
model is the only 30MHz dual -trace scope with signal delay 
line priced under $1000. with all the above features, to 
make your testing operations fast, easy, and accurate. 
Reliability is exceptional, too. (As you'd expect from a 
manufacturer with over 20 years of experience "outscop- 
ing" the competition So exceptional, in fact, that Hitachi 
quality is backed by a 2 -year warranty...the longest in the 
industry. Whether you use it for teaching or repairs, for 
video, audio, or computer testing, you can't find more 
scope for your dollar than at Hitachi. Write for more details. 

Hitachi...The measure 
of quality. 

V -152 15 MHz Dual Trace ... $695 
V -302 30 MHz Dual Trace ... $945 
*Probes included. 

HITACHI 
Hasen, annshi Arnerlca.Ltd. 
175 Crossways Park West 
Woodbury, NY 11797 
(516) 921-7200 

CIRCLE 57 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

----------------
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B&K-Precision Model 3020
Sweep/Function Generator

THE B&K·PRECISION CO., A DIVISION OF DYNA·
scan, 6460 W. Cort land St., Chicago, IL
60635, has introduced a small instrument that
will do more different things than I've ever
seen in only one little box. This is their model
3020 Sweep/Function Generato r. It 's a func
tion generator (sine, square and tr iangle
waves); an audio to RF sweep generator (fro m
sub-audio up to 2.0 MHz.); a pulse generator
(anything from TT L to ramps, sawtooth, etc.)
and a tone-burst generator (rapidly coming
into favor for hi-fi audio tests and others) . It
will do so many things that it has a great num
ber of uses in both analog and digital electron
ics. Anywhere from the research lab to the
service shop.

It star ts with a VCG (Voltage Contro lled
Generator) that produces precision waveforms
over a range from 0.02 Hz to 2.0 MH z. All of
these have continu ously-variable DC offset so
that signals can be fed to any circuit at the

continued on page 26

EQUIPMENT REPORTS
continued from page 22

We would deduce sensitivity of the M-JOO
to be perfec tly adequate for metropolitan lis
tening purposes .

Audio quality was excellent- the unit uses a
voice-shaped passband for maximum intelligi
bility. Audio level was certainly adequate for
nearly any imaginable application. Squelch
threshold was tight, allowing response to the
weakest recoverable signals.

Our unit had two malfunctions: occasional
key bounce (double integer-entry from one key
press) and incorrect low-band search range
(wouldn't search what we programmed) . We
judged these malfunctions to be a fault in that
particular microprocessor IC and not a prob
lem with the basic receiver design.

The fluorescent display was adequate for
bright room lighting; although the M-IOO was
not tested in a mobile installation , we would
not expect any problems in viewing the display
except in direct sunlight.

As with earlier Touch products from Regen
cy, a special routine allows the M-JOO to be
program med to search and scan outside of its
normal frequency range. Some alignment will
be required for great excursions away from the
frequency ranges for which the scanner comes
preset from the factory.

We were favorably impressed with the M 
100. Its styling, ease of programming, and
bright display are certa inly important improve
ments over earlier models. The Regency M
100 programmable scanner sells for $299. It is
manufactured by: Regency Elect ronics, Incor
porated, 7707 Records Str eet, Indianapolis,
IN 46226.
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IClty State Zip _

Please send free catalog.
Name _

Addre ss _

~--------------~The Schober Organ Corp., Dept. RE-92
43 West 61st si., New York, N.Y. 10023I
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You can
build your own

SCHOBER ORGAN'

Imagine the pride and joy of
owning one of the world's great
electronic organs. And save up to
50 %. Schobe r Organ kits come in
several styles and sizes to fit your
musical taste and budge t. Price
range: $849 to $4,267.

Mail coupon today for free informati on.
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411 INTRODUCING 
HOBBY BLOX" 

The new modular 

circuit building 

system designed 

especially for 

electronic hobbyists. 

Until now, you had to buy "professional" 
solder - 

less breadboards 
for your projects and pay 

"professional" 
prices. Now there's Hobby- Blox;" 

a totally new circuit-building 
system that's not 

only economically 
priced but offers many more 

advantages 
to the hobbyist. 

At the core of the system are two expandable 

starter packs (priced under $7.00), one for 

discrete component 
projects, the other for 

integrated circuit projects. Each comes with a 

number of Hobby -Blox modules that fit into a 

tray and an illustrated project booklet. In 

addition, the system includes 14 separate 

component 
packs you can purchase individually 

- terminal, distribution and bus strips, speaker 

panels, binding posts, etc. priced from $1.29 

to $3.59. 

The Hobby -Blox system is easy to use because 

the modules are color -keyed and letter /number 

indexed. It's time -saving, because they're 

solderless. 
It's compatible 

with DIP's of all sizes 

and a wide variety of discrete components. 
And 

you save money, because the parts can be 

reused again and again. 

How far can you go with the Hobby -Blox 

system? Take a look at the example above. 

Then you'll know why we say, "your only limit 

is your own imagination!" 

For a free catalog and the name of your 

nearest Hobby -Blox dealer call toll -free 

(800) 321 -9668. 
Patents Penclenu 

A P PRODUCTS 
INCORPORATED 

1911(1 

Paces shown arty current suggested u S resale 

A P 
359 

PRODUCTS INCORPORATED 
West Jackson Street 

Panesvllle Ohio 44077 
(216) 354 -2101 

In Europe, contact A P 
In Europe, 

contact 
21 

PRODUCTS 

CIRCLE i 
0-7031 yell 1 

ON FREE INFORMATION 

VV Germany 
CARD 

lhe neW modular
drcult bu\\dlng
s'JstemdeSlgned
espeda\\'J for
electronlchobb'JlStS•
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=Computing is the new McGraw -Hill quarterly that tells 
what's ahead - without talking over your head - in the 
1980's with personal computers. 

onComputing puts you on target with all the applications 
that go beyond your imagination. 

Personal computers in the home. 
Classrooms. 
They bring computer music 
Electronic mail. 

C Robots. 
They manage your personalized investment. 
The list goes on and on in onComputing. 

If you're a beginner with personal computers, get the 
most understood magazine on computers, =Computing. 
And even if you're an experienced computer user, 
onComputing has the information you need in today's fast - 
growing personal computer market. 

o 

Get onto onComputing. Call 800- 258 -5485. 
onComputing 5ubscripttun Dept P O Box .30 /. Niarttnsvrlie. NJ 08836 

DOMESTIC subscription rate 
.: U S 1 yr (4 issues) @ S8 50 :. Canada & Mexico. 1 yr (4 issues) a s10.00 

FOREIGN (to expedite service, please remit in U S funds drawn on a U S bank) 

:: Europe (and all other countries, except above), 1 Yr @ $ 12.00 - surface delivery 

Bill Visa :: Bill Master Charge :. Bill me (North America only) 

Card Number Expiration 

Signature Name (please print) 

StreevApartment Number 

City State/Province /Country Code 

78A0 
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EQUIPMENT REPORTS 
continued from page 24 

correct bias level. positive or negative. Since 
this is a voltage -controlled circuit. it can also 
be made to sweep any given band of frequen- 
cies by feeding a ramp, sawtooth or sinewave 
voltage into the GCV jack (Generator Control 
Voltage). 

Sweep can be done with either the internal 
or external control voltage. Scope setup for 
display of frequency response is simple. The 
control voltage (internal) is brought out to the 
Gcv OUT jack, and this can be used for the 
horizontal deflection of the scope. Linear or 
logarithmic sweep can be used, by pushing the 
switch button. Sweepwidth is variable up to a 

1000:1 frequency ratio. One continuous sweep 
can cover the entire audio frequency band 
from 20 Hz to 20 kHz. The sweep is flat; bet- 
ter than 0.3 dB up to 2.0 MHz, with sinewaves. 
Any of the three waveforms can be used in the 
sweep mode, but the sinewave is more or less of 
a standard. 

Tone -bursts are also getting very popular for 
sonic tests, and necessary for others. In this 
mode, an external signal gates the output into 
alternate on -off periods. Any frequency or 
waveform can be used, and the on -off ratio can 
be adjusted. Special circuitry makes the bursts 
of signal start with an even half -cycle, either 
the negative or positive. This makes locking on 

a scope much easier. and also eliminates tran- 
sients and odd harmonic components that 
might cause problems. 

Using an external AC modulating signal, 
you can generate an AM signal at any modula- 
tion percentage. The modulation is set by a 

control on the panel. Only I.5 volts of signal is 

needed to get full I00% modulation. The 3020 
can produce a full double- sideband signal, with 
any amount of carrier- suppression. The carrier 
suppression is set by a front panel control. You 
can kill the carrier entirely and see only the 
sidcbands. 

A variable- symmetry control is provided. 
This control can make a triangle into a saw - 

tooth or ramp, adjust a squarewave to make 
positive or negative going pulses of any width, 
or make a "stewed sinewave" which is a really 
weird waveform! Frequency of pulses. ramps, 
etc. is controlled by the main tuning dial and 
the multipliers. 

You can make tone- bursts by using an exter- 
nal gating signal. The oscillator frequency can 
also be controlled by a DC voltage. Feeding an 
AC voltage in here will give you frequency 
modulation. A ramp voltage here sweeps the 
frequency over any desired range. Maximum 
voltage needed for full -range sweep is 10 

volts. 
All outputs are 50 ohms. The amplitude of 

the output is controlled over a range of 0 -IO 
volts peak -to-peak into 50 ohms. There is a 

variable attenuator with a range of 0 to - 20 
dB, and three step attenuators, - IO dB, -10 
dB and - 20 dB; this gives you a total of up to 
-60 dB of attenuation if needed. 

Controls are simple. plainly marked and 
easy to use. There are ten control knobs on the 
front panel that will give you any of the out- 
puts you need. The most -often used outputs 
are controlled from the front, with jacks for 
the generator control voltage output, control 
voltage input, a TTL output at a fixed ampli- 
tude (frequency set by main dial) the AM IN 

jack for external modulation, and the GATE IN 

jack for external control of tone bursts, on the 
rear panel. All of these are "phono" jacks; the 

continued on page 28 

correct bias level, positive or negative. Since
this is a voltage -controlled circuit, it can also
be made to sweep any given band of frequen
cies by feeding a ramp, sawtooth or sinewave
voltage into the GCV jack (Generator Control
Voltage) .

Sweep can be done with either the internal
or external control voltage. Scope setup for
display of frequency response is simple. The
control voltage (internal) is brought out to the
GCV OUT jack, and this can be used for the
horizontal deflection of the scope. Linear or
logarithmic sweep can be used, by pushing the
switch button. Sweepwidth is variable up to a
1000: I frequency ratio. One continuous sweep
can cover the entire audio frequency band
from 20 Hz to 20 kHz. The sweep is flat; bet
ter than 0.3 dB up to 2.0 MHz, with sinewaves.
Any of the three waveforms can be used in the
sweep mode, but the sinewave is more or less of
a standard.

Tone-bursts are also getting very popu lar for
some tests, and necessary for others. In th is
mode, an external signal gates the output into
alternate on-off periods. Any freq uency or
waveform can be used, and the on-off ratio can
be adjusted. Special circuitry makes the bursts
of signal start with an even half-cycle, either
the negative or positive . This makes locking on
a scope much easier, and also eliminates tran
sients and odd harmonic components that
might cause problems.

Using an external AC modulating signal,
you can generate an AM signal at any modula
tion percentage. The modu lation is set by a
control on the panel. Only 1.5 volts of signal is
needed to get full 100% modu lation . The 3020
can prod uce a full double-sideband signal, with
any amount of carrier-suppression. The carrier
suppression is set by a front panel control. You
can kill the carrier entirely and see only the
sidebands.

A variable-symmetry control is provide d.
This control can make a triangle into a saw
tooth or ramp, adjust a squarewave to make
positive or negative going pulses of any width,
or make a "slewed sinewave" which is a rea lly
weird waveform! Frequency of pulses, ramps,
etc. is cont rolled by the main tuning dial and
the multipliers .

You can make tone -bursts by using an exter
nal gating signal. The oscillator frequency can
also be controlled by a DC voltage . Feeding an
AC voltage in here will give you frequency
modulation. A ramp voltage here sweeps the
frequency over any desired range . Maximum
voltage needed for full-range sweep is 10
volts .

All outputs are 50 ohms . The amplitude of
the output is controlled over a range of 0-10
volts peak-to-peak into 50 ohms . There is a
variable attenuator with a range of 0 to - 20
dB, and three step attenuators, -10 dB, - 10
dB and - 20 dB; this gives you a total of up to
-60 dB of attenuation if needed .

Controls are simple, plain ly marked and
easy to use. There are ten control knobs on the
front panel that will give you any of the out
puts you need . The most-often used outputs
are controlled from the front, with jacks for
the generator control voltage output, control
voltage input, a TTL output at a fixed ampli 
tude (frequency set by main dial) the AM IN

jack for external modulation, and the GATE IN

jack for external control of tone bursts, on the
rear panel. All of these are "phone" jacks; the

continued on page 28

EQUIPMENT REPORTS
continued from page 24
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Get onto onComputing. Call8QO.258-5485.
----------------------1

1

Finally, there is
a ~azine that soealk!
to the beginner.

onComputblg is the new McGraw-Hillquarterly that tells
what's ahead - without talking over your head - in the
1980's with personal computers.

onComputing puts you on target with all the applications
that go beyond your imagination.
D Personal computers in the home.
D Classrooms.
D They bring computer music.
D Electronic mail.
o Robots.
o They manage your personalized investment.
D The list goes on and on in onComputing.

Ifyou're a beginner with personal computers, get the
most understood magazine on computers, onComputing.
And even if you're an experienced computer user,
onComputing has the information you need in today's fast
growing personal computer market.

- I onComputlng Subscription Dept. P.O. Box 307, Martinsville, N] 08836

1DOMESTIC subscription rate:
10 U.S. 1 yr. (4 issues) @ $8.50 0 Canada & Mexico, 1 yr . (4 issues) @ s10.00 ~ 1
1FOREIGN (to expedite service, please remit in u.s.funds drawn on a U.S. bank) ~ 1
10 Europe (and all other countries, except above), 1 Yr. @ s12.00 - surface delivery. ~1
10 BillVisa 0 Bill Master Charge 0 Billme (North America only) i 1

1 ~ ICard Number Expiration .

1 ] 1
Signature Name (please print) ..

1 11Street!Apartment Number

1City

1----------------------
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Hand -held computer power is here! 
An autoranging DMM breakthrough 

from B&K- PRECISION. 
B &K- PRECISION's new microcomputer 
controlled Model 2845 is a major advance 
in digital multimeter technology. At a price 
comparable to ordinary manually operated 
units the 2845 brings microcomputer intel- 
ligence to a handheld portable DMM. 
When applied to a circuit. its computer 
selects the range providing maximum 
resolution without the slow "hunting" 
action characteristic of many bench -type 
autoranging DMM's. 

The 2845 is certainly the most user 
oriented hand -held DMM available. 
No other DMM can match its speed and 
simplicity of operation. With tilt stand. 
large display and optional AC power 
adapter. it becomes a remarkable inex- 
pensive bench DMM. 

Microcomputer autoranging speeds 
operation and stabilizes readings 

Auto -skip program for best resolution in 
least time 

Easiest. fastest -to -use DMM available 

0.1% basic DC accuracy 

31/2 digit. 0.5' LCD display 

Continuity test "beeper" 
Range -lock, holds selected range 

Measures AC /DC voltage; AC /DC current: 
resistance 

Meets tough U.L. 1244 

safety standards 

ailable for immediate delis ers 
from sour local distributor. ('all 
toll -free 800-621-4627 for additional 
information and the name of your 
local distributor. 

OKPRECIS/ON 

DYNASCAN 
CORPORATION 

6460 West Cortland Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60635. 312 889 -9087 
Intl Sls 6460 W Cortlana St . Cnrcago IL 60635 

Canaaan Salon. Atlas Elearorncs. Ontarro 

Model 2845 S175 
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Hand-heldcomputer powerishere!
An autoranging DMM breakthrough

from B&K--PRECISION.
B&K -PRECIS ION's new microcomputer
co ntro lled Model 2845 is a major advance
in digital mult imeter tech nology. At a price
co mparable to ordinary man ua lly operated
uni ts the 2845 brings microcomputer intel 
ligence to a handheld port able DM M.
When applied to a circ uit, its co mputer
se lects the range providing maximum
reso lution without the slow " hunting"
action characteri st ic of many bench- type
autorang ing DMM 's.

The 2845 is ce rta inly the most user
oriented hand-h eld DMM ava ilable.
No othe r DMM ca n match its spee d and
simplicity of operation. With tilt stand,
large display and op tio nal AC power
adapter, it becomes a rema rkab le inex 
pen sive bench DMM .

/

• Microcomp uter autoranging speeds
operation and stabilizes reading s

• Aut o-skip program for best resolution in
least time

• Easiest , fas tes t-to-use DMM avai lable

• 0.1% basic DC acc uracy

• 3Y!digit , 0.5" LCD display

• Co ntinuity tes t " beeper"

• Range-lock, holds selected range

• Measures A C/ DC voltage; A C/DC current;
res ista nce

• Meets tough U .L. 1244
safety sta nda rds

CIRCLE 20 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

Available for imm ediate deli ver y
from your local distributor. Ca ll
toll-free 800-621-4627 for addit iona l
information and th e nam e of your
local distributor.

BH111DI
DYNASCAN
CORPORATION

6460 West Cortland Street
Chicago, Illinois 60635' 312/889-9087

Inti. Sis.• 646 0 W. Cort land St., Chicago. Il 60635
Canadian Sales; Atlas Electronics. Ontario

Model 2845 $175
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Are YOU prepared 
for the 

ELECTRONIC 
EIGHTIES ... 
... the decade that promises exciting 
advances in a still -young field? 

Not many are But you could be 
through ETI's advanced home study 
training methods It's not an easy field 
but we make it easier to learn and 
easier on your bank account, too 
Were a small school but were BIG on 
service and our staff is dedicated to 
helping you IF you're ambitious, 
qualified and eager to learn. 

Select from our basic courses. career 
programs or advanced courses Mix 
and match to fit your needs and goals 

Send TODAY for our FREE catalog or 
for faster service. use the toll free 
telephone number below. day or night 

CALL FREE DAY OR MITE 

1 800 621 5809 
FROM ILLINOIS 800 972 5858 

. ELECTRONICS TECHNICAL INSTITUTE 
Dept 20100 

153 West Mulberry SL 

Lancaster, Ohio 43130 

Ell Home Study. Dept. 20100 
153 West Mulberry 
Lancaster, Ohio 43130 

rn Please rush FREE cataIuy un electronics 
U opportunities and training I'm interested in 

0 _Basic _Career _Specialized 
¢ Advanced 
H 
U 

Name _- 
w 
o Addfeea 

crtyistaterzrp _ 
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EQUIPMENT REPORTS 
continued front page 26 

main 50 -ohm output on the front panel is a 

BNC. There are ten pushbutton switches on 
the front panel. These control the waveform 
selection. attenuation. and the other functions, 
like linear or log output, CW /AM, normal/ 
inverted (for reversing polarity of pulses if 
needed). and the external- internal control 
switch. All ten of these controls are push -on, 
push -off typo. 

All of this comes in a small box only three 
inches high and less than a foot wide. All of the 
controls are "man- sized" and spaced so they're 
easy to get at. Frequency is controlled by a 

variable dial calibrated from 0.2 to 2.0. and a 

seven -step multiplier switch, from X I to 
X 1000. For uses needing a very precise fre- 
quency. a counter can be used. Normal fre- 
quency accuracy is given as ± 5% of full -scale 
reading. 

Let's look at just a few of the things you can 
do with this instrument. previously either very 
difficult or darn near impossible. We won't 
have space to cover them all. You can sweep - 
align the IF stages of any AM radio. You can 
sweep -align the AM broadcast band. including 
RF stages, etc. Discriminators on FM commu- 
nications receivers with a 455 -kHz 2nd IF can 
be aligned. Digital logic circuits of all kinds 
can be checked out. 

You can test tone -burst decoders at any fre- 
quency. In these, a given frequency must be 
received for specific lengths of time to make it 
work. (2250 Hz for 120 milliseconds. etc.). 
The frequency can be set accurately with a 

counter and the burst -length set up quickly on 
the scope. 

Here's the one that impressed me. With the 
model 3020, you can check the modulation - 
limiter on any CB radio in a matter of seconds. 
Just feed in a tone burst at any frequency in 
the set's audio range. Display the input signal 
on the top trace of a dual -trace scope. Feed the 
limiter output to the lower trace. Set the dura- 
tion of the burst so that it is slightly longer 
than the specified attack time of the circuit. 
(Attack time: time between the arrival of the 
signal and when the full compression is effec- 
tive.) This is very easy to see on a calibrated 
scope. You can NOT do this with a continuous 
tone signal. Any frequency within the audio 
band can be used. 

You can check everything in audio circuitry: 
amplifiers for frequency response, linearity, 
flatness, clipping, you name it. Speaker sys- 
tems can be tested for frequency response, and 
the impedance of the speaker or network found 
quite easily. For clipping tests. there is nothing 
that can beat a triangle wave. Even the slight- 
est tendency to clip will show up by the "blunt- 
ing" of the sharp peaks. 

I would also like to hand the writers of the 
instruction manual a large bouquet! Its 68 
pages long, and covers a great many specialized 
tests in great detail. Every detail is shown, 
including illustrations of exactly how the 
equipment is hooked up, and what the output 
should look like. No room to list them all, but 
this is a very good handbook on the uses of 
such a versatile instrument. Its one of the best 
instrument -operating manuals that I've ever 
run across, and I've seen quite a few. This is 
quite a lot of instrument for a modest price, 
and one that should make servicing a lot easier; 
we can all use something like that: The B &K- 
Precision model 3020 has a suggested retail 
price of S350. R -E 

more reports on page 3 

SC-2 gives 
your cartridge 

more than 
The Finger! 
The famous SC -1 stylus 

brush (standard of the record 
and hifi industries) now has a 

synergistic fluid called SC -2. 
SC -2 Fluid enhances and 

speeds cleaning and yet 
protects diamond adhesives, 
cartridge mounting polymers 
and fine -metal cantilevers 
against the corrosive effects 
of many other "cleaners." 

The Discwasher SC -2 
System. Stylus care you can 
finger as clearly superior. 

iscwasher 
PRODUCTS TO CARE FOR YOUR Wis. 

1407 N. Providence Rd. 
Columbia, Missouri 65201 
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discwasher®
PRODUCTS TO CARE FOR Y O U R MU S IC

1407 N. Providence Rd.
Columbia, Missouri 65201

5(-2 gives
your cartridge

more than
The Finger!
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The famous 5(-1 stylus
brush (standard of the record
and hifi industries) now has a
synergistic fluid called 5(-2.

5(-2 Fluid enhances and
speeds cleaning and yet
protects diamond adhesives,
cartridge mounting polymers
and fine-metal cantilevers
againstthe corrosive effects
of many other "cleaners."

The Discwasher 5(-2
System. Stylus care you can
finger as clearly superior.

EQUIPMENT REPORTS
continued from page 26

main 50-ohm output on the front panel is a
BNC . There are ten pushbutton switches on
the front panel. Th ese cont rol the waveform
selection, atte nuation, and the other functions,
like linear or log output, CW/AM, normal/
inverte d (for reversing polarity of pulses if
needed), and the exte rna l-internal control
switch. All ten of these controls are push-on,
push-off types.

All of this comes in a small box only three
inches high and less than a foot wide. All of the
control s are "m an-sized" and spaced so they're
easy to get at. Frequen cy is controlled by a
variable dial calibra ted from 0.2 to 2.0, and a
seven-step mul tiplier switch, from X I to
X 1000. For uses needing a very precise fre
quency, a counter can be used. Nor mal fre
quency accuracy is given as ± 5% of full-scale
reading.

Let's look at ju st a few of the things you can
do with this instrument, previously either very
difficult or darn near impossible. We won't
have space to cover them all. You can sweep
align the IF stages of any AM radio. You can
sweep-align the AM broadcast band, including
RF stages, etc . Discr iminators on FM commu
nicat ions receivers with a 455-kHz 2nd IF can
be aligned. Digital logic circuits of all kinds
can be checked out.

You can test tone-burst decoders at any fre
quenc y. In these , a given frequency must be
received for specific length s of time to make it
work. (2250 Hz for 120 milliseconds, etc.).
The frequency can be set accurately with a
counter and the burst-length set up quickly on
the scope.

Here's the one that impressed me. With the
model 3020, you can check the modulation
limit er on any CB radio in a matter of seconds.
Ju st feed in a tone burst at any frequency in
the set's audio range . Display the input signal
on the top trace of a dual-trace scope. Feed the
limiter output to the lower trac e. Set the dura
tion of the burst so that it is slightly longer
than the specified attack time of the circuit.
(Attack time: time between the arrival of the
signal and when the full compression is effec
tive.) This is very easy to see on a calibrated
scope. You can NOT do this with a continuous
tone signal. Any frequen cy within the audio
band can be used.

You can check everyt hing in audio circuitry;
amplifiers for frequency response, linearit y,
flatn ess, clipping, you name it. Speaker sys
tems can be tested for frequency response, and
the impedance of the speaker or network found
quit e easily. For clipping test s, there is nothing
that can beat a triangle wave. Even the slight
est tendency to clip will show up by the "blunt
ing" of the sharp peaks.

I would also like to hand the writers of the
instruction manual a large bouqu et! It' s 68
pages long, and covers a great many specialized
tests in great detail. Every detail is shown,
includ ing illustr ations of exactly how the
equipment is hooked up, and what the output
should look like. No room to list them all, but
thi s is a very good handbook on the uses of
such a versatile instrument. It' s one of the best
inst rument-operating manuals that I've ever
run across, and I've seen quite a few. Th is is
quite a lot of instr ument for a modest price,
and one that should make servicing a lot easier;
we can all use something like that: The B&K
Precision model 3020 has a suggested retail
price of $350. R-E

more reports on page 32

Send TODAY for our FREE catalog or
for faste r service , use the toll free
telephone number below, day or night.

Not many are. But you c ould be . ..
through ETl's advanced hom e stud y
train ing meth ods . It 's not an easy f ield
but we make it easier to learn ... and
easier on your ban k account, too.
We're a small school but we're BIG on
service and our staff is dedicated to
helping you IF you' re amb itious,
qualified and eager to learn .

Select from our bas ic courses, career
programs or advanced courses. Mix
and match to f it your needs and goals.

. . . the decade that promises exciting
advances In a stili-young field?

Are YOU prepared
for the

ELECTRONIC
EIGHTIES ...

~O,HO '0 (fi)
(~) ELECTRONICS TECHNICAL INSTITUTE
-; ,0 Dept. 20100

< -'0,", • •" ,0' 153West Mulbeny St.
Ohi o License Lancaster, Ohio 43130

0683 Hr---------------
I Ell Home Study, Dept. 20100

153 West Mulberry
I Lancaster, Ohio 43130

(f) I Please rush FREE cata log on electronics
() I oppo rtunities and training. I'm interested in:

~ I _Basic _Career _ Specia lized
ex: I Advancedo I
~ I Name _

UJ
'0 I Address----- ------- -

~ ~ ~i:s:::e~i~ _
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Now in one convenient, workbench guide 
INSTANT SOLUTIONS TO YOUR 

ELECTRONIC TROUBLESHOOTING 
PROBLEMS -FOR ONLY $2.09! 

Imagine! All the valuable nuts -and -bolts instruction you need 
to slash working time. ..and make more money! For just $2.09! 

That's what you get in WORKBENCH 
GUIDE TO ELECTRONIC TROUBLE- 
SHOOTING by noted electronics authority 
Robert C. Genn, Jr. This comprehensive 
source of useful electronics know -how gives 
you page after page of sensational tips, 
techniques and shortcuts that can help you 
take on more jobs. ..finish them faster. . 

make better repairs. ..and reduce callbacks! 
What's more. WORKBENCH GUIDE 

shows you how to save money with "home 
brew" test circuits that do the same job as 
expensive equipment -at a fraction of the cost! 

No gimmicks! No obligation! 
You'd normally have to pay 512.95 to benefit 
from the wealth of knowledge WORKBENCH 
GUIDE contains. But you pay only $2.09! It's 
our way of introducing you to the Electronics 
Book Service - the no-risk book club that 
keeps over 50,000 technicians. troubleshoot- 
ers and hobbyists informed of the best and 
most useful books on electronics. 

We chose WORKBENCH GUIDE for our 
introductory offer because it's representative 
of the many outstanding selections we make 
available to our members. 

Join now as a trial member of the Electronics 
Book Service and you'll receive your copy of 
WORKBENCH GUIDE TO ELECTRONIC 
TROUBLESHOOTING for the low. low price 
of S2.09. 

Once you have paid for your introductory 
selection. you are under no obligation to buy 
any other club offering. That's what makes the 
Electronics Book Service so unique. 

And. even if you never buy another book. 
you'll still be informed every four weeks of the 
most useful, valuable new books in the field. 
available to you at generous savings. 

Just look at all the 
electronics information 

your $2.09 will buy! 
WORKBENCH GUIDE TO ELECTRONIC 
TROUBLESHOOTING provides hundreds of 
sharp ideas and sure -fire techniques for solv- 
ing even your most difficult troubleshooting 
problems. 

For starters, you get step -by -step instruc- 
tion in how to build your own test circuits from 
components you probably have in your junk - 
box now. They'll help you do everything fas- 
ter...without having to pay for high -priced 
testing equipment. 

Then you discover how to quickly locate all 
types of malfunctions in electronic equip - 
ment...and how to correct each problem with 
minimum inconvenience. 

And. you get no mind -boggling explana- 
tions. Just straight. easy -to-follow directions 
for techniques that really work. 

WORKBENCH GUIDE is packed with tips 
and shortcuts that will save you time and 
money: 

How to use resistors in place of expensive 
transformers 

How to make a time -saving graph for de- 
termining input impedance 

How you can make a simple instrument that 
measures resistance better, in special cases. 
than an ohmmeter 

How to construct and use a simple OP AMP 
tester 

How to make a device that can determine 
total harmonic output, as distinct from each 
frequency of the output 

How you can knock together a simple, easy - 
to -use substitute instrument -from compo- 
nents lying around in your shop right now - 
instead of shelling out big money for a signal 
generator with metered output 

How to perform simple. but effective fre- 
quency measurements with a scope 

Plus much. much more 

Fully illustrated! 
WORKBENCH GUIDE TO ELECTRONIC 
TROUBLESHOOTING contains over 100 
easy -to-follow charts, tables and illustrations 
to help simplify the techniques and shortcuts 
you'll be using. 

Here are: 
Charts for easy conversion of decibels and 

voltages 
A table for RF increase vs. percent of modu- 

lation 
Conversion factors for areas. volumes and 

capacitance-to-reactance 
A test set -up for IF amplifier AGC trouble- 

shooting 
A test set -up for testing triacs 
WORKBENCH GUIDE TO ELECTRON- 

IC TROUBLESHOOTING is the best source 
there is for learning how to save time. trouble 
and big money on instruments and equip - 
ment...and getting instant answers for up to 
99% of the troubleshooting problems you en- 
counter. That makes it a perfect way to intro- 
duce you to the Electronics Book Service. 

Begin your membership today. 
Mail this coupon now. 

All you need do to begin your tnal membership 
in the Electronics Book Service is fill out and 
mail the coupon below. When we receive it. we 
will ship your copy of WORKBENCH GUIDE 
TO ELECTRONIC TROUBLESHOOTING 
at once. 

Remember. the Electronics Book Service has 
no additional book purchase requirements. 
Once you've paid S2.09 -plus shipping and 
handling -for WORKBENCH GUIDE TO 
ELECTRONIC TROUBLESHOOTING. you 
don't need to purchase any other selections! 

Why delay? Mail the coupon below to get 
your copy of this S12.95 benchside guide for 
only S2.09 -and to receive all the benefits of 
membership in the Electronics Book Service. 
Fill out and mail your coupon right away. 
r- 

Here is the 
practical and 
efficient way 
in which the 
Electronics 
Book Service 
operates. 
I. When you enroll as a member. you re- 
ceive -for only S2.09 (plus shipping and 
handling. with tax where applicable) -your 
copy of WORKBENCH GUIDE TO 
ELECTRONIC TROUBLESHOOTING. 
This is the only book you are committed to 
buy. 
2. Thereafter. you are under no obligation 
to accept any minimum number of selec- 
tions within any time limit. You can take as 
many or as few as you wish. And you may 
resign at any time with no obligation once 
you have paid for your copy of WORK- 
BENCH GUIDE TO ELECTRONIC 
TROUBLESHOOTING. 
3. On selections you do accept, your mem- 
bership entitles you to a discount from the 
publisher's price. This discount is available 
to members only and provides you with 
substantial savings. 
4. Every four weeks well send you a free 
mailing describing the current selection. If 
you want the selection. no action is re- 
quired. It will be shipped to you automati- 
cally. If you don't want it. just return the 
card that is enclosed with the mailing. 
5. You have at least IO days to decide 
whether or not you want the selection. Re- 
turn the card so we receive it no later than 
the date specified. If you don't have 10 

days to answer and receive an unwanted 
selection. return it at our expense. 
6. Each mailing also describes a number of 
alternate or additional selections. also 
available to you at the special discount 
price for members. 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR 
Robert C. Genn is the Director of Engineer- 
ing at Columbia College in Los Angeles. 
and President of the Genn Technical Insti- 
tute. He has been involved in the electron- 
ics field for more than 20 years as a Field 
Engineer, Director of Engineering and 
Electronics. technician and instructor. Mr. 
Genn is certified by the California Institute 
of Technology to teach technicians to trou- 
bleshoot, service and repair microwave 
systems. 

ELECTRONICS BOOK SERVICE 59-6 
Membership Enrollment Center. P.O. Box 42 96522 -5 

West Nyack. N.Y. 10995 6699 -AA( I) 

Please enroll me in the Electronics Book Service on a trial basis. As my introductory selection under 
this trial membership. send me WORKBENCH GUIDE TO ELECTRONIC TROUBLESHOOTING. 
for only 52.09 plus shipping and handling. with tax where applicable. I am to receive announcements 
free of charge and will be entitled to full pmileges as a member -without obligation to huy any 
additional club selections. 

Name 

Address 

City State Zip 

Offer limited to new members (U.S. and Canada only). Not available in Hawaii or Quebec. 
L 
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Robert C. Genn is the Director of Engineer
ing at Columbia College in Los Angeles,
and President of the Genn Technical Insti
tute . He has been involved in the electron
ics field for more than 20 years as a Field
Engineer, Director of Engineering and
Electronics, technician and instructor. Mr.
Genn is ce rtified by the California Instit ute
of Technology to teach tech nicians to tro u
bleshoot, service and repa ir microwave
syste ms.

I. When you enroll as a membe r, you re
ceive- for only $2.09 (plus shipping and
handling, with tax where applicable )--your
copy of WORKBENCH GUIDE TO
ELECTRONIC TROUBLESHOOTING.
This is the only book you are commi tted to
buy .
2. Thereafter , you are under no obligatio n
to accept any minimum number of selec
tions WIthin any time limit. You can take as
many or as few as you wish. And you may
resign at any time with no obligation once
yo u have paid for your copy of WORK
BENCH GUIDE TO ELECTRONIC
TR OUB LESHOOTING .
3. On selec tions you do acce pt , your mem
be rship entitles you to a discount from the
publi sher ' s price. This discount is avai lable
to members only and provides you with
substantia l sav ings.
4. Every four weeks we' ll send you a free
mailing describing the current selection. If
you want the selection , no action is re
qu ired . It will be shipped to you automati
ca lly. If you don 't want it, just return the
card that is enclosed with the mailing.
5. You have at least 10 days to decide
whet her or not you want the selection. Re
turn the ca rd so we receive it no later than
the date specified . If you don 't have 10
days to answer and receive an unwanted
se lection, return it at our expense.
6. Each mailing also desc ribes a number of
alte rna te or additional selectio ns, also
avai lable to you at the special discount
price for members.

Here is the
practical and
efficient way
in which the
Elect ronics
Book Service
operates .

Fully illustrated!
WORKBENCH GUIDE TO ELECTRONIC
TROUBLESHOOTING contains over 100
easy-to-follow charts, tab les and illustrations
to help simplify the tec hniques and shortc uts
yo u'll be using.

He re are:
• Chart s for easy conversion of decibels and
vol tages
• A table for RF increase vs . percent of modu
lat ion
• Conversion factors for areas; volumes and
cap acitance-to-reactance
• A test set-up for IF amplifier AGC trouble
shooting
• A tes t set-up for test ing triac s

WORK BENCH GUIDE TO ELECTRON
IC TROUBLESHOOTING is the best source
there is for learning how to save time, trou ble
and big money on instrument s and equip
ment. . .and getti ng instant answers for up to
99% of the troubleshooting problems you en
counter. Th at makes it a perfect way to intro
du ce you to the Electronics Book Service.

Begin your membership today.
Mail this coupon now.

All you need do to begin your trial membership
in the Electronics Book Service is fill out and
mail the coupon below. When we receiv e it, we
will ship your copy of WORKBENCH GUIDE
TO ELECTRONI C TROUBLESHOOTING
at once.

Remember, the Electronics Book Service has
no additional book purchase requi rements.
Once you've paid $2.09-plus shipping and
handlin g-for WORKBENCH GUIDE TO
ELECTRONIC TROUBLESHOOTING, you
don 't need to purchase any other selections!

Why delay? Mail the coupon below to get
yo ur copy of this $12.95 benchside guide for
only $2.09-and to receive all the benefits of
membership in the Electronics Book Service.
Fill out and mail your coupon right away .

~--------------- - - - -- - - ----- ---- -- - -- - --- - - -- - - - -- --- --I ELECTRONICS BOOK SERVICE 59-6
I Membership Enrollment Center. P.O. Box 42 96522-8
: West Nyack. N.Y . 10995 6699-AA(l )
I Please enroll me in the Electronics Book Service on a trial basis. As my introductory selection under
I this trial membership. send me WORKBENCH GUID E TO ELECTRONIC TROUBLES HOOTING.
I for only $2.09 plus shipping and handling. with tax where applicable. 1am to receive announcements
: free of charge and will be entitled to full privileges as a member- without obligation to buy any
I additional club selections. 0
I 0
: Name a
: Address ~

: City State Zip ~
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• How to construct and use a simple OP AMP
tester
• How to make a device that can dete rmine
total harmon ic outp ut, as distinct from each
freq uency of the output
• Ho w you can knock together a simple , easy
to-use substitute instrument-from compo 
nents lying around in your shop right now
instead of shelling out big money for a signal
generator with metered output
• How to perform simple, but effect ive fre
quency measurements with a scope

Plus much, much more!

Imagine! All the valuable nuts-and-bolts instruction you need
to slash working time...and make more money! FQrjust $2.09!

Just look at all the
electronics information

your $2.09 will buy!
WORKBENCH GUIDE TO ELECTRONIC
TROUBLESHOOTING prov ides hund reds of
sharp ideas and sure-fire techn iques for solv
ing even your most difficult troubleshooting
problems.

For sta rters, you get step-by-ste p instruc
tion in how to build your own test circuits from
compone nts you probably have in your junk
box now. They'll help you do everything fas
ter. . .without having to pay for high-priced
testing equipment.

Then you discover how to quickl y locate all
types of malfun ctions in electronic equip
ment. . .and how to correct each problem with
minimum inconvenience.

And , you get no mind-boggling explana
tion s. Just straight, easy-to-follow direc tions
for techniques that really work .

WORKB ENCH GUID E is packed with tips
and sho rtcuts that will save you time and
money:
• How to use resistor s in place of expensive
trans formers
• Ho w to make a time-saving graph for de
termining input impedance
• How you can make a simple instrument that
measures resistanc e better , in special cases,
than an ohmmeter

Now in one convenient, workbench guide.
INSTANT SOLUTIONS TO YOUR

ELECTRONIC TROUBLESHOOTING
PROBLEMS - FOR ONLY $2.09!

That' s what you get in WORKBENCH
GUIDE TO ELECTRONIC TROUBLE
SHOOTING by noted electronics authority
Robert C. Genn, Jr. This comprehensive
source of useful electronics know-how gives
you page afte r page of sensa tional tips,
techniques and shortcuts that can help you
take on more jobs finish them faster. . .
make better repairs and reduce callbacks!

What's more, WORKBENCH GUIDE
shows you how to save money with "home
brew" te st circuits that do the same job as
expensive equipment-at a fraction of the cost!

No gimmicks! No obligation!
You 'd normally have to pay $12.95 to benefit
from the wealth of knowledge WORKBENCH
GUIDE contains. But you pay only $2.09! It ' s
our way of introducing you to the Electronics
Book Service - the no-risk book club that
keeps over 50,000 technicians , troubleshoot 
er s and hobb yists informed of the best and
most useful book s on electronics.

We cho se WORKBENCH GUIDE for our
introductory offer because it' s repre sentative
of the many out standing selections we make
available to our members.

Join now as a trial member of the Electronics
Book Service and you'll receive your copy of
WORKBENCH GUIDE TO ELECTRONIC
TROUBLESHOOTING for the low, low price
of $2.09 . .

Once you have paid for your introducto ry
selection, you are under no obligation to buy
any other club offering. That' s what makes the
Electronics Book Service so unique.

And , even if you never buy another book,
you' ll still be informed every four weeks of the
most useful, valuable new books in the field,
available to you at generous savings.
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Heath /Zenith Instruments: 

i tlillQ7 - -il$tN pi/6v, 

eA4- 
' s 
`. 

Heath /Zenith instruments are 
professional units that give you 
good value for your money. 
A wide selection to let you choose 
the unit with the features you 
need - without paying for a lot 
of bells and whistles you don't. 
Manufactured to strict Heath/ 
Zenith standards. Inspected at 
every step of assembly to assure 
performance to specifications. 
They're built to last; built to give 

you reliable service. 61 U.S. and 
Canadian locations offer service. 
should it ever be necessary. 
Whether you need a test instru- 
ment for electronics service 
work, manufacturing and design, 
or serious hobby applications, 
Heath /Zenith instruments are 
a good choice.The selection 
offered here is just part of our 
total instrument line. Order 
TOLL FREE 800- 253 -0570. 

New 10 Hz -225 MHz 
Frequency Counter 

y1599; 

10 mV typical sensitivity 
Single Input gives entire range 
Crystal -controlled time base 
0.1,1.0 second dual time gates 
Full voltage protection 
Easy -to -read 8 -Digit display 
3.38 "Hz7.25'Wz9.0 "D 

SM -2410 
IS230 shipping & handling) 
SMA- 2400 -1, Antenna 
1$1.60 shipping & handling) 

159.95 

9 95 

410 
New 5 Hz -512 MHz 
Frequency Counter 

'29995 
Ideal for 2 -way UHF work 
Ovenized, high- stability, 
crystal timebase 
8 -Digit resolution 
10 mV typical sensitivity 
.01,.1.1,10 second gate times 
to flt your needs 
Trigger level control 
Frequency ratio function 
Period function 
4.25 "Hz10.0 "Wz13.0"D 

SM -2420 299.95 
($2.75 shipping & handling) 
SMA- 2400 -1, Antenna 9 95 
(51.60 shipping & handlings 

Hand -held Multimeter gives 0.1% accuracy 

y129`í' 
Measure voltage, current, resistance 
Easy -to -read Liquid Crystal Display 
Five DC voltage ranges - 200mV -1000V 
Five AC voltage ranges - 200mV- 750Vrms 
Four DC current ranges - 2mA- 2000mA 
Four AC t ranges - 2mA- 2000mA 
Six resistance ranges - 200 f1 -20Mí) 
Uses one 9V battery or 130/240 VAC 
2A "Hz3.5 "Wz7.5 "D 

SM- 2215 129.95 
1$1.75 shipping & handling) 
IMA- 2215 -1 Leather Carrying Case .. 14.95 
(51.60 shipping & handling) 
PS- 2350120VAC Battery Eliminator .. 4.95 
151.60 shipping & han ing) 
PS -2450 240VAC Battery Eliminator ..14.95 
IS1.60 shipping & handling( 

New Hand -held 
512 MHz Counter 

Easy -to -read 7 -digit display 
10 mV typical sensitivity 
Includes nickel -cadmium batteries 
AC or battery operation 
.1 second and 1 second time gates 
with automatic decimal point 
placement 
Leading zero blanking 
Crystal -controlled time base 
Full voltage protection 
2A "Hz3.38 "Wz8.25 "D 

SM -2400 179.95 
41.90 shipping & handlings 
PS -2404 120V Battery Eliminated 
Charger (required) 4 95 
(51.60 shipping & handling) 
PS -2405 240V Battery Eliminator/ 
Charger (required) 12.95 
1$1.60 shipping & handling) 
SMA- 2400 -1 Tblescopic 
Antenna 9 95 
($1.60 shipping & handling) 

Heath/Zenith Instrtunents:

New Hand-held
512 MHz Counter

you r eliable service. 61 U.S . an d
Canadian locations offe r servi ce,
should it ever be necessary.
Whether you need a test instru
ment for electronics service
work, manufacturing and design,
or serious hobby applications,
Heath/Zenith instruments are
a good choice. The selection
offered here is just part of our
total instrument line. Order
TOLL FREE 800-253-0570.

New 5 Hz-512 MHz
Frequency Counter

Heath / Ze n ith in struments are
p rofessional units that give you
good val u e for you r money.
A wide selection to let you choose
the unit with the features you
n eed - without paying for a lot
of b ells and wh istl es you don't.
Manufactured to strict Heath/
Zenith standards. Inspected at
every st ep of assembly to assure
performance to sp ecificati ons .
They 're built to last; built to give

• Ideal for .2-way UHF work
• Ovenized, high-stability,

crystal timeba se .
• S-Dig it resolution
.10 m Vtypicalsensitivity
• .01, .1,1 ,10 s e c o n d gate times

to fit your n eeds
• Trigger level control
• Frequency ratio function
• Period function
·4.25"H x10.0 "W x13.0"D

SM -2420 299.95
($2.75 shipping &- h andling)
SMA-2400 -1, Antenna 9.95
($1.60 sh ipp ing &- h andling)

New 10 Hz-225 MHz
Frequency Counter

SM-2410 159 .95
($2.30 sh ipping &- handling)
SMA-2400-1, Antenna 9.95
($1.60 sh ipping &- h andling)

• 10 m V typical sensitivity
• Single input gives e n ti re range
• Crystal-controlled time base
• 0.1 ,1.0 second dual time ga tes
• Full voltage protection
• Easy-to-read S-nigit display
·3.3S"H x7.25"Wx9.0 "D

eno
Zo
a:
lo
w
...J
W

6o
-ca:

Hand-held Multimeter gives 0.1% accuracy

$]2995

• Measure vo ltage, c u r rent, r e sistance
• Easy-to-read Liquid Cr ystal Display
• Five DC vo lt a ge range s - .200mV-1000V
• Five AC vo lt a ge range s - .200mV-750Vrms
• Four DC current range s - .2mA-.2000mA
• Four AC c ur ren t r a nges - .2mA-.2000 mA
• Six resi stanc e ranges - .200 0-.20 MO
• Uses one 9V b attery o r 1.20/.240 VAC
• .2.0"H x3.5 "W x7.5 " D

SM -221 5 12 9.95
($1.75 shipping &- h an dlin g)
IMA-2215-1 Leather Carrying Case .. 14 .95
($1.60 shipping &- h andlin g)
PS- 23 50 120VAC Battery Eliminator . . 4.95
($1.60 shipping &- h andling)
PS- 24 50 240VAC Battery Eliminator . . 14 .95
1$1.60 sh ipping &- h andling)

• Easy-to-read 7-digit display
.10 mVtypical sensitivity
• Includes nickel-cadmium batteries
• AC or battery operation
• .1 se c o n d and 1 seco n d time gates

with automatic decimal point
placement

• Leading zero blanking
• Crysta l-controlled time base
• Full voltage protection
• .2.0"Hx3 .3S"WxS.25 " D

SM -2400 179.95
($1.90 sh ip p ing &- handling)
PS-240 4 120V Battery Eliminato r/
Charger (requ ired) 4.95
($1.60 shi p p ing &- h andling)
PS-2405 240V Batt ery Elim inato r/
Charger (requ ired) 12 .95
($1.60 sh ip p ing &- h andlin g)
SMA-2400-1 Telescopic
Anten na 9.95
($1.60 shi p p ing &- handling)
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professional quality, excellent value 
General -purpose 
Power Supply 

4 

mono e e 
e e e 40_ _ . e 00 

$210 "" 

i 

Supplies B +,C- and filament 
voltages 
O -400 VD(: output at 0 -100 mA 
continuous (125 mA intermittent) 
Output tput variation Tess than 1% from 
no load to full load for 100 - 400%1)(: 
nipple less than 10 mVrms 
Output impedance 10ít from 
DC -1 MHz 
C- Voltage O to -100 VDC at 1mA 
Filament voltage 8.3 VAC at 4 amp. 
5.5 "11x13.38 "Wx11.25 "D 

SP -2717 210.00 
)5440 shipping & handling) 

Ili-Power Supply 

q85°° 
Fixed 5 VDC at 1.5A and two contin- 
uously- adjustable 0.20 VI)(: at 500mÁ 
Interconnect outputs in any 
combination 
Clutch- coupled 20 VDC supplies for 
dual -tracking operation 
All outputs short -circuit proof 
Ripple and noise less than 5 mVrms 
Load or live regulation provides 
less than 0.1% 120 mV) variation on 
20%' supplies and less than 2% 
variation on 5V supply 
4.S "11x10.75- Wx9.0 "D 

SP -2718 185.00 
($3.15 shipping & handlings 

Dual -trace DC -10 M1iz 
OscWoscope 

56500° 
Two vertical input channels with 
10 mV /cm sensitivity 
11 -step attenuator for 10mV /cm 
to 20V /cm deflection factors 
19 -step horizontal time base from 
0.2 sec /cm to 0.2 user /cm 
Vertical accuracy within 3% 
X5 horizontal expansion 
Calibrated IV peak -to -peak square 
wave signal 
35 not vertical rise time 
Automatic triggering 
120/240 VAC, switch -selectable 
8.9 "11x12.9 "Wz19.3 "D 

SO -4550 650.00 
(55.50 shipping & handling) 

Order TOLL -FREE 
800 -253 -0570 

8 00 AM to 8 00 PM Eastern Time M -F Sorry. toll -tree service not 
available in Alaska. Hawaii or Michigan. Call 616.982 -3411. 24 hours 
a day. seven days a week TLX 72 -9421 

Sine- square. w'ade. 
Audio Generator 

185"i' 

1 Hz -100 kilt frequency range 
0.003.10 \ rims sine wave output 
110k 1 I load 
0.003-1V sine wave output 
(600(Hoed) 
Meter calibrated in volts and dB 
-62 to +22 dB ranges 
0.1 -10 V square wave output 
200011 load) 
50 nanosecond risetime 
5.13 "11x13.25 "N'x7.0 -D 

SG -5218 183.00 
($2.85 shipping & handling) 

Combination x 1, x10 
Scope Probe 

S2995 -- --41se 

....._ 
,... r 
abo 1- Ifb 

Switch- selectable xl and x10 atten 
uation at probe tip 
Center 'ground) switch position 
allows quick zero level check 
DC to 15 MHz Ott ) and DC to 80 MHz 
1x101 bandwidths 
4.0 nS Ix10) rise time 
Insulating tip. BNC tip adapter 
IC tip, insulated compensation 
capacitor adjustment tool, vinyl case 

PK%% -105 29.95 
(51.60 shipping & handling) 

HEATH 
Instruments 

For information on other Heath /Zenith Instruments %%rite: 
Dept. 021.7011. Benton Harbor. Ml 41822 

GX -383 

To receive your order faster, charge it! 
Use your Visa. MasterCard or Heath Rr voh ng Charge 
Please have your card or account number handy when you call 

chargakit 

61 Service locations 
throughout the United 
States and Canada 
Ilealhlst Electrons,- Centers 
In the l' S and Canada are 
listed In phone directory 
white pages 

'Units of Vern rchnolog . 

Electronics Corporation 

31 

professional quali~ excellent value

General.purpo8e
Power Supply

$21000

• Supplies B +, C - and filament
voltages

• 0-400 VDC output at 0-100 rnA
continuous (125 rnA intermittent)

• Output variation less than 1% from
no load to full load for 100-400VDC

• Ripple less than 10 mVrms
• Output impedance 100 from

DC-1 MHz
• C- Voltage 0 to -100 VDC at 1rnA
• Filament voltage 6 .3 VACat 4 amp.
·5.5 "H x13.3S"Wx11.25"D

SP-2717 210.00
($4.40 sh ip p in g & handling)

Dual-trace DC-IO MHz
08cillo8cope

• 1\vo vertical input channels with
10 mV/cm se n s itivity

• ll-step attenuator for 10mV/cm
to 20V/ em deflection factors

• IS-step horizontal time base from
0.2 s e c / e m to 0.2 usee/em

• Vertical accuracy withtn 3%
• X5 horizontal expansion
• Calibrated IV peak-to-peak square

wave s ign a l
• 35 n s ver tica l rise time
• Automatic triggering
• 120/240 VAC, switch-selectable
·6.S"H x12.S"Wx1S.3"D

SO-4550 650 .00
($5.50 shi p p ing & handling)

'Iii-Power Supply

• Fixed 5 VDC at 1.5A and two contin
uously-adjus ta b le 0-20 VDC a t 500rnA

• Intercon n e c t o utputs in a ny
combination

• Clutc h -co u p led 2 0 VDC s u p p lies fo r
dual-tr acking o p e r a ti o n

• All outputs s hort -circuit p r oof
• Ripple a n d noise le s s than 5 m Vrms
• Load or live r e g u lation p r ovides

le s s th a n 0.1% (20 m Y) var ia ti o n on
2 0V s u p p lie s a n d le s s than 2%
va r ia ti o n on 5V supply

· 4. 5 "H x10.75 " W x S.0 " D

SP-2718 185.00
($3.15 shi p p ing & handling)

Sine-8q u are wave
Audio Generator

• 1 Hz-100 kHz frequency range
• 0 .003-10 Vrms s ine wave output

(10kO lo a d )
• 0 .003-1 V s ine wave output

(600 Oload)
• Me ter calibrated in volts and dB
• -62 to +22 dB ranges
• 0.1-10 V sq ua re wave output

(2 0 000 load)
• 50 n anose cond r-isetlme
·5.13 "H x13.25"lV x7.0 "D

SG-5218 185.00
($2.85 sh ip p ing & handli ng)

Combination x l , xlO
Scope Probe

.-------------,

• Switch -s e leotab le x l and x10 atten
uation at probe tip

• Cente r (ground) switch position
allows quic k zero level check

• DC to 15 MHz (xt) and DC to SO MHz
(x10) bandwidths

• 4 .0 n S (x10) ris e time
• Insulating tip, BNC tip adapter,

IC tip, insulated compensation
ca p a cito r adjustment tool, vinyl case

PKW-105 29.95
($1.60 sh ip pi ng & h andling)

Order TOLL-FREE:
800-253-0570 Instruments

•' . . . •.. .

. .., -

8:00 AM to 8:00 PM Eastern Time M-F. Sorry. toll-free service not
available in Alaska. Hawaii or Michigan. Call 616-982-3411. 24 hours
a day. seven days a week . TLX: 72-9421

To receive you r order fast er, charge it !
Use your Visa , Mas terCard or Hea th Revolvin g Charge .
Please h ave y ou r ca rd or accou n t number h andy when yo u ca ll.

[Z

For information on other Hea th / Zen ith In strume nt s wr ite :
Dept. 020-708, Benton Ha rbor. MI 49022
GX-383

61 Servi ce lo catio ns
throughout the Un ited
States and Cana da
Heath~ t Electroni c Centers
in th e U.S.· and Ca nad a a re
lis ted in pho ne di rect ory
white pages .

"u n its of Veri technolo gy
Elec tronics Corporati on.

o
~o
lD
m
::D
......
<0
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EQUIPMENT REPORTS 
continued from page 2R 

Texas Instruments 
TM990/189 Single -Board 
Computer 
THIS SINGLE -BOARD MICROCOMPUTER IS A COM- 
plete system that includes ROM, RAM, 
input and output devices, and uses the 
TMS9980 microprocessor. It is one of the 
most sophisticated of "learning modules" be- 
cause of an unusually comprehensive operating 
system that includes the Unibug monitor and a 

line -by -line assembler. A 45 -key calculator - 
like terminal is the primary input /output 
device. A piezoelectric speaker and four LED's 
that are wired to the lower four bits of the user 

CIRCLE 104 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

I/O port are additional on -board output indi- 
cators. 

Besides the full complement of firmware 
and versatile alphanumeric terminal the 

Electronics Paperback Book Club 
Quality Paperbacks at Affordable Prices 
Buy two, get one free! 
Select the books you want or join the club now. Either way you earn a free book and 
can qualify for discounts of up to 20% for the next year 
Here are 5 great books to start your membership. Select the ones that you want to read 

SO Caf10S IC 
rrolecb 

Radio Circuits 
Using C's 

X 
50 CMOS IC 
PROJECTS 
$2.95 
A fascinating co', 
lechan of protects 
built around CMOS 
IC s Everything from 
an electronic egg 
timer to an en- 
larger turner to a 

capacitance meter 
Weeks worth of fun 

HANDBOOK OF RADIO CIR- 
IC AUDIO PRE- CUITS USING 
AMPLIFIER & IC's $3.50 
POWER AMP - Describes ICs and 
LIFIER CON - now they can be 

STRUCT1ON used in receivers 

$2.95 
Botti AM and FM sets 
are covered Stereo 

'modes a variety decoder circuits 
of practical con- and Quadnphomc 
structron protects devices are included 
with a range of Everything from a 
audio outputs from one-IC earphone AM 

;250 mW to 10OW The 
ideal book for both 
beginner and ad- 
vanced enthusiast 
shire 

ORDER FORM. 

28 TESTER 
TRANSISTOR 
PROJECTS 
$2.95 
A sampling of the 
contents reveals an 
Unrasonic Trans- 
mitter. Program - 
mabie Thermostat. 
Touch Switch. Diode 
Tester, Siren. wind - 
ahieid Wiper Con- 
trol and 22 more 

receiver to a set of You II want to build 
circuits for as- every one of them 
sembting a com- 
piete FM set 

Projects s 

Opto Electsas kie 

:::. 000 
000 

PROJECTS IN 

OPTO -ELEC- 
TRONICS $3.50 

. '.s a number of 
protects of interest 

I to all electronics 
enthusiasts In- 
cluded are simple 
circuits using 
LED s u well as 
more sophisticated 
designs such as 
infra -red trans 
maters and de 
teetors. modulated 
light transmis- 
sion and photo- 
graphic protects 

CAEN NOW 
r ve checked off three books that I want to buy Ive included payment for two of them at the full lust 
price I understand the third book is FREE 

'n 1115 for a 15% discount 
rve checked off the book I want FREE and have included my $15 membership fee I understand that 
this fee makes me a member of your book club for one year and that during that time I can order as 
many books as I want and deduct 15% from the list price 
. 

$25 for a 20% discount 
Ive checked off the free book and have enclosed my 525 membership lee I understand that this fee 
makes me a member of your book club for one year and that during that time I can order as many 
books as I want and deduct 20% from the list price I further understand that I can use my $25 
membership fee as a credit toward future purchases 

Signature 

Name 

Address 

City State Zip 
Title Quantity Total Pric. 

D 
50 CMOS Protects $2.105 o Handbook of IC Audio 
Construction 1g2.95 

Radio Circuits Using IC s í3.50 
28 Tested Transistor Protects S2.95 
Projects In Opto- Electronics $3.50 
$15/15% membership 
125/20% membership 

MAIL TO 
ELECTRONIC 
TECHNOLOGY TODAY 

Subtotal 
Shipping (25e per book i 

Sales Tax (NY State residents) 
Total 

17 Slate Lane Central Islip. NY 11722 No Canadian Orden 

TM990/189 University Module is supported 
by over 800 pages of documentation. Two 
thick books are part of the package: one a 

user's guide and the other a microprocessor 
text intended to be used in combination with 
the computer for a university course. Very few 
instructional systems give you the same sense 
of confidence imparted by the University 
Module. Virtually every question can be an- 
swered by referring to the text, tables or sche- 
matics. Data sheets describe the EPROM, 
RAM, ROM, the TMS990I programmable 
systems interface (PSI), the TMS9902 asyn- 
chronous communications controller and the 
TMS9980 microprocessor which are either 
part of the system or can be added as options. 

Emphasis is placed on the memory- to-mem- 
ory architecture that, when skillfully applied. 
gives fast computation and efficient memory - 

space use. There is no accumulator as such in 
this microprocessor family. When adding or 
performing arithmetic or logical functions, two 
words in memory can be operated on and the 
result stored in one of the memory locations, 
all under the control of a single instruction. 
The TMS9980 processor used on this board is 
a limited version of its big brother and is 
mounted in a smaller 28 pin package that can 
address only 16384 bytes of memory (com- 
pared to 65536 bytes for the TMS9900). Inci- 
dentally, when dealing with a I6 -bit computer 
you must be careful to distinguish between 
words and bytes since bytes are 8 bits long but 
words 16 bits. 

The on -board terminal includes keys for the 
full alphabet and punctuation marks, although 
several are difficult to identify because of the 
limitations of a 7- segment LED display. Al- 
though the board can be interfaced to an RS- 
232- or TTY -type terminal. the only advantage 
this approach offers is a permanent hard -copy 
record. The built -in terminal gives full system 
control in contrast to the partial control imple- 
mented by many single -board systems. 

Output can be directed to the terminal's ten - 
digit LED display, an external terminal, the 
piezoelectric speaker, or the four single -ele- 
ment LED's. The companion text has a Morse 
code program that produces speaker output 
tones in response to pressing the alphabetic 
keys. Amazingly short, this program is an 
excellent example of the power of the I6 -bit 
processor. 

Programs can be stored on audio cassette 
tape using the on -board interface circuitry. 
Level detectors and amplifier stages are in- 
cluded to produce reliable recording on stan- 
dard cassette recorders that have auxiliary 
input and earphone output jacks. 

The Unibug monitor responds to 15 com- 
mands that let the user save and load pro- 
grams, call the assembler. and read and modify 
memory. pointers, registers and the program 
counter. Programs can be executed up to a 

specified breakpoint. 
The ROM -based assembler converts assem- 

bly language mnemonics to machine code. 
Two-character symbols can be defined and 
backward references are satisfied as sufficient 
information is gathered. The assembler can be 
reentered at will without destroying the sym- 
bol table. 

The standard I K RAM user memory is 
expandable to 2K on- board. and up to 8K 
external memory can be added. Sockets are 
included for a TMS9902 and other parts to 
implement an EIA RS -232C or TTY serial 
interface port. The board includes space for a 

cassette recorder motor relay that is controlled 
continued on page 38 

Signature _

Name _

Electronics Paperback Book Club
Qual ity Paperbacks at Affordable Prices
Buy two, get one free!
Select the books you want or join the club now. Either way you earn a free book and
can qualify for discounts of up to 20% for the next year.
Here are 5 great books to start your membership. Select the ones that you want to read.

Address _

City _State Zip _
Title Quantity Total Price

B50 CMOS pro/'ects $2.95
Handboo k of C Audio
Construction $ 2 .9 5

~
Radio Circuits Using IC's $3.50
28 Tested Transistor Projects $2.95
Projects In Opto-Electronics $3.50
$15/15% membership
$2 5/20% membership

MAIL TO Subtotal--- - - ----: Shipping (25¢ per book) _
ELECTRONIC Sales Tax (NY State residents) _
TECHNOLOGY TODAY Total _

~2~~!~:~:~:_~~~~~2~p~~!_~:?E~ ~:~:~~:~~:_ .

TM 990/ / 89 University Module is supported
by over 800 pages of documentat ion. Two
th ick books are part of th e package: one a
user 's guide and the other a microprocessor
text intended to be used in combination with
th e computer for a universit y course. Very few
instructional systems give you the same sense
of confidence imparted by the University
Mod ule. Virt ually every question can be an
swered by referring to the text, tabl es or sche
matics. Data shee ts describe the EPROM,
RA M , ROM, the TMS9901 programmable
systems int erface (PSI) , the TMS9902 asyn
chronous communications controller and the
T MS9980 microprocessor which are either
part of th e system or can be added as option s.

Em phasis is placed on the memory-to-mem
ory arc hitec ture that, when skillfully applied,
gives fast computation and efficient memory
space use. Th ere is no acc umulator as such in
th is micropr ocessor famil y. When adding or
perform ing arithmetic or logical functions, two
words in memory can be operated on and the
result stored in one of the memory locations,
all under th e control of a single instruction.
The TMS9980 processor used on thi s board is
a limited version of its big' brother and is
moun ted in a smaller 28 pin package that can
address only 16384 bytes of memory (corn
pared to 65536 byte s for the TMS9900) . Inci 
dentally, whe n dealing with a 16-bit computer
you must be careful to distinguish between
word s and bytes since byte s are 8 bits long but
word s 16 bits.

Th e on-b oard terminal includes keys for the
full alphabet and punctuation mar ks, although
several are difficult to identify because of the
limi tati ons of a 7-segm ent LED display. Al
though the board can be interfaced to an RS
232- or TTY-type terminal, the only advantage
this approach offers is a permanent hard-copy
record . The built-in terminal gives fu ll system
control in contrast to the partial control imple
mented by many single-board syst ems.

Ou tpu t can be directed to the terminal's ten 
digit LED display, an externa l terminal , the
piezoelectr ic speaker, or the four single-ele
ment LED 's. The companion text has a Morse
code program that produ ces speaker output
tones in response to pressing the alphabetic
keys . Am azingl y short, this program is an
excellent example of the power of the 16-bit
process or.

Program s can be stored on audio cassette
tape using th e on-board interface circuitry.
Level det ectors and amplifier stag es are in
cluded to produ ce reliabl e recording on stan
da rd cassette recorders that have auxiliary
input and earphone output jacks.

Th e Unibug monitor respond s to 15 com
mand s th at let the user save and load pro
grams, call th e assembler, and read and modify
memory, poin ter s, registers and th e program
counter . Program s can be executed up to a
specified br eakpoint.

Th e RO M-based assembler converts assem
bly language mnem onics to machine code .
Two-character symbols can be defined and
back ward references are satisfied as sufficient
information is gat hered . The assembler can be
reentered at will without dest roying the sym
bol tabl e.

The stan dard IK RA M user memory is
expa nda ble to 2K on-board, and up to 8K
exte rna l memory can be added. Sockets are
included for a TMS9902 and other part s to
implement an EI A RS -232C or TT Y serial
interface port. The board includes space for a
cassett e recorder motor relay that is controlled

continued on page 38
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I/O port are addit ional on-boar d output ind i
cators.

Besides th e full compleme nt of firmwa re
and versatile a lp ha numer ic te rm ina l th e

50 CMOS IC
PROJECTS
$2.95
A fasc inating col
lectio n of projects
built around CMOS
IC·s. Everything from
an elect ro nic egg
tim er to an en
larger t imer to a
capacitance meter.
Weeks worth of fun.

HANDBOOK OF RADIO CIR- 28 TESTER PROJECTS IN
IC AUDIO PRE- CUlTS USING TRANSISTOR OPTQ-ELEC-
AMPLIFIER & IC's $3.50 PROJECTS TRONICS $3.50
POWER AMP- Describes IC'sand $2.95 Includes a number of
L1FIER CON- how theycan be Asampling of the i~o~~~~e~:r~n~;:;:st
STRUCnON ussoetdh AinMreacnedivFeMrs·sets contents reveals an
$2 95 Ultrasonic Trans- enthusiasts. In-

• are covered. Stereo mitter, Program- eluded are simpl e
Includes a variety decoder circuits mabIe Thermostat, ci rcuits using
o f practical co n- and quadriphonic Touch Swit ch Diode LED's as well as
struction proj ects devices are includ ed. Tester Siren 'Wind- more soph isticated
with a range of Everything from a shield 'Wiper 'Con- designs such as
audio outputs from on e-IC earphone AM trol and 22 more . infr a-red tran s-
250 mW to 100W.The receiver to a set of You'lI wantto build milters and de-
ideal boo k for both circuits for as- every one of them . tectors, modulated
beginner and ad- semblin g a com- ligh t transmi s-
vanced enthusiast plete FM set. sian and photo-
alike. graphic projects.---------------------ORDER FORM.--------------------n CASH NOW

I'Ve checked off three books that Iwant to buy. I've included payment for two of them at the full list
price. I understand the third book is FREE.
n $15 for _ 15% discount
I'Ve checked off the book Iwant FREE and have included my$15 membership fee. Iunderstand that
this fee makes me a member of your book club for one year and that during that time I can order as
many books as I want and deduct 15% from the Jist price.
p $25 for _ 20% discount
Ive checked off the free book and have enclosed my$25 membership fee. Iunderstand that this fee
makes me a member of your book club for one year and that during that time I can order as many
books as I want and deduct 20% from the list price. I further understand that I can use my $25
members hip fee as a credit toward future purchases.

TH IS SINGLE-BOARD MICROCOMPUTER IS A COM·

plet e system that includes RO M , RA M,
input and output devices, and uses the
T MS9980 micropr ocessor. It is one of the
most sophisticated of " learning modules" be
cause of an unu sually comprehensive operating
syste m that includes th e Unibug monitor and a
line-by-lin e assembler . A 45-key calcul at or 
like te rm inal is th e prim ar y input/output
device. A piezoelectric speake r and four LED 's
that are wired to th e lower four bits of th e user

5OCMOSIC Handbookof Radio Circuits 281llsted~
ProJects IeAudio • Using lC's l'rojecta

Preamp6fler&

[]] i~~

Texas Instruments
TM990/189 Single-Board
Computer

EQUIPMENT REPORTS
continued f rom page 28
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Beckman brings a 

¢w dimension to hand held 
Digital Multimeters 

True RMS capability 
at an affordable price 

Now you can measure the exact power content 
of any signal - regardless of waveform. Beckman 
delivers the new TECH" 330 multimeter with 
true RMS capability and many more fine 
performance features for just S200. 

Unlike the common average responding 
multimeters calibrated to measure only sine waves, 

the TECH 330 with true RMS capability gives 

you accurate readings of both sine and 

non -sine waveforms. 
True RMS makes a significant difference in 

accuracy when measuring switching power 
supplies, flyback power circuits, SCR or TRIAC 
controlled power supplies or any other circuit 
generating a non -sine signal. 

The TECH 330 also accurately measures the 
entire audio band up to 20 kHz. But that's 
not all you can expect from Beckman's 
top -of- the -line multimeter. 

Measurement Comparison Chart 
Wtwtormt 

Moot . I Volt) 

Awrpo loctwM 
T1CM 110 

Cared 
IlooAup 

Sim row 
o 
/\ /'\ ¡ \I \ ¡1 ./ 0.70N 0 707V 0 707V 

F/ wave Ma1Mt1 Noe Mw 
o / V1n/VYti^IVY OtMV 0 707V 0 707V 

Hal Wave rI01111MA 1MO WM 

0 J-\___/"\__."-\__/-\__/- 

tprw WwlO 

O 10íV 0 SOOV 0 SOOV 

1 110V 1 000V I 000V 

TrltmpiUbwbOW Wave 
0545V 0 577V 0 577V 0^ 

You also get 0.1% basic dcV accuracy, instant 
continuity checks, 10 amp current ranges, a 

separate diode test function, 22 megohm dcV input 
impedance, and an easy -to -use rotary switch. 

With so much capability in hand, you'll be able 

to depend on the TECH 330 for a long time. 
That's why Beckman designed it tough enough 
to go the distance. 

Enclosed in a rugged water -resistant case, the 
TECH 330 can take a 6 -foot fall onto concrete and 
still perform up to spec. And to further ensure 
reliable, trouble -free operation, the TECH 330 
gives you 1500 Vdc overload protection, RF 
shielding, 2000 -hour battery life, gold switch 
contacts, and fewer electronic components 
to worry about. 

Add another dimension to your world of 
electronics. Visit your Beckman distributor today 
for more information on the TECH 330 and 
Beckman's complete line of digital multimeters, 
starting at S1 10. 

To find out which of our 500 distributors is 

nearest you, call: (714) 993 -8803 or write Beckman 
Instruments, Inc., Electro- Products Group, 
2500 Harbor Boulevard, Fullerton, CA 92634. 

BECKMAN 
CIRCLE 12 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

True RMS capability
at an affordable price

Now you can measure the exact power content
of any signal - regardless of waveform. Beckman
delivers the new TECHTM330 multimeter with
true RMS capability and many more fine
performance features for just $200.

Unlike the common average responding
multimeters calibrated to measure only sine waves,
the TECH 330 with true RMS capability gives
you accurate read ings of both sine and
non-sine waveforms.

True RMS makes a significant difference in
accuracy when measuring switching power
supplies, flyback power circuits, SCR or TRIAC
controlled power supplies or any other circuit
generating a non-sine signal.

The TECH 330 also accurately measures the
entire audio band up to 20 kHz. But that's
not all you can expect from Beckman's
top-of-the-line muItimeter.

Measurement Comparison Chart

Waveform s
Average

Beckman Corr ect
(Peak = 1 Volt)

Responding
TECH 330 Reading

Meier

Sine Wave

O~
O.707V O.707Y O.707Y

Full Wave Rectified Sine Wave
O.298Y O.707Y O.707Y

O~

Half Wave Rectified Sine Wave
O.382Y O.5OQY O.5OQY

O~

Square Wave

o J1.JUUUU1Jl.JUU 1.110Y 1.000Y 1.0OQY

Triangula r Sawtooth Waye

o rvvv\IVVVVV' O.545Y O.577Y O.577Y

You also get 0.1% basic deV accuracy, instant
continuity checks, 10 amp current ranges, a
separate diode test function, 22 megohm dcV input
impedance, and an easy-to-use rotary switch .

With so much capability in hand , you'll be able
to depend on the TECH 330 for a long time.
That's why Beckman designed it tough enough
to go the distance.

Enclosed in a rugged water-resistant case, the
TECH 330 can take a 6-foot fall onto concrete and
still perform up to spec. And to further ensure
reliable, trouble-free operation, the TECH 330
gives you 1500 Vdc overload protection, RF
shielding , 2000-hour battery life, gold switch
contacts, and fewer electronic components
to worry about.

Add another dimension to your world of
electronics. Visit your Beckman distributor today
for more information on the TECH 330 and
Beckman's complete line of digital muItimeters,
starting at $110.

To find out which of our 500 distributors is
nearest you, call: (714) 993-8803 or write Beckman
Instruments, Inc., Electro-Products Group,
2500 Harbor Boulevard , Fullerton, CA 92634.

BECKM A N
CIRCLE 12 ON FREE INFORMAnON CARD
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"If yodre going to learn 
electronics, you might 
as well learn it right!" 

"Don't settle or less. 
Especially when it comes 
to career training.. because 
everything else in your life 
may det'end on it That's 

why you ought to pick CIE!" 
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"Ifyouregoing tolearn
electronics, you might
aswell learn it right!"

"Don't settle for less.
Especially when it comes
to career training. ..because
everything else inyour life
may depend on it That's
why you ought to pick ClE!"
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ou've probably seen ad- 
vertisements from other 

electronics schools. Maybe you 
think they're all the same. 
They're not: 

CIE is the largest indepen- 
dent home study school in the 
world that specializes exclu- 
sively in electronics. 

Meet the Electronics 
Specialists. 

When you pick an electronics 
school, you're getting ready to invest 
some time and money. And your 
whole future depends on the educa- 
tion you get in return. 

That's why it makes so much 
sense to go with number one ...with 
the specialists ... with CIE! 

There's no such thing as 
bargain education. 

If you talked with some of our 
graduates, chances are you'd find a 
lot of them shopped around for their 
training. Not for the lowest priced 
but for the best. They pretty much 
knew what was available when they 
picked CIE as number one. 

We don't promise you the moon. 
We do promise you a proven way to 
build valuable career skills. The CIE 
faculty and staff are dedicated to 
that. When you graduate, your di- 
ploma shows employers you know 
what you're about. Today, it's pretty 
hard to put a price on that. 

Because we're special- 
ists. we have to stay 
ahead. 

At CIE, we've got a position of 
leadership to maintain. Here are 
some of the ways we hang onto it ... 
Our step -by -step learning 
includes "hands -on" 
training. 

At CIE, we believe theory is 
important. And our famous 
Auto- Programmed' Lessons teach 
you the principles in logical steps. 

But professionals need more 
than theory. That's why some of our 
courses train you to use tools of the 
trade like a 5 -MHz triggered- sweep, 
solid -state oscilloscope you build 
yourself -and use to practice trouble- 
shooting. Or a Digital Learning 
Laboratory to apply the digital theory 
essential to keep pace with electronics 
in the eighties. 
Our specialists offer you 
personal attention. 

Sometimes, you may even have 
a question about a specific lesson. 
Fine. Write it down and mail it in. 
Our experts will answer you 
promptly in writing. You may even 
get the specialized knowledge of all 
the CIE specialists. And the answer 
you get becomes a part of your per- 
manent reference file. You may find 
this even better than having a class- 
room teacher. 

Pick the pace that's right 
for you. 

CIE understands people need 
to learn at their own pace. There's no 
pressure to keep up ... no slow 
learners hold you back. If you're a 
beginner, you start with the basics. 
If you already know some elec- 
tronics, you move ahead to your 
own level. 

Enjoy the promptness of 
CIE's "same day" grading 
cycle. 

When we receive your lesson 
before noon Monday through Satur- 
day, we grade it and mail it back - 
the same day. You find out quickly 
how well you're doing! 

CIE can prepare you for 
your FCC License. 

For some electronics jobs, you 
must have your FCC License. For 
others, employers often consider it a 
mark in your favor. Either way, it's 
government -certified proof of your , 

specific knowledge and skills! 
More than half of CIE's courses 

prepare you to pass the government- 
administered exam. In continuing 
surveys, nearly 4 out of 5 CIE gradu- 
ates who take the exam get their 
Licenses! 

For professionals only. 
CIE training is not for the hobby- 

ist_ It's for people who are willing to 
roll up their sleeves and go to work 

. to build a career. The work can be 
hard, sure. But the benefits are 
worth it. 
Send for more details 
and a FREE school 
catalog. 

Mail the card today. If it's gone, 
cut out and mail the coupon. You'll 
get a FREE school catalog plus com- 
plete information on independent 
home study. For your convenience, 
we'll try to have a CIE representa- 
tive contact you to answer any ques- 
tions you may have. 

Mail the card or the coupon or 
write CIE (mentioning name and 
date of this magazine) at 1776 East 
17th Street, Cleveland, Ohio 44114. 

CIE Cleveland Institute of Electronics, Inc. 
1776 East 17th Street. Cleveland, Ohio 44114 

Accr.d,t.d Member Nauonal Moms Study Council 

YES . . . I want the best of everything! Send me my FREE CIE school 
catalog - including details about troubleshooting courses- plus my FREE package 
of home study information. RE.97 

Print Name 

Address Apt. 

City 

State Zip 

Age Phone (urea code ) 

Check box for G. I. Bill information: Veteran :: Acto.c I )tit 

MAIL TODAY: 
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Age .Phon e (area code) _

Ch eck b ox for G .I. Bill Information: 0 Veteran 0 Active Duty

MAILTOOM: ......
co
(X)
o

o
~
o
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Forp rofe s s io n als only.
crn training is not for the hobby

ist. It's for people who are willing to
roll up their sleeves and go to work
.. . to build a career. The work can be
hard, sure. But the benefits are
worth it.
Send for more details
and a FREE sch ool
catalog.

Mail the card today. Ifit's gone,
cut out and mail the coupon.You'll
get a FREE school catalog plus com
plete informat ion on independent
hom e study. For your convenience,
we 'll try to have a crn representa
tive contact you to answer any ques
tions you may have.

Mail the card or the coupon or
write CIE (mentioning name and
date of this magaz in e ) at: 1776 East
17th Street, Cleveland, Ohio 4411 4.

D YES ... I want the b est of eve rything!Send me my FREE cm school
catalog - in cludi ng details about troubleshooting courses - p lus my FREE package
of home study Informati on. RE-97

Print Name: _

r················· 1

I C IE Cleveland Institute of Electronics, Inc.
1776 East 17th Street . C leveland, O h io 4 4 114I Accredit ed Member National Home Study Council

•I
II Address Apt. _

City _

I State: -LZip, _

I
I
•

Pickthe pace that's right
for you•

c rn understands people need
to learn at their own pace . There 's no
pr essure to keep up .. . no slow
learners hold you b ack. Ifyou're a
b eginner, you start with the basics.
Ifyou alrea dy know some elec
tronics, you move ahead to your
own level.

Enjoy the promptness of
em's "same day" grading
cycle.

When we receive your lesson
before noon Monday through Satur
day, we gra de it and mail it b ack
the same day. You find out quickly
how well you're doing!

cm canprepare you for
your FCC License.

For some electronics jobs, you
must have your FCC License . For
others, employers often consider it a
mark in your favor. Either way, it's
government-certified proofofyour .
specific knowledge and skills!

More than halfofCIE' s courses
prepare you to pass the gove rnment
administered exam. In continuing
surveys , nearly 4 out of 5 crn gradu
ates who take the exam get their
Licenses!

Meet the Electronics
Specialists.

When you pick an electron ics
school, you're getting ready to invest
some time and money. And your
whole future depends on the educa
tion you ~et in return.

That s why it makes so much
sense to go with number one . . .with
the specialists . . .with Crn!

There's no such thing as
bargain education.

Ifyou talked with some ofour
graduates, chances are you'd find a
lot ofthem shoppe d around for their
train ing. Not for the lowest'priced
but for the best . They pretty much
knew what was available when they
p icked crn as number one .

We don't promise you the moon.
We do promise you a proven way to
build valuable career skills. The crn
faculty and staffare dedicated to
that. When you gr aduate, your di 
p loma shows employers you know
what you're about . Today, it' s pretty
hard to put a price on that.

Because we're special.
ists, we have to stay
ahead.

At crn, we 've got a position of
leadership to maintain. Here are
some of the ways we hang onto it . ..

Our step.by-step learning
includes "hands-on"
training.

At ClE, we believe theory is
important. And our famous
Auto -P rogram med- Lessons teach
you the principles in logical steps.

But professionals need m or e
than t heory. That's why some of our
courses train you to use tools ofthe
t rade lik e a 5 MHz triggered -sweep,
solid-state oscilloscope you build
vourself-and use to practice trouble
shooting. Or a Digital Learn ing
Laboratory to apply the digital theory
essenti al to keep pacewith electronic s
in th e eighties.
Our specialists offeryou
personal attention.

Sometimes, you may even have
a question about a specific lesson.
Fine. Write it down and mail it in .
Our experts will answer you
pro mptly in writing. You may even
get the specialized knowledge ofall
the crn specialists.And the answer
you get becomes a part ofyour per
manent reference file. You may find
this even better than having a class
room teacher .

....,...ou·ve probably seen ad
• ~ertisements from other

eleetronies sehools.ltlaybe you
think they're all the same.
The y're not:

em is the largest indepen
denthome s tudy sehool in the
w orld that specializes e xelu
s ive ly in e le e tronic s .
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In An Insta 
YOU CAN SAFELY PLUG AWAY 

WITHOUT OVERLOADING 
COMING UP SHORT 

You can do it thanks to SGL WABER 
multiple outlet strips. There are over 
100 versatile models with unsurpassed 
quality workmanship. Each exceeds 
National Electrical Code standards and 
is safety tested. Ideal for organizing 
your work area and having extra 
outlets exactly where you want them. 
Over 2.000 electronic distributors carry 
the SGL Waber line. Send for our free 
24 -page catalog. today' 

SGL WABER Electric 
A division of SGL Industries. InC 

Dept. H -300 Harvard Avenue 
Westville. New Jersey 08093 
(609) 456-5400 

CIRCLE 10 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

Hold evergthing! 
Get a #324 PanaVise Work Center. 
Here's everything you need to hold every- 
thing you work with ...in one money- saving 
package! Write for 
FREE catalog today. 

2850 E. 29th St., 
Long Beach, CA 

Famous PanaVise 
standard base tilts, 
turns, rotates to exact 
work position. 

6- compartment 
Tray Base Mount 
with 6 anti -slip feet. 

Self -centering wire 
and Solder Holder' 
attaches to unit. 

Adjustable Circuit 
Board Holder holds 
up to 10" board 

FREE 2 Nib Sponges 
with self- purging slits 
for easy cleaning. 

Solder Iron Holder' 
with perfect angle 
for holding 
constant heat. 
Attaches to unit 

CIRCLE 49 ON FREE INFORMATION CARO 

EQUIPMENT REPORTS 
continued front page 32 

by the ROM operating system when loading 
and saving programs. Replacing the processor 
with a higher performance unit, and changing 
the crystal and some other components. in- 
creases the clock frequency from 2 to 8 

MHz. 
The TM990/189 University Module is 

priced at $299 and the optional power supply is 

$65. The TM990/189 is one of the better eval- 
uation /learning modules available for those 
really serious about learning microprocessors 
from the ground up, starting at the machine 
and assembly language level. It can be ex- 
panded as a development board for those lim- 
ited in capital, but more sophisticated systems 
arc available for those interested in developing 
real applications for the 9900 processor series 
Texas Instruments Incorporated. P.O. Ro\ 
1443, M/S 6404, Houston, Texas 77001 R -E 

VIZ Model WR515B Color - 
Bar Signalyst 

's 

CIRCLE 105 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

THE MODEL WR51511 COLOR -BAR GENERATOR 

from the VIZ Manufacturing Company (335 
E. Price St., Philadelphia. PA 19144) is called 
the Color Bar Signalist and is really a versatile 
instrument. It will provide all of the test sig- 
nals you need for analyzing the signal circuits 
of any color TV receiver. This includes an RF 
output on Channel 3 or Channel 4, an IF out- 
put and a video output. In result. signal- injec- 
tion can be used in any section of the set. A 
switchable 4.5 MHz sound IF carrier is also 
used, unmodulated. 

The model WR515B can generate an amaz- 
ing variety of test patterns. You can get the 
10 -bar gated -rainbow pattern in three differ- 
ent versions, each with its own special use. In 
the standard 10 -bar pattern. the 6th bar (blue) 
is marked for instant identification. Next is the 
same 10 -bar pattern. but with no burst. This 
lets you set up color sync circuits for zero with- 
out hooking up a lot of jumpers, or testing this 
without even taking the back off the set. Last is 

the bar pattern, with the Y. or luminance. sig- 
nal added. 

There are three solid -color rasters; red. 
green and blue. The red can be used for check- 
ing and adjusting purity on the older sets, and 
the green for the later models with in -line 
tubes. Still another raster. called a Color Trio. 
has fully -saturated sections of each primary 
color; good quick -check for picture tube sus- 

pected of having one weak gun. 
For video circuit tests and similar adjust- 

ments, there is a black- and -white Gray Quad; 
the four quadrants of the screen are white. 
light gray, dark gray and black. 

For convergence, there's a hatchdot pattern 
which consists of a crosshatch with dots 
around the outer edges and one in the center. 
For those who still have good eyesight, the old 
familiar dot pattern is here with the center dot 

continued on page 40 
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THE MODEL WR515B COLOR· BAR GENERATOR

from the VIZ Manufacturing Company (335
E. Price St. , Philadelphia, PA 19144) is called
the Color Bar Signalist and is really a versatile
instrument. It will provide all of the test sig
nals you need for analyzing the signal circuits
of any color TV receiver. This includes an RF
output on Channel 3 or Channel 4, an IF out
put and a video output. In result , signal-injec
tion can be used in any section of the set. A
switchable 4.5 MHz sound IF carr ier is also
used, unmodulated .

The model WR515B can generate an amaz
ing variety of test patterns. You can get the
10-bar gated-rainbow pattern in three differ
ent versions, each with its own special use. In
the standard 10-bar pattern, the 6th bar (blue)
is marked for instant identification. Next is the
same 10-bar pattern, but with no burst. This
lets you set up color sync circuit s for zero with
out hooking up a lot of jumpers, or testing this
without even taking the back off the set. Last is
the bar pattern, with the Y, or luminance, sig
nal added .

There are three solid-color rasters; red,
green and blue. The red can be used for check
ing and adjusting pur ity on the older sets, and
the green for the later models with in-line
tubes. Still another raster , called a Color Trio ,
has fully-saturated sections of each primary
color; good quick-check for picture tube sus
pected of having one weak gun .

For video circuit tests and similar adjust
ments, there is a black-and-white Gray Quad;
the four quadrants of the screen are white,
light gray, dark gray and black.

For convergence, there's a hatchdot pattern
which consists of a crosshatch with dots
around the outer edges and one in the center.
For those who still have good eyesight , the old
familiar dot pattern is here with the center dot

continued on page 40

VIZ Model WR515B Color
Bar Signalyst

by the ROM operating system when loading
and saving programs. Replacing the processor
with a higher performance unit, and changing
the crystal and some other components, in
creases the clock frequency from 2 to 8
MHz.

The TM9 90/ 189 University Module is
priced at $299 and the optional power supply is
$65. The TM990 / 189 is one of the better eval
uation/learning modules available for those
really serious about learning microprocessors
from the ground up, starting at the machine
and assembly language level. It can be ex
panded as a development board for those lim
ited in capital, but more sophisticated systems
are available for those interested in developing
real applications for the 9900 processor series.
Texas Instruments Incorporated, P.O. Box
1443, M/S 6404, Houston, Texas 77001. R-E

EQUIPMENT REPORTS
continued from page 32

In An Instant.
yOU CANSAfELYPWG AWAY

WITHOUT OVERLOADING
OR COMING UP SHORT

®

SGL WABER Electric
A divi sion of SG L Indust ries . Inc .
Dept. H-300 Harvard Ave nue
Westvill e, New Jersey 08093
(609) 456-5400

D 11 II!>

2850 E. 29th St.,
Long Beach, CA 90806

Hold everything!
Get a #324 PanaVise Work Center.
Here's everything you need to hold every
thing you work with ... in one money-saving
package! Write for
FREE catalog today.

You can do it than ks to SGL WABER®
multiple outletstrips. Th ere areover
100 versatile models with unsurpassed
quality workm an shi p. Eachexceed s
National El ectrical Code standardsand
is safety tested . Ideal for organizing
your work area and having extra
outlets exactly whereyou want the m.
Over2,000 electron ic distributorscarry
the SGL Waber line. Send for our free
24-page catalog, today!
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Start learning and computing for only $129.95 with a Netronics 8085 -based 
computer kit. Then expand it in low -cost steps to a business /development system 
with 64k or more RAM, 8 "floppy disk drives, hard disks and multi - terminal I /O. 

THE NEW EXPLORER /85 SYSTEM 
Special! lull 8" floppy. 64k system for lass thon the price of a mini! Only S 1499.95! 

(Also available wired á tested. $1799.95) 
Imagine - for only $12995 you can own the starting 
heel of Explorer/65. computer that's expandable Into 
full business /development capabilities - computer 
that can he your beginner system. an OEM controller. 
or an IBM formatted a disk small business system 
From the first day you own Explorer/65. you begin 
computing( on a significant level. and applying pnnci, 
plea discussed in leading computer magu(ne. Ex 
ptorer/65 features the advanced Intel 6065 cpu which 
is 100% compatible with the older 6060A It offen m. 
hunt S 130 bus expansion. Microsoft BASIC in ROM. 
plus Instant conversion to mass storage disk memory 
with standard IBM-formatted 6" disks All for only 
$12995. plus the cost of power supply. keyboard/ 
terminal and RF modulator if you doni have them (see 
our remarkable pncrs below for these and other, ac- 
cessones) With a Ilex Keypad /display front panel. 
Level -A" can be programmed with no need for a ter. 
minal ideal for a controller. OEM. or a real lowcost 
star 

lescl "A' is n 
complete gyrating 
system. pilot for 
heginn'rs Mohhysts 
,nkxstnd controller 
use $129 

LEVEL "A' SPECIFICATIONS 
Explorer/65 s Level A'- system features the advanced 
Intel 6065 cpu an 6355 ROM with 2k deluxe monitor/ 
operating system. and an advanced 5155 RAM I/O 
all on a single motherboard with room fo RAM/ROM/ 
PROM /EPROM and Sloe expansion plus generous 
probity ping space 

PC Board: Glass epoxy plated through holes with 
solder mask VO: Provisions for 25 -pin (01325) con- 
nector for terminal senal I/O. which can also support a 
paper tape reader cassette tape recorder input and 
output cassette lape control output LED output 
indicator on SOD (sent output) line printer inter- 
face (less drivers) total of four 6-bit plus one 6-bit 
IA) purs Crystal Frequency 6144 Mils Control 
Switdhes: Reset and user (RSr 7 5) interrupt adds 
Haul pontoons for RST S 5. 65 and TRAP interrupts 
onboard Counter /Timer Programmable. 14-bit bi 
non System RAM: 2.56 bytes located at FISCO ideal 
for smaller systems and for use as an isolated stack 
area in expanded systems RAM expandable to 64K 
sia S 100 tus or 4k on mtherhoant 

System Monitor (Terminal Version), 2k bytes of 
deluxe system monitor ROM kit-gird at F000. leaving 
NW free for user RAM /ROM Features include tape 
load with labeling examine /change contents of 
memory insert data warm star examine and 
change all registers single se with register display 
at each break point. a debugs% raining feature pi 
to execution address move ocks of memory from 
one location to another fill blocks of memory with a 
umstant display blocks of memory automato . 
baud rate selection to 9600 baud variable display 
line length control 11 -255 characters/line) chan. 
mimed I/O monitor routine with IS hit parallel output 
for high speed pnnter senal console in and console 
out channel so that monitor can communicate with I /0 
ports 

System Monitor (Iles Keypad/Display Venial). 
rape Itctti with Ialehng tape dump with labeling 

examineechange contents of memory insert data 
warm start examine and change all registers 

Full If ils) system for ken thon the pea nl o mini (shown with 
Netnnoo ExpkrerFt5 rrrnputer tied new terminal) System /conform 
floppy drive from Control Dom Corp. week's largest maker of 
nenwy stonogr systrmn ire n (wile limed') 

1i 

Leese! A. 
With Ilex 
Keypad/Deploy. 

single step with ogister dupla) at each break point 
go to execution address Level 'A in this version 
nukes a perfect cnntnikr for rntustnal applications 
and is programmed using IM Netr nics lies Keypad 
Display It a low cost perfect for beginners 
HEX KEYPAD/DISPLAY SPECIFICATIONS 
Calculator type keypad with 24 s)stem..ieflnst and 16 

user-defined keys Six digli calculator type display . 
that displays full address plus data as well as register 
and status information 
LEVEL B SPECIFICATIONS 
level -'B" presides the S130 signals plus buffers/ 
drivers too support up to six 5.100 bus hoards and on- 

dudes address decoding for onboard 41. RAM expan 
Sion selectable in 4k Mocks address deaditgg for 
onboard 6k EPROM exparvsun selectable in 6k Mocks 

address and data Iris timers for onboard expansion 
wait state generator (lumpier selectable) to allow the 

use of slower mrmines two separate 5 salt regula 
tors 
LEVEL "C" SPECIFICATIONS 
level -C expands Explorer/85 s motherboard oard with a 
card cage allowing you to plug up to six S 100 canes 
dinath Into the maherboanl Both cage and cant am 
neatly contained insole Explorers deluxe steel 
cabinet level (:' includes a sheet meal superstruc- 
ture a 5 -cant gold plated 51011 extension PC board 
that plugs into the motherboard lust add required 
number of S -100 anrws lore 

Expltwrrf65 
With Level (: ' 

(and Cow 

LEVEL "D" SPECIFICATIONS 
level "'I) provides 4k of RAM. power supply regula 
lion filtering decrypting components and sockets to 
expand your Expkxer/a5 memory to 4k (plus the ungi 

nsl 256 bytes located in the 8155A) The static RAM 
tan hr krtrsd anywhere from Rile to EFFF in 41 
blocks 
LEVEL "E" SPECIFICATIONS 
Level "'E adds sockets for 6k of EPROM to use the 
popular Intel 2716 or the TI 2516 It includes all sockets 
power supply regulator heat sink filtering and decou 
piing oimponnts tickets may also be used for 2k x 8 
RAM IC s (allowing for up to 12k of onboard RAM) 
DISK DRIVE SPECIFICATIONS 

a CONTROL DATA CORP Data upaory 401 olebyM 
praftrostono/ dove (5D1 ea 03211y1e6 1001 
1N conrolier unlonnrW 
Who peeler Auras one :Sere one 
Smile or double density erakl 

DISK CONTROLLER! I/O BOARD 
SPECIFICATIONS 

Com.ds upolwra dnw rte PROM oaken included 
1771AISlISDI floppy desk lot me m onions 
controller applications 
Onboard data *cheroot 1 )ntoanf c rystal onmrulkal 
I IBM compabblel Onboard t!(l baud rule 
2 Serul l.l) ports grereralon to WOO baud 
Auhd..a v, ink syrr Double sided PC: board 
when worm rrtet (class rpo.y I 

DISK DRIVE CABINET/POWER SUPPLY 
Dirks, steel <abort nub mnist dwl pow., supply hr ma. 
I mum trlialulat aM uabkey 

ORDER A COORDINATED 
EXPLORER/85 APPLICATIONS 
PAK! 
Beginner's Pak (Sava $2606!) - Buy level "A.. (Ter- 
minal Version) with Monitor Sourer Listing and AP -1 

5.a9) Power Supply (regular pn r $199 961- now at 
SPECIAL PRICE $16660 plus post & insur 
Experimenters Pak II (Save $3.10!) - Buy Level 

A' (ilex Keypad /Display Version) with Hex 
Keypad /Display Intel 6065 User Manual. Level "A 
Ilex Monitor Source Listing. and AP-1 S -amp Power 
Supply (regular pot' $279351. all at SPECIAL 
PRICE $21696 plus post a irour 
Special Miaaofl BASIC Pak (Save $103.00!)- In- 
dudes Level "A" (Terminal Version). Level '.8.. 
Level "D" (4k RAM). Level "E 6k Meaosoft in 
ROM. Intel 0065 1lser Manual level -'A" Monitor 
Source Lasting. and AP-1 5-amp Power Supply (regu- 
lar puce $43970) now yours at SPECIAL PRICE 
$32996 plus post a trout 

ADD A TERMINAL WITH CABINET. 
GET A FREE RF MODULATOR: Sol- 
os-et $114 at this SPECIAL PRICE SUSS 
plus post a insur 

Special N" Disk Edition Explorer/ (Save over $IM!) - Includes disksenun level "A.. level "B two 
SAIOO connectors and brackets disk controller. 64k 
RAM. AP.1 S amp power supplyy. Explorer/155 deluxe 
steel cabinet. cabinet fan. 6' 5I)/1)D disk dnve from 
famous CONTROI. DATA CORP (not a hobby 
brand') dove cabinet with power supply. and drive 
cable set -up for two doves This package Includes 
everything but terminal and pnnters (see coupon for 
them) Regular pmt $1(3033 all yours in kit at 
SPECIAI. PRICE. $14$9.96 plus pet a insur Wires) 
and tested only $1799.96. 

Special! Complete Business Software Pak (Save 
$625.00!) -- Ini ii), CP'M 20 Mi.netdt BASIC: 
General Inffrr Al I°tints Rrsrn able Ai <unls 
Payable. Payroll Package regular pea°. SI 
now at SPECIAL PW( :F: $699 55 

Please send the items checked below. 
O Oftener SS level 'A'1011Termmal Ven.,) 61111.13 olio 

s3 pis. A ,I.sur 
7 Oabrer SS (Vita 'A' 101 I Hex key pa°L lhspl.y Version) 

$1211.93 S3 pue a insur 
'1 N rat route M Con casseur taw IMAM p upsol 
'N last naafi BASIC YIIIOM1a11erquires testis B I) and 

I PSIS plis 12 poi A .msur 
troll -N" tS I l $116.115 plus S2 peu A mug 
reset`t" IS- Itbacad rimier) 101 MI6 0./2pet 
1,511 tr IY RAM) in NS.Mplus S2 poi a auto 
trs.1 -I - IEP o%6001110i 1.5.16 U. plus so( pah 
IMutr Meet (.Merl !:r Expaorer,l(5 Si125 plu. S3 pet 

1 an For litante $IS.Mpl s St 30 pet a msur 
ä4T1 Ma$Maltc9n6n19 tMtrttr 101: froures a loll 126 
harasser sel itAI ose full cursor oninl -S ohm vil, 

,utpit. convertible Io baudet output wanton.. bawl rate 
16212 Cor all ma Iii) 72 ta 64 stonier try la hne formats 

o, I can be used w oh either CRT mniwr or TV see id you 
-i. an RF modulator) 111611.15 plus $3 (D gust A Incur 
Ihlnse Steel MUM for A.S(:11 keyMsnblermua 
S 19 91 e_ 50 post A incur 

4 r' T,rnma Marlaf:ISea photo) Sara features as altee 
s. ,1h :N hewed and iermenel Is in d lu si 

5399.15 plus S' pet a ensue 
Iluriuer I re ers ruts i-r -i ,s titi fns w, quite - CALL L6 
i, iTat-Sigirr Ire miras primers: Our pries hile km w° co. a,' 
1111 16 
Bet helps( I5Sf a) VI NUM plus S2 pet A Inur 

AP. I Paws pi! 101 r aV f S ampo n drguxr steel ...units 
0116$ plus 52 post Insur 

G iaY !Mel 6.111111161 lawseYn MjS rxA peopled 
rJ pwWar ta alkews al u ur y.our TN' set At a merderl 

' 10k RAM rS 100txunlespunlske641 $191NplmsS2 
pe' A insur 

. . 321 1(M R s29lIp phis $2 rent A .nsur 
4111, RAM kit $S9BN plus $2 pwl A mutt 
641, NAM R 141163 plus $2 pou a mnur 
IM RAM Expensan 111 Uo expand any od IM alone n ink 
Lh. i. .p .. Lr'e $M.N plus $2 p ru A tartar ewh 
palet Nü cpu lams' t.1rninl S7.111 per pad " Ir ll0eo Manlier ',iNl lt lunewwhhl SIMS paus SS 
Cni A n+ur 

';qn19`IPA ir. Alter) S11M.67 plus $1 Peu lour 
. D6elnstert Pak g... 1121a63 /slut sea pet a 

mmur fyselal Mahall Wm r RI without 1M nal(ap 1 r. al, tir 1 

plus s-1 
CJ tiIn)r as al.:. , . Ur 11 rs boat d lesrlW With (aNlaet 

4l FR R$ Modulator UMW . :, sto pse 

Spacal a IAsk Idnim I rploert IS bnsI 111116.115 

wloett a Trsud SING 93 S.: ;.et A mar 
I it r I it Floppy lYhn $499AS, SI'ppwt a lour 

I atm.( a Pow! SupplS 1 or Ixlsr MOAN plie fl pou A 

Iknr gable. setup lo No unes $23 plu. SI SO pet a 

ds(ontrotler Nosed wlth l I) Ponts $INAB a in, 

161M 
(aaplese Nhnow+s Wirer Pak . 

petpud 
St I lD SEPARAI 
QtM IA $lwpwipad 

.^. Mat 21 $136peupawl 
M(rnaIIBASK S72$plaugul( 

wet 6M$ gat Met a9lanl s' 'a p6110. 
Ind -A' Masllnr Sam 1sstlNg $23 

(aslanW l AA UeeM rant omen minim (ltans 
CALL TOLL FREE: 800- 2.43- 7.428, 

Tu Order From (:ono. 
Assistant,- l.,it 

Total Enclosed (Cann res add saht tax) 
Paid By 
7 Personal Check Cashier's (:heck/Money Unkt 
:7 VISA D Master (:harte (Bank No - 
Asti. Nu _ - Exp Dale _ 

Signature 
Pnn1 
Name 
Ad(Ins% 
city. 
State Zip 

NETRONI(:S Research E Development Ltd. 
UM 333 Litchfield Road, New Milford, CT 06776 
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ORDER A COORDINATED
EXPWRERJ85 APPLICATIONS
PAK!
Begin ner's Pak (Sa ve 526.00!I- Buy Level " A" (Ter
mina l Version) with Monitor Source Listin g and AP -1
5-amp Pow e r Supply: (reg ular price $199.95). now at
SPECIA L PRICE : $169.95 plus post. & ins ur.
Experime nte r's Pak II (Save $53.4O!) - Buy Level
" A " (Hex KeypadlDisplay Ve rs ion ) with Hex
Keypad/Display . Inlel 8085 User Manu al . Level " A"
He x Monitor Source Listing . and AP-1 5-amp Power
Supply: (regu lar price $279.35). all al SPECIAL
PRICE: $219.95 plus post. & insur .
Special Mi crosoft BASIC Pak (Save $103.00!) - In
cludes Level " A" (Termina l Version) . Level " B".
Level " D" (4k RAM) . Level " E" . 8k Microsoft in
ROM . Intel 8085 Use r Ma nua l. Level " A" Monitor
Source Lisling. and AP- I 5-a mp Power Sup ply: (reg u
lar price 5439.70). now yours 'at SPEC IAL PRICE:
5329 .95 plus pos t. & insu r.

ADD A TERMINAL WITH CABINET,
GET A FREE RF MODULATOR: Save
over $114 at this SPECIAL PRICE : 5499.95
plus post. & insur .

Special 8" Disk Edition Explorer/85 (Sav e over $104!)
- Includes dis k-ver sion Leve l " A". Level " R". two
5-100 connectors and br ackets. d isk controller . 64k
RAM. AP- I s-arnp power supply. Exp lore r/85 de luxe
steel ca bine t. cab ine t fan. 8" SDIDD disk drive fro m
famo us CONTROL DATA CORP. (no t a hobb y
brand!) . dr ive cabine t w ith power supply. and drive
ca ble set- up for Iwo drives. Th is package incl udes
everything but terminal and prin ters (see coupo n for
them). Regular price $1630.30. all yours in kit at
SPECIA L PRICE: $1499.95 plus pos t. & insur . W ired
and tes ted . on ly $1799.95.

Special! Complete Busin ess Software Pak (Save
$625.00!1 - Includes CP/M 2.0. Microsoft BASIC .
Gen era l Ledger. Accounts Rece ivable. Accounts
Payabl e. Payroll Package: (regu lar price 51325). yours
now al SPEC IAL PRICE : $699.95.

nal 256 bytes located in the 8155A). The stati c RAM
ca n he located anyw here from ~ 10 EF FF in -tk
bloc ks.
LEVEL " E" SPECIFICATIO NS
Level " E" adds sockets for 8k of EPRO M to use the
popular Intel 2716 or the T12516. IIincludes a ll soc kets.
pow er supply regulator , heat sink. filtering and decou 
piing r.omponent s. Sockets may a lso be used for 2k x 8
RAM Ie's (allowing for up to 12k of onboa rd RAM ).
DISK DRIVE SPECIFICATIONS
• 8" CONTROL DATA CORP. • Data capacity: 401.016 bytes

professional dr ive. (SO).802.032bytes (DO).
• LSI co ntro lle r. unforma tted .
• Write prot ect. • Access time : 25ms (one
• Single or double de nsity. track).
DISK CONTRO LLER/ I/O BOARD
SPECIFICATIONS
• Controls up 10fou r 8" d rives . • 2716 PROM socket included
• 1771A LSI (SO) Ooppy disk for use in custom

controlle r. app lications.
• Onboard data sepa rator • Onbo ard crystal controlled .

(IBM co mpa tible). • Onboard liD baud rale
• 2Seria l I/O ports generators 10 96CWJ baud.
• Au toboot to d isk syste m • Doub le-sid ed PC boa rd

whe n system rese t. (glass epoxy.)
DISK DRIVE CABINET/POWER SUPPLY
• Delux e steel cab ine t with indi vidual powe r supply for max

imum reliability and stability.

Level " A "
With Hex
Keypad/Display.

Exp lorer/B5
With Level "C"
Cord Cogc.

LEVEL "D" SPECIFICATIONS
Level " D" pro vid es 4k of RAM. power supply regu la
tion . filter ing decoupling co mpo nents and soc kets to
ex pa nd your Explorer /B.'; mem ory 10 4k {plus the urigi-

-~
sin gle step with register di sp lay at each hreak point .
go 10 execution ad dress . Level "A" in this version
mak es a perfec t control ler for indu stri al applications.
a nd is programmed using the Ne tronics Hex Keypad /
Displ ay. It is low cos t. perfect for beg inne rs .
HEX KEYPAD/DISPLAY SPECIFICATIONS
Ca lculalor type keypad with 24 sys tem-r'e fined a nd 16
user -defin ed keys . Six dig it ca lculator-type display.

. thai d ispl ays full address plu s da ta as well as register
and s tatus info rma tion.
LEVEL "8" SPECIFICATIONS
Level "B" pro vid es the 5-100 sig na ls plus huff ers/
drive rs to support up to six 5·100 nu s boa rds. and in
c1udes : address decod ing for onboard 4k RAM ex pa n
s ion se lecta ble in 4k hlocks . .. address decoding for
onboard sk EPROM ex pansio n se lec table in 8k blocks
... address and da ta bu s dri ver s for onbo ard expans ion
. . . wail state generato r (ju mpe r se lec table ). to allow the
use of slowe r memori es . .. tw o se pa rate 5 volt regu la
tors .
LEVEL "COO SPECIFICATIONS
Level " C" ex pands Ex plore r/ as's moth er board with a
ca rd cage . allowing you to plu g up to six 5·100 cards
directly inlo the motherboard . Both cage and ca rd art '
neatl y contai ned insid e Exp lorer ' s delu xe s tee l
cabinet. Level "COO includes a shee t metal supe rs truc 
tur e. a s -ca rd. gold plated 5-100 ex tens ion PC board
that plugs into the mot he rboard. jus l add required
number of 5-100 connecto rs .

Full 8" disk system for Jess thnn the pricc of (J mini (shown with
NClronics Explorer/85 computer and new !.ermina l). System fea tures
floppy drive from Control Dalu Corp.. world's Iorges t maker of
memory stomge sys tems (nnt n hohhy hrtlnd!)

•
Level "A" is a
complete opcra linH
sys tem.pe rfec t fo r
hcJ.:inncrs, hobhyists,
industrialcon troller
usc. $129.95

Start learning and computing for only $129.95 with a Netronics BOB5-based
computer kit . Then expand it in low-cost steps to a business/development system
with 64k or more RAM, B" floppy disk drives, hard disks and multi-terminal 1/0.

THE NEW EXPLORER/a5 SY S T EM
Special! FullB" floppy, 64k system for less than the price of a mini! Only SI499.95!

(Also availahle w ired & tested . $ 1799.95)

LEVEL "A" SPECIFICATIONS
Explorer/85's Level"A" system features the adva nced
Intel 8085 cpu . an 8355 ROM with 2k de luxe monitor/
operating syst em . and an advanced 8155 RAM I/O ...
allan a s ingle moth erboard with room for RAM/ROM/
PROM/EPROM and 5-100 expansion. plus gene rous
prototypi ng space.

PC Board: Glass epoxy. plated through boles with
solder mask. • I/O : Provisions for 25-pin (DB25) con
nector for te rminal seri al I/O . w hich ca n also support a
paper ta pe rea de r ... cas selle tape record er input and
output ... cassette tape control output LED output
indi calor on SO D (serial output) line print er inter -
face (less drivers) . .. total of four a-btt plus one s-blt
I/O ports . • Crystal Frequency: 6.144 MHz. • Control
Switches: Reset and user (RSf 7.5) interrupt . . . addi
tion al provisions for RST 5.5. 6.5 and TRAP interrupts
onboard. • Co u nter/Ti mer: Programmable. 14-bit bi
nary . • System RAM: 256 bytes located al F800. ide al
for smaller systems and for use as an isolated stack

~~~,L~~b~~d~~:t~~~~th~~rd~xpandable 10 64K

System Monitor (Terminal Vers ion) : 2k bytes of
deluxe sys tem monito r ROM located at F/lIlIl. lea ving
ilIJllo free for user RAM /ROM. Features include tape
load with labeli ng ex a mine/ change contents of
me mory .. . insert data ... warm start . .. examine and
change all registers .. . single step with register d isp lay
at each br ea k point . a deb uggi ng/tra ining featu re . .. go
to executio n address move blocks of memory fro m
one loca lion 10 another fill blocks of memory w ith a
constant . . . d isp lay blocks of memory .. . aulomatic
baud rate se lection to 9600 baud . . . var iab le d isp lay
line len gth contro l (1·255 characterslline). chan
nelized I/O mon itor routi ne wit h 8-b it par allel output
for high -sp eed printer ... serial con so le in and console
ou t cha nne l so that monitor can communicate with I/O
ports.

System Monitor (Hex Keypad/Display Vers ion) :
Tap e load with lab elin g ... tape dump wi th labeling
... exa mine /cha nge conte nts of memory . . . insert da ta
. . . warm sta rt . . . ex a mine and cha nge all registers . .

Imagine - for only $129.95 you ca n ow n the starting
level of Expl o rer /85. a computer that's ex pa ndable into
full bu siness /d evel opm ent capabilities - a computer
that ca n be yo ur beg inner syst em . an O EM contro lle r.
or an IBM·formall ed 8" d isk sm all bus iness sys tem.
From the first day you own Expl orer/85. you begi n
comput ing on a sig nificant level. and applying princi
ples discussed in leading computer magazines. Ex
plorer/85 features the adv anced Intel 8085 cpu. wh ich
is l OO'l'o compatible with the older 808OA. It offers on 
board 5·100 bu s ex pansion. Micro soft BASIC in ROM .
plus instant convers ion to mass s torage di sk memory
with sta nd ard IBM-formalled 8" dis ks . A ll for on ly
$129,95. plu s the cosl of power supply. keybo ard /
terminal and RF modulalor if you don't have them (see
our remarkable prices below for these and other, ac
ces so ries ). With a He x Keypad/display fronl pan el.
Leve l " A" can be programmed with no need for a ter 
mina l. idea l for a controlle r. OEM. or a real low -cost
start .

... . ... ..•......•••• •••••••••.•.... .•.••••••••.....•••••••••.••..••••.... ..•......• ••.••..••...•••......... .... .... ......
o IJIskCOntrollerBoard ~th UOPorts . . . 5t9ll.95plus 52 pos t.

& lnsur .
o Speflal: COmplete Business sonware Pak (SO" abov e} . ..

S699..96 postpaid .
SOI.D SEPARATEt.Y:

o CP/M U SIOOposlp;,id.
o CP/M 2.0 SISOposlp;,id.
o Mlcroson BASIC.. . 5325 postpaid .

o IntelllOllScpu lIser Manual. .. 57.50 postpaid.
o Le\'e1 "An Manllor Source Ustlng . . . $2~ postpaid .

t
Conli""",aI U.s.A Credit £aI d Buyers OUtside Canne<lkut •

C~L~rt~'~~ ~~~!;;~~~~r~~~h~~~8 •
Ass,sl,mel.. "" II (.03) 3S4·9375

To la l E ndos"d (Conn res . add sa l"s la x) $ _
Paid By:
o Personal C h"ck 0 Cashier's C heck/M onev 0 rder
o VISA 0 Maste r Chal'l':e (Ba nk No . _...:.. - - l
Acc!. No . Exp . Dat e __
Signature
Pri nt
Na m{!
A d d re ss
Ci ly _
Sla te Zi p _

I!!!lI.. NETRONICS Research & Development Ltd.
1lS\ 333 Lltchll eld Road, New Milford , CT067 76

Please send the items checked be low : 0 AP-I Power SUpply101 ±8V a 5 am ps) in de luxe steel cabinet

o :;~:l~~~n:~ "A" IdI(Terminal Version ]. .. 5129.95plus 0 GOi:~~~~~~~~~~rs ... S4.as eac h. postpa id

o Explorer/as Level"A"ldl (Hex Keypad/Display Vers ion) . . 0 RFModulator IdIJal lows you to USl! your TV set as a monilur l

o :a:~~~n~:;:~~~~~ie lape. S64.9~ postpaid 0 i6k~~~(t~oo board ~.xpands tu64k) . . SI99.9~ plus 52
o 8k MlcrOSOn BASICIn ROM Idt (requires Levels "B". " 0 " and po..t. &: insur .

" E" ) .. . S99.95plus $2 pos t. &; ins ur . 0 32k RAMIdl . . 5290.95 plus $2 pos!. '\ insu r.
o Le\'e1 "8" ($-IOOlldt.. . S49.9~ plus 52 post. & insur. 0 48k RAMIdt $399.9~ plus 52 post. & insur.
o Le\'e1 "C" ($-100&-cardespander] Idt . . . S39.9~ plus 52 post. 0 64k RAM Idt S499.9~ plus 52 post. & iosur.

&. insu r. 0 16k RAMExpansloo Idt (In ex pand any of Ihl! above in 16k
o Level "0" (4k RAM) 101 . . . $69.95plus S2 post. &. insur blocks up In 64k) . .. $99.95plus $2 posl.,\ insur. each.
o Le\'e1 "E" (EPIlOMIROMlldt ... S~.95 plus 50~ p&h. 0 IntelllOllSCpuusers: Manual . . . S7,SOpostpaid.
o Deltue Slee! cablnel fur Explort'r/8S.. . S49.9~ plus 53 post . 0 12" \'Ideo Mooilor (10Mllz bandwidth] .. . SI39.95 plus 5S

&: insu r. post. &: insur.
o Fan For Ca binet . .. SIS.OOplus $1.50 post &: insur . 0 Degtnner's Pak {SI't' aho ve) 5169.95plus 54 pos!. &: ins ur.

o ASCII I(eyboanIJCOmpuler Terminal Idt: f,'ah'rt 'S a full 128 0 F.xper1menter' s Pak (" , . " I",,,) S219.95 plus $6 pos' &
cha rilctl'r sel. u&1 case ; full cursor conlrol: 7S oh m video insur.
ou lpul; ro nvcrtih le to haud ot ou tpu t sf,lt"clahl,' haud rillc. 0 Special MJcroson BASICPakMlhout Terminal (Sl'l· '1ho\"l'j ..
R..c.;Z:1Z·C Of20 rna. I/O. 32 or 64 cha ractt' r hv 16 line formats. 5329.95 plus 57 pos!. &: insur .
ilnd can Iw llstod\\'ilh c'ilh er a CRT monilor or i1TV sl'l {If \ 'l lU 0 Sa mc' as ahc.lvc. plus ASCI I Keyboard Termjnal "'lIh Cabnet.
hC1 \" I ~ an RF modul atur l . . . 5149.9Splus S:1 .OO (XISl. &. insuf . GelFree RFModulator (SI'P ahO\·I ~I .. . S499.9Splll"i510 pi'S!.
o DeLuxe Steel cabinet for ASCII keyhoa nl/tN minal . . &. insuf.

$ t9.9~ plus 52.50 posl. & insur. 0 Speflal8"lJIsk Edllion Explorer/as (s", ' ah"",') .. . 514911.95
o New! nrmiRallMonilor: (See pholo) Sa mp ("atun's as ahm·c'. pill S $26 posl. &: insur.

l'xcl!pl 12" monitor with k( ~)o hOilrd and terminal is in dl' luxc! 0 l'1red & Tesled . . . 51799,95 plus $2fipost. &. in'iUf.
s i n~h~ cahinl' l: kit . 5399.95 pIllS $7 pos l. &: insur , 0 Extra 8" CDC floppy Drives . .. 5499.95plus 512 posl, &: insur .

o Hazeltine ler minals: Our pricl's 10 0 Im\' 10 quot r - CALL U'i 0 cabinet & Power Supply For Drh'e ... $69.95plus S:JIX)S!. &.
O Lear -Sigler lerminals/prlnters: Our pricl's 100 low 10 quoit· insur.

CAllUS 0 Drivecable 5e1-upFor TWo Drives ... $2~ plus 51.SO 1' ''1. &
o Hex Keypad/Display Idt . .. 569.95plus S2 pos!. &: insur . insur.• •..... . ....... . .... .......... .... .. ...•••••••.•••••••••......•.••••...... ••••.... .. ...••.. •..........••..•...•••••.... ...•

o
(")
-i
o
[II
m
JJ
.....
CD
CD
o
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a Shure stylus 
is a sound 
investment 
A new stylus (needle) can actually 
save you money Even a precision 
crafted diamond stylus eventually 
wears out, and a worn or broken 
stylus tip can damage your 
records in a single play! Protect 
your records by checking your 
stylus at least once a year. Your 
Shure dealer can inspect it, and 
if necessary, replace your 
stylus with a Genuine Shure 
replacement stylus that will 
bring your cartridge right back 
to its original specifications. 
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Shure Brothers Inc . 222 Hartrey Ave 
Evanston. IL 60204 
In Canada 
A C Simmonds & Sons Limited 
Manufacturers of high fidelity 
components. microphones. 
sound systems and related circuitry 
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blanked for centering purposes. The last pat- 
tern is called the Superpulse. This is a black 
screen, with a large white rectangle centered in 
it. This checks video- circuit high and low fre- 
quency response, contrast and other things. On 
the scope, this shows a very sharp square wave 
pulse, useful for signal- tracing and locating 
troubles in these stages. 

In normal operation, all patterns are non - 

interlaced; this gives a more stable picture, 
especially when the convergence patterns are 
in use. In some of the later receivers. interlaced 
scanning must be used. All of the WR5I5B 
patterns can be interlaced; just turn the pat- 
tern- selector switch to START I'LACE and let go; 
its spring- return. When the power is turned 
off. the instrument goes back to non -interlace 
scanning. 

The RF, IF and video levels arc all variable. 
RF from 5 microvolts up to 100 mV into a 

75 -ohm input. and I O microvolts up to 200 mV 
into 300 ohms. The IF signal level can be had 
up to 100 mV. The video output goes from 0 to 
1.7 volts peak -to-peak. and this can be set for 
either positive- or negative -going sync. 

The RF /IF and video outputs may be used 
at the same time. One good use for the simulta- 
neous output feature is to feed the video signal 
into the upper trace of a dual -trace scope and 
then feed the RF into the set antenna termi- 
nals. Monitoring the video detector output will 
show any problems in tuncr/IF/AGC. etc. 
The demodulated signal should be exactly the 
same as the video on the top trace. Any of the 
patterns may be used for this purpose. For sta- 
ble patterns, both horizontal- and vertical -sync 
trigger pulses arc provided from jacks on the 
front panel. Some patterns arc hard to lock on 
a conventional scope. The bar pattern, for 
example, makes a comb trace with I0 peaks of 
the same amplitude. Using the sync and the 
trigger signal from the WRSISB. the wave- 
form will be rock steady. 

The instruction manual is detailed, well 
illustrated with raster patterns and scope wave- 
forms. Sections of the manual give detailed 
instructions, waveforms, etc.. for making many 
tests in color TV sets. This is a very compact 
and useful TV test instrument and one that 
will make many more tests that can come in 
very handy! The model WR513B has a sug- 
gested retail price of 5275. R -E 

1GM Model BAX -1 
Broadband Amplifier 
FOR YEARS. 1CM ituRMERLY KNOW AS THE 
International Crystal Manufacturing Compa- 
ny) provided simple kits for amateurs and 
experimenters. Most of those were crystal 
oscillator kits. 

More recently. 1CM has been producing 
accessory RF circuitry such as mixers and 
amplifiers. The model BAX -I broadband RF 
amplifier is one. so we decided to look at it. 

Basically, the mude! BA,\' -I is an untuned 
direct -coupled wideband amplifier, designed to 
increase all signal levels from audio to VHF. 
Its rated specifications are as follows: 20 
Hz -I50 MHz. Maximum gain occurs near I 

MHz (30 dB) and the gain drops off gradually 
into the VHF region so that at 150 MHz it is 6 
dB. Working impedance is from 50 to 500 
ohms. Maximum input level. 0.01 volt AC. At 

continued on page 42 
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a Shure stylus
is a sound
investment
A new stylus (needle) can actually
save you money. Even a precision
crafted diamond stylus eventually
wears out, and a worn or broken
stylus tip can damage your
records in a single play! Protect
your records by checking your
stylus at least once a year. Your
Shure dealer can inspect it, and
if necessary, replace your
stylus with a Genuine Shure
replacement stylus that will
bring your cartridge right back
to its original specifications.

Shure BrothersInc., 222 HartreyAve.
Evanston, IL 60204 .
InCanada:
A. C. Simmonds& Sons Limited.
Manufacturers ofhighfidelity
components,microphones,
soundsystems and relatedcircuitry.
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EQUIPMENT REPORTS
continued from page 38

blanked for centering purposes . The last pat
tern is called the Superpulse. This is a black
screen, with a large white rectangle centered in
it. This checks video-circuit high and low fre
quency response, contrast and other things . On
the scope, this shows a very sharp square wave
pulse, useful for signal-tracing and locating
troubles in these stages.

In normal operation, all patterns are non
interlaced; this gives a more stable picture ,
especially when the convergence patterns are
in use. In some of the later receivers, interlaced
scanning must be used. All of the WR515B
patterns can be interlaced; just turn the pat
tern-selector switch to START ['LACE and let go;
it's spring-return. When the power is turned
off, the instrument goes back to non-interlace
scanning .

The RF, IF and video levels are all variable.
RF from 5 microvolts up to 100 mV into a
75-ohm input, and 10 microvolts up to 200 mV
into 300 ohms. The IF signal level can be had
up to 100 mV. The video output goes from 0 to
I. 7 volts peak-to-peak, and this can be set for
either positive- or negative-going sync.

The RFIIF and video outputs may be used
at the same time. One good use for the simulta 
neous output feature is to feed the video signal
into the upper trace of a dual-trace scope and
then feed the RF into the set antenna termi
nals. Monitoring the video detector output will
show any problems in tunerIIFIAGC, etc.
The demodulated signal should be exactly the
same as the video on the top trace . Any of the
patterns may be used for this purpose . For sta
ble patterns, both horizontal- and vertical-sync
trigger pulses are provided from jacks on the ~

front panel. Some patterns are hard to lock on
a conventional scope. The bar pattern, for
example, makes a comb trace with 10 peaks of
the same amplitude. Using the sync and the
trigger signal from the WR515B, the wave
form will be rock steady.

The instruction manual is detailed, well
illustrated with raster patterns and scope wave
forms. Sections of the manual give detailed
instructions, waveforms, etc., for making many
tests in color TV sets. This is a very compact
and useful TV test instrument and one that
will make many more tests that can come in
very handy! The model WR515B has a sug
gested retaiJ'price of $275. R-E

IGM Model BAX-1
Broadband Amplifier

FOR YEARS, ICM (FORMERLY KNOWN AS THE

International Crystal Manufacturing Compa
ny) provided simple kits for amateurs and
experimenters. Most of those were crystal
oscillator kits.

More recently, ICM has been producing
accessory RF circuitry such as mixers and
amplifiers . The model BAX-I broadband RF
amplifier is one, so we decided to look at it.

Basically, the model BAX-I is an untuned
direct-coupled wideband amplifier, designed to
increase all signal levels from audio to VHF.
Its rated specifications are as follows: 20
Hz-ISO MHz. Maximum gain occurs near 1
MHz (30 dB) and the gain drops off gradually
into the VHF region so that at 150 MHz it is 6
dB. Working impedance is from 50 to 500
ohms. Maximum input level, 0.01 volt AC. At

continued on page 42
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NOW AVAILABLE! 

WATT WIZARD' 
POWER FACTOR CONTROLLER CUTS 
THE COST OF RUNNING ELECTRIC 
APPLIANCES BY AS MUCH AS 
50% -- AND YOU CAN EVEN SEE THE 
SAVINGS! 

For over a year now, in magazines 
and newspapers the world over, there 
have been enthusiastic write -ups on a 
remarkable new device that can cut 
your electric bill while helping the U.S. 
save huge quantities of fuel. 

"The NASA /Nola power saver," 
wrote a Popular Science senior editor, 
"was developed by Frank Nola at 
NASA's Flight Center in a program 
to reduce power consumption in space- 
craft motors. Nola calls it a PFC - 
power-factor controller. I prefer to call 
it a power saver, however, because 
that's what it does." 

NASA TESTED IT 
According to NASA documents, "The 

device has been tested at Marshall 
Center on over 40 types of motors, 
with power savings ranging up to 60 %. 
depending on the loading. The motors 
tested were both single -phase and 
three -phase, ranging from 1/2 H.P. to 5 
H.P. Most motors will show up to 40 - 
50% savings when running lightly load- 
ed or unloaded, and some will show 
5 -to -7% savings at rated load." 

NASA's Technical Support Package 
showed that "The Power Factor Con- 
troller applies to induction type electric 
motors - the most commonly used 
type in all major home appliances and 
the most commonly used by industry." 

HOW IT SAVES POWER 
Popular Electronics explained it this 

way: "AC induction motors character- 
istically run at a nearly constant speed 
that's fixed by power -line frequency 
and independent of load and supply 
voltage. When heavily loaded, the 
motor draws line current that is 
nearly in phase with the applied volt - 
age...Under light load conditions, the 
motor develops less torque by allowing 
more lag between the voltage and the 
current. This reduces the power factor 
while leaving the current essentially 
the same in magnitude. 

"To minimize this waste, Nola's 
device monitors the motor's power fac- 
tor and when it detects light load condi- 
tions, it reduces the supply voltage 
The current, now more nearly in phase 
with the voltage, therefore does as 
much useful work as before, but it and 
the voltage are smaller, resulting in a 
net savings of electric power." 

THE SAVINGS CAN ADD UP 
The cost of electric power keeps 

going up. In 1980 -81 and beyond you'll 
pay more and more for the privilege of 
running your electric appliances. 

Right now, the typical consumer pays 
about $8 per month to operate a 16.5 
cu. ft. frost -free freezer...$10 to run a 
17.5 cu ft. frost -free refrigerator...and 

National Aeronautics 
and Space Administration 

Patent No. 4,052,648 

about $60 for an air conditioner used 
during summer months. That's what 
you're paying to run just one of these 
appliances per year 

Nola's power saver can soon pay for 
itself, then start reducing your electric 
bills. Until now, the device has not 
been available - except for industrial 
models priced at $80 or more. 

INTRODUCING THE WATT WIZARD 
Cynex, an American manufacturer of 

electrical and electronic products and a 
prime contractor for the U.S. Army, 
has been licensed by NASA to manu- 
facture Frank Nola's power saver. Cy- 
nex calls it the Watt Wizard. 

The "Watt Wizard" says Ray 
Beauchea, the firm's Marketing 
Director, regulates the voltage fed 
into an induction motor making the 
motors run more efficiently and quieter, 
while lengthening motor life. 

;,l ~ 
.i. 

+. .`\ , t j.l,i: 
The Watt Wizard features a unique. constant 

power saving readout So you can constantly 
monitor you're energy savings. 

SIMPLE TO USE 
Cynex makes several models of the 

Watt Wizard (all with solid state de- 
sign), including the 110 v. AC plug -in 
model we're offering. It's for single 
phase fractional H.P. motors (less than 
1 H.P.) used in most freezers, refriger- 
ators, fans, swimming pool pumps, 
vacuum cleaners, sewing machines, etc. 

Simply plug the Watt Wizard into 
any electrical outlet, then plug the ap- 
pliance into the Watt Wizard. There's 
no wiring required. Unlike some com- 
petitor's models (if and when available), 
the appliance does not have to be 
turned on before being plugged into 
the power saver. You can leave the 
appliance - whether on or off - plug- 
ged into the Watt Wizard all the time. 
Or you can move the Watt Wizard to 
various locations. 

OTHER MODELS AVAILABLE 
Air conditioners, washers and dryers 

require wire -in model. If you lack 
mechanical skill, you probably need an 
electrician to install it. We also offer it 
in 220 VAC single or three -phase. 

CIRCLE 40 ON FREE INFORMATION CARO 

EXCLUSIVE ADVANCE FEATURES 
The Watt Wizard also includes two 

more unique features which no compet- 
itor has. It's fused so if you accidently 
overload the device, it won't burn out. 
Just change the fuse, which is available 
at any auto supply store. 

And Watt Wizard features a unique 
LED readout, so you can actually tell, 
at any moment. exactly how much 
power you're saving - 10%, 20 %, 
30 40% or 50 %. This feature is 
available only on the Watt Wizard. 

There's a "power -on" light, too. And 
the Watt Wizard comes with the manu- 
facturers 1 year limited warranty. 

LOW COST - AND A TAX CREDIT 
We're offering the Watt Wizard for 

only S39.95, with Immediate delivery. 
Want two? Then its just $37.95 each. 
Or splurge and get three at $34.95 
each. Wire -in models for heavy duty 
motors are S6 more for each unit. Add 
just S2.50 postage /handling for each 
order (not each unit). 

And next year, when you fill out your 
tax return, you can deduct a full 15% 
energy tax credit -for additional savings. 

30 -DAY MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE 
Try the Watt Wizard for up to 30 

days. If not completely satisfied, return 
it (insured) for a full refund. 

The sooner you send for the Watt 
Wizard, the more you can save on your 
electric bills. To order, send your check 
or money order to the address below. 
Or charge it to your Visa, MasterCharge, 
American Express, or Carte Blanche 
credit card. If using your charge card, 
you can also order via our toll -free 
phone number: 

800-257-7850 
(In New Jersey, Call: 800 -322 -8650) 
N.J. residents, add 5% sales tax. 

Or mail your order to: 

INTERNATIONAL SALES GROUP n_#.I R RY 
THE IMAGINATION PEOPLES 

Dept. RE10. Lakewood Plaza 
Lakewood, New Jersey 08701 

NOW AVAILABLE!
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800-257·7850

Dept. RElO, Lakewood Plaza
Lakewood, New Jersey 08701

(In New Jersey , Call: 800-322-8650)
N.J . residents, add 5% sales tax .

Or mall your order to:

rii1 mi~cSuS~O~ §
IJII THE IMAGINA nON PEOPL~ ~

::tl

30-DAY MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE
Try the Watt Wizard for up to 30

days. If not completely satis fied, return
it (insured) for a full refund.

The sooner you send for the Watt
Wizard, the more you can save on your
electr ic bills . To order , send your check
or money orde r to the address below.
Or charge it to your Visa, MasterCharge,
American Express, or Carte Blanche
cred it card . If using your charge card ,
you can also order via our toll-free
phone number :

LOW COST - AND A TAX CREDIT
We're offering the Watt Wizard for

only $39.95 , with immediate delivery.
Want two? Then its just $37.95 each .
Or spl urge and get three at $34.95
each. Wire-in models for heavy duty
motors are $6 more for each unit. Add
just $2.50 postage/handling for each
order (not each unit) .

And next year , when you f ill out your
tax return , you can deduct a full 15%
energy tax credit -for additional savings.

EXCLUSIVE ADVANCE FEATURES
The Watt Wizard also includes two

more unique features which no compet
Itor has . It's fused so if you accidently
over load the device, it won't burn out .
Just change the fuse, wh ich is available
at any auto supply store.

And Watt Wizard featu res a unique
LED readout, so you can actually tell,
at any moment, exactly how much
power you're saving - 10%, 20% ,
30% , 40% or 50% . This feature is
available only on the Watt Wizard.

There's a "power-on" light, too . And
the Watt Wizard comes with the manu
facturers 1 year limited warranty.

National Aeronautics
and Space Administration

Patent No. 4,052,648

OTHER MODELS AVA ILA BLE
Air cond it ioners, washers and dryers

req uire wire -i n mode l. If you lack
mechan ical sk ill , you probably need an
electrician to install it. We also offer it
in 220 VAC single or t hree-phase.
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SIMPLE TO USE
Cynex makes several models of the

Watt W izard (all with solid state de
sign ), inc lud ing the 110 v . AC plug-in
mode l we're offeri ng. It 's for single
phase f ractional H .P . motors (less than
1 H.P.) used in most freezers , refriger
ators, fans, sw immi ng pool pumps,
vacuu m clea ners , sewi ng machines , etc.

Simply plug the Watt Wizard into
any electr ical outl et , then plug the ap
pliance into th e W at t Wizard . There's
no w iring requ ired . Unl ike some com
pet itor's mode ls (if and when available),
the appliance does not have to be
turned on before being plugged into
the power saver. You can leave the
appliance - wh eth er on or off - plug
ged into the Watt Wizard all th e ti me.
Or you can move the Watt Wizard to
var ious locatio ns.

INTRODUCING TH E W ATT WIZARD
Cynex , an Amer ican manufacturer of

electr ical and elect ron ic products and a
prime contractor for the U.S . Army,
has been l icensed by NASA to manu
factu re Frank Nola 's power saver. Cy
nex calls it th e W att Wizard .

The "Watt W izard " says Ray
Beauchea, the f i rm ' s Marketing
Director, regulates the voltage fed
into an induct ion motor making the
moto rs run more efficiently and quieter,
while lengtheni ng motor l ife.

about $60 for an air cond it ioner used
during sum mer month s. That 's what
you're paying to run ju st one of these
app liances per year.

Nola's power saver can soon pay for
itse lf, then star t reducing your electric
bi lls. Unt il now, the device has not
been available - except for industrial
mode ls priced at $80 or more.

The Watt Wizar d features a unique , constant
power saving readout. So you can constantly
monitor you' re energy savings.

NASA TESTED IT
According to NASA documents, "The

device has been tested at Marshall
Center on over 40 types of motors,
wi th power sav ings ranging up to 60%,
depending on the load ing. The motors
tested were both single-phase and
three-phase, rangi ng from V2 H .P. to 5
H .P. M ost motors will show up to 40 
50% savings when running li ghtl y load
ed or unloaded, and some will show
5-to-7 % savi ngs at rated load ."

NA SA's Technical Support Package
showed that " The Power Factor Con
t roller appl ies to induction type electric
moto rs - the most commonly used
type in all majo r home appliances and
the most commonly used by industry. "

THE SAVINGS CAN ADD UP
The cost of electric power keeps

going up. In 1980-81 and beyond you' ll
pay more and more for the privilege of
runni ng your electric appliances .

Rig ht now, the typical consumer pays
about $8 per month to operate a 16.5
cu. ft . f rost- free freezer .. .$10 to run a
17.5 cu ft. frost-free refrigerator ... and

WATT WIZARD'"

For over a year now, in magazines
and newspapers the world over, there
have been enthusiastic write-ups on a
remarkable new dev ice that can cut
your elect ri c bill while helping the U.S .
save hug e quant ities of fuel.

"The NASA /Nola power saver,"
wrote a Popular Science senior editor,
"was deve loped by Frank Nola at
NA SA' s Flight Center in a program
to reduce power consumption in space
craft mot ors. Nola calls it a PFC 
power-factor contro ller. I prefer to call
it a power saver , however, because
that's what it does ."

HOW IT SAVES POWER
Popular Electronics explained it this

way: " AC induction motors character
isticall y run at a near ly constant speed
that 's f ixed by powe r- line frequency
and independent of load and supply
voltage. When heavi ly loaded, the
motor draws l ine current that is
nearl y in phase with the applied volt
age. .. Under li ght load conditions, the
motor develops less torque by allowing
more lag between the voltage and the
current . This reduces the power factor
whil e leav ing the current essentially
the same in magnitude.

" To m inim ize th is waste, Nola's
device monitors the motor's power fac
tor and when it detec ts light load condi
t ions, it reduces the supply vo ltage......
The cur rent, now more nearly in phase
wi th the vo ltage, therefore does as
much useful work as before, but it and
the voltage are smaller, resulting in a
net savings of electric power."

POWER FACTOR CONTROLLER CUTS
THE COST OF RUNNING ELECTRIC
APPLIANCES BY AS MUCH AS
50% -- AND YOU CAN EVEN SEE THE
SAVINGS!
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EQUIPMENT REPORTS 
continued from page 40 

MHz, the maximum output level is 0.1 volt 
across 50 ohms (or 0.5 volts across 500 
ohms). 

The noise level is less than IO microvolts at 

RF levels and it is under 0.5 millivolts at audio 
levels. All that is accomplished with a DC 
operating power of 9 to 15 volts at only 10 

milliamps. 
The specifications looked good, so we assem- 

bled the kit. That was a snap since the kit 
contains only two transistors, three capacitors 
and five resistors. Total assembly time, about 
15 minutes. The tiny' /-inch square PC board 
is well marked with silk -screened parts identi- 
fications. Assembly instructions are adequate 
and clearly stated. Accompanying diagrams 

CIRCLE 106 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

assist in both accurate assembly and practical 
applications. 

Although there was a slight discrepancy 
between the callout value for the two electro- 
lytic capacitors and their actual value, substitu- 

DC POWER 
SUPPLY 

Save money!... 

TWO EXTERNAL 
DC DIGITAL VOLTMETERS 

Sheer magic from 
the Wizard of VIZ 

VIZ SUPPLYSTS ' DO TWO JOBS 
FOR THE PRICE OF ONE 
Why buy a power supply and a voltmeter when a SUPPLYST will do both jobs Every 
SUPPLYST Is both a laboratory quality. fully regulated source of DC power and a dual 
digital voltmeter That's real versatility' 

As a power supply, a SUPPLYST can be set to your desired voltage and your "current 
limit by convenient panel controls Instant pushbutton reset You can continuously 
monitor either voltage or current on a clear LED digital readout 

As a voltmeter, a SUPPLYST can be used to measure one or two external circuit voltages 
simultaneously -even while the unit is being used as a power supply! 

SUPPLYSTS come with output cable and one year parts and labor warranty Available 
In four models -to meet a wide range of needs 

See your local VIZ distributor 

0 e e 

t it t- T 
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VIZ VIZ Mfg. Co., 335 E. Price St., Philadelphia, PA 19144 
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fion is obvious and should cause no confusion. 
Make certain to keep the leads short to insure 
the upper- frequency response of the amplifi- 
er. 

A package of hardware is included for 
mounting the completed board. 

The completed model B.4.V -I amplifier 
board was connected to a 9 -volt battery, and 
current was measured as the specified IO mA. 
Shortwave amplification was checked by con- 
necting the board to a CB receiver. Signals 
were brought up from barely readable to 
extremely strong: we were impressed. 

Next, we tested VHF applications. The 
model BA. %' -I also helped improve FM broad- 
cast signals. A mobile radiotelephone signal 
monitored near 152 MIt7 was raised from 
noisy audibility to nearly full quieting. The sig- 
nal strength of NOAA weather broadcasts at 
162.55 MHz was also increased, but not as 

much. It was clear that the amplifier gain was 

deteriorating rapidly in the mid -VHF board. 
Out of curiosity, we attempted to monitor a 

signal at 500 MHz with and without the Mod- 
el B.4.Y -I in line. At the 500 -MHz frequency 
the amplifier became an attenuator -- signals 
were way down! That was to be expected, and 
it became clear that the unit responded faith- 
fully to its specified parameters. 

It must be kept in mind that this is not a 

low -noise amplifier. A wideband amplifier will 
substantially boost the noise floor of the sys- 

tem right along with the signals. It is therefore 
recommended that the frequency limits of any 
amplifier, including the model BA.V -I. be nar- 
rowed with some type of tuning. Only when 
extreme frequency agility will be necessary 
should the upper and lower limits be left wide 
open. We also recommend that the model 
BAX -I be enclosed in some sort of shielding to 
reduce the amplification of any stray signal 
pickup. 

It became evident after only a few simply 
tests that the imagination of an inveterate tin- 
kerer could run wild with this device. Here are 
some possible applications: 

1. VLF antenna preamplifier, connected 
at the antenna to overcome the capacitive 
losses associated with coaxial feed of a 

short antenna at low frequencies. 
2. A signal generator booster. The high 

gain could provide a considerable increase 
in output for marginal applications. 

3. A shortwave preamplifier. Such a unit 
could provide the equivalent of up to five - 
S -units improvement on received signals. 
But you must remember that if it is un- 
tuned. the result could be a signal overload 
of the receiver's front and. 

4. A loop antenna preamplifier. Used in 
conjunction with a broadband direction - 
finding loop, the model BAX -1 can provide 
stronger signals to the receiver for moni- 
toring purposes. 

5. An instrumentation amplifier. Some 
signals are too small to provide meaningful 
inputs to oscilloscopes and other test in- 
struments: the model BAX - 1 amplifier 
should help. 

6. An active bandpass filter. A variety of 
bandpass shaping techniques at audio and 
RF signal levels would be possible with 
feedback loops and tuned circuits connect- 
ed to the model BAX -1. 

Best of all, the cost of the model B.4X -1 

amplifier is extraordinarily low ($6.67). It 
would be hard to duplicate separate parts and 
PC board for the sanie price. It is manufac- 
tured by ICM, P. O. Box 32497, Oklahoma 
City, OK 73132. R -E \IIZ VIZ Mfg . Co. , 335 E. Price St., Phi ladelph ia, PA 19144

Ov e r 70 test instruments in t he lin e
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tion is obvious and shou ld cause no confusion.
Make certain to keep the leads short to insur e
the upper-frequency response of the amplifi
er.

A package of hardware is included for
mounting the completed board .

T he completed model BAX- I amplifier
board was connected to a 9-volt battery, and
current was measured as the specified 10 mA,
Sho rtwave amplification was checked by con
necting the board to a CB receiver . Signals
were brought up from bare ly readable to
extremely strong; we were impressed .

Nex t, we tested VHF app lications . The
mode l BAX- I also helped improve FM broad
cast signa ls. A mobile radiotelephone signal
monitored near 152 MHz was raised from
noisy audibility to near ly full quieting. The sig
nal strength of NOAA weather broadcasts at
162.55 MHz was also increased, but not as
much. It was clear that the amp lifier gain was
deter iorating rapidly in the mid-VHF board.
Out of curiosity, we attempted to monitor a
signal at 500 MHz with and without the Mod
el BAX-I in line. At the 500-MHz frequency
the amp lifier became an att enuator-signals
were way down! That was to be expected, and
it became clea r that the unit responded faith
fully to its specified parameters.

It must be kept in mind that th is is not a
low-noise amp lifier. A wideband amp lifier will
substantially boost the noise floor of the sys
tem right along with the signals. It is therefo re
recommended that the freque ncy limits of any
amplifier, including the model BAX-I, be nar
rowed with some type of tuning. Only when
extreme freq uency agility will be necessary
should the upper and lower limits be left wide
open. We also recommend that the mode l
BAX- I be enclosed in some sort of shielding to
reduce the amp lification of any stray signal
pickup .

It became evident after only a few simply
tests that the imagi nation of an inveterate tin
kerer cou ld run wild with this device. Here are
some possible applications:

1. VLF antenna preamplifier, connected
at the anten na to overcome the capac itive
losses associated with coax ial feed of a
short antenna at low frequencies.

2. A signal generator booster. The high
gain cou ld provide a considerable increase
in out put for marg inal applications.

3. A shortwave preamplifier. Such a unit
could provide the equivalent of up to five
S-un its improvement on received signals .
But you must remember that if it is un
tuned, the result could be a signal overload
of the receiver's fron t and .

4. A loop antenna preamplifier. Used in
conj unction with a broadband direct ion
finding loop, the model BAX-1 can provide
stronger signals to the receiver for moni
tor ing purposes.

5. An inst rumentat ion amplifier. Some
signals are too small to provide meaningfu l
inputs to oscilloscopes and other test in
struments; the model BAX-1 ampl ifier
should help .

6. An active bandpass filter. A variety of
bandpass shaping techniques at audio and
RF signa l levels would be possible with
feedback loops and tuned circuits connect
ed to the model BAX-1.

Best of all, the cost of the model B~Y-I

amplifier is extraordinarily low ($6.67) . It
would be hard to dup licate separate parts and
PC board for the same price. It is manufac
tured by ICM, P. O. Box 32497, Oklahoma
City, OK 73 132. R-E
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assist in both accurate assemb ly and practical
app lications.

Although there was a slight discrepancy
between the callout value for th e two electro
lytic capacitors and the ir act ual value, substi tu-

Triple.TwoO·2OVDC,D-2A supplies lD-40VDC inseries).OneSVIlC
(D-4AI fixed supply. Two voltmeters O·99.9VIlC . WP·708 S333

Why buy a power supply and a vo ltmete r when a SUPPLYST wi ll do both jobs . Ever y
SUPPLYST is bot h a laboratory quality, fu lly reg ulated source of DC power and a dual
digital voltmete r. That's real ve rsat ility !

As a power supply, a SUPPLYST can be set to yo ur desired "voltage" and yo ur "current
limit " by co nve nient panel co ntrols. Instant pushbutton reset. You can continuously
monitor either vo ltage or current on a c lear LED digital readout.

As a vo ltmeter, a SU PPLYST can be used to measure one or two exte rna l circuit vo ltages
simultaneously-even while th e unit is bein g used as a power supp ly!

SUPPLYSTS co me with outp ut cable and one yea r parts and labor warranty. Avai lable
in four models-to meet a wide range of needs.

See yo ur local VIZ d istributor.

DC POWER
SUPPLY

Save money!...

VIZ SUPPLYSTS™DO TWO JOBS
FOR THE PRICE OF ONE

I MH z, the maximum output level is 0. 1 volt
across 50 ohms (or 0.5 volts across 500
ohms) .

The noise level is less than 10 microvolts at
R F levels and it is under 0.5 millivolts at aud io
levels. All tha t is accomplished with a DC
operating power of 9 to 15 volts at only 10
milliam ps.

The specifications looked good, so we assem
bled the kit. That was a snap since the kit
contains only two transistors, three capacitors
and five resistors. To tal assembly time, about
15 minut es. T he tiny 'j ,-inch square PC board
is well marked with silk-scree ned par ts identi 
fications. Assem bly instruct ions are adequate
and clearly stated . Accompanying diagrams

EQUIPMENT REPORTS
continued from page 40
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The first personal çQmputer 
for under $200. /- 

The Sinclair ZX8O. 
A complete computer - 
only $199.95 plus ss.00 shipping. 

Now, for just $199.95, you can get a 

complete, powerful, full- function computer. 
matching or surpassing other personal 
computers costing several times more. 

It's the Sinclair ZX80, the computer that 
independent tests prove is faster than all 
previous personal computers. The compu- 
ter that "Personal Computer World" gave 
5 stars for 'excellent value.' 

The ZX80 cuts away computer jargon 
and mystique. It takes you straight into 
BASIC, the most common, easy -to-use 
computer language. 

You simply take it out of the box. con- 
nect it to your TV. and turn it on. And if 
you want, you can use an ordinary cassette 
recorder to store programs. With the man- 
ual in your hand. you'll be running programs 
in an hour. Within a week, you'll he writing 
complex programs with confidence. 

All for under $200. 

Sophisticated design makes the 
ZX80 easy to learn, easy to use. 

We've packed the conventional computer 
onto fewer, more powerful LSI chips - 
including the Z80A microprocessor, the 
faster version of the famous Z80. This 
makes the ZX80 the world's first truly port- 
able computer (61/2" x 81/2" x 1W' and a mere 
12 oz. ). The ZX80 also features a touch 
sensitive, wipe -clean keyboard and a 

32- character by 24 -line display. 
Yet, with all this power, the ZX80 is easy 

to use, even for beginners. 
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Your course in computing. 
The ZX80 comes complete with its own 

128 -page guide to computing. The manual 
is perfect for both novice and expert. For 
every chapter of theory, there's a chapter 
of practice. So you learn by doing -not just 
by reading. It makes learning easy. exciting 
and enjoyable. 

The ZX80's advanced design 
features. 

Sinclair's 4K integer BASIC has perform- 
ance features you'd expect only on much 
larger and more expensive computers. 
These include: 

Unique 'one touch' entry. Key words 
(RUN, PRINT, LIST, etc.) have their own 
single -key entry and are stored as a single 
character to reduce typing and save 
memory space. 
Automatic error detection. A cursor 
identifies errors immediately to prevent 

entering 
programs with faults. 
Powerful text editing facilities. 
Also programmable in machine code. 
Excellent string handling capability -up 
to 26 string variables of any length. 
Graphics, with 22 standard symbols. 
Built -in random number generator for 
games and simulations. 
Sinclair's BASIC places no arbitrary re- 

strictions on you -with many other flexible 
features, such as variable names of any 
length. 

And the computer that can do so much 
for you now will do even more in the fu- 
ture. Options will include expansion of 1K 
user memory to 16K, a plug -in 8K floating - 
point BASIC chip, applications software, 
and other peripherals. 

Order your ZX80 now! 
The ZX80 is available only by mail from 

Sinclair, a leading manufacturer of consumer 
electronics worldwide. We've already sold 
tens of thousands of units in Europe, so 
demand will be great. 

To order by mail, use the coupon below. 
But for fastest delivery, order by phone 
and charge to your Master Charge or VISA. 
The ZX80 is backed by a 30-day money- 
back guarantee, a 90-day limited warranty 
with a national service -by -mail facility, and 
extended service contracts are available for 
a minimal charge. 

Price includes TV and cassette connectors. 
AC adaptor. and 128 -page manual. 

All you need to use your ZX80 is a standard TV 
(color or black and white). The ZX80 comes complete 
w .ith connectors that easily hook up to the antenna 
terminals of your TV. Also included is a connector for 
a portable cassette recorder. if you choose to store 
programs. (You use an ordinary blank cassette.) 

The ZX80 is a fannly kanung aid. Children 10 and 
above will quickly understand the principles of 
computing -and have fun learning. 

Phone orders: (203) 265 -9171. Mon. -Fri. 
8 AM -6 PM EST. We'll deduct the cost of 
the call from your invoice. (For technical 
information, call (617) 367 -2555, Mon. -Fri. 
9 AM -5 PM EST.) 

Sinclair Research l.td., 475 Main St., 
P.O. Box 3027. Wallingford, CT 06492. 

To: Sinclair Research Ltd.. 475 Main St., P.O. Box 3027, Wallingford, CT 06492. 
Please send me ZX80 personal computer(s) at $199.95' each (US dollars). plus S5 
shipping. (Your ZX80 may be tax deductible.) 
I enclose a check/money order payable to Sinclair Research Ltd. for S -_ 

Name 

Address _ 

City State 

Occupation: 

Intended use of ZX80: 

Iq. 

Age: 

Have you ever used a computer? O Yes O No. 

I 

Do you own another personal computer? O Yes O No. For Conn. deliveries, add 7% sales tax. 

The ZX80 is a family learning aid. Children 10and
above will quickly understand the principles of
computing-and have fun learning.

o
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Price includes TV and cas sette con necto rs ,
AC adaptor, and 128-page manual.

AI!you need to use your ZX80is a standard TV
(color or black and white). The ZX80 comes complete
with connectors that easi ly hook up to the ante nna
termina ls of your TV. Also included is a connec tor for
a portable cassette recorder. if you choose to store
progr ams. (Youuse an ordinary blank cassett e .)

ente ring
programs with faults.

• Powerful text editing facilities .
• Also programm able in machine code.
• Excellent string handling capability-up

to 26 string variables of any length .
• Graphics , with 22 standard symbols.
• Built-in random number generator for

games and simulations.
Sinclair's BASIC places no arbitrary re

strictions on you- with many other flexible
featu res, such as variable names of any
length .

And the computer that can do so much
for you now will do even more in the fu
ture. Options will include expansion of 1K
user memory to 16K, a plug-in 8K floating
point BASIC chip, applications software,
and other peripherals.
Order your ZX80 now!

The ZX80 is available only by mail from
Sinclair, a leading manufacturer of consumer
electronics worldwide. We've already sold
tens of thousands of units in Euro pe, so
demand willbe grea t.

To order by mail, use the coupon below.
But for fastest deliver y, order by phone
and charge to your Maste r Charge or VISA.
The ZX80 is backed by a 30-day money- Phone orders: (203) 265-9171. Mon.-Fri.
back guarantee, a 90-day limited warranty 8 AM-6 PM EST. We'lldeduct the cost of
with a national service-by-mail facility, and the call from your invoice. (For technical
extended service contracts are available for information, call (617) 367-2555, Mon.-Fri.
a minimalcharge . 9 AM-5 PM EST.)

~·ln--I~·lr Sinclair Research Ltd., 475 Main St.,
iiiiiiiiiiI ..... IiiiiiiI P.O. Box 3027, Wallingford, CT 06492.

r---------- - - - - - - i
I

To: Sinclair Research Ltd. , 4 75 Main St ., P.O. Box 3027, Wallingford, CT 06492. I
Please send me ZX80personal computer(s) at $199.95*each (USdollars), plus $5

I
shipping. (Your ZX80 may be tax deductible.) I
I enclose a check/money order payable to SinclairResearch Ltd. for $ _

I Name I
I Address I
I

City State Zip I
Occupation: Age: _

I Intended use of ZX80: I
I RE-10~ IHave you ever used a computer? 0 Yes0 No.

L==~=~=~~~~~~~~~~~

The Sinclair ZX80.
A complete computer
only $199.95 plus $5.00shipping.

Now, for just $199.95, you can get a
complete , powerful, full-function compute r,
matching or surpassing other personal
compute rs costing several times more.

It's the Sinclair ZX80, the computer that
independent tests prove is faster than all
previous per sonal compute rs. The compu
ter that "Personal Computer World" gave
5 stars for 'excellent value.'

The ZX80 cuts away computer jargon .
and mystique. It takes you straight into
BASIC, the most common, easy-to-use
compute r language.

You simply take it out of the box, con
nect it to your TV, and turn it on. And if
you want, you can use an ordinary cassette
reco rder to store programs. With the man
ual in your hand, you'llbe running programs
in an hour. Within a week, you'll be writing
complex programs with confidence .

Allfor under $200.

Sophisticated design makes the
ZX80 easy to learn, easy to use.

We've packed the conventional computer
onto fewer, more powerful LSI chips 
including the Z80A microprocessor, the
faste r version of the famous Z80. This
makes the ZX80 the world's first truly port
able computer (6lh" x 8lh" x l lh" and a mere
12 oz.) . The ZX80 also features a touch
se nsitive, wipe-clean keyboard and a
32-character by 24-line display.

Yet , with all this power, the ZX80 is easy
to use , even for beginners.

Your course in computing .
The ZX80 comes complete with its own

128-page guide to computing. The manual
. is perfect for both novice and expert. For

every chapter of theory, there's a chapte r
of practice. So you learn by doing- not just
by reading. It makes learning easy, exciting
and enjoyable.

The ZX80's advanced design
features .

Sinclair's 4K integer BASIC has perfor m
ance features you'd expect only on much
larger and more expensive computers .
These include:
• Unique 'one touch' entry. Key words

(RUN, PRINT, LIST, etc.) have their own
single-key entr y and are stored as a single
character to re duce typing and save
memory space .

• Automatic error detection. A curso r
identifies errors immediately to prevent
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As your computer skills grow, so does your Heath HOB 

System. New accessories and software are coming along 
all the time to make your system do more. 

Special bus design gives you seven plug -in board posi- 
tions so you can configure any combination of memory, 
I /O's and accessories. You can interchange boards. Add 
accessories. Build exactly the system you want. 

A wide selection of software makes your life more fun 
and more efficient. Hundreds of programs for business, 
home and family are available from Heath User's Group. 
Also two BASIC languages, Microsoft' and Fortran!" And 
more programs are being developed all the time. 

If you haven't seen the latest Heathkit catalog, you 
haven't seen the latest in computer fun.There's a new 
Music Synthesizer Board, new Speech Lab, new Color 

Visit your Heathkit Store 
In the U.S. and Canada visit your 
nearby Heathkit Electronic Cen- 
ter' where Heathkit products are 
displayed, sold and serviced. See 
the white pages of your phone book 
for the location nearest you. 
'Units of Veritechnology Electronics 
Corporation in the t'.S. 

CIRCLE 52 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

Graphics Board and new Color Monitor. And coming 
soon, a new three -drive disk system. For an exciting 
computer hobby, there's no more exciting computer 
than the Heath Hß - available fully assembled or in 
money -saving kit. 

For complete details and prices on the Hß and the com- 
plete line of Heath printers, terminals and accessories, 
write today for the new, free Heathkit Catalog, or pick 
one up at your nearby Heathkit Electronics Center. 

Heath' 
Send for 
FREE 
CATALOG 
Write to Heath Com- 
pany. Dept. 020-704 
Benton Harbor. MI 
49022 

Complete support. 
so you're never 
left out in the cold. CP-188 

A s y ou r com p u ter skills grow, so does your Heath HB
Syst em. New accessories and softw are are coming along
all the time to make y our syste m do more .

Special bus d esign gives you seven plug-in board p osi
tions so y ou can configu re any com bination of m emory,
I/O's a n d accessories. You ca n interchange boards .Ad d
accessories. Build exactly the syste m you wan t .

A wi de selectio n of software m akes you r life more fu n
an d more efficien t. Hundreds of p rograms for business,
home and fam ily are avail able from Heath User's Group .
Also two BASIC languages, Micros oft' t'an d Fortran" An d
more programs are being d eveloped all the time.

If y ou h aven't seen the latest Heathkit ca talog, you
h aven 't seen the lat est in com p uter fun. There 's a n ew
Music Syn thesizer Board, n ew Speech Lab, new Color
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Visit yo ur Heathk it Store
In th e U.S. an d Cana da visit yo ur
TJ earby Hea thkit Elec tron ic Cen
ter ' where Heath k it products are
displayed, sold an d serviced. See
th e white pages ofyour phone bo ok
for the location nearest you.
'U n its of Veritechnology Elec tro n ics
Corpo ration in th e U.S.
CIRCLE 52 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

CP-188

'....

Graphics Board an d new Col or Monitor. An d coming
soon , a n ew three-drive disk system. Fo r an exciting

. com p u ter h obby, there's no more excit in g comp u ter
than the Heath B-B - available fully assembled or in
m oney- saving kit.

For complete d etails and prices on the HBand the com
plete line of Heath printers, terminals and accessories ,
write today for the new,free Heathkit Catalog, or pick
one u p at your n earby Heathkit Electronics Center.

Heath~

Send for

FREE
CATALOG
Write to Heath Com
pany, Dep t. 020-704
Benton Harbor, MI
49022

Complet e support,
so you 'r e n ever
left out in th e cold .
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Radio- 
Electronics 

fit11111111 
O MR OWN 

OCTOBER 1980 

e 
BUYERS GUIDE TO HOME COMPUTE 
Nifty peripherals and accessories 

Dial up networks for home computers 

Home computers- what's here and what's coming 

Programming on your own level 
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This special section is written by Jules H. Gilder 
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The more you know about 
microprocessors, the better you can 

communicate with your microcomputer. Sams 
has the latest books on understanding, 

programming and interfacing the most 
commonly -used microprocessors like the Z -80, 

6502, 6800, 6801 and 8085A. 

THESE BOOKS WILL HELP YOU GET MORE RESPECT 
FROM YOUR COMPUTER. 

6502 
PROGRAMMING AND INTERFACING THE 6502, WITH EXPERIMENTS NO. 21651 

By De Jong $13.95 
7 6502 SOFTWARE DESIGN. NO. 21656. By Scanlon. $10.50 

6800 & 6801 
HOW TO PROGRAM & INTERFACE THE 6800. No 21684. By Staugaard. $13.95. 
6801, 68071 and 6803 MICROCOMPUTER PROGRAMMING AND INTERFACING. 

NO 21726 By Staugaard. $12.95 

8085A 
8085A COOKBOOK. NO. 21697. By Titus & Titus. $12.95 

Z -80 
TRS -80 INTERFACING. BOOK 1. NO 21633. By Titus. $8.95 
TRS -80 INTERFACING. BOOK 2. NO 21739. By Titus. $9.95 
TRS -80 BOOKS 1 & 2. 2- VOLUME SET. NO. 21765. $17.50 
Z -80 MICROCOMPUTER DESIGN PROJECTS. NO. 21682. By Barden. $12.95 
Z -80 MICROPROCESSOR PROGRAMMING & INTERFACING. BOOK 1 

NO. 21609. By Nichols. Nichols & Pony. $10.95 
Z -80 MICROPROCESSOR PROGRAMMING & INTERFACING, BOOK 2. 

NO. 21610. By Nichols, Nichols & Rony. $12.95 
Z -80 MICROPROCESSOR PROGRAMMING & INTERFACING. BOOKS 1 & 2 

2- VOLUME SET. NO 21611 $21.95 

HOWARD W. SAMS & CO, INC. 
4300 West 62nd Street. P.O. Box 7092 

Indianapolis, Indiana 46206 
(317) 2985400 

.i; 
ri a 

Pnces s : 

' 
QUANTITY IN BOXES ABOVE AND 

*about so 
se INDICATE Expiration Dal, notice MI books 

COMPLETE ORDERING INFORMATION BELOW ovrmobi. rrom scii 
Interbank No 

RETURN ENTIRE AD WITH ORDER. apnwas Boos 
ongo* 

Total amount of order S 
Account Number in 

U.C 

only 

add local soles tax where applicable S Minimum credit card purchase $10.00 l^Ix InOunnes. 
M 1 1115 _ Scorbotouph. H. 

: GRAND TOTAL S Name (print) ° o Canada 

PAYMENT ENCLOSED Signature 
(save postage and handling costs) 

Address 
CHECK MONEY ORDER Books MASTER CHARGE 

7 
VISA l,ify Siate 7id Boo 7 ADO SO 
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o
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The more you know about
microprocessors, the better you can

communicate with your microcomputer. Sams
has the latest books on understanding,

programming and interfacing the most
commonly-used microprocessors like the Z-80,

6502, 6800, 6801 and 8085A

THESE BOOKS WILL HELP YOU GET MORE RESPECT
FROM YOUR COMPUTER.

6502o PROGRAMMING AND INTERFACING THE 6502, WITH EXPERIMENTS NO. 21651.
By De Jong. $13.95
o 6502 SOFTWARE DESIGN. NO. 21656 . By Scanlon. $10.50

68008r 6801o HOW TO PROGRAM & INTERFACE THE 6800 . No . 21684 . By Staugaard. $13.95.
o 6801,68071 and 6803 MICROCOMPUTER PROGRAMMING AND INTERFACING.
NO. 21726. By stouqcoro. $12.95
SOS5Ao 808SA COOKBOOK. NO. 21697. By Titus & Titus. $12.95

Z-SOo TRS-80 INTERFACING, BOOK 1.NO. 21633. By Titus . $8.95
o TRS-80 INTERFACING, BOOK 2. NO. 21739. By Titus. $9.95
o TRS-80 BOOKS 1 & 2. 2-VOLUME SET. NO . 21765. $17.50
o Z-80 MICROCOMPUTER DESIGN PROJECTS. NO . 21682. By Barden. $12.95
o Z-80 MICROPROCESSOR PROGRAMMING & INTERFACING, BOOK 1.
NO . 21609 . By Nichols, Nichols & Rony. $10.95
o Z-80 MICROPROCES SOR PROGRAMMING & INTERFACING, BOOK 2.
NO. 21610. By Nichols, Nichols & Rony. $12.95o Z-80 MICROPROCESSOR PROGRAMMING & INTERFACING, BOOKS 1 & 2.
2-VOLUME SET. NO . 21611. $21.95

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
HOWARD W.SAMS & CO., INC. ••

4300 We st 62 nd Street, P.O. Box 7092 ~~~;es •
Indianapoli s, Indiana 46206 12/31/80 ••

(317) 298-5400 Prices subjecl lo •
INDICATE QUANTITY IN BOXES ABOVE AND E . t' D t cnoncewithout ••
COMPLETE ORDERING INFORMATION BELOW. xpiro Ion a e ~~~~~b~lt~oO~kioms ••
RETURN ENTIRE AD WITH ORDER. Interbank No. Distributors. Bookstores •

Account Number ondcomputer Stores. Offer · .
Total amount of order $ good inUS only InCanada. •
Add local sales tax where applicable $ Minimum credit card purchase $ 10.00 contact Lenbrook mdustnes. •Ltd.. Scorborough. M1H. I H5. •
GRAND TOTAL $ Name (print) Ontono. Canada. • •

o PAYMENT ENCLOSED Signature Sams·.
(save postage and handling costs) •••

o CHECK 0 MONEY ORDER Address B I ·
o MASTER CHARGE 0 VISA City State Zip_ _ 00 ~Se AD0 50 •••
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Radio Shack's TRS -80 is not perfect but a quarter -of -a- million owners find 
this computer to be the right piece of equipment at the right price. Some 

of the TRS -80's strengths and weaknesses are discussed here. 

SHORTLY AFTER THE PET COMPUTER APPEARED ON THE SCENE. 

in the early days of personal microcomputing. The Radio 
Shack division of the Tandy Corporation announced their 
entry. the TRS -80 for $595. The price was right: it was com- 
petitive with the PET. then the only other take-it-out-of- 
the-box. plug -it- into-the -wall computer. 

Radio Shack put on a strong promotional campaign and 

succeeded in selling its TRS-80 with Level I BASIC. But 
Radio Shack had a few things going for it. First. it had a 

tremendous distribution network which Commodore Busi- 
ness Machines. makers of the PET. couldn't come close to 
matching. Second. people knew who Radio Shack was, 
while Commodore was more of an unknown quantity. Third. 
Commodore was so impressed with its own achievements. 
that it demanded that anyone who wanted one of their com- 
puters pay in advance -and delivery time stretched to three 
or four months (and in many cases even more). Fourth. and 
worst, Commodore's attitude towards its customers was bad 
and support was bad. 

Well. with all of these things going for it. the TRS-RO 

couldn't help but be a success. The tremendous demand 
really caught Radio Shack by surprise. Initial estimates 
were for selling a few thousand computers. Sales to date. 
three years later. are estimated to be over 250.000. Of 
course. along the way, Radio Shack learned that its Level I 

BASIC just wouldn't make it and it came out with Level 11 

BASIC. from Microsoft: but the price of the machine also 
went up. Today. the 4K Level I machine is virtually a thing 

1 

of the past and has been replaced in popularity by the I6K 
Level II unit. Also. Radio Shack has come out with a more 

business -oriented computer known as the Mode! II. Shown 
above are the three latest additions to the Radio Shack line of 
computers. At the top left is the TRS-80 Color Computer. It 
provides color graphics and features instant -load Program 
Pak software. At the top right is the TRS-80 Model Ill. Its 
priced from $699 for the 4K version expandable to 32K plus 
disk storage for S2495. Also shown is the TRS-80 Pocket 
Computer. It weighs a mere 6 ounces and is less than 7- inches 
long. You'll be hearing more about these units soon. 

System is modular 
The basic IRS -lilt ,Nadel I (as the original TRS-RO is now 

called) computer is a modular unit that consists of four 
individual pieces: a I2 -inch black -and -white video monitor. 
a 53 -key keyboard /CPU unit that contains Microsoft BASIC 
in ROM and 4K to 16K of RAM. a power supply for the 

keyboard console. and a cassette tape recorder. 
With all those different units. you need three electncal 

outlets to set up your computer system. The problem be- 

comes still more acute if you add on an expansion interface 
and two disk drives: that will require another three outlets 
for a total of six. It quickly becomes apparent that one of the 
drawbacks of the TRS-80 design is its rat's nest of wiring. 
And all of these stray wires can only spell trouble for the 
high -speed digital circuits found in computers. Worst yet. 
none of the AC power cords are of the three -wire grounded 
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TABLE I -BASIC COMMANDS for Model I and Model II TRS -80's 

ABS ASC ATN CDBL CHRS CINT CLEAR 
CLOCK CLOSE CLS COS CSNG CUD CUI 
CUS DATA DATES DEFINT DEFN(X) DEFSNG DEFSTR 
DELETE DIM DIR EDIT END EOF ERL 
ERR ERROR FIELD FOR FRE FREE GET 
GOSUB IF- THEN -ELSE INKEYS INPUT INSTR INT KILL 
LEN LET LEFTS LIST LIST LLIST LOAD 
LOAD LOC LOF LOG LPOS LSET MERGE 
MID$ MKDS MKIS MKS$ NEW NEXT ON ERROR 
ON GOSUB ON..GOTO OPEN POS PRINT PRINT@ PUT 
READ REM RENAME RESET RESTORE RESUME RETURN 
RIGHTS RND RSET RUN SAVE SGN SIN 
STOP STRS STRINGS SOR SYSTEM TAB TIMES 
TROFF IRON USR(N) VAL 

THE ORIGINAL TRS-80 with Level I BASIC and 4K of memory. 

type. although the video monitor power plug is polarized to 
prevent inserting it the wrong way. 

Once you successfully save a program on a cassette tape. 
you face several problems. The first is verifying it. or 
checking to see that it was properly recorded. To help you 
in that process, TRS-80 BASIC has a command called 
LOAD which will compare what has been recorded on a 

tape to what is actually in memory. Most of the time it works 
nicely. but recently I have found that it doesn't always 
work. I have loaded tapes into memory and then tried to 
verify the recently loaded program. with the one that is on 
the tape. The result was always BAD, even though a byte - 
by -byte check showed that both programs were the same. 

Once you do get your program recorded onto tape. you're 
going to want to load it back in one day. With most com- 
puters. if a tape is not being read in correctly. an error mes- 
sage is generated right away. That is not always the case 
with the TRS -80. More often than not. you'll sit and load a 

long program for three minutes. with everything appearing 
to go along smoothly. But then when you run the program 
an error message is generated. Listing the program at that 
point shows that you have loaded in three minutes worth 
of garbage. because your volume setting was not exactly 
set right. 

Having gotten those problems straightened out. a new 
one surfaced, this a lot more serious because it could occur 
randomly and wipe out my data. It occurs only in disk sys- 
tems and manifests itself by the disk suddenly rebooting 
itself, wiping out any program that was in memory at the 
time. I have been told that it is caused by power -line spikes 

and surges and that I should get a constant -voltage trans- 
former to clean that up. 

Adding a floppy -disk system to your TRS-RO provides you 
with an additional 50K of storage on your first disk and 86K 
of storage on diskettes in additional disk drives. Assuming 
that everything in your disk -based system is working fine. 
you can still encounter difficulty and ruin a good diskette 
in a snap. All you have to do is to try to turn the system 
power on or off while your diskette is in its drive. or try 
booting up your disk while a parallel printer is connected to 
your system. but not turned on. Any one of those actions 
could promptly wipe out your diskette. (Some other com- 
puters will also "crash" disks if the system is turned on o 
off while they are in the drive. It's a good idea to remo 
disks from their drives during these operations. unless you 
manual specifically states otherwise- Editor.) 

Expanding a basic I6K- system to more memory or disk' 
drive capability is expensive. In either case, you must pur 
chase an expansion interface, which costs $300. Additional 
memory is sold by Radio Shack at $149 per I6K. which is 
33% to 50% more than you can get it for by yourself. Th 

that the expansion interface is so expensive is that 
it comes with a disk controller capable of handling up to, 
four disk drives. And you get it whether you want it or not 
It also comes with a built -in parallel printer interface and a 

real -time clock which can be helpful in programs where it 
is necessary to keep track of time. 

Need help? 
While Radio Shack probably has a larger distributi 

network than any other personal computer manufacturer, 
you can't go into any one of them for technical help. If you 
need help. try and get to a Computer Center store. I hav 
found that. in general. they have people who are quite know 
edgeable and helpful. 

They keep making changes 
One annoying feature about Radio Shack, is that they 

keep making changes to the hardware without telling any 
one. making independently- purchased hardware and soft 
ware incompatible with the new versions. For example 
early versions of the TRS -80 CPU brought out the 5 -volt 
supply to the external connector. Later models eliminated 
that. Thus anyone designing an accessory that was to use 
that supply now had to provide his own power supply. A 
more recent change was in the ROM's supplied with the sys- 
tem. That can play havoc with the existing software on the 
market. because now some of the internal subroutines are 
not located where they were. In fact, some people have 
told me that the new ROM's have even resulted in problems 

TABLE !-BASIC COMMANDS for Model I and Model II TR5-80's

ABS ASC ATN CDBL CHR$ CINT CLEAR
CLOCK CLOSE CLS COS CSNG CUD CUI
CUS DATA DATE$ DEFINT DEFN(X) DEFSNG DEFSTR
DELETE DIM DIR EDIT END EOF ERL
ERR ERROR FIELD FOR FRE _ FRE$ GET
GOSUB IF-THE N-ELSE INKEY$ INPUT INSTR INT KILL
LEN LET LEFT$ LIST LIST LLIST LOAD
LOAD LOC LOF LOG LPOS LSET MERGE
MID$ MKD$ MKI$ MKS$ NEW NEXT ON ERROR
ON..GOSUB ON..GOTO OPEN POS PRINT PRINT@ PUT
READ REM RENAME RESET RESTORE RESUME RETURN
RIGHT$ RND RSET RUN SAVE SGN SIN
STOP STR$ STRING$ SOR SYSTEM TAB TIME$
TROF F TRON USR(N) VAL

and surges and that I should get a constant-voltage trans
former to clean that up.

Adding a tloppy-disk system to your TRS-80 provides you
with an additional 50K of storage on your first disk and 86K
of storage on diskettes in additional disk drives. Assuming
that everything in your disk-based system is working fine,
you can still encounter difficulty and ruin a good diskette
in a snap. All you have to do is to try to tum the system
power on or off while your diskette is in its drive, or try
booting up your disk while a parallel printer is connected to
your system, but not turned on. Anyone of those actions
could promptly wipe out your diskette. (Some other com
puters will also " crash " disks if the system is turned on or
off while they are in the drive. It's a good idea to remov e
disks from their drives during these operations, linless your
manual specifically states othenvise-Editor .)

Expanding a basic 16K-system to more memory or disk
drive capability is expensive. In either case, you must pur
chase an expansion interface, which costs $300. Additional
memory is sold by Radio Shack at $149 per 16K, which is
33% to 50% more than you can get it for by yourself. The
reason that the expansion interface is so expensive is that
it comes with a disk controller capable of handling up to
four disk drives. And you get it whether you want it or not.
It also comes with a built-in parallel printer interface and a
real-time clock which can be helpful in programs where it
is necessary to keep track of time.

Need help?
While Radio Shack probably has a larger distribution

network than any other personal computer manufacturer,
you can't go into anyone of them for technical help. If you
need help, try and get to a Computer Center store. I have
found that, in general , they have people who are quite knowl
edgeable and helpful.

They keep making changes
One annoying feature about Radio Shack, is that they

keep making changes to the hardware without telling any
one, making independently-purchased hardware and soft
ware incompatible with the new versions. For example,
early versions of the TRS-80 CPU brought out the 5-volt
supply to the external connector. Later models eliminated
that. · us anyone designing an accessory that was to use
that supply now had to provide his own power supply. A
more recent change was in the ROM's supplied with the sys
tem. That can play havoc with the existing software on the
market, because now some of the internal subroutines are
not located where they were . In fact, some people have
told me that the new ROM's have even resulted in problems

THE ORIGINAL TR5-80 with Levell BASIC ancl 4K of memory.

type, although the video monitor power plug is polarized to
prevent inserting it the wrong way.

Once you successfully save a program on a cassette tape,
you face several problems. The first is verifying it, or
checking to see that it was properly recorded. To help you
in that process, TRS-80 BASIC has a command called
LOAD which will compare what has been recorded on a
tape to what is actually in memory. Most of the time it works
nicely, but recently I have found that it doesn't always
work. I have loaded tapes into memory and then tried to
verify the recently loaded program, with the one that is on
the tape. The result was always BAD, even though a byte
by-byte check showed that both programs were the same.

Once you do get your program recorded onto tape, you're
going to want to load it back in one day. With most com
puters, if a tape is not being read in correctly, an error mes
sage is generated right away. That is not always the case
with the TRS-80 . More often than not, you'll sit and load a
long program for three minutes, with everything appearing
to go along smoothly. But then when you run the program
an error message is generated. Listing the program at that
point shows that you have loaded in three minutes worth
of garbage, because your volume setting was not exactly
set right.

Having gotten those problems straightened out, a new
one surfaced, this a lot more serious because it could occur
randomly and wipe out my data. It occurs only in disk sys
tems and manifests itself by the disk suddenly rebooting
itself, wiping out any program that was in memory at the
time. I have been told that it is caused by power-line spikes
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A NUMBER of printers are available to run with the TRS -80. 

TABLE II 

ERASE -Cancels a dimensioned array and frees its mem 
ory space 

HEXS- Converts a decimal number to a hexadecimal 
string. 

NULL -Sends blanks at the end of a line (communica- 
tions). 

OCTS Converts a decimal number to an octal string 

RENUM - Renumbers program lines 

RESET - Restores default system settings for all devices 

SPACES -Prints a specified number of blank spaces 

SPC- Prints spaces on video display. 

SWAP -- Exchanges the values of two named variables 

WIDTH -Sets line width for video display 

ADDITIONAL OPERATORS: MOD. IMP. EOV. XOR (Inte- 
ger Division) 

with some Radio Shack -supplied software. which will no 
longer run in the new machines. And nowhere is the change 
documented, except for a short note in the new user's man- 
ual that states there will be two fewer bytes of free memory 
and the sign -on message will be different for the new ROM's. 

Radio Shack has made some welcome changes too. The 
first. and most needed. was the switch to a new type of 
keyboard that doesn't bounce (produce extra letters every 
time a key is pressed). Another change involving the key- 
board. was the addition of a numerical keypad. That is par- 
ticularly useful if a lot of numbers are going to be entered. 
It comes free on new computers. You can add it to older 
units, that didn't come with it. for S99. 

Another hardware modification now available is a lower- 
case adapter. That board, which plugs into the keyboard 
unit, costs $99 and allows you to display lower -case letters 
on the video monitor. 

VOICE SYNTHESIZER adds speech capability to the computer. 

ECONOMICAL Quick Printer II uses electrosensitive paper. 

For business applications. consider the Model II 

In May 1979, Radio Shack decided to make a concen- 
trated effort to capture a large part of the business -com- 
puter market and introduced the vehicle it was going to use 
to do that -the TRS-80 Model II. In its most basic config- 
uration. the Model II comes with 32K of RAM and a single, 
built -in. 8-inch floppy -disk drive. The cost of that system 
is $3450. The processor used is a Z80A, which is a 4-MHz, 
version of the processor used in the Model I. It is possible 
to add on an additional 32K of RAM for another $449. 

While the basic computer comes with only one disk drive 
with 500K of on -line storage. that can be expanded to two 
megabytes of on -line storage by adding three more disk 
drives at a cost of $2350. 

Radio Shack calls the BASIC it provides with the Model 
II Level Ill BASIC: that can be confusing. because Micro- 
soft sells what it calls Level III BASIC for the Model I, 
and the two are not the same. Radio Shack's Level III 
BASIC is almost identical to the Level II BASIC -there are 
some exceptions. The BASIC in the Model II has 23 more 
commands than the BASIC in the Model I machine. A list 
of the commands in both BASIC's is shown in Table I. while 
those added to Level III BASIC are shown in Table II. 
What is not shown on those tables is a serious omission in 
Level III BASIC, in which the PEEK and POKE and IMP and 
OUT commands from Level II BASIC are no longer avail- 
able. Radio Shack claims that those commands are no longer 
needed, but already several companies are advertising short 
little machine -language programs for sale that restore the 
PEEK and POKE commands to Level III BASIC. 

There are some differences in the DOS (Disk -Operating 
System) on the Model II as well. The principal one is that 
the DOS responds with positive feedback. If. for example, 
you tell the computer to "KILL 'file name' ", the computer 
will respond with "'file name' KILLED" or "'file name' 
NOT FOUND ", so you always know what is happening. 
In addition, when duplicating a diskette. it is necessary to 
know the master password. 

There is a huge variety of equipment and accessories for 
the TRS -80. So before you go any further you really want to 
get a copy of the Radio Shack Computer Catalog. R-E 
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A NUMBER of printers are ava ilable to run with the TR8-80.

TABLE II

ERASE-Cancels a dimension ed array and frees its mem
ory space.

HEX$--Converts a deci mal number to a hexadeci mal
string. '

NULL-Sends blanks at the end of a li ne (commun ica
tions) .

OCTS-Converts a decimal number to an octal string.

RENUM-Renumbers program lines.

RESET-Restores default system settings for all devices.

SPACES-Prints a spec ified number of blank spaces .

SPC-Prints spaces on video display.

SWAP-Exchanges the values of two named variables.

WIDTH-Sets line width fo r video display.

ADDITIONAL OPERATORS: MOD, IMP, EQV, XOR (Inte
ger Division) .

with some Radio Shack-supplied software. which will no
longer run in the new machines. And nowhere is the change
documented. except for a short note in the nell' user's man
ual that states there will be two fewer bytes of free memory
and the sign-on message will be different for the new ROM·s.

Radio Shack has made some welcome changes too . The
first. and most needed, was the switch to a new type of
keyboard that doesn't bounce (produce extra letters every
time a key is pressed). Another change involving the key
board. was the addition of a numerical keypad. That is par
ticularly useful if a lot of numbers are going to be entered.
It comes free on new computers. You can add it to older
unit s. that didn't come with it. for $99.

Another hardware modification now available is a lower
ca se adapter. That board. which plugs into the keyboard
unit. costs $99 and allows you to display lower-case letters
on the video monitor.

VOICE SYNTHESIZER addsspeech capability to the computer.

ECONOMICAL Quick Printer II uses electrosensitive paper.

For business applications. consider the Model II

In May 1979, Radio Shack decided to make a concen 
trated effort to capture a large part of the business-com
puter market and introduced the vehicle it was going to use
to do that-the TRS -80 Model /I. In its most basic config
uration, the Model/l come s with 32K of RAM and a single,
built-in. 8-inch floppy-disk drive. The cost of that system
is $3450. The processor used is a Z80A, which is a 4-MHz
version of the processor used in the Modell. It is possible
to add on an additional 32K of RAM for another $449.

While the basic computer come s with only one disk drive
with 500K of on-line storage, that can be expanded to two
megabytes of on-line storage by adding three more disk
drives at a cost of $2350.

Radio Shack calls the BASIC it provides with the Model
/I Level III BASIC; that can be confusing, because Micro
soft sells what it calls Le vel III BASIC for the Model I,
and the two are not the same. Radio Shack's Level III
BASIC is almost identical to the Level II BASIC-there are
some exceptions. The BASIC in the Model II has 23 more
commands than the BASIC in the Model I machine . A list
of the commands in both'BASIC's is shown in Table I, while
those added to Level III BASIC are shown in Table II.
What is not shown on those tables is a serious omission in
Level III BASIC, in which the PEEK and POKE and INP and
OUT commands from Level II BASIC are no longer avail
able . Radio Shack claims that those comm ands are no longer
needed. but already several companies are advertising short
little machine-language programs for sale that restore the
PEEK and POK E commands to Level III BASIC.

There are some differences in the DOS (Disk-Operating
System) on the Model /I as well. The principal one is that
the DOS responds with positive feedback. If, for example,
you tell the com puter to "KILL 'file name ''' , the computer
will respond with "<file name' KILLED" or '''file name'
NOT FOUND". so you always know what is happening .
In addition. when duplicating a diskette. it is nece ssary to
know the maste r password .

There is a huge variet y of equipment and acce ssorie s for
the TRS-80. So before you go any further you really want to <0
get a copy of the Radio Shack Computer Catalog. R-E ~
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A Few Extraordinary Products for Your 6800/6809 Computer 
SS -50 Bus LFD -400 and LFD -800' Systems From Percom .. . 

Low Cost 
Mini -Disk Storage 
in the Size You Want 

Percom mini -disk systems start as 
low as $599.95. ready to plug in and 
run. You can't get better quality or a 
broader selection of disk software 
from any other microcomputer disk 
system manufacturer -at any price! 

Features: 1 -, 2- and 3 -drive systems 
In 40- and 77 -track versions store 
102K- to 591K-bytes of random ac- 
cess data on -line controllers in- 
clude explicit clock/data separation 
circuit, motor inactivity time -out cir- 

cuit, buffered control lines and other 
mature design concepts ROM 
DOS included with SS -50 bus ver- 
sion - optional DOSs for EXOR- 
ciser bus extra PROM sockets 
on -board EXORciser bus version 
has 1K-byte RAM supported by ex- 
tended disk operating systems; as- 
semblers and other program de- 
velopment /debugging aids; BASIC, 
FORTRAN. Pascal and SPL /M lan- 
guages; and, business application 
programs 

The SBC 9'v. A "10" By Any Measure. 

The Percom SBC/9' is an SS -50 bus compatible, stand- 
alone Single -Board Computer Configured for the 6809 
microprocessor, the SBC/9^' also accommodates a 6802 
without any modification You can have state -of- the -art 
capability of the '09 Or put to work the enormous selection of 
6800 -coded programs that run on the '02 

The SBC/9^' includes PSYMON -u. an easily extended 1- 
Kbyte ROM OS Other features include 

Total compatibility with the SS-50 bus Requires no changes to the 
motherboard. memory or I/O 

Serial port includes bit -rate generato RS -232 -C compatible with 
optional subminiature '0' connector installed 10-pn Molex connec- 
tor provided 

Eight -bit. non -latched, bidirectional parallel port is multi-address 
extension of system bus Spans a 30- address field accommodates 
an exceptional variety of peripheral devices Connector is optional 

Includes 1 -Kbyte of static RAM 
Costs only S199 95 with PSYMON "' and comprehensive users 

manual that includes source listing of PSYMON`U 

' trademark o Percom Data Company. Inc 
trademark of tr* Motorola Corporator 

Pnoss and spaahcwono Whoa to thsn9s without rums 

EXORciser Bus LFD- 400EXT M -800EX TM Systems 

br Sol L 1, rUn -r-uatul. twtyping boards 
Printed wiring is easily soldered tin -lead 
plating Substrates are glass -epoxy Pro - 
totyping cards provide for power regula- 
tors and distributed capacitor bypassing. 
accommodate 14 -. 16 -, 24- and 40 -pin 
DIP sockets Prototyping boards include 
bus connectors. other connectors and 
sockets are optional 
MOTHERBOARD - accommodates five 
SS -50 bus cards. and may itself be 

plugged into an SS -50 bus. Features 
wide -trace conductors Price. $21 95 
SS-50 BUS CARD - accommodates 34- 
and 50 -pin ribbon connectors on top 
edge. 10-pin Molex connector on side 
edge Price $24 95 
SS -30 BUS CARD - 11/4-inch higher 
than SWTP I/O card, accommodates 34- 
pin ribbon connector and 12 -pin Molex 
connector on top edge Price. $14 95 

The Electric Windowrm: Instant. Real -Time Video Display Control 

Memory residency and outstanding software control of display format and 
characters make this SS -50 bus VDC card an exceptional value at only $249 95 
Other features 

Generates 128 charac- 
ters including all ASCII dis- 
playable characters plus 
selected Greek letters and 
other special symbols 

Well- formed. easy -to- 
read 7x12 -dot characters 
True baseline descenders 

Character -store (display) 
memory included on card 

Provision for optional 
character generator 
EPROM for user defined 
symbols 

Comprehensive users 
manual includes source 
listing of Driver software 
Driver - called WINDEX^' - is also available on mini- 
diskette through the Per- 
corn Users Group. 

PEPCOM 
PERCOM DATA COMPANY. INC 
211 N xwex GARLAND. TEXAS 75042 

12141272-3421 

Products are available at Percom dealers nationwide. Call toll -free, 
1- 800 -527 -1592, for the address of your nearest dealer, or to 
order direct. 

CIRCLE 75 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

Low Cost
Mini-Disk Storage
in the Size You Want

cuit, buffered control lines and other
mature design concepts' ROM
DOS included with SS-50 bus ver- .
sion - optional DOSs for EXOR
c iser * bus • extra PROM sockets
on-board' EXORciser* bus version
has 1K-b yte RAM, supported byex
tended dis k operat ing systems ; as
semb lers and other program de
velop ment/debuggi ng aids; BASIC,
FORTRAN, Pascal and SPL/M lan
guages; and , business appl ication
prog rams. EXORciser* Bus LFD-400EXTM-BOOEXTM Systems

A Few Extraordinary Products for Your 6800/ 6809 Computer
From Percom

Percom mini-disk systems start as
low as $599 .95, ready to plug in and
run. you can't get better quality or a
broader selection of disk software
from any other microcomputer disk
system manufac turer -at any price!

Features: 1-, 2- and 3-d rive systems
in 40- and 77-track versions store
102K - to 591 K-bytes of random ac 
ce ss data on-line • controlle rs in
c lude exp lic it cloc k/d ata separation
ci rcuit, motor inactivity time-out ci r-

Versat ile Mother Board , Full-Feature Prototyping Boards
Printed wiring is easily soldered tin-lead plugged into an SS-50 bus. Features
plating. Substrates are glass-epoxy. Pro- wide-trace conductors. Price: $21 .95
totyping cards provide for power regula- 58-SO BU5 CARD- accommodates34
torsanddistributed capacitorbypassing, and 50-pin ribbon connectors on top
accommodate 14-, 16-, 24- and 40-pin edge, tn-pln Molex connector on side
DIPsockets. Prototyping boards include edge. Price: $24.95.
bus connectors, other connectors and 55-30 BU5 CARD - 1'!4-inch higher
socketsare optional. than SWTP I/O card, accommodates 34
MOTHERBOARD - accommodates five pin ribbon connector and 12-pin Molex
5S-50 bus cards, and may itself be connector on top edge. Price: $14.95.

™ trademark of P.ercom Data Company. Inc.
• trademark of the Motorola Corporation.
Prices and specificati ons subject to change without notice.

The Electric Window™: Instant, Real-Time Video Display Control

Products are available at Percom deale rs nationwide. Call t oll-f r ee,
1-800-527-1592, for the address of your neare st dealer , or to
order direct.

,
Memory residency and outstanding software control of display format and
charactersmakethis SS-50 busVDCcard anexceptionalvalueat only$249.95.
Other features:
• Generates 128 charac
ters including all ASCIIdis
playable characters plus
selected Greek letters and
other special symbols.
• Well-formed , easy-to
read 7x12-dot characters.
True baselinedescenders.
• Character-store (display)
memoryincluded on card.
• Provision for op tional
cha rac ter gene ra tor
EPROM for user defined '
symbols.
• Comprehens ive users
manual includes source
listing of Driver software.
Driver- called WINDEX""
- is alsoavailable on mini
diskette through the Per
com UsersGroup.

PER COM DATA COMPANY, INC.
211 N. KIRBY GARLA NO. TEXAS 75042

(2 14) 272-3421

The SBC/9™. A "10" By Any Measure.

The Percom SBC/9™ is an SS-50 bus compatible, stand
alone Single-Board Computer. Configured for the 6809
microprocessor, the SBCI9TM also accommodates a 6802
without any modification. You can have state-of-the-art
capabilityof the '09.Or put towork theenormous selectionof
68OO-coded programs that run on the '02.

The SBCI9™includes PSYMONTM, an easily extended 1
Kbyte ROM OS. Other features include:

• Total compatibility with the 88-50 bus. Requires no changes to the
motherboard , memory or I/O.
• Serial port includes bit-rate generator. R8-232-C compatible with
opt ional subminiature 'D' conne ctor installed. 10-pin Molex connec
tor provided.
• Eight-bit , non-latched , bidirectional parallel port is multi-address
extension of system bus. Spans a 30-address field ; accommodates
an exceptional variety of peripheral devices . Connector is optional.
• Includes 1-Kbyte of static RAM.
• Costs only $199.95 with P8YMONTM and comprehensive users
manual that includes source listing of PSYMON™
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Commodore's PET was the first all -in- 
one personal computer. Since its 
introduction it has undergone many 
changes. The toy has evolved into a 

business machine. 

IF THERE IS ONE COMPANY THAT IS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE 

personal computer revolution and the development of plug - 
it-in- out -of -the -box computers, it is Commodore Business 
Machines. And if there is one person that is responsible 
for it. his name is Chuck Peddle: It was he who had the 
foresight to realize that what the world needed was a 
ready -to-use home computer that didn't have to be assem- 
bled. And the first company to announce such a computer 
was Commodore. 

When the first news articles on the PET computer 
appeared in the technical press five years ago. it seemed 
too good to be true. They described a full -blown computer 
with a CRT display and an ASCII keyboard for only á600. 
Oh, sure-there were a lot of computer kits available at 
that time for about the same price: but none of them had 
the same capability. 

The kits gave you a CPU. power supply, and a box to 
house it in. One or two manufacturers even offered some 
memory. But you, the purchaser, still had to toil long hours 
to build and debug the unit -and after that you still couldn't 
use it. because it required a host of peripheral interfaces 
and. of course, an I/O device. such as a teletypewriter. 

Then came the announcement from Commodore that 
they were going to supply the entire thing, assembled and 
ready to run BASIC at the flick of a switch. And all that 
would cost less than most of the basic kits. Along the way. 
the $600 PET fell by the wayside. as did most of the Do-lt- 
Yourself computer kits. The 4K PET gave way to the 8K 
PET. and the cost went up to á800. but it was still a bar- 
gain. Seeing the interest that was generated by that ready - 
to-use computer, it didn't take long for other manufacturers 
to jump on the bandwagon. 

But look at that keyboard! 
One of the most controversial aspects of the PET that 

was first announced was its keyboard. It consisted of 73 
keys that were arranged in an ASCII block of 53 keys and 
a 20 -key numeric and control key block. Unlike the key- 
boards on its subsequent competitors, those on the PET 

MOW is 
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were made with calculator -type pushbuttons. The keys 
were not arranged in the standard staggered configuration 
found on typewriters and they were also considerably 
smaller than typewriter keys. All of that led to complaints 
about the keyboard and how it wasn't possible to touch - 
type with it. While most of those complaints were probably 
justified, as evidenced by the fact that eventually Corn - 
modore came out with a PET that had a standard -sized 
keyboard, at the time the issue was really insignificant. 
Here was a company that was offering a complete com- 
puter system for only $800, a price that only two years 
before would have been scoffed at. The complaint, how- 
ever, was a good way for Commodore's competitors to 
make points. and so the controversy raged. 

Another advance from Commodore, that was related 
to the keyboard, was that the PET was the only computer 
to offer the full upper and lower case ASCII character set. 
64 graphics character and I I special function keys. Among 
those "special function" keys was a key to enter the value 
of the math constant (pi) x; keys to control the cursor (up. 
down. left, and right); a key to clear the screen and home 
the cursor; a key to insert and delete data; a reverse field 
key, and even a key to cause a program to be loaded auto- 
matically and run, or to stop program execution. In addition, 
a slow -list capability was provided by holding down the RVS 

key while a program was listed. 

Getting physical 
For those of you who never saw the original PET, discon- 

tinued last year, here is a quick description of it. It is a one- 
piece factory- assembled computer that weighs 44 pounds and 
measures 14 inches high by 16.5 inches across, and is 18.5 
inches deep. It has a built -in 9 -inch CRT display and a built - 
in semiautomatic tape -storage system. I call it semiautomatic 
because the user must place it in the RECORD or PLAY 

mode. and it does not automatically FAST FORWARD or 
REVERSE. However, the integral file- handling system that 
is built into the PET does tell the user which mode to place 
the recorder in (and when) and it does start and stop the 
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Commodore's PET was the first elt-in
one personal computer. Since its
introduction it has undergone many
changes. The toy has evolved into a
business machine.
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IF THERE IS ONE COMPANY THAT IS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE
personal computer revolution and the development of plug
it-in-out -of-the-box computers, it is Commodore Business
Machines. And if there is one person that is responsible
for it , his name is Chuck Peddle: It was he who had the
foresight to realize that what the world needed was a
ready-to-use home computer that didn't have to be assem
bled . And the first company to announce such a computer
was Commodore.

When the first news articles on the PET computer
appe ared in the technical press five years ago, it seemed
too good to be true. They described a full-blown computer
with a CRT display and an ASCII keyboard for only $600.
Oh , sure-there were a lot of computer kits available at
that time for about the same price; but none of them had
the same capabil ity.

The kits gave you a CPU. power supply , and a box to
house it in. One or two manufacturers even offered some
memory. But you, the purchaser, still had to toil long hours
to build and debug the unit-and after that you still couldn 't
use it. because it required a host of peripheral interfaces
and, of course, an I/O device , such as a teletypewriter.

Then came the announcement from Commodore that
they were going to supply the entire thing, assembled and
ready to run BASIC at the flick of a switch . And all that
would cost less than most of the basic kits. Along the way,
the $600 PET fell by the wayside, as did most of the Do-It
Yourself computer kits . The 4K PET gave way to the 8K
PET, and the cost went up to $800, but it was still a bar
gain. Seeing the interest that was generated by that ready
to-u se computer, it didn't take long for other manufacturers
to jump on the bandwagon.

But look at that keyboardI
One of the most controversial aspects of the PET that

was first announced was its keyboard. It consisted of 73
keys that were arranged in an ASCII block of 53 keys and
a 20-key numeric and control key block . Unlike the key
boards on its subsequent competitors, those on the PET

were made with calculator-type pushbuttons. The keys
were not arranged in the standard staggered configuration
found on typewriters and they were also considerably
smaller than typewriter keys. All of that led to complaints
about the keyboard and how it wasn 't possible to touch
type with it . While most of those complaints were probably
justified. as evidenced by the fact that eventua lly Com
modore came out with a PET that had a standard-sized
keyboard. at the time the issue was really insignificant.
Here was a company that was offering a complete com
puter system for only $800. a price that only two years
before would have been scoffed at. The complaint. how
ever, was a good way for Commodore's competitors to
make points. and so the controversy.raged.

Another advance from Commodore, that was related
to the keyboard, was that the PET was the only computer
to offer the full upper and lower case ASCII character set ,
64 graphics character and I I special function keys. Among
those "special function" keys was a key to enter the value
of the math constant (pi) 11" ; keys to control the cursor (up.
down, left, and right); a key to clear the screen and home
the cursor ; a key to insert and delete data ; a reverse field
key, and even a key to cause a program to be loaded auto
matically and run. or to stop program execution. In addition,
a slow-list capability was provided by holding down the RVS
key while a program was listed.

Getting physical
For those of you who never saw the original PET, discon

tinued last year. here is a quick description of it. It is a one
piece factory-assembled computer that weighs 44 pounds and
measures 14 inches high by 16.5 inches across, and is 18.5
inches deep. It has a built-in 9-inch CRT display and a built
in semiautomatic tape-storage system. I call it semiautomatic
because the user must place it in the RECORD or PLAY
mode. and it does not automatically FAST FORWARD or
REVERSE. However. the integral file-handling system that
is built into the PET does tell the user which mode to place
the recorder in (and when) and it doe s start and stop the
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tape automatically under computer control. 
Last year. Commodore succumbed to the pressure it 

was receiving from users and came out with a new version 
of the PET that had a full -sized keyboard. It is housed in 
the same case as the original PET, so its dimensions are the 
same. but because the keyboard is much larger. the tape 
recorder had to be made an external accessory. and to get 
it you had to pay an extra $95. The new keyboard has 
added some features that were sorely lacking in the early 
PET computers. To begin with, it contains a SHIFT LOCK 

key. But why should the lack of a SHIFT LOCK key be 
considered such a big disadvantage for the PET? After 
all, many other computer keyboards don't give you this 
function either. That's true. but most other computers 
also do not provide the wide selection of characters that 
are available on the PET. And the lack of a SHIFT LOCK 
was very annoying whenever a lot of graphics or lower- 
case letters were being entered. 

When the new keyboard was added. the motherboard 
inside the computer was redesigned so that up to 32K of 
dynamic memory could be used. In the original PETS, 
expansion had to be done externally. Also. static memory 
was used: it's easier to design with, because no refresh 
circuitry has to be included, but it generates a lot of 
heat. In addition. MOS Technology. a subsidiary of Com- 
modore. was the only company that made the memory 
IC's. and as a result. replacements were very expensive. 

With the addition of the new keyboard. Commodore 
decided that it would increase the basic machine from an 
8K machine to a 16K machine. since most people wanted 
more memory anyway. The base price of the new PET 
was also raised. by S200. and it now costs $995 (plus the cas- 
sette recorder). The price for a 32K machine. which is identical 
in every way to the I6K machine except for the extra 
memory. is S 1295. That means you're paying $300 for 16K of 
RAM, an outrageous price. 

When it first came out. perhaps one of the biggest selling 
points. aside from price. was the PETs ability to "speak" 
BASIC as soon as it was turned on. That's fairly common 
today. but four years ago it was a real innovation. 

Another handy feature that was (and still is) found in 
PET computers. is a very good screen editor that makes 
it easy to correct mistakes. With the editor, you can move 
the cursor wherever you want to on the screen and then 
insert or delete characters or whole words with no difficulty. 
And. unlike the case with other screen editors, you do not 
have to re-enter the entire line that is being corrected. All 
you do is to make your correction and then press RETURN: 

HIGH -QUALITY WORD PROCESSING can be 
achieved using a printer such as the 

NEC Spinwrtter. 

the computer automatically enters the corrected line. 

It has a file system, too 
As mentioned earlier. the PET is capable of reading and 

writing programs and data files to cassette tapes. The tape 
recorders used cost $95 each. which is about two to three 
times the price of a decent cassette recorder that can be 
used with most other computer systems. Although the 
tape unit uses a commercial audio- cassette drive mecha- 
nism. the electronics are custom -made so that only that 
special recorder can be used. I have heard however of a 
company that sells an adapter. which will permit you to 
use a conventional cassette recorder with a PET, but I 
haven't seen it. And with such an important task to per - 
form. its probably better to pay the extra money -or 
better yet. go to a disk -based system. 

The tape system in the PET is very reliable. The system 
records data at 1000 baud. which at first glance makes one 
think that it is rather fast. However. to insure data relia- 
bility. it records everything twice. and when it reads back 
data, it reads both recorded versions to verify that what 
it has read is correct. Thus the effective baud rate is only 
500 baud. the same as the TRS-80 Level II. 

Unlike other tape systems which require low -noise 
tapes and meticulous adjustment of volume -control levels. 
the PET system can use just about any kind of tape. and 
no adjustments whatsoever are needed. I have tried a wide 
variety of tapes and found that even the cheapest kind 
available can be used successfully. 

A handy feature of the tape system (missing from some 
of the popular systems) is the VERIFY command. After 
using it. I can't see how any computer can be without it. 
That nifty little command allows you to check and see if 
the program you recorded on tape was recorded without 
errors. I have yet to find a program that wasn't recorded 
properly. 

In systems without that feature. notably the Apple. the 
only way to check whether the program was recorded 
properly is to load it into the computer. But that destroys 
the original program that is in the machine: so if your tape 
has dropouts on it. or the battery voltage of your tape re- 
corder is low. loading the defectively -recorded program 
into your computer will wipe out the original program, and 
several hours worth of work can go down the drain. 

Another plus for the PET tape system is that it works 
with named files. That means that you can give each pro- 
gram or data file a name. which is stored on the tape as a 
program header. Then you can tell the computer to load 
program with a particular name. and it will ignore all others 
on the tape and only load the one with the desired name. 

Commodore designers have made the PET a little mo 
personal by including routines that keep the user post 
about what is going on. For example. while it is looking f 
a particular file. the computer will let you know. not only 
that it is making the search, but it will also tell you which 
files it has passed on the tape while it was looking for the 
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tape automatically under computer control.
La st year, Commodore succumbed to the pressure it

wa s receiving from users and came out with a new version
of the PET that had a full-sized keyboard. It is housed in
th e same case as the original PET, so its dimensions are the
same, but because the keyboard is much larger, the tape
recorder had to be made an external accessory, and to get
it you had to pay an extra $95. The new keyboard has
added some features that were sorely lacking in the earl y
PET computers . To begin with. it contains a SHIFT LOCK
key. But wh y should the lack of a SH IFT LOCK key be
considered such a big disadvantage for the PET? After
all. many other co mputer keyboards don't give you this
function either. That's true , but most other computers
also do not provide the wide selection of characters that
are avai lable on the PET. And the lack of a SHIFT LOCK
was very annoying whenever a lot of graphics or lower
case letters were being entered.

When the new keyboard was added. the motherboard
inside the computer was redesigned so that up to 32K of
dynamic memory cou ld be used. In the original PET' s,
expansion had to be done externally. Also, static memory
was used; it' s easier to design with, becau se no refre sh
circuitry has to be included, but it generates a lot of
heat. In addition, MOS Technology, a subsidi ary of Com
modore. was the only company that made the memory
LC' s. and as a result, replacements were very expensive .

With the addition of the new keyboard , Commodore
decided that it wou ld increase the basic machine from an
8K machine to a 16K machine, since most people wanted
more memory anyway. The base price of the new PET
was also raised. by $200, and it now costs $995 (plus the cas
sette recorder). The price for a 32K machine, which is identical
in every way to the 16K machine except for the extra
memory. is $ I295. That means you' re paying $300 for 16K of
RAM , an out rageous price . .

When it first came out, perhaps one of the biggest selling
points. aside from price, was the PET' s ability to "speak"
BASIC as soon as it was turned on. That's fairly common
today. but four years ago it was a real innovation.

Another hand y feature that was (and still is) found in
PET computers. is a very good screen editor that makes
it easy to correct mistakes. With the editor, you can move
the cursor wherever you want to on the screen and then
insert or delete characters or whole words with no difficulty.
And, unlike the ca se with other screen editors , you do not
have to re-enter the entire line that is being corrected. All
you do is to make your correction and then press RETURN ;
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achie ved using a printer such as the
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the computer automatically enters the corrected line.

It has a file system, too
As mentioned ea rlier , the PET is capab le of reading and

wr iting programs and data files to cassette tapes. The tape
recorders used cost $95 eac h, which is about two to three
times the price of a decent cassette recorder that can be
used with most other computer systems. Although the
tape unit uses a commercial aud io-cassette dr ive mecha
nism. the electronics are custom-made so that only that
specia l recorder can be used. I have heard however of a
company that sells an adapter, which will permi t you to
use a co nve ntional cassette recorder with a PET, but I
haven 't seen it. And with such an important task to per
form. it' s probably better to pay the extra mone y-or
better yet, go to a disk-based system.

The tape system in the PET is very reliable. The system
records data at 1000 baud. which at first glance makes one
think that it is rather fast. However. to insure data relia
bi lity. it records everything twice. and when it reads back
data. it reads both recorded vers ions to verify that what
it has read is correct . Thus the effective baud rate is only
500 baud, the same as the TRS-80 Level II .

Un like other tape systems which require low-no ise
tapes and meticulous adjustment of volume-control levels.
the PET system can use just about any kind of tape , and
no adjustments whatsoever are needed . I have tried a wide
variety of tapes and found that even the cheapest kind
available can be used successfully.

A handy feature of the tape system (missing from some
of the popular systems) is the VERIFY command. After
using it. I can't see how any computer can be without it.
That nifty litt le command allows you to check and see if
the program you recorded on tape was recorded without
errors. I have yet to find a program that wasn't recorded
properly.

In sy stems without that feature . notably the Apple. the
on ly way to check whether the program was recorded
properly is to load it into the computer. But that destroys
the or iginal program that is in the machine; so if your tape
has dropouts on it. or the battery volt age of your tape re
corder is low. loading the defectively-recorded program
into your computer will wipe out the original program. and
sev era l hours worth of work can go down the drain.

Another plus for the PET tape system is that it works
with named files. That means that you can give each pro
gram or data file a name. which is stored on the tape as a
program header. Then you can tell the computer to load a
program with a particular name. and it will ignore all others
on the tape and only load the one with the desired name .

Commodore designers hav e made the PET a little more
personal by including routines that keep the user posted
about what is going on. For example , while it is looking for
a particular file, the computer will let you know , not only
that it is making the search, but it will also tell you which
files it has passed on the tape while it was looking for the
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one that you specified. That makes the PET more useful. 
About the only thing that is missing in the way of basic 
features, is the ability to use the BELL feature (ASCII 
character 7) of the ASCII keyboard. 

Thanks for the memory 
When it first came out. the least expensive version of 

the PET was the 4K system. which sold for $595 and offered 
the user 4000 words (each digital word represents one 
character) of random -access memory (RAM). But that 
wasn't all -you also got 14K of read -only memory (ROM). 
which contained an 8K BASIC interpreter. a 4K operating 
system, a 1K monitor program, and a 1K diagnostic pro- 
gram. It was the 14K of ROM that put the PET way ahead 
of all other systems on the market at that time. Now most 
personal computers have similar features. 

Since the PET was first introduced. the system ROM's 
have undergone several revisions. The original ROM's had 
a bug in them that would occasionally cause the cursor 
to be lost. That would require that the computer be shut 
off and turned on again in order to recover. Obviously. 
any program in the computer would be lost. Commodore 
acknowledged that bug and replaced the defective part 
free to anyone who reported problems. The next set of 
ROM's to be made available were the new ones that were 
developed for the 16K and 32K PET's. That was not just a 
simple replacement of a single ROM. but an entirely new 
set. The changes in those ROM's are many and most of 
the machine -language routines have been shifted around 
so that programs using machine language calls from the 
original ROM set cannot be used without modification on 
the new set. Commodore is now about to announce an 
even newer ROM set. BASIC 4. which makes interfacing 
to the disk drive a lot easier. That set was originally devel- 
oped for the latest computer to be added to the Commodore 
line. the 80- column CBM computer. And still another ROM 
set is in development. this one called BASIC 5. This ROM 
set will have a lot of utilities built into it such as renumber. 
append. and many others. The BASIC also includes an 
additional command called PROTECT. which. when in- 
voked, prevents the user from accessing the source code 
or making a copy of the program. 

While many people complain about the frequent and 
incompatible ROM changes. I see it as a good point for the 
Commodore computers. It shows that Commodore is con- 
stantly seeking to improve their products, which is really 
nice to see. 

New 80- column computer available 
Recently. Commodore has announced a new computer, 

aimed squarely at the business market. Known as the 
model 8032 CBM computer. it features a 12 -inch CRT and 
a full business keyboard with numeric keypad. The BASIC 
in the 8032 is Commodore's latest -version 4.0-and it 
works with the new disk -operating system, DOS 2.0. The 
new BASIC corrects several errors in the previous basic 
and adds some enhancements. 

Externally, the 8032 is similar to the 16K/32K PETS, 
except that the shape of the cabinet has been changed 
slightly to accommodate the larger video monitor. Included 
in the 8032 is an electronic bell that can be accessed via 
ASCII character 7. In addition, the bell is used as an end - 
of -line warning device, much like the bell on a typewriter. 
It sounds when the cursor passes column 75 on the screen. 

PET checks itself out 
From the repair point of view. the PET is a serviceman's 

dream. For the old PETs. with the aid of a special con- 
nector, the PET can check itself out. Once the source of 
a fault has been located. repairing the system is simple. 
Each of the three boards can be snapped out quickly and 
replaced with another, so that the system can be up and 

running in no time. For the new PETs. Commodore has a 
special boot -strap loader that clips onto the 6502 micro- 
processor chip and loads in the diagnostic program. The 
reason that is necessary is that the new ROM's have no 
room for the diagnostic routines. Once the diagnostic pro- 
gram is loaded, servicing is as before. 

Microsoft BASIC Is used 
The BASIC that is in the PET ROM's is a Microsoft BASIC 

and as such is fairly compatible with the BASIC's that are 
found in most home computers. Of course it contains the 
PEEK and POKE commands that have become popular 
with the.microcomputer revolution. In addition. it contains 
some special commands that are designed specifically for 
use with the IEEE bus. 

Also part of the repertoire are tape -file handling com- 
mands. SUCK as OPEN. INPUT*. PRINTS and CLOSE. 
PET BASIC also contains a GET command that inputs a 
single character from the keyboard without printing it, 
making it possible to hit the RETURN button without 
stopping the program. 

PET BASIC has one more very useful command: Tt. 
That is not an oblique reference to one of Commodore's 
competitors. but rather a time command; it's used in con- 
junction with the PETs built -in clock. It can be used to 
time programs or even set up a time -of-day program in the 
computer. 

Plenty of peripherals are available 
In the way of mass storage, Commodore has two -disk 

systems announced and a few more on the way. The first 
is the 2040 dual -drive minifloppy system. It uses Shugart 
390 drives and the system is accessed in the same way as 
the cassette -operating system. 

The 2040 costs $1295. has access to 340K of data on the 
two drives. and it doesn't use double density and double 
tracking techniques. The density is achieved by using two 
microprocessors (a 6502 and a 6504) and five memory IC's 
that are built into the disc unit itself. But the real key to 
the high density is an encoding scFjeme that packs the data 
so that less storage space is needed. 

The information needed for encoding data to be stored on 
the disk is contained in 2K of ROM located in the disk 
unit. Also included is an 8K ROM -based disk -operating sys- 
tem. In addition. the 2040 contains 4K of static RAM. 

Only two connections are needed for the disk system; 
an AC power cord to supply it with 50 watts of power and 
an IEEE interface cable to connect it to the PET. The 
diskette itself is a soft- sectored one that is formatted by the 
drive. It has 35 tracks, with a constant recording density. 
The number of sectors- per -track, however. varies -from 
17 for the innermost tracks to 21 for the outermost. Track 
18 of the diskette is used for the directory of programs that 
are on the disc. 

For those who require even more data -storage capability, 
Commodore has just announced a new dual -disk drive 
system known as the 8050. That system provides three 
times the storage capability -S 12 kilobytes- per -diskette or 
I megabyte -per -dual -drive- system -for only 1/3 more 
money ($1695). 

In the area of hard copy. Commodore has two printers. 
One is the CBM 2023. which is a matrix. impact printer that 
has a pressure feed and takes 10 -inch -wide roll paper. It 
prints at 80 characters per second and costs $695. The 
second printer. the CBM 2022 is similar to the 2023. except 
that it is a tractor version and costs $100 more. Both 
printers connect to the PET via the IEEE bus. 

Commodore has two more peripherals available that 
may be of interest: a voice synthesizer for 5395 and an 
acoustically coupled modem for $395. The modem is a half - 
and full -duplex modem that features asynchronous oper- 
ation at 300 baud. R -E 

one that you specified. That makes the PET more useful.
About the only thing that is missing in the way of basic
features. is the ability to use the BELL feature (ASCII
character 7) of the ASCII keyboard.

Thanks for the memory
When it first came out. the least expensive version of

the PET was the 4K system. which sold for $595 and offered
the user 4000 words (each digital word represents one
character) of random-access memory (RAM). But that
wasn't all-you also got 14K of read-only memory (ROM).
which contained an 8K BASIC interpreter. a 4K operating
system, a IK monitor program, and a IK diagnostic pro
gram. It was the 14K of ROM that put the PET way ahead
of all other systems on the market at that time. Now most
personal computers have similar features.

Since the PET was first introduced. the system ROM's
have undergone several revisions . The original ROM's had
a bug in them that would occasionally cause the cursor
to be lost. That would require that the computer be shut
off and turned on again in order to recover. Obviously,
any program in the computer would be lost. Commodore
acknowledged that bug and replaced the defective part
free to anyone who reported problems. The next set of
ROM's to be made available were the new ones that were
developed for the 16K and 32K PET's . That was not just a
simple replacement of a single ROM. but an entirely new
set. The changes in those ROM's are many and most of
the machine-language routines have been shifted around
so that programs using machine language calls from the
original ROM set cannot be used without modification on
the new set. Commodore is now about to announce an
even newer ROM set, BASIC 4. which makes interfacing
to the disk drive a lot easier. That set was originally devel
oped for the latest computer to be added to the Commodore
line , the 8o-column CBM computer. And still another ROM
set is in development, this one called BASIC 5. This ROM
set will have a lot of utilities built into it such as renumber.
append, and many others . The BASIC also includes an
additional command called PROTECT. which. when in
voked, prevents the user from accessing the source code
or making a copy of the program.

While many people complain about the frequent and
incompatible ROM changes. I see it as a good point for the
Commodore computers. It shows that Commodore is con
stantly seeking to improve their products, which is really
nice to see .

New aO-Column computer available
Recently, Commodore has announced a new computer.

aimed squarely at the business market. Known as the
model 8032 CBM computer. it features a 12-inch CRT and
a full business keyboard with numeric keypad. The BASIC
in the 8032 is Commodore's latest-version 4.O-and it
works with the new disk-operating system. DOS 2.0. The
new BASIC corrects several errors in the previous basic
and adds some enhancements.

Externally, the 8032 is similar to the 16K/32K PETs.
except that the shape of the cabinet has been changed
slightly to accommodate the larger video monitor. Included
in the 8032 is an electronic bell that can be accessed via
ASCII character 7. In addition. the bell is used as an end
of-line warning device. much like the bell on a typewriter.
It sounds when the cursor passes column 75 on the screen.

PET checks itself out
From the repair point of view. the PET is a serviceman's

dream. For the old PETs. with the aid of a special con
nector, the PET can check itself out. Once the source of
a fault has been located. repairing the system is simple.
Each of the three boards can be snapped out quickly and
replaced with another. so that the system can be up and

running in no time. For the new PET's, Commodore has a
special boot-strap loader that clips onto the 6502 micro
processor chip and loads in the diagnostic program. The
reason that is necessary is that the new ROM's have no
room for the diagnostic routines. Once the diagnostic pro
gram is loaded, servicing is as before.

Microsoft BASIC is used
The BASIC that is in.the PET ROM's is a Microsoft BASIC

and as such is fairly compatible with the BASIC's that are
found in most home computers. Ofcourse it contains the
PEEK and POKE commands that have become popular
with the .microcomputer revolution. In addition, it contains
some special commands that are designed specifically for
use with the IEEE bus.

Also part of the repertoire are tape-file handling com
mands, such as OPEN. INPUT#. PRINT# and CLOSE.
PET BASIC also contains a GET command that inputs a
single character from the keyboard without printing it,
making it possible to hit the RETURN button without
stopping the program.

PET BASIC has one more very useful command: TI.
That is not an oblique reference to one of Commodore's
competitors. but rather a time command: it's used in con
junction with the PET's built-in clock. It can be used to
time programs or even set up a time-of-day program in the
computer.

Plenty of peripherals are available
In the way of mass storage. Commodore has two-disk

systems announced and a few more on the way. The first
is the 2040 dual-drive minifloppy system. It uses Shugart
390 drives and the system is accessed in the same way as
the cassette-operating system.

The 2040 costs $1295. has access to 340K of data on the
two drives, and it doesn't use double density and double
tracking techniques. The density is achieved by using two
microprocessors (a 6502 and a 6504) and five memory IC's
that are built into . the disc unit itself. But the real key to
the high density is an encoding scheme that packs the data
so that less storage space is needed.

The information needed for encoding data to be stored on
the disk is contained in 2K of ROM located in the disk
unit. Also included is an 8K ROM-based disk-operating sys
tem. In addition. the 2040 contains 4K of static RAM.

Only two connections are needed for the disk system:
an AC power cord to supply it with 50 watts of power and
an IEEE interface cable to connect it to the PET. The
diskette itself is a soft-sectored one that is formatted by the
drive. It has 35 tracks, with a constant recording density.
The number of sectors-per-track. however. varies-from
[7 for the innermost tracks to 21 for the outermost. Track
18 of the diskette is used for the directory of programs that
are on the disc.

For those who require even more data-storage capability.
Commodore has just announced a new dual-disk drive
system known as the 8050. That system provides three
times the storage capability-512 kilobytes-per-diskette or
I megabyte-per-dual-drive-system-for only 1/3 more
money ($1695).

In the area of hard copy, Commodore has two printers.
One is the CBM 2023. which is a matrix. impact printer that
has a pressure feed and take s Io-inch-wide roll paper. It
prints at 80 characters per second and costs $695. The
second printer. the CBM 2022 is similar to the 2023. except
that it is a tractor version and cost s $100 more. Both
printers connect to the PET via the IEEE bus.

Commodore has two more peripherals available that
may be of interest: a voice synthesizer for $395 and an
acoustically coupled modem for $395. The modem is a half
and full-duplex modem that feature s asynchronous oper
ation at 300 baud. R-E
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The first Apple computer was the brainchild of two 
young men working out of a garage. The young men 

are now rich, and the Apple a resounding success. 

ONE OF THE VETERANS OF THE PERSONAL- COMPUTER REVO- 
lution is Apple Computer Company. In 1975, when micro- 
computers first appeared on the scene, Apple Computer was 
the first company to offer a single -board computer. The price. 
for what was then known as the Apple I. was $666. That in- 
cluded an onboard ROM monitor and a built -in video interface. 

About eight months after the Apple I appeared on the 
market. the Cadillac of home computers made its debut. 
Apple Il. The Apple II represented a giant step forward in 
home computing then and. except for its newly introduced 
brother. the Apple III. it is still the best buy in personal com- 
puters around. 

Like its predecessor. the Apple II has built -in video cir- 
cuitry that allows it to interface directly to a color -video 
monitor. or to a television set through an add-on modulator. 
Apple /!'.c now come in two varieties. the Apple II and the 
Apple II Plus (often referred to as minus by experienced 
Apple owners). The difference between the two machines is 
in the BASIC that you'll find resident in the computer at the 
time of purchase. 

On the Apple II, the computer comes with Integer BASIC 
resident in ROM. The term "integer" refers to the way the 
computer performs mathematical operations. In Integer 
BASIC. for example. 5 =2 would yield 2 instead of the ex- 
pected 2.5. because 2.5 is not an integer. While that seems 
strange and hardly useful. such is not at all the case. Integer 
BASIC is very fast and as a result lends intself well to ap- 
plication in games programs. 

For those who wish to have the floating -point capability 
(where in the above example you'd actually get 2.5) it is pos- 
sible to purchase an additional firmware board with Apple - 
soft BASIC in it: that is the BASIC that is available on most 
computers. In addition, older Apple systems were supplied 
with Applesoft on disk so that those with a lot of memory 
and an integer machine could have Applesoft available to 
them. 

The second type of Apple. the Apple II Plus, comes with 
Applesoft as the BASIC that is resident in ROM in the ma- 
chine. When Apple Computer Co. made this version of the 
computer available. they also changed one of the system 
ROM's to add some additional features. Unfortunately. 
when something is added, something else must always be 
taken away and in that case it was the built -in mini as- 
sembler. Also. Apple Computer Co. decided to give the 
system the capability of being a turn-key system so that pro- 
grams could be run as soon as power was applied. if a disk 
drive were used. Finally. the reset circuitry was modified 
so that it was software- controllable. All of those features 

have pluses and minuses, but owners of the Plus see only 
the minuses, hence the nickname. By the way. all of the 
features taken away from the Apple II Plus are restored to 
the computer when the Integer firmware card is installed. 

The low end Apple II, be it the regular or the Plus, contains 
I6K of random -access memory and has sockets that allow 
the user to expand it to 48K just by plugging in the extra 
IC's. The I6K Apple lists for $1200, but can be gotten. by 
carefully examining the ads in computer magazines. for as low 
as S950. For that price you get one type of BASIC, a built -in 
speaker. a standard 52 -key typewriter -quality keyboard. an 
8 -slot expansion bus that is widely supported by independent 
manufacturers, a built -in video interface, two paddles for 
interactive games. four built -in analog -to- digital converters. 
a variety of demonstration programs. and a machine that will 
give you hours of fun. The built -in speaker can be used to 
produce music. warning 'beeps'. or even play back digitized 
speech. 

Five display modes available 
The computer has five display modes. The first. and most 

frequently used, is the all -text display mode. Then there are , 

two low -resolution, full -color graphics display modes: one 
that combines the 40 -x-40 low -resolution graphics with four 
lines of text and the other that is all graphics. The same holds 
true for the high -resolution graphics mode. There is one that 
permits four lines of text on the bottom of the screen and the 
plotting of points on a grid 280 wide x 160 high. In the all 
graphics mode the resolution increases to 280 x 192. There 
are six colors available in the high -resolution mode. including 
black and white. The resolution in that graphics mode is so 
fine that it is possible for the user to define his own character 
set. Apple Computer has a program in its contributors library 

APPLE II DISK DRIVE uses uniquely-designed controller card. 

The first Apple computer was the brainchild of two
young men working out of a garage. The young men

are now rich, and the Apple a resounding success.
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ONE OF THE VETERANS OF THE PERSONAL-COMPUTER REVO
lution is Apple Computer Company. In 1975, when micro
computers first appeared on the scene, Apple Computer was
the first company to offer a single-board computer. The price.
for what was then known as the Apple I, was $666. That in
cluded an onboard ROM monitor and a built-in video interrace.

About eight months after the Apple I appeared on the
market. the Cadillac of home computers made its debut.
Apple ll. The Apple II represented a giant step forward in
home computing then and. except for its newly introduced
brother. the Apple Ill, it is still the best buy in personal com
puters around .

Like its predecessor. the Apple II has built-in video cir
cuitry that a llows it to interrace directly to a color-video
monitor. or to a television set through an add-on modulator.
Apple Ir s now come in two varieties. the Apple II and the
Apple II PIllS (often referred to as minus by experienced
Apple owners) . The difference between the two machines is
in the BASIC that you 'll find resident in the computer at the
time of purchase.

On the Apple Il, the computer comes with Integer BASIC
resident in ROM . The term "integer" refers to the way the
computer performs mathematical operations . In Integer
BASIC, for example, 5+2 would yield 2 instead of the ex
pected 2.5. because 2.5 is not an integer. While that seems
strange and hardly useful. such is not at all the case. Integer
BASIC is very fast and as a result lends intself well to ap
plication in games programs.

For those who wish to have the floating-point capability
(where in the above example you'd actually get 2.5) it is pos
sible to purchase an additional firmware board with Apple
soft BASIC in it : that is the BASIC that is avai lable on most
computers . In addition. older Apple systems were supplied
with Applesoft on disk so that those with a lot of memory
and an integer machine could have Applesoft available to
them.

The second type of Apple, the Apple II PIllS, come s with
Applesoft as the BASIC that is resident in ROM in the ma
chine. When Apple Computer Co. made this version of the
computer available . they also changed ' one of the system
ROM's to add some additional features. Unfortunately,
when something is added, something else must always be
taken away and in that case it was the built-in mini as
sembler. Also . Apple Computer Co. decided to give the
system the capability of being a tum-key system so that pro
grams could be run as soon as power was applied, if a disk
drive were used. Finally. the reset circuitry was modified
so that it wa s software-controllable. All of those features

have pluses and minuses, but owners of the PIllS see only
the minuses. hence the nickname. By the way, all of the
features taken away from the Apple II PIllS are restored to
the computer when the Integer firmware card is installed .

The low end Apple ll, be it the regular or the Plus, contains
16K of random-access memory and has sockets that allow
the user to expand it to 48K just by plugging in the extra
Ie's . The 16K Apple lists for $1200, but can be gotten. by
carefull y examining the ads in computer magazines. for as low
as $950. For that price you get one type of BASIC, a built-in
speaker. a standard 52-key typewriter-quality keyboard . an
8-slot expansion bus that is widely supported by independent
manufacturers. a built-in video interrace. two padd les for
interactive games. four built-in analog-to-digital converters.
a variety of demonstration programs. and a machine that will
give you hours of fun. The built-in speaker can be used to
produce music. warning 'beeps'. or even play back digitized
speech.

Five display modes available
The computer has five display modes . The first. and most

frequently used. is the all-text display mode. Then there are
two low-resolution, full-color graphics disp lay modes: one
that combines the 40-x-40 low-resolution graphics with four
lines of text and the other that is all graphics . The same holds
true for the high-resolution graphics mode. There is one that
permits four lines of text on the bottom of the scree n and the
plotting of points on a grid 280 wide x 160 high. In the all
graphics mode the resolution increases to 280 x 192. There
are six colors available in the high-resolution mode, including
black and white . The resolution in that graphics mode is so
fine that it is possible for the user to define his own character
set. Apple Computer has a program in its contributors library

APPLE II DISK DRIVE uses unlquely-deslgned controller card,
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INFORMATION UT1LmES, discussed elsewhere in this section. are easily 
accessed by the Apple II. 

that does just that and several software companies sell pro- 
grams that do it too. 

Those character- generator programs are popular. because 
the Apple ll has no built -in capability to display lower- 
case letters. Several independent manufactures. such as 
Mountain Hardware and Dan Paymar, have overcome that 
problem with accessory devices. the cheapest of which is the 
Paymar adaptor for only $50. One hardware limitation of the 
Apple II is that it only displays lines of 40 characters. Here 
again, outside manufacturers have been innovative and come 
up with accessories that increase that to 80 characters per 
line. but in those cases. the computer must be used with a 
video monitor. 

In the text -display mode. the Apple II has programmable 
text windows. so it is possible to divide the screen up into 
several distinct sections and access any one of them under 
program control while the others stay fixed. Each window 
has its own scrolling capability, and each can be cleared 
individually. In addition. characters on the Apple II can be 
displayed in one of three modes. The first -and most often 
used -is the normal white -on -black display. The next is an 
inverse mode where letters are displayed black on white. 
Finally. they can be displayed in a flashing mode. Using 
Applesoft BASIC, it is simply necessary to invoke the 
NORMAL, INVERSE or FLASH commands to display 
the text appropriately. In Integer BASIC the same things can 
be accomplished by POKEing a particular location in memory 
with various values. That versatility in handling text makes it 
possible to produce interactive programs that are both at- 
tractive and easy to read. 

In addition to the main computer unit. Apple has several 
accessories available for it. The most important is a disk 

drive. Apple disk drives cost $495 if purchased from Apple 
Computer and $395 if a compatible drive is purchased from 
an independent manufacturer. The drive -controller card. 
which can handle two drives, sells for $100. Apple has done 
some pretty innovative things with their disk system. They 
use the standard SA400 drive from Shugart, but they don't 
use the Shugart digital controller card that comes with the 
drive. Instead. they replace it with their own. Aside from 
reducing the parts count on the card, which increases re- 
liability, they've made the card smart. so that it can cal- 
culate the acceleration and deceleration of the drive and 
compensate for it when accessing the disk. 

The standard Apple disk drive is capable of storing 116 
kilobytes of data. However, Apple has developed two new 
ROM's for its controller card which make it possible to in- 
crease storage to 143 kilobytes per diskette, and that up- 
grade kit, along with a new version of DOS (Disk Operating 
System) to support it (DOS 3.3) should be available by the 
time you read this article. 

It understands Pascal too 
Apple Computer Co. is quick to recognize desires of the 

public and when it became apparent that the computer 
language Pascal was becoming popular. it set about develop- 
ing a method of implementing it on the Apple Il. As a result, 
about a year ago, Apple came out with an accessory known 
as the Language System. That $500 system makes it possible 
to run the popular UCSD Pascal language on the Apple II 
computer. 
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It understands Pascal too
Apple Computer Co. is quick to recognize desires of the

public and when it beca me appare nt that the computer
language Pascal was becoming popular, it set about develop
ing a meth od of implementing it on the Apple II . As a result,
about a yea r ago, Apple came out with an accessory known
as the Language System. That $500 system makes it possible
to run the popular UCSD Pascal language on the Apple II
computer.

drive . Apple disk drives cost $495 if purchased from Apple
Computer and $395 if a compatible drive is purchased from
an independent manufacturer. The drive-controller card,
which can handle two drives, sells for $100. Apple has done
some pretty innovative things with their disk system. They
use the standard SA400 drive from Shugart, but they don't
use the Shugart digital controlle r card that comes with the
drive . Instead. they replace it with their own. Aside from
reducing the part s count on the card, which increases re
liability, the y've made the card smart. so that it can cal
culate the acceleration and deceleration of the drive and
compensate for it when accessing the disk.

The standard Apple disk drive is capable of storing 116
kilobyte s of data . However, Apple has developed two new
ROM's for its controller card which make it possible to in
cre ase storage to 143 kilobytes per diskette, and that up
grade kit, along with a new version of DOS (Disk Operating
System ) to support it (DOS 3.3) should be available by the
time you read this article .

that doe s just that and seve ral software companies sell pro
grams that do it too.

Those character-generator programs are popular. because
the Apple II has no built-in capability to display lower
case letters. Several independent manufactures, such as
Mountain Hardware and Dan Paymar. have overcome that
problem with acce ssory devices. the cheapest of which is the
Paymar adaptor for only $50. One hardware limitation of the
Apple II is that it only displays lines of 40 characters. Here
again, out side manufacturers have been innovative and come
up with acce ssories that increase that to 80 characters per
line , but in those cases, the computer must be used with a
video monitor.

In the text-display mode. the Apple II has programmable
text windows, so it is possible to divide the screen up into
several distinct sections and access anyone of them under
program con tro l while the others stay fixed . Each window
has its own scro lling capability, and each can be cleared
individually. In addition. characters on the Apple II can be
displayed in one of three modes. The first-and most often
used-is the normal white-on-black display. The next is an
inverse mode where letters are displayed black on white.
Finally, they can be displayed in a flashing mode. Using
Apple soft BASIC, it is simply necessary to invoke the
NORMAL. INVE RSE or FLAS H commands to display
the text appropriately. In Integer BASIC the same things can
be accompli shed by POKEing a particular location in memory
with various values. That versatility in handling text makes it
possible to produce interactive programs that are both at
tractive and easy to read .

In add ition to the main computer unit , Apple has severa l
accessorie s available for it. The most important is a disk
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THE WHOLE COMPUTER ws p s only *venison pounds. 

The Language System consists of a card that plugs into 
one of the slots in the Apple. The card contains an extra I6K 
of RAM. support circuitry. and a ROM that will permit the 
Apple disk to boot up automatically when power is applied. 
A reasonable price for the board alone would be $100 to $150. 
The extra money for the system is for the software that 
comes with it. the UCSD Pascal system which includes an 
editor, compiler, linker, and utility programs. Thc system 
also includes a 6502 assembler. Finally, two ROM's arc in- 
cluded, which must be used to replace ROM's that are on 
the standard disk -controller card. Those ROM's set up the 
disk drive to work with I6- sector disks, as opposed to the 
standard I3- sector ones. The increase in sectors accounts 
for the increase in density from 116K to 143K that is asso- 
ciated with the Language System. 

Although the Language System is commonly referred to as 
the Pascal card, that is really not accurate since Apple is 
planning on having other languages available for it soon. 
Already announced are FORTRAN and Pilot. 

Apple m Is coming 
In May of this year. Apple Computer Co. introduced its 

next- generation computer. the Apple 111, which should be on 
your dealer's shelf by the time you read this article. Basical- 
ly. the Apple III has everything Apple II owners wished they 
had in theirs and went out and bought accessories for. The 
Apple Ill has a built -in mini -disk drive; printer interfaces for 
serial and parallel printers; a real -time battery- powered 
clock- calendar that will run for three years and keep track of 
time to within I ms; standard IBM keyboard with a numeric 
key pad with automatic repeat of any key; a 2 -inch speaker, a 

fixed frequency 'beep' generator, a I -bit squarewave genera- 
tor, and a 6-hit digital- to-analog converter. The basic unit 
comes with 96K of memory; that is expandable to I28K. 

THE NEW APPLE III, aimed primarily at the business market. 

Like the Apple II, it uses a 6502 microprocessor. but it has 
been enhanced in two ways. Firstly. a 2 -MHz version of the 
CPU (known as the 6502A) is used. That immediately makes 
the Apple II two times faster. Secondly. external logic has 
been added to enhance the 6502 instruction set. Additional 
CPU features include a relocatable base -page register and a 
relocatable stack. 

A nice feature of the new computer is that the character 
generator is stored in RAM. That means that all characters 
are software- defineable and that any type font can be gener- 
ated. So, in addition to defining new character sets. such as 
Greek and Hebrew, it is possible to generate high -resolution 
figures in the text mode. Another result of that is that scrolling 
can occur one dot row at a time, resulting in a smooth. non - 
jerky movement. 

Perhaps the smartest feature of the Apple III is its built - 
in Apple II emulator. When activated. that makes the Apple 
III look exactly like an Apple II. and all the software that is 
available for the Apple II will work on it. The Apple III also 
has a Language System built in and is thus capable of running 
Pascal as well. 

Support Is the best around 
When it comes to helping out a customer or dealing with a 

problem. be it malfunctioning equipment or answering tech- 
nical questions, Apple's support is the best around. Apple's 
network of service centers is geared to repairing or replacing 
defective parts within 24 hours. While that goal isn't always 
achieved, their track record is pretty good. And if you've got 
a technical question. Apple's hot line (408- 996 -9868) is al- 
ways staffed during the business day to provide customers 
the answer to any question, be it hardware-or software- 
related. 

Having used that hot line quite a bit. I can tell you first 
hand that it is great; the people manning it are both patient 
and helpful. If they don't know the answer. they'll find 
someone who does. The only problem with the hot line is 
that it is only manned by two people at a time with only two 
telephones: thus getting through can be difficult at times. 
No other manufacturer, though. has anything better. 

The Apple's popularity extends around the world. and the 
software and hardware support for it are almost beyond 
belief. Many games, programs and peripherals first developed 
for it have been adapted for other systems. It's no wonder 
that the Apple has become one of the top -selling personal 
computers! R-E 
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THE WHOLE COMPUTER weighs only . vent"n pounds.

The Language System consists of a card that plugs into
one of the slots in the Apple. The card contains an extra 16K
of RAM, support circuitry, and a ROM that will permit the
Apple disk to boot up automatically when power is applied.
A reasonable price for the board alone would be $100to $150.
The extra money for the system is for the software that
comes with it, the UCSD Pascal system which includes an
editor, compiler, linker, and utility programs. The system
also includes a 6502 assembler. Finally, two ROM's are in
cluded, which must be used to replace ROM's that are on
the standard disk-controller card. Those ROM's set up the
disk drive to work with 16-sector disks, as opposed to the
standard l3-sector ones. The increase in sectors accounts
for the increase in density from 116K to 143K that is asso
ciated with the Language System.

Although the Language System is commonly referred to as
the Pascal card, that is really not accurate since Apple is
planning on having other languages available for it soon.
Already announced are FORTRAN and Pilot.

Apple'" Is coming
In May of this year, Apple Computer Co. introduced its

next-generation computer, the Apple III, which should be on
your dealer's shelf by the time you read this article. Basical
ly, the Apple III has everything Apple II owners wished they
had in theirs and went out and bought accessories for. The
Apple III has a built-in mini-disk drive; printer interfaces for
serial and parallel printers; a real-time battery-powered
clock-calendar that will run for three years and keep track of
time to within I ms; standard IBM keyboard with a numeric
key pad with automatic repeat of any key; a 2-inch speaker, a
fixed frequency 'beep' generato r, a l-bit squarewave genera
tor, and a 6-bit digital-to-analog converter. The basic unit
comes with 96K of memory; that is expandable to 128K.

THE NEW APPLE III, aimed primarily at the business market.

Like the Apple II, it uses a 6502 microprocessor, but it has
been enhanced in two ways . Firstly, a 2-MHz version of the
CPU (known as the 6502A) is used. That immediately makes
the Apple II two times faster. Secondly, external logic has
been added to enhance the 6502 instruction set. Additional
CPU features include a relocatable base-page register and a
relocatable stack.

A nice feature of the new computer is that the character
generator is stored in RAM. That means that all characters
are software-defineable and that any type font can be gener
ated. So, in addition to defining new character sets, such as
Greek and Hebrew, it is possible to generate high-resolution
figures in the text mode. Another result of that is that scrolling
can occur one dot row at a time, resulting in a smooth, non
jerky movement.

Perhaps the smartest feature of the Apple III is its built
in Apple II emulator. When activated, that makes the Apple
III look exactly like an Apple II, and all the software that is
available for the Apple II will work on it. The Apple III also
has a Language System built in and is thus capable of running
Pascal as well.

Support Is the best around
When it comes to helping out a customer or dealing with a

problem, be it malfunctioning equipment or answering tech
nical questions, Apple's support is the best around. Apple's
network of service centers is geared to repairing or replacing
defective parts within 24 hours . While that goal isn't always
achieved, their track record is pretty good. And if you've got
a technical question, Apple's hot line (408-996-9868) is al
ways staffed during the business day to provide customers
the answer to any question, be it hardware-or software
related.

Having used that hot line quite a bit, I can tell you first
hand that it is great; the people manning it are both patient
and helpfu1. If they don't know the answer, they'll find
someone who does. The only problem with the hot line is.
that it is only manned by two people at a time with only two
telephones; thus getting through can be difficult at times.
No other manufacturer, though, has anything better.

The Apple's popularity extends around the world, and the
software and hardware support for it are almost beyond
belief. Many games, programs and peripherals first developed
for it have been adapted for other systems . It's no wonder
that the Apple has become one of the top-selling personal
computers! R-E
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These products provide one of the least 
expensive ways of building up a system. 

OHIO SCIENTIFIC. INC.. OR OSI. WAS ONE OF THE EARLY ENTRIES 
in the home computer market. dating back to the "old" 
days of 1975. Their present line of computers ranges from 
simple one -board computers to sophisticated rack - mounted 
computers and consists of four product lines: the Chal- 
lenger I. Challenger III. Challenger 4 and Challenger 8. 

The Challenger I series. which includes several models. 
is aimed at the student and hobbyist with prices ranging 
from $279 to S995. For the higher performance needs of 
the professional and educational user. there are several 
models in the Challenger 4 and Challenger 8 series that 
range from S698 to S2597 price bracket. The small -business 
computer series. Challenger III. starts above $4000 and 
will not he detailed here. A comparison chart detailing the 
key features appears in Table I. 

Beginners can start "naked" 
The first member of the OSI family of personal micro- 

computers is the Superboard II. a "naked" microcom- 
puter. without power supply (5 volts at 3 amps required) 
and cabinet. The Superboard II includes a full 53 -key ASCII 
character keyboard. a 30-row by 30- column video -display 
interface for use on a video monitor or home television 
via an RF modulator. and a cassette tape interface that 
will work with most home cassette recorders. Also included 
on the board is an 8K BASIC in ROM and 4K or 8K of 
RAM. 

The Superboard II is directed toward the computer neo- 
phyte who can start getting into this fascinating hobby with 
an inexpensive basic system that works reasonably well 
and can be expanded to include other peripherals such as 
a floppy disk drive. The Superboard II with 4K of memory 

costs S279 while the 8K version costs $348. 
Add a power supply and an enclosure to the 8K Super - 

hoard II. and it becomes a Challenger C /P. designed to be 
used with a standard television set (via a separate RE video 
modulator). An optional I2 -inch OSI black- and -white video 
monitor is available for another $115. The Challenger C/P 
offers upper and lower case characters from the keyboard. 
On the video screen. it will display up to 30 lines of 30 
characters each in the text mode. In the high -resolution 
graphics mode. it will display dots within a 256-óy -256 
grid. 

As is the case with most of the popular personal com- 
puters. except for the TRS -80. the OSI computers use 
the 8 -bit 6502 microprocessor. The hare-bones Challenger 
C /P. without the audio cassette recorder and without the 
video monitor. is S399. 

The next step up is the Challenger C/P MF which includes, 
I2K of RAM. the 8K BASIC in ROM. and either one or 
two 5 -I /4 -inch mini -floppy disk drives. With disk drives. 
data retrieval can he achieved in seconds rather than the 
minutes required when a cassette storage system is used. 
The cost of a C/P MF with I2K of RAM. the 8K ROM 
BASIC. and one mini -floppy disk drive is only $995. That 
price makes it the cheapest disk -based personal computer 
available anywhere. Need more memory? The C/P MF 
can be expanded up to a total of 32K of RAM. With 20K or 
more of memory. small- business applications can be 
handled through OSI's powerful OS-65D V3.0 operating 
system that supports sequential as well as random access 
data files directly from BASIC. 

Peripherals available for the Challenger C/P MF include 
an electrostatic or impact printer ($695 and $1250 respec- 

-----------------------

These products provide one of the least
expensive ways of building up a system.

OHIO SC IENTIFIC. INC.. OR OS\, WAS ONE OF TH E EARLY ENTRIES
in the home computer market, dating back to the "old"
days of 1975. Their present line of computers ranges from
simple one-board computers to sophisticated rack-mounted
com pute rs and consists of four product lines; the Chal 
lenger I . Challenger I ll. Challenger 4 and Challenger 8.

The Challenger I series, which includes several models.
is aimed at the student and hobbyist with prices ranging
from $279 to $995. For the higher performance needs of
the professional and educational user. there are several
models in the Challenger 4 and Challenger 8 series that
range from $698 to $2597 price bracket. The small-business
computer series, Challenger Ill. starts above $4000 and
will not be detailed here . A comparison chart detailing the
key features appears in Table 1.

Beginners can start " naked"
The first member of the OSI family of personal micro

co mpute rs is the Superboard 1I. a "naked" microcom
puter. without power supply (5 volts at 3 amps required)
and cabinet. The Superboard II includes a full 53-key ASCII
character keyboard, a 3O-row by 3O-column video-display
interface for use on a video monitor or home television
via an RF modulator, and a cassette tape interface that
will work with most home cassette recorders . Also included
on the board is an 8K BASIC in ROM and 4K or 8K of
RAM .

The Superboard II is directed toward the computer neo
phyte who can start getting into this fascinating hobby with
an inexpensive basic system that works reasonably well
and ca n be expanded to include other peripherals such as
a floppy disk drive. The Superboard II with 4K of memory

costs $279 while the 8K version costs $348.
Add a power supply and an enclosure to the 8K Super

hoard ll. and it become s a Challenger C IP, designed to be
used with a standard television set (via a separate RF video
modulator) . An optional 12-inch OSI black-and-white video
monitor is available for another $115. The Challenger C IP
otTers upper and lower case characters from the keyboard.
On the video screen, it will display up to 30 lines of 30
characters each in the text mode. In the high-reso lution
graphics mode. it will display dots within a 256-by-256
grid.

As is the case with most of the popular personal com
puters, except for the TRS-80, the OSI computers use
the 8-bit 6502 microprocessor. The bare-bones Challenger
C I P. without the audio cassette recorder and without the
video monitor, is $399.

The next step up is the Challenger C IP MF which includes
12K of RAM. the 8K BASIC in ROM. and either one or
two 5-1/4-inch mini-floppy disk drives. With disk drives ,
data retrieval can be achieved in seconds rather than the
minutes required when a cassette storage system is used.
The cost of a CIP MF with 12K of RAM, the 8K ROM
BASIC, and one mini-floppy disk drive is only $995. That
price makes it the cheapest disk-based personal computer
available anywhere. Need more memory? The CI P M F
can be ex panded up to a total of 32K of RAM. With 20K or
more of memo ry, small-business application s can be
handled through OSI's powerful OS-65D V3.0 operating
system that supports sequential as well as random access
dat a files directly from BASIC.

Peripherals available for the Challenger CIP MF include
an electrostatic or impact printer ($695 and $1250 respec-
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TABLE I 

Feature Superboard C1P C1P MF C4P C4P MF C8P C8P MF 

Min RAM 
Max RAM 
Base Price (S) 

4K 
8K 
279 

8K 
8K 
399 

12K 
32K 
995 

8K 
32K 
698 

24K 
48K 
1695 

8K 
32K 
895 

32K 
48K 
2597 

Color Graphics 
Joystick Int. 
Keypad Int. 

No 
No 
No 

No 
No 
No 

No 
No 
No 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

AC Remote Int. 
Modem Interface 
Printer Int. 

No 
Opt 
Opt 

No 
Opt 
Opt 

Opt 
Opt 
Opt 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

Home Security 
Audio Output 
D/A Converter 

No 
No 
No 

No 
No 
No 

No 
No 
No 

No 
Yes 
Yes 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

No 
Yes 
Yes 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

Video Display 
Real Time Clock 
GT Option 

30x30 
No 
No 

30x30 
No 
No 

30x30 
Yes 
No 

32x64 
No 
No 

32x64 
Yes 
Opt 

32x64 
No 
No 

32x64 
Yes 
Opt 

tively). a 300 -baud modem ($199), and a home controller 
($175). The AC Remote Control System. or home control- 
ler, together with a real -time clock. enables the computer 
to operate lights and appliances automatically under pro- 
gram control. The AC -control interface permits the com- 
puter system to inject control signals on the AC power line 
circulating throughout the home. and turn lamps or appli- 
ances on and off. Also available is a home security system. 
including smoke and door /window burglar -alarm sensors. 
Should an entry be attempted. or smoke be present, the 
computer would be informed immediately. and the appro- 
priate devices would be activated. 

Do h batter with a C4P 
The Challenger C4P is a cassette -based system and in- 

cludes the 8K ROM BASIC. just like the CIP. But the C4P 
has some additional features. It has over three times the 
display capability of the CIP and is capable of displaying 
32 lines of 64 characters each, in up to 16 colors. In the 
graphics mode. the screen resolution is 256- by -5I2 points. 

Also included in the C4P is a 200-Hz to 20-kHz program- 
mable tone generator, an 8-bit companding digital- to-analog 
converter (DAC) for voice and music generation. two 8- 
axis joystick interfaces for interactive games. two 10-key 
keypad interfaces. and an AC remote -control interface 
for appliance and home control systems. The basic C4P. 
selling for $698. may be expanded to hold up to 32K of 
RAM through the use of two expansion slots in the key- 
board chassis. The RAM used in the computer is all static and 
therefore requires no system refreshing; it can easily 
be backed up using a battery supply. With as little as 24K 
of RAM. the C4P will handle 5-1/4 inch mini -floppy disk 
drives which cost $450 each. 

If you decide in advance that mini -floppies are the way 
to go, then the C4P MF. at $1695, provides the same fea- 
tures as the C4P but includes 24K of RAM and a single 
mini -floppy disk drive. In addition. the C4P MF contains a 
real -time clock and countdown timer, a modem interface. 
16 parallel lines for additional control interfaces. an acces- 
sory bus for an external 48 -line I/O board. and a home 
security system interface. The system can be expanded 
to 48K of RAM and two mini -floppies. 

The computer features a "foreground-background- 
capability that allows it to monitor a home -security system 
and turn appliances on and off while at the same time it 

is running another application program. The C4P MF is the 
only home computer that has that capability built into it. 

According to Ohio Scientific. the C4P MF normally 
operates twice as fast as an Apple II or PET and three 
times faster than a TRS -80. However. if you need even 
more speed. it is possible to double that speed by getting 
the GT option. which is a special ion -implanted 6502. along 
with faster RAM. The option can only be ordered at the 
time of purchase and costs an extra $950. 

For more expandability try the C8P 
The top -of -the -line in personal computers for Ohio Scien- 

tific is its Challenger C8P series of computers. The C8P 
contains eight expansion slots. only five of which are available 
to the user. The others are used for the basic configuration. 
That means that the C8P has more than three time the expan- 
sion capability of the C4P. The basic C8P is a cassette - 
based machine with 8K BASIC in ROM and 8K of static 
RAM. That can be expanded up to 48K of RAM. To in- 
crease program storage. the C8P can be interfaced to two 
8-inch floppy disk drives. The basic C8P costs S895 with 
8K of RAM. 

If you need more memory. it can be upgraded to a C8P 
DF, which costs $2597. That gives you 32K of RAM (ex- 
pandable to 48K) with dual 8 -inch floppy disk drives that 
are capable of storing up to 250 kilobytes of data. The C8P 
DF offers the same features as the C8P plus the Home - 
Security System. An optional Universal Telephone Inter- 
face can dial any telephone number via rotary dial or Touch - 
Tone (TM) techniques. By combining the Universal Tele- 
phone Interface with OSt's Votrax voice I/O board here's 
what you'll get: A computer system that can dial any num- 
ber and communicate via voice output, leaving messages. 
and answering anticipated questions. Add to that combin- 
ation the home -security system. and the C8P DF can auto- 
matically dial the police or fire department, and by voice 
message commuicate its emergency needs. A dedicated 
alarm dialler. however, would probably be more cost ef- 
fective. Another possibility is that the computer owner 
can dial home from some remote location and tell the com- 
puter to turn specific appliances on and off. 

Like the C4P, a GT option is available for the C8P DF 
too. If desired. it must be ordered at the time of purchase 
and costs an extra $1825. 

Software, including Pascal and FORTRAN for 48K sys- 
tems with at least two mini -floppies. for the Ohio Scientific 
computers is available on both tape and diskette. with prices 
ranging from S6 to $200. R-E 

TABLE I

Feature Superboard C1P C1P MF C4P C4P MF caP capMF

Min. RAM 4K 8K 12K 8K 24K 8K 32K
Max. RAM 8K 8K 32K 32K 48K 32K 48K
Base Price ($) 279 399 995 698 1695 895 2597

Color Graphics No No No Yes Yes Yes Yes
Joyst ick Int. No No No Yes Yes Yes Yes
Keypad Int. No No No Yes Yes Yes Yes

AC Remote Int. No No Opt Yes Yes Yes Yes
Modem Interface Opt Opt Opt Yes Yes Yes Yes
Printer Int. Opt Opt Opt Yes Yes Yes Yes

Home Security No No No No Yes No Yes
Audio Output No No No Yes Yes Yes Yes
DJA Converter No No No Yes Yes Yes Yes

Video Display 30x30 30x30 30x30 32x64 32x64 32x64 32x64
Real Time Clock No No Yes No Yes No Yes
GT Option No No No No Opt No Opt
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tive ly), a 300-baud modem ($199), and a home controller
($175). The AC Remote Control System, or home control
ler , together with a real-time clock , enables the computer
to operate lights and appliances automatically under pro
gram control. The AC-eontrol interface permits the com
puter system to inject control signals on the AC power line
circu lating throughout the home, and tum lamps or appli
ances on and off. Also available is a home security system,
including smoke and door/window burglar-alarm sensors.
Should an entry be attempted, or smoke be present, the
computer would be informed immediate ly, and the appro 
priate devices would be activated.

Do it better with a C4P
The Challenger C4P is a cassette-based system and in

cludes the 8K ROM BASIC, just like the CIP. But the C4P
has some additional features . It has over three times the
display capability of the C I P and is capable of displaying
32 lines of 64 characters each, in up to 16 colors . In the
graphics mode, the screen resolution is 256-by-512 points .

Also included in the C4P is a 2OQ-Hz to 20-kHz program
mable tone generator, an 8-bit companding digital-to-analog
converter (DAC) for voice and music generation, two 8
axis joystick interfaces for interactive games, two IG-key
keypad interfaces, and an AC remote-control interface
for appliance and home control systems. The basic C4P,
selling for $698, may be expanded to hold up to 32K of
RAM through the use of two expansion slots in the key
board chassis . The RAM used in the coinputer is all static and
therefore requires no system refreshing; it can easily
be backed up using a battery supply. With as little as 24K
of RAM, the C4P will handle 5-1/4 inch mini-floppy disk
drives which cost $450 each.

If you decide in advance that mini-floppies are the way
to go, then the C4P MF, at $1695, prov ides the same fea
tures as the C4P but includes 24K of RAM and a single
mini-floppy disk drive . In addition, the C4P MF contains a
real -time clock and countdown timer, a modem interface,
16 parallel lines for additional control interfaces, an acces
sory bus for an external 48-line I/O board, and a home
security system interface. The system can be expanded
to 48K of RAM and two mini-floppies.

The computer features a "foreground-background"
capability that allows it to monitor a home-security system
and tum appliances on and off while at the same time it
is running another application program. The C4P MF is the
only home computer that has that capability built into it.

According to Ohio Scientific, the C4P MF normally
operates twice as fast as an Apple II or PET and three
times faste r than a TRS-80. However, if you need even
more speed, it is possible to double that speed by getting
the GT option, which is a special ion-implanted 6502, along
with faster RAM. The option can only be ordered at the
time of purchase and costs an extra $950.

For more expandability try the C8P
The top-of-the-line in personal computers for Ohio Scien

tific is its Challenger C8P series of computers. The C8P
contains eight expansion slots, only five of which are available
to the use r. The others are used for the basic configuration.
That mean s that the C8P has more than three time the expan
sion capability of the C4P. The basic C8P is a cassette
based machine with 8K BASIC in ROM and 8K of static
RAM. That can be expanded up to 48K of RAM. To in
crease program storage, the C8P can be interfaced to two
8-inch flopp y disk drives . The basic C8P costs $895 with
8K of RAM.

If you need more memo ry, it can be upgraded to a C8P
DF, which costs $2597. That gives you 32K of RAM (ex
panda ble to 48K) with dual 8-inch floppy disk drives that
are capable of storing up to 250 kilobytes of data. The C8P
DF offers the same features as the C8P plus the Home
Security System. An optional Universal Telephon e Inter
face can dial any telephone number via rotary dial or Touch
Tone (TM) techniques. By combining the Universal Tele
phone Interface with OSI's Votrax voice I/O board here's
what you' ll get: A computer system that can dial any num
ber and communicate via voice output , leaving messages,
and answering anticipated questions. Add to that combin
ation the home-securit y system, and the C8P DF can auto
matica lly dial the police or fire department , and by voice
message commuicate its emergency needs. A dedicated
ala rm dia ller, however , would probably be more cost ef
fective . Another possibility is that the computer owner
can dial home from some remote location and tell the com
puter to tum specific appliances on and off.

Like the C4P, a GT opt ion is available for the C8P DF
too . If desired , it must be ordered at the time of purchase
and cos ts an ext ra $1825.

Software, including Pascal and FORTRAN for 48K sys
tems with at least two mini-floppies, for the Ohio Scientific
computers is available on both tape and diskette, with prices
ranging from $6 to $200. R-E
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Originally, all personal computers were available 
only as kits. Now, just the opposite is true. 
Heath, though, still lets you build your own. 

IT'S NOT EASY TO LOCATE A PERSONAL COMPUTER SYSTEM 
that includes a smart terminal plus a floppy disk for under 
$2000. But. if you are familiar with basic electronic kit 
assembly and construction, you can buy a relatively sophis- 
ticated computer that uses not one but two Z-80 micropro- 
cessors. a smart video terminal. 16K of random access 
memory (RAM). and a IOOK minifloppy -disk storage sys- 
tem. All of that will cost you only $1695. And with a rea- 
sonable degree of patience and confidence, it will work 
when first turned on. 

When personal computers first appeared five years ago. 
almost all were kits. Today it is just the opposite: almost 
all are assembled and ready to use. But Heathkits have 
always been popular and have a reputation for working well 
the first time. Nonetheless. if kits don't "turn you on." 
you can still enjoy the Heath computer by purchasing a 
WH89 (W for wired) All -In -One computer. factory- assem- 
bled and tested. Whichever model you get, the H89 is a 
fully integrated desktop computer with many built -in fea- 
tures plus a wide variety of external peripherals available. 

The 8 -bit H89 includes a computer, 12 -inch black -and- 
white video display, 51 -inch minifloppy -disk drive, 16K 
of RAM and an ASCII keyboard with a numeric keypad. 
In actuality, the H89 is really an Hl9 Smart Video Ter- 
minal into which the computer, floppy disk, and interface 
boards have been assembled. 

Two Z -80 microprocessors used. 
There are two Z-80 microprocessors used in it, one for the 

computer and one for the smart terminal: each unit can thus 
operate independently to allow the H89 to process data at a 
high speed. 

The basic unit comes with a 2 -MHz Z-80 microprocessor 
and 16K of RAM. but is expandable to 48K. Expansion 
is very easy. because the Heath designers apparently tore 
a page out of the Apple's designer's book and provided 
empty sockets already in place in the computer. Thus all 
that is needed to expand the memory is to buy extra chips 
and plug them in. It should not take more than 15 minutes. 

With 48K of memory space dedicated to user RAM, and 
since the Z-80 can address 64K of memory, another 16K 

IL 

O 
O 

of memory must be accounted for, and it is. Two 8K sec- 
tions of memory are reserved for system use. The first 8K 
section is located in low memory. Of that, 3K is used for 
system ROM and IK for system RAM. The remainder is 
not currently used. The other 8K block of memory that is 
reserved is in high memory and it is currently not being 
used. 

The display is presented on a bright 12 -inch CRT that 
contains a P4 phosphor. The screen format is 25 lines by 
80 characters, for a total of 2000 characters. One disadvan- 
tage of the display is that it is not a memory- mapped dis- 
play and thus it is not possible to access individual loca- 
tions on the screen by POKEing a value into a specific 
memory location. In displaying information on the screen, 
several different dot matrix formats are used. To display 
upper case letters. a 5 x 7 dot matrix is used, while a 5 x 9 
dot matrix is used to display lower case letters with de- 
scenders. And. to display graphics characters, an 8 x IO dot 
matrix is used. 

The terminal part of the H89 will operate at twelve dif- 
ferent. keyboard selectable, baud rates up to 9600 baud. 
The Z -80 that is included in the terminal adds some ver- 
satility to the terminal so that some desirable features are 
available. Among those are the ability to insert and/or 
delete characters or full lines of information. It also makes 
possible a graphics capability. Another handy feature is 
reverse video. That allows the user to emphasize any par- 
ticular section of the screen by printing black letters on a 
white background. 

As any true terminal must have, the 1189 has a full ASCII 
keyboard. The 84-key heavy -duty keyboard consists of a 72- 
key standard typewriter keyboard and a 12 -key numeric 
and control -function keypad. In addition to providing access 
to the full 128 ASCII characters. the keyboard also pro- 
vides access to 33 predefined graphics characters and it 
has eight keys that are reserved for user -defined functions. 
To simplify and speed the entry of numerical data. a 12- 

key pad is provided. And if the shift key is used with sev- 
eral of the keys on the pad, control of the cursor for inser- 
tions and deletions is provided. 

Borrowing another design idea from the Apple II corn- 
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Originally, all personal computers were available
only as kits. Now, just the opposite is true.
Heath, though, still lets you build your own.

IT'S NOT EASY TO LOCATE A PERSONAL COMPUTER SYSTEM
that includes a smart terminal plus a floppy disk for under
$2000. But, if you are familiar with basic electronic kit
assembly and construction, you can buy a relatively sophis
ticated computer that uses not one but two Z-80 micropro
cessors. a smart video terminal, 16K of random access
memory (RAM), and a lOOK minifloppy-disk storage sys
tem. AIl of that will cost you only $1695. And with a rea
sonable degree of patience and confidence, it will work
when first turned on.

When personal computers first appeared five years ago,
almost all were kits. Today it is just the opposite: almost
all are assembled and ready to use. But Heathkits have
always been popular and have a reputation for working weIl
the first time. Nonetheless. if kits don't "tum you on."
you can still enjoy the Heath computer by purchasing a
WH89 (W for wired) All-In-One computer. factory-assem
bled and tested. Whichever model you get, the H89 is a
fully integrated desktop computer with many built-in fea
tures plus a wide variety of external peripherals available.

The 8-bit H89 includes a computer, 12-inch black-and
white video display, 5~-inch minifloppy-disk drive, 16K
of RAM and an ASCII keyboard with a numeric keypad.
In actuality. the H89 is really an H/9 Smart Video Ter
minal into which the computer. floppy disk, and interface
boards have been assembled.

Two Z-80 microprocessors used.
There are two Z-80 microprocessors used in it, one for the

computer and one for the smart terminal; each unit can thus
operate independently to allow the H89 to process data at a
high speed.

The basic unit comes with a 2-MHz Z-80 microprocessor
and 16K of RAM, but is expandable to 48K. Expansion
is very easy, because the Heath designers apparently tore
a page out of the Apple's designer's book and provided
empty sockets already in place in the computer. Thus all
that is needed to expand the memory is to buy extra chips
and plug them in. It should not take more than 15 minutes.

With 48K of memory space dedicated to user RAM, and
since the Z-80 can address 64K of memory. another 16K

of memory must be accounted for, and it is. Two 8K sec
tions of memory are reserved for system use. The first 8K
section is located in low memory . Of that, 3K is used for
system ROM and lK for system RAM. The remainder is
not currently used. The other 8K block of memory that is
reserved is in high memory and it is currently not being
used .

The display is presented on a bright 12-inch CRT that
contains a P4 phosphor. The screen format is 25 lines by
80 characters, for a total of 2000 characters. One disadvan
tage of the display is that it is not a memory-mapped dis
play and thus it is not possible to access individual loca
tions on the screen by POKEing a value into a specific
memory location. In displaying information on the screen,
several different dot matrix formats are used. To display
upper case letters. a 5 x 7 dot matrix is used, while a 5 x 9
dot matrix is used to display lower case letters with de
scenders. And, to display graphics characters. an 8 x 10dot
matrix is used .

The terminal part of the H89 will operate at twelve dif
ferent. keyboard selectable. baud rates up to 9600 baud.
The Z-80 that is included in the terminal adds some ver
satility to the terminal so that some desirable features are
available. Among those are the ability to insert and/or
delete characters or full lines of information. It also makes
possible a graphics capability. Another handy feature is
reverse video. That allows the user to emphasize any par
ticular section of the screen by printing black letters on a
white background.

As any true terminal must have. the H89 has a full ASCII
keyboard. The 84-key heavy-duty keyboard consists of a 72
key standard typewriter keyboard and a 12-key numeric
and control-function keypad. In addition to providing access
to the full 128 ASCII characters, the keyboard also pro
vides access to 33 predefined graphics characters and it
has eight keys that are reserved for user-defined functions.
To simplify and speed the entry of numerical data. a 12
key pad is provided. And if the shift key is used with sev
eral of the keys on the pad, control of the cursor for inser
tions and deletions is provided.

Borrowing another design idea from the Apple II com-
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HEATH H19 INTELLIGENT TERMINAL Is basis 
for the H89. Note provision for disks, at right 

puter. the 1189 contains a small loudspeaker which is used 
to generate an audio "beep" that is used whenever the 
BELL character (ASCII character 7) is printed. That is 
important, because in good interactive programs, the bell 
can be used to warn the user of an impending change of 
state or overflow condition. Also, the speaker can be used 
to generate various tones and crude music under software 
control. 

Hard- sector floppies used 
A WANGCO /Siemens model 82 minifloppy -disk drive 

is used in the 1189. That particular drive requires the use 
of hard- sector diskettes that have 40 tracks -per -diskette, 
I sector- per -track and 256 bytes -per -sector. That provides 
slightly more than 100K of data storage per diskette. The 
data transfer rate to and from the disk drive is at 128 kHz. 

For applications where IOOK of on -line data storage is 
not enough, an optional 1177 Floppy -Disk System can be 
added. for only S595. That adds another IOOK of storage to 
the system. And for still more storage, an H17 -I ($345) 
floppy -disk drive, can be added to the 1177. That will give 
you 300K of on -line storage. 

For the economy -minded, who feel they can get along 
without a disk drive (and those people are few and far 
between), Heath offers the 1188 -5 audio -cassette interface. 
That system operates at 120 bytes -per - second and uses a 
2.4 -kHz signal for its mark tone and a 1.2 -kHz signal for 
its space tone. 

System documentation Included 
Unlike some personal computers, the 1189 comes with 

a 260 -page Operation/Service Manual to teach the basics 
of microcomputers using the H89 as an example. The book 
includes detailed circuit explanations. digital timing se- 
quences and trouble -shooting tips. In addition, a Software 
Reference Manual, 440 pages long, discusses five systems - 
software packages that are available. Another I10 -page 
book provides all of the information required for the op- 
tionally available Microsoft BASIC. 

The five major systems -software packages available 
for the 1189 consist of the Monitor, HDOS, Dbug, Edit. 
ASM, and Benton Harbor BASIC. The Monitor is sup- 
plied as 2K of ROM firmware and is activated when the 
system is turned on. It allows the user to display and change 
data in RAM. load and run programs from cassette tapes, 
and boot the disk if one is present. Heath's Disk Oper- 
ations System (HDOS) keeps track of data written to and 
read from the disk drives. Benton Harbor BASIC is a Ian- 

A NUMBER of peripherals, such AS the H14 wader, me nId1EU *am 

guage that was originally written for the 118 computer, bu 
was carried over to the 1189 as well, to provide upward 
compatibility. That, by the way. is something that Heath 
very conscious of. In fact. when talking with outside soft- 
ware manufacturers. Heath has required that when ma- 
chine- language programs are written for their computers 
all programs must be in 8080 code so that they will be 
compatible with all Heath computers, the older 118's and 
the newer H89's. 

Microsoft BASIC now available 
Recognizing that Microsoft BASIC was fast bec 

a de facto industry standard, and that it also was quite a 
good BASIC, Heath has also arranged for it to be aver 
able on the 1/89. The 1189 Microsoft BASIC contains 11 

commands and functions, compared to the 73 in Benton 
Harbor BASIC. It also features a built -in program editor 
so that individual lines can be edited without retyping the 
entire line. 

For those hardy souls who prefer to program in machine 
language. Heath offers a 3- module set of programs to 
edit. assemble, and debug programs. Again, clinging to 
their desire to maintain compatibility with the old and the 
new. Heath has chosen to provide an assembler that works 
in 8080 code. In the Edit mode, the user can type in text 
to form source files for assembler programs. Once a source 
file has been created. the command ASM is invoked to put 
the assembler into operation. The assembler takes the 
mnemonic version of the assembly- language program (the 
source) and converts it into the hexadecimal digits that 
represent machine language (object code). And if you're not 
perfect, then after you try to assemble your program, you'll 
have plenty of use for the Dbug program. 

The Dbug program allows the user to single -step through 
a machine- language program and to inspect the contents of 
memory locations and data registers, making alterations 
wherever he wants to. Another convenience of the Dbug pro- 
gram is that it makes it easy to load and dump assembled 
programs onto diskette. 

Here are the prices 
The 1189 is available. in kit form, with I6K of RAM and 

an audio -cassette interface for $1695. A fully assembled 
1189 (known as the WH89) with 48K of RAM and a serial 
interface. with a built -in minifloppy disk drive, but with- 
out the audio cassette interface, is S2895. The 1189 can be 
purchased without the built -in disk drive, but with an audio 
cassette interface, as the 1188 for $ 1295. R-E 

HEATH H19 INTELUGENT TERMINAL Is basis
for the H89. Note provision for disks, at right.

puter, the H89 contains a small loudspeaker which is used
to generate an audio "beep" that is used whenever the
BELL character (ASCII character 7) is printed. That is
important, because in good interactive programs, the bell
can be used to warn the user of an impending change of
state or overflow condition . Also, the speaker can be used
to generate various tones and crude music under software
control.

Hard-sector floppies used
A WANGCO/Siemens model 82 minifloppy-disk drive

is used in the H89. That particular drive requires the use
of hard-sector diskettes that have 40 tracks-per-diskette,
I sector-per-tra ck and 256 bytes-per-sector. That provides
slightly more than lOOK of data storage per diskette. The
data tran sfer rate to and from the disk drive is at 128kHz.

For applications where lOOK of on-line data storage is
not enough, an optional H77 Floppy-Disk System can be
added. for only $595. That adds another lOOK of storage to
the system. And for still more storage, an H/7-/ ($345)
floppy-disk drive, can be added to the H77 . That will give
you 300K of on-line storage . .

For the economy-minded. who feel they can get along
without a disk drive (and those people are few and far
between). Heath offers the H88-5 audio-cassette interface .
That system operates at 120 bytes-per-second and uses a
2.4-kHz signal for its mark tone and a 1.2-kHz signal for
its space tone.

System documentation included
Unlike some personal computers, the H89 comes with

a 26o-page Operation/Service Manual to teach the basics
of microcomputers using the H89 as an example. The book
includes detailed circuit explanations, digital timing se
quences and trouble-shooting tips. In addition. a Software
Reference Manual, 440 pages long, discu sses five systems
software packages that are available. Another ItO-page
book provides all of the information required for the op
tionally ava ilable Microsoft BASIC.

~ The five major systems-software packages available
z for the H89 consist of the Monitor, HDOS, Dbug, Edit,
~ ASM, and Benton Harbor BASIC. The Monitor is sup
f- plied as 2K of ROM firmware and is activated when the
&:l system is turned on . It allows the user to display and change
u:l data in RAM, load and run programs from cassette tapes,
6 and boot the disk if one is present. Heath's Disk Oper
~ at ions System (HDOS) keeps track of data written to and
a:: read from the disk drives. Benton Harbor BASIC is a Ian-
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guage that was originally written for the H8 computer, but
was carried over to the H89 as well, to provide upward
compatibility. That, by the way, is something that Heath is
very conscious of. In fact. when talking with outside soft
ware manufacturers, Heath has required that when ma
chine-language programs are written for their ·computers.
all programs must be in 8080 code so that they will be
compatible with all Heath computers, the older H8's and
the newer H89's.

Microsoft BASIC now availab le
Recognizing that Microsoft BASIC was fast becoming

a de facto industry standard, and that it also was quite a
good BASIC, Heath has also arranged for it to be avail
able on the H89. The H89 Microsoft BASIC contains 116
commands and functions, compared to the 73 in Benton
Harbor BASIC. It also features a built-in program editor
so that individual lines can be edited without retyping the
entire line.

For those hardy souls who prefer to program in machine
language. Heath offers a 3-module set of programs to
edit. assemble, and debug programs . Again, clinging to
their desire to maintain compatibility with the old and the
new, Heath has chosen to provide an assembler that works
in 8080 code. In the Edit mode, the user can type in text
to form source files for assembler programs. Once a source
file has been created, the command ASM is invoked to put
the assembler into operation. The assembler takes the
mnemonic version of the assembly-language program (the
source) and converts it into the hexadecimal digits that
represent machine language (object code). And if you're not
perfect, then after you try to assemble your program. you'll
have plenty of use for the Dbug program.

The Dbug program allows the user to single-step through
a machine -language program and to inspect the contents of
memory locations and data registers, making alterations
wherever he wants to. Another convenience of the Dbug pro
gram is that it makes it easy to load and dump assembled
programs onto diskette.

Here are the prices
The H89 is available. in kit 'form, with 16K of RAM and

an audio-cassette interface for $1695. A fully assembled
H89 (known as the WH89) with 48K of RAM and a serial
interface. with a built-in minifloppy disk drive, but with
out the audio cassette interface. is $2895. The H89 can be
purchased without the built-in disk drive. but with an audio
cassette interface. as the H88 for $1295. R-E
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TEXAS INSTRUMENTS (rl). INITIALLY A MAJOR MANUFACTURER 
of semiconductors. became a leading supplier of consumer 
products when they launched their digital watches and cal- 
culators on the world market. TI's first entry into the field 
was not overly impressive. but they have moved from that 
low point to become the major U.S. manufacturer in the 
calculator market. Throughout 1979, rumors abounded 
that TI was going to announce an entry into the home - 
computer market and existing manufacturers feared that 
the Texas giant would come out with a product that would 
quickly dominate that market also. At the Consumer Elec- 
tronics Show in Chicago, June 1979, the suspense ended. 
TI showed their home computer -the TI Model 99/4 -and 
the industry heaved a sign of relief. Its SI 150 price (since 
raised to S1400) non -standard keyboard, and limited capabili- 
ties meant that TI's entry would pose little threat to other 
computers already on the market. 

By and large, that first industry reaction has proven to 
be accurate. A year after its introduction. the TI 99/4 is 
still not well accepted in the marketplace. But don't count 
TI out yet. After a slow start in the calculator market they 
surged ahead to dominate it and they may do the same with 
computers. 

The basic TI 99/4 consists of a 40 -key keyboard, 16K of 
random access memory (RAM). 26K of internal read -only 
memory (ROM). and a separate 13 -inch color monitor dis- 
play. The heart of the computer is a TI 16-hit micropro- 
cessor chip. the TMS 9900 -and the 99/4 is the only home 
computer on the market that has a I6-bit processor in it. 
While that could give it a tremendous advantage over all 
the other 8 -bit computers (it means that more memory is 
directly addressable by the microprocessor. and machine 
language instructions in 16-hit micros are generally more 
efficient than those in 8 -bit units). Texas Instruments has 
decided to keep the user from accessing the full value of 
that capability. Much of it just amounts to potential advan- 
tages hidden in the machine. 

The system provides some nice features, such as color 
graphics, music, and programmable sound effects. The 
graphics, which can have a resolution as high as 192 x 
256 pixels in 16 colors, can be really great. especially 
since the computer comes with a high -resolution Zenith 

D 

L J 

It isn't that great a leap from calculators 
to computers. Texas Instruments, having 

captured one market, now enters the other 
with the Model 99/4 personal computer. 

color monitor. But here again, TI thought only about their 
own interests and not those of the consumer. The high - 
resolution color graphics are only available from pro- 
grammed ROM cartridges. and the ROM cartridges are 
only available from TI. Even if you buy the cartridges from 
another company -such as Milton Bradley. which has 
produced some games for the 99 /4-the cartridges are still 
manufactured by TI. After all. their major business is semi- 
conductors. If the user wants to write programs that use 
graphics, he is stuck with low -resolution graphics that don't 
come close to the real capabilities of the computer. That 
is because TI chose not to allow the user to access memory 
directly. For example, the high -level computer language 
known as BASIC normally provides PEEK and POKE 
commands that permit the user to access specific memory 
locations. TI's BASIC has no PEEK or POKE commands. 

Keyboard Is too small 
The keyboard layout on the TI 99/4 is in the standard 

staggered key format, but the keys are smaller than the 
standard typewriter keyboard and extra care is required if 
it is to he used by someone who knows how to touch -type. 

PLUG -IN COMMAND MODULES contain programs in ROM. 

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS rru INITIALLY A MAJOR MANUFACTURER
of semiconductors, became a leading supplier of consumer
products when they launched their digital watches and cal
culators on the world market. TI's first entry into the field
was not overly impressive, but they have moved from that
low point to become the major U.S. manufacturer in the
calculator market. Throughout 1979, rumors abounded
that TI was going to announce an entry into the home
computer market and existing manufacturers feared that
the Texas giant would come out with a product that would
quickly dominate that market also. At the Consumer Elec
tronics Show in Chicago, June 1979, the suspense ended.
TI showed their home computer-the TI Model 99/4-and
the industry heaved a sign of relief. Its $1150 price (since
raised to $14(0) non-standard keyboard, and limited capabili
ties meant that TI's entry would pose little threat to other
computers already on the market.

By and large, that first industry reaction has proven to
be accurate. A year after its introduction, the TI 99/4 is
still not well accepted in the marketplace. But don't count
TI out yet. After a slow start in the calculator market they
surged ahead to dominate it and they may do the same with
computers.

The basic TI 99/4 consists of a 40-key keyboard, 16K of
random access memory (RAM), 26K of internal read-only
memory (ROM), and a separate 13-inch color monitor dis
play. The heart of the computer is a TI 16-bit micropro
cessor chip, the TMS 9900-and the 99/4 is the only home
computer on the market that has a 16-bit processor in it.
While that could give it a tremendous advantage over all
the other 8-bit computers (it means that more memory is
directly addressable by the microprocessor, and machine
language instructions in 16-bit micros are generally more
efficient than those in 8-bit units), Texas Instruments has
decided to keep the user from accessing the full value of
that capability. Much of it just amounts to potential advan
tages hidden in the machine.

The system provides some nice features, such as color
graphics, music, and programmable sound effects. The
graphics. which can have a resolution as high as 192 x
256 pixels in 16 colors. can be really great, especially
since the computer comes with a high-resolution Zenith

It isn't that great a 'leap from calculators
to computers. Texas Instruments, having

captured one market, now enters the other
with the Model 99/4 personal computer.

color monitor. But here again, TI thought only about their
own interests and not those of the consumer. The high
resolution color graphics are only available from pro
grammed ROM cartridges, and the ROM cartridges are
only available from TI. Even if you buy the cartridges from
another company-such as Milton Bradley, which has
produced some games for the 99/4-the cartridges are still
manufactured by TI. After all, their major business is semi
conductors. If the user wants to write programs that use
graphics, he is stuck with low-resolution graphics that don't
come close to the real capabilities of the computer. That
is because TI chose not to allow the user to access memory
directly. For example, the high-level computer language
known as BASIC normally provides PEEK and POKE
commands that permit the user to access specific memory
locations. TI's BASIC has no PEEK or POKE commands.

Keyboard Is too small
The keyboard layout on the TI 99/4 is in the standard

staggered key format, but the keys are smaller than the
standard typewriter keyboard and extra care is required if
it is to be used by someone who knows how to touch-type.

PLUG-IN COMMAND MODULES contain programs In ROM.
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In addition. the keys are calculator -type switches, not the 
standard keyboard -type switches. and if you place your 
hands on the keyboard in the standard touch- typing con- 
figuration. you realize that there are keys missing on the 
right -hand side of the keyboard. Commodore was the first 
company to make the mistake of using a nonstandard key- 
board when they introduced the PET computer and they 
got a lot of flak for it -so much that in the next model they 
came out with a standard keyboard. It's a pity that TI 
didn't learn from Commodore's mistake. 

The 9914 has the ability to address up to 72K of memory 
in its present configuration. That consists of 16K of RAM 
(random access memory), 26K of internal ROM (read only 
memory) and up to 30K of ROM in the form of solid -state 
command modules. The internal ROM contains 13 -digit 
floating -point TI BASIC. which is billed as being fully com- 
patible with ANSI Minimal BASIC. That can be misleading 
however: just about every BASIC available today is corn - 
patible with the ANSI standard, because it is so narrow in 
its scope. Even with that compatibility with the standard. 
many are incompatible with each other. Since TI BASIC 
is not compatible with Microsoft BASIC. the de facto in- 
dustry standard. novice users may find the book, "Intro- 
duction to TI BASIC ". by Inman. Zamora. and Albrecht. 
useful. (The authors wrote the manual supplied by T1 with 
the computer.) It is published by Hayden Book Co. Inc. 
and sells for $9.95. 

In addition to its 13 -digit accuracy. TI BASIC includes 
commands to handle color graphics, and sound and music 
generation over a full five- octave range. Altogether. TI 
BASIC contains 24 BASIC statements and 14 commands. 
Sounds and music are generated by a built -in program- 
mable music synthesizer that features three voices and 
white noise. The frequency range covered is 110 Hz to 
40 kHz (five octaves) and the duration of each note is vari- 
able and programmable from I ms to 4275 ms. The volume 
is adjustable up to 30 dB. Another capability of the com- 

ACOUSTIC COUPLER allows the 99/4 to talk to other computers. 

puter, also in the area of sound. is speech synthesis. That 
is not available in the basic unit, but in an accessory device. 
The solid -state speech synthesizer costs $149.95. which 
is fairly inexpensive compared to other speech synthe- 
sizers. It comes with a 200 -word vocabulary and allows the 
user, under program control. to have the computer give 
verbal prompts. Also. the quality of speech is quite good. 
Additional vocabulary modules with different words will 
be made available. 

Included in the available accessories is a 360 -degree, 
multiposition joystick with a side -mounted "fire" button. 
The joystick is connected via a 4 -foot cable and two of them 
can be connected for real time competitive games. 

Software 
Software for the TI 99/4 is available in two forms: cas- 

sette tapes and solid -state Command Modules. The Com- 
mand Modules plug into a slot in the keyboard console 
and each one can contain up to 30K of programming. TI 
has several modules available on different subjects. In the 
area of educational aids there are grammar. math. and 
early reading. Business -related programs are also avail- 
able such as investment analysis. statistics. personal record 
keeping, and tax aids. Games that are available in modules 
from TI are video chess and football. 

In an interesting marketing marriage, TI and games man- 
ufacturer Milton Bradley have arranged for a number of 
Bradley's games to be available in software modules. Spe- 
cifically, Yahtzee (a dice game). Hangman (a word game), 
Zero Zap (a pinball game) and Connect Four (a strategy 
game) have been made available. Command modules both 
from TI and Milton Bradley range in price from S19.95 
for video graphics to $69.95 for video chess. 

Peripherals 
The TI 99/4 keyboard console includes a number of con- 

nectors for adding peripherals to the system. In addition to 
the speech synthesizer, peripherals available from T1 in- 
clude a 5.25 -inch mini -disk drive ($499.95). a disk drive con- 
troller ($299.95). a thermal printer ($399.95), a telephone 
modem ($224.95) and an RS -232 serial interface ($224.95). 
Also available is an RF modulator for $75. That is grossly 
overpriced and potential 99/4 owners would do better buy- 
ing modulators from an outside source at 1/4 to 1/2 the price. 

One measure of how successful a personal computer is 
on the market is the number of independent vendors that 
support the computer. It is interesting to note that even 
after a year on the market. to this author's knowledge. 
there is not a single hardware manufacturer supporting 
the 9914 and less than a handful of software vendors pro- 
ducing programs for it. In fact. chances are that if you walk 
into half a dozen computer stores in your area, you'll be 
hard pressed to find one that carries any software for the 
99/4, aside from that supplied by TI. R-E 
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In addition , the keys are calculator-type switches, not the
standard keyboard-type switches, and if you place your
hands on the keyboard in the standard touch-typing con
figuration. you realize that there are keys missing on the
right-hand side of the keyboard. Commodore was the first
company to make the mistake of using a nonstandard key
board when they introduced the PET computer and they
got a lot of flak for it- so much that in the next model they
came out with a standard keyboard. It's a pity that TI
didn't learn from Commodore's mistake.

The 99/4 has the ability to address up to 12K of memory
in its present configuration. That consists of 16K of RAM
(random access memory), 26K of internal ROM (read only
memory) and up to 30K of ROM in the form of solid-state
command modules. The internal ROM contains J3-digit
floating-point TI BASIC, which is billed as being fully com
patible with ANSI Minimal BASIC. That can be misleading
however; ju st about every BASIC available today is com
patible with the ANSI standard, because it is so narrow in
its scope. Even with that compatibility with the standard.
many are incompatible with each other. Since TI BASIC
is not compatible with Microsoft BASIC, the de facto in
dustry standard. novice users may find the book, "Intro
duction to TI BASIC", by Inman, Zamora, and Albrecht.
useful. (The authors wrote the manual supplied by TI with
the computer.) It is published by Hayden Book Co. Inc.
and sells for $9.95.

In addition to its J3-digit accuracy. TI BASIC includes
comm and s to handle color graphic s, and sound and music
generation over a full five-octave range. Altogether, TI
BASIC contains 24 BASIC statements and 14 commands.
Sounds and music are generated by a built-in program
mable music synthesizer that features three voices and
white noise. The frequency range covered is 110 Hz to
40 kHz (five octaves) and the duration of each note is vari
able and programmable from I ms to 4275 ms. The volume
is adjustable up to 30 dB. Another capability of the com-

ACOUSTIC COUPLER allows the 99/4 to talk to other computers.

puter, also in the area of sound, is speech synthesis. That
is not available in the basic unit , but in an accessory device.
The solid-state speech synthesizer costs $149.95, which
is fairly inexpensive compared to other speech synthe
sizers. It comes with a 200-word vocabulary and allows the
user, under program control, to have the computer give
verbal prompts. Also, the quality of speech is quite good .
Additional vocabulary modules with different word s will
be made available.

Included in the available accessories is a 360-degree.
multiposition joystick with a side-mounted "fire" button.
The joystick is connected via a 4-foot cable and two of them
can be connected for real time competitive games.

Software
Software for the TI 99/4 is available in two forms: cas

sette tapes and solid-state Command Modules. The Com
mand Modules plug into a slot in the keyboard console
and each one can contain up to 30K of programming. TI
has several modules available on different subjects. In the
area of educational aids there are grammar , math. and
early reading. Business-related programs are also avail
able such as investment analysis. statistics, personal record
keeping, and tax aids. Games that are available in modules
from TI are video chess and football.

In an interesting marketing marriage, TI and games man
ufacturer Milton Bradley have arranged for a number of
Bradley's games to be available in software modules. Spe
cifically. Yahtzee (a dice game). Hangman (a word game),
Zero Zap (a pinball game) and Connect Four (a strategy
game) have been made available . Command modules both
from TI and Milton Bradley range in price from $19.95
for video graphics to $69.95 for video chess.

Peripherals
The TI 99/4 keyboard console includes a number of con

nectors for adding peripherals to the system. In addition to
the speech synthesizer, peripherals available from TI in
clude a 5.25-inch mini-disk drive ($499.95). a disk drive con
troller ($299.95). a thermal printer ($399.95), a telephone
modem ($224.95) and an RS-232 serial interface ($224.95).
Also available is an RF modulator for $75. That is grossly
overpriced and potential 99/4 owne rs would do better buy
ing modulators from an out side source at 1/4to 1/2 the price.

One measure of how successful a personal computer is
on the market is the number of independent vendors that
support the computer. It is interest ing to note that even
after a year on the market . to this author's knowledge .
there is not a single hardware manufacturer supporting
the 99/4 and less than a handful of software vendors pro
ducing programs for it. In fact. chances are that if you walk
into half a dozen computer stores in your area, you'll be
hard pressed to find one that carrie s any software for the
99/4. aside from that supplied by TI. R-E
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You'd be surprised at who's getting into the computer field 
(or maybe you wouldn't). Here's information on some products that 

have been around awhile -and on some interesting newcomers. 

WITH PROSPECTS OF PERSONAL COMPUTER SALES EXCEEDING 
500.000 units by the end of this year, more and more corn - 
panies are entering the market. Since the Altair 8800 was 
made available in kit form from MITS, Inc., five years ago, 
personal computer interest has soared. In 1976, the Apple 
was introduced by the Apple Computer Co., Inc. and was 
shortly followed to the market place by Commodore's 
(Personal Electronic Transactor) PET and Radio Shack's 
TRS -80. 

Those three companies represent the major influences 
on personal computer sales in 1980. But other computer 
manufacturers, such as Ohio Scientific and Cromemco 
Inc., intend to increase their share of the market with new 
and exciting products. 

More significantly, several of the world's largest manu- 
facturers of toys and electronic games- Exidy, Mattel. 
Atari and APF Electronics -see the personal computer 
market as a natural extension of their home entertainment 
and education markets. Thus each of those firms has 
dedicated considerable funds to develop computers that 
would serve that market adequately. Some, such as Exidy 
and Atari, have developed a basic computer that will work 
well strictly in programming applications or for use as a 
video game. Others. such as APF and Mattel, have devel- 
oped a sophisticated video game component, to which a 
keyboard can be added later to produce the final computer. 

With the latter approach, the marketing strategy seems 
to be to capture the interest of the consumer first with a 
high -level "toy" that can be a powerful learning tool as 
well as a talented opponent in home games. After the initial 
investment in the game component. the owner -or more 
likely the owner's parents -can later add the keyboard 
component and thus have a relatively powerful computer 
with a wide variety of educational. business, and financial 
software available. 

Compucolor 11 

Compucolor, a division of Intelligent Systems Corp., 
made a bold decision when it introduced its Compucolor H 
personal computer in 1978. Rather than entering the market 
with a computer without a cassette (as some others had 
done). or a mini -disk drive (as most others had done), or a 
color monitor (as all others had done), Compucolor offered a 
self- contained, two-piece, deck -top unit that included a 
keyboard chassis connected via ribbon cable to a high - 
quality color monitor. The unit also contained a built -in 
5I K minifloppy disk drive. Not only was the system unique 
in that the owner went directly to a diskette. rather than 

COMPUCOLOR 1I can combine business with excellent color graphics. 

You'd be surprised at who's getting into the computer field
(or maybe you wouldn't). Here's information on some products that

have been around awhile-and on some interesting newcomers.

WITH PROSPECfS OF PERSONAL COMPUTE R SALES EXCEEDING
500,000 units by the end of this year , more and more com
panies are entering the market. Since the Altair 8800 was
made available in kit form from MITS, Inc., five years ago,
personal computer interest has soared. In 1976, the Apple
was introduced by the Apple Computer Co., Inc. and was
shortly followed to the market place by Commodore' s
(Personal Electronic Transactor) PET and Radio Shack's
TRS-80.

Those three companies represent the major influences
on personal computer sales in 1980. But other computer
manufacturers, such as Ohio Scientific and Cromemco
Inc ., intend to increa se their share of the market with new
and exciting products.

More significantly, several of the world 's largest manu
facturers of toys and electronic games-Exidy, Mattel,
Atari and APF Electronics-see the personal computer
market as a natural extension of their home ente rtainment
and education markets. Thus each of those firms has
dedicated considerable funds to develop computers that
would serve that market adequately. Some , such as Exidy
and Atari, have developed a basic computer that will work
well strictly in programming applications or for use as a
video game. Others, such as APF and Mattei , have devel
oped a sophisticated video game component, to which a
keyboard can be added later to produce the final computer.

With the latter approach, the marketing strategy seems
to be to capture the interest of the consumer first with a
high-level "toy" that can be a powerful learning tool as
well as a talented opponent iQ home games. After the initial
investment in the game component, the owner-or more
likely the owner's parents-can later add the keyboard
component and thus have a relatively powerful computer
with a wide variety of educ ational, business, and financial
software available .

Compucolor "
Compucolor, a division of Intelligent Systems Corp.,

made a bold decision when it introduced its Compucolor II
personal computer in 1978. Rather than entering the market
with a computer without a cassette (as some others had
done), or a mini-disk drive (as most others had done), or a
color monitor (as all others had done), Compucolor offered a
self-contained, two-piece, deck-top unit that included a
keyboard chassis connected via ribbon cable to a high
quality color monitor. The unit also contained a built-in
51K minifloppy disk drive. Not only was the syste m unique
in that the owner went directl y to a diskette, rather than
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upgrading from a cassette. but the owner was saved from 
the frustrations of arguing about who could use the family 
color television set during prime viewing time. 

Several models available 
The Compucolor 11 computers an have the same central 

processor, an 8-bit 8080A. The model 3 comes with 8K of 
RAM. the 51K minifloppy disk drive. and a high -resolution 
color -video monitor. All of that costs $1595. The model 4. 
comes with I6K of RAM and sells for S1795. while the 
model .7 has 32K of RAM and sells for $2095. Finally, a 
special 16K Compucolor computer with an oversize 25' 
screen is available for schools for $2895. 

An extended version of Microsoft BASIC is used in the 
Compucolor computers. Special commands have been 
added to it to accommodate the color- graphics capabil- 
ities of the machine. Two other language capabilities are 
available as well. For $75, FORTRAN IV can be purchased 
for the machine: and for only S24.95. an assembler. 

Disks have a few disadvantages 
Until recently. owning a Compucolor computer had one 

big drawback: You had to buy blank diskettes from Compu- 
color. because a special formatting is used on the diskettes 
and Compucolor wouldn't tell anyone else how to do it. 
They were the only source for those diskettes. which. 
consequently. cost more than they should have. The result 
was that Compucolor owners balked at their involuntary 
continued connection with Compucolor. but Compucolor 
had a perpetual market for its blank disks. Worse than that. 
commercial software manufacturers refused to support 
that machine. because they, too, were required to pur- 
chase formatted diskettes from Compucolor. (Compu- 
color's price was higher than what commercial software 
houses could buy diskettes for elsewhere. so prices for 
software would have to go up considerably.) To my knowl- 
edge, even today. Compucolor is the only source for pro- 
grams to run on the Compucolor computer. 

Recently. the disk situation has changed and a formatter 
program that will format blank diskettes properly for use on 
the Compucolor computer is now available. Another problem 
with the Compulcolor disk system is that a formatted diskette 
will only hold 51 K of program or data. That is the lowest 
amount of data being stored on 5% -inch minifloppy 
diskettes that I know of. The company claims that the 
diskettes they supply can be used on both sides. But that's 

no better than having two separate diskettes. because on- 
line storage is limited to 5I K per drive. The reason is that 
while programs can be stored on both sides of a diskette. 
the drive used can only access one side of the disk at a 
time. By the way. if additional disk storage is desired, an 
extra drive can be purchased for S395. Compucolor is work- 
ing on two advances in disk storage. an 8 -inch drive and a 
25 megabyte hard disk. 

There are three different keyboards offered for use with 
the Compucolor computer. The least expensive one. which 
is standard with the basic unit. is a 72 -key ASCII keyboard. 
For an additional $135, the expanded keyboard can be sub- 
stituted for the standard one. That unit features numeric 
and color -coded keys that can he used to specify color 
graphics when desired. For the person who wants to go 
first -class all the way. a deluxe keyboard can be substituted 
for the standard one for only $200 more than the base price. 
That deluxe keyboard also offers a numeric key pad and has 
16 additional function keys. 

While input for the computer normally comes from the 
keyboard. output from it normally goes to the 13 -inch 
color -video display. The screen can display characters 
in two modes. In its most dense mode it is possible to get 
2048 characters on the screen in a 64- character per line, 
32 -line per screen format. If larger characters are desired. 
it is possible to double the size and get 16 lines of text on 
the screen. 

In addition to its text -display modes. the Compucolor 
computer has a 128 x 128 point graphics- display mode 
in which it is possible to display 8 foreground and 8 back- 
ground colors. A nice feature of the graphics mode is that 
it is possible to mix graphics with text. with characters 
capable of blinking, if desired. 

Exidy Sorcerer 
Exidy. a major manufacturer of coin -operated video 

games. entered the personal computer market in 1978 with 
the Sorcerer computer. The 13 -pound keyboard console 
which does not include a video display or a cassette t 
recorder. contains a 63 -key ASCII keyboard that allows 
you to access the full I28- character ASCII set. as well as 
128 programmable graphics characters. The keyboard 
also contains a 16-key numeric key pad. 

On the right side of the keyboard console. is a removable 
plug -in cartridge that physically resembles a standard 
8 -track stereo cartridge. Many people believe that it is: 
however the cartridge is really a ROM PAC that contains 
8K of read -only memory. When the Sorcerer first came 
out. it was equipped with a BASIC ROM PAC that con- 
tained Microsoft 8K BASIC. Nowadays. that costs extra. 

The original Sorcerer was available in 8K. 16K and 32K 
versions. However. because of many problems with th 
original circuit board. it was redesigned and at that point 
provision was made to add an extra 16K of memory, so that 
later units now are capable of being expanded up to 48K. 

it had greet potential but... 
When the Sorcerer first came out. it looked as if it were go- 

ing to give the PET, the TR S-80. and even the Apple a run for 
their money. It promised a lot and seemed to take the good 
points from all of those machines and combine them into 
one. It had the standard PET graphics character set, but 
allowed the user to define his own graphics characters and 
assign them to any key. It had a "real" keyboard, which 
the PET didn't. It had a Z -80 microprocessor like the 
TRS- 80-and like the TRS -80. had the longer 64- character 
line. Like the Apple. it had a very fast cassette -tape inter- 
face-1200 baud as opposed to the 300 - and 500 -baud in- 
terfaces of the PET and the TRS-80 -but it also permitted 
programs to be read and stored at 300 baud if desired. And 
it featured higher -resolution graphics than the Apple (240 - 
x -512 dots), making it possible to get unbelieveably 
beautiful graphics. 
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upgrading from a cassette. but the owner was saved from
the frustrations of arguing about who could use the family
color television set during prime viewing time.

Several models available
The Compucolor II computers all have the same central

processor. an 8-bit 8080A. The model 3 comes with 8K of
RAM. the 51K minifloppy disk drive. and a high-resolution
color-video monitor. All of that costs $1595. The model 4.
comes with 16K of RAM and sells for $1795. while the
model ~ has 32K of RAM and sells for $2095. Finally. a
special 16K Compucolor computer with an oversize 25"
screen is available for schools for $2895.

An extended version of Microsoft BASIC is used in the
Compucolor computers. Special commands have been
added to it to accommodate the color-graphics capabil
ities of the machine. Two other language capabilities are
available as well. For $75, FORTRAN IV can be purchased
for the machine; and for only $24.95. an assembler.

Disks have a few disadvantages
Until recently. owning a Compucolor computer had one

big drawback: You had to buy blank diskettes from Cornpu
color. because a special formatting is used on the diskettes
and Compucolor wouldn't tell anyone else how to do it.
They were the only source for those diskettes. which.
consequently. cost more than they should have. The result
was that Compucolor owners balked at their involuntary
continued connection with Compucolor, but Compucolor
had a perpetual market for its blank disks. Worse than that.
commercial software manufacturers refused to support
that machine. because they. too. were required to pur
chase formatted diskettes from Compucolor. (Compu
color's price was higher than what commercial software
houses could buy diskettes for elsewhere. so prices for
software would have to go up considerably.) To my knowl
edge. even today. Compucolor is the only source for pro
grams to run on the Compucolor computer.

Recently. the disk situation has changed and a formatter
program that will format blank diskettes properly for use on
the Compucolor computer is now available. Another problem
with the Compulcolor disk system is that a formatted diskette
will only hold 51K of program or data. That is the lowest
amount of data being stored on 5JA-inch minifloppy
diskettes that I know of. The company claims that the
diskettes they supply can be used on both sides. But that's

no better than having two separate diskettes. because on
line storage is limited to 51K per drive. The reason is that
while programs call be stored on both sides of a diskette.
the drive used can only access one side of the disk at a
time. By the way. if additional disk storage is desired. an
extra drive can be purchased for $395. Compucolor is work
ing on two advances in disk storage. an 8-inch drive and a
25 megabyte hard disk.

There are three different keyboards offered for use with
the Compucolor computer. The least expensive one. which
is standard with the basic unit. is a 72-key ASCII keyboard.
For an additional $135. the expanded keyboard can be sub
stituted for the standard one. That unit features numeric
and color-coded keys that can be used to specify color
graphics when desired. For the person who wants to go
first-class all the way. a deluxe keyboard can be substituted
for the standard one for only $200 more than the base price.
That deluxe keyboard also offers a numeric key pad and has
16 additional function keys.

While input for the computer normally comes from the
keyboard. output from it normally goes to the 13-inch
color-video display. The screen can display characters
in two modes. In its most dense mode it is possible to get
2048 characters on the screen in a 64-character per line.
32-line per screen format. If larger characters are desired.
it is possible to double the size and get 16 lines of text on
the screen.

In addition to its text-display modes. the Compucolor
computer has a 128 x 128 point graphics-display mode
in which it is possible to display 8 foreground and 8 back
ground colors. A nice feature of the graphics mode is that
it is possible to mix graphics with text. with characters
capable of blinking. if desired.

Exidy Sorcerer
Exidy, a major manufacturer of coin-operated video

games. entered the personal computer market in 1978 with
the Sorcerer computer. The 13-pound keyboard console.
which does not include a video display or a cassette tape
recorder. contains a 63-key ASCII keyboard that allows
you to access the full 128-character ASCII set. as well as
128 programmable graphics characters. The keyboard
also contains a 16-key numeric key pad.

On the right side of the keyboard console. is a removable
plug-in cartridge that physically resembles a standard
8-track stereo cartridge. Many people believe that it is;
however the cartridge is really a ROM PAC that contains
8K of read-only memory. When the Sorcerer first came
out. it was equipped with a BASIC ROM PAC that con
tained Microsoft 8K BASIC. Nowadays. that costs extra.

The original Sorcerer was available in 8K. 16K and 32K
versions. However, because of many problems with the
original circuit board. it was redesigned and at that point
provision was made to add an extra 16K of memory, so that
later units now are capable of being expanded up to 48K.

It had great potential but...
When the Sorcerer first came out. it looked as if it were go

ing to give the PET, the TRS-80, and even the Apple a run for
their money. It promised a lot and seemed to take the good
points from all of those machines and combine them into
one. It had the standard PET graphics character set. but
allowed the user to define his own graphics characters and
assign them to any key. It had a "real" keyboard, which
the PET didn't. It had a Z-80 microprocessor like the
TRS-80-and like the TRS-80. had the longer 64-character
line. Like the Apple. it had a very fast cassette-tape inter
face-1200 baud as opposed to the 300- and 5QO-baud in
terfaces of the PET and the TRS-80-but it also permitted
programs to be read and stored at 300 baud if desired. And
it featured higher-resolution graphics than the Apple (240
x- 512 dots). making it possible to get unbelieveably
beautiful graphics.
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Graphics. however. were limited to black and white. 
The Sorcerer has some other nice features. too. It has an 
expansion box that is compatible with the S -100 bus. making 
a raft of accessories. both hardware and software. avail- 
able for use with it. It also has a Centronics compatible 
parallel printer interface built in, as well as an RS -232 
serial interface and a dual -cassette interface. 

With all that going for it. how could the Sorcerer help 
but be a big hit? it's simple. The human interface, both to 
the machine and the company. was terrible. One of the 
biggest drawbacks of the Sorcerer is that it has no screen 
editor. For the uninitiated, that means that if you make a 
mistake when entering a program and you notice it after 
the line has been entered into memory (in other words 
after you press the RETURN key). it is not possible to list 
the line on the screen and then move your cursor to it and 
correct it. Instead. you must retype the entire line in again. 
While that may seem insignificant. its importance is quickly 
realized after a few long programs have been written. 
Exidy's answer to that was that if you bought the word - 
processor cartridge. which sells for $199. you can over- 
come the problem. That's a lot to pay for a feature that 
should be standard (and is on most other machines). 

Another problem with the BASIC is that it is not possible 
to list a particular line or a range of lines. You can only 
list a program from the beginning. or from a particular line 
number. to the end of the program. And if you wish to stop 
the listing. you have to type a CONTROL-C. There are 
many other problems with the Sorcerer. It is altogether 
too easy to wipe out the program you are working on by 
exiting to the monitor and coming back to BASIC. While 
a warm -start return to BASIC is provided. this is still a situ- 
ation that arises all too often. 

What is one of the biggest problems with the Sorcerer 
is its absolutely atrocious documentation. It comes with 
two manuals but even after reading both of them you still 

what all the capabilities are or 
how to implement them. An additional manual. originally 
produced by a Sorcerer user. is now being made available 
by Exidy. That clears up a large number of the questions 
left unanswered by the other manuals. but not all of them. 

If you have a problem and try to call Exidy for a solu- 
tion. don't be too hopeful. While there is someone who 
fields such phone calls, that person is not always available 
and. when available. is frequently less knowledgeable than 
the caller. In my particular case, several phone calls that got 
me connected to several different people. resulted in the ex- 
pected- several different answers. The particular question is 
not important, but the response is. One response was: "I 
don't understand what you're talking about." Another was: 
"It can't be done." Still another was: "I think someone here 
wrote a program that can do that but I don't remember who." 
The question was never answered satisfactorily. 

But all is not lost for the Sorcerer. Exidy's latest plans call 
for getting away from the hobbyist and aiming the Sorcerer at 
business applications. Let's hope that the quality of Exidy's 
service department grows along with its aspirations. 

The Sorcerer with 16K of RAM sells for $1295; with 48K 
of RAM. the price is $1495. A I2 -inch black -and -white 
monitor is available for the outrageous price of $499. For 
users requiring fast mass storage, a floppy -disk subsystem. 
using 51 -inch minifloppy -disk drives that can store 120 

kilobytes of data on a diskette. is available for $1150. That 
includes the controller. Additional drives cost $795. A 
combination video-monitor /disk -drive subsystem. which 
will store 308 kilobytes per drive and comes with two drives, 
is available for $2995. 

APF Imagination Machine 
APF Electronics' Imagination Machine, also known as 

the IM-1. is a home -entertainment center for fun and games 
and also an effective personal computer for serious activ- 
ities such as education. The 1M -1 features music output. 

games in color. and a built -in dual -track cassette recorder 
that permits voice to be played back on one track. and 
machine -readable data on the other. 

The IM -I consists of two components. a computer con- 
sole ($500) and an MP 1000 game controller ($130). The 
console includes a 53 -key typewriter -style keyboard. 8K of 
RAM, a built -in dual -track cassette recorder, an audio 
section with a sound synthesizer. microphone input. vol- 
ume control. and loudspeaker. A helpful feature on the 
keyboard console is the printed instructions for single -key 
entry of the 24 BASIC commands available. 

The MP 1000 game console. which contains its own I 1 K 
of RAM. has been marketed for quite a while by itself as a 
stand -alone TV game. It contains two 4-directional joy- 

IMAGINATION MACHINE, from APF, m s good krbodudory computer. 

sticks with numerical keypads and "fire" buttons. The 
MP 1000 fits into a cutout in the keyboard console and is 
connected to it by means of a sturdy "U" connector. 

The two -component combination. or IM -I. offers 9K 
of RAM and 10K of ROM and has a video-screen format 
of 32 characters per line, by 16 lines. Output is sent to an 
ordinary black -and -white or color television set via a built - 
in RF modulator. 

Software for the APF computer is available in two forms. 
ROM and cassette tape. Among the programs available 
on cassette are Typing Tutor, Math Tutor. Budget Man- 
ager, and Artist & Easel. The solid -state ROM cartridges 
provide such games as Blackjack and Backgammon as 
well as APF's I2K BASIC. which is not a Microsoft BASIC. 

Musical entertainment is possible by applying a series of 
symbols after the MUSIC command is entered; tunes with 
a musical range of up to three octaves can be played with 
the built -in synthesizer and speaker. Another form of art 
available on the IM -1 is computer -generated graphics. In 
the "low" resolution mode. up to 16 shapes -in up to 8 

Graphics, however. were limited to black and white .
The So rcerer has some other nice features, too. It has an
ex pansion box that is compatible with the S-IOO bus. making
a raft of accessories , both hardware and software. avail
able for use with it. It also has a Centronics compatible
pa rallel printer interface built in, as well as an RS-232
se rial interface and a dual-cassette interface.

With all that going for it. how could the Sorcerer help
but be a big hit ? It' s simple. The human interface, both to
the machine and the company. was terrible. One of the
biggest drawbacks of the Sorcerer is that it has no screen
editor. For the uninitiated . that means that if you make a
mistake when entering a program and you notice it after
the line has been entered into memo ry (in other words
after you press the RETURN key), it is not possible to list
the line on the screen and then move your cursor to it and
correct it. Instead , you must retype the entire line in again.
While that may seem insignificant . its importance is quickly
realized after a few long programs have been written.
Exidy' s answer to that was that if you bought the word
proce sso r cartridge, which sells for $199. you can over
come the problem. That' s a lot to pay for a feature that
should be standard (and is on most other machine s).

Another probl em with the BASIC is that it is not possible
to list a particular line or a range of lines. You can only
list a program from the beginning. or from a particul ar line
number, to the end of the program. And if you wish to stop
the listing , you have to type a CONTROL-C. There are
many other problems with the Sorcerer. It is altogether
too easy to wipe out the program you are working on by
exiting to the monitor and coming back to BASIC. While
a warm-sta rt return to BASIC is provided, this is still a situ
ation that arises all too often .

What is one of the biggest problems with the Sorcerer
is its absolutely atrocious documentation . It comes with
two manu als but even afte r reading both of them you still
don't know what all the capabilities of the machine are or
how to implement them. An additional manual. originally
produced by a Sorcerer user, is now being made available
by Exidy. That clears up a large number of the questions
left unanswered by the other manuals . but not all of them .

If you have a problem and try to call Exidy for a solu
tion , don 't be too hopeful. While there is someone who
field s such phone calls , that person is not always available
and . when available, is frequentl y less knowledgeable than
the caller. In my particul ar case, several phone calls that got
me connected to several different people , resulted in the ex
pected-several different answers. The particular question is
not important, but the response is. One respon se was: "I
don 't understand what you're talking about. " Another was:
" It can't be done. " Still another was: "I think someone here
wrote a program that can do that but I don 't remember who."
The que stion was never answered satisfactorily.

But all is not lost for the Sorcerer. Exidy 's latest plans call
for gett ing away from the hobbyi st and aiming the Sorcerer at
busine ss applicat ions. Let's hope that the quality of Exidy' s
service departm ent grow s along with its aspirations.

The Sorcerer with 16K of RAM sells for $1295; with 48K
of RAM, the price is $1495. A 12-inch black-and-white
monitor is available for the outrageous price of $499. For
users requiring fast mass storage, a floppy-di sk subsystem,
using 5Y4-inch minifloppy-disk drive s that can sto re 120
kilobytes of dat a on a diskette, is available for $1150. That
includes the controller. Additional drives cost $795. A
combination video-monitor/disk-drive subsys tem, which
will sto re 308 kilobytes per drive and comes with two drives,
is available for $2995.

APF Imagination Machine
APF Electronics ' Imagination Mac hine , also known as

the 1M -I , is a home-entertainment center for fun and games
and also an effecti ve personal computer for serious activ
ities such as educ at ion. The 1M-I features music output,

games in color. and a built-in dual-track cassette recorder
that permits voice to be played back on one track, and
machine-readable data on the other.

The 1M- I consists of two components, a computer con
sole ($500) and an MP 1000 game controller ($130). The
console includes a 53-key typewriter-style keyboard, 8K of
RAM, a built-in dual-track cassette recorder, an audio
section with a sound synthesizer, microphone input. vol
ume contro l. and loudspeaker. A helpful feature on the
keyboard console is the printed instruct ions for single-key
ent ry of the 24 BASIC commands avai lable.

The MP 1000game console. which contains its own 11K
of RAM, has been marketed for quite a while by itself as a
stand-alone TV game. It contains two 4-directional joy-
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IMAGINATION MACHINE, from APF,makesa good Introductory computer.

sticks with numerical keypads and " fire" buttons. The
MP 1000 fits into a cutout in the keyboard console and is
connected to it by means of a sturdy " U" connector.

The two-component combination , or 1M-I, offers 9K
of RAM and 10K of ROM and has a video-screen format
of 32 characte rs per line, by 16 lines. Output is sent to an
ordinary black-and-white or color te levis ion set via a built
in RF modulator.

Software for the APF computer is ava ilable in two forms ,
ROM and cassett e tape . Among the programs available
on cassette are Typ ing Tu tor, Math Tutor. Budget Man
age r, and Artist & Easel. The solid-state ROM cartridges
provide such games as Blackjack and Backgammon as
well as APF's 12K BASIC, which is not a Microsoft BASIC.

Musical entertainment is poss ible by applying a series of
symb ols after the MUSIC command is entered; ' tunes with
a musical range of up to three octaves can be played with
the built- in synthesizer and speaker. Another form of art
available on the 1M-I is computer-generated graphics. In
the " low" resolution mode, up to 16 shapes-in up to 8
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colors -can be displayed in 512 cells of 32 columns by 12 

rows. In the "high" resolution mode, up to 128 x I92 -dot 
resolution is possible. 

Accessories recently introduced for the 1M -I include 
a printer. modem, minifloppy -disk drive system and a 
memory- expansion unit. That last one is the most serious 
shortcoming of the IM -I. Currently. it is only expandable to 
a maximum of 16K of RAM. While that should be sufficient 
for most applications. it is desirable to be able to go farther. 

Cromemco Z-2 computer 
Cromelco Z -2 computers. for the most part. are directed 

towards the most serious business. engineering. and scien- 
tific professionals. At the high end of its product span. the 
Z -2 system includes I I megabyte hard -disk drives, a multi - 
user system capable of handling up to eight users and 
memory expansion up to 512K. But at the low end of their 
line. they do indeed supply small systems that fall within 
the budget of the personal- computer /small- business owner. 

First. Cromemco computers are not packaged in flashy, 
color -molded cases. Instead, they are housed in standard 
I9 -inch -wide cabinets. suitable for rack mounting. The basic 
Z -2 unit contains slots for 21 memory and I/O boards plus 
room for two minifloppy -disk drives. With 4K of RAM. 
and no disk drives. the basic Z -2 costs $1290. When a mini- 
disk drive is added. the system becomes a Z -2D. A Z -20, 
with 64K of RAM sells for $3785 and with two drives it 
costs $3990. 

Basic input and output to a Z -2 computer must be done 
through a terminal. preferably a CRT teminal. Cromemco 
offers one. the 3102 CRT Terminal. for $1995. It features 
a 116 -key ASCII keyboard with 20 user -definable keys and 
a 14-key numeric pad. It also has a 12 -inch CRT display 
that will show 1920 characters on 24 lines of 80 characters 
each, using a 7 x 9 dot matrix display. 

Since the Z -2 is designed to support the S -100 bus. there 
are a host of other peripherals available for it. Software 
that is available includes several versions of BASIC. FOR- 
TRAN, COBOL. CP /M. and a Z -80 Relocatable Macro 
Assembler. to name a few packages. 

Atari 400 and 800 
Atari. well known for its sophisticated home and arcade 

games. offers two personal computers. the Atari 400 and 
the Atari 800. The Atari 400 is in the $600 -price class and 
includes a touch -sensitive, 57 -key, flat keyboard (here's 
another company that didn't learn from Commodore's 
mistake) with upper and lower case letters. graphic sym- 

ATARI 400 Is one of two computers offered by this monufacturtm. 

bols. and full screen -editing functions. 
The basic machine comes with 8K of memory that 

translates into only 5K for the user. because the computer 
uses the other 3K for internal operations. That 5K however 
winds up being more like the equivalent of 3K because 
of the inefficient way in which BASIC programs are stored 
in memory. That is another BASIC that was not written by 
Microsoft, but by Shepardson Microsystems: it is also 
a BASIC that is going to give its owners a lot of problems. 
Aside from its wasteful use of memory. it handles strings 
entirely differently from the way Microsoft BASIC handles 
strings. As a result. 90% of the programs that appear in the 
hobby -computer magazines will not be usable as they are. 
and will probably require significant alteration to get them, 
to run on an Atari computer. 9 

A single- cartridge slot is available for plug -in software. 
That is normally occupied by the BASIC ROM cartridge. 
While the 400 comes with only 8K of RAM. it is possib 
to send it back for upgrading to 16K of RAM. That is th 
maximum amount of RAM possible in the 400. Because o 
its memory limitations and nonstandard keyboard. the 400 
will probably die a fairly rapid death as those people who 
absolutely must have an Atari computer opt for the 800. 

The Atari 800 is priced from SI000 and boasts a full4 
size typewriter -type keyboard. It comes equipped with 
8K of RAM, 8K of internal ROM and 8K of BASIC in a ROM 
cartridge. Unlike the 400, however. the 800 has room t 
place memory- expansion modules that can contain 8 
or 16K of additional RAM. Be careful how you insert them, 
however. While the instructions in the manual tell you ho 
to put them in by referencing the printed material on tl 
top of the memory cartridge. some cartridges have been pi 
duced with that information upside down. Thus. tryi 
to insert the cartridge according to instructions could pos- 
sibly result in damage. Internal ROM can be expanded to 
26K. 

As far as mass storage is concerned. up to four mini- 
floppy -disk drives can be added to the computer. Each 
drive is capable of storing 92 kilobytes of data on a diskette. 
resulting in a maximum on -line capacity of 368K. 

Among the recent peripherals announced for the 400 
and 800 are the Atari model 825 80- column, dot matrix, 
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colors-can be displayed in 512 cells of 32 columns by 12
rows. In the " high" resolution mode , up to 128 x 192-dot
resolution is possible .

Accessories recently introduced for the 1M-I include
a printer, modem. minifloppy-disk drive system and a
memory-expansion unit. That last one is the most serious
shortcoming of the 1M-I . Currently, it is only expandable to
a maximum of 16K of RAM. While that should be sufficient
for most applications, it is desirable to be able to go farther.

Cromemco Z-2 computer
Cromemco 2-2 compute rs, for the most part. are directed

toward s the most serious business, engineering, and scien
tific professionals. At the high end of its product span, the
2-2 system includes I I megabyte hard -disk drives, a multi
user system capable of handling up to eight users and
memory expansion up to 512K. But at the low end of their
line. the y do indeed supply small system s that fall within
the budget of the personal-computer/small-busine ss owner.

First , Cromemco computers are not packaged in flashy,
color-molded cases . Instead, they are housed in standard
19-inch-wide cabinets , suitable for rack mounting . The basic
2-2 unit cont ains slots for 2I memory and I/O boards plus
room for two minifloppy-disk drives. With 4K of RAM.
and no disk drives, the basic 2 -2 costs $1290. When a mini
disk drive is added, the sys tem becomes a 2-2D. A Z-2D.
with 64K of RAM sells for $3785 and with two drives it
costs $3990.

Basic input and output to a 2-2 computer must be done
through a terminal, preferably a CRT teminal. Cromemco
offers one , the 3 102 CRT Terminal, for $1995. It features
a I l6-key ASCII keyboard with 20 user-defin able keys and
a 14-key nume ric pad. It also has a 12-inch CRT display
that will show 1920 characters on 24 lines of 80 characters
each , using a 7 x 9 dot matrix display.

Since the Z-2 is designed to support the S-Ioo bus, there
are a host of other peripherals available for it. Software
that is ava ilable includes sev era l versions of BASIC , FOR
TRAN. COBOL, CP/M , and a Z-80 Relocatable Macro
Assembler, to name a few packages.

Atari 400 and 800
Ata ri. well known for its sophisticated home and arcade

games , offers two personal computers. the Ata ri 400 and
the Ata ri 800. The Ata ri 400 is in the $600-price class and
includes a touch- sensitive , 57-key, flat keyboard (here 's
another company that didn 't learn from Commodore's
mistake ) with upper and lower case letters. graphic sym-

ATARI 400 Is one of two computers offered by this manufacturer.

bois, and full scree n-editing funct ions.
The basic machine comes with 8K of memory that

translates into only 5K for the user, because the computer
use s the other 3K for internal operations . That 5K however
winds up being more like the equivalent of 3K because
of the inefficient way in which BASIC programs are stored
in memory. That is another BASIC that was not writte n by
Microsoft , but by Shepa rdson Micro systems; it is also
a BASIC that is going to give its owners a lot of problems.
Aside from its wasteful use of memory, it handles strings
entirely differently from the way Microsoft BASIC handles
strings. As a result. 90% of the programs that appear in the
hobby-computer magazines will not be usable as they are.
and will probably require significant alteration to get them
to run on an Atari computer.

A single-cartr idge slot is available for plug-in software.
That is normally occ upied by the BASIC ROM cartri dge.
While the 400 come s with only 8K 'of RAM, it is possible
to send it back for upgrading to 16K of RAM. That is the
maximum amount of RAM possib le in the 400. Because of
its memory limitations and nonstandard keyboard, the 400
will probably die a fairly rapid death as those people who
absolutely must have an Atari comp uter opt for the 800.

The Atari 800 is priced from $1000 and boasts a full
size type writer-t ype keyboard. It comes equipped with
8K of RAM. 8K of internal ROM and 8K of BASIC in a ROM
cartridge. Unlike the 400 , however. the 800 has room to
place memory-expansion modules that can con tain 8K
or 16K of additional RAM. Be careful how you insert them,
how ever. While the instructions in the manual tell you how
to put them in by referencing the printed material on the
top of the memory cartridge, some cartridges have been pro
duced with that information upside down. Thus. trying
to insert the ca rtridge acco rding to instructions could pos
sibly result in damage. Intern al ROM can be expanded to
26K.

As far as mass storage is concerned. up to four mini
flopp y-disk drives can be added to the computer. Each
dri ve is capable of storing 92 kilobytes of data on a diskette.
resulting in a maximum on-line capacity of 368K.

Among the recent perip herals anno unced for the 400
and 800 are the Atari model 825 80-column, dot matrix .
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WIDE RANGE Of ICOINOIIM Is avallabls for the Atar) $00. 

impact printer; the Atari model 830 Modem and the Atari 
model 850 Standard Interface. That interface permits con- 
nection of RS -232 and other peripheral devices to the Atari 
computer. 

To tackle the potential problem of nationwide service, 
Atari has entered into an agreement with Control Data 
Corp. to provide service to 400 and 800 owners through 
200 service centers across the country. In addition. Atari 
will market Control Data's powerful Cyberware business 
investment programs which will run on the 800 only. 

Mattel's Intellivision 
Mattel Electronics has invested more than three years 

of design effort into Intellivision, an integrated personal 
computer that is connected to the user's TV set through a 
built -in RF modulator. 

Mattel's approach to the home computer market is sim- 
ilar to APF's, where there are two components, a video 
game. and a keyboard unit. The game part of the system is 
available and is known as the Master Component. It comes 
with two hand controllers, or keypads, with 12 keys each 
and four action buttons. The second part of the system. 
the Keyboard Component, will have a 60 -key tactile key- 
board. which will display 40 characters per line and 24 lines 
per screen. Characters will be upper and lower case. Also 
included are a built -in cassette recorder and an 8-bit 6502 
microprocessor. 

The keyboard unit has given Mattel a lot of headaches 
and its introduction has been delayed several times. Lab 
prototypes, which surface at shows, contain Microsoft 
BASIC. but final units are expected to contain Mattel's 
own BASIC. Let's hope it is compatible with Microsoft's. 

In the graphics mode. 15 colors can be displayed in a 
30.720 -point array (160 x 192). In addition, S moving fore- 
ground symbols are available. To add excitement to TV 

g4TEWVISION from MstlsI MAN do more titan Just play grew. 

games, a synthesizer chip is included in the Master Com- 
ponent to generate cheers when a goal or a win is scored. 
In the Keyboard Component. the audio channel of the 
cassette recorder can furnish music or sound effects. 

Mattel is currently marketing the Master Component 
and expects to have the Keyboard Component out by early 
1981. At that time. a 40- column printer and modem are also 
scheduled for release. The cost for an Intellivision system 
will range from $300 for a system with 2K of RAM. to $800 
for a system with I8K of RAM. 

To satisfy those consumers who consider prompt ser- 
vice an important factor in determining which computer to 
buy. Mattel has arranged for hundreds of General Electric 
(GE) service centers across the country to operate as 
authorized Intellivision repair centers. R -E 
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WIDE RANGE of accessories Is available for the Alar! 800.

impact printer; the Atari model 830 Modem and the Atari
model 850 Standard Interface. That interface permits con
nection of RS-232 and other peripheral devices to the Atari
computer.

To tackle the potential problem of nationwide service,
Atari has entered into an agreement with Control Data
Corp . to provide service to 400 and 800 owners through
200 service centers across the country. In addition, Atari
will market Control Data's powerful Cyberware business
investment programs which will run on the 800 only .

Mattei's Intelllvision
Mattei Electronics has invested more than three years

of design effort into lnte//ivision, an integrated personal
computer that is connected to the user's TV set through a
built-in RF modulator.

MatteI's approach to the home computer market is sim
ilar to APF's, where there are two components, a video
game , and a keyboard unit . The game part of the system is
available and is known as the Master Component. It comes
with two hand controllers, or keypads, with 12 keys each
and four action buttons. The second part of the system,
the Keyboard Component, will have a 6O-key tactile key
board, which will display 40 characters per line and 24 lines
per screen. Characters will be upper and lower case. Also
included are a built-in cassette recorder and an 8-bit 6502
microprocessor.

The keyboard unit has given Mattei a lot of headaches
and its introduction has been delayed several times . Lab
prototypes, which surface at shows , contain Microsoft
BASIC. but final units are expected to contain Mattei's
own BASIC. Let's hope it is compatible with Microsoft 's.

In the graphics mode, IS colors can be displayed in a
30,nO-point array (160 x 192). In addition, 8 moving fore
ground symbols are available . To add excitement to TV

INTELUVISION from Mattei will do more than lust play games .

games , a synthesizer chip is included in the Master Com
ponent to generate cheers when a goal or a win is scored.
In the Keyboard Component, the audio channel of the
cassette recorder can furnish music or sound effects.

Mattei is currently marketing the Master Component
and expects to have the Keyboard Component out by early
1981. At that time . a 4D-column printer and modem are also
scheduled for release. The cost for an lnt e//ivision system
will range from $300 for a system with 2K of RAM. to $800
for a system with 18K of RAM.

To sati sfy those consumers who consider prompt ser
vice an important factor in determining which computer to
buy. Mattei has arranged for hundred s of General Electric
(GE) service centers across the country to operate as
authorized Int elli uision repair centers. R-E
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OWNERS OF STEREO COMPONENT SYSTEMS AND OWNERS OF 

personal computers have one restless desire in common: 
the urge for change. Rare indeed is the stereo -component 
buyer who has not "upped" his system with an improved 
turntable. or added a graphic equalizer or Dolby tape 
deck. The same for the serious computer hobbyist. After 
his initiation into the exciting world of computer applica- 
tions, it is natural to reevaluate his needs for a printer to 
provide permanent. or "hard copy" output. a floppy -disk 
system to add considerably more memory storage than his 
cassette can conveniently provide. or a modem to permit 
him to communicate with other computers and access 
"information utilities" (see page 74 this issue). Then there are 
speech and music synthesizers to add more excitement 
and fun to the computerized games he plays, AC controllers 
to permit his computer to control lights and appliances in 
his house. and a host of other devices. 

Peripheral devices permit the basic computer to com- 
municate with the outside world. Hundreds of peripherals 
are available from a growing number of manufacturers 
anxious to penetrate the rapidly growing personal com- 
puter market. Most personal computer manufacturers 
themselves offer a wide line of peripherals for their own 
equipment. 

There are a large number of peripherals that might be 
desirable to add on to personal computers. yet they 
are not available from the computer manufacturers, but 
from independent manufacturers. When the computer 
owner decides to purchase such a peripheral. it becomes 
his responsibility to see that the device is plug -in com- 
patible (meaning that it is hardware- and software-com- 
patible) or else face the task of matching the peripheral 
to his computer. Quite often, a particular peripheral can 
be obtained at a lower cost by buying from a peripheral 
manufacturer instead of the computer manufacturer. Also. 
it is not unusual for a computer manufacturer to delay the 
introduction of a peripheral device until it is sure that 
there's a large enough market for it. The reason is that 
frequently computer manufacturers don't make their own 
peripherals. but purchase them from independent suppliers. 
In order to get a good price they must purchase in large 
quantities. Often it is possible to purchase the same device 
easier. and at a cheaper price. from the independent. 

Peripherals can cost more than the personal computer 
they serve. It is thus important for the user to analyze both 
his current and probable future needs carefully before 
making an additional investment. If you buy more than 
you really need. you will never get a bargain. On the other 

hand. if you buy less than you need. you'll probably have 
to upgrade in a short time. losing again. 

CRT terminals 
In the early days of personal computing (only five years 

ago). hobby computers were most often equipped with a 
series of front -panel switches and LED indicators. More 
convenient input and output required the use of an external 
terminal. generally a CRT terminal. Today's computers 
generally have a keyboard and video interface built in, 
generally eliminating the need for an external CRT ter- 
minal. There are however. instances when those external 
terminals are quite desirable. Most often that occurs with 
computers that are limited to 40- column displays and have 
to be used in applications where 80 or more columns are 
required. A particular example of that is the Pascal system 
offered for use with the Apple II computer. which is de- 
signed for 80- column operation. 

Well over 500 models of terminals are on the market today. 
and most use the interface standard set up by the Electronic 
Industries Association (EIA) known as RS -232. That stan- 
dard defines the voltage levels. control signals. connectors, 
and pinouts required. Most display terminals use cathod ' 
ray tubes (CRT's) as displays. although a few use f 
panel plasma displays. 

Terminals come in three levels of sophistication; dumb, 
smart. and intelligent. A dumb terminal is basically a key- 

CRT TERMINAL Is to naoaauly for many computer systems 

OWNERS OF STER EO COMPONENT SYSTEMS AND OWNERS OF
personal computers have one restless desire in common:
the urge for change. Rare indeed is the stereo-component
bu yer who has not "upped" his syste m with an improved
turntable. or added a graphic equalizer or Dolby tape
deck. The same for the serious computer hobbyist. After
his initiation into the exciting world of computer applica
tions. it is natural to reevaluate his needs for a printer to
provide permanent. or "hard copy " output . a floppy-disk
system to add considerably more memory storage than his
cassette can con veniently provide. or a modem to permit
him to communicate with other computers and access
"information utilities" (see page 74 this issue). Then there are
speech and music synthesizers to add more excitement
and fun to the computerized games he plays . AC controllers
to permit his computer to control lights and appliances in
his hou se. and a host of other devices .

Peripheral devices permit the basic computer to com
municate with the outside world. Hundreds of peripherals
are avail able from a growing number of manufacturers
anxious to penetrate the rapidly growing personal com
puter market. Most personal computer manufacturers
themselves offer a w ide line of peripheral s for their own
equipment.

There are a large number of peripherals that might be
desirable to add on to personal computers. yet they
are not available from the computer manufacturers . but
from independent manufacturers. When the computer
owner decides to purchase such a peripheral. it become s
his responsibility to see that the device is plug-in com
pat ible (mea ning that it is hardware- and software-com
patible) or else face the task of matching the peripheral
to his computer. Quite often , a particular peripheral can
be obtained at a lower cost by buying from a peripheral
manufacturer instead of the computer manufacturer. Also.
it is not unu sual for a compute r manufacturer to de lay the
introduction of a peripheral device until it is sure that
there's a large enough market for it. The reason is that
frequ entl y computer manufacturers don't make their own

en peripherals , but purchase them from independent suppliers.
~ In ord er to get a good price the y must purch ase in large
o quantities. Often it is possible to purchase the same device
g: eas ier. and at a cheaper price. from the independent.
&:l Pe riph erals ca n cost more than the personal computer
uJ the y serve. It is thu s import ant for the user to analyze both
6 his current and probable future need s ca refully before
~ making an additional inves tment. If you buy more than
a: you really need . you will never get a bargain. On the other
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hand, if you buy less than you need , you' ll probabl y have
to upgrade in a short time. losing again.

CRT terminals
In the earl y day s of personal computing (only five yea rs

ago). hobb y computers were most often equipped with a
series of front-panel switches and LED indicators. More
convenient input and output required the use of an external
terminal, generally a CRT terminal. Today's computers
generally have a keyboard and video interface built in,
generally elimin ating the need for an external CRT ter
minal. There are howe ver. instances when those external
terminals are quite desirable. Most often that occurs with
computers that are limited to 4o-column displays and have
to be used in applications where SO or more columns are
required. A particular example of that is the Pascal system
offered for use with the Apple II computer, which is de
signed for SO-column operation.

Well over 500 model s of terminals are on the market today,
and most use the interface standard set up by the Electronic
Indu stries Association (EIA) known as RS-232. That stan
dard defines the voltage levels , control signals, connectors.
and pinouts required. Most display terminals use cathode
ray tubes (CRT's) as displays. although a few use flat
panel plasma displays.

Terminals come in three levels of sophistication; dumb ,
smart. and intelligent. A dumb terminal is basically a key-

CRT TERMINAL is a necessity for many computer systems.
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board plus a CRT display. Add some hardware to provide 
a programmable cursor (next letter -position indicator) and 
the user can now do more than just see what is taking place. 
That is a smart terminal and permits the user to do such 
editing chores as inserting and /or deleting letters or words. 
Finally, an intelligent terminal not only allows editing, but 
is programmable. Tasks such as moving the top lines up and 
off the screen as new lines are entered and later recalling them 
are possible. An intelligent terminal needs memory to 
handle its varied tasks and thus usually has its own RAM 
and ROM. In addition, it usually has local- storage capa- 
bilities on its own cassette or disk systems. 

Get it in writing 
Using a personal computer to play the various games 

that are available is a lot of fun. When you're finished, you 
turn off the computer and that's that. But if you are using 
your computer for serious business tasks. or to complete 
your income tax, you must finish the job and write out your 
results before you turn the computer off -or lose the 
information. 

So a rather necessary peripheral for the serious com- 
puter buff is a printer; and a printer can cost as much as. or 
even more than, the computer itself. With a printer con- 
nected to the computer, the user has the ability to produce 
a variety of printed material such as program listings. mail- 
ing labels, billing, and inventory records to name a few. 

Printers can be classified in several ways. First, there 
are impact printers that operate by transferring a character 
to paper through an inked ribbon. much the way a type- 
writer does. In contrast, there are non- impact printers that 
use such printing technologies as electrostatic and thermal 
techniques. 

Impact printers that produce either complete, typewriter - 
like characters. or segmented characters formed by a matrix 
of dots, are available. Fully- formed characters are printed 
in a single stroke. With matrix printing. a defined series of 
dots form the character just as a TV picture is created by a 
series of scanning spots on a television screen. Printers are 
also referred to as character printers and line printers. A 
character printer creates one character at a time. and prints 
it. A line printer prepares a group of characters along the 
line at the same time and the line appears to be printed at 
once. The line printer is much faster, but also more expen- 
sive. 

Which is preferable? That depends on the application. 
Fully- formed characters printed by devices with a Selectric 
or daisy -wheel type of print head are sharper and clearer 
than characters printed by a matrix print head. They are 
particularly pleasing for letters and word -processing appli- 
cations. Most applications don't require that. so the matrix 
printers, which are cheaper, are sufficient. For applications 
that require multiple copies. impact printers are usually to be 
preferred over non -impact types. 

Another key factor in the choice of a printer is speed. 
The instantaneous printing speed is the rate at which the 
print head can produce characters. It does not include the 
carriage return time, which in some printers is minimized 
by using bidirectional printing techniques. Something else 
to consider is that the rate at which a printer receives data 
may be faster than the rate at which it can print it. In such 
cases. the printer must contain some sort of buffer (extra 
memory to store the data until it is printed). 

One of the earliest. and still frequently used. printers in 
the low -cost computer market was the Teletype cylinder 
printer. shown in Fig. I. A complete set of characters is 
arranged in a series of concentric rings on the printing 
mechanism. To move the proper character into position. 
electronic signals direct the motion of the cylinder 
in a circular. as well as an up- and -down direction. Once 
the proper character is in position. a hammer strikes the 
cylinder. causing it to transfer ink from a ribbon to paper. 
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MECHANISM 
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FIG. 1- CYLINDRICAL TYPING ELEMENT is capeb s pf printing speeds of 
up to 10 characters -per -second. This became the first 1o11w-008t printer for 
the hobbyist market. 

Used Teletype printers are available from $200 to $500, 
while new ones cost about $1200. 

The Teletype. at 10 CPS (Characters Per Second). is very 
slow and only permits upper -case characters. An improve- 
ment in both of those areas was made with the development 
of printers based on the IBM Selectric mechanism, shown 
in Fig. 2. Here. a type sphere is rotated on its axis until 
the proper character is selected and then the sphere strikes 
the ribbon. That mechanism improved printing speed to 
about 14.5 characters per second. The price tag for such 
printers is in the $1000 -to -$4000 range. 

Another design for a letter- quality impact printer is the 
daisy -wheel printer shown in Fig. 3. On each spoke, or 
petal. is a single character. When the hub is rotated to the 
correct position, a hammer is energized which causes the 
letter to strike a ribbon. Both the daisy -wheel and Selectric- 
type print mechanisms have a wide variety of type fonts 
available, with the Selectric balls offering the wider choice. 
Daisy -wheel printers. such as those produced by Qume. 
Diablo. and Howard Industries operate at speeds ranging 
from 30 cps to 55 cps. Prices range from $2700 to $7000. 

The most commonly used printers in personal com- 
puter applications are matrix printers. That is because they 
are usually the cheapest, generally under $1000. But 
high -performance matrix printers can exceed $9000 in 
price. In matrix printers. the print head contains a vertical 
column of small needle hammers that are moved across 
the page while input is fed from information stored in mem- 
ory. Print heads usually have seven to nine needles in a 
vertical row. and a horizontal matrix that is four to seven 
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FIG. 2 -THE SPHERICAL TYPING ELEMENT, commonly found on Si4ctric 
typewriters. offers a choice of typefaces and operates at printing speeds of 
up to 15 characters -per -second. 
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Used Teletype printers are available from $200 to $500,
while new ones cost about $1200.

The Teletype. at 10 CPS (Characters Per Second). is very
slow and only permits upper-case characters. An improve
ment in both of those areas was made with the development
of printers based on the IBM Selectric mechanism, shown
in Fig . 2. Here , a type sphere is rotated on its axis until
the proper character is selected and then the sphere strike s
the ribbon. That mechanism improved printing speed to
about 14.5 characters per second. The price tag for such
printers is in the $1000-to-$4000 range.

Another design for a letter-quality impact printer is the
daisy-wheel printer shown in Fig. 3. On each spoke, or
petal, is a single character. When the hub is rotated to the
correct position, a hammer is energized which causes the
letter to strike a ribbon. Both the daisy-wheel and Selectric
type print mechanisms have a wide variety of type fonts
available. with the Selectric balls offering the wider choice.
Daisy-wheel printers, such as those produced by Qume,
Diablo. and Howard Industries operate at speeds ranging
from 30 cps to 55 cps. Prices range from $2700 to $7000.

The most commonly used printers in personal com
puter applications are matrix printers. That is because they
are usually the cheapest, generally under $1000. But
high-performance matrix printers can exceed $9000 in
price. In matrix printers, the print head contains a vertical
column of small needle hammers that are moved across
the page while input is fed from information stored in mem
ory. Print heads usually have seven to nine needles in a
vertical row. and a horizontal matrix that is four to seven
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FIG. 1-CYLINDRICAL TYPING ELEMENT is capable pf printing speeds of
up to 10 characters-per-second. This became the first low-cost printer for
the hobbyist market.

PRINTER MECHANISM MOVEMENT

FIG. 2-THE SPHERICAL TYPING ELEMENT, commonly found on Selectric
typewriters, offers a choice of typefaces and operates at printing speeds of
up to 15 characters-per-second.

board plus a CRT display. Add some hardware to provide
a programmable cursor (next letter-position indicator) and
the user can now do more than just see what is taking place.
That is a smart terminal and permits the user to do such
editing chores as inserting and/or deleting letters or words .
Finally, an intelligent terminal not only allows editing, but
is programmable. Tasks such as moving the top lines up and
off the screen as new lines are entered and later recalling them
are possible. An intelligent terminal needs memory to
handle its varied tasks and thus usually has its own RAM
and ROM. In addition, it usually has local-storage capa
bilities on its own cassette or disk systems.

Get it in writing
Using a personal computer to play the various games

that are available is a lot of fun. When you're finished, you
tum off the computer and that's that. But if you are using
your computer for serious business tasks, or to complete
your income tax, you must finish the job and write out your
results before you tum the computer off-or lose the
information.

So a rather necessary peripheral for the serious com
puter buff is a printer; and a printer can cost as much as, or
even more than. the computer itself. With a printer con
nected to the computer, the user has the ability to produce
a variety of printed material such as program listings, mail
ing labels, billing, and inventory records to name a few.

Printers can be classified in several ways . First, there
are impact printers that operate by transferring a character
to paper through an inked ribbon, much the way a type
writer does . In contrast, there are non-impact printers that
use such printing technologies as electrostatic and thermal
techniques .

Impact printers that produce either complete, typewriter
like characters, or segmented characters formed by a matrix
of dots, are available. Fully-formed characters are printed
in a single stroke. With matrix printing, a defined series of
dots form the character just as a TV picture is created by a
series of scanning spots on a television screen. Printers are
also referred to as character printers and line printers. A
character printer creates one character at a time. and prints
it. A line printer prepares a group of characters along the
line at the same time and the line appears to be printed at
once. The line printer is much faster, but also more expen
sive.

Which is preferable? That depends on the application.
Fully-formed characters printed by devices with a Selectric
or daisy-wheel type of print head are sharper and clearer
than characters printed by a matrix print head . They are
particularly pleasing for letters and word-processing appli
cations. Most applications don't require that, so the matrix
printers , which are cheaper, are sufficient. For applications
that require multiple copies. impact printers are usually to be
preferred over non-impact types.

Another key factor in the choice of a printer is speed .
The instantaneous printing speed is the rate at which the
print head can produce characters. It does not include the
carriage return time, which in some printers is minimized
by using bidirectional printing techniques. Something else
to consider is that the rate at which a printer receives data
may be faster than the rate at which it can print it. In such
cases. the printer must contain some sort of buffer (extra
memory to store the data until it is printed).

One of the earliest, and still frequently used, printers in
the low-cost computer market was the Teletype cylinder
printer. shown in Fig. 1. A complete set of characters is
arranged in a series of concentric rings on the printing
mechanism. To move the proper character into position,
electronic signals direct the motion of the cylinder
in a circular. as well as an up-and-down direction. Once
the proper character is in position. a hammer strikes the
cylinder. causing it to transfer ink from a ribbon to paper.
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columns wide, to form a complete image of the character. 
The larger the matrix, the better the character definition. 
In fact. some new printers from Sanders Associates, Cen- 
tronics, and Integral Data Systems. make multiple passes 
over the same character with the head position moved 
slightly each time. That produces a character that has more 
dots and can approach the quality of fully -formed character 
printers. Character -based matrix printers can print at speeds 
as high as 330 cps, while line printers can reach speeds of 
500 lines per minute. 

Non impact printers are generally quieter, cheaper, and 
faster than the impact types; but they are often less legible and 
sometimes require a special paper. Also, they do not produce 
multiple copies on a single pass. 

A thermal matrix printer uses a heat -sensitive paper which 
changes color when heated to 200°F. A typical print head 
contains a 5 -by -7 array of dot -heating elements. The head 
forms a single character at a time and moves horizontally 
across the specially coated paper. The speed of such printers 
range from 50 to 100 cps; speed is somewhat limited by the 
need for the dot elements to cool down a bit before proceeding 
to create the next character. Prices for such printers range 
from $500 to $ 1000. 

Electrosensitive printers are somewhat similar to thermal 
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RG. 3- -DAISY -WHEEL PRINTERS are relatively expensive but otter letter- 
quality printing at speeds of up to 55 characters-per-second. Print wheels 
can contain up to 96 characters. 
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F1ß.4- INKJET PRINTERS are a relatively new technology and 'mink jets 
to proà ai matrix characters on paper. 

printers in that they also use a specially coated paper. as well 
as a matrix print head. Instead of having heating elements in 
the print head. those have small metallic electrodes. A dark 
paper. coated with a light- colored conductive layer, is pulled 
in front of the print head. To form a particular character, a 

series of pulses are applied to specific head electrodes; a 
voltage breakdown, or arcing, takes place and the conductive 
coating is destroyed leaving the dark areas exposed to create 
a character. To form a different character, voltages would be 
applied to different electrodes on the print head to burn away 
different areas of the conductive coating. 

Another non -impact approach to printing is the ink -jet sys- 
tem, Fig. 4. Here a high -velocity stream of ink, in the form of 
microscopic droplets. is squirted at the paper. The droplets 
are given an electrical charge and passed between electrodes 
whose voltages are varied. The ink droplets are thus deflect- 
ed. much like the beam of a CRT, and form characters on 
paper. The printing speed is high and up to 180 lines per 
minute can be printed. 

Here are some typical prices for a variety of printers. A 
thermal printer (40 cps) for the Apple II computer costs $595; 
an electrostatic model (150 lines per minute) costs $695, and 
an impact matrix printer (60 cps) is available for 51545. A 
matrix impact printer (65 cps) for the PET costs $798. Radio 
Shack markets an electrostatic matrix printer (120 Ipm) for 
$239 and several impact matrix printers (up to 120 cps) from 
$999 to $ 1999. 

When looking at those prices a few things should be re- 
membered. Not all of the printers have the same capability. 
Some print only 40 columns across while others go to 132. 
Some include tractor -feed mechanisms for the paper, while 
others don't. The prices are not quoted for comparative pur- 
poses -not enough information is presented for that -but 
rather to show a range of prices for currently available 
equipment. 

Need more memory...add a floppy disk 
It doesn't take a serious computer hobbyist much time to 

feel a craving for more memory than his cassette can handle 
conveniently. The hobbyist also soon becomes impatient with 
the slow access time of a tape as he rewinds to search for a 
particular section. A disk is a randomly accessible memory 
device that is capable of storing and retrieving information 
considerably faster than a tape system. Of the various types 
available, the minifloppy disk is the most popular in the home 
computer market. 

The floppy disk was first introduced to the market by IBM 
and is somewhat similar in appearance to a 45 RPM record; 
it is more flexible (see Fig. 5), has no grooves, and is perma- 
nently sealed in a square plastic jacket. The only exposed area 
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printers in that they also use a speciall~ coate~ paper, as w~ll '
as a matrix print head. Instead of havmg heatmg elements in
the print head, those have small metallic electrodes. A dark
paper. coated with a light-colored conduct!ve layer, is pulled
in front of the print head. To form a particular character, a
series of pulses are applied to specific head electrodes: a
voltage breakdown, or arcing, takes place and the conductive
coating is destroyed leaving the dark areas exposed to create
a character. To form a different character, voltages would be
applied to different electrodes on the print head to bum away
different areas of the conductive coating.

Another non-impact approach to printing is the ink-jet sys
tem, Fig. 4. Here a high-velocity stream of ink, in the form of
microscopic droplets, is squirted at the paper. The droplets
are given an electrical charge and passed between electrodes
whose voltages are varied . The ink droplets are thus deflect
ed much like the beam of a CRT, and form characters on
paper. The printing speed is high and up to 180 lines per
minute can be printed.

Here are some typical prices for a variety of printers. A
thermal printer (40 cps) for the Apple II computer costs $595;
an electrostatic model (150 lines per minute) costs $695, and
an impact matrix printer (60 cps) is available for $1545. !"
matrix impact printer (65 cps) for the PET costs $798. RadIO
Shack markets an electrostatic matrix printer (120 Ipm) for
$239 and several impact matrix printers (up to 120cps) from
$999 to $1999.

When looking at those prices a few things should be re
membered. Not all of the printers have the same capability.
Some print only 40 columns across while others go to 132.
Some include tractor-feed mechanisms for the paper, while
others don't. The prices are not quoted for comparative pur
poses-not enough information is presented for that-but
rather to show a range of prices for currently available
equipment.

Need more memory...add a floppy disk
It doesn't take a serious computer hobbyist much time to

feel a craving for more memory than his cassette can handle
. conveniently. The hobbyist also soon becomes impatient with
the slow access time of a tape as he rewinds to search for a
particular section. A disk is a randomly accessible memory
device that is capable of storing and retrieving information
considerably faster than a tape system. Of the various types
available, the minifloppy disk is the most popular in the home
computer market.

The floppy disk was first introduced to the market by IBM
and is somewhat similar in appearance to a 45 RPM record;
it is more flexible (see Fig. 5), has no grooves, and is penna
nently sealed in a square plastic jacket. The only exposed area
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columns wide, to form a complete im~ge of the char~c.ter.

The larger the matrix, the better the character. definition,
In fact, some new printers from Sanders Assoc!ates, Cen
tronics, and Integral Data Systems, make multiple passes
over the same character with the head posiuon moved
slightly each time. That produces a character that has more
dots and can approach the quality of fully-formed character
printers. Character-based matrix printers can print at speeds
as high as 330 cps, while line printers can reach speeds of
500 lines per minute. .

Non impact printers are generally quieter, cheap~r, and
faster than the impact types; but they are often less legible and
sometimes require a special paper. Also, they do not produce
multiple copies on a single pass. . . .

A thermal matrix printer uses a heat-sensitive paper which
changes color when heated to 200"F. A typical print head
contains a 5-by-7 array of dot-heating elements. The head
forms a single character at a time and moves horizo~tally

across the specially coated paper. The speed of such pnnters
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need for the dot elements to cool down a bit before proceedmg
to create the next character. Prices for such printers range
from $500 to $1000.
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is in a slot cut in the jacket which provides a place for a 
magnetic head to make contact with the magnetic media of the 
diskette. Tolerances in floppy -disk drives are very close and 
the magnetic head is in intimate contact with the rotating 
media. In addition, the speed of rotation is quite high (360 
RPM), so that even a small speck of dust, fingerprints. or 
cigarette smoke can cause a read or write error to the disk. 
Therefire, users are instructed to replace diskettes back into 
their protective envelopes immediately after use. 

IBM's original floppy -disk entry was an 8 -inch disk, the 
3740, which featured 77 tracks (48 tracks -per- inch), soft sec- 
toring with 26 sectors- per -track, 128 bytes -per -sector, a re- 
cording density of 3200 bits -per -inch and a speed of 360 RPM. 
Since then, minifloppy disks, 511- inches in diameter, have 
appeared in both hard -and soft- sector formats. 

What is soft sectoring? It is a method by which codes are 
used to identify various sectors on the disk (see Fig. 6). It 
permits a blank diskette to be formatted in any way desired. 
For example. on the Apple ll, diskettes were originally 
formatted as 35 tracks with 13 sectors- per -track and 256 
bytes -per sector. A recent improvement now makes it possi- 
ble for Apple disks to be coded as 35 tracks with 16 sectors - 
per- track, resulting in 24K of additional data storage on the 
same physical medium. When a soft- sector disk is used, it is 
formatted first and information is stored on it that defines each 
track and sector so that when the disk system wants to store 
data, it can read that information and know exactly where it is 
all the time. 

The second approach to disk storage is hard sectoring. 
Here, a series of holes. one for each sector, is punched on the 
periphery of the center -drive hole. A LED -and -photocell 
combination permits light to pass through the holes as they 
rotate, causing pulses to be generated. The electronic cir- 
cuitry in the drive counts those pulses so that the drive always 
knows where the head is on the disk. 

While all floppy -disk systems operate in a similar manner. 
storage densities vary from 170K for PET diskettes to as little 
as 51K for compucolor diskettes. Storage capacity is only one 
of the parameters to consider in disk systems. It refers to the 
number of tracks, the number of bytes -per -track and the num- 
ber of recording surfaces (some drives record on both sides of 
the floppy disk). Others are access time and transfer rate. 
Access time is the time it takes to position the head to the 
proper track. plus the time it takes for the diskette to rotate 
and reach the appropriate sector, plus the time to read or write 
the data. The transfer rate is determined by the disk -system 
speed of rotation. recording density. and the number of tracks 
that can be accessed in parallel. 

Recent advances have improved the performance of 
disks and disk systems. To increase storage capacity, double- 
density and double -sided systems have been developed. 
Double -sided systems include a read /write head on each side 
of the diskette and thus result in twice the storage capacity. 
Some double- density systems double the number of tracks 
per side, e.g. on minfloppies from 35 to 77; others simply 
pack more information into the same number of tracks. By 
combining both of those technologies. a fourfold increase in 
storage capacity is possible. 

How does it work? 
A disk -drive system is a sophisticated combination of servo- 

mechanisms and control electronics. When a diskette is in- 
serted into the drive, a spindle locates the center hole and a 
motor brings the speed of the diskette up to 360 RPM. Then 
the read /write heads are positioned over the first track, 00. by 
the small index hole in the diskette.The heads are next 
positioned to whatever location is desired by a seek operation. 
The heads float over the tracks until the proper position is 
found; then a head -loading coil pulls the heads down (loads 
them) to the magnetic surface of the diskette. When the heads 
must be moved to another location, they are lifted off the 
media (unloaded). moved, and then loaded again. 

There are many applications where it is necessary to store a 
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FIG. 6 -A SOFT -SECTORED DISK. shown in a, uses one index hole to 
locate the data on the surface of the disk. A hard -sectored disk. shown in b. 
uses many index holes for the same purpose and is more efficient because 
less computer memory is required for the system. 

lot of information on disk. Frequently that can exceed the 
storage capacity of a single diskette. For such applications, 
there are other types of disk drives that do not have flexible 
media. Those are called hard disks. A new type of mini hard - 
disk that uses a technology originally developed by IBM has 
just recently been announced. Those disks are known as micro- 
Winchester disks and they provide a phenomenal 6 megabytes 
of storage on a 51 -inch hard disk. Prices for the disks are 
expected to he in the S1500 range. 

Computers can chit -chat...with a modem 
Once a user gets used to working by himself at his personal 

computer, it doesn't take long for him to start thinking of 
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FIG. 6-A SOFT-SECTORED DISK, shown in a, uses one index hole to
locate the data on the surface of the disk. A hard-sectored disk, shown in b,
uses many index holes for the same purpose and Is more eff ic ient because
less computer memory Is required for the system.

lot of informat ion on disk. Freq uent ly that can exceed the
sto rage capacity of a single diskette . For such applications,
the re are othe r types of disk drives that do not have flexible
med ia. Those are called hard disks. A new type of mini hard
disk that uses a technology originally deve loped by IBM has
just recently been announced. Those disks are known as micro
Winchester disks and they provide a phenomenal 6 megabytes
of storage on a 5\4-inch hard disk. Prices for the disks are
expec ted to be in the $1500 range.

Computers can chit-chat. . .with a modem
Once a user gets used to working by himself at his personal

computer, it doesn't take long for him to start thinking of

is in a slot cut in the jacket which provides a place for a
magnetic head to make contact with the magnetic media of the
diskette. To lerances in floppy-disk drives are very close and
the magnetic head is in intimate contact with the rotat ing
media. In addition, the speed of rotation is quite high (360
RPM) , so that even a small speck of dust , fingerprint s, or
cigarette smoke can cause a read or write error to the disk.
Therefire, users are instructed to replace diskettes back into
their protective envelopes immediately after use.

IBM's original floppy-d isk entry was an 8-inch disk, the
3740, which featured 77 tracks (48 track s-per-inch), soft sec
toring with 26 sectors-per-track, 128 bytes-per-sector , a re
cording density of 3200 bits-per-inch and a speed of3 6O RPM.
Since then . minifloppy disks, 5\4-inches in diameter, have
appeared in both hard-and soft-sector formats.

What is soft sectoring? It is a method by which codes are
used to identify various sec tors on the disk (see Fig. 6). It
permits a blank diskette to be formatted in any way desired.
For example, on the Apple II , diskettes were originally
formatted as 35 tracks with 13 sectors-per-track and 256
bytes-per sector. A rece nt improvement now makes it possi
ble for Apple disks to be coded as 35 track s with 16sectors
per-track, resulting in 24K of additional data storage on the
same physical medium . When a soft-sector disk is used, it is
formatted first and informat ion is stored on it that defines each
track and sector so that when the disk system wants to store
data, it can read that information and know exactly where it is
all the time.

The second approach to disk storage is hard sectoring.
Here, a series of holes, one for each sector, is punched on the
periphery of the cen ter-drive hole. A LED-and-photocell
combination permits light to pass through the holes as they
rotate, causing pulses to be generated. The electronic cir
cuitry in the drive counts those pulses so that the drive always
knows where the head is on the disk.

While all floppy -disk systems operate in a similar manner,
storage densities vary from 170K for PET diskettes to as little
as 51K for compucolor diskettes. Storage capacity is only one
of the parameters to consider in disk systems. It refers to the
number of tracks, the number of bytes-per-track and the num
ber of recording surfaces (some drives record on both sides of
the floppy disk). Others are access time and transfer rate.
Access time is the time it takes to position the head to the
proper track, plus the time it takes for the diskette to rotate
and reach the appropriate sector, plus the time to read or write
the data. The transfer rate is determined by the disk-system
speed of rotation, recording density, and the number of tracks
that can be accessed in parallel.

Recent advances have improved the performance of
disks and disk systems. To increase storage capacity, double
density and doub le-sided systems have been developed.
Double-sided systems include a read/write head on each side
of the diskette and thus resu lt in twice the storage capacity.
Some double-density systems double the number of tracks
per side, e .g. on minfloppies from 35 to 77; others simply
pack more information into the same number of tracks. By
combining both of those technologies. a fourfold increase in
storage capacity is possible.

How does it work?
A disk-drive system is a sophisticated combination of servo

mechanisms and control elec tronics . When a diskette is in
serted into the drive, a spindle locates the center hole and a
motor brings the speed of the diskette up to 360 RPM. Then
the read/write heads are positioned over the first track , 00, by
the small index hole in the diskette.The heads are next
positioned to whatever location is desired by a seek operation.
The heads float over the tracks until the proper position is
found; then a head-loading coil pulls the heads down (loads
them) to the magnetic surface of the diskette. When the heads
must be moved to another location, they are lifted off the
media (unloaded), moved, and then loaded again.

There are many applications where it is necessary to store a
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communicating with other terminals. computers, or "in- 
formation utilities." At that time. he is ready for a peripheral 
called a modem (for MOdulator -DEModulator) which permits 
digital informtaion to be transmitted over long distances via 
phone lines. 

Basically. a modem provides a means for a digital signal to 
modify an audio signal so that the digital information can be 
sent over the phone lines. On the sending end. the audio signal 
is encoded, or modulated. H ith the desired information and at 
the receiving end. it is decoded. or demoduated. The modula- 
tion is generally done by a technique known as FSK (Fre- 
quency -Shift Keying). 

Connection of computer modems to telephone lines can be 

direct or indirect. Indirect connections are done via an 

acoustic coupler. The acoustic coupler has a cradle that holds 
a telephone receiver, into which the electronic signals to be 

transmitted are acoustically coupled. With an acoustic coupler. 
the user must dial the phone himself and then place the hand- 
set in the coupler. 

With a directly coupled modem, the modem is connected 
directly to the phone line and. with the appropriate hardware 
and software. it is possible for the computer to dial numbers. 
or answer phones. and then transmit the required data and 
hang up. 

The cost of acoustic couplers is generally about half the 
price of hardwired modems because the acoustic devices must 
then be connected to a serial interface, which generally more 
than compensates for the difference in price. One of the most 
popular acoustic modems is the CAT by Novation Inc.. 18664 

Oxnard St.. Tarzana. CA 91356. It usually sells for between 
$150 and $199. The most popular direct connect modem for 
the Apple computer is the D.C. Hayes Associates. Inc. (10 
Perimeter Park Dr., Atlanta. GA 30341) Micromodem II, 
which sells for about $400. 

Computers can talk and play music 
Computers operate from digital signals. a fact known even 

to the novice. Thus it is startling to hear a voice or music 
coming from a computer. Similarly. it is entertaining to watch 
the reaction of an observer when the owner of a home compu- 
ter commands his computer to do things with spoken words; 
yet the observer. using the same words. cannot get any reac- 
tion from the computer. 

The ability to generate voice or music from digital signals is 

called speech or music synthesis. Music is easier to generate 
than speech. since a musical tone contains a fundamental 
frequency and a series of harmonics. Speech. with its various 
sounds and inflections. is generally a complex. non -repetitive 
waveform that is more difficult to synthesize. 

To generate a musical note. an algorithm is developed and 
the computer is instructed on the duration and amplitude of 
the signal. To form chords, a number of different tones are 

MODEMS LIKE THIS allow computers 10 We the Nliphone. 

combined. To generate speech. a variety of techniques are 

used.One approach consists of feeding a microphone's output 
to a computer, where an analog -to- digital (AID) converter 
samples the waveform and converts it to digital signals, which 
are then stored in memory. For adequate reproduction a high 

number of samples is required. demanding considerable mem- 

ory storage. For example. to reproduce four minutes of 
speech properly would require almost 250K of memory- 
enough to fill an 8 -inch floppy disk. 

Another approach to speech synthesis makes use of 
phonemes. basic elements of speech. which do not corre- 
spond to words or letters of the alphabet; instead. they are 
sounds that can be combined to form words. That technique is 
much more efficient in the use of computer memory. The 
drawback is the somewhat unnatural sound that is produced. 
Digitized speech output is available on the Apple II computer 
with the Super Talker, which is a speech -output device pro- 
duced by Mountain Hardware, Inc.. 300 Harvey West Blvd.. 
Santa Cruz, CA 95060. The price is about $400. 

The new Texas Instruments 99/4 computer has a solid -state 
speech synthesizer module that contains over 200 predefined 
words in its vocabulary. When the operator types SAY **DOG**. 

a bark will be heard from the computer's self- contained audio 
circuits. 

In addition to talking. computers are capable of listening to 
and understanding spoken words. A speech -recognition sys- 
tem generally includes a microphone. a preprocessor. and a 
feature extractor. When the operator speaks into a micro- 
phone. the preprocessor analyzes the spoken word while the 
feature extractor investigates any unique or unusual features 
of the voice. The computer then identifies the word and stores 
the information leading to the decision. That all takes place 
during an initializing session called training. Once the system 
has been trained, it will recognize those words on which it was 
trained. Since the speech -recognition system has averaged 
and stored the unique speech pattern of the trainer. it will 
not always respond to the same words spoken by a different 
individual. As such. it is possible to use it to identify individu- 
als by voice only. 

A variety of other devices used, too 
In addition to those major peripherals. computer owners 

often find need to purchase other devices to improve the 
operation of their system. Those can range from filters for the 
power line to accessory devices such as the Data Dubber from 
The Peripheral People in Mercer island. WA that makes it 
easier for the TRS-80 to read computer tapes. R-E 

communicating with other terminal s, computers, or " in
form ation utilities. " At that time. he is ready for a peripheral
called a modem (for MOdulator-DEModulator) which permits
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combined. To generate speech. a variety of techniques are
used.One approach consists offeeding a microphone's output
to a computer, where an analog-to-digital (A/D) converter
samples the waveform and converts it to digital signals. which
are then stored in memory. For adequate reproduction a high
number of samples is required, demanding considerable mem
ory storage. For example, to reproduce four minutes of
speech properly would require almost 250K of memory
enough to fill an 8-inch floppy disk.

Another approach to speech synthesis makes use of
phonemes, basic elements of speech, which do not corre
spond to word s or letters of the alphabet ; instead , they are
sounds that can be combined to form words. That technique is
much more efficient in the use of computer memory . The
drawback is the somewhat unnatural sound that is produced.
Digitized speech output is available on the Apple II computer
with the S uper Talker , which is a speech-output device pro
duced by Mountain Hardware, Inc. , 300 Harvey West Blvd.,
Santa Cruz, CA 95060. The price is about $400.

The new Texas Instruments 99/4 computer has a solid-state
speech synthes izer module that contains over 200 predefined
words in its vocabulary . When the operator types SAY ""DOG" ,
a bark will be heard from the computer' s self-contained audio
circuits.

In addition to talking, computers are capable oflistening to
and understand ing spoken words. A speech-recognition sys
tem generally includes a microphon e, a preprocessor, and a
feature extractor. When the operator speaks into a micro
phone , the preprocessor analyzes the spoken word while the
feature extrac tor investigates any unique or unusual features
of the voice. The computer then identifies the word and stores
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trained. Since the speech-recognition system has averaged
and store d the unique speech pattern of the trainer, it will
not always respond to the same words spoken by a different
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In addition to those major peripherals, computer owners
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operation of their system. Those can range from filters for the
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price . And if you are not delighted with the fir st issue , your pay
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In past issues we have cove red the se and many oth er topics:

HOME : Solar Controller : Comput ers and the Sun
Computer izing the Home
The Computerized Auto
The Elec troni c Checkb ook

SYSTEMS: Small Computers of the 80's, How Do They
Stack Up?

Selectin g Your First Computer
Syst em of the Month (a reguiar featur e)

BUSINESS : 10 Big Ideas for the Small Businessman
Simple and Effi cient Parts Invent ory Contro l
A Small Comput er Payroll Program
Exclusive reviews of the latest elec tronic

wo rkhorses fo r the off ice

ENTERT AINMENT: Game Corner (a regular feature)
Fly Your Compute r:

A Flight Simulation Program

Today the sale of small computers is big business ; tomorrow it will be
even bigge r. Prepare for the explosion in micro systems by
reading INTERFACE AGE and be ready for all the opportun ities this
explos ion will bring.

INTERFACE AGE has built it"s reputat ion as a specialist in practical ,
usab le small computer applications. Not pie-in-th e-sky stuff but
tried- and-tested progr ams that work . INTERFACE AGE also supplies
readers with more new product information than any other
publication in the f ield. And if you want to know how a system really
performs , we' ll sho w you. In short, we help you make the best use of a
small system, whether at work or at home.

INTERFACE AGE will keep you up-to-date on small compute r innova
tion s and capabiliti es . And with small co mputer techn ology ente ring all
phases of the electronics industry, keeping up to date on small com
puter technology is more important than ever .
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VIA TWPHONE 
Even the largest per dna! computer has 

its limitations. You can get around 
these, though, by using the information 

utilities offered by several services. 

THE NEWEST AND FASTEST -GROWING UTILITY TODAY IS THE 

"information" utility. Many modern philosophers and edu- 
cators claim that information is power. The more you 
know. the better you can plan. The faster you can predict 
will determine your success as a student. businessman and 
professional. 

Top performing corporations have been using large and 
expensive computers for years to increase their lead over 
competitors; they make use of their "information utilities" 
to power their growth. And now. the home computer owner 
can have access to the same type of computing power so 
that he can search legal documents, track down news stories, 
reserve airline or theater tickets. identify stock market 
prices and trends, research term papers. pinpoint govern- 
ment research projects -all without leaving his home. Low - 
cost timesharing is available now from Telecomputing Cor- 
poration of America's (TCA) The Source. CompuServe's 
MicroNet and Lockheed's Dialog. The information utilities 
are here now, at a modest cost, ready for the home com- 
puter owner to "plug -in" and draw upon enormous stores of 
information. 

Software is the key 
Only five years ago, home computers hardly existed. 

except in the basements of serious hobbyists. Estimates for 
1980 run to SI billion in retail sales...that's growth! Although 
the cost of the computer hardware has dropped consider- 
ably. much of the credit for the rapid surge is due to the large 
number of programs. also known as software, available from 
a large number of suppliers. 

No longer is the home computer market limited to the 
serious computer huff who can tailor his software to match 
his hardware limits: now, a novice can purchase a low -cost 
home computer. spend a half hour witn a carefully detailed 
instruction manual, connect all the pieces together. plug in a 

tape or disk drive and proceed to run a program. Within 
hours he can lose all his hangups and fears and write his own 
simple programs. That's fine -what next? 

The new owner of a home computer can store names. ad- 
dresses and phone numbers of friends. do regular mailings to 
customers of his small business. prepare his weekly payroll 
and other business chores. His wife can keep recipes in the 
computer's memory and balance her checkbook. His chil- 
dren can play games with the computer and use it to learn 
spelling, math and many other subjects. 

Lots of fun. lots of record keeping and lots of choices to 
keep the new "toy" busy. But what next? 

What's next is time -sharing. or the capability to connect 
the home computer with huge data banks or "information 
utilities. A home -computer owner can literally plug into a 

vast library, a huge newspaper network or other large st 
age banks of facts. data and information. Until now. onl 
major corporations or large government agencies could af . 
ford to store and gain access to such data banks. Now, large - 
scale computer -systems houses are making their data banks 

available to the home computer owner during off -peak 

hours. It makes sense -the data is there anyhow. so why not 
offer it at low cost during hours when the demand is low? 

Furthermore. communications between computers offers 
an attractive alternative to the faltering U.S. mail service: 
electronic mail is another service provided by information 
utilities. 

Getting on line 
It's not difficult to avail yourself of these informatio n 

utilities. Assuming that you are already the owner of a hom e 

computer. what you must add is a device that will conve rt 
digital output signals from the computer into audio tones 
that can be sent over the phone lines and. in some cases. a 

serial interface (more about that later) to allow you to cm - 

r 
nect this device to the computer. 

Actually, you do not even need the complete compute 
but can get by with just a computer terminal -the separate 
keyboard and video -display unit used to get information into 
and out of most large. and some small. computers. Using 
your own computer. though. does have its advantages. 

Because the computer is programmable. you can instruct 
it to communicate with one of the networks even when you'rq 
not around. 

To give one example. suppose you want to get the closing 
Dow Jones averages hot -off -the -wire. but will not be able to 
do so yourself when the news is fresh. You can instruct your 
computer to call up the appropriate computer at a specific 
time and ask for that information. When it is received. your 
computer can either store it in its memory. to await your 
return and instructions. or can automatically transfer it to a 

more permanent storage medium. such as a floppy disk. 
where it will be permanently retained. perhaps as part of a 

data base you'll use yourself to compile a monthly average 
of closing prices. 

In another instance. you might program the computer to 
answer the phone when it rang and. if it detected a computer 
at the other end of the line. to respond to the effect that you 
were not there at the moment but that it would be glad to 
take a message for you that the other computer cared to 
leave. You could even. if you were anticipating a message 
from someone over one of the networks, have a message 
waiting for him in your computer's memory. to be trans- 
mitted when he called. 

The device that actually takes the information from the 
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THE NEWEST AND FASTEST-GRO~NG UTILITY TODAY IS THE
"information" utility . Many modern philosophers and edu
cators claim that information is power. The more you
know, the better you can plan . The faster you can predict
will determine your success as a student, businessman and
professional. .

Top performing corporations have been using large and
expensive computers for years to increase their lead over
competitors; they make use of their "information utilities"
to power their growth. And now, the home computer owner
can have access to the same type of computing power so
that he can search legal documents, track down news stories,
reserve airline or theater tickets, identify stock market
prices and trends, research term papers, pinpoint govern
ment research projects-all without leaving his home. Low
cost timesharing is available now from Telecomputing Cor
poration of America's (TCA) The Source. CompuServe's
MicroNet and Lockheed's Dialog. The information utilities
are here now, at a modest cost, ready for the home com
puter owner to "plug-in" and draw upon enormous stores of
information.

Software is the key
Only five years ago, home computers hardly existed,

except in the basements of serious hobbyists. Estimates for
1980run to $1 billion in retail sales .. .that's growth! Although
the cost of the computer hardware has dropped consider
ably, much of the credit for the rapid surge is due to the large
number of programs, also known as software, available from
a large number of suppliers.

No longer is the home computer market limited to the
serious computer buff who can tailor his software to match
his hardware limits; now, a novice can purcnase a low-cost
home computer. spend a half hour wim a carefully detailed
instruction manual, connect all the pieces together, plug in a
tape or disk drive and proceed to run a program. Within
hours he can lose all his hangups and fears and write his own
simple programs. That's fine-what next?

The new owner of a home computer can store names, ad
dresses and phone numbers of friends, do regular mailings to
customers of his small business, prepare his weekly payroll

~ and other business chores. His wife can keep recipes in the
z computer's memory and balance her checkbook. His chil
O dren can play games with the computer and use it to learna:.... spelling, math and many other subjects.
frl Lots of fun, lots of record keeping and lots of choices to
u:J keep the new "toy" busy. But what next?
6 What's next is time-sharing, or the capability to connect
is the home computer with huge data banks or "information
~ utilities." A home-computer owner can literally plug into a
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vas t library, a huge newspaper network or other large stor
age banks of facts, data and information. Until now, only
major corporations or large government agencies could af
ford to store and gain access to such data banks. Now, large
scale computer-systems houses are making their data banks
available to the home computer owner during off-peak
hours . It makes sense-the data is there anyhow, so why not
offer it at low cost during hours when the demand is low?

Furthermore, communications between computers offers
an attractive alternative to the faltering U.S. mail service;
electronic mail is another service provided by information
utilities.

Getting on line
It's not difficult to avail yourself of these information

utilities. Assuming that you are already the owner of a home
computer, what you must add is a device that will convert
digital output signals from the computer into audio tones
that can be sent over the phone lines and. in some cases, a
serial interface (more about that later) to allow you to con
nect this device to the computer.

Actually, you do not even need the complete computer,
but can get by with just a computer terminal-the separate
keyboard and video-display unit used to get information into
and out of most large, and some small, computers. Using
your own computer, though, does have its advantages.

Because the computer is programmable, you can instruct
it to communicate with one of the networks even when you're
not around.

To give one example , suppose you want to get the closing
Dow Jones averages hot-off-the-wire, but will not be able to
do so yourself when the news is fresh. You can instruct your
computer to call up the appropriate computer at a specific
time and ask for that information. When it is received, your
computer can either store it in its memory, to await your
return and instructions, or can automatically transfer it to a
more permanent storage medium, such as a floppy disk,
where it will be permanently retained, perhaps as part of a
data base you'll use yourself to compile a monthly average
of closing prices.

In another instance, you might program the computer to
answer the phone when it rang and, if it detected a computer
at the other end of the line, to respond to the effect that you
were not there at the moment but that it would be glad to
take a message for you that the other computer cared to
leave. You could even, if you were anticipating a message
from someone over one of the networks, have a message
waiting for him in your computer's memory, to be trans
mitted when he called.

The device that actually takes the information from the
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computer and sends it over the phone line, or receives the 
incoming information and translates it into a form that the 
computer can use, is known as a modem (MOdulator/DEMod- 
ulator. Modems can be divided into two categories. There 
are acoustically -coupled. and all -electronic modems. 

The acoustically -coupled kind ties the computer into the 
phone line without any direct connection to the telephone 
company's equipment. It is designed to accept a telephone 
handset and to link the computer with the phone equipment 
through a built -in microphone and speaker. using sound, 
rather than electricity as the medium. The other end of the 
acoustic coupler is connected electrically to a serial port 
sometimes referred to as an RS -232 interface of the com- 
puter. 

What's a serial port? Most small computers come with a 

parallel port. generally used to connect to a printer. This is 

fine, as long as you have at least eight wires one for each of 
the eight bits that make up a single ASCII character. Tele- 
phones, however, use only one line. Therefore. the bits must 
be arranged to travel in single file or serially rather than 
in parallel. That is the function of a serial port and. if your 
computer is not equipped with one, it can usually be ob- 
tained through the computer's manufacturer. And. if he 

does not have one available. there's sure to be someone else 
who does sell such an interface that will work with your 
setup. 

Acoustic couplers. though, require you to be present to 
answer the phone and to place the handset into the coupler. 
There's a more elegant method. 

The other type of modem is the all- electronic one which is 

permanently connected directly to the phone line. This 
means that it can easily be programmed to work under corn - 
puter control to answer the telephone automatically, to de- 
termine whether there's a computer at the other end of the 
line. etc. It can also, in many instances, dial a number under 
the computer's direction, as would be the case in the Dow 
Jones example given above. 

This type of modem is usually connected to the computer 
more directly than through a serial port. because of the 
complexity of its functions. Telephone company regula- 
tions may also require that a special coupling device be 
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THE NEWS, even before k's "hot off the win," from UPI, via The Source. 

added between this type of modem and the phone line, to 
prevent any possible interference with normal telephone 
functions. Many modems have such a coupling device built 
in. 

In all cases. special software will be needed at the very 
least to enable the computer to communicate via its serial 
port. Software for the more sophisticated modems is gen- 
erally available from the modem's manufacturer to work 
with your particular computer. 

The Source 
An inexpensive information retrieval system. The Source. 

can be tied to a personal computer through a modem. as 

just described, and a toll -free telephone line. Whether you 
own an Apple, Pet. TRS -80. Heath. Exidy, Atari or other 
computer. you can gain immediate access to United Press 
International (UPI) newswires, the New York Times Con- 
sumer -Data Base. airlines schedules and reservations. res- 
taurant and wine guides. tax tables. computer games and 
electronic mail -and that's just for openers. 

The Source is not a novelty or game to while away leisure 
time, although games and educational courses are part of the 
network. It is a low -cost computer service that provides the 
hobbyist, student and small- businessman access, through 
time- sharing. to an enormous information network. The 
system is offered by Source Telecomputing Corp., a sub- 
sidiary of Telecomputing Corporation of America, 1616 

Anderson Rd.. McLean VA 22102. 
How cheap is this service? Would you believe only $2.75 

per hour during non -prime time (6 PM to 7 AM, Monday 
through Friday; all day Saturday and Sunday) and SIS per 
hour during prime time? An initial $100 hookup charge in- 
cludes a user account number, a secret password (which can 
be personalized) and a local toll -free telephone number to 
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TO PLAY GAMES from The Source, type " PLAY," followed by the name of
the game.

computer and sends it over the phone line, or receives the
incoming informat ion and translates it into a form that the
computer can use, is known as a modem (MOdulator/DEMod
ulator. Modems can be divided into two categories. There
are acou stically-coupled, and all-electronic modems.

The aco ustically-coupled kind ties the computer into the
phone line without any direct connection to the telephone
company's equipment. It is designed to accept a telephone
handset and to link the computer with the phone equipment
through a built-in microphone and speaker, using sound,
rather than electricity as the medium. The other end of the
acoustic coupler is connected electrically to a serial port
sometimes referred to as an RS-232 interface-of the com
puter.

What's a serial port? Most small computers come with a
parallel port, generally used to connect to a printer. This is
fine , as long as you have at least eight wires-one for each of
the eight bits that make up a single ASCII character. Tele
phones, however, use only one line. Therefore, the bits must
be arranged to travel in single file- or serially- rather than
in parallel. That is the function of a serial port and , if your
computer is not equipped with one, it can usually be ob
tained through the computer' s manufacturer. And, if he
does not have one available, there 's sure to be someone else
who does sell such an interface that will work with your
setup.

Acoustic couplers, though , require you to be present to
answer the phone and to place the handset into the coupler.
There 's a more elegant method.

The other type of modem is the all-electronic one which is
permanently connected directly to the phone line. This
means that it can easily be programmed to work under com
puter control-to answer the telephone automatically, to de
termine whether there's a computer at the other end of the
line, etc. It can also, in many instances, dial a number under
the computer 's direction , as would be the case in the Dow
Jone s example given above.

This type of modem is usually connected to the compute r
more directly than through a serial port , because of the
complexity of its function s. Telephone company regula
tions may also require that a special coupling device be

THE NEWS, even before It 's " hot off the wire," from UPI, via The Source.

added between this type of modem and the phone line, to
prevent any possib le interference with normal telephone
functions . Many modems have such a coupling device built
in .

In all cases , special software will be needed-at the very
least to enable the computer to communicate via its serial
port . Software for the more sophisticated modems is gen
erally available from the modem' s manufacturer to work
with your particular computer.

The Source
An inexpensive information retrieval system. The Source,

can be tied to a personal computer through a modem, as
ju st described, and a toll-free telephone line. Whether you
own an Apple, Pet, TRS-80. Heath , Exidy, Atari or other
computer, you can gain immediate access to United Press
International (UPI) newswires, the New York Times Con
sumer-Data Base. airlines schedules and reservations. res
taurant and wine guides, tax tables, computer games and
electronic mail-and that's just for openers .

The Source is not a novelty or game to while away leisure
time, although games and educational courses are part of the
network. It is a low-cost computer service that provides the
hobbyi st , student and small-businessman access, through
time-sharing, to an enormous information network. The
sys tem is offered by Source Telecomputing Corp., a sub
sidiary of Telecomputing Corporation of America, 1616
Anderson Rd.. McLean VA 22102.

How cheap is this service? Would you believe only $2.75
per hour during non-prime time (6 PM to 7 AM, Monday
through Friday; all day Saturday and Sunday) and $15 per
hour during prime time? An initial $100 hookup charge in
cludes a user account number , a secret password (which can
be personalized) and a local toll-free telephone number to
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"'O ~m AY ~ IGH T FOOTBALL• • ••• • • • • • • • • ••••• • • • • • • ••• ••• PLAY FOOT BALL
GOLF FOR ONE 0'1: t()RE PLA1£RS • • • • • • • •• •• • • •• •• • • • • • • • • •• PLAY GOLF
GUESS THE COMPU TER 'S ~(UMBE R • • • •• . • •• • • • • • ••• • • ••• • •• • •PLAY GuESS
HANGMAII lr/O RO GAI"!E. ••• • • • ••• • •• • • •• • • •• • • • • • •••• •• • •• PLAY HANGMAN
GOVE RN ANC IENT SUMER IA • • ••••• • •• • • • • • • . • • •• •• ••• .• •• •PLAY Ht1H ABI
HORSE RACE GAI"£ ••• •• • • • ••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• •• • • • • • • •• • • •PLAY HORSE
I Q GAl'[ OF SKILL • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • •• • • • • • • • •• PLAY I QTEST
GOVE RN THE I SLAIlD OF SHATS DETH4U • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • •PLAY r.UfG
LARGE GAI-',( OF GOLF• • ••• •••• • • • • ••• • • •• • ••• •• •• •• • ••••• PLAY LGDLF
LIF E {COLO NY GO([RATIOU) • • • •• •• •• • • • • •• • • •• • • • • • • • • • •• •PLA'f LIF E

LUNAR LANOI NG SI MULATIOtL • . • • • • • • • ••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •PLAY LUNAR
COMPAN IES COMPETE TO SELL A PRODUCT • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • •PLAY MARKET
HASTERMIIIO • ••• • ••• • •• • • • • • • • • • ••• •• •• • • ••• • •• • • •• •••• • •PLAY MI ND
ANC IENT GA!'£ OF NIH•• •• • • ••• • • •••• •• •• ••• •• • • • • • • •• . •• • •PLAY NIH
ANOTHER NIH• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •PLAY NIHZ
CARE TO TRY YOUR LUCK ON THE SLOT HACHINE? PLAY UN[ARM
PICA-CEtHRE {NUMBER GUESS IIIG GAME)•• •••• • • • •• • •• •• • •• •PLAY PICA
A NEW AQVENTURE GA"'i • •• • ••• • • •• ••• ••••• • • • • •• • •• • ••• ••• PLAY PITS
RANDOM POETRy • • • • •• ••• • • •• • •• • • • • •• • • •• • •• • • • •• •• • •• •~ L AY POETRY
POKER AGA INST THE COto'PUTER • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • •••• PLAY POKER
SCORE FOUR AGAI NST THE COMPUTER PLAY SCOREFOUR
RANDOM SHAKE SPERIAN SONNETS PLAY SONNET
FILL IN THE MISSING LETTERS• • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • •• • • • • •• PLAY SPELL
STAR TREK (SUPER VERSION!! ! ) PlAY * TR(K
PLAY THE STOCK MARKET••• • • •• • • •• • • • •• •••• • •• ••••• • • • •PLAY STOCK S
RULE AN CI ENT SUMERIA {A DI FFERENT ON E) • • •• •• •• • • • •• •• PLAY SUMER
TARGET PRACTICE AS WEAPONS OFFI CER ON THE ENTERPRISLPLAY TAR-GT2
TI C TAC TOE I'LAY TI CTACTOE
A REGULAR CASINO OF GAHES FROM LAS VEGAS• • • • ••• • • • • •• •PLAY VEGAS
ROULET FOR UP TO SEVEN I'EOPLE. • • • • • • : •• •• •• •• •• ••• •••• PLAY WHEEL
PATROL THE CITY STREETS •• •• • • ••• •• • •• • • • • •• • • • • • • •• PLAY WATCHMAN
HUN T THE WUMPUS• • • • •• • ••• • •• •• • • • ••• ••• • •• • • •• • • •• • •• PLAY WUMf'US

NOTE:

FOR I NFORMATION ON ANY GAM[ TYPE. • • • • • • I NFO (GAM£ NAME)
I.E:.. INFO ADVENTURE; TO VI EW A DEItJNSTRATION OF CERTAIN
OF THE r<JRE COMPLEX GA~ES , TYPE DEItJ (GAME NAHE ).
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ENTER STARTI NG & END I NG DATE - OR PRESS RETURN FOR TUOAr

PICK A STARTIt«:> STORY NUMBER - FROM 1 ( THE EARLIEST)
TO 13 (THE LATEST) .
13

READ FORWARD I N TIME (RF) . REM BACKWARD (RBl .
SCAN FORWARD ( Sf) OR SCAN BACKWARD ( SB)?
Sf

13 07-03 03:00 ped=

(9 graf l ead, pickup 4t h qr af : t he t rip xxx _ carte r at tacks reaqe n t ax
cut)

PICK A STAR TING STORY NUMBER - FROM 1 (THE EARLI EST)
TO 13 ( THE LATEST).
13

RE.aJ) FORWARD I N TIME (RF) , READ BACKWARD ( itB) ,
SCAN FORWARD (SF) OR SCAN BACKWARD (SB)?
RB

13 07- 03 03:UU ped-

(9 gra f l ean , pickup 4t h gra f : t he t r ip xxx _ car t er at tec ks r eagan t ax
cut)
ur -qent
pre vio us washi ngt on
Carter at ta cks Reagan t ax propo sal
By HELEN THOMAS
UPI White House Reporter

LOS ANGELES (UPI) Pr esi dent Car t er t oday attacked Ronald Reagan',s
t ax cut cr occs al as irrespo nsi ble , i nfl at i onar y and i mpossi bl e to carry
out without cutt i ng federal soci al ser vt ces•

For hi s fi rs t publ ic comme nt on t he t ax- r educt i on pr oposal r.lade by
hi s pr cbebl e Republ ic an opponent f or the pr esi dency i n November , the
presi dent f le w to t he fo rmer Cali fo r nia governor ' s home state .

He tol d a meet i nq of t he Nat i onal ~duca t i o n Assoc i ati on. whi ch has
st r-cnql v supported Carter 's c/lMp<'J iqn , th at ReaClan' s suqqest ed $36
hi ll i on tax cut is " a class ic f r ee lunc h sCJrl'l(!t hi nq fo r nothing.

"That Ki nd of hast y offer can only be c all ed by one word
i rrespons i ble ," t he pr es i dent sai d. -

"I t i s sheer decept i on to pr omise t he America n people t hat we can
have t his enonnousl y expensi ve and unfa i r tax cut t hat we can
dr amati cally i ncrea se def ense spending" and sti ll-mai nta i n socia l
pro gr ams, he sai d.

Cart er di d not mention Reagan by name but pr ess secr et ar y Jody
Powell mad e it c l ear t he pr esi dent was direct i ng his r emark s at Reagan
and ot her GOP tax -cut pro ponents.

Powell al so to ld report er s Car t er has not made up hi s own mi nd
about a ta x cut , but has agre ed t o work wi th House and Senate Demo cr at s ,
who want to pass t heir own lesser t ax cut to ri val t he Republican
pro posal . - -

Car t er was met at t he airport by Cal iforn ia Gov. Edmund Brown Jr• •
a form er ri val fo r t he Democrat i c pre si dent i al nomination . Brown praised
Carte r' s cooper ati on with Califor ni a off ici als and sai d t her e i s no
hcsti l i tv bet ween t he two men.

Ar own has not endor sed Carter . ASKed wheth er he woul d, Brown
r epli ed: "Not t hi s mor ni nq •• • It 's not t he appr opr i ate f orum fo r
t hat . "

The t r ip , whi ch wi l l be part ly pai d fo r by t he Car ter - Mon
WE ARE ON STORY 13
TYPE "B" "R" "N" "s" OR "G" AND A STORY NUHBER
QU!T
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I 
access The Source in areas where there are a lot of members. 
In areas with only a few members. it may be necessary to 
dial long- distance. To illustrate cost in another way, a user 
with a 300 -baud modem (which sends out 30 characters per 
second) could get as many as 200,000 characters of data -base 
information for only five dollars. The subscriber can have 
billing charged to any one of several credit cards including 
American Express. VISA, and MasterCard (formerly Master 
Charge). 

Get the news while it's hot 
UPI's network extends to more than 7000 news -service 

customers who print newspapers, magazines and market 
reports based on timely input. Let's see how a college senior 
with a personal computer could benefit from The Source. 
Assume that he has to prepare a term paper on the political 
strain between the U.S. and Iran. 

As a subscriber to The Source, the student would request 
UPI and then be queried by the computer on whether he was 
interested in National (N), Regional (R). State (S) or Federal 
(F) departments; next whether General (G). Business (B), 
Sports (S) or Miscellaneous (M) news categories. After 
National (N) and General (G) selections were made, the 
screen would request a key word or search phrase to identify 
the request to review U.S. -Iran news stories. The Source 
would then indicate the number of stories available within a 
selected time period (week or month) and allow the sub- 
scriber to scan the first paragraph of each story; if the entire 
story is required, just a simple keyboard command would 
display it on the screen. Thus. within minutes. and without 
leaving his room, the student could access UPI's filed stories 
and prepare a factual. timely paper. How timely? A story on 
a major political move in Iran filed in Teheran would reach a 
Source subscriber within two minutes of its initial trans- 
mission. A fast - reaction newspaper would carry the story 
perhaps hours later. Thus. our college senior could submit a 
term paper to his professor during an afternoon class and 
discuss items that might be covered in the next day's news- 
paper! A clever student could earn many an A with such a 
masterful ploy. 

What's happening beck home 
A novel form of news coverage offered by The Source 

is called UPI Newshare, to deliver local news items gen- 
erally considered insignificant for the National, Regional. and 
State categories. 

For example, if your hometown lost the Little League 
Championship. the story would hardly be picked up by the 
major UPI network. However, with Newshare, local news- 
papers will be adding their stories to the UPI computer. 

Users of The Source would have quick access to local news 
without waiting days for delivery of their old hometown 
newspapers. And think how easy it will be to keep up with 
news of old friends just by tapping a few keys on your home 
computer. 

Neither rain nor shot... 
Have you reached your threshold of tolerance for exces- 

sive delays in mail delivery? Electronic mail is just one of- 
fering of The Source. Not only can time of delivery be con 
siderably compressed, but two-way message exchange is 
possible at modest costs. 

Electronic mail can be "delivered" in three ways. The 
simplest method allows one subscriber to send a message at 
30 characters per second to another subscriber's "mail- box ", 
where the second subcriber's terminal indicates Mail Call. 
When the second subscriber types MAIL on his keyboard, the 
message "mailed" to him will appear on the CRT. I 

A two-way message exchange is possible between two 
subscribers in the CHAT mode. Finally, a message can be 
sent from a subscriber to a non -subscriber via Datapost, 
service competitive with Mailgram. Datapost is a service 
TDX Systems Inc., and receives the messages at its center 
located at O'Hare Airport in Chicago; the messages are then 
converted to hard copy and sent on express flights for nex 
day delivery in cities around the country. Cost? Only 7 
cents -a- message additional charge above The Source and 
telephone line fees. 

MicroNet 
MicroNet, a service of CompuSery Inc., permits peg 

sonal computer owners in 175 major cities in the U.S. to ark 
cess their large DEC KI -10 and KI -20 central processors in 
Columbus, Ohio. The MicroNet system offers (1) a variety of 
computer programs on a time -sharing basis, (2) the ability to 
expand the potential of the personal computer. (3) a means to 
buy and sell software through the MicroNet Software Ex- 
change. (4) a Feedback feature to contact MicroNet head- 
quarters at no charge, and (5) nationwide contact via its 
National Bulletin Board and Electronic Mail capabilities. 

The personal computer service is only available during off - 
peak hours. 6 PM to 5 AM weekdays and all day Saturday, 
Sunday and holidays. MicroNet may be accessed via local 
telephone service from more than 175 major metropolitan 
areas. The service costs $5 per hour connect -time in over 30 
proprietary cities; an additional $2 per connect -hour sur- 
charge is added for customers using MicroNet from TymNet 
network cities. ( TymNet is a telephone -interconnect network 
between MicroNet and several major cities. Thus. if you live 
in one of these major cities and you use TymNet, you will be 
billed for local phone calls when accessing MicroNet.) The 
initial fee is $9; however. the first hour of use is free, thus 
reducing the cost by $5. 

Among the programs in the MicroNet library are (1) BASIC 
with double precision, linking capability, file-to-file sorting 
and a debug mode, (2) FILGE (for File Generator and Edi- 
tor) which has powerful text -manipulating capabilities. (3) 
FINTOL for solving financial problems. and (4) MicroQuote 
to provide rapid access to information on securities traded on 
exchanges and over -the- counter. FORTRAN. APL. and Pas- 
cal are also available. 

Become a Wall Street wonder 
Over 32.000 stocks. bonds, and options are available in the 

MicroQuote database. Trading information is updated daily 
and, for the analyst who relies on charting historical data. 
prices and volumes are available back to January 1, 1968. 
Press the buttons with the MicroNet system and you can im- 
mediately become informed on your favorite stock's cur- 
rent and historical prices (high, low, and closing), dividends. 
earnings per share, ratings and shares outstanding. If bonds 
are more to your liking, you can obtain information on yields. 
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access The Source in area s where there are a lot of members .
In areas with only a few members, it may be necessary to
dial long-distance. To illustrat e cost in another way, a user
with a 300-baud modem (which sends out 30 characters per
second) could get as many as 200,000characters of data-base
information for only five dollars. The subscriber can have
billing charged to anyone of several credit cards including
American Express . VISA. and MasterCard (formerly Master
Charge) .

Get the news while it's hot
UPI's network extends to more than 7000 news-service

customers who print newspapers, magazines and market
reports based on timely input. Let's see how a college senior
with a per sonal computer could benefit from The Source.
Assume that he has to prepare a term paper on the political
strain between the U.S. and Iran .

As a subscriber to The Source. the student would request
UPI and then be queried by the computer on whether he was
interested in National (N), Regional (R), State (S) or Federal
(F) departments; next whether General (G), Business (B),
Sports (S) or Miscellaneous (M) news categories. After
National (N) and General (G) selections were made, the
screen would reque st a key word or search phrase to identify
the request to review U.S.-Iran news stories. The Source
would then indicate the number of stories available within a
selected time period (week or month) and allow the sub
scriber to scan the first paragraph of each story; if the entire
story is required, just a simple keyboard command would
display it on the screen. Thu s, within minutes , and without
leaving his room , the student could access UPI's filed stories
and prep are a factual, timely paper. How timely? A story on
a major political move in Iran filed in Teheran would reach a
Source subscriber within two minutes of its initial trans
mission. A fast -reaction newspaper would carry the story
perhaps hours later. Thus , our college senior could submit a
term paper to his professor during an afternoon class and
discu ss items that might be covered in the next day's news
paper! A clever student could earn many an A with such a
masterful ploy.

What's happening back home
A novel form of news coverage offered by The Source

is called UPI Newshare, to deliver local news items gen
erally considered insignificant for the National, Regional, and
State categories.

For example , if your hometown lost the Little League
Championship, the story would hardly be picked up by the
major UPI network. However, with Newshare, local news
papers will be adding their stories to the UPI computer.

Users of The Source would have quick access to local news
without waiting days for delivery of their old hometown
newspapers. And think how easy it will be to keep up with
news of old friends just by tapping a few keys on your home
computer.

Neither rain nor sleet...
Have you reached your threshold of tolerance for exces

sive delays in mail delivery? Electronic mail is just one of
fering of The Source . Not only can time of delivery be con
siderably compressed, but two-way message exchange is
possible at modest costs.

Electronic mail can be "delivered" in three ways. The
simplest method allows one subscriber to send a message at
30 characters per second to another subscriber's "mail-box" ,
where the second subcriber's terminal indicates Mail Call.
When the second subscriber types MAIL on his keyboard, the
message " mailed" to him will appear on the CRT.

A two-way message exchange is possible between two
subscribers in the CHAT mode. Finally, a message can be
sent from a subscriber to a non-subscriber via Datapost, a
service competitive with Mailgram . Datapost is a service of
TDX Systems Inc., and receives the messages at its center
located at O'Hare Airport in Chicago; the messages are then
converted to hard copy and sent on express flights for next
day delivery in cities around the country. Cost? Only 75
cents-a-me ssage addition al charge above The Source and
telephone line fees.

MicroNet
MicroNe t, a service of CompuServ Inc., permits per

sonal computer owners in 175 major cities in the U.S . to ac
ces s their large DEC KI-IO and KI-20 central processors in
Columbus, Ohio. The MicroNet system otTers(I) a variety of
computer programs on a time-sharing basis , (2) the ability to
expand the potential of the personal computer, (3)a means to
buy and sell software through the MicroNet Software Ex
change , (4) a Feedback feature to contact MicroNet head
quarters at no charge , and (5) nationwide contact via its
National Bulletin Board and Electronic Mail capabilities.

The personal computer service is only available during off
peak hours, 6 PM to 5 AM weekday s and all day Saturday,
Sunday and holidays . MicroNet may be accessed via local
telephone service from more than 175 major metropolitan
areas. The service costs $5 per hour connect-time in over 30
proprietary cities ; an additional $2 per connect-hour sur
charge is added for customers using MicroNet from TymNet
network cities. (TymNet is a telephone-interconnect network
between MicroNet and several major cities. Thus, if you live
in one of these major cities and you use Tymblet, you will be
billed for local phone calls when accessing Microblet. ] The
initial fee is $9; however. the first hour of use is free, thus
reducing the cost by $5.

Among the programs in the MicroNet library are (I ) .BASIC
with double precision, linking capability, file-to-file sorting
and a debug mode. (2) FILGE (for File Generator and Edi
tor) which has powerful text-manipulating capabilities, (3)
FINTOL for solving financial problems, and (4) MicroQuote
to provide rapid access to information on securities traded on
exchange s and over-the-counter. FORTRAN, APL, and Pas
cal are also available.

Become a Wall Street wonder
Over 32.000 stocks , bonds, and options are available in the

MicroQuote database. Trad ing information is updated daily
and, for the analyst who relies on charting historical data,
price s and volumes are available back to January I, 1968.
Press the buttons with the MicroNet system and you can im
mediatel y become informed on your favorite stock 's cur
rent and historical prices (high, low, and closing), dividends,
earnings per share, ratings and shares outstanding. If bonds
are more to your liking, you can obtain information on yields,
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maturity dates. option information, Moody's ratings and ex- 
ercise prices. 

Cost for the use of Micro Quote is S5 per hour of connect- 
time, a per- access fee of SI for each use of MicroQuote. plus 
additional transaction fees based on the amount of informa- 
tion requested. For example, if you requested a list of 25 

issues. a 25 -cent charge is applied. Daily. weekly and monthly 
price and dividend sets cost 5. 10 and 25 cents for each set, 
which supplies date, volume, high /ask, low/bid and close 
prices. If you wanted to examine a particular stock issue in 
detail. the charge would be S1.25. 

A wide assortment of games Space War. Star Trek. 
blackjack. chess. golf, craps. and football -is also available 
to keep the subscriber entertained. 

MicroNet users are permitted to store up to 64 kilobytes of 
their own data on the system. However, those files must be 
accessed at least once every seven days or they will be deleted. 

An interesting and innovative service offered by MicroNet 
is the opportunity to market software via the personal com- 
puter through two approaches. The first approach is for 
software guaranteed by CompuServe, MicroNet's parent. 
Vendors will sell their tested software to CompuServe on a 
direct or royalty basis. A user finding this particular software 
beneficial to his business or interests can test the program on 
MicroNet and then purchase it using his credit card. The pro- 
gram would then be downloaded from CompuServe's main- 
frame to the personal computer. In a second approach, users 
will have an opportunity to test programs available from soft- 
ware retailers. In this case, CompuServe will act as a retail 
outlet, renting space on its network to software merchants. 

A Feedback system is available for subscribers who desire 
user guides and reference manuals for MicroNet programs 
that are not self- documenting. 

Electronic mall 
MicroNet's electronic mail system relies on a bulletin - 

board format. The user places a message on the bulletin 
board using his personal computer. But. unlike other bul- 
letin boards. on this one, only the person to whom the 
message was addressed can receive it. Subscribers using 
this mode must scan the bulletin board as they enter the 
system to see whether any messages have been posted for 
them. 

A variation of personal -computer CB is also available from 
Micronet. A subscriber offers his "handle" or nickname and 
selects the channel he wishes to participate in. He is then in- 
formed of the number of other subscribers on the same chan- 
nel and can then choose merely to "listen" via his CRT dis- 
play or to take an active role. Needless to say, a crowded 
channel on a computer display is as unintelligible as a group 
chatting over a jammed CB voice channel. 

To join the MicroNet set. you add a modem to your per- 
sonal computer and set it for 300 baud. Request and return a 
service application to CompuServe's Personal Computing 
Division, 500 Arlington Center Blvd., Columbus, OH 43220. 
Your VISA or MasterCard credit card number is requested. 
You will then receive by return mail a user kit containing a 
user identification number. a secret password, a local net- 
work telephone number (if there is one) and basic documen- 
tation of the MicroNet system. Then to make life easier for 
you and to achieve compatibiltiy between the MicroNet 
system and your personal computer. a MicroNet Executive 
program is loaded into your computer at no charge. Billing 
for connect time. other surcharges. and any software pur- 
chacec will be done through your charge card. 

Lockheed's Dialog 
Lockheed's Dialog, started in 1972, now provides access 

to over 100 databases which cover subjects including science, 
technology, literature, arts. business and finance. A sub- 
scriber can search over 40 million records including magazine 
articles, conference proceedings, legislative documents, 
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SOM E OF THE SERVICES offered by The Source to ussre of pats naI 

technical manuals, patents, newspaper articles, directories 
and dozens of other sources. 

Put another way. Dialog offers the equivalent of a vast 
library to the owner of a personal computer to use in the 
comfort of his home. 

What are the costs? There are no startup, no initiation, or 
monthly fees. You pay only for the time on the system plus 
the communications -lines fees. For example. if you were re- 
searching a paper on Computer Programming and Computer 
Systems, you would access INSPEC (which includes Physics 
Abstracts. Electrical and Electronics Abstracts and Com- 
puter puter and Control Abstracts): the cost would be S55 per on- 
line hour. If you were interested in a specific government - 
funded research and development program, you would 
browse through the NTIS (National Technical Information 
Service) which has a fee of only S35 per on -line hour. Accord- 
ing to Lockheed. a typical search might require 10 to 15 

minutes time for a cost of S IO to S20. This includes TymNet. 
or TeleNet charges. 

When you think about it. it's a fantastic bargain. The data- 
bases include periodicals going back ten years or more, with 
the most current issues available. Think of the time. gas. and 
parking fees involved in visiting your local library to search 
through their files manually. When you locate the specific 
items, the librarian would require additional time to locate 
some of the outdated material (if the library is large enough to 
maintain a lengthy file of the publications you require). 

An active training program is available for new users at a 
cost of S65 per person for a one -and -a -half day session and 
$25 for a half -day refresher course. However, whether you 
sign up for these courses or not. you will be entitled to re- 
ceive a credit of up to $100 for practice time. (Communica- 
tions costs are not included.) 

To initiate service with Dialog. an order form may be ob- 
tained from Lockheed Information Systems, Diclog Market- 
ing, 3251 Hanover Street, Palo Alto. CA 94304. There is no 
minimum amount of on -line time to be contracted for and the 
service may be cancelled by the subscriber upon 30 days 
notice. During the first month of service, up to $100 will be 
credited towards search efforts since training will be taking 
place. Dialog service is available 110 hours a week. from 
Monday to Saturday. 

Just a sampling of the subjects comprehensively covered 
by the Dialog databases includes: accounting. acoustics. ad- 
vertising. aerodynamics, agricultural engineering, aircraft. 
anatomy. art and art history, astronomy. banking. biology. 
biophysics -and that's only part way through "B ". With 
your home computer linked to an enormous on -line system 
such as Dialog. you have access to a vast library that would 
be the envy of a multimillionaire! R -E 

• •
SOME OF THE SERVICES offered by The Source to users of personal
computers.

technical manuals, patents, newspaper art icles, directories
and doze ns of other sources.

Put another way, Dialog offers the equivalent of a vast
library to the owner of a personal computer to use in the
comfort of his home.

What are the costs? There are no startup, no initiation, or
monthly fees. You pay only for the time on the system plus
the communications-lines fees. For example, if you were re
sea rching a paper on Computer Programming and Computer
Systems, you would access INSPEC (which includes Physics
Abstrac ts , Electrica l and Electronics Abstrac ts and Com
puter and Control Abstracts); the cost would be $55 per on
line hour. If you were interested in a specific government
funded research and deve lopment program, you would
browse through the NTIS (National Technical Information
Service) which has a fee of only $35 per on-line hour. Accord
ing to Lockheed, a typical search might require 10 to 15
minutes time for a cost of $10 to $20. This includes TymNet
or TeleNet charges.

When you think about it, it's a fantastic bargain. The data
bases include periodicals going back ten years or more. with
the most cu rrent issues availab le. Think of the time. gas, and
parking fees involved in visiting your local library to search
th rough their files manually. When you locate the specific
items, the librarian would require additional time to locate
some of the outdated material (if the library is large enough to
maintain a lengthy file of the publications you require) .

An active training program is avai lable for new users at a
cost of $65 per person for a one-and-a-half day session and
$25 for a half-day refresher course. However, whether you
sign up for these courses or not, you will be entitled to re
ceive a credit of up to $100 for practice time. (Communica
tions costs are not included.)

To initiate serv ice with Dialog, an order form may be ob
tained from Lockheed Information Systems, Dialog Market
ing, 3251 Hanover Street, Palo Alto, CA 94304. There is no
minimum amou nt of on-line time to be contracted for and the
service may be cancelled by the subscriber upon 30 days
notice. During the first month of service, up to $100 will be
credited towards search efforts since training will be taking
place . Dialog service is available 110 hours a week, from
Monday to Saturday.

Just a sampl ing of the subjects comprehensively covered
by the Dialog databases includes: accounting, acoustics, ad
vertising, aerodynamics. agricultural engineering, aircraft,
anatomy, art and art history, astronomy, banking, biology,
biophysics-and that's only part way through "B". With
your home computer linked to an enormous on-line system
suc h as Dialog. you have access to a vast library that would
be the envy of a multimillionaire! R·E

maturity dates, option information, Moody's ratings and ex
ercise prices.

Cost for the use of MicroQuote is $5 per hour of connect
time, a per-access fee of $1 for each use of MicroQuote , plus
additional transaction fees based on the amount of informa
tion requested . For exam ple, if you reques ted a list of 25
issues, a 25-cent charge is applied. Daily, weekly and monthly
price and dividend sets cost 5, 10and 25 cents for each set,
which supplies date, volume, high/ask , low/bid and close
prices. If you wanted to exam ine a particular stock issue in
detail, the charge would be $1.25.

A wide assortment of games-Space War, Star Trek .
blackjack. chess, golf. craps, and footba ll-is also avai lable
to keep the subscriber entertained .

MicroNet users are permitted to store up to 64 kilobytes of
the ir own data on the system. However, those files must be
accessed at least once every seven days or they will be deleted.

An interesting and innova tive service offered by MicroNet
is the opportunity to market software via the personal com
puter through two approaches. The first approach is for
software guara nteed by CompuServe, MicroNet 's parent.
Vendors will sell their tested software to CompuServe on a
direc t or royalty bas is. A user finding this particular software
beneficial to his business or interes ts can test the program on
MicroNet and the n purchase it using his credit card. The pro
gram wou ld then be downloaded from CompuServe's main
frame to the personal computer. In a second approach, users
will have an opportunity to test programs available from soft
ware retailers. In this case, CompuServe will act as a retail
outlet, renting space on its network to software merchants.

A Feedback sys tem is available for subscribers who desire
user guides and reference manuals for MicroNet programs
that are not self-doc umenting.

Electronic mall
MicroNet's electronic mail sys tem relies on a bullet in-

• board format. The user places a message on the bulletin
board using his personal computer. But , unlike other bul
letin boards, on this one. only the person to whom the
message was addressed can receive it. Subscribers using
this mode must sca n the bulletin board as they enter the
sys tem to see whether any messages have been posted for
them.

A variation of personal-computer CB is also ava ilable from
Micronet . A subscriber offers his "handle" or nickname and
selects the channel he wishes to part icipate in. He is then in
formed of the number of other subscribers on the same chan
nel and can then choose merely to " listen" via his CRT dis
play or to take an active role. Needless to say, a crowded
channel on a computer display is as unintelligible as a group
chatting over a jammed CB voice chan nel.

To join the MicroNet set. you add a modem to your per
sonal computer and set it for 300 baud. Request and return a
service application to CornpirServe's Personal Computing
Division, 500 Arlingto n Center Blvd., Columbus, OH 43220.
Your VISA or MasterCard credit card number is requested.
You will then rece ive by return mail a user kit containing a
user identification number, a secret password , a local net
work te lepho ne number (if there is one) and basic documen
tation of the MicroNet system. Then to make life easier for
you and to achieve compatibi ltiy between the MicroNet
system and your personal computer, a MicroNet Executive
program is loaded into your computer at no charge. Billing
for connect time. other surcharges . and any software pur
chases will be done through your charge card .

Lockheed's Dialog
Lock heed's Dialog, started in 1972, now prov ides access

to over 100 databases which cover subjects including science,
tec hnology, literature , arts, business and finance. A sub
scriber can search over 40 million records including magazine
articles , conference proceedings, legislative documents,
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Computers cannot act on their own -they have to be told what to do. 
Here's a discussion of several of the languages used to instruct them. 

IF YOUR RICH UNCLE PASSED AWAY AND LEFT YOU A MULTI - 
million dollar IBM computer. it probably wouldn't do you 
any good (unless you sold it). All you would possess would 
be a well -designed piece of computer hardware unless he 

also left you the software (programs) to tell the machine 
what to do. 

The computer is a machine. It doesn't understand the 
English language. Yet it is capable of performing an end- 
less number of tasks. involving lengthy calculations and 
complex procedures. And the computer can respond to 
a computer language, so the obvious step is to develop a 

language that can be understood by humans and somehow 
converted to the language a computer can follow. 

A computer program is a set of instructions that tell the 
computer what to do. A computer language defines the 
rules of grammar and vocabulary for writing instructions. 
If you don't follow the rules. the computer cannot under- 
stand the instructions, and it will be unable to perform its 
assignment. 

A statement. or instruction. in a computer program. is a 

string of elements from an alphabet that includes letters, 
digits and symbols. A set of rules. or syntax. establishes 
the form of each statement which conveys a specific oper- 
ational meaning or semantics. Thus a computer language 
includes the alphabet. syntax and semantics. 

Computer languages in use today can be grouped into 
three broad categories: machine languages. assembly Ian- 

guages, and problem- oriented languages. Both machine 
and assembly languages are considered low- level languages 
while a problem -oriented language is concerned high level. 

Machine language 
The most elementary language is machine language 

since it is the only language that the computer understands 
directly: any other language is "foreign" to the computer 
and thus it will not recognize or execute proper commands. 
Machine language is written with the computer's hard- 
ware or design configuration in mind so the programmer 
must be well aware of how the machine works. Because 
the vocabulary and grammar rules are rather limited. ma- 
chine language is considered simple. However, because 
of the limited vocabulary, a fairly long program is required 
to lead a computer through a relatively simple assignment. 

A machine -language program consists of a list of instruc- 
tions in binary form to direct the computer to perform an 
operation or a series of operations such as add. multiply. 
read, write, or store. For the programmer's convenience, 
decimal. octal, or hexadecimal numbers may be used and 
then converted into binary numbers inside the machine. 
The operation to be performed is given by a code that di- 
rects the computer to perform a specific operation and also 
supplies the operand, which is the quantity to be operated 
upon. Instructions in machine code are binary numbers. not 
letters or words. A series of binary numbers representing 
a very small part of a machine -code program would look 
something like this: 

Operation Code Operand 1 Operand 2 

01011001 01001100 11011010 
To perform a simple addition of just two numbers would 

involve the above listing of l's and 0's, in the binary Ian- 

Computers cannot act on their own-they have to be told what to do.
Here's a discussion of several of the languages used to instruct them.
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IF YOUR RICH UNCLE PASSED AW,AY AND LEFT YOU A MULTI
million dollar IBM computer, it probably wouldn't do you
any good (unless you sold it). All you would possess would
be a well-designed piece of computer hardware unless he
also left you the software (programs) to tell the machine
what to do.

The computer is a machine. It doesn't understand the
English language. Yet it is capable of performing an end
less number of tasks, involving lengthy calculations and
complex procedures. And the computer can respond to
a computer language, so the obvious step is to develop a
language that can be understood by humans and somehow
converted to the language a computer can follow.

A computer program is a set of instructions that tell the
computer what to do. A computer language defines the
rules of grammar and vocabulary for writing instructions.
If you don't follow the rules , the computer cannot under
stand the instructions, and it will be unable to perform its
assignment.

A statement, or instruction , in a computer program, is a
string of elements from an alphabet that includes letters,
digits and symbols. A set of rules, or syntax, establishes
the form of each statement which conveys a specific oper
ational meaning or semantics. Thus a computer language
includes the alphabet, syntax and semantics.

Computer languages in use today can be grouped into
three broad categories: machine languages, assembly lan
guages, and problem-oriented languages. Both machine
and assembly languages are considered low-level languages
while a problem-oriented language is concerned high level.

Machine language
The most elementary language is machine language

since it is the only language that the computer understands
directly; any other language is "foreign" to the computer
and thus it will not recognize or execute proper commands.
Machine language is written with the computer's hard-

. ware or design configuration in mind so the programmer
must be well aware of how the machine works. Because
the vocabulary and grammar rules are rather limited, ma
chine language is considered simple. However, because
of the limited vocabulary, a fairly long program is required
to lead a computer through a relatively simple assignment.

A machine-language program consists of a list of instruc
tions in binary form to direct the computer to perform an
operation or a series of operations such as add, multiply,
read, write, or store. For the programmer's convenience,
decimal, octal, or hexadecimal numbers may be used and
then converted into binary numbers inside the machine.
The operation to be performed is given by a code that di
rects the computer to perform a specific operation and also
supplies the operand, which is the quantity to be operated
upon. Instructions in machine code are binary numbers, not
letters or words. A series of binary numbers representing
a very small part of a machine-code program would look
something like this: '

Operation Code Operand 1 Operand 2
01011001 01001100 11011010

To perform a simple addition of just two numbers would
involve the above listing of l 's and O's , in the binary lan-
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guage that makes the computer perform. Imagine the 
enormous sequence of 0's and l's required to perform a 
complex calculation! 

Obviously. the computer programmer who attempts to 
prepare a lengthy program in machine language will be 
prone to making errors since it is a tedious and tiresome 
task. The task is somewhat lessened with the aid of an 
octal or hexadecimal program that accepts the program- 
mer's inputs in octal or hexadecimal (special numbering 
systems that are more intelligible to humans than binary) 
and converts them to binary. 

The advantages of machine -language programming are 
(1) the ability to instruct the computer directly and (2) the 
low requirement for supporting software or memory. The 
disadvantages include (1) the need for the programmer to 
have full awareness of the machine's hardware structure. 
(2) the lengthy and tedious effort involved in writing the 
program and (3) the lack of flexibility in using a program 
written for one computer on another type. For example. 
a machine -language program written for a Motorola 6800 - 
based computer cannot be applied. without extensive 
modifications, to a computer using an Intel 8080 CPU. 

Perhaps the greatest drawback to machine -language 
programs is their lack of intelligibility to non- computer 
users. A detailed machine -language program, with its 
lengthy series of 0's and l's-or even their octal or hexa- 
decimal equivalents -has no meaning to the student. en- 
gineer, businessman. or layman eager to apply the com- 
puter to his specific applications. Indeed. even a profes- 
sional machine -language programmer has quite a task 
keeping track of the meanings of the machine code. 

Assembly language 
To make computer programs easier to comprehend, sym- 

bolic languages were developed. Such a language makes 
use of letters or names for instructions, data and addresses. 
These names or "mnemonics" refer to the terms they 
represent so a computer user can, by association, relate 
the term to the function. An example of mnemonic sym- 
bols in everyday use is DOD for Department of Defense 
and IRS for Internal Revenue Service. Only three letters 
are used as shorthand identification, yet most people 
know immediately what they represent. 

Not all instructions are as easy to remember as ADD. 
SUB. or AND. But it is not too difficult for the program- 
mer to associate LA with "load the address" or P to punch 
a card. Such use of symbolic code rather than a lengthy 
string of ones and zeros was the first major step to bring 
computer- programming capability to the non -professional 
programmer. If we wanted to have the computer calculate 
X= A +B, where A =3 and B =5, in assembly language, 
we would use the assembler instructions listed in Table I. 

TABLE 1 

Location Operation Operand I Operand 2 Comments 

Begin LDA 

ADD 
STA 

REG 6 

REG 6 

x 

B 

A 
REG 6 

Load B into regis- 
ter 6 
Add A to register 6 

Store register 6 

at X 

The symbolic ' nstructions listed in Table I would be 

translated into machine - language form by the assembler. 
Now a non -professional programmer can write what's 

known as a source program. using symbolic language, 
with instructions or statements to guide computer activ- 
ities. Next. a processing step is required to translate the 
source program (easy for a human to write and under- 
stand) into an object program, which is a machine -language 
program that the computer can understand. The program 
that accomplishes this task is called a translator. Its out- 
put, the object program. is what the computer requires to 
direct its operation. 

The grammar of assembly language is similar to that 
of machine language but the vocabulary is different. Since 
a computer is still being directed, the operations available 
and the sequencing are unchanged. However, mnemonics. 
rather than numbers. are used in preparing the program. 

Symbolic languages make computer -program prepar- 
ation easier. since terms, rather than numbers. are used to 
relate to the problem -solving needs. 

A profound advantage of symbolic language is the ability 
it gives one type of computer to process programs written 
in many different languages. provided a translator pro- 
gram is included with each language. This means that one 
computer can handle programs written in either BASIC 
or FORTRAN (to be described later). as long as a separate 
translator is available to convert each into the computer's 
machine -language code. 

This first step to make programming a bit simpler is 
called assembly language, machine -oriented language, or 
low -level programming language. Although symbolic 
notation makes program- writing easier than straight binary 
coding. it takes about as many symbolic instructions to 
write a program as machine language does. Stated another 
way, there is a one -for -one conversion of language instruc- 
tions. Thus. the assembly- language programmer still must 
write lengthy instructions and must be familiar with all the 
peculiarities of the computer he is programming. For com- 
plex programs, many of the abbreviated mnemonics will 
not take convenient comprehensive form and will require 
extensive commentary to keep track of all the definitions 
of terms. 

The translator that converts the assembly - language 
(source) program into the computer object program is 
called an assembler and is usually located in the com- 
puter's memory. As the source program. written in sym- 
bolic language, is entered into the computer, the assem- 
bler converts each symbol into machine -language form 
(or the object program). At this stage, the computer is 
only recording the object program in its memory, or onto 
punched paper tape, magnetic tape or disk. When the 
translation task is completed, the object program can be 
entered in its entirety into the computer; now the com- 
puter can understand the instructions and data. and can pro- 
ceed to execute the program. 

Assembly language is an improvement over machine lan- 
guage, but is still machine- dependent. Every type of com- 
puter requires its particular assembly language. 

Problem- oriented languages 
The next step in program design makes the computer 

hardware (and type of computer) relatively unimportant 
with respect to the task to be performed. This type of Ian- 
guage is known by such names as: "problem- oriented," 
"procedure- oriented." or. simply, "high- level." It ap- 
proaches the programming problem from the viewpoint 
of the goal to be achieved. rather than the specific machine 
that will achieve it. 

Broadly speaking. there are two types of high -level 
language -compilers and interpreters. Compilers will be 
considered first. 

A compiler allows a program to be written in English - 
like terms and translates it directly into machine language. 
With it, a single statement, such as "PRINT," can cause 
a whole series of machine -language instructions to be 
executed. From the human point of view. a compiled lan- 
guage is much more efficient than assembly language. 

As with an assembler. the compiler first translates the 
source -language program into an object program before 
running it. A program. that originally has been written using a 
compiler cannot be run unless the entire program (or a com- 
plete section of it) has first been translated (compiled) into 
machine code. Here's how a program would be compiled on 
a large computer system (smaller systems use floppy disks 

guage that makes the computer perform. Imagine the
enormous sequence of O's and I's required to perform a
complex calculation!

Obviously, the computer programmer who attempts to
prepare a lengthy program in machine language will be
prone to making errors since it is a tedious and tiresome
task. The task is somewhat lessened with the aid of an
octal or hexadecimal program that accepts the program
mer 's inputs in octal or hexadecimal (special numbering
systems that are more intelligible to humans than binary)
and converts them to binary.

The advantages of machine-language programming are
(1) the ability to instruct the computer directly and (2) the
low requirement for supporting software or memory. The
disadvantages include (I) the need for the programmer to
have full awareness of the machine's hardware structure,
(2) the lengthy and tedious effort involved in writing the
program and (3) the lack of flexibility in using a program
written for one computer on another type. For example,
a machine-language program written for a Motorola 6800
based computer cannot be applied, without extensive
modifications, to a computer using an Intel 8080 CPU.

Perhaps the greatest drawback to machine-language
programs is their lack of intelligibility to non-computer
users. A detailed machine-language program, with its
lengthy series of O's and I's-or even their octal or hexa
decimal equivalents-has no meaning to the student , en
gineer, businessman, or layman eager to apply the com
puter to his specific applications. Indeed , even a profes
sional machine-language programmer has quite a task
keeping track of the meanings of the machine code.

Assembly language
To make computer programs easier to comprehend, sym

bolic languages were developed. Such a language makes
use of letters or names for instructions, data and addresses .
These names or "mnemonics" refer to the terms they
represent so a computer user can, by association, relate
the term to the function. An example of mnemonic sym
bols in everyday use is DOD for Department of Defense
and IRS for Internal Revenue Service. Only three letters
are used as shorthand identification, yet most people
know immediately what they represent.

Not all instructions are as easy to remember as ADD,
SUB, or AND. But it is not too difficult for the program
mer to associate LA with "load the address" or P to punch
a card. Such use of symbolic code rather than a lengthy
string of ones and zeros was the first major step to bring
computer-programming capability to the non-professional
programmer. If we wanted to have the computer calculate
X= A+B, where A=3 and B=5, in assembly language,
we would use the assembler instructions listed in Table I.

TABLE 1
Location Operation Operand 1 Operand 2 Comments

Begin LDA REG 6 B Load B into regis-
ter 6

ADD REG 6 A Add A to register 6
STA x REG 6 Store register 6

at X

The symbolic instructions listed in Table I would be
translated into machine-language form by the assembler.

Now a non-professional programmer can write what's
known as a source program, using symbolic language,
with instructions or statements to guide computer activ
ities . Next, a processing step is required to translate the
source program (easy for a human to write and under
stand) into an object program, which is a machine-language
program that the computer can understand. The program
that accomplishes this task is called a translator. Its out
put , the object program, is what the computer requires to
direct its operation.

The grammar of assembly language is similar to that
of machine language but the vocabulary is different. Since
a computer is still being directed , the operations available
and the sequencing are unchanged. However, mnemonics,
rather than numbers , are used in preparing the program.

Symbolic languages make computer-program prepar
ation easier, since terms , rather than numbers, are used to
relate to the problem-solving needs.

A profound advantage of symbolic language is the ability
it gives one type of computer to process programs written
in many different languages, provided a translator pro
gram is included with each language. This means that one
computer can handle programs written in either BASIC
or FORTRAN (to be described later), as long as a separate
translator is available to convert each into the computer's
machine-language code.

This first step to make programming a bit simpler is
called assembly language, machine-oriented language, or
low-level programming language. Although symbolic
notation makes program-writing easier than straight binary
coding, it takes about as many symbolic instructions to
write a program as machine language does. Stated another
way, there is a one-for-one conversion of language instruc
tions. Thus, the assembly-language programmer still must
write lengthy instructions and must be familiar with all the
peculiarities of the computer he is programming. For com
plex programs, many of the abbreviated mnemonics will
not take convenient comprehensive form and will require
extensive commentary to keep track of all the definitions
of terms.

The translator that converts the assembly-language
(source) program into the computer object program is
called an assembler and is usually located in the com
puter's memory. As the source program, written in sym
bolic language, is entered into the computer, the assem
bler converts each symbol into machine-language form
(or the object program). At this stage, the computer is
only recording the object program in its memory, or onto
punched paper tape, magnetic tape or disk. When the
translation task is completed, the object program can be
entered in its entirety into the computer; now the com
puter can understand the instructions and data. and can pro
ceed to execute the program.

Assembly language is an improvement over machine lan
guage, but is still machine-dependent. Every type of com
puter requires its particular assembly language.

Problem-orlented languages
The next step in program design makes the computer

hardware (and type of computer) relatively unimportant
with respect to the task to be performed. This type of lan
guage is known by such names as: " problem-oriented,"
"procedure-oriented," or , simply, "high-level." It ap
proaches the programming problem from the viewpoint
of the goal to be achieved , rather than the specific machine
that will achieve it.

Broadly speaking, there are two types of high-level
language-compilers and interpreters. Compilers will be
considered first.

A compiler allows a program to be written in English
like terms and translates it directly into machine language.
With it, a single statement, such as "PRINT," can cause
a whole series of machine-language instructions to be
executed. From the human point of view, a compiled lan
guage is much more efficient than assembly language.

As with an assembler, the compiler first translates the
source-language program into an object program before
running it. A program, that originally has been written usinga
compiler cannot be run unless the entire program (or a com
plete section of it) has first been translated (compiled) into
machine code. Here 's how a program would be compiled on
a large compute r system (smaller systems use floppy disks
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rather than punch cards): 
First the program is laid out, and debugged to the great- 

est extent possible (getting the bugs out of an already corn- 
piled program is not the simplest task in the world). using 
coding sheets. Then, assuming that a punch -card system 
is being used, a keypunch operator punches or codes one 
card for each line on the coding sheet. The complete set 
of such cards is called the "source deck." 

Then. with the compiler already in the computer's mem- 
ory, the program is fed into the computer one card at a 
time. After all the cards have been fed in. the program is 
compiled, and a new set of cards. containing machine -lan- 
guage instructions. is generated. This set is known as the 
"object deck." Since one "source" card may require 
several machine -language instructions to be carried out. 
the object deck contains many more cards than the ori- 
ginal source deck. 

After compilation. the code from the object deck is 
loaded hack into the computer. and the program can be 
run. 

The other type of high -level language we'll discuss is 
the interpreter. Most of the BASIC's used with small com- 
puter systems are interpreters. Interpreters. like com- 
pilers. allow programs to be written in an English -like 
form, but operate somewhat differently internally. The 
most significant difference is that no compilation takes 
place and that the source code is always accessible. 

An interpreted language translates instructions into 
machine language as the program executes -in real time - 
rather than "predigesting" them all at once. as does a 

compiler. Because an interpreter is constantly 'inter- 
preting" (or translating) as well as actually executing the 
program. it tends to run more slowly than a compiled lan- 
guage. Furthermore. the interpreter retains no memory 
of what it has interpreted so, even if it has already executed 
a certain routine a hundred times, it must interpret it anew 
when it encounters it for the hundred- and -first. This makes 
for an even greater reduction in speed. 

Interpreters have their advantages, though. Because 
you are always working with source code, it is simple to 
modify a program should a change be necessary. A pro- 
gram can even be stopped while it is running. altered. and 
the run continued. This is an impossibility if you are using 
a compiled language. Also. while a compiled program 
may occupy much less memory than an interpreted one. 
the compiler itself may take up so much room in a small 
computer that it would leave little or no memory space for 
the program it was intended to run. 

Machine and assembly languages are designed to match 
specific computers, and bear no relation to the applica- 

tions the computers are intended to perform. Problem - 
oriented. or high -level, languages disregard the hardware 
aspects of the computer and concentrate instead on the 
applications. To simplify programming. it was desirable 
to develop different languages for different applications. 
Languages have been developed for mathematical and 
scientific needs. for business procedures. for text editing. 
and for other specialized needs. Only one problem- oriented 
language has been developed as a universal language to 
replace all others: the IBM PL /1 or Programming Lan- 
guage/ I . 

The premise was that scientists, businessmen, engineers. 
and computer experts could program nearly everything 
they needed with this language. Unfortunately. the lan- 
guage is so complex that few programmers can handle it. 
Secondly, a powerful computer is required to use the pro- 
gram. And finally, it turns out that the scientific program- 
mer using Pl. /1 involves himself only with the scientific 
portion while the business programmer only identifies with 
the business section. It may well be that the goal of an 
ideal computer language is not unlike that of a universal 
language for speech around the world. Wouldn't it be con- 
venient to have one language spoken and written through- 
out the world? No need for guide books. language -phrase 
books. language courses for the traveler -but as obvious 
as the need appears. the prospect of a universal language 
is far distant. So too. perhaps for a universal computer 
language. 

Advantages of high -level language 
What are the advantages of high -level languages? Pro- 

grams are shorter. easier to write, and debugging (locating 
errors) is simplified. Programs written for a particular 
application can be supplied to users around the world. 
regardless of the computer they have, as long as a compiler 
or interpreter is available for the language used. And. of 
course, there is no need for the programmer to be con- 
cerned with the inner workings or details of his computer's 
hardware or machine language. 

Then why are low -level assembly- or machine- languages 
still in use? High -level languages require considerable 
memory and programs run slower since a translation pro- 
cess is involved between the human -oriented and machine 
language. Often the compiler is expensive and requires a 
large amount of memory. If an interpreter is used rather 
than a compiler, translating each statement and executing 
it, less memory is required. The tradeoff is a loss in effi- 
ciency since translation must be performed every time the 
user runs the original program. 

Which is best? For the non -professional programmer. 
high -level languages are much simpler to prepare and use; 
programs are relatively easy to comprehend from the 
symbols involved. Assembly and machine - language pro- 
grams, grams, when properly prepared, can make the computer 
perform faster; also. programmers familiar with the par- 
ticular strengths of a computer's hardware can make the 
computer "do tricks" and thus operate more efficiently 
than would be possible with general- purpose high -level 
programs. Even today. assembly and machine languages 
offer efficiency unmatched by high -level languages. 

Popular high -level languages 
High -level languages, or problem -oriented languages, 

can be general- purpose, or can be specifically tailored for 
applications such as engineering, education, banking of 
process control. Over a thousand languages are in exis- 
tence. some used only by a handful of specialists and others 
enjoying widespread use by a large number of computer 
users. 

Among the most popular computer languages are: 
ALGOL (Algorithmic Language )-a math and science 
language in common use in Europe 
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rather than punch cards):
First the program is laid out, and debugged to the great

est extent possible (getting the bugs out of an already com
piled program is not the simplest task in the world), using
coding sheets. Then, assuming that a punch-card system
is being used, a keypunch operator punches or codes one
card for each line on the coding sheet. The complete set
of such cards is called the "source deck."

Then, with the compiler already in the computer's mem
ory, the program is fed into the computer one card at a
time . After all the cards have been fed in, the program is
compiled, and a new set of cards, containing machine-lan
guage instructions, is generated. This set is known as the
"object deck." Since one "source" card may require
several machine-language instructions to be carried out,
the object deck contains many more cards than the ori
ginal source deck.

After compilation, the code from the object deck is
loaded back into the computer, and the program can be
run.

The other type of high-level language we'll discuss is
the interpreter. Most of the BASIC's used with small com
puter systems are interpreters. Interpreters, like com
pilers, allow programs to be written in an English-like
form, but operate somewhat differently internally. The
most significant difference is that no compilation takes
place and that the source code is always accessible.

An interpreted language translates instructions into
machine language as the program executes-in real time
rather than "predigesting" them all at once, as does a
compiler. Because an interpreter is constantly "inter
preting" (or translating) as well as actually executing the
program, it tends to run more slowly than a compiled lan
guage. Furthermore, the interpreter retains no memory

.of what it has interpreted so, even if it has already executed
a certain routine a hundred times, it must interpret it anew
when it encounters it for the hundred-and-first. This makes
for an even greater reduction in speed.

Interpreters have their advantages, though. Because
you are always working with source code, it is simple to
modify a program should a change be necessary. A pro
gram can even be stopped while it is running, altered, and
the run continued. This is an impossibility if you are using
a compiled language . Also, while a compiled program
may occupy much less memory than an interpreted one,
the compiler itself may take up so much room in a small
computer that it would leave little or no memory space for
the program it was intended to run.

Machine and assembly languages are designed to match
specific computers, and bear no relation to the applica-

tions the computers are intended to perform. Problem
oriented, or high-level, languages disregard the hardware
aspects of the computer and concentrate instead on the
applications. To simplify programming, it was desirable
to develop different languages for different applications.
Languages have been developed for mathematical and
scientific needs, for business procedures , for text editing,
and for other specialized needs. Only one problem-oriented
language has been developed as a universal language to
replace all others: the IBM PL/I or Programming Lan
guage/ l.

The premise was that scientists, businessmen, engineers,
and computer experts could program nearly everything
they needed with this language. Unfortunately, the lan
guage is so complex that few programmers can handle it.
Secondly, a powerful computer is required to use the pro
gram. And finally, it turns out that the scientific program
mer using PLII involves himself only with the scientific
portion while the business programmer only identifies with
the business section. It may well be that the goal of an
ideal computer language is not unlike that of a universal
language for speech around the world. Wouldn't it be con
venient to have one language spoken and written through
out the world? No need for guide books , language-phrase
books, language courses for the traveler-but as obvious
as the need appears, the prospect of a universal language
is far distant. So too, perhaps for a universal computer
language.

Advantages of high-level language
What are the advantages of high-level languages? Pro

grams are shorter, easier to write, and debugging (locating
errors) is simplified. Programs written for a particular
application can be supplied to users around the world,
regardless of the computer they have, as long as a compiler
or interpreter is available for the language used. And, of
course, there is no need for the programmer to be con
cerned with the inner workings or details of his computer's
hardware or machine language.

Then why are low-level assembly- or machine-languages
still in use? High-level languages require considerable
memory and programs run slower since a translation pro
cess is involved between the human-oriented and machine
language. Often the compiler is expensive and requires a
large amount of memory. If an interpreter is used rather
than a compiler, translating each statement and executing
it, less memory is required. The tradeoff is a loss in effi
ciency since translation must be performed every time the
user runs the original program.

Which is best? For the non-professional programmer,
high-level languages are much simpler to prepare and use;
programs are relatively easy to comprehend from the
symbols involved. Assembly and machine-language pro
grams, when properly prepared, can make the computer
perform faster; also, programmers familiar with the par
ticular strengths of a computer's hardware can make the
computer "do tricks" and thus operate more efficiently
than would be possible with general-purpose high-level
programs. Even today, assembly and machine languages
offer efficiency unmatched by high-level languages.

Popular high-level languages
High-level languages, or problem-oriented languages,

can be general-purpose, or can be specifically tailored for
applications such as engineering, education, banking or
process control. Over a thousand languages are in exis
tence, some used only by a handful of specialists and others
enjoying widespread use by a large number of computer
users.

Among the most popular computer languages are:
ALGOL (Algorithmic Language}-a math and science
language in common use in Europe.
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APL (A Programming Language} -a language to handle 
long strings of numbers or letters with ease. 
BASIC (Beginner's All- Purpose Symbolic Instruction 
Codel -a language developed to introduce students to 
computers simplicity and ease of use highlight this lan- 
guage. Widespread use with personal computers. 
COBOL (Common Business- Oriented Language) -the 
original language designed for the non -professional 
programmer for business, rather than scientific. appli- 
cations. 
FORTRAN (Formula Translation Language!- Probably 
the most widely used language. Although originally in- 
tended for scientists. it is in widespread use for business 
applications. 
USP (List ProcessingI -a language developed by a group 
at MIT to handle list processing Lists are finite sequences 
that can appear in a large variety of structures in the form 
of numbers. letters or even computer words 
Pascal --an extended version of ALGOL developed for 
teaching structured programming to students 
PU1 (Programming Language/ li --a complex language 
combining the advantages of COBOL. FORTRAN. and 
ALGOL. The language contains more features than any 
other language. however, because of its complexity. it 
is difficult to learn and apply. 
RPG (Report Program Generatori -a language for re- 
questing and defining reports. 

Languages In detail 
Wouldn't it be ideal if all computers understood instruc- 

tions written in the English language? Yes, it would. but 
there would always be problems. Human languages are 
extremely complex and yet imprecise. Words don't mean 
the same thing to everyone. For example, "watch" may 
indicate "observe" to one person and "timepiece" to 
another. With computers. words and instructions must be 
exact. without ambiguities to confuse the computer. 

High -level. or problem -oriented. languages are a good 
compromise for efficient communications between humans 
and the computer. It has been estimated that well over 
1,000 high -level languages have been developed; perhaps 
200 enjoy some form of popularity. 

Why so many languages? High -level languages are in- 
tended to handle problems and thus deal with a multitude 
of applications. While many languages have a rather broad 
appeal and application, there always seems to be a reason 
for programmers to develop a specific language for a spe- 
cific need. There are high -level languages, for example, 
exclusively tailored for numerically- controlled machine 
tools. electronic circuit design. hydraulic system analysis. 
graphical analysis and other such specialized applications. 

ALGOL 
ALGOL (Algorithmic Language) was developed in the 

mid- 1950's for scientific and mathematic applications. 
ALGOL is much more popular in Europe than in the U.S. 
and is well respected as a powerful language capable of 
handling very complex programs. 

One version of ALGOL of particular significance is 

the "publication" version which many computer scien- 
tists use to describe new programs they have developed. 
Thus, there are many programs published in ALGOL even 
though the program authors or potential users do not have 
the sophisticated hardware to run or test the programs. 
The publication version of ALGOL is based upon the type 
faces generally available to printers and thus includes up- 
per and lower case letters. methods to indent lines, and 
bold -face type. 

The language's power and versatility are assets which 
are hampered by the need for a relatively large. slow. and 
expensive compiler. Programs in ALGOL are separated 
into blocks, with smaller called- subroutines or procedures. 

APL 
In 1960. Ken Iverson of IBM developed APL (A Pro- 

gramming Language) as a notation for describing algo- 
rithms. (An algorithm k a prescribed set of well- defined 
rules or processes for the solution of a problem in a finite 
number of steps.) Based on a series of symbols for logical 
and mathematical functions, APL is easy to learn and 
requires relatively few characters to define complex oper- 
ations. It is used in applications ranging from complex 
mathematical and scientific problems to text editing and 
computer -assisted education. 

APL's major attraction is its powerful problem -solving 
capability coupled with a high degree of interactivity. This 
allows top -level managers. such as businessmen and financial 
analysts with key decisions to make, to "have a con- 
ference" with their computers using APL. Since the lan- 
guage is easy to learn and use, these busy managers do not 
require extensive training nor added staff to handle the 
program. 

APL makes use of several unusual symbols. such as an 
upside -down T, and thus special terminals are required for 
APL to put these symbols into the machine. APL is not a 
scientific language, but is considered more of a manipu- 
lative language for handling long strings of numbers or 
letters: it's ideal for text editing. The text of an article or a 
book can be fed into a computer using an APL program: 
the manuscript can be rewritten or altered with spelling 
corrections or hyphenation. and then retrieved from the 
computer in its new format. Many modern automated 
printing and publishing firms use APL for such automatic 
typesetting applications. 

APL. as well as BASIC. are languages based on inter- 
preters rather than compilers. This means that programs 
can be written, tested and debugged rapidly. 

The APL language is used by large firms as a powerful 
analytic tool for long -range planning. 

BASIC 
BASIC, Beginner's All- Purpose Symbolic Instruction 

Code. was developed at Dartmouth College in 1965 as a 

language for introducing students to computer science. 
The project was supported by a grant from the National 
Science Foundation and was managed by Professors 
Kemeny and Kurtz. BASIC was originally intended for 
use on a time -sharing computer. 

The object of the project was to come up with an easy - 
to-use computer language: its success has made it the most 
popular language among non -professional programmers 
and computer hobbyists. It is a language intended for an 
amateur programmer who has a problem, wants to use 
a computer to solve it, wishes to prepare his own program 
rather than hire a programmer, and doesn't have a large 
budget. 

A major advantage of BASIC (and APL) over other 
languages is its use of an interpreter rather than compiler. 
Programs prepared by an amateur can be inspected. modi- 
fied, debugged and corrected without tedious recompil- 
ation. BASIC can accept program changes with a minimum 
of effort on the pan of the programmer. Another advan- 
tage of BASIC is its interactivity. 

BASIC is easy to learn because it has a limited vocabu- 
lary compared to FORTRAN. COBOL or other popular 
languages. The primary statements are arithmetic. pro- 
gram control and input /output. Every language consists 
of a set of characters; BASIC uses the 26 letters of the 
alphabet. all ten decimal digits (0 to 9), and fewer than two 
dozen additional characters (arithmetic operators, punctu- 
ation. etc.). 

Here arc some of the fundamental rules that were estab- 
lished in the original Dartmouth BASIC: 

A line can include only one statement. 
Each statement must include a line number followed 
by a keyword. 
Statements or instructions are performed in order of 

APL (A Programming Language}-a language to handle
long strings of numbers or letters with ease.
BASIC (Beginner's All-Purpose Symbolic Instruction
Code)-a language developed to introduce students to
computers : simplicity and ease of use highlight this lan
guage. Widespread use with personal computers.
COBOL (Common Business-Oriented Language}-the
orig inal language designed for the non-profess ional
programmer for business , rather than scientific , appli
cations.
FORTRAN (Fonnula Translation Language}-Probably
the most wide ly used language. Although orig inally in
tended for scientists, it is in widespread use for business
applications.
LISP (List Processing}-a language developed by a group
at MIT to handle list processing. Lists are f inite sequences
that can appear in a large variety of structures in the form
of numbers, letters, or even computer words.
Pascal-an extended vers ion of ALGOL developed for
teaching structured programming to students.
PU1 (Programming Language/1}-a complex language
combining the advantages of COBOL, FORTRAN, and
ALGOL. The language contains more features than any
other language; however , because of its complexity, it
is difficult to learn and apply.
RPG (Report Program Generator)-a language for re
questing and defining reports.

Languages in detail
Wouldn't it be ideal if all computers understood instruc

tions written in the English language? Yes, it would, but
there would always be problems. Human languages are
extremely complex and yet imprecise. Words don't mean
the same thing to everyone. For example, "watch" may
indicate "observe" to one person and "timepiece" to
another. With computers, words and instructions must be
exact, without ambiguities to confuse the computer.

High-level, or problem-oriented, languages are a good
compromise for efficient communications between humans
and the computer. It has been estimated that well over
I,000 high-level languages have been developed ; perhaps
200 enjoy some form of popularity.

Why so many languages? High-level languages are in
tended to handle problems and thus deal with a multitude
of applications. While many languages have a rather broad
appeal and application, there always seems to be a reason
for programmers to develop a specific language for a spe
cific need. There are high-level languages, for example,
exclusively tailored for numerically-controlled machine
tools, electronic circuit design, hydraulic system analysis ,
graphical analysis and other such specialized applications .

ALGOL
ALGOL (Algorithmic Language) was developed in the

mid-1950's for scientific and mathematic applications.
ALGOL is much more popular in Europe than in the U.S.
and is well respected as a powerful language capable of
handling very complex programs.

One version of ALGOL of particular significance is
the " publication" version which many computer scien
tists use to describe new programs they have developed.
Thus, there are many programs published in ALGOL even
though the program authors or potential users do not have
the sophisticated hardware to run or test the programs .
The publication version of ALGOL is based upon the type
faces generally available to printers and thus includes up
per and lower case letters , methods to indent lines, and
bold-face type.

The language's power and versatility are assets which
are hampered by the need for a relatively large, slow, and
expensive compiler. Programs in ALGOL are separated
into blocks , with smaller called-subroutines or procedures.

APL
In 1960, Ken Iverson of IBM developed APL (A Pro-

gramming Language) as a notation for describing algo
rithms. (An algorithm is a prescribed set of well-defined
rules or proce sses for the solution of a problem in a finite
number of steps.) Based on a series of symbols for logical
and mathematical functions , APL is easy to learn and
requires relatively few characters to define complex oper
ations. It is used in applications ranging from complex
mathematical and scientific problems to text editing and
computer-assisted education.

APL's major attraction is its powerful problem-solving
capability coupled with a high degree of interactivity . This
allows top-level managers, such as businessmen and financial
analysts with key decisions to make, to " have a con
ference" with their computers using APL. Since the lan
guage is easy to learn and use , these busy managers do not
require extensive training nor added staff to handle the
program.

APL makes use of several unusual symbols, such as an
upside-down T, and thus special terminals are required for
APL to put these symbols into the machine. APL is not a
scientific language, but is considered more of a manipu
lative language for handling long strings of numbers or
letters; it' s ideal for text editing. The text of an article or a
book can be fed into a computer using an APL program;
the manuscript can be rewritten or altered with spelling
corrections or hyphenation, and then retrieved from the
computer in its new format. Many modern automated
printing and publishing firms use APL for such automatic
typesetting applications.

APL, as well as BASIC, are languages based on inter
preters rather than compilers. This means that programs
can be written, tested and debugged rapidly.

The APL language is used by large firms as a powerful
analytic tool for long-range planning.

BASIC
BASIC, Beginner's All-Purpose Symbolic Instruction

Code, was developed at Dartmouth College in 1965 as a
language for introducing students to computer science.
The project was supported by a grant from the National
Science Foundation and was managed by Professors
Kemeny and Kurtz. BASIC was originally intended for
use on a time-sharing computer.

The object of the project was to come up with an easy
to-use computer language; its success has made it the most
popular language among non-professional programmers
and computer hobbyists . It is a language intended for an
amateur programmer who has a problem , wants to use
a computer to solve it, wishes to prepare his own program
rather than hire a programmer, and doesn't have a large
budget.

A major advantage of BASIC (and APL) over other
languages is its use of an interpreter rather than compiler.
Programs prepared by an amateur can be inspected , modi
fied , debugged and corrected without tedious recompil
ation. BASIC can accept program changes with a minimum
of effort on the part of the programmer. Another advan
tage of BASIC is its interactivity.

BASIC is easy to learn because it has a limited vocabu
lary compared to FORTRAN , COBOL or other popular
languages. The primary statements are arithmetic , pro
gram control and input/output. Every language consists
of a set of characters; BASIC uses the 26 letters of the
alphabet, all ten decimal digits (0 to 9), and fewer than two
dozen additional characters (arithmetic operators, punctu
ation, etc .).

Here are some of the fundamental rules that were estab
lished in the original Dartmouth BASIC:

• A line can inc lude only one statement.
• Each statement must include a line number followed

by a keyword.
• Statements or instruct ions are performed in order of
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line number 
A BASIC program must be completed with an END 
statement. 

A keyword indicates the type of instruction such as LET. 
PRINT. DATA. END. OR REM. REM (for REMARK) 
is a comment to inform or remind the user of the program 
content but is not acted on by the computer. LET takes 
the form of LET X = A + B + C where LET means the 
value of the expression A + B + C replaces the variable X. 
PRINT. appearing by itself. simply allows a line to be 
skipped on the printer or display device; PRINT. followed 
by words enclosed in quotation marks. commands the com- 
puter to display the words. For example. PRINT "THE SKY 
IS CLEAR" would result in THE SKY IS CLEAR being dis- 
played or printed out. The instruction READ orders the 
computer to obtain data from within the program and store 
it in a particular memory location. The READ and DATA 
instructions are used together in this manner: the first 
variable listed in the READ statement corresponds to the 
first number in the DATA statement. A simple BASIC pro- 
gram to add 2 plus 3 will demonstrate and clarify how these 
statements relate: 

TABLE 2 
10 REM A SIMPLE ADDITION PROGRAM 
20 READ A, B 
30 LETX =A - B 
40 PRINT X 

50 DATA 2. 3 
60 END 

The REM comment allows us to identify the program 
content. The READ instruction sends the computer to the 
DATA storage where the first variable, A. corresponds to 
2 and the second variable. B. has a value of 3. The LET 
statement means that the expression A + B or 2 + 3 or 5 

replaces X. Then the PRINT instruction directs the value 
of 5 to be displayed on the output. The END statement 
concludes the program. For comparison purposes. the 
same problem listed in Table 2 is given again in binary and 
hexadecimal machine code for an 8080 -based computer in 
Table 3. 

There are quite a number of versions of BASIC avail- 
able today with no two types exactly interchangeable. 
Thus a BASIC program written for an Apple computer 
won't necessarily work on a Radio Shack TRS -80. The 
programs are similar enough so that even an amateur can 
understand the differences; but the lack of conformity is 
fnistrating when the program for one computer is wanted to 
ntn on another and extensive reprogramming is required. 
ming is required. 

There are several reasons why programs written in one 

TABLE 3 -HEX 8 BINARY Representa- 
tions of 8080 "addition" machine code: 

Hex Binary 

AF 10101111 
3E 00111110 
02 00000010 
O6 00000110 TABLE 5- ADDITION of two 
03 00000011 numbers In FORTRAN: 
80 10000000 

A 2 -3 21 00100001 
88 10001000 WRITE 10,A 
13 00010011 10 FORMAT (121 
77 01110111 END 

BASIC will not run when transcribed into a machine that 
uses another BASIC. First and foremost is the fact that 
some BASIC's have commands that others haven't. The 
reason for this is often related to the amount of memory 
available. For example, one of the first BASIC's available 
for home computers was known as Tiny BASIC. In its 
original form. Tiny BASIC had no string capability and 
could not handle trigonometric functions. Some versions 
of it only worked with integers and no floating -point cal- 
culations were possible. These early versions generally 
needed only I or 2K of memory. But. as memory got 
cheaper. functions were added to these Tiny BASIC's 
and programs written with the updated versions were in- 
compatible with the earlier ones. 

Today. there are still more variations of BASIC. The 
first distinction is between integer BASIC and floating - 
point BASIC. Integer BASIC is generally faster. and is 
good for video graphics applications. A computer that of- 
fers both integer and floating -point BASIC's is the Apple 
II, and the incompatibility between the two languages is 
clearly demonstrated when one tries to run an integer 
BASIC program in the floating -point mode. For example. 
INPUT statements in floating -point are followed by a semi- 
colon. while in integer BASIC. they are followed by a 
comma. Strings are handled differently. too. Integer BASIC 
simply has no string functions (e.g. RIGHTS. LEFTS 
MIDS. STRS. etc.). These functions are present in the 
Apple floating -point BASIC. and. are similar to those 
used by North Star basic. 

Another thing that makes BASIC's incompatible is the 
way they use abbreviations. The Microsoft BASIC's use 
a " ?" as an abbreviation for the PRINT statement. North 
Star BASIC uses a "!" and Radio Shack Level I BASIC 
uses "P." Not all versions of these languages convert the 
abbreviated form back to the full word when the program 
is listed, so that trying to transcribe a program with these 
abbreviations for a noncompatible machine could be quite 
disastrous. 

If you stick to using the full word and avoid abbrevi- 
ations. you'll find that there is a subset of BASIC com- 
mands that is common to almost all personal computers. 
Table 4 contains a list of 41 commands that are fairly uni- 
versal. However, even though a command may exist in 
two different BASIC's, it may not do the same thing in 
both. An example of this is the GET command. In Apple - 
soft BASIC this command tells the computer to wait for 
the user to input data from the keyboard. The computer 
waits for a key to be pressed and then returns the value 
of that key. In PET BASIC. when the GET command is 
encountered. the computer also looks at the keyboard for 
a key closure. However. if no key is pressed. it immedi- 
ately returns the value 255 instead of just waiting for a key 
to be pressed. This means that programs must be written 
a little differently for each case. as illustrated below: 

In Applesoft the GET statement would be used like this: In Applesoft the GET statement would be used like this:

TABLE 3-HEX & BINARY Representa
tions of 8080 "addition" machine code:

BASIC will not run when transcribed into a machine that
uses another BASIC. First and foremost is the fact that
some BASIC's have commands that others haven't. The
reason for this is often related to the amount of memory
available. For example, one of the first BASIC's available
for home computers was known as Tiny BASIC. In its
original form, Tiny BASIC had no string capability and
could not handle trigonometric functions. Some versions
of it only worked with integers and no floating-point cal
culations were possible. These early versions generally
needed only I or 2K of memory. But, as memory got
cheaper, functions were added to these Tiny BASIC's
and programs written with the updated versions were in
compatible with the earlier ones .

Today, there are still more variations of BASIC. The
first distinction is between integer BASIC and floating
point BASIC. Integer BASIC is generally faster, and is
good for video graphics applications . A computer that of
fers both integer and floating-point BASIC's is the Apple
II, and the incompatibility between the two languages is
clearly demonstrated when one tries to run an integer
BASIC program in the floating-point mode. For example,
INPUT statements in floating-point are followed by a semi
colon, while in integer BASIC, they are followed by a
comma. Strings are handled differently, too. Integer BASIC
simply has no string functions (e.g. RIGHT$, LEFT$
MID$, STR$, etc.). These functions are present in the
Apple floating-point BASIC, and, are similar to those
used by North Star basic.

Another thing that makes BASIC's incompatible is the
way they use abbreviations. The Microsoft BASIC's use
a "T" as an abbreviation for the PRINT statement. North
Star BASIC uses a "!" and Radio Shack Level I BASIC
uses "P." Not all versions of these languages convert the
abbreviated form back to the full word when the program
is listed, so that trying to transcribe a program with these
abbreviations for a noncompatible machine could be quite
disastrous .

If you stick to using the full word and avoid abbrevi
ations, you'll find that there is a subset of BASIC com
mands that is common to almost all personal computers.
Table 4 contains a list of 41 commands that are fairly uni
versal. However, even though a command may exist in
two different BASIC's, it may not do the same thing in
both. An example of this is the GET command. In Apple
soft BASIC this command tells the computer to wait for
the user to input data from the keyboard. The computer
waits for a key to be pressed and then returns the value
of that key. In PET BASIC, when the GET command is
encountered, the computer also looks at the keyboard for
a key closure. However, if no key is pressed, it immedi
ately returns the value 255 instead of just waiting for a key
to be pressed. This means that programs must be written
a little differently for each case, as illustrated below:

A=2+3
WRITE 1~,A
HJ FORMAT (12)
END

TABLE 5-ADDITION of two
numbers In FORTRAN:

Hex Binary

AF 10H'J1111
3E 0011111~

02 0~11l11lr.J"1~
06 0~11l11lr.J11~

03 011111l1ll1ll11l11
80 111l1ll1llr.J11I1Ilr.J
21 011l1r.Jr.J11Ir.J1
88 1r.Jr.J11l1r.J11l11l
13 1111110111111111
77 il11111l111

10 REM A SIMPLE ADDITION PROGRAM
20 READ A, B
30 LET X = A + B
40 PRINT X
50 DATA 2, 3
60 END

line number.
• A BASIC program must be completed with an END

statement.
A keyword indicates the type of instruction such as LET,

PRINT, DATA, END, OR REM. REM (for REMARK)
is a comment to inform or remind the user of the program
content but is not acted on by the computer. LET takes
the form of LET X = A + B + C where LET means the
value of the expression A + B + C replaces the variable X.
PRINT, appearing by itself, simply allows a line to be
skipped on the printer or display device; PRINT, followed
by words enclosed in quotation marks, commands the com
puter to display the words. For example, PRINT "THE SKY
IS CLEAR" would result in THE SKY IS CLEAR being dis
played or printed out. The instruction READ orders the
computer to obtain data from within the program and store
it in a particular memory location. The READ and DATA
instructions are used together in this manner : the first
variable listed in the READ statement corresponds to the
first number in the DATA statement. A simple BASIC pro
gram to add 2 plus 3 will demonstrate and clarify how these
statements relate:

TABLE 2

The REM comment allows us to identify the program
content. The READ instruction sends the computer to the
DATA storage where the first variable, A, corresponds to
2 and the second variable, B, has a value of 3. The LET
statement means that the expression A + B or 2 + 3 or 5
replaces X. Then the PRINT instruction directs the value
of 5 to be displayed on the output. The END statement
concludes the program. For comparison purposes, the
same problem listed in Table 2 is given again in binary and
hexadecimal machine code for an 8080-based computer in
Table 3.

There are quite a number of versions of BASIC avail
en able today with no two types exactly interchangeable.
~ Thus a BASIC program written for an Apple computer
o won't necessarily work on a Radio Shack TRS-80. The
g: programs are similar enough so that even an amateur can
~ understand the differences; but the lack of conformity is
uJ frustrating when the program for one computer is wanted to
6 run on another and extensive reprogramming is required.
15 ming is required.
~ There are several reasons why programs written in one
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10 GET AS 

To get the same action (without having the computer return 
the value 255) in PET BASIC you'd have to write: 

10 GET AS:IF AS=" " THEN 10 

This is a perfect example of how two BASIC's having 
the same commands can result in programs that are incom- 
patible with each other. 

TABLE 4 

ABS AND ASC ATN CHRS COS 

DATA DEF DIM END EXP FN 

FOR FRE GET GOSUB GOTO IF 

INPUT INT LET LIST LOG NEW (or SCR) 

NEXT NOT OR PEEK POKE PRINT 

READ REM RESTORE RETURN RND SIN 

STEP TAB TAN THEN TO 

Assuming that the BASIC's do have compatible com- 
mands. you're still not out of the woods. The reason is 

that some commands link BASIC to machine language or 
specific memory locations; notably PEEK and POKE. 
These commands are available in most BASIC's except 
those from Texas Instruments and Hewlett- Packard. 
However, because different computers have organized 
the use of memory differently, it is not always possible 
to use programs that have PEEK and POKE statements 
in them directly. For example. if the POKE statement is 

used to temporarily store a number in memory for later 
use on one machine we could be in serious trouble using 
it in another. In the Apple, memory locations around 768 

are available for use by the programmer. while in the TRS- 
80 this area of memory is used by the operating system. So 

before using these commands, be sure you know a little 
bit about how both your computer and the one the program 
was written on are organized. 

Finally. different computers have additional commands 
designed specifically for their own hardware configuration. 
The Apple -II for example has several commands. designed 
to be used in its low- and high -resolution color graphics 
modes. that would be meaningless on another machine. 

FORTRAN 
One of the earliest and still very widely used, high -level, 

problem- oriented languages is FORTRAN (Formula Trans- 
lation). Developed in the mid- 1950's by a group of several 
firms headed by Jim Backus of IBM. FORTRAN took 
three years of effort involving some 25.000 lines of detailed 
machine instructions. 

FORTRAN is always compiled. never interpreted. 
FORTRAN compilers are available for just about any 

computer manufactured in the world. 
As its name implies, it was intended for use on mathe- 

matical and scientific formulas. However, its applications 
became more diverse due to its early acceptance at col- 
leges and universities where computers were introduced 
to the student body. As graduates with knowledge of com- 
puters and the FORTRAN language went into the business 
world, they proceeded to solve business problems with 
variations of FORTRAN. 

In a steady, evolutionary manner. FORTRAN has been 

expanded into an extremely powerful language and its 

name has been modified to FORTRAN I. FORTRAN II. 
FORTRAN IV and FORTRAN 77. A high degree of stan- 

dardization has taken place over the years so that a pro- 
gram written in FORTRAN IV will perform properly with 
most FORTRAN IV compilers. 

FORTRAN. although geared for complex mathematical 
assignments. is rather straightforward in its approach. 
For example. to solve X = A + B when A = 3 and B = 5. 

the instructions would read A = 3, B = 5. C = A + B, 
STOP. These source instructions would, in turn, be trans- 

lated by the FORTRAN compiler into machine language 
to execute the step to solve the problem. An actual FOR- 
TRAN program is listed in Table 5. This program is iden- 
tical to the BASIC program listed in Table 2. 

A compiler to handle a FORTRAN IV language is quite 
extensive. Not only must it handle a considerable number 
of mathematical operations. but it must perform such math 
functions as trig, square roots, exponentials, complex 
numbers. and logarithms. It must also manage to cope with 
strings of numbers and letters and lengthy mathematical 
arrays. 

In FORTRAN. a number can be represented as a fixed 
point or as a floating point. A fixed -point number must be 
an integer or whole number and can be positive or nega- 
tive. A floating -point number is similar to scientific nota- 
tion where "number" may be expressed as a number from 
I to IO multiplied by some power of ten; 580 could be 
expressed as 5.8 x 102. A floating -point number always in- 
cludes a decimal point; a fixed -point number does not. 

FORTRAN includes provision for two other types of 
numbers: constants and variables. A constant maintains 
the same value during the program execution while a vari- 
able can be assigned different numerical values while com- 
putations are being performed. The name assigned to a 

variable can include up to six characters and is selected, 
where possible, by the programmer for his ease in remem- 
bering its meaning. For example. SQRTF signifies square 
root. 

The basic mathematical symbols for FORTRAN ope 
ations are: 

Addition + 
Subtraction - 
Multiplication 
Exponential 
Division / 
For example, to indicate 2 raised to the 3rd power. we 

use 24'3. As with standard math notation. parenthesis are 
used for groupings; For example: (2 + 3) raised to the 3rd 
power is written as: (2 + 3)3. 

Input -output statements in FORTRAN are expres 
as READ, WRITE. PRINT, PUNCH and FORMAT (this 
describes how the output information should be accepted). 
A GO TO statement informs the computer to execute an 
instruction or statement other than the next statement in 
sequence. An IF statement provides for a conditional trans- 
fer of control. or proceed to another statement if specific 
conditions are met. An END statement informs the com- 
piler that the program is completed. 

COBOL 
COBOL (Common Business Oriented Language) was 

developed in 1960 by the Department of Defense together 
with users and manufacturers of computers. Its purpose 
was to handle relatively large volumes of business infor- 
mation for rather simple applications. The intent was to 
enable non- programmers such as accountants and clerical 
staff to express their business problems in English. For 
example. if a clerk wants to know the value of present stock 
in inventory, the COBOL statement would request "COM- 
PUTE STOCK VALUE," leaving no doubt of the mean- 
ing to the human. A COBOL compiler in the computer 
would convert the statement to the necessary machine - 
language instructions required to initiate the actions. 

The basic COBOL vocabulary consists of 250 key words; 
additional words can be created merely by specifying 
names for data and instructions. 

Scientific applications generally require complex steps 
and considerable calculations, but have few input and 
output demands. Business applications. on the other hand. 
demand considerable input and output with relatively little 
computation. COBOL is designed to handle extensive 
filing on punched cards. tapes or magnetic disks. 
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ttl GET A$

To get the same action (without having the computer return
the value 255) in PET BASIC you'd have to write:

I~ GET A$:IF A$=" "THEN I~

This is a perfect example of how two BASIC's having
the same commands can result in programs that are incom
patible with each other.

TABLE 4

ABS AND ASC ATN CHR$ COS
DATA DEF DIM END EXP FN
FOR FRE GET GOSUB GOTO IF
INPUT INT LET LIST LOG NEW (or SCR)
NEXT NOT OR PEEK POKE PRINT
READ REM RESTORE RETURN RND SIN
STEP TAB TAN THEN TO

Assuming that the BASIC's do have compatible com
mands . you're still not out of the woods. The reason is
that some commands link BASIC to machine language or
specific memory locations; notably PEEK and POKE.
These commands are available in most BASIC's except
those from Texas Instruments and Hewlett-Packard.
However. because different computers have organized
the use of memory differently. it is not always possible
to use programs that have PEEK and POKE statements
in them directly. For example . if the POKE statement is
used to temporarily store a number in memory for later
use on one machine we could be in serious trouble using
it in another. In the Apple. memory locations around 768
are available for use by the programmer , while in the TRS
80 this area of memory is used by the operating system. So
before using these commands, be sure you know a little
bit about how both your computer and the one the program
was written on are organized.

Finally, different computers have additional commands
designed specifically for their own hardware configuration.
The Apple-II for example has several commands. designed
to be used in its low- and high-resolution color graphics
modes, that would be meaningless on another machine.

FORTRAN
One of the earliest and still very widely used. high-level,

problem-oriented languages is FORTRAN (Formula Trans
lation). Developed in the mid-1950's by a group of several
firms headed by Jim Backus of IBM. FORTRAN took
three yea rs of effort involving some 25.000 lines of detailed
machine instructions.

FORTRAN is always compiled, never interpreted.
FORTRAN compilers are available for just about any
computer manufactured in the world.

As its name implies. it was intended for use on mathe
matical and scientific formulas. However. its applications
became more diverse due to its early acceptance at col
leges and universities where computers were introduced
to the student body . As graduates with knowledge of com
puters and the FORTRAN language went into the business
world . they proceeded to solve business problems with
variations of FORTRAN.

In a steady. evolutionary manner, FORTRAN has been
expanded into an extremely powerful language and its
name has been modified to FORTRAN I, FORTRAN II,
FORTRAN IV and FORTRAN 77. A high degree of stan
dardization has taken place over the years so that a pro
gram written in FORTRAN IV will perform properly with
most FORTRAN IV compilers.

FORTRAN. although geared for complex mathematical
assignments . is rather straightforward in its approach .
For example, to solve X = A + B when A = 3 and B = 5.
the instructions would read A = 3. B = 5. C = A + B.
STOP. These source instructions would. in tum. be trans-

lated by the FORTRAN compiler into machine language
to execute the step to solve the problem. An actual FOR
TRAN program is listed in Table 5. This program is iden
tical to the BASIC program listed in Table 2.

A compiler to handle a FORTRAN IV language is quite
extensive. Not only must it handle a considerable number
of mathematical operations, but it must perform such math
functions as trig, square roots, exponentials, complex
numbers. and logarithms. It must also manage to cope with
strings of numbers and lette rs and lengthy mathematical
arrays .

In FORTRAN, a number can be represented as a fixed
point or as a floating point. A fixed-point number must be
an integer or whole number and can be positive or nega
tive. A floating-point number is similar to scientific nota
tion where "number" may be expressed as a number from
I to 10 multiplied by some power of ten ; 580 could be
expressed as 5.8 x IOl . A floating-point number always in
cludes a decimal point; a fixed-point number does not.

FORTRAN includes provision for two other types of
numbers: constants and variables . A constant maintains
the same value during the program execution while a vari
able can be assigned different numerical values while com
putations are being performed. The name assigned to a
variable can include up to six characters and is selected,
where possib le. by the programmer for his ease in remem
bering its meaning. For example. SQRTF signifies square
root.

The basic mathemat ical symbols for FORTRAN oper-
ations are:

Addition +
Subtraction 
Multiplication *
Exponential **
Division /
For example, to indicate 2 raised to the 3rd power , we

use 2**3. As with standard math notation, parenthesis are
used for groupings; For example: (2 + 3) raised to the 3rd
power is written as: (2 + 3)**3.

Input-output statements in FORTRAN are expressed
as REA D, WRITE, PRINT , PUNCH and FORMAT (this
describes how the output information should be accepted).
A GO TO statement informs the computer to execute an
instruction or statement other than the next statement in
sequence. An IF statement provides for a conditional trans
fer of contro l, or proceed to another statement if specific
conditions are met. An END statement informs the com
piler that the program is completed.

COBOL
COBOL (Common Business Oriented Language) was

developed in 1960 by the Department of Defense together
with users and manufacturers of computers. Its purpose
was to handle relatively large volumes of business infor
mation for rather simple applications . The intent was to
enable non-programmers such as accountants and clerical
staff to express their business problems in English. For
example. if a clerk wants to know the value of present stock
in inventory. the COBOL statement would request " COM
PUTE STOCK VALUE." leaving no doubt of the mean
ing to the human. A COBOL compiler in the computer
would convert the statement to the necessary machine
language instructions required to initiate the actions.

The basic COBOL vocabulary consists of 250 key words;
additional words can be created merely by specifying
names for data and instructions.

Scientific applications generally require complex steps
and considerable calculations. but have few input and
output demands. Business applications, on the other hand.
demand considerable input and output with relatively little
computation . COBOL is designed to handle extensive
filing on punched cards, tapes or magnetic disks.
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Another significant difference between a scientific and 
business application is the repeated use of a particular 
program. Scientific programs may be developed for a par- 
ticular problem. used for awhile and then become obsolete. 
A business program. on the other hand. is often repeated 
and used over a considerable period of time; for example. 
a payroll program may be used every week for years with 
only minor modifications for tax -rate alterations. 

Since COBOL statements are expressed in a language 
very close to commonly -used English, its programs can 
be shared by many users with little chance for confusion. 
Every COBOL program has an Environment Division 
describing the computer used to compile the program and 
to run the program. Thus a COBOL program can be com- 
piled on one computer and run on another completely dif- 
ferent machine. It is also possible to interchange input and 
output equipment. a convenient feature since the program 
can be run even if the system printer becomes defective 
and a different model is the only available unit on hand. 

COBOL's major attraction is its ability to handle large 
amounts of records and data. making it ideal for reporting 
and record manipulation. In applications where complex 
calculations and business decision -making is involved 
with such record keeping, it is not unusual to use both 
FORTRAN and COBOL languages, separately of course, 
to achieve the required results. 

Since COBOL is intended for business applications, its 
language resembles a sequence of English words, used as 
variables for its mathematical applications. Thus. COBOL 
is concerned with rules for nouns, verbs and punctuation. 

A COBOL program consists of four elements or divi- 
sions: (1) Identification. which provides a name for the 
source program, (2) Environmental. which identifies the 
computer to compile the source program and run the object 
program. (3) Data. which defines the files of data to be 
worked with or prepared by the program, and (4) Proce- 
dure, which specifies the steps the computer will execute. 
Precise rules dictate the reference format (spacings, mar- 
gins, etc.) 

COBOL's English -like sentences make it relatively 
simple to describe the data to be used and the operations 
to be performed. Of course, a clear analysis of the prob- 
lem is necessary before the program can be written. 

A simple COBOL program to calculate 2 multiplied by 
3 might look like the program in Table 7. 

TABLE 6- ADDmON of two numbers In COBOL: 

ADD 2 TO 3 GIVING A 
MOVE A TO PRINT LINE 
WRITE PRINTREC 

TABLE 7 

IDENTIFICATION DIVISION. 
PROGRAM -ID. SAMPLE COBOL. 
AUTHOR. THOMPSON. 
DATE WRITTEN. JULY 2. 1979. 
REMARKS. SAMPLE PROGRAM COMPUTES 

AND PRINTS PRODUCT OF 2 AND 3. 

ENVIRONMENT DIVISION. 
SOURCE COMPUTER. IBM -360. 
OBJECT COMPUTER. IBM -360 
DATA DIVISION. 
WORKING STORAGE SECTION 
43 NUMBER ONE VALUE IS 2. 
43 NUMBER TWO VALUE IS 3. 
PROCEDURE DIVISION. 
CALCULATION. COMPUTER TOTAL = 

NUMBER ONE NUMBER TWO. 
DISPLAY TOTAL. STOP RUN 

END PROGRAM 

Although the program appears quite detailed for the short 
example used. the words are simple for even a novice 
to figure out what the computer is being asked to do. 

Pascal 
Writing a large program is considerably harder than 

writing several smaller programs; thus, a large program 
requires detailed organization and systematic procedures. 
Structured programming is a technique used to handle 
such large projects as an airline reservation system or a 
fully automated warehouse. The objective of structured 
programming is to make program structure simpler using 
a series of simple sequences of operations: in this way 
errors can be precisely located and corrected before the 
entire lengthy program is completed. 

A language geared to structured programming is Pascal, 
developed in Switzerland in the early 1970s. The langu 
is simple and efficient and its compiler is not complex 
making it attractive for manufacturers of mini- and micro- 
computers. Its creator, Professor Wirth of Zurich, gathered 
together useful features and instructions from existing 
successful languages to simplify the task of writing large. 
complicated programs. For example. a Pascal program is 
closer to plain English than BASIC. 

TABLE 8- ADDITION of two numbers In Pascal 

I' ADDITION OF TWO NUMBERS IN PASCAL ') 
PROGRAM ADDITION (INPUT OUTPUT) 

VAR SUM INTEGER. 
BEGIN I' ADDITION 'I 

SUM 2 . 3. 
WRITELN (SUM) 

END I' ADDITION ') 

Pascal is rapidly becoming a popular language among 
manufacturers of microcomputers and thus may eventually 
become a more common language for smaller systems 
and computer hobbyists than is BASIC. For comparison 
the same program written in BASIC in Table 2 is shown 
written in Pascal in Table 8. 

In summary. there are quite a number of computer lan- 
guages in existence today. The question of which language 
is best is no different than asking a TV serviceman which 
of his tools is best: the VTVM. the scope. the VOM, or 
perhaps even his diagonal cutters? A computer language 
is also a tool. 

For a particular business application. COBOL may be 
the first choice. while FORTRAN wins out for an engi- 
neering problem. With limited computer size. BASIC may 
turn out the only alternative for a particular problem. 

Just as computer hardware manufacturers proceed at 
a fast clip to improve their products' performance and 
capabilities. so too will programmers expand their thinking 
to produce more efficient and creative languages. R-E 
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Another significant difference between a scientific and
business application is the repeated use of a particular
program. Scientific programs may be developed for a par
ticular problem, used for awhile and then become obsolete.
A business program, on the other hand, is often repeated
and used over a considerable period of time; for example,
a payroll program may be used every week for years with
only minor modifications for tax-rate alterations.

Since COBOL statements are expressed in a language
very close to commonly-used English, its programs can
be shared by many users with little chance for confusion.
Every COBOL program has an Environment Division
describing the computer used to compile the program and
to run the program. Thus a COBOL program can be com
piled on one computer and run on another completely dif
ferent machine. It is also possible to interchange input and
output equipment, a convenient feature since the program
can be run even if the system printer becomes defective
and a different model is the only available unit on hand.

COBOL's major attraction is its ability to handle large
amounts of records and data, making it ideal for reporting
and record manipulation. In applications where complex
calculations and business decision-making is involved
with such record keeping, it is not unusual to use both
FORTRAN and COBOL languages, separately of course,
to achieve the required results.

Since COBOL is intended for business applications, its
language resembles a sequence of English words, used as
variables for its mathematical applications. Thus , COBOL
is concerned with rules for nouns, verbs and punctuation.

A COBOL program consists of four elements or divi
sions: (I) Identification, which provides a name for the
source program, (2) Environmental, which identifies the
computer to compile the source program and run the object
program. (3) Data, which defines the files of data to be
worked with or prepared by the program, and (4) Proce
dure, which specifies the steps the computer will execute.
Precise rules dictate the reference format (spacings, mar
gins, etc.)

COBOL's English-like sentences make it relatively
simple to describe the data to be used and the operations
to be performed. Of course, a clear analysis of the prob
lem is necessary before the program can be written.

A simple COBOL program to calculate 2 multiplied by
3 might look like the program in Table 7.

TABLE 6-AOOmON of two numbers in COBOL:

ADD 2 TO 3 GIVING A
MOVE A TO PRINT LINE
WRITE PRINTREC

TABLE 7
IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.
PROGRAM-ID. SAMPLE COBOL.
AUTHOR , THOMPSON .
DATE WRITTEN. JULY 2,1979.
REMARKS. SAMPLE PROGRAM COMPUTES

AND PRINTS PRODUCT OF 2 AND 3.
ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.
SOURCE COMPUTER . IBM-360.
OBJECT COMPUTER. IBM-360.
DATA DIVISION.
WORKING STORAGE SECTION.
43 NUMBER ONE VALUE IS 2.
43 NUMBER TWO VALUE IS 3.
PROCEDURE DIVISION.
CALCULATION. COMPUTER TOTAL =
NUMBER ONE * NUMBER TWO.

DISPLAY TOTAL . STOP RUN.
END PROGRAM.

Although the program appears quite detailed for the short
example used, the words are simple for even a novice
to figure out what the computer is being asked to do.

Pascal
Writing a large program is considerably harder than

writing several smaller programs; thus, a large program
requires detailed organization and systematic procedures.
Structured programming is a technique used to handle
such large projects as an airline reservation system or a
fully automated warehouse. The objective of structured
programming is to make program structure simpler using
a series of simple sequences of operations; in this way
errors can be precisely located and corrected before the
entire lengthy program is completed.

A language geared to structured programming is Pascal ,
developed in Switzerland in the early 1970s. The language
is simple and efficient and its compiler is not complex,
making it attractive for manufacturers of mini- and micro
computers. Its creator, Professor Wirth of Zurich, gathered
together useful features and instructions from existing
successful languages to simplify the task of writing large,
complicated programs. For example, a Pascal program is
closer to plain English than BASIC.

TABLE 8-AOOmON of two numbers in Pascal

(* ADDITION OF TWO NUMBERS IN PASCAL *)
PROGRAM ADDITION (INPUT,OUTPUT)

VAR SUM : INTEGER ;
BEGIN r ADDITION *)

SUM := 2 + 3;
WRITELN (SUM)

END. (* ADDITION *)

Pascal is rapidly becoming a popular language among
manufacturers of microcomputers and thus may eventually
become a more common language for smaller systems
and computer hobbyists than is BASIC. For comparison
the same program written in BASIC in Table 2 is shown
written in Pascal in Table 8.

In summary, there are quite a number of computer lan
guages in existence today. The question of which language
is best is no different than asking a TV serviceman which
of his tools is best: the VTVM, the scope, the VOM, or
perhaps even his diagonal cutters? A computer language
is also a tool.

For a particular business application, COBOL may be
the first choice, while FORTRAN wins out for an engi
neering problem. With limited computer size, BASIC may
tum out the only alternative for a particular problem .

Just as computer hardware manufacturers proceed at
a fast clip to improve their products' performance and
capabilities, so too will programmers expand their thinking
to produce more efficient and creative languages. R-E
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Right Out Of Electronic 
Counterintelligence .. . 

The Hieronymus Machine Voice Stress 
Computer, U.S. made. It can help 

you tell the difference between truth 
and falsehood in more ways than one. 

VOCAl 
"TRUTH" 
ANALYZER 
TheHieronymus Machine 
Voice Stress Detector 

It's almost beyond belief. This tiny solid - 

state instrument measures 3" x 6" x1V2" 
and fits in a pocket. Yet it contains 
sophisticated electronic circuitry, a 
microphone, and three red diodes. It 
analyzes the human voice for stress. 

Once you learn, in about 30 minutes, 
how to use the Hieronymus Machine, you 
will be able to discover whether a person 
is calm or stressful - merely by monitor- 
ing his or her voice 

DEFINITELY NOT A "LIE DETECTOR" 
The Hieronymus Machine is not a lie 

detector. Nor Is It a "truth" device. Even 
the famed polygraph machine is not a 
Ile detector, plain and simple. The 
polygraph can be used to monitor a per- 
son's pulse, respiration, blood pressure, 
and galvanic skin response, bodily func- 
tions affected by stress. 

And in the hands of a skilled operator, 
the polygraph can be used to gain In- 
sights about u person's stress levels when 
talking about certain topics. But a very 
real part of the polygraph's usefulness Is 
the "Hieronymus Effect," which we'll get 
to In a moment. 

SPIES AND COUNTERSPIES 
During wartime, counterintelligence 

experts wondered if science could come 
up with something simpler than the 
polygraph to help ferret out spies. 
Researchers became attracted to the 
theory that human voices emit "micro- 
tremors," low- frequency vibrations that 
are generally Inaudible or masked by 
other voice components. 

An article in Popular Electronics (April 
1980) describes the theory in detall. But 
the short story is that after spending 
millions of dollars, researchers 
developed a voice stress analyzer. Now. 
the authors of the definitive article in 
Popular Electronics have perfected a 
personal voice stress analyzer, which we 
call the Hieronymus Machine. 

WHAT IT DOES, HOW YOU USE IT 

The Hieronymus Machine electronically 
measures changes in voice micro - 
tremors. The read -out is simple: one red 
diode indicates normal, two show 
moderate stress, and three reveal 
greater stress, ranging from mild to 
severe anxiety. 

You, as the operator, could use the 
Hieronymus Machine like a thermometer, 
checking the "fever level" of stress. As 
you gain skill, your Judgment will im- 

prove, enabling you to pursue or avoid a 
line of questioning or discussion that pro- 
duces stressful responses. 

MANY USES AT HOME OR WORK 
You can use the Hieronymus Machine 

at home to have fun with your family. 
You'll discover how it responds to dif- 
ferent people's voices, what effect 
laughter and singing have on It, and 
even evaluate politicans' speeches over 
TV or radio. It works quite well on transmit- 
ted voices, as well as over the telephone 
or with tape recordings. 

Next. try it on friends. See how well so- 
meone's favorite fish story holds up when 
you point out that the Hieronymus 
Machine doesn't believe a word of It. 

And watch that poker face disappear as 
the "stress" diode steadily insists you're 
not getting the whole story. 

BIOFEEDBACK FOR YOU 
If you're required to talk in front of 

groups or need to speak convincingly to 
one person at a time, you can use the 
Hieronymus Machine to monitor your 
voice and learn a more relaxed, self - 
assured, persuasive style of delivery. If 

you wanted to learn hypnotism, a relax- 
ed voice would be a real asset - and 
the Hieronymus Machine could help you 
achieve It. 

At work. there are numerous situations 
In which the Hieronymus Machine could 
work wonders. Here's how: Hieronymus 
Bosch was a 15th -century painter known 
for his startling originality. He was also 
something of a medical practitioner. 
and he believed that patients could be 
cured by passing stones over their 
bodies. Bosch achieved success 
because his patients believed that a 
cure was taking place. 

Nearer our own time, a couple of 
science fiction writers concocted a 
devise they named after Bosch: It pro- 
duced varying sensations In the user 
depending on where a dial was set, from 
zero to 100. The amazing thing was that 
this machine worked on subjects even 
when it wasn't plugged In - a perfect 
Hieronymus Effects 

Now we have a true Hieronymus 
Machine, the Voice Stress Analyzer. It ac- 
tually works, and among other things of a 
scientifically verifiable nature, it pro- 
duces the Hieronymus Effect. In its 
presence, people suddenly become 
more forthright. In some cases, with such 
a machine present, employees being 
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asked about office theft became very 
cooperative In answering questions 
truthfully. Naturally, you'll want to use the 
Hieronymus Machine in plain sight and 
tell people what It does. This actually 
gets more cooperation from them. 

30-DAY TRIAL, 
MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE 

The potential uses of the Hieronymus 
Machine are limited only by your Im- 
agination. Try It at no risk for 30 days. 
We'll send you one or more with com- 
plete Instructions (9v. battery not includ- 
ed). You'll be able to try It, experiment, 
even conduct your own "investigation." 

Governments and police departments 
and huge corporations are already us- 
ing large (briefcase -sized) versions of this 
kind of machine, and they have to pay 
$3,000 or so for theirs. But you can have a 
personal Hieronymus Machine for only 
$119.95. If you're not satisfied, send it 
back (Insured) for a full refund, no ques- 
tions asked. If you want two, the cost is 

$109.95 each. And if you want three or 
more for business use, it's only $99.95 
each. You're also protected by a 1 -year 
parts and labor warranty. 

EXCLUSIVE BY MAIL FROM MERCURY 
The Hieronymus Machine cannot be 

obtained in stores or from any other 
source. To order, send check or money 
order to the address below. Or charge it 
on American Express. Carte Blanche, 
Diners Club, Master Charge or Visa. You 
can also call us toll free 

800-526-2801 
or 

800-257-7850 
In New Jersey, call toll free 800-322-8650. 
Include $2.50 insured shipping charge 
per Machine. N.J. residents please add 
5% sales tax. 
Or mall your order to: 
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Dept. RE 10, Lakewood Plaza 
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In New Jersey, call toll free 800-322-8650.
Include $2.50 Insured shipping charge
per Machine. N.J. residents please add
5% sales tax.
Or mall your order to:

asked about office theft became very
cooperative In answering q uestions
truthfully. Naturally, you'll want to use the
Hieronymus Machine In p lain sight and
tell people what It does. This actua lly
gets more cooperation from them.

3D-DAY TRIAL,
MONEY·BACK GUARANTEE

The potential uses of the Hieronymus
Machine are limited only by your Im
agination. Try It at no risk for 30 days.
We'll send you one or more with com
plete Instructions (9v. battery not Incl ud
ed). You'll be able to try It, experiment,
even conduct your own "Investigation."

Governments and police departments
and huge corporations are already us
Ing large (briefcase-sized) versions of this
kind of machine, and they have to pay
$3,000or so for theirs. Butyou can have a
personal Hieronymus Machine for only
$119.95. If you're not satisfied , send it
back (Insured) for a full refund, no ques
tions asked. If you want two , the cost Is
$109.95 each. And If you want three or
more for business use, It's only $99.95
each. You're a lso protected by a i -year
parts and labor warranty.

EXCLUSIVE BY MAIL FROMMERCURY
The Hieronymus Machine cannot be

obtained In stores or from any other
source. To order, send check or money
order to the address below. Or charge It
on American Express, Carte Blanche,
Diners Club, Master Charge or Visa. You
can also call us toll free :

800·526·2801
or

800·257·7850

prove, enabling you to pursue or avoid a
line of questioning or discussion that pro
duces stressful responses.

MANY USES AT HOME OR WORK
You can use the Hieronymus Machine

at home to have fun with your family.
You'll discover how It responds to dif
ferent people's voices, what effect
laughter and singing have on It, and
even evaluate polltlcans' speeches over
TVor radio. It works quite well on transmit
ted voices, as well as over the telephone
or with tape recordings.

Next, try It on friends. see how well so
meone's favorite fish story holds up when
you point out that the Hieronymus
Machine doesn't believe a word of It.
And watch that poker face disappear as
the "stress" diode steadily Insists you're
not getting the whole story.

BIOFEEDBACK FORYOU
If you 're required to talk In front of

groups or need to speak convincingly to
one person at a time, you can use the
Hieronymus Machine to mon itor you r

SPIES AND COUNTERSPIES
During wartime, counterintelligence

experts wondered If sc ience could come
up with something simpl er than the
polygraph to help ferret out spies.
Researchers became attra cted to the
theory that human voices em it " mic ro
tremors," low-freq uency vibrations that
are generally Inaudible or masked by
other voice components.

An article In Popula r Electronics (April
1980) describes the theory In detail. But
the short story Is tha t a fter spending
millions of dollars , res ea rch ers
developed a vo ice stressanalyzer. Now,
the authors of the definitive a rticle In
Popular Electronics have perfected a
personal voice stressanalyzer, which we
call the Hieronymus Machine.

WHAT IT DOES, HOW YOU USE IT
The Hieronymus Machine electronica lly
measures changes In voice mlcro
tremors . The read-out Is simple: one red
diode Ind ica tes normal, two . show
moderate stress, and three reveal
greater stress, ranging from mild to
severe anxiety.

You, as the operator, could use the
Hieronymus Machine like a thermometer,
checking the " fever level " of stress. As
you gain skill, your judgment wil l Im-

It's almost beyond belief. Thistiny solld
state instrument measures 3" x 6" x11h "
and fits In a pocket. Yet it contains
sophisticated electronic circuitry, a
microphone, and three red diodes. It
analyzes the human vo ice for stress.

Once you learn, in about 30 minutes ,
how to use the Hieronymus Ma ch ine, you
will be able to discover whether a person
is calm or stressful - merely by monitor
ing his or her voice.

DEFINITELY NOT A "LIE DETECTOR"
The Hieronymus Mac hine Is not a lie

detector. Nor Is It a "truth" device. Even
the famed polygraph machine Is not a
lie detector, p la in and simp le. The
polygraph can be used to monitor a pe r
son's pulse, respiration, blood pressure,
and galvanic skin response , bodily func
tions affected by stress.

And In the hands of a skilled operator,
the polygraph can be used to gain In
sights about a person's stress levels when
talking about certain topics. But a very
real part of the polygraph's usefulness Is
the "Hieronymus Effect," which we'll get
to In a moment. voice and learn a more relaxed, self-

, assured, persuasive style of delivery. If
you wanted to learn hypnotism, a relax 
ed voice would be a real asset - and
the Hieronymus Machine could help you
achieve It.

At work, there are numerous situations
In which the Hieronymus Machine could
work wonders. Here's how: Hieronymus
Bosch was a 15th-century painter known
for his startling originality. He was also
something of a medical practitioner,
and he believed that patients could be
cured by passing stones over their
bodies . Bosch achieved success
because his patients believed that a
cure was taking place.

Nea rer our own time, a couple of
science fiction writers concocted a
devise they named after Bosch: it pro
duced varying sensations In the user
depending on where a dial was set, from
zero to 100. The amazing thing was that
this machine worked on subjects even
when It wasn't plugged In - a perfect
Hieronymus Effectl

Now we have a true Hieronymus
Machine, the Voice Stress Analyzer. It ac
tually works, and among other things of a
scientifically ver ifiable nature, It pro
duces the Hieronymus Effect. In Its
presence, people suddenly become
more forthright. In some cases , with such
a machine present, employees being
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What 
would make 
your business 

better? 
We would 

You've seen what franchising did for real estate. 
Franchise companies took struggling indepen- 
dent realtors and put them in the limelight. The 
result: a greater share of the marketplace. 

tronics 2000 is doing the same for the electronics 
service business. We're selecting a limited num- 
ber of dealers in each community, giving them 
our name and high -level training in ad- 
ministrative and marketing techniques. And 
we're advertising as a single organization. In 
short, we're building a franchise organization 
that will stand out in a crowd. 

Are you eligible to join? Yes, if you own a service 
dealership or are planning to start one and if you 
meet our technical requirements. But you must 
apply before the quota for your area has been 
filled. 

tronics 2000 could be the lifeline you've been 
looking for. Call us. Today. 

5229 South Highway 37 P.O. Box 2003 Bloomington, Indiana 47402 812 / 824 -2424 

What
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better?
We would

You've seen wha' franchising did for real es'a'e.
Franchise companies 'ook s'ruggling indepen
den' reaUors and pu' 'hem in 'he limeligh'. ne
resuU: a grea'er share of 'he marke'place.

'ronics 2000 is doing 'he same for 'he elec'ronics
service business. We're selec'ing a limi'ed num
ber of dealers in each communi'y, giving 'hem
our name and high-level 'raining .in ad
minis'ra'ive and marke'ing 'echniques. And
we're adver'ising as a single organiza'ion. In
shon, we're building a franchise organizaUon
'ha' will s'and out in a crowd.

Are you eligible '0 join? Yes, if you own a service
dealership or are planning '0 s'an one and if you
mee' our 'echnical requiremen's. Bu' you mus'
apply before 'he quo'a for your area has been
filled.

'ronics 2000 could be 'he lifeline you've been
looking for. Call us. Today.
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This synthesized pulse generator has a range of from 1/100 Hz to 1.000 MHz. 
Use it for working with logic circuits -or with analog devices well into the HF range. 

ONE OF THE HANDIEST PIECES OF ELFC 
Ironic equipment you can have is a good 
signal generator. But one particular 
area that has been neglected is pulse 
generators for driving logic circuitry. 

The Programma I will change that. 
Now you can build and test digital cir- 
cuits without expensive clock circuitry. 
pulse generators, or other sources. The 
Programma I marries the frequency 
stability of a synthesizer with a logic - 
level output. And. when you are not 
using it to run your breadboard logic - 
circuits. you can use it as a regular 
signal generator. 

This design has many exciting fea- 
tures. The output frequency is pro- 
grammed via four BCD (Binary Coded 
Decimal) front -panel switches. There 
are a total of 9990 possible frequency 
combinations available, with each one 
offering crystal -controlled accuracy. 
Also included in the Programma I is a 
multi -stage frequency divider that ex- 
tends the frequency range even farther! 
In fact. you can readily generate signals 
from 0.01 Hz to 1.0000 MHz. The 
accuracy of any of these frequencies is 
within ± 0.005%, if the generator is ac- 
curately calibrated. As far as the output 
voltages are concerned. you have your 
choice of standard TTL /CMOS output, 
or an adjustable 0 to 5 -volt output. This 
is ideal for general purposes like running 
logic circuits, or for use as an audio 
signal generator. And, since its fre- 
quency range extends into the RF 
spectrum. the Programma I is also use- 

GARY McCLELLAN 

ful for AM radio alignment. Still other 
features include drive capability for one 
TTL load, and an ERROR lamp that tells 
you that the frequency selected is cor- 
rect. This lamp is helpful as a diagnostic 
device. should troubleshooting become 
necessary. 

There's more 
Not to be overlooked is the design of 

this instrument. Thanks to the latest 
CMOS circuitry. it uses just ten IC's. 
Contrast that number with the seventeen 
IC's that are normally required in a 

comparable TTL system. Besides a re- 
duced IC count. you get CMOS ad- 
vantages like low power consumption. 
absence of drift -causing heat. and a less 
noisy signal. Also. the construction has 
been simplified to one small. single - 
sided PC board. that you can easily 
make or buy. Not to be neglected. the 
other parts have been kept to a minimum 
by careful engineering. to make buying 
them easier. In fact. great care has been 
taken to insure that all parts for this 
project are readily available. You can 
expect to be able to assemble the Pro- 
gramma I in just a few evenings. thanks 
to its simplified circuitry and good 
parts -availability. 

For the future 
With "smart" test equipment on the 

horizon. or instruments that interface 
with computers, this project will become 
more useful. By replacing the program- 
ming switches with appropriate IC buf- 

fers. the Programma I may be controlled 
by a microprocessor. automatically gen- 
erating the frequencies required. This 
technique is being used in industry for 
testing. and even alignment. of finished 
equipment. It's a big money saver. and 
you'll be hearing a lot more about auto- 
matic testing. The Programma I has 
this automatic test -capability built in 
right now. ready for the future -some- 
day you'll appreciate that! 

Theory of operation 
Figure I shows a block diagram of the 

pulse generator. so refer to it for details 
as you read the circuit description. 
Although the diagram has been stripped 
down to just the basics. the actual cir- 
cuitry isn't much more complex. In fact. 
you are going to read about one of the 
simplest frequency synthesizers ever 
designed. 

Why a synthesizer? 
You may be wondering why a synthe- 

sizer has been used in this project. and 
even. for that matter. what it is. Basi- 
cally, a frequency synthesizer is a cir- 
cuit that takes a single frequency from a 

quartz crystal. and uses it to generate 
many others. each with the accuracy 
and stability of the crystal. In the Pro- 
gramma I. a single color -TV crystal is 
used to generate 9990 different fre- 
quencies. In other words. you replace 
9990 crystals with one single -crystal 
frequency synthesizer. (Now you know 
why they are found in CB radios. and 

This synthesized pulse generator has a range of from 1/100 Hz to 1.000 MHz.
Use it for working with logic circuits-or with analog devices well into the HF range.

GARY McCLELLAN

ON E OF THE HANDIEST PIECES OF ELEC
tronic equipment you can have is a good
signal generator. But one particular
area that has been neglected is pulse
generators for driving logic circuitry .

The Programma 1 will change that.
Now you can build and test digital cir
cuits without expensive clock circuitry,
pulse generators, or other sources. The
Programma I marries the frequency
stability of a synthesizer with a logic
level output. And, when you are not
using it to run your breadboard logic
circuits , you can use it as a regular
signal generator.

This design has many exciting fea
tures . The output frequency is pro
grammed via four BCD (Binary Coded
Decimal) front -panel switches. There
are a total of 9990 possible frequency
combinations available, with each one
offering crystal-controlled accuracy .
Also included in the Programma I is a
multi-stage frequency divider that ex
tend s the frequency range even farther!
In fact, you can readily generate signals
from 0.01 Hz to 1.0000 MHz. The
accu racy of any of these frequencies is
within ± 0.005%, if the generator is ac
curately calibrated. As far as the output
voltages are concerned, you have your
choice of standard TTL/CMOS output ,
or an adjustable 0 to 5-volt output. This
is ideal for general purposes like running
logic circuits , or for use as an audio
signal generator. And, since its fre
quency range extends into the RF
spectrum, the Programma 1 is also use-

ful for AM radio alignment . Still other
features include drive capability for one
TTL load, and an ERROR lamp that tells
you that the frequency selected is cor
rect. This lamp is helpful as a diagnostic
device, should troubleshooting become
necessary.

There's more
Not to be overlooked is the design of

this instrument. Thanks to the latest
CMOS circuitry, it uses just ten IC's.
Contrast that number with the seventeen
IC's that are normally required in a
comparable TTL system. Besides a re
duced IC count, you get CMOS ad
vantages like low power consumption,
absence of drift-causing heat , and a less
noisy signal. Also, the construction has
been simplified to one small, single
sided PC board, that you can easily
make or buy . Not to be neglected, the
other parts have been kept to a minimum
by careful engineering, to make buying
them easier. In fact , great care has been
taken to insure that all parts for this
project are readily available. You can
expect to be able to assemble the Pro
gramma I injust a few evenings , thanks
to its simplified circuitry and good
parts-availability.

For the future
With "smart" test equipment on the

horizon, or instruments that interface
with computers, this project willbecome
more useful. By replacing the program
ming switches with appropriate IC buf-

fers, the Programma 1may be controlled
by a microproce ssor, automatically gen
erating the frequencies required . This
technique is being used in industry for
testing, and even alignment, of finished
equipment. It 's a big money saver, and
you 'll be hearing a lot more about auto
matic testing. The Programma 1 has
this automatic test-capability built in
right now, ready for the future-some
day you'll appreciate that!

Theory of operation
Figure 1 shows a block diagram of the

pulse generator, so refer to it for details
as you read the circuit description.
Although the diagram has been stripped
down to just the basics, the actual cir
cuitry isn't much more complex. In fact,
you are going to read about one of the
simplest frequency synthesizers ever
designed.

Why a synthesizer?
You may be wondering why a synthe

sizer has been used in this project , and
even, for that matter, what it is. Basi
cally, a frequency synthesizer is a cir
cuit that take s a single frequency from a
quartz crystal, and uses it to generate
many others , each with the accuracy
and stability of the crystal. In the Pro
gramma 1, a single color-TV crystal is
used to generate 9990 different fre
quencies. In other words, you replace
9990 cry stals with one single-crystal
frequency synthesizer. (Now you know
why they are found in CB radios, and
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FIG. 1 -BASIC FREQUENCY SYNTHESIZER. slowing the four major sections. All this is accomplished 

by only three IC's! 

other places where lots of crystals once 
were used.) Through frequency synthe- 
sis you gain accuracy and save money. 

As you can see from Fig. I. the syn- 
thesizer consists of four basic parts. 
The first is the VCO (Voltage Controlled 
Oscillator. It simply generates a signal 
whose frequency can be varied by 
changing a DC control voltage. In this 
project. the VCO frequency can be 
swept from I kHz to I MHz. 

The next section is the reference 
oscillator. It provides a stable. fixed 
reference -frequency. In the Programma 
1, a single IC. combined with a 3.579545 - 
MHz color -TV crystal. does the job. 
Next, a programmable divider takes 
over, dividing the VCO frequency. The 
exact divisor is selected by the front - 
panel switches. In this design. another 
IC performs the entire task. and can 
divide the VCO signal by up to 10.000. 

The final section is the phase detec- 
tor. It compares the signal from the 
reference oscillator with the signal from 
the programmable divider. In operation. 
the phase detector outputs a DC voltage 
comparable to the difference of the two 
signals. The greater the difference. the 
greater the DC output is. On the other 
hand. if the two input signals are the 
same frequency. the DC output doesnt 
change. Since the DC voltage drives the 
VCO, it can now adjust the frequency 
until the signals on the phase detector 
input are the same. The result is a VCO 
output -frequency equal to the product 
of the divisor of the programmable 
divider and the reference oscillator fre- 
quency. In this project, the VCO and 
phase detector sections are all included 
inside one easy -to- obtain IC. That 
takes care of the basics. 

Refer to the schematic diagram in 
Fig. 2 for the circuit details. The pro- 
grammable divider is ICI. whose divisor 
is selected by the front panel switches. 

Ú It is a single LSI IC, and it costs less, 
2 works better. and is easier to use than 

0 any other divider scheme. A unique 

v feature of this circuit is that setting the 
w switches to 0000 results in a divisor of 
w 10,000. That saves the cost of an extra 

switch. The phase detector and the 
VCO are in IC2. The divider input of 

cc the phase detector is pin 3. and the 
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reference oscillator input is pin 14. The 
output is pin 13. It drives resistors RI9 
and R20. and capacitor C6. forming a 

network known as a loop filter. Basi- 
cally. this filter does nothing more than 
clean up the VCO control voltage. 
Other phase- detector circuitry includes 
transistor QI, which connects a LED 
to the error- detecting circuitry in IC2. 
If something goes wrong with the cir- 
cuitry, and the frequency is off, the 
LED will light. 

The VCO portion of IC2 is simple 
and straightforward. The DC control 
voltage is applied to pin 9. Resistor R I7 
and capacitor CI set the maximum 
operating frequency of the VCO. The 
squarewave output signal appears on 
pin 4. ready for use elsewhere. The 
reference oscillator circuit consists of 
IC3. and it contains all the devices re- 
quired to excite TV crystal XTALI and 
to produce a 100-Hz reference signal. 
The balance of the circuitry on this 
board consists of five decade- dividers, 
IC4 -1C8. that simply divide down the 
output signal, giving a symmetrical 
waveform. Since the outputs of these 
IC's are all at CMOS levels. with a 10- 

volt swing. buffer IC9 has been included 
to convert the voltages to TTL -com- 
patable values. 

The power requirements of this cir- 
cuit are provided by ICIO and Zener 
diode DI. These components provide a 

well -regulated IO volts for the synthe- 
sizer, and 5 volts for IC9, which is used 
to drive 5 -volt TTL devices. Power to 
the PC board is supplied by a 14 -volt 
surplus battery charger. Not much cur- 
rent is required (about IO mA DC), so 
the entire unit can be battery- powered 
if desired. 

Construction 
Now that you know how the Pro - 

gramma I works. let's put one together. 
One important reminder is in order if 
you are considering breadboarding the 
project -the output signal will be noisy 
unless you are careful. like most other 
frequency synthesizers. this one has a 

high loop- sensitivity. and is suceptible 
to noise pickup. So if you wish to get a 

high -quality signal from this project. be 
sure to use a PC board. If desired. you 

can buy one. together with assembly in- 
structions and troubleshooting hints. 
from the supplier indicated in the parts 
list. Or you can "roll your own" using 
Fig. 3. 

Another important reminder concerns 
the quality of the parts you use. It 
shouldn't be necessary to remind you 
to use top -quality components, but if 
the urge to use cheap substitutes is 
overpowering. you may wind up with 
problems. Generally. the quality of the 
output signal will suffer. and frequent 
servicing may be required. Play it safe, 
and save time and money in the long 

PARTS LIST 

All resistors ,1 watt, 5 °b unless otherwise 
noted. 

R1 -R16, R19- 100,000 ohms 
R17, R18- 10,000 ohms 
R20. R22. R23 -2.200 ohms 
R21 -22 megohms 
R24-47 ohms 
R25- 10.000 ohms linear taper pot (car- 

bon) with SPST switch 
Capacitors 
C1-47 pF mica 
C2. C8-0.1 µF disc 
C3, C9-33 pF mica 
C4-10 pF mica 
C5-6 to 20 pF trimmer (E.F. Johnson 

275 -0320 -005 or equivalent) 
C6-4.7 AF, 16 volts, tantalum 
C7, C10-10 kiF. 16 volts. tantalum 
C11 -220 tiF, 25 volts. electrolytic 
Semiconductors 
D1 -5.1 -volt. 1 -watt Zener diode (1N4733 

or equivalent) 
D2. D3- 1N4148 or 1N914 
01-2N3906 
IC1- CD4059AE CMOS divider (RCA) 
IC2- CD4046 CMOS PLL (RCA) 
IC3- MM5369EST CMOS oscillator (Na- 

tional) 
IC4- 1C8- MM74C9ON CMOS counter (Na- 

tional) 
IC9- CD4050 CMOS hex buffer iRCA) 
IC10- MC78L05 5-volt regulator (Motorola) 
LED1- .200 -inch discrete LED 
S1- S4-BCD thumbwheel or lever -type 

switches (C&K 332110000. EECO 1800 
Series. or equivalent) 

S5-6- position. single -pole rotary switch 
S6 -SPST switch (mounted on R25) 
XTALI- color -TV crystal. 3.579545 MHz, 

32 pF parallel- resonant. HC -33 case 
J1 -jack to match connector from power 

source used 
J2- RCA -type jack 
J3-BNC connector 
Miscellaneous: PC board. 14 -volt DC 

power supply or battery eliminator. one 
8 -pin IC socket. five 14 -pin IC sockets, 
two 16 -pin IC sockets. one 24 -pin IC 
socket. enclosure, knobs, solder. rib. 
bon cable. etc 

PC boards are available. Order pari 
SCG -1. Price, postpaid in USA, $10.00: 
California residents add 6% tax. Foreign 
orders please add $3.00 for shipping and 
handling. Order from: Technico Services 
Box 20HC Orangehurst, Fullerton, CA 
92633. 

RG. 1-BASIC FREQUENCY SYNTHESIZER, showing the four major sections. All this Is accomplished
by only three IC's!

FREQUENCY
SELECT

SWITCHES

DC
CONTROL
VOLTAGE

CRYSTAL

VCO

'--- PHASE PROGRAMMABLE
OETECTOR I-

OIVIOER

cr- REFERENCE
~ 4 I5 51 0L..- OSCILLATOR

OUTPUT

can buy one, together with assembly in
structions and troubleshooting hints,
from the supplier indicated in the parts
list. Or you can "roll your own" using
Fig. 3.

Another important reminder concerns
the quality of the parts you use. It
shouldn't be necessary to remind you
to use top-quality components, but if
the urge to use cheap substitutes is
overpowering, you may wind up with
problems. Generally, the quality of the
output signal will suffer, and frequent
servicing may be required. Play it safe,
and save time and money in the long

other places where lots of crystals once
were used.) Through frequency synthe
sis you gain accuracy and save money.

As you can see from Fig. I, the syn
thesizer consists of four basic parts .
The first is the VCO (Voltage Controlled
Oscillator. It simply generates a signal
whose frequency can be varied by
changing a DC control voltage. In this
project, the VCO frequency can be
swept from I kHz to I MHz.

The next section is the reference
oscillator. It pro vides a stable , fixed
reference-frequency. In the Programma
I, a single IC, combined with a 3.579545
MHz color-TV crystal, does the job.
Next, a programmable divider takes
over, dividing the VCO frequency . The
exact divisor is selected by the front
panel switches. In this design, another
IC performs the entire task, and can
divide the VCO signal by up to 10,000.

The final section is the phase detec
tor. It compares the signal from the
reference oscillator with the signal from
the programmable divider . In operation ,
the phase detector outputs a DC voltage
comparable to the difference of the two
signals. The greater the difference, the
greater the DC output is. On the other
hand, if the two input signals are the
same frequency, the DC output doesn't
change. Since the DC voltage drives the
VCO , it can now adjust the frequency
until the signals on the phase detector
input are the same. The result is a VCO
output-frequency equal to the product
of the divisor of the programmable
divider and the reference oscillator fre
quency. In this project, the VCO and
phase detector sections are all included
inside one easy-to-obtain Ie. That
takes care of the basics.

Refer to the schematic diagram in
Fig. 2 for the circuit detail s. The pro
grammable divider is IC I, whose divisor
is selected by the front panel switches.

~ It is a single LSI IC, and it costs less,
z works better, and is easier to use than
~ any other divider scheme. A uniqueo feature of this circuit is that setting the
UJ switches to ooסס results in a divisor of
u:l 10,000. That saves the cost of an extra
6 switch. The phase detector and the
~ VCO are in IC2. The divide r input of
a: the phase detector is pin 3, and the
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reference oscillator input is pin 14. The
output is pin 13. It drives resistors RI9
and R20, and capacitor C6, forming a
network known as a loop filter. Basi
cally, this filter does nothing more than
clean up the VCO control voltage.
Other phase-detector circuitry includes
transistor Q I, which connects a LED
to the error-detecting circuitry in IC2.
If something goes wrong with the cir
cuitry , and the frequency is off, the
LED will light.

The VCO portion of IC2 is simple
and straightforward. The DC control
voltage is applied to pin 9. Resistor RI7
and capacitor C I set the maximum
operating frequency of the VCO. The
squarewave output signal appears on
pin 4, ready for use elsewhere. The
reference oscillator circuit consists of
IC3, and it contains all the devices re
quired to excite TV crystal XTAL 1and
to produce a IOO-Hz reference signal.
The balance of the circuitry on this
board consists of five decade-dividers,
IC4-IC8, that simply divide down the
output signal , giving a symmetrical
waveform. Since the outputs of these
IC's are all at CMOS levels, with a 10
volt swing , buffer IC9 has been included
to convert the voltages to TTL-com
patable values.

The power requirements of this cir
cuit are provided by ICIO and Zener
diode D I. These components provide a
well-regulated 10 volts for the synthe
sizer, and 5 volts for IC9, which is used
to drive 5-volt TTL devices. Power to
the PC board is supplied by a 14-volt
surplus battery charger. Not much cur
rent is required (about 10 mA DC), so
the entire unit can be battery-powered
if desired.

Construction
Now that you know how the Pro

gramma I works, let's put one together.
One important reminder is in order if
you are considering breadboarding the
project-the output signal will be noisy
unless you are careful. Like most other
frequency synthesizers, this one has a
high loop-sensitivity, and is suceptible
to noise pickup. So if you wish to get a
high-quality signal from this project, be
sure to use a PC board. If desired, you

PARTS LIST

All resistors Y4 watt, 5% unless otherwise
noted.

R1-R16, R19-100,000 ohms
R17, R18-10,000 ohms
R20, R22, R23-2,200 ohms
R21-22 megohms
R24--47 ohms
R25-10,000 ohms linear taper pot (car-

bon) with SPST switch
Capacitors
C1-47 pF mica
C2, C8-0.1 J,lF disc
C3, C9-33 pF mica
C4-10 pF mica
C5-6 to 20 pF trimmer (E.F. Johnson

275-0320-005 or equivalent)
C6-4.7 I-tF, 16 volts, tantalum
C7, C1G-10 J,lF, 16 volts, tantalum
C11-220 I-tF, 25 volts, electrolytic
Semiconductors
D1-5.1-volt, 1-watt Zener diode (1N4733

or equivalent)
D2, D3-1N4148 or 1N914
Q1-2N3906
IC1-CD4059AE CMOS divider (RCA)
IC2-CD4046 CMOS PLL (RCA)
IC3-MM5369EST CMOS oscillator (Na-

tional)
IC4-IC8-MM74C90N CMOS counter (Na-

tional)
IC9-CD4050 CMOS hex buffer \RCA)
IC1G-MC78L05 5-volt requlator (Motorola)
LED1-.200-inch discrete LED
S1-S4-BCD thumbwheel or lever-type

switches (C&K 332110000, EECO 1800
Series , or equivalent)

S5-6-position, single-pole rotary switch
S6--SPST switch (mounted on R25)
XTAL1-eolor-TV crystal, 3.579545 MHz,

32 pF parallel-resonant, HC-33 case
J1'-jack to match connector from power

source used
J2-RCA-type jack
J3-BNC connector
Miscellaneous: PC board, 14-volt DC

power supply or battery eliminator, one
8-pin IC socket, five 14-pin IC sockets,
two 16-pin IC sockets, one 24-pin IC
socket, enclosure, knobs , solder , rib
bon cable, etc .

PC boards are available. Order part
SCG·1. Price, postpaid In USA, $10.00;
Callfomia residents add 6% tax. Foreign
orders please add $3.00 for shipping and
handling. Order from: Technlco Services,
Box 20HC Orangehurst, Fullerton, CA
92633.
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FIG 2- PROGRAMMA 1 has a frequency range of from 0.01 Hz to 1.000 MHz BCD panel -mount 
switches are used for exact refection of pulse frequency. 

4 -3/8 INCHES 

FIG. 3 -FOIL PATTERN for the Programma 1. See parts list for supplier N you prefer not to make your 
own PC board. 

run by using top -quality parts. This is 
especially important with respect to the 
IC's and the capacitors. Although the 
need for quality IC's is obvious, the 
capacitors should be the type (e.g. mica 

or tantalum) and value specified. This 
will insure the best possible signal 
stability and purity at a small additional 
cost. 

Refer to Fig 4 as you install the parts 

I 

on the PC board. A good place to start 
is with the IC sockets. Begin by install- 
ing a 24-pin socket at ICI, then an 8 -pin 
unit at IC3. Check to be sure all pins are 
soldered in place on the sockets- 
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FIG. 2-PROGRAMMA 1 has a frequency range of from 0.01 Hz to 1.000 MHz. BCD panel-mount
switches are used for exact selection of pulse frequency.

FIG. 3-FOIL PATIERN for the Programma 1. seeparts list for supplier If you prefer not to make your
own PC board.

run by using top-quality parts. This is
especially import ant with respect to the
Ie's and the capacitors. Although the
need for quality Ie's is obvious, the
ca pacito rs should be the type (e.g. mica

or tant alum) and value specified. This
will insure the best possible signal
stability and purit y at a small additional
cost.

Refer to Fig 4 as you install the parts

on the PC board. A good place to start
is with the IC soc kets . Begin by install
ing a 24-pin soc ket at IC I, then an 8-pin
unit at IC3. Check to be sure all pins are
so ldered in place on the sockets---

o
~o
m
m
:D
......
<0
CDo
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- R1 -R16 

FIG. 4- OBSERVE POLARMES shown in parts -placement diagram. Be aware that 78L05 pinouts may 

be shown differently from manufacturer to manufacturer. Orientation given here is correct for all 

versions. 

especially on the 24-pin one. Continue 
by installing 16-pin sockets at IC2 and 
IC9 locations. Finish up the socket in- 
stallation by adding 14-pin sockets to 
IC4 -IC8 locations. This board has one 
jumper wire. which you can insert next. 
Locate it in Fig. 3 first (between IC4 
and CI!), then install it on the board. A 
piece of bare wire cut from a resistor 
will work fine. 

Now you are ready for the resistors. 
Start with the 100K units. placing 16 of 
them around ICI (R 1 -R 16). After that, 
install R21, 22 megohms, next to the 
IC3 socket. Then mount a 10K resistor 
on either side of IC2. Note that, while 
the leads of R I7 are simply bent and in- 
serted in the board. R 18's leads must be 
left longer (about 14 -inch) to cover the 
distance between the holes. Next. in- 
stall 2.2K resistors at R20 and R22, and 
a IOOK resistor at R19. Move over to 
the other edge of the board and mount a 
47-ohm resistor at R24. And finish up 
with R23, 2.2K. Be careful not to con- 
fuse the location with that for D3, just 
below it! 

The diodes are next. and the installa- 
tion will go quickly. Be careful to install 
them correctly, and double -check 
against Fig. 3 afterwards. Start with DI, 
a IN4733 5.1 -volt Zener diode, and 
then install 1N4148 diodes at D2 and 
D3. That's it. 

The next step is to install the capaci- 
tors. You can start with C7, 10 jF. 
Orient it as shown in Fig. 3. Then in- 
stall a 33 pF mica capacitor at C3, and a 
10 pF mica capacitor at C4. The trimmer 
is next. so examine C5 and note that the 

Z ground terminal is probably marked in 

o some way. If there's no arrow or paint 
dot, then trace out the pin that attaches 

w to the adjustment screw. Install it so 
the ground terminal faces the edge of 

o the board. If the trimmer is reversed. 

E 
the project will work, but will be tough 

cc to calibrate due to capacitance added 
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by your hand on the screwdriver! Con- 
tinue with C6, a 4.7 p F tantalum, and 
just above it install a 47 pF mica at Cl. 
Move up the board and install a 0.1 pF 
disc at C2, and another at C8, at the 
left. Then install a 33 pF mica at C9. 
Mount another IO pF tantalum at C10, 
below IC9. Finish up the capacitors 
with a 220 pF electrolytic at CI 1. Stop 
for a moment. and check your capacitor 
installation. Correct any mistakes you 
may find and then continue with the 
construction. 

By now your circuit board will be 
nearly complete and will look like the 
one in Fig. 5. There are just a few parts 
to go. so let's finish up the board. 
Mount crystal XTALI first. pressing 
the case down firmly against the board 
before soldering the leads. Then install 
IC I0, a 78L05 regulator next to C11. 
(Note: The 781.05 pinout given by some 
manufacturers may differ from that 
shown here. To the best of our knowl- 
edge, our pinout holds true for all ver- 
sions of the 78L05 Editor). 

Finish up with the IC's. starting with 
ICI. Note that the foil side of the board 
and Fig. 4 indicate the orientation of 
each IC. Use them to guide you. After 
the IC's are installed, check the board 

" l.: 

FIG. 5 -FRONT -PANEL SWITCHES are con- 
nected to PC board by ribbon cable. Note power 
jack. JI, at back of enclosure (upper left). 

over very carefully for errors. Then set 
the board aside for a while. 

Preparing the case 
Although the original version of this 

project was built in an old meter case, 
you are welcome to use any suitable en- 
closure. It should be metal, though, to 
prevent radiation of stray signals that 
can interfere with your tests. As far as 
the layout is concerned, you can ex- 
ercise your judgment in the matter, or 
duplicate the box layout shown in the 
photos. Here are a few helpful tips if 
you decide to "roll your own:" First, 
be sure to locate the ERROR LED and 
FREQUENCY switches close together. 
This is important because they are used 
together. Also, the output jacks and 
LEVEL pot should be located close to- 
gether. In fact, they should be positioned 
closer to one another than they are on 
the prototype (see Fig. 7), since long 
leads degrade the shape of the signal at 
high frequencies. All signal- carrying 
leads, for that matter should be kept as 
short as possible. The rest of this part is 
straightforward. 

Final assembly 
After you have the enclosure pre- 

pared, you're almost done. Probably 
the best place to start is to wire the 
board to the FREQUENCY switches. 
Refer to Fig. 2 (schematic) and Fig. 6 
for details. 

Start by wiring all the common pins 
of the switches together with a piece of 
bus wire. Then attach a short piece of 
stranded wire to it. This is the "COM" 
lead to the circuit board. Next, you can 
wire the switches themselves, starting 
with S I . Note that S I is the MSD (Most 
Significant Digit), and that it is the 
switch section on the far left of the 
panel as you view it from the front Use 
short pieces of four -conductor ribbon 
cable for the connections. You can 
attach the ends of the switches first. In 
fact. it might be a good idea to solder a 

length of cable to each switch first, and 
then to the circuit board later. This is 
easier if you have mounted the switches 
in the box already. 

After the wires are attached to the 
switches, connect the cable from S1 to 
the holes on the board. Note that some 
BCD switches are coded "1 2 4 8" and 
that corresponds with the "A B C D" 
marked on the board. In the same man- 
ner, wire the remaining switches. 
Switch S4 will be the section on the 
right when viewed from the front. 
Finally, connect the "COM" wire. and 
you are through with S I-S4. 

Now for switch S5. Prepare a short 
length of six -conductor ribbon cable 
and connect one end to the fixed con- 
tacts of S5. Then attach a single piece 
of wire to the wiper terminal. Connect 
the other ends of the ribbon -cable wires 

over very carefully for errors. Then set
the board aside for a while .

Preparing the case
Although the original version of this

project was built in an old meter case,
you are welcome to use any suitable en
closure. It should be metal, though , to
prevent rad iation of stray signals that
can interfere with your tests . As far as
the layout is concerned, you can ex
ercise your judgment in the matter, or
duplicate the box layout shown in the
photos. Here are a few helpful tips if
you dec ide to "roll your own:" First,
be sure to locate the ERROR LED and
FREQUENCY switches close together.
This is important because they are used
together. Also, the output jacks and
LEVEL pot should be located close to
gether. In fact, they should be positioned
closer to one another than they are on
the prototype (see Fig. 7), since long
leads degrade the shape of the signal at
high frequencies . All signal-carrying
leads, for that matter should be kept as
short as possible . The rest of this part is
straightforward.

Final assembly
After you have the enclosure pre

pared, you're almost done . Probab ly
the best place to start is to wire the
board to the FREQUENCY switches.
Refe r to Fig . 2 (schematic) and Fig. 6
for details.

Start by wiring all the common pins
of the switches together with a piece of
bus wire. Then attach a short piece of
stranded wire to it. This is the "COM"
lead to the circuit board. Nex t, you can
wire the switches themselves, starting
with S I. Note that S I is the MSD (Most
Significant Digit), and that it is the
switch section on the far left of the
panel as you view it from the front Use
short pieces of four -conductor ribbon
cable for the connections. You can
attach the ends of the switches first. In
fact, it might be a good idea to solder a
length of cable to each switch first, and
then to the circuit board later . This is
easier' if you have mounted the switches
in the box already.

After the wires are attached to the
switches, connect the cable from S l to
the holes on the board . Note that some
BCD switches are coded" I 2 4 8" and
that corresponds with the "A BCD"
marked on the board. In the same man
ner, wire the remaining switches.
Switch S4 will be the section on the
right when viewed from the front.
Finally, connect the "COM" wire, and
you are through with S I-S4.

Now for switch S5. Prepare a short
length of six-conductor ribbon cable
and connect one end to the fixed con
tacts of S5. Then attach a single piece
of wire to the wiper terminal. Connect
the other ends of the ribbon -cable wires

o

FIG. 5-FRONT-PANEL SWITCHES are con
nected to PC board by ribbon cable. Note power
jack, J1, at back of enclosure (upper left).

by your hand on the screwdriver! Con
tinue with C6, a 4.7 JlF tantalum, and
just above it install a 47 pF mica at C I.
Move up the board and install a 0.1 JlF
disc at C2, and another at C8, at the
left. Then install a 33 pF mica at C9.
Mount another 10 JlF tantalum at CIO,
below IC9. Finish up the capacitors
with a 220 ~F electrolytic at CII. Stop
for a moment, and check your capacitor
installation. Correct any mistakes you
may find and then continue with the
construction.

By now your Circuit board will be
nearly complete and will look like the
one in Fig . 5. There are just a few parts
to go, so let ' s finish up the board.
Mount crystal XTAL I first, pressing
the case down firmly against the board
before soldering the leads . Then install
IC 10, a 78L05 regulator next to C11.
(Note: The 78L05 pinout given by some
manufacturers may differ from that
shown here . To the best of our knowl
edge, our pinout holds true for all ver
sions of the 78L05- Editor) .

Finish up with the K''s, starting with
ICI. Note that the foil side of the board
and Fig. 4 indicate the orientation of
each IC . Use them to guide you. After
the Ie's are installed, check the board

t, i. . #

especially on the 24-pin one. Continue
by installing 16-pin sockets at IC2 and
IC9 locations. Fin ish up the socket in
stallation by adding 14-pin sockets to
IC4--IC810cations. This board has one
jumper wire, which you can insert next.
Locate it in Fig. 3 first (between IC4
and C I I), then install it on the board . A
piece of bare wire cut from a resistor
will work fine.

Now you are ready for the resistors.
Start with the lOOK units, placing 16 of
them around ICI (RI-RI6) . After that,
install R21, 22 megohms, next to the
IC3 socket. Then mount a 10K resistor
on either side of IC2. Note that, while
the leads of R 17 are simply bent and in
serted in the board, R18's leads must be
left longer (about \4-inch) to cover the
distance between the holes. Next, in
stall 2.2K resistors at R20 and R22, and
a lOOK resistor at R19. Move over to
the other edge of the board and mount a
47-ohm resistor at R24. And finish up
with R23, 2.2K. Be careful not to con
fuse the location with that for D3, just
below it!

The diodes are next, and the installa
tion will go quickly . Be careful to install
them correctly, and double-check
against Fig. 3 afterwards. Start with Dl,
a IN4733 5.I-volt Zener diode, and
then install IN4148 diodes at D2 and
D3. That's it.

The next step is to install the capaci
tors. You can start with C7, 10 JlF.
Orient it as shown in Fig. 3. Then in
stall a 33 pF mica capacitor at C3, and a
10 pF mica capacitor at C4. The trimmer
is next, so examine C5 and note that the
ground terminal is probably marked in
some way. If there's no arrow or paint
dot, then trace out the pin that attaches
to the adjustment screw. Install it so
the ground terminal faces the edge of
the board. If the trimmer is reversed,
the project will work, but will be tough
to calibrate due tc capacitance added

Rl-R16

AG. 4-OBSERVE POLARmES shown in parts-placement diagram. Be aware that 78L05 pinouts may
be shown differently from manufacturer to manufacturer. Orientation given here Is correct for all
vers ions.
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RIBBON 
CABLE 

J1 

OUTPUT 

J2 

100KHz 
10KHz 

1KHz 

_i00Hz 

FIG. 6- CONNECTION OF OFF -THE -BOARD components. Resistor R25 Is a part of the on /off switch, 
S6. All leads should be kept as short as posslbfe to avoid dttflcuttles at high frequencies. 

FIG. 7 -THIS LAYOUT works well, but Is not 
ideal. Output lacks and "level" pot should be 
located closer to OM another to keep leads 
short. 

to the "E" through "J" outputs, and 
the single wire from the wiper to "IN," 
This wiring is shown in more detail in 
Fig. 6. Next. the LED may be installed. 
Finally. wire up pot R25, the output 
connectors, and the power leads. Don't 
forget to run a short wire from the cir- 
cuit -board ground foil to the box. A 
good place for this is at the "minus" 
terminal of Cl I (220 AF). Wire up the 
POWER jack. J I (on the back of the box) 
and you are finished. 

Calibration 
Although this project should work 

reasonably well without any calibra- 
tion, you might want to make a simple 
adjustment for the best frequency ac- 
curacy. To do this you'll need an ac- 
curate frequency counter and an x10 
oscilloscope probe. Supply 14 volts DC 
to 11. then rotate the LEVEL pot to turn 
on the power. At this point there's no 
need to set any of the switches on the 
project. Connect the probe to the count- 
er, and clip its ground lead to the pulse 
generator. Then, carefully touch the 
probe to pin 7 of the MM5369EST (1C3). 
You should get a reading of 3,579,5x x 
(-= variable) Hz. Adjust the trimmer so 
that you get exactly 3,579,545 Hz and 
you are all set. Disconnect the counter 
and you can close up the box. 

Operation 
Operating the Programma I is a snap! 

Simply set the frequency you want on 
the thumbwheel switches, and watch 
the ERROR LED. It will blink about four 
or five times. then go out. When it does. 
you are locked on frequency. Switch S5 
selects the frequency you get out. For 
example, on the I MHz range. you'll get 
an output from about 900 Hz to exactly 
1.000 MHz. Switch to the loo -kHz range 
and you'll get a tenth of that or 90 Hz to 
100 kHz. The rest of the ranges work 

in the same manner. If you would like 
an adjustable output instead of the 
TTL -level signal from J3. simply use J2. 
and adjust the LEVEL control for the 
voltage you want. There's nothing to 
using this project! 

Here are a few tips to help you get 
the most out of your project. First. due 
to the design of VCO and divider cir- 
cuits, switch positions from 0001 
through 0009 will be inoperative. The 
ERROR light will come on as a reminder 
that these numbers are invalid. Note 
that the setting of 0000 is OK: in fact it 
will give you 1.000 MHz, but watch 
those other settings. As far as the out- 
put signal is concerned, it is a constant - 
amplitude squarewave with a 50% duty 
cycle. However, if you start to load it 
down. the amplitude will change. Also, 
the waveform quality will tend to 
deteriorate as the frequency goes up. 
So, for best results when you are in- 
terested in waveform quality, use a 
very light load. and watch out for the 
effects of coaxial cables at the higher 
frequencies. Finally, some degradation 
of the squarewave will be noted at the 
adjustable output (J I) at high fre- 
quencies. This is normal where a simple 
pot -attenuator is used. 

Some uses for the Programma 1 

There are a great many uses for this 
pulse generator. Although it was de- 
signed for operating digital circuits, it 
does well in other areas. too. Here are a 

few things that can be done with it: 
checking TTL divider circuits, decimal - 
counting uses (why not make a timer ?). 
general logic -troubleshooting. and 
much more. 

In the analog area. it can be used for 
amplifier squarewave- testing. electronic 
music (it generates a wild glide tone!). 
AM radio alignment. and more. How 
about using it as a short-wave radio 
marker -generator? (The harmonics go 
well into the HF spectrum.) Or as a 

programmable sinewave generator? 
(Active filtering can change the square - 
wave to a sinewave.) There are 
numerous uses for the Programma I. 
How many can you think up? R -E 

Television viewers want 
low power consumption 

More than six out of ten TV viewers believed 
that reduced power consumption would be 

a very useful feature ' in a recent nation -wide 
survey carried out by Venture Development 
Corp a Wellesley MA market- research firm 
Prospective buyers would be willing to pay up 
to $41 additional for significant energy -saving 
features Runner -up. with just about 60 percent 
of the surveyees. is better sound quality and 
TV listeners feel that better speakers would 
justify a S66 increase on the price of their sets 
Stereo Sound however. would be worth S80 

About 40 percent of the viewers felt that auto- 
matic tuning through the use of vertical interval 

reference would be very useful." and 25 per- 
cent opted for pushbutton channel selections 

In view of the low power consumption of 
modern TV sets. it might be interesting to in- 
vestigate how much of the response to that 
question is due to consumer ignorance and the 
present campaigns for energy economy 1 

Special features mark 
new video disc player 

The SelectaVision video disc player a prod- 
uct of RCA, will come with two features in its 
latest design that can greatly increase its use- 
fulness to the home viewer 

Visual Search allows the viewer to scan the 
program at many times normal speed -either 

forward or backward -while continuously dis- 
playing a picture on the TV screen. Rapid 
Access locates -at high speed -any desired 
segment on the disc It uses a digital time indi- 
cator. (RCA had previously demonstrated a 
mechanical time indicator 1 

The first VideoDisc players will be mono- 
phonic. since the users will be owners of 
present -day TV receivers. all of which are 
mono Stereo versions will come later 

RCA expects to have the first players on the 
market in the first quarter of 1981 The agree- 
ments that have been reached with CBS and 
Zenith are expected to result in those two firms 
entering the video disc business with products 
based on the RCA capacitance system 

Some uses for the Programma 1
There are a great many uses for this

pulse generator. Although it was de
signed for operating digital circuits, it
does well in other areas, too. Here are a
few things that can be done with it:
checking TTL divider circuits, decimal
counting uses (why not make a timer?),
general logic-troubleshooting, and
much more .

In the analog area, it can be used for
amplifier squarewave-testing, electronic
music (it generates a wild glide tone!),
AM radio alignment, and more. How
about using it as a short-wave radio
marker-generator? (The harmonics go
well into the HF spectrum.) Or as a
programmable sinewave generator ?
(Active filtering can change the square
wave to a sinewave.) There are
numerous uses for the Programma 1.
How many can you think up? R-E

in the same manner. If you would like
an adjustable output instead of the
TTL-level signal from 13, simply use 12,
and adjust the LEVE L control for the
voltage you want. There' s nothing to
using this project!

Here are a few tips to help you get
the most out of your project. First, due
to the des ign of VCO and divider cir
cuit s, switch positions from 0001
through 0009 will be inoperative. The
ERROR light will come on as a reminder
that the se numbers are invalid. Note
that the setting of 0000 is OK; in fact it
will give you 1.000 MHz, but watch
tho se other settings. As far as the out
put signal is concerned, it is a constant
amplitude squarewave with a 50% duty
cycle. However, if you start to load it
down, the amplitude will change. Also,
the waveform quality will tend to
deteriorate as the frequency goes up.
So, for best results when you are in
terested in waveform quality, use a
very light load, and watch out for the
effects of coaxial cables at the higher
frequ encie s. Finally, some degradation
of the squarewave will be noted at the
adju stable output (11) at high fre
quencie s. This is normal where a simple
pot -attenuator is used.
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Operat ion
Operating the Programma I is a snap!

Simply set the frequency you want on
the thumbwheel switches, and watch
the ERROR LED. It will blink about four
or five times, then go out. When it does,
you are locked on frequency. Switch S5
selects the frequency you get out. For
example, on the I MHz range, you' ll get
an output from about 900 Hz to exactly
1.000 MHz . Switch to the tOO-kHz range
and you'll get a tenth of that or 90 Hz to
100 kHz . The rest of the ranges work

.0
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Calibration
Although this project should work

AG. 7-THI5 LAYOUT works well, but Is not
Ideal. Output lacks and "level" pot should be
located closer to one another to keep leads
short.

AG . &-CONNECTION OF OFF-THE-BOARDcomponents. Resistor R25 Is a part of the on/off switch,
56. All leads should be kept as short as possible to avoid difficulties at high frequencies.

reasonably well without any calibra
tion, you might want to make a simple
adjustment for the best frequency ac
curacy. To do this you'll need an ac
curate frequency counter and an x IO
oscilloscope probe . Supply 14volts IX:
to 11, then rotate the LEVEL pot to tum
on the power. At this point there ' s no
need to set any of the switches on the
project. Connect the probe to the count
er, and clip its ground lead to the pulse
generator. Then, carefully touch the
probe to pin 7 of the MM5369EST (IC3).
You should get a reading of 3,579,5x x
(-=variable) Hz . Adjust the trimmer so
that you get exactly 3,579,545 Hz and
you are all set. Disconnect the counter
and you can close up the box.
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to the " E " through "1" outputs, and
the single wire from the wiper to "IN,"
This wiring is shown in more detail in
Fig. 6. Next, the LED may be installed.
Finally, wire up pot R25, the output
connectors, and the power leads. Don't
forget to run a short wire from the cir
cuit -board ground foil to the box. A
good place for this is at the "minus"
terminal of CII (220 IlF) . Wire up the
rowanjackJt (on the back of the box)
and you are finished.

Television viewers want
low power consumption

More tha n six out of ten TV viewers believed
that reduced power consumpt ion would be
a "very usef ul feature" in a recent nat ion-wide
survey carri ed out by Venture Development
Corp .. a Wellesley. MA, market-research f irm .
Prospective buyers wo uld be wi lling to pay up
to $41 add it ional for sign if icant energy-saving
feat ures . Runner-up. with just about 60 percent
of the surveyees. is better sound qual ity, and
TV listeners feel that better speakers would
justify a $66 increase on the pr ice of their sets.
Stereo sound . however, would be worth $80.
Abou t 40 percent of the viewers felt that auto
mat ic tun ing through the use of vert ical interval

reference wou ld be " very useful," and 25 per
cent opted for pushbutton chann el select ions.

(In view of the low power consumpt ion of
modern TV sets. it might be interesting to in
vestigate how much of the response to that
question is due to consumer ignorance and the
present campaig ns for energy economy.)

Special features mark
new video disc player

The SelectaVis /on video disc player, a prod
uct of RCA. will come with two features in its
latest des ign that can greatly increase its use
ful ness to the home viewer.

Visual Search allows the viewer to scan the
program at many t imes norma l speed-either

forward or backward-while continuously dis
playing a pictu re on the TV screen. Rapid
Access locates- at high speed-any desired
segment on the disc . It uses a digital time indi
cator. (RCA had previously demonstrated a
mechanical t ime ind icator.)

The first VideoDisc players will be mono
phonic . since the users will be owners of
present-day TV receivers, all of which are
mono. Stereo versions will come later.

RCA expects to have the fi rst players on the
marke t in the first quarter of 1981. The agree
ments that have been reached with CBS and
Zeni th are expec ted to result in th ose two firms
entering the video disc business with products
based on the RCA capacitance system.
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Assembling the Legs 
Part 3 -Every robot should have a way to get from place 

to place. This part of the Unicorn -One series describes the 
mobility base, which allows the robot to do just that. 

JAMES A. GUPTON, JR. 

HAVING ALREADY OUTLINED THE CON - 

struction of the robot's arms and hands in 
parts I and 2 of this series, we'll now 
discuss its mobility base -the powered 
section that allows it to move from place 
to place. 

The mobility base houses the robot's 
electrical power source, its drive motors, 
and the heart of its wiring system. 

While it may be necessary to purchase 
some of the components of the mobility 
base new, there is still a lot of money that 
can be saved through judicious scroung- 
ing. Remember -it doesn't really matter 
what you use to get something done, as 

long as it does get done and the results 
are what you need. 

We'll present two approaches to con- 
structing the mechanism of the mobility 
base. The first, which may require some 
cash outlay, is the one we've found to give 
the best results. The second, which is 

more economical, is a bit trickier and not 
quite as acceptable to the purist. Still, 
both work. 

Figure 19 illustrates the dimensions 
and external appearance of Unicorn - 
One's mobility base. Actually, for the 
sake of economy, the original housing was 

made using a large discarded electronic 
chassis, as seen in Fig. 20. 

One of the most stylish ways to go is to 
use Bud aluminum or steel panels, plates 
and frame sections, which can be ordered 
through most electronics parts distribu- 
tors. The parts list shows the designations 
of the Bud parts required. Unfortunately, 
this approach, which requires only a little 

cutting and drilling, can turn out to be 

fairly costly. 
You might. therefore, want to turn to 

scrounging (a local sheet metal firm 
might have some odds and ends that 
could be picked up cheaply), or purchas- 
ing material that was not precut. Be sure, 
though, that the aluminum (if that's what 
you're using) is type 5005 -an indication 
of its strength. You must bear in mind 
the fact that the mobility base will be 

supporting at least 30 pounds of the 
robot's weight and that if it is too weak, 
the mechanical integrity of the robot will 
suffer. 

Every part of the mobility base skin 
can be made from aluminum, except for 
the top. That should be fabricated from 
0.125 -inch steel, both to support the 
weight of the body and to allow the bear- 
ings upon which the body will rotate to 
turn freely. 

The side panels can be made from 
.0625 -inch aluminum, since they will not 
be responsible for bearing weight. An 
option is given in the parts list to use four 
19 X 7 -inch side panels. These arc not, of 
course, the dimensions shown in Fig. 19, 

but reflect the possibility of your choos- 
ing to build a square base, and also the 
use of a smaller size battery. Actually, the 
dimensions are not critical. Just make 
sure that the robot's center of gravity falls 
within the support points (the wheels) 
and that there is enough room inside the 
mobility base for the battery, motors and 
terminal strip. Be sure to allow sufficient 
clearance for you to access the battery. 

Finally, aluminum angle -bracket, 
available at hardware or building -supply 
stores, will do very nicely for the frame in 
place of more expensive materials. 

Access to the mobility base is provided 
by a hinged plate at the back (Fig. 21). 
Lay out the interior so that the important 
parts can be reached through the opening 
this plate provides. Use the diagrams and 
photographs in this installment to guide 
your thinking. There is nothing forcing 
you to make a carbon copy of the original 
Unicorn -One. Use your imagination and 
ingenuity. 

A 2'/: -inch wide curved opening will 
have to be cut in the top of the mobility 
base (refer to Fig. 19) to permit wires to 
be routed between the base and the body. 
This opening may be located at tither the 
front or the rear of the top section. You 
should make sure that the wires will not 
jam in the slot as the body rotates -don't 
forget to allow slack in the wires for this 
purpose -and the slot should be edged 
with some soft material such as several 
layers of electrical tape, or flexible tubing 
which has been slit to fit over the cut 
metal, to prevent chafing of the wires' 
insulation. 

Transmission and drive train 
There arc three main sections to the 

"mobility" part of the mobility base. 
They are the motors, the wheels, and the 
parts which transmit the action of the 
former to the latter. The wheels are easy 
to obtain. The two 6 -inch driven wheels 
can come from an abandoned child's wag- 
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Assembling the Legs
Part 3-Every robot should have a way to get from place

to place. This part of the Unicorn-One series describes the
mobility base, which allows the robot to do just that.
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HAVING ALREADY OUTLINED THE CON

struction of the robot's arms and hands in
parts I and 2 of this series, we'll now
discuss its mobility base-the powered
section that allows it to move from place
to place.

The mobility base houses the robot's
electrical power source, its drive motors ,
and the heart of its wiring system.

While it may be necessary to purchase
some of the components of the mobility
base new, there is still a lot of money that
can be saved through judicious scroung
ing. Remember-it doesn't really matter
what you use to get something done, as
long as it does get done and the results
are what you need.

We'll present two approaches to con
structing the mechanism of the mobility
base. The first , which may require some
cash outlay, is the one we've found to give
the best results. The second, which is
more economical, is a bit trick ier and not
quite as acceptable to the purist. Still,
both work.

Figure 19 illustrates the dimensions
and external appearance of Unicorn
One's mobilit y base. Actually, for the
sake of economy, the original housing was
made using a large discarded electronic
chassis, as seen in Fig. 20.

One of the most stylish ways to go is to
use Bud aluminum or steel panels, plates
and frame sections, which can be ordered
through most electronics parts distribu
tors. The parts list shows the designations
of the Bud parts required. Unfortunately,
this approach, which requires only a little

cutting and drilling , can turn out to be
fairly costly.

You might, therefore, want to turn to
scrounging (a local sheet metal firm
might have some odds and ends that
could be picked up cheaply), or purchas
ing material that was not precut. Be sure,
though, that the aluminum (if that's what
you're using) is type 5005-an indication
of its strength. You must bear in mind
the fact that the mobility base will be
supporting at least 30 pounds of the
robot's weight and that if it is too weak,
the mechanical integrity of the robot will
suffer.

Every part of the mobilit y base skin
can be made from aluminum, except for
the top. That should be fabricated from
0.125-inch steel, both to support the
weight of the body and to allow the bear
ings upon which the body will rotate to
turn freely.

The side panels can be made from
.0625-inch aluminum, since they will not
be responsible for bearing weight. An
option is given in the part s list to use four
19 X 7-inch side panels. These are not, of
course, the dimensions shown in Fig. 19,
but reflect the possibility of your choos
ing to build a square base, and also the
use of a smaller size batt ery. Actually, the
dimensions are not criti cal. Just make
sure that the robot' s center of gravit y falls
within the support points (the wheels)
and that there is enough room inside the
mobility base for the battery, motors and

, terminal strip. Be sure to allow sufficient
clearance for you to access the battery.

Fin all y, aluminum angle-bracket ,
available at hardware or building-supply
stores, will do very nicely for the frame in
place of more expensive materials .

Access to the mobility base is provided
by a hinged plate at the back (Fig . 21).
Layout the interior so that the important
parts can be reached through the opening
this plate provides. Use the diagram s and
photographs in this installment to guide
your thinking. There is nothing forcing
you to make a carbon copy of the original
Unicorn-One. Use your imagination and
ingenuity.

A 2'j,-inch wide curved opening will
have to be cut in the top of the mobility
base (refer to Fig. 19) to permit wires to
be routed between the base and the body.
This opening may be located at either the
front or the rear of the top section . You
should make sure that the wires will not
jam in the slot as the body rotates---don 't
forget to allow slack in the wires for this
purpose- and the slot should be edged
with some soft materi al such as several
layers of electrical tape, or flexible tubing
which has been slit to fit over the cut
metal, to prevent chafing of the wires'
insulat ion.

Transm ission and drive train
There are thr ee main sections to the

"mobility" part of the mobility base.
They are the motors, the wheels, and the
part s which transmit the action of the
former to the latter. The wheels are easy
to obtain . The two 6-inch driven wheels
can come from an abandoned child's wag-
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FIG. 19- MOBILITY BASE layout and dimensions. Figures here are for author's prototype -yours may 
differ (see text). Top plate is made of steel; rest can be aluminum. 

FIG. 20 -EARLY VERSION of the mobility base 
enclosure. built from parts at hand. 

FIG. 21- HINGED BACK PANEL allows access 
to components mounted inside mobility base. 

on or scooter, or from a lawnmower ser- 
vice shop, to naine a few sources. The 
front caster wheel is probably best found 
in a hardware store. 

The preferred motors, used in the first 

approach, are gear motors which run at a 

speed of between 20 and 25 RPM. 
Sources for a 22 RPM motor are given in 
the parts list. If you elect to go the second 
route, you can use simpler, higher -speed 
motors. Again, refer to the parts list. 

Figure 22 illustrates a section of a 

mobility base constructed using the 22 

RPM gear motors. The motor is very eas- 

ily attached to the frame of the base 

through the use of an aluminum angle 
bracket at the bottom and two '/. -inch 
OD spacers at the top. Attachment is 

made using the existing motor mounting - 
holes. By using counter -sunk flat -head 
machine screws, the exterior of the mo- 
bility base is left free of protrusions and 
can be painted without further finishing. 

The wheels, which usually come with 
'/. -inch shafts, are coupled to the 
motor shaft by means of a 2.5 -inch long, 
'/: -inch spacer, with an inside diameter of 
'/. -inch, secured to both the axle and the 
shaft by means of set screws. Alterna- 
tively, a .374 -inch OD coupler may be 

used and the shaft and axle secured to it 
with dowel pins. Refer to Fig. 23 for 
details. 

Two motor /wheel assemblies are used, 
one on each side. Front support is given 
by a castered wheel located at the front of 
the assembly. Steering is accomplished 
by driving only one motor, using the oth- 

e ? 
-r 

FIG. 22 -ONE OF THE TWO gear motors used to 
drive the mobility base's wheels. 

er as a pivot about which the robot turns. 
Or, for speed, one wheel may be run in 
one direction while the other is run in the 
other. 

The alternate method for driving the 
mobility base, illustrated in Fig. 24, uses 

less expensive, but much faster- turning 
electric motors coupled to the wheels 
through a set of worm gears. This meth- 
od, while less expensive in terms of mate- 
rials, requires a lot of painstaking labor 
and probably the use of a well- equipped 
machine shop. It is presented here mostly 
as an exercise in developing alternate 
ways to achieve the same results. 

The motor is mounted on a 11. -inch 
thick aluminum plate which, in turn, is 

mounted on the inside of the bottom of 
the mobility base using four spacers. The 
shaft of the motor protrudes down 
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FIG. 19-MOBILITY BASE layout and dimensions. Figures here are for author's prototype-yours may
differ (see text). Top pl ate is made of steel; rest can be aluminum.

FIG. 20-EARLY VERSION of the mobility base
enclosure, buill from parts at hand.

FIG. 21-HINGED BACK PANEL all ows access
to components mounted inside mobility base.

on or scooter, or from a lawnmower ser
vice shop, to name a few sources. Th e
front caste r wheel is probably best found
in a hardware store .

Th e preferred moto rs, used in the first

approach, are gear motors which run at a
speed of between 20 and 25 RP M.
Sources for a 22 RPM motor are given in
the parts list. If you elect to go the second
route, you can use simple r, higher-speed
motors. Again, refer to the parts list.

Figure 22 illustra tes a section of a
mobility base constructed using the 22
RP M gear motors. Th e motor is very eas
ily attached to the frame of the base
through the use of an alumin um ang le
bracket at the bottom and two 'I. -inch
OD spacers at the top. Attachment is
made using the existing motor mounti ng
holes. By using counte r-sunk flat-head
machine screws, the exterior of the mo
bility base is left free of protru sions and
can be painted without further -finishing.

Th e wheels, which usually come with
'I.-inch shafts, are coupled to the 'I.-inch
motor shaft by means of a 2.5-inch long,
'h -inch spacer, with an inside diameter of
'I.-inch, secured to both the axle and the
shaft by means of set scre ws. Alterna
tively, a .374-inch OD coupler may be
used and the shaft and axle secured to it
with dowel pins. Refer to Fig. 23 for
details.

Two motor/w heel assemblies are used,
one on each side. Front support is given
by a castered wheel located at the front of
th e assembly. Steering is accomplished
by driving only one motor, using the oth-

FIG. 22-0NE OF THE TWO gear motors used to
drive the mobility base's wheels.

er as a pivot about which the robot tu rns.
Or, for speed, one wheel may be run in
one directio n while the other is run in the
other.

Th e alternate method for driving the
mobility base, illustra ted in Fig. 24, uses
less expensive, but much faster-turning
electr ic motors coupled to the wheels
through a set of worm gears . This meth
od, while less expensive in terms of mate 
rials, requires a lot of painstaking labor
and probably the use of a well-equipped
machine shop. It is presented here mostly
as an exercise in developing alternate
ways to achieve the same results.

The motor is mounte d on a 'I.-inch
thick aluminum plate which, in turn , is
moun ted on the inside of the bottom of
the mobility base using four spacers. The
shaft of th e motor protru des down
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SPACER 
OD .250 
ID .166 

1P- 

NOTE: 

ORILL LAYOUT FOR MOUNTING GEARMOTOR 
BASED ON .125 MOBILITY BASE SIDE THICKNESS 

50 [0-- -0[ .375 10-- 

USE NO. 36 DRILL TO TAP 
6.32 OR DRILL THROUGH 
COUPLER AND .2497 SHAFT 
WITH .9625 DRILL FOR 
DOWEL PIN 

0 .25 

Imo- -2.50 -01 
.50 FOR SET SCREW 
.315 FOR LOCK PIN WHEEL AXLE COUPLER 

USE NO 19 DRILL 
(0.1661 

COUNTERSINK FOR C0% 
FLAT HEAD SCREW 

.30 

HEIGHT WILL VARY 
WITH WHEEL SIZE 

3.25 

-b. .75 41- 

ID TO CLEAR 
AXLE COUPLER 

`L 2.38 

t- - - - ó 
® Qÿ 

.21 

1.25 

yi - 
3.25 

.75 

25 I- 
2.50 

i 
2 59 

-01 .25 

4*- u 4- 
rF 

ALL DIMENSIONS IN INCHES 

FIG. 23- MECHANICAL DETAILS of 22 -RPM gear -motor mounting. Some dimensions may change if 
sizes of wheel or wheel -shaft you use differ from those used by author. 

2.00 (TAPB 321 

3.00 

ALUMINUM ANGLE 
MOTOR SUPPORT 

Item 

Sheet metal 
(type 5005) 
aluminum 

(Optional -for 
use with mo- 
tor-cycle bat- 
tery and 19- 
inch square 
base) 

Aluminum angle 

125 x .75 

Rear panel 
hinge 

Worm gear 

Worm 

Wheel motors 

Size 

125 x 10.5 x 19 
inches 

.125 x 10.5 x 
15.75 inches 

.125 x 19.5 x 

15.75 inches 

.125 x 19 x 

15.75 inches 

.125x19X7 
Inches. Note: 
.0625 sheets 
may be used 
for sides it de- 
sired. 

.0625x'r 
inches 

or 

.125x.75 in. x 
3 feet 

.125 x .75 in. x 
12 feet 

1 x 12 inches 

24- pitch -' /- 
inch bore. 30 
teeth 

Double pitch 

22 RPM gear - 
motor 

Quantity 
Supplier's 
part no. 

PARTS LIST 

Supplier Rem Size Quantity 
Supplier's 
part no. Supplier 

2 

2 

1 

1 

4 

16 feet 

1 

1 

1 

2 

2 

2 

PA -1106 
(5005 alum.) 

PA-1106 

PS-1258 
(steel) 

PS-1109 
(alum.) 

PA-1104 
(alum.) 

Local hard- 
ware supply 

store 

BI-2901-3 

BI-2901 

Local hard- 
ware supply 

store 

W24b37 -F30 

W24s-40 

715-900153 
(Breve)) 

®, 

®.© 
Battery 

© 

AQ, © 

®, 

®, 

g © 

®, 

®, © 
®, NOTE: Part numbers 

those used 

or 

3-amp split - 
phase 

lead -acid. 12- 
volt. 12 am- 
pere -hours 

gelled- electro- 
lyte, for 12 

volts. 12 am- 
pere -hours 

SUPPLIERS: 

® The Robot Mart 
Room. 1113 
19 W. 34th St. 
New York. NY 
($3 00 for catalog) 

© Winfred M. Berg, 
499 Ocean Avenue 
E. Rockaway, 

© Edmund Scientific 
101 East Gloucester 
Barrington, NJ 

Gledhill Electronics 
P.O. Box 1644 
Marysville, CA 

G Bud Industries, 
Parts may be 
local electronics 

for all items 
by Bud. 

2 

1 

as 
required 

10001 

Inc. 

NY 11518 

Co. 
Pike 

08007 

95901 

Inc. 
ordered through 

supplier. 

with "G" 

61.085 

local 
supplier 

see back of 
Radio - 

Electronics 

shown as supplier are 

HEIGHT WILL VARY
WITH WHEEL SIZE

. \
.75

ALUMINUM ANGLE
MOTOR SUPPORT

II

(@J1lT
IDTO CLEAR
AXLE COUPLER J--f=- 2.38 2.59

~l~t
3.25

2.00
(TAP8- 32)

----- -3.00-- - ---

.251:-------
2
.
50 4 .25f--

~I-GI-- ~
.30 1==:::::O::========:=:::::O::1i +==1=r
T \. .1 .1

NOTE:
DRILL LAYOUT FOR MOUNTINGGEARMOTOR ~3.25
BASED ON .125 MO BILITY BASE SIDETHICKNESS 4

USE NO. 19DRILL 2.50-----1
(0.166) ... ~,

COUNTERSIN K FOR ,, ',~I

FLAT HEAD SCREW

USE NO . 36 ORILLTOTAP
6·32 OR ORILLTHRO UGH
COUPLER AND.2497 SHAFT
WITH .9625 DRILL FO R

---->ooJ ~ -----..1 \... + DOWEL PIN
~ .50 ,---- ~ .375 .-

t-;;.m;-::-;--, D~
I. 2.50 .!---r- T

.50 FOR SET SCREW
WHEEL AXLE COUPLER .375 FOR LOCKPIN

ALL DIMENSIONS IN INCHES

FIG. 23-MEC HANICAL DETAILS of 22-RPM gear-motor mounting. Som e di mensions may ch ange if
sizes of whee l or wheel-shaft you use differ from those used by author. .

PARTS LIST
Supplier's Supplier's

Ite m Size Quantity pa rt no. Supplier Item Size Quantity part no. Supplier

Sheet metal .125 x 10.5 x 19 2 PA-1 106 ®,@ or
(type 5005) inches (5005 alum.) 3-amp split- 2 61.085 ©aluminum phase

.125 x 10.5 x 2 PA-1 106 ®.@
15.75 inches Battery lead-acid, 12- local

.125 x 19.5 x PS-1258 ®. @ volt. 12 am- supplier

15.75 inches (steel)
pere-hours

.125 x 19 x PS-1109 ®.@ gelled -elect ro- as see back of
lyle. for 12 required Radio-

15.75 inches (alum.) volts. 12 am- Electronics
(Optional-for .125 x 19 x 7 4 PA- 1104 ®.@ pere-hours

use with mo- inches. Note : (alum.)
tor-cycle bat- .0625 sheets SUPPLIERS:
tery and 19- may be used ® The Robot MartInch square for sides if de-
base) sired. Room . 1113

19 W. 34th 51.
Aluminum angle .0625 x V. 16 feet Local hard- New York, NY 10001

inches ware supply ($3.00 for catalog)
store

or ® Win fred M. Berg, Inc.

.125 x .75 .125 x .75 in. x 81-2901-3 ®,@ 499 Ocean Avenue

3 feet E. Rockaway, NY 11518

.125 x .75 in. x 81-2901 ®.@ © Edmund Scientific Co.
12 feet 101 East Gloucester Pike

Rear panel 1 x 12 Inches Local hard-
Barrington, NJ 08007

hinge ware supply ® Gledhill Electronics
store P.O. 80x 1644

CIJ
~24b37-F3 0 ®.® Marysville. CA 95901o Worm gear 24-pitch - '1.- 2

Z inch bore, 30
0 @Bud Industr ies, Inc.a: teeth
f- ®. ® Parts may be ordered througho Wor m Double pitch 2 W24s-4D
UJ local electronics supplier.
.J
UJ Wheel motors 22 RPM gear- 2 715-9 00153 ®.@6 NOTE: Part num bers for all items with " G" shown as supplier are
Ci motor (Brevel) those used by Bud.
«
a:
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2.50 

251- -- .375 ID SHAFT WORM 
COLLAR GEAR 

DRIL 2501D 

6.00 

WORM 

3.50 

2497 ID -101.25 
SHAFT COLLAR 

O r IA 

-3748 SHAFTS 1 
C 

375 ID BEARING 

2497 SHAFT 

il PI 

' J 
2497 10 BEARING 

5 

1.00 -1 .2514- 75-+1 
NOTE: 

_}_!: I 71 

1.50 
I 

125 "'DRILL AND 
TAP 8 - 32 

BEARING HANGERS CUT 

FROM .250" ALUMINUM PLATE 

.375 ALUMINUM SPACER. 

LENGTH L VARIES WITH MOTOR 

AND GEAR DRIVE USED. 

^ 3748 OD/ 250 ID COUPLER 

@Hi I I1III14INI ö- 1 

5.00 

3.00 -i1 
0 1/4" ALUMINUM PLATE 

TAP 4 

CORNER 
HOLES 
8 -32 

0 

1.125 DIA. 
CUTOUT FOR 
MOTOR SHAFT 
AND WORM 

o 

o 

HOUSING SCREWS 
121 ATTACH MOTOR 
TO MOUNTING 
PLATE 

MOTOR HOUSING 
SCREW 

8 - 32 SOCKET HEAD SCREW 

ADAPTER HALF INCH WHEEL AXLE 
TO .2497 SHAFT 

PIN BOTH SHAFTS WITH 

2 0- -01 0625 DOWEL PINS 

5.00 

17.00 

013 
BLACK rI] BLACK 

RED t:] RED 

ORANGE (I) ORANGE 

GREEN (I] GREEN f 
YELLOW 4!ö] ORANGE 1 

BLUE (I] GREEN J 
WHITE (I] WHITE 

BROWN (.I] BROWN 

8.50 

HORN GROUND 

12 VDC 

LEFT WHEEL MOTOR 

LEFT ELBOW MOTOR 

LEFT SHOULDER MOTOR 

RED garil YELLOW CASSETTE REMOTE CONTROL 

BLUE CAM RED RIGHT HAND SOLENOID 12 VDC 

GREEN (WI.) GREEN 

ORANGE ORANGE 

WHITE ('Is] WHITE GROUND 

BROWN MM BLUE LEFT HAND SOLENOID 12 VDC 

YELLOW Pa.] YELLOW ROBOT LIGHTS 12 VOC 

BLACK [eje] BLACK - LEFT ELBOW UP LIMITSWITCH 

GREEN rZ] GREEN -' LEFT ELBOW UP LIMITSWITCH 

ROBOT BODY ROTATION MOTOR 

RED MM REO 

ORANGE 1141 ORANGE 

WHITE ' GREEN l 
YELLOW BLACK f 
BROWN ORANGE 

BLACK RED 

BLUE 

BROWN BROWN 

WHITE (D. WHITE 

BLUE LI) GREEN 

YELLOW rr) ORANGE 

GREEN [Xe) GREEN 

ORANGE ($e) ORANGE 

RED (I] REO 

BLACK [ej) 

1 NOTE: 

0.375 X 6.00" SPACER R O O 

LEFT ELBOW DOWN LIMITSWITCH 

RIGHT ELBOW UP LIMITSWITCH 

RIGHT ELBOW DOWN LIMITSWITCH 

RIGHT SHOULDER MOTOR 

RIGHT ELBOW MOTOR 

RIGHT WHEEL MOTOR 

12 VDC 

MOUNT BARRIER STRIPS ON 

ALUMINUM ANGLE 1" X 1" X 17" 

TALL DIMENSIONS 
6.00 

IN INCHES 

WORM GEAR 

ALL DIMENSIONS IN INCHES 

FIG. 24 -MORE COMPLEX DRIVE MECHANISM 
is shown above. Power is transmitted to wheels 
through right angles, by means of worms. Gear 
motor drive is simpler and more reliable. 

FIG. 26- THIRTY -TWO TERMINAL barrier strip 
(at left) for power distribution and control. Will 
first be connected by cable to control box and 
later directly to R/C receiver or computer. 

through the mounting plate and through 
a hole in the bottom plate of the mobility 
base. Attached to the end of the shaft is a 

double pitch worm. This worm meshes 
with a 24- pitch. 30- tooth, worm gear, 
affixed to the end of the shaft which con- 
nects to the wheel. As can be seen from 
the diagram, several bearings arc needed 
for this method and the bearing hangers 
(the plates which hold the bearings and 
are attached to the frame of the body) 
must be very carefully machined if things 
are to work right. Also shown in this dia- 
gram is another coupler. used to extend 
the length of the wheel shaft. 

While this method can be made to 
work, it is one place where you might 
want to consider splurging and buying 
the gear motors to use in the first method 
presented. The extra cost will be more 
than offset by the ease of construction 
and the final result. 

Power sources 
Since Unicorn -Onc is a mobile robot, 

it's intended that he carry his own power 
source with him. He obviously can't run 
on flashlight batteries -in fact he needs 
ten to twelve amps at 12 volts. The most 
economical way of obtaining this power is 

through the use of a conventional lead - 
acid battery. 

A motorcycle battery, mounted as 

shown in Fig. 25, will do the job nicely. 
(Note the plate to the left of the battery, 
which brings its leads to the outside for 
recharging purposes.) A frame should be 

continued on page 126 
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ALL DIMENSIONS IN INCHES.1

1.125 DIA.
CUTOUTFOR
MOTORSHAFT
ANDWORM

--.,.- -

I
PIN BOTH SHAFTS WITH

..0625 DOWEL PINS

-----~ .

-------------8.50--------------

L
~3.00~ ~ I

1+-----------6.00-----------+l~ T
___~~""':__----_ 0 1/4" ALUMIN UMPLATE 03.50- - - - - +J

J TAP4 _•
.2497 ID -----.., .25 0 CORNER i";t'
SHAFT COLLAR..- ~ HOLES I ~ I-----L.---- 1 0

8
-

32
" - ~ ' 0

r-1.00-l -j.25f- 1-.75-]J~c[m--l·25

f-- ~~I~~NG HANG ERS CUT HOUSI NG SC REWS.L . I FROM .250" ALUMINUM PLATE (2) ATTACH MOTOR
_. TOMOUNTING

~ - .- ~ - - g , .375ALUMINUM SPACER. PLATE ~ .

~ 1: ...: J LENGTH L VARIESWITH MOTO R~II=!?ZZ~~~~~g~ZZim
'" 'l l ANOGEAR ORIVE USED.

--.I- 1 1 I I ), I I I I I I

1---1.50---1 1--1.25-1 '~~~L8L~~f 8-32S0CKETHEADSCREW~
.374800/.250 ID COUPLER ADAPTER HALF INCH WHEEL AXLE

TO .2497 SHAFT

BLACK
RED

ORANG E
GREEN

YELLOW
BLUE

WHITE
BROWN

RED
BLUE

ORANGE
GREEN
WHITE

BROWN
YELLOW

BLACK

GREEN
RED

ORANGE
WHITE

YELLOW
BROWN
BLACK

BLUE

o

o
o 0

o 0

0 '0

BLACK
RED
ORANGE}
GREEN
ORANGE}
GREEN
WHITE }
BROWN

YELLOW
RED

ORANGE}
GREEN
WHITE
BLUE
YELLOW

BLACK }

GREEN

RED }
ORANGE
GREEN }
BLACK
ORANGE}
RED

HORN GROUND
+ 12VDC

LEFTWHEEL MOTOR

LEFTELBOW MOTOR

LEFTSHDU LDER MOTOR

CASSETTE REMOTE CONTROL
RIGHT HAND SOLENOID 12VDC

ROBOT BODY ROTATIO N MOTOR

GROUND
LEFTHAND SOLENOID 12VDC
ROBOT LIGHTS 12VDC
LEFTELBOW UPL1MITSWITCH

LEFTELBOW UP L1MITSWITCH

LEFTELBOW DOWN L1MITSWITCH

RIGHT ELBOW UP L1MITSWITCH

RIG HT ELBOW DOWN L1MITSWITCH

FIG. 24-MORE COMPLEX DRIVE MECHANISM
is shown above. Power is t ransmitt ed to wheels
through right angles, by means of worms. Gear
motor drive is simpler and more reliable.

FIG. 26-THIRTY-TWO TERMINAL barrier strip
(at left) for power di stribution and control. Will
f irst be connected by cable to control box and
later directly to RIC receiver or computer.

through the mounting plate and through
a hole in the bottom plate of the mobility
base. Attached to the end of the shaft is a
double pitch worm. This worm meshes
with a 24-pitch, 3D-toot h, worm gear,
affixed to the end of the shaft which con
nects to the wheel. As can be seen from
the diagram, several bearings are needed
for th is method and the bearing hangers
(th e plates which hold the bear ings and
are attac hed to the frame of th e body)
must be very carefully machined if thin gs
are to work right. Also shown in this dia
gram is another coupler, used to exten d
the length of the wheel shaft.

While this method can be made to
work, it is one place where you might
want to consider splurging and buying
the gear motors to use in the first met hod
presented . The extra cost will be more
than offset by the ease of construction
and the final result.

....
<0
00
o

o
o
-to
OJ
m
JJ

Power sources
Since Unicorn-One is a mobile robot,

it 's intended that he carr y his own power
source with him. He obviously can't run
on flashlight batteries-in fact he needs
ten to twelve amps at 12 volts. Th e most
economical way of obtaining this power is
th rough the use of a conventional lead
acid battery.

A motorcycle battery, mounted as
shown in Fig. 25, will do the job nicely.
(Note the plate to the left of the batt ery,
which brings its leads to the outside for
recharging purposes.) A frame should be

continued on page 126

BROWN }
WHITE RIGHT SHOULDER MOTOR

GREEN } RIGHT ELBOW MOTOR
ORANGE

GREEN } RIGHT WHEELM OTOR
ORANGE
RED + 12VDC

IV

BROWN
WHITE
BLUE

YELLOW
GREEN

ORANG E
RED

BLACK

.0.375 X 6.00" SPACER ROD

17.00..-----......<~1 NOTE: MOUNT 4 BARRIER STRIPS ON
ALUMINUMANGLE 1" X 1" X 17"

1e~~~~~~~~~~~~~~TALL DIMENSIONS

T IN INCHES

~~============:~
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of D) 
l 

N uI/ 
N ispi 

s 
Con- 

ar-Graph 
ay Drivers 

New IC's simplify the design of LED displays. 
They're capable of doing a lot more than that, too! 

THE USE OF MULTIPLE LED'S IN A BAR - 

graph fashion to display analog signals is 

becoming increasingly popular. The 
reasons include low cost, ruggedness. 
high visibility. ease of interpretation. 
fast response time. low voltage and cur- 
rent requirements. and long life. No 
other display technology combines all 
those advantages. For example. electro- 
mechanical meters can have better 
resolution. but they respond less quick- 
ly and are sensitive to shock and vibra- 
tion. Liquid -crystal displays draw less 
power but are slow. and difficult to read 
in dim light. Bar graph displays based on 
LED's are used in stereo amplifiers for 
power meters, in tuners for signal- 
strength indicators, and in cameras for 
light meters. In all of those examples. 
the display must be interpreted quickly 
and easily. but high resolution is not 
required. 

Recently. IC's have been introduced 
that considerably simplify the task of 
driving a LED array with analog signals. 
Examples of those include National 
Semiconductor's LM3914 and LM3915 
LED Dot /Bar Display Drivers. Those 
extremely versatile devices have a 

reference. a voltage divider. and ten 
comparators all on one chip. Besides the 
LED's, only a few resistors and a ca- 
pacitor are required to complete the dis- 
play circuit. Either a bar or dot display 
(only one LED on at a time) is possible. 
The on -chip voltage reference is fully 
regulated. remaining constant while the 
power supply feeding the IC can be any- 
where between 3 volts and 25 volts! 

How it works 
A block diagram of the LM3914 is 

shown in Fig. 1 where the IC is wired up 
as a simple 2.5 volt full -scale meter. The 
IC's internal reference forces the volt- 

MICHAEL X. MAIDA 

age drop across RI to 1.25 volts. causing 
a current equal to 1.25V /RI or 1.25 mA 
to flow thru R 1 and R2. The small 75- 
microampere current from pin 8 can 
usually be neglected so that the voltage 
at pin 7 is approximately 1.25V x (I + 
R2 /R I ) or 2.5 volts. The display range is 
set by the voltages at pins 6 and 4. the 
top and bottom ends of the LM3914's 
internal voltage divider. For the 0-to- 
2.5-volt meter shown. pin 6 is wired to the 
2.5 -volt reference while pin 4 is ground- 
ed. The reference load current (I F) in 
this example is equal to the 1.25 mA 
flowing through RI plus the 0.25 mA 

flowing through the 10K divider or 1.5 
milliamperes total. 

The signal to be displayed is applied 
to pin 5. where it is buffered by a high 
impedance follower and fed to the in- 
verting inputs of the ten comparators 
that drive the LED's. The comparators' 
non -inverting inputs are connected to 
the taps along the voltage divider. In the 
LM3914. those taps are all equally 
spaced. Here. another comparator turns 
on for every 250-mV increase of the in- 
put voltage. lighting up another LED. 

Current drive to each LED illumi- 
nated is set at ten times the reference- 

1*, 
SIG 
IN 

20K 

R2 
IK 

THIS LOAD 
DETERMINES 

RI / LED 
1K 0( BRIGHTNESS 

1M 
.. 

4 
03 

REF' 

RLO V REF 'REF 
ADJ 

1K 

REFERENCE 
VOLTAGE 
SOURCE 

1 25V 

LM 31114 

1K 1K 1K 1K 1K 1K 1K 1K 1K 

RHI 

COMI 2 

V 
FROM 
PIN 11 

ONTROLS TYPE OF 
DISPLAY, BAR OR 
SINGLE LED -0- -0- -0- -4- 

1 18 17 16 
--0- -o- -o- 

15 14 13 1212 

O© ©ti©ti® © A y`ti 
N.- 

1 C1 

10AF 

FIG. 1 -THE LM3914 consists primarily of a sertes of comparators and a voltage-divider network. The 

10 

*e.~ 

LED 
V 

trip point of each successive comparator is set higher than the previous comparator by the voltage 
divider. As the input voltage applied to pin 5 increases. the comparators trip in sequence. The 
comparators, in turn. illuminate their respective LED's. 

Dal/lilr -Orilph
,DisplilY Drillrs

New IC's simplify the design of LED displays.
They're capable of doing a lot more than that, too!

MICHAEL X. MAIDA

LEO
+V

LM 3914

15 14 13 12 11

REF
8 O.U"-T'-Q-___ _ _ _ -<:>-_ _

REF IREF
AOJ.---_L....--..,

REFERENCE
VOLTAGE
SOURCE

1.25V

18 17 16

R2
lK

4 ::J.
RLO +V

1K

1K

rs"""IG:<>-='--- - - -

I IN 20K

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

~o+ __ s

C1
lO/,!F

FIG. 1-THE LM3914 consists primarily of a series of comparators and a voltage-dlvlder network. The
trip point of each successive comparator Is set higher than the previous comparator by the voltage
divider. As the input voltage applied to pin 5 increases, the comparators trip in sequence. The
comparators, in tum, illuminate their respective LED's.

age drop across R I to 1.25volts, causing
a current equal to 1.25V/RI or 1.25 rnA
to flow thru RI and R2. The small 75
microampere current from pin 8 can
usually be neglected so that the voltage
at pin 7 is approximately 1.25V x (I +
R2/RI) or2.5 volts. The display range is
set by the voltages at pins 6 and 4, the
top and bottom ends of the LM3914's
internal voltage divider. For the O-to
2.5-volt meter shown, pin 6 is wired to the
2.5-volt reference while pin 4 is ground
ed. The reference load current (lREF) in
this example is equal to the 1.25 rnA
flowing through RI plus the 0.25 rnA

THE USE OF MULTIPLE LED'S IN A BAR
graph fashion to display analog signals is
becoming increasingly popular. The
reasons include low cost, ruggedness,
high visibility, ease of interpretation,
fast response time, low voltage and cur
rent requirements, and long life. No
other display technology combines all
those advantages . For example, electro
mechanical meters can have better
resolution, but they respond less quick
ly and are sensitive to shock and vibra
tion. Liquid -crystal displays draw less
power but are slow, and difficult to read
in dim light. Bar graph displays based on
LED's are used in stereo amplifiers for '
power meters, in tuners for signal
strength indicators, and in cameras for
light meters . In all of those examples,
the display must be interpreted quickly
and easily, but high resolution is not
required.

Recently, IC's have been introduced
that considerably simplify the task of
driving a LED array with analog signals.
Examples of those include National
Semiconductor's LM3914 and LM3915
LED Dot/Bar Display Drivers. Those
extremely versatile devices have a
reference, a voltage divider, and ten
comparators all on one chip. Besides the
LED's , only a few resistors and a ca
pacitor are required to complete the dis
play circuit. Either a bar or dot display
(only one LED on at a time) is possible .
The on-chip voltage reference is fully
regulated, remaining constant while the
power supply feeding the IC can be any
where between 3 volts and 25 volts!

How it works
A block diagram of the LM3914 is

shown in Fig. I where the IC is wired up
as a simple 2.5 volt full-scale meter. The
Ie's internal reference forces the volt-

en
o
Z
o
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W
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 :F 10V 

lirlIGHR 
UNOERVOLTAGE 

RITHRUR6ARE 5% OR BETTER 
ICI-a, ICI b: ANY TTL OR CMOS 

GATE OR FLIP FLOP 

1E01 LED2 LED3 1E04 LED5lED6 LED 7LED8 LED9 
.ta 

0K ©n®OtO®© 
18 17 16 15 11 13 12 

R11 
471111 

r D1 
yCC 1N4001 

5Vt10% 

LE DIO 

LM 3914 

Z 
C7 

O =j d 
Ñ 2 

LED 
Vcc(V) ILLUMINATED COLOR 

4.51-4.60 s1 RED 
4.614.70 z2 AMBER K 

4.714.80 #3 GREEN 
481 -4.90 s4 GREEN 
4.91-5.00 s5 GREEN 
5.015.10 06 GREEN 
5.115.20 #7 GREEN 
5.215.30 #8 GREEN 
5.315.40 #9 AMBER 
5.41 UP #10 RED 

IR1 
10 

10K 

R2 

2 
6 7 

R3 

27012 

RANGE 
ADJ 

R4 
50012 

R5 
47012 

FULL 
SCALE 
ADJ 

R7 

1K 

Wo 
Q Q 

8 

HIGH FOR 
OVERVOLTAG 

R6 

50012 

,S b! 474P4.9 5Akl5) :. Y7í'.'. 
1111V 

;lt 
EXPANDED SULF 

. vOLTME TE .a . 

2"" 

111. 

volts when the reference is run at 1.25 
R8 volts (pin 8 grounded). 
10K 

FIG. 2-EXPANDED-SCALE VOLTMAETEA for monitoring the output voltage of a 5-volt logkßow 
supply. Each LED corresponds to a predetermined voltage, as shown In the chart. 

load current (l F) or 15 mA in this ex- 
ample. Generally, LED currents from 
IO to 20 mA produce adequate bright- 
ness. A pot in series with a resistor con- 
nected from pin 7 to ground makes a 

simple intensity control. since it varies 
!REF without affecting the reference volt- 

age. Trimming the reference output 
voltage can be accomplished by varying 
R2. 

For a pm-mode display, pin 9 may 
be left open; for BAR -mode. pin 9 is 

connected to the LED supply, which 

can be different from the IC's V. 
Watch the IC's power dissipation in 
BAR mode, however. At IS mA per 
LED, the LED supply should be no 
higher than 6 volts. To power the LED's 
from a higher -supply voltage, place a 

dropping resistor between the LED 
anodes and the supply. The LED supply 
should always be bypassed with a 10 uF 
electrolytic capacitor to prevent oscilla- 
tions. The LM39I4's +V supply (pin 3) 
must be at least 1.5 volts above the pin 7 

reference output and can be as low as 3 

Simple voltage monitor for 111. 

The LM39I4's low voltage- require- 
ments and flexibility make for some in- 
teresting applications. Figure 2 shows 
an expanded -scale voltage monitor for a 

TTL system that runs off the same 
single 5 -volt supply it monitors! As 
shown in the table, each LED covers a 

100-mV range from 4.5 to 5.5 volts. A 
simple two -step calibration is all that's 
required. 

Here the supply voltage is attenuated 
by a factor of two and fed to the LM39I4 
signal input. Resistor R6 sets the top of 
the internal divider network at 2.705 
volts (5.41V/2) and potentiometer R4 
sets the bottom of the divider at 2.205 
volts (4.4IV/2). Adjust R6 until LED10 
just turns on with VCc set at 5.41 volts. 
Then adjust R4 until LEDI just turns on 
with Vcc set at 4.41 volts. There's a 

slight interaction so that running through 
that procedure a second time may im- 
prove accuracy. 

TTL and CMOS -compatible under - 
voltage and overvoltage signals are pro- 
vided, which can be used to shut down a 

system before damage (to either data or 
hardware) occurs. Optional diode DI 
protects the IC in the event the 5 -volt 
supply leads are reversed. For a simple 
go /no-go display, use red LED's at pins 
I and 18 for undervoltage and overvolt- 
age and wire -oR pins IO through 17 to 
the cathode of a single green LED. 

Audio metering 
A logarithmic scale using the decibel 

(dB) is a convenient and popular one for 
measuring audio levels. A 3 -dB increase 
corresponds to a 41 percent voltage in- 
crease and a doubling of power. The 
LM3915 features a (22K ohm) logarith- 
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Audio metering
A logarithmic scale using the decibel g

(dB) is a convenient and popular one for d
measuring audio levels. A 3-dB increase CD

corresponds to a 41 percent voltage in- gJ
crease and a doubling of power. The cD
LM3915 features a (22K ohm) logarith- ~
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Simple voltage monitor for TIL
The LM3914's low voltage-require

ments and flexibility make for some in
teresting applications. Figure 2 shows
an expanded-scale voltage monitor for a
TTL system that runs off the same
single 5-volt supply it monitors! As
shown in the table, each LED covers a
loo-mV range from 4.5 to 5.5 volts. A
simple two-step calibration is all that's
required.

Here the supply voltage is attenuated
by a factor of two and fed to the LM3914
signal input. Resistor R6 sets the top of
the internal divider network at 2.705
volts (5.41V/2) and potentiometer R4
sets the bottom of the divider at 2.205
volts (4.4IV/2). Adjust R6 until LE D IO
just turns on with Vee set at 5.41 volts.
Then adjust R4 until LED I just turns on
with Vee set at 4.41 volts. There's a
slight interaction so that running through
that procedure a second time may im
prove accuracy.

TTL and CMOS-compatible under
voltage and overvoltage signals are pro
vided, which can be used to shut down a
system before damage (to either data or
hardware) occurs. Optional diode DI
protects the IC in the event the 5-volt
supply leads are reversed. For a simple
go/no-go display , use red LED's at pins
I and 18for undervoltage and overvolt
age and wire-on pins 10 through 17 to
the cathode of a single green LED .

volts when the reference is run at 1.25
R8 volts (pin 8 grounded) .
10K

R9
470n

10

HIGH FOR
OVERVOLTAGE

R6
500n

IR7
lK

R4
500n

R5
470n

FULL
SCALE
~

R3
270n

RANGE
ADJ

LM3914

R2
10K

...J
<0
z=>

~ ,; ~~
3 4

Rl THRU R6ARE±5%OR BETTER
IC1 ·a, IC1 ·b: ANYTTL OR CMOS
GATE OR FLlp·FLOP

LEOI
RIO
10K

01
lN4001Vee

+5V± 10% --.....------ ----,
Rl
'10K

LED
Vee (V) ILLUMINATED COLOR

4.51·4.60 #1 RED
4.61-4.70 #2 AMBER
4.71-4.80 #3 GREEN
4.81-4.90 #4 GREEN
4.91 ·5.00 #5 GREEN
5.01·5.10 #6 GREEN
5.11·5.20 #7 GREEN
5.21·5.30 #8 GREEN
5.31-5.40 #9 AMBER
5.41 UP #10 RED

AG . 2-EXPANDED-SCALE VOLTMETER for monitoring the output voltage of a 5-volt loglc-power
supply. Each LED corresponds to a predetennlned voltage, as shown In the chart.

load current (I8EF) or IS rnA in this ex- can be different from the IC's V+.
ample. Generally, LED currents from Watch the IC's power dissipation in
10 to 20 mA produce adequate bright- BAR mode, however. At IS mA per
ness . A pot in series with a resistor con- LED, the LED supply should be no
nected from pin 7 to ground makes a higher than 6 volts . To power the LED's
simple intensity control, since it varies from a higher-supply voltage , place a
IREF without affecting the reference volt- dropping resistor between the LED
age . Trimming the reference output anodes and the supply. The LED supply
voltage can be accomplished by varying sho uld always be bypassed with a 10 jJF
R2. electrolytic capacitor to prevent oscilla-

For a DOT -mode disp lay, pin 9 may tions. The LM3914's +V supply (pin 3)
be left open; for BAR-mode, pin 9 is must be at least 1.5 volts above the pin 7
connected to the LED supply, which reference output and can be as low as 3

HIGH FOR
UNOERVOLTAGE ---t-O<ICl ·a
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FIG. 4-PEAK-READING AUDIO-LEVEL METER Is obtained by using a peek-detecting circuit on Input 

p i n L 

INPUT DISPLAY 

2V 0 ...... __ O 
=5V O 

3V O 
LED- 1 -2 -3 -10 
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3V O 
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b 
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1.713915 
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a 

FIG. 5-INCREASED DISPLAY RESOLUTION Is obtained by modulating the input signal on pin 5 with 
either a sine or triangular waveform as shown In a. The resulting display shown In b and c has twice 
the original resolution. (The display shown in b obtained In the DOT mode, while the display shown In 

cis obtained in the BAR GRAPH mode.) The same effect Is obtained with the logarithmic LU3915 by 

using the configuration shown In d. 

mic voltage- divider for a 3-dB -per -step 
display; otherwise, it's identical to the 
LM3914. The LM3915 is useful for dis- 
playing signals with wide dynamic 
range, such as RF signal strength, 
power level, or light intensity, in addi- 
tion to audio level. 

Figure 3 illustrates how simple it is to 
construct an audio -level indicator with 
the LM39I5. The audio is fed straight to 
the IC's signal input without any rectifi- 
cation. Using the DOT mode, the LED 
illuminated represents the instantane- 
ous value of the audio waveform. Both 
peak and average levels can be easily 
discerned. Since the dot will be con- 
stantly moving, the LED's are run at 30 

mA for adequate intensity. The full - 
scale reading ( +3 dB) is IO volts; that is 
easily altered by changing R2. The 
LM3915's signal input can withstand 
signals up to ±35 volts, which corre- 
sponds to 150 watts peak into an 8-ohm 
load. If there is a chance that the audio 
input could exceed this range, either at- 
tenuate it or include enough series re- 
sistance to limit the current to 5 mA. 

If a peak- reading meter is desired, 
Fig. 4 shows how its done. Since the 
thresholds for the first few LED's are 
less than I volt, a simple diode -capacitor 
peak detector won't do. The diode's 600 
mV turn-on threshold would not pass 
low -level signals. In the circuit shown, 
the voltage drop across DI is can- 
celed out by the emitter -base voltage of 
PNP transistor Ql. connected as an 
emitter follower. These voltages usually 
track within 100 mV, causing a small 
error at low input levels. 

The LED connections in Fig. 4 illus- 
trate a tricky way to get a bar -graph 
display with very low current drain. 
With pin 9 left open, the LM3915 thinks 
its in DOT mode, so only one output will 
be on at a time. For an input between 
-24 and -21 dB. the pin -1 current 
source turns on, lighting up LEDI. 
When the input increases to -21 to -18 
dB. the pin -18 current source turns on 
while pin I turns off. With the LED's in 
series. the pin -18 output current flows 
through LED2 and LEDI. lighting them 
both. For every 3 -dB increase in input 
voltage, the current shifts over to 

+V
+12V TO +20V

- 24 - 21
dB dB

JIJI

LM3915

mic voltage-divider for a 3-dB-per-step
display ; otherwise, it's identical to the
LM39I4. The LM39I5 is useful for dis
playing signals with wide dynamic
range, such as RF signal strength,
power level, or light intensity, in addi
tion to audio level.

Figure 3 illustrates how simple it is to
construct an audio-level indicator with
the LM39I5. The audio is fed straight to
the IC's signal input without any rectifi
cation. Using the DOT mode, the LED
illuminated represents the instantane
ous value of the audio waveform. Both
peak and average levels can be easily
discerned. Since the dot will be con
stantly moving, the LED's are run at 30
rnA for adequate intensity. The full
scale reading (+ 3 dB) is 10 volts; that is
easily altered by changing R2. The
LM3915's signal input can withstand
signals up to ±35 volts, which corre
sponds to 150 watts peak into an 8-ohm
load. If there is a chance that the audio
input could exceed this range, either at
tenuate it or include enough series re
sistance to limit the current to 5 rnA.

If a peak-reading meter is desired,
Fig. 4 shows how it's done. Since the
thresholds for the first few LED's are
less than 1volt , a simple diode-capacitor
peak detector won't do. The diode's 600
mV tum-on threshold would not pass
low-level signals . In the circuit shown,
the voltage drop across D I is can
celed out by the emitter-base voltage of
PNP transistor Q I, connected as an
emitter follower. These voltages usually
track within 100 mY, causing a small
error at low input levels.

The LED connections in Fig. 4 illus
trate a tricky way to get a bar-graph
display with very low current drain.
With pin 9 left open, the LM39I5 thinks
it's in DOT mode , so only one output will
be on at a time. For an input between
-24 and -21 dB , the pin-I current
source turns on, lighting up LED!.
When the input increases to -21 to -18
dB , the pin-IS current source turns on
while pin I turns off. With the LED's in
series, the pin-If output current flows
through LED2 and LED I, lighting them
both. For every 3-dB increase in input
voltage , the current shifts over to
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AG. 5-1NCREASED DrSPLAY RESOLU110Nis obtained by modulating the input signal on pin 5 with
either a sine or triangular wavetonn 81 shown In a. l11e resulting display shown in b and c has twice
the original resolution. (l11e display shown in b obtained in the DOT mode, while the display shown in
c is obtained in the BARGRAPH mode.) l11e same effect Is obtained with the logarithmic LM3915 by
using the configuration shown in d.
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AG. 4-PEAK-READING AUDIO-LEVEL METERis obtained by using a peak-detectlng circuit on input
in 5.

FIG. 3-AUDlo-LEVEL METERdisplays the instantaneous value of the audio Input signal. The LM3915
provides a logarithmic response.
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FIG. 6 -TWO LM3915's can be cascaded together to obtain wide dynamic range. The circuit shown 
above Is a peak -reading audio -level meter with dynamic range of 60 dB. 
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FIG. 7- OVERRANGE INDICATION with the bar -graph display is obtained with the above circuit. When 
the overrange condition occurs, the LED's flash. 

another output pin and lights another 
LED. That results in a bar -graph display 
that draws only 20 mA while lighting ten 
LED's, instead of 200mA for the stan- 
dard bar -graph configuration. A higher 
supply voltage is required. however, be- 

cause all the LED forward voltages are 
in series. The IC still stays cool since the 
current drain is low. That connection 
may be useful when "stealing" power 
from pre -existing stereo equipment that 
cannot supply much current. 

Other display ideas 
For increased resolution. modulate 

the LM3914's input signal with an AC 
voltage as in Fig. 5 -a. The LED's will 
appear to turn on gradually. producing a 
display that changes smoothly like a 
meter. For the modulating voltage. a 
triangle wave works best. although a 

sinewave (60 Hz from a transformer. for 
example) can be used. The peak -to-peak 
amplitude of the AC voltage should be 
equal to the voltage step between 
LED's. Figures 5 -b and 5-c depict the 
resulting displays in either the bar or dot 
mode. To obtain the same effect using 
an LM3915, where the voltage step be- 
tween LED's varies, one should modu- 
late the RHI voltage by 3 dB as in Figure 
5 -d. 

Most program material has a dynamic 
range of over 40 dB. It's a simple matter 
to obtain a 60-dB display by cascading 
two LM3915's together, as shown in 
Fig. 6. A better peak- detector circuit is 
required because the threshold for the 
first LED is only 15 mV! The precision 
peak detector uses op-amp IC3 to over- 
come diode offset error. Operational 
amplifier IC4 is run at a gain of 30 dB or 
31.6. BiFET op -amps, such as the 
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RG. 6-TWO LM391S's can be cascaded together to obtain wide dynamic range. The circuit shown
above Is a peak-reading audlo-level meter with a dynamic range of 60 dB.

FIG. 7-oVERRANGE INDICATION with the bar-graph display Is obtained with the above circuit. When
the overrange condition occurs, the LED's flash.
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Other display ideas
For increased resolution, modulate

the LM39l4's input signal with an AC
voltage as in Fig. 5-a. The LED's will
appear to tum on gradually, producing a
display that changes smoothly like a
meter. For the modulating voltage, a
triangle wave works best, although a
sinewave (60 Hz from a transformer, for
example) can be used. The peak-to-peak
amplitude of the AC voltage should be
equal to the voltage step between
LED's. Figures 5-b and 5-c depict the
resulting displays in either the bar or dot
mode. To obtain the same effect using
an LM39l5, where the voltage step be
tween LED's varies, one should modu
late the RH1 voltage by 3 dB as in Figure
5-d.

Most program material has a dynamic
range of over 40 dB. It's a simple matter
to obtain a 6O-dB display by cascading
two LM3915's together, as shown in
Fig. 6. A better peak-detector circuit is
required because the threshold for the
first LED is only 15 mV! The precision
peak detector uses op-amp IC3 to over
come diode offset error. Operational
amplifier IC4 is run at a gain of 30 dB or
31.6. BiFET op-amps, such as the

cause all the LED forward voltages are
in series. The IC still stays cool since the
current drain is low. That connection
may be useful when "stealing" power
from pre-existing stereo equipment that
cannot supply much current.
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another output pin and lights another
LED. That results in a bar-graph display
that draws only 20 rnA while lighting ten
LED's, instead of 200mA for the stan
dard bar-graph configuration. A higher
supply voltage is required, however, be-
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IN FACT, NTS ELECTRONICS 

PROGRAMS INCLUDE THE 

WIDEST ARRAY OF SOLID -STATE 

AND DIGITAL EQUIPMENT EVER 

OFFERED BY ANY HOME STUDY SCHOOL. 

2Mete, FM Tr.nsce,ver 
Now, for the first time, you can learn all about micro- 

computers by working with your own production model at 
home. We'll explain the principles of troubleshooting and 
testing this remarkable instrument and, best of all, we'll 

show you how to program it to do what you want. 
It's the perfect opportunity for you to learn BASIC 

high level language programming and assembly 
language programming. 

Then, to learn how to localize microcomputer problems 
and solve them, you'll experiment and test with a digital multi - 
meter and other testing gear. 

But most important, you get to assemble and work with 
today's most sophisticated microcomputers, not home -made 
training devices. We believe this makes learning a lot more 
relevant and exciting. 

In fact, production -model equipment is featured in all 
NTS electronics programs. 

Our Color TV servicing program boasts the NTS /HEATH 
digital color TV (25" diagonal) you actually build and keep. 

In Communications Electronics you'll build and keep an 
NTS /HEATH 2 -meter FM transceiver, along with digital multimeter and service trainer. 

Whichever NTS electronics program you choose, you can count on working with much 
the same kind of equipment you'll encounter in the field. 

Find out more in our full color catalog on the program of your choice. 
NTS also offers course in Auto Mechanics, 

Air Conditioning and Home Appliances. Check 
card for more information. 

S1mu4ted TV Recepnon 

1. The NTS /HEATH H -89 Microcomputer features floppy disk stor- 
age, "smart" video terminal. two Z80 microprocessors, 16K RAM 
memory, expandable to 48K. Available in NTS's Master Course in 
Microcomputers. 

2. The NTS /Rockwell AIM 65 Microcomputer A single board unit 
featuring an on -board 20 column alphanumeric printer with 20 
character display. A 6502 -based unit 4K RAM. expandable. 
Available in NTS's Microprocessor Technology Course. 

3. The NTS/KIM -1 Microcomputer A single board unit featuring a 

6 digit LED display with an on -board 24 key hexadecimal 
calculator -type keyboard. A 6502 based microcomputer with 1K 

of RAM memory, expandable. Available in NTS's Master Course in 
Electronic and Industrial Technology. 

NO OBLIGATION NO SALESMAN WILL CALL. 
APPROVED FOR VETERAN TRAINING. 
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Los Angeles, California 90037

Please rush FREE color catalog on cours e checked below

D MicroComputerS/MicroProcessors D Auto Mechanics
D Communications Electronics D Air Conditioning
D Digital Electronics D Home Appliances
D Industrial Technology D Color TV servicing

~ . _- - - - - -_ . _ . _ ------- --_.._.----------

IN FACT, NTS ELECTRONICS
PROGRAMS INCLUDE THE

WIDEST ARRAY OF SOLID-STATE
AND DIGITAL EOUIPMENT EVER

FFERED BY ANY HOME STUDY SC

NO OBLIGATION. NO SALESMAN WILL CALL.
APPROVED FOR VETERAN TRAINING.

1. The NTS/HEATH H-89 Microcomputer features f loppy disk stor
age, "smart" video terminal, two zaomicroprocessors, 16K RAM
memory, expandable to 48K . Available in NTS's Master Course in
Microcomputers.

2. The NTS/Rockwell AIM 65 Microcomputer A single board unit
featur ing an on-board 20 column alphanumeric printer with 20
character display. A 6502-based unit 4K RAM, expandable.
Avail able in NTS's Microprocessor Technology Course.

3. The NTS/KIM-l Microcomputer A single board unit featuri ng a
6 digit LED display with an on-board 24 key hexadecimal
calcu lator-type keyboard. A 6502 based microcomputer with lK
of RAM memory, expandable. Availal;>le in NTS's Master Course in
Electronic and Industrial Technology.

Now, for the first time, you can learn all about micro
computers by working with your own production model at
home. We'll explain the principles of troubleshooting and
testing this remarkable instrument and, best of all, we'll
show you how to program it to do what you want.

It's the perfect opportunity for you to learn BASIC
high level language programming and assembly
language programming.

Then, to learn how to localize mic rocomputer problems
and solve t hem, you'll experiment and test with a digital multi
meter and other test ing gear.

But most important, you get to assemble and work with
today's most sophisticated microcomputers, not home-made
training devices. We believe this makes learning a lot more
relevant and excit ing.

In fact, productio n-model equipment is featured in all
NTS electronics programs.

Our Color TV servicingprogram boasts the NTS/HEATH
digital color TV (25" diagonal) you actually build and keep.

In Communications Electronics you'll build and keep an
NTS/HEATH 2-meter FM transceiver, along with digital multimeter and service trainer.

Whichever NTS electronics program you choose, you can count on working with much
the same kind of equipment you'll encounter in the field.

Find out more in our full color catalog on the program of your choice.
NTS also offers course in Auto Mechanics,

Air Conditioning and Home Appliances. Check
card for more information.
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FIG. 9 -NINE -STEP SEQUENCER is a variation of the principle used In the ten -step timer shown in Fig. 

8 and can be used to turn various loads on and on sequentially. 

LF351. that combine low bias current 
with a high slew rate are recommended. 
The offset -adjust pot RI I is adjusted for 
a 0 -volt output from IC4 with no audio 
input applied. 

As that example shows, the LED's 
can be run from an unregulated. unfil- 
tered power supply. The 6.3 -volt center - 
tapped transformer. and diodes DI and 
D2. provide a full -wave rectified voltage 
of about 4 volts to the LED anodes. That 
greatly reduces the load on the V' sup- 
ply in the bar -graph mode and also re- 
duces heat dissipation in the LM39I5 
integrated circuits. 

In this circuit. resistor R7 sets the 
reference voltage for both IC's. Since 
both IC's have identical loading on their 
reference outputs. the reference voltage 
can be changed (from the 10 volts shown 
here) by lowering R5 without affecting 
the LED intensities. The time constant 
R3 -C2 sets the display decay -time and 
can be optimized by varying the capaci- 
tance of C2. 

It's very easy to add an alarm that will 
flash the LED's when the input voltage 
exceeds full scale. The circuit is shown 
in Fig. 7. If desired, that scheme can be 
used to flash the display when the input 
voltage exceeds the threshold of any of 
the ten LED's, by simply moving the 
resistor -capacitor network (made up of 
R2 and CI) over to a different output of 
the IC. 

Timers and sequencers 
Use an LM39I5 to monitor the volt- 

age on a discharging capacitor. as in Fig. 
8. and you've got a simple timer. Even 
though the capacitor voltage decays to 
zero logarithmically. displaying it via 
an LM3915 results in equal time steps. 
Each time step is approximately RI x 
C1 /3. 

The sequencer shown in Fig. 9 is a 
variation on that. Capacitor CI is 
charged linearly by the current source 
made up of QI. LEDII and R1. When 
output IO starts to turn on. Q2 and Q3 
conduct and CI is rapidly discharged. 
Cycle time is about IOx RI x CI . The 
LM3914 outputs could be used to drive 
relays. opto-isolators. or logic circuits. 
for example. 

Other Ideas 
Don't think the LM3914 and LM3915 

can drive Only bars of LEDs. The LED's 
can be arranged in circles. or as X -Y 
displays. for instance. LCD's. vacuum 
fluorescents. and low- current incandes- 
cent bulbs can also be driven. As the 
examples show. outputs may interface 
with CMOS. TTL, opto-isolators and 
relays for a variety of automatic 
measurement and control functions. 
The decibel display of the LM39I5 is 
especially attractive for audiophiles. 
Like the op -amp. applications of those 
display drivers are limited only by the 
imagination of the designer. R -E 

Timers and sequencers
Use an LM3915 to monitor the volt

age on a discharging capacitor, as in Fig.
8, and you've got a simple timer. Even
though the capacitor voltage decays to
zero logarithmically, displaying it via
an LM3915 results in equal time steps.
Each time step is approximately RI x
C1/3.

The sequencer shown in Fig. 9 is a
variation on that. Capacitor C I is
charged linearly by the current source
made up of QI , LEDII and RI. When
output 10 starts to tum on, Q2 and Q3
conduct and C I is rapidly discharged.
Cycle time is about IO xRI x C I. The
LM3914 outputs could be used to drive
rela ys, opto-isolators, or logic circuit s ,
for ex ample.

Other ideas
Don 't thin k the LM3914 and LM3915

can drive only bars ofLEDs. The LED' s
can be arranged in circle s, or as X-Y
displa ys, for instance . LCD 's, vacuum
fluore scents, and low-current incandes
cent bulbs can also be driven . As the
examples show, out puts may interface
with CMOS , TTL, opto-isolators and
relays for a variety of automatic
measurement and control functions.
The decibel display of the LM3915 is
espe cially att ractive for audiophiles.
Like the op-amp, applications of those
display drivers are limited only by the
imagination of the designer. R-E

LF3 5 I, that combine low bias current
with a high slew rate are recommended.
The offset-adju st pot RII is adjusted for
a O-volt output from IC4 with no audio
input applied.

As that example shows , the LED's
can be run from an unregulated , unfil
tered power supply. The 6.3-volt center
tapped transformer, and diodes DI and
D2, provide a full-wave rectified voltage
ofabout 4 volts to the LED anodes. That
greatly reduces the load on the V+ sup
ply in the bar-graph mode and also re
duces heat dissipation in the LM3915
integrated circuits.

In this circuit, resisto r R7 sets the
reference voltage for both IC' s. Since
both IC' s have identical loading on their
reference outputs, the reference voltage
can be changed (from the 10volts shown
here) by lowering R5 without affecting
the 'LED inten sities. The time constant
R3-C2 set s the display decay-time and
can be optimized b y varying the capaci
tance of C2.

It' s very easy to add an alarm that will
flash the LED' s when the input voltage
exceed s full scale . The circu it is shown
in Fig. 7. If desired , that scheme can be
used to flash the display when the input
voltage exceeds the threshold of any of
the ten LED' s, by simply moving the
resistor-capacitor network (made up of
R2 and CI ) over to a different output of
the IC.
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PIONEERS OF RADIO 

NIKOLA TESLA 

TESLA IS BEST KNOWN (BY THOSE WHO 
know of him at all) as the genius who 
conceived, invented, designed and put 
into operation our alternating current 
electrical system, without which much of 
the Electrical Age would never have 
come into being. That invention -or se- 

ries of inventions -freed the world from 
dependence on direct current, which lim- 
ited the distance that power could be 

transmitted to a mile or two from the 
generating station. 

Others know him as a dreamer who 
proposed such grandiose schemes as ex- 
citing the earth at its fundamental fre- 
quency and thus transmitting informa- 
tion -or even power -to any part of the 
globe, with little loss. Yet he was also the 
practical engineer who designed the com- 
plex Niagara Falls project, for many 
years the world's largest generating 
plant. 

As for grandiose projects, his genera- 
tion in 1899 of more than 12 million volts 
at his Colorado Springs laboratory (Ra- 
dio- Electronics, June 1976) was un- 
matched for more than 70 years. Experi- 
menting with wireless power transmis- 
sion. he lighted a bank of 200 lamps (us- 
ing about 10 kilowatts) 26 miles from the 
Colorado Springs installation. That feat 
has yet to be duplicated: 

These fantastic accomplishments have 
overshadowed his very real work in the 
radio field. Yet he was one of the first to 
work with high frequencies, and many 
engineers know him only by that first 
radio-frequency transformer, the Tesla 
coil. That "coil" was invented in 1891. In 
1893, speaking to the members of the 
Franklin Institute in Philadelphia, he dis- 
cussed electrical resonance, among other 
subjects. Pointing out that if the induc- 
tive and capacitive reactance in the circuit 
were such as to cancel each other, reso- 
nance would be attained and current 
would increase without a theoretical lim- 
it. He explained that it was fortunate that 
pure resonance could not be produced 
(because of resistance in the circuit). 
Otherwise, he said, there would be no 

FRED SHUNAMAN 

telling "what dangers might not lie in 
wait for the innocent experimenter." 

Concerning resonance, he said few 
words on a subject "that concerned the 
welfare of all. I mean," said Tesla. "the 
transmission of intelligible signals and 
perhaps even power to any distance with- 
out the use of wires. I am becoming daily 
more convinced of the practicability of 
the scheme." Admitting that most scien- 
tific men had doubts, he said "My convic- 
tion has grown so strong that I no longer 
look on this plan of energy or intelligence 
transmission as a mere theoretical possi- 
bility, but as a serious problem in electri- 
cal engineering, which must be carried 
out some day." 

Tesla continued to work with reso- 
nance, and his patent 568,178 of Septem- 
ber 22, 1896 shows several ways of 
obtaining resonance in a high- frequency 
circuit. In 1915 he sued Marconi for 
infringement of that patent. but lost the 
case. The court just could not understand 
the principles involved, and was possibly 
influenced by Marconi's reputation as a 

great man in communications. (The Mar- 
coni patent was, however, declared inval- 
id in 1943, on the basis of prior work by 
Tesla and the 1896 patent, as well as later 
patents by John Stone Stone and Oliver 
Lodge.) 

In 1899 Tesla staged a demonstration 
of radio remote control in Madison 
Square Garden, New York City. He 
maneuvered a three -foot -long model boat 
in a large tank, starting, stopping, revers- 
ing and steering it in response to requests 
from members of the audience. 

The Madison Square Garden transmis- 
sions were spark. But in his studies of 
high frequency, Tesla pioneered two oth- 
er types of transmitters that later became 
commercial successes in other hands. He 
made the first high -frequency alterna- 
tors, machines like ordinary alternating 
current generators, but designed to pro- 
duce electricity at much higher frequen- 
cies. Tesla's alternators reached 10 kilo- 
hertz. Improved by Fessenden and Alex - 
andcrson, first to 50 and later to 100 

kilohertz, these alternators were made by 
General Electric and became the standard 
high -power transmitters for transatlantic 
and other long -distance communication, 
until displaced by tube transmitters. 

Tesla also pioneered in the use of the 
electric arc as a high- frequency genera- 
tor, describing one with controlled atmo- 
sphere and magnetic blowout in 1893. 
Re- invented by Valdemar Poulsen in 
1903, and introduced into the United 
States by Cyril F. Elwell, it became very 
popular, especially for medium and low - 
power transmitters and ship sets. (Dc 
Forest used the Tesla arc in his phone 
transmitters, because he could do so with- 
out infringing on the patents that were 
held by Poulson.) 

In 1901 Tesla started the construction 
of an eight -sided wooden tower on Long 
Island. Surmounted by a copper -covered 
hemisphere 100 feet in diameter, it rose 
200 feet in the air. An air of mystery 
surrounded the tower and its purpose, but 
in 1904 Tesla issued a brochure in which 
he described the project as a World Wide 
Wireless System, which he said would 
provide telegraph and telephone commu- 
nication, news broadcasting, stock market 
quotations, aids to navigation, entertain- 
ment and music broadcasting, accurate 
time service, facsimile and teleprinter 
services -in fact the whole gamut of 
radio services that was to come into exis- 
tence decades later. 

With the withdrawal of support by 
Tesla's financial backer -it is said be- 
cause he found that Tesla was more inter- 
ested in the new project as a transmitter 
of wireless power than wireless communi- 
cations-it became impossible to com- 
plete the work, and the tower was finally 
taken over by the Waldorf- Astoria in 
payment for a hotel bill, and torn down 
for scrap in 1917. This ended Tesla's 
radio work, and (though he continued to 
invent in other fields, such as steam tur- 
bines and even auto transmissions) 
marked the end of his career as an impor- 
tant scientist and engineer. He died in 
semi -poverty in 1943. R -E 
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TESLA IS BEST KNOWN (BY THOSE WHO

know of him at all) as the genius who
conceived, invented, designed and put
into operation our alternating current
electrical system, without which much of
the Electrical Age would never have
come into being. That invention-s-or se
ries of inventions-freed the world from
dependence on direct current, which lim
ited the distance that power could be
transmitted to a mile or two from the
generating station.

Others know him as a dreamer who
proposed such grandiose schemes as ex
citing the earth at its fundamental fre
quency and thus tra nsmitting informa
tion--or even power-to any part of the
globe, with little loss. Yet he was also the
practical engineer who designed the com
plex Niagara Falls project, for many
years the world's largest generating
plant.

As for grandiose projects, his genera
tion in 1899 of more than 12 million volts
at his Colorado Springs laboratory (Ra
dio-Electronics, June 1976) was un
matched for more than 70 years. Experi
menting with wireless power transmis
sion, he lighted a bank of 200 lamps (us
ing about 10 kilowatts) 26 miles from the
Colorado Springs installation . That feat
has yet to be duplicated:

These fantastic accomplishments have
overshadowed his very real work in the
radio field. Yet he was one of the first to
work with high frequencies, and many
engineers know him only by that first
radio-frequency transfo rmer, the Tesla
coil. That "coil" was invented in 1891. In
1893, speaking to the members of the
Franklin Institute in Philadelphia, he dis
cussed electrical resonance, among other
subjects . Pointing out that if the induc
tive and capacitive reactance in the circuit
were such as to cancel each other, reso
nance would be attained and current
would increase without a theoretical lim
it. He explained that it was fortunate that
pure resonance could not be produced
(because of resistance in the circuit).
Otherwise, he said, there would be no

telling "what dangers might not lie in
wait for the innocent experimenter."

Concerning resonance, he said few
words on a subject "that concerned the
welfare of all. I mean," said Tesla, "the
transmission of intelligible signals and
perhaps even power to any distance with
out the use of wires. I am becoming daily
more convinced of the practicability of
the scheme." Admitting that most scien
tific men had doubts, he said "My convic
tion has grown so strong that (no longer
look on this plan of energy or intelligence
transmission as a mere theoretical possi
bility, but as a serious problem in electri 
cal engineering, which must be carried
out some day."

Tesla continued to work with reso
nance, and his patent 568,178 of Septem
ber 22, 1896 shows several ways of
obtaining resonance in a high-frequency
circuit. In 1915 he sued Marconi for
infringement of that patent, but lost the
case. The court just could not understand
the principles involved, and was possibly
influenced by Marconi's reputation as a
great man in communications. (The Mar
coni patent was, however, declared inval
id in 1943, on the basis of prior work by
Tesla and the 1896 patent, as well as later
patents by John Stone Stone and Oliver
Lodge.)

In 1899 Tesla staged a demonstration
of radio remote control in Madison
Square Garden , New York City . He
maneuvered a three-foot-long model boat
in a large tank, starting, stopping , revers
ing and steering it in response to requests
from members of the audience.

The Madison Square Garden transmis 
sions were spark . But in his studies of
high frequency , Tesla pioneered two oth
er types of transmitters that later became
commercial successes in other hands. He
made the first high-frequenc y alterna
tors, machines like ordinary alternating
current generators, but designed to pro
duce electricity at much higher frequen
cies. Tesla's alternators reached 10 kilo
hertz. Improved by Fessenden and Alex
anderson, first to 50 and later to 100

kilohertz, these alternators were made by
General Electric and became the standard
high-power transmitters for transatlantic
and other long-distance communication,
until displaced by tube transmitters.

Tesla also pioneered in the use of the
electric arc as a high-frequency genera
tor, describing one with controlled atmo
sphere and magnetic blowout in 1893.
Re-invented by Valdemar Poulsen in
1903, and introduced into the United
States by Cyr il F. Elwell, it became very
popular, especially for medium and low
power transmitters and ship sets. (De
Forest used the Tesla arc in his phone
transmitters, because he could do so with
out infringing on the patents that were
held by Poulsen.)

In 1901 Tesla started the construction
of an eight-sided wooden tower on Long
Island. Surmounted by a copper-covered
hemisphere 100 feet in diameter, it rose
200 feet in the air . An air of mystery
surrounded the tower and its purpose, but
in 1904 Tesla issued a brochure in which
he described the project as a World Wide
Wireless System, which he said would
provide telegraph and telephone commu
nication, news broadcasting, stock market
quotations, aids to navigation, entertain
ment and music broadcasting, accurate
time service, facsimile and teleprinter
services-in fact the whole gamut of
radio services that was to come into exis
tence decades later.

With the withdrawal of support by
Tesla's financial backer-it is said be
cause he found that Tesla was more inter
ested in the new project as a transmitter
of wireless power than wireless communi
cations-it became impossible to com
plete the work, and the tower was finally
taken over by the Waldorf-Astoria in
payment for a hotel bill, and torn down
for scrap in 1917. This ended Tesla's
radio work, and (though he continued to
invent in other fields, such as steam tur
bines and even auto transmissions)
marked the end of his career as an impor
tant scientist and engineer. He died in
semi-poverty in 1943. R-E
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CIRCLE 106 ON FREE INFORMATION CARO 

TO THOSE OF US W110 HAVE BEEN SURVEYING 

the high -fidelity scene for many years, the 
name David Haller should be familiar. It was 

Mr. Haller who founded the well -known Dy- 
naco firm which, for many years, offered high - 
quality reasonably- priced audio components in 

both kit and assembled form. As is true of 
many other American audio pioneers (such as 

Saul Marantz, Avery Fisher. and Sidney Har- 
man. for example), David Haller has long since 
sold his interest in his first company and has 

been active in the field both abroad and in this 
country. A couple of years ago. he founded the 
present David Haflcr Company whose second 

major product is the model DH -200 power 
amplifier (the first product was and is a low - 

cost high -performance preamp, model DH- 
10 1. that makes a good companion piece for 
the newly introduced D11- 200). 

The front panel on the DH -200 is shown in 
Fig. I and is equipped with a lever -type power 
on /off switch that is adjacent to a power -indi- 
cator light. Heat -sink structures at the left and 
right of the unit form an attractive and practi- 
cal cosmetic touch to the rugged- looking am- 
plifier chassis. The rear panel of the amplifier, 
shown in Fig. 2, contains 5 -way binding -post 

Haller Model DH-200 

Stereo Power AmpIÌlÌer 

to lind that two completely assembled and ful- 
ly tested amplifier modules comprise all of the 
kit's active circuitry. That leaves only a hand- 
ful of parts (largely power- supply components) 
for the builder to complete the mechanical 

terminals for speaker -cable connections, pho- 
no-tip jacks for input connections and a pair of 
speaker fuseholders. Additional fuses are lo- 
cated inside the chassis in the DC power sup- 
ply lines feeding each module or amplifier 
channel, as can be seen clearly in the internal 
view of Fig. 3. 

If you should elect to build the DH -200 by 
purchasing it in kit form, you will be surprised 

assembly and power- supply wiring. The court: 
project can be completed by a reasonably expe- 
rienced electronic -kit builder in one sitting. 
Furthermore, should service ever be needed, 

you can easily remove and return one of the 
lightweight amplifier modules without having 
to return the entire unit. You can even operate 
the remaining module monophonically while 
waiting for the repaired module to be returned 
for servicing. 

The DH -200 has a unique circuit configura- 
tion using all discrete transistors, including 
power MOSFET's in the output stages. Like 
the Hailer preamplifier that preceded it. the 
011 -200 power amplifier has a completely 
symmetrical, mirror -image complementary 
push -pull circuit from input to output. For 
applications requiring extraordinarily high 
power. the D11-200 may also be "bridged" to 
convert it to a 300 -watt monophonic amplifier 
(into an 8 -ohm load) with distortion specifica- 
tions similar to those obtained in stereo. 

Lab measurements 
Table I summarizes the static measurements 

made on our prewired sample. The amplifier 
delivered more than its rated 100-watts-per- 
channel at all frequencies before the 

LEN FELDMAN 
CONTRIBUTING HI -FI EDITOR 

RADIO- ELECTRONICS AUDIO LAB 

11.11A.1.1 
RATES 

HAFLER DH -200 
POWER AMPLIFIER 

EXCELLENT 
Copyright < Gotn,b. k Publosbons Inc 1975 

MANUFACTURER'S PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS: 
FTC Power Rating: Less than 0.02% total harmonic distortion at any power 
level up to 100 watts; continuous average power - per -channel into 8 -ohms, at 
any frequency between 20 Hz and 20 kHz, with both channels driven. Typical 
THD: 100 watts into 8 -ohms: 0.0015% at 1 kHz; 0.005% at 10 kHz; 0.009% at 
20 kHz. Frequency Response: -3dB, 1 Hz to 100 kHz at 1 watt: 1- 0.5 dB, 10 
Hz to 40kHz at 100 watts. Input Impedance: 22,000 ohms. Input Sensitivity: 
1.5 volts for rated output. Damping Factor: 150 up to 1 kHz into 8 ohms; 50 
up to 10 kHz into 8 ohms. Rise Time: 2.5 microseconds, for a 10 kHz, 60 V 
P -P squarewave (10% to 90 %). Slew Rate: 30 V /µsec for a 10 kHz, 60 V P -P 
squarewave. 

nominal 0.02% harmonic -distortion rating was 

reached. In fact, we wcrc somewhat frustrated 
in attempting to measure all forms of distor- 
tion at the 100 -watt output level. Our IM and 
THD test signal sources are known to contain 
approximately 0.002` distortion and those 
were the readings we obtained. indicating that 
the test equipment was imposing a limiting 
factor to our measurements. The same held 
true for our attempts to measure IHF IM dis- 
tortion, where the dynamic range of our spec- 
trum analyzer is limited to around 70 dB (cor- 
responding to 0.03% distortion). Hence, we 
listed our measurements as "less than 0.002%" 
in the case of Till) and SMPTIi -IM and "less 
than 0.03 %" in the case of the other two-tone 
IM measurements. 

Note that in Table I we have measured 4- 
ohm performance only for a I -kHz mid -fre- 
quency signal. That is not to imply that the 
amplifier is unsuitable for use with 4 -ohm 
speaker systems. Quitc the contrary; it will 
operate safely even at impedances below 4 

ohms. The only reason we omitted any mea- 
surement reports for the frequency extremes at 
20 Ilz and 20 kHz is because Haller does not 
supply a published distortion rating over the 
entire power band for 4 -ohm operation. There- 
fore. we had no reference THD level against 
which it would be possible to measure output 
at that low impedance. 

In an introductory paper concerning the 
design philosophy of the Haller D11-200, that 
company introduces yet another interesting 
performance test described by Matti Otala, the 
well known Finnish engineer who has written 
extensively on TIM distortion as well as a new 
form of distortion known as IIM (Interface 
Intermodulation Distortion). As explained in 
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Haller Model OH·200
Stereo Power Amplilier

LEN FELDMAN
CONTRIBUTING HI-FI EDITOR

MANUFACTURER'S PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS:
FTC Power Rating: Less than 0.02% total harmonic distortion at any power
level up to 100 watts; continuous average power-per-channel into 8-o hms, at
any frequency between 20 Hz and 20 kHz, with both channels driven. Typical
THD: 100 watts into 8-ohms: 0.0015% at 1 kHz; 0.005% at 10 kHz ; 0.00 9% at
20 kHz. Frequency Response: -3dB, 1 Hz to 100 kHz at 1 watt; ± 0.5 dB , 10
Hz to 40kHz at 100 watts. Input Impedance: 22,000 ohms. Input Sensi tivity:
1.5 volts for rated output. Damping Factor: 150 up to 1 kHz into 8 ohm s; 50
up to 10 kHz into 8 ohms. Rise Time: 2.5 microseconds, for a 10 kHz, 60 V
p-p squarewave (10% to 90%). Slew Rate: 30 VIueec for a 10 kHz, 60 V pop
squarewave.

Copyright C Gornsback Publications Inc., 1979

nomi nal 0.02 % harm oni c-distortion ratin g was
reach ed . [n fact, we were somewhat frustrated
in attempting to measure all form s of distor
tion at th e 100-w att output level. Our [M and
T H D test sig nal sources are known to cont ain
approxim atel y 0.002 % distortion and those
were th e readings we obta ined, indicatin g that
the test 'equipment was impo sing a limiting
factor to our measurement s. The same held
tru e for our a tte mpts to measu re [H F [M dis
tortion, whe re the dynamic ran ge of our spec
trum ana lyze r is limited to around 70 dB (cor
respond ing to 0.0 3% distortion) . Hen ce, we
listed our measur ement s as "l ess than 0.00 2%"
in th e cas e ofTHD and S M PTE-[M and "l ess
than 0.03%" in th e case of th e other two-tone
[M measurem ent s.

No te that in Ta ble [ we have measured 4
ohm performan ce only for a I-kHz mid-fre
quency signal. Th at is not to impl y that the
amplifier is unsuit abl e for use with 4-ohm
speaker sys te ms . Quite th e cont rar y; it will
operat e safely even at impedances below 4
ohms. T he only reason we omitted any mea
sureme nt repor ts for the frequency extremes at
20 Hz and 20 kH z is becau se Haller does not
supp ly a pub lished distorti on rat ing over th e
entire power ban d for 4-o hm operation. Th ere
fore, we had no reference T HD level aga inst
which it would be poss ible to measur e ou tput
at th at low impedance.

In an int rodu ctory paper concern ing the
design philosophy of th e Haller DH-200, th at
company int roduces ye t ano ther int eresting
perfor mance tes t descr ibed by Ma tt i Otala, th e
well know n Fi nnish engineer who has writte n
extens ively on TIM disto rtion as well as a new
form of distortio n known as 11 M (I nte rface
lnterrnodul ation Distort ion). As explained in

____RATES _

HAFLER DH-200
POWER AMPLIFIER

Lab measurements
Table [ summarizes th e sta t ic measurement s

made on our pr ewired sample. Th e amplifier
delivered more than its rated 100-watts-per 
c ha n ne l at all fr equenci es before the

assembly and power-supply wiring. The entire
project can be completed by a reasonably expe
rienced electronic-kit builder in one sitt ing.
Furthermore, should service ever be need ed ,
you can easily remove and return one of th e
lightweight amplifier modules without havin g
to return the entire unit. You can even operate
the remaining module monophonically while
waiting for the repaired module to be returned
for servicing.

The DH-200 has a unique cir cuit configura
tion using all discrete transistors, including
power MOS FET's in the output stages. Like
the Haller preamplifier that preceded it , th e
DH-200 power amplifier has a comple tely
symmetrical, mirror-image compleme nta ry
push-pull circuit from input to output. For
applications requiring extraordinarily high
power , the DH-200 may also be " bridged" to
con vert it to a 300-watt monophonic am plifier
(into an 8-ohm load) with distortion specifica
tion s similar to th ose obt ain ed in stereo.

to find that two completely assembled and ful
ly tested amplifier modules comprise all of th e
kit's act ive circuitry. That leaves only a hand
ful of parts (largely power-supply components)
for the builder to complete the mechanical

terminals for speaker-cable connections, pho
no-tip jacks for input connections and a pair of
speaker fuseholders. Addit ional fuses are lo
cated insid e the chassis in the DC power sup
ply lines feeding each module or amplifier
channel, as can be seen clearl y in the int ern al
view of Fig. 3.

If you should elect to build the DH-200 by
purchasing it in kit form , you will be surprised

TO THOSE OF US WHO HAVE BEEN SURVEYING

the high-fidelity scene for many years, the
name David Haller should be familiar. It was
Mr. Haller who founded the well-known Dy
naco firm which , for many years , offered high
quality reasonably-priced audio components in
both kit and assembled form. As is true of
many other American audio pioneers (such as
Saul Marantz, Avery Fisher, and Sidney Har
man, for example), David Haller has long since
sold his interest in his first company and has
been active in the field both abroad and in thi s
country. A couple of years ago, he founded the
present David Haller Company whose second
major product is the model DH-200 . power
amplifier (the first product was and is a low
cost high-performance preamp, model DH
101. that makes a good companion piece for
the newly introduced DH-200) .

The front panel on the DH-200 is shown in
Fig. I and is equipped with a lever-type power
on/off switch that is adjacent to a power -indi
cator light. Heat-sink structures at the left and
right of the unit form an attractive and practi
cal cosmetic touch to the rugged-looking am
plifier chassi s. The rear panel of the amplifier,
shown in.Fig. 2, contains 5-way binding-post
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that paper. thc active load presented by a loud- 
speaker cannot be evaluated easily and is any- 
thing but a pure resistance. which most of us 
use on thc test bench as an amplifier load. To 
simulate the loudspeaker as a generator, sig- 
nals must be driven into the amplifier output. 

While conventional theory has it that the 
low impedance (high damping factor) of high - 
fidelity amplifiers will "short out" the back 
electromotive -force of the loudspeaker. in ac- 
tual practice the low- output impedance of an 
amplifier is not a physical impedance. It is the 
result of feedback that may vary during the 
signal cycle and permit some of the loudspeak- 
er- generated signal to get into the feedback 
loop and mix with the source signals. 

Otala proposes a method to measure what he 
calls Interface Intermodulation Distortion. In 
his test setup, the amplifier is driven with a 

I -kHz signal. Simultaneously, the output of 
the amplifier is driven with a 60-il, signal 
through an isolation resistor and a I -kHz trap. 
A spectrum analyzer at the amplifier output 
shows both signals (60 Hz and I kHz) that are 
used for the test plus any other signals appear- 
ing at other frequencies. The latter arc the 
intermodulation products caused by the inabil- 
ity of the amplifier to handle the reverse sig- 
nals without distorting. 

In a further effort to separate the DH -200 
from run -of -the -mill power amplifiers. we de- 
cided to try that test. The results we obtained 
using the 011 -200 arc shown in the photo of 
Fig. 4. The trace shows the 60 -Hz signal at the 
left, the I -kHz signal near centerscrcen, and 
very little else. Compare those results with 
those obtained using a well -known amplifier 
having the same power rating. driven to exactly 
the same composite power level (approximate- 
ly half rated output in each case). as shown in 
Fig. 5. 

Summary 
Hatter maintains that the goal in thc ign 

of the 011-200 was to reduce all knowr orms 
of distortion to their lowest possible values and 
to apply feedback with discretion. after first 

TABLE 1 

RADIO ELECTRONICS PRODUCT TEST REPORT 

Manufacturer David Haller Company 

AMPLIFIER PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENTS 

POWER OUTPUT CAPABILITY 
RMS power /channel. 8 -ohms. 1 kHz (watts) 
RMS power /channel, 8 -ohms, 20 Hz (watts) 
RMS power /channel. 8 -ohms. 20 kHz (watts) 
RMS power /channel. 4 -ohms, 1 kHz (watts) 
RMS power /channel. 4 -ohms, 20 Hz (watts) 
RMS power /channel, 4 -ohms. 20 kHz (watts) 
Frequency limits for rated output (Hz -kHz) 
Slew rate (V /Microsecond) 

R-E 
Measurement 

14 

t08 
106 
161 

N/A 
N/A 

15-25 
35 

DYNAMIC HEADROOM (dB) 1.9 

DISTORTION MEASUREMENTS 
Harmonic distortion at rated output, 1 kHz ( %) 
Intermodulation distortion. rated output ( %) 
Harmonic distortion at t watt output, 1kHz ( %) 
Intermodulation distortion at 1 watt output ( %) 
CCIR IM distortion (4) 
IHF IM distortion (i.) 

Less than 0 002 
Less than 0.002 
Less than 0.002 
Less than 0.002 
Less than 0.03 
Less than 0.03 

DAMPING FACTOR AT 8 OHMS. 50 Hz 150 

INPUT MEASUREMENTS 
Frequency response. (Hz -kHz. 3dB) 
IHF input sensitivity (V) 
Input sensitivity for rated output (V) 
IHF S/N (Re: 1W Out, "A "- weighted) (dB) 
S/N Re: Rated Output. "A "- weighted)(dB) 

POWER CONSUMPTION 
Idling (watts) 
Maximum (watts) 540 

1 -109 
015 
1.5 

91 
111 

118 

Model, DH -200 

TABLE 2 

RADIO -ELECTRONICS PRODUCT TEST REPORT 
Retail price 
Price category 
Price /performance ratio 
Styling and appearance 
Sound quality 
Mechanical performance 

R -E 

Evaluation 
Very good 
Excellent 
Excellent 
Excellent 

N/A 
N/A 

Very good 
Very good 

N/A 

Superb 
Superb 
Superb 
Superb 
Superb 

Excellent 

Excellent 

Superb 
N/A 
N/A 

Excellent 
Excellent 

N/A 
N/A 

5329.95 (kit); $429.95 (Assembled) 
Low 
Superb 
Very good 
Excellent 
Excellent 

Comments. What can one say about an amplifier that. despite its incredibly low cost. yields levels 
of distortion (al all power levels within its ratings) that cannot be read on state - 
of- the -art test equipment such as that used in our R.E A.L. tests? To be sure. static 
"bench" measurements often fail to correlate with what one hears when using an 
amplifier (or any other piece of audio equipment) for the reproduction of music. In the 
case of the Hatter DH -200, however, it is clear that the more subtle forms of distortion. 
such as TIM and IIM (Interface Intermodulation Distortion). which have only recently 
been identified by researchers in the field. have also been reduced to an inaudible 
minimum. Haller maintains that his Circuit is self- protecting and that the output stage 
is designed to protect against thermal runaway. without any need for signal-interrupt- 
ing relays and the like Indeed. during our bench tests. the only problem we encoun- 
tered was occasional popping of speaker fuses which were accessible for replacement 
from outside the amplifier It was only after we read the preliminary owner's manual 
that we realized that the amplifier had been shipped with 2- ampere fuses to protect 
speakers with low maximum power ratings) and that we should have substituted the 
5- ampere substitute fuses that are supplied with the unit. Once that was done the 
amplifier became virtually indestructible. 

As for sound quality, we can state that the DH -200 offers bass reproduction as good 
as any we have heard from amplifiers costing hundreds of dollars more. Treble sound 
could also be characterized as free of any raspiness or slew- induced distortion, 
regardless of the transient Content of the program material used for listening 

Considering its low price (especially if purchased in kit form). we know of no other 
amplifier that offers as much value at the present time Hafler's first product entry. the 
Model DH -101 preamplifier, has already earned itself an enviable reputation amongst 
knowledgeable and critical audiophiles. We suspect that the Hafler DH -200 power 
amplifier will earn a similar degree of respect from this same critical fraternity. The 
DH -200 deserves an R.E A.L overall product rating of excellent, bordering on 
superb 

minimizing distortion of the open -loop circuit 
of the amplifier. Using feedback as a refine- 
ment (not a cure -all). according to Haller. 
avoided some subtle forms of distortion such as 

those outlined in the test of IIv1 and yielded 
audibly better sound. We couldn't agree more. 
Our overall product evaluation, together with 
our summary comments concerning the David 

!faller Company model DH -200 will be found 
in Table II. That amplifier, in our opinion. is 

not only extremely reasonable in price (partic- 
ularly in its kit version) but the sound is as 

good as anything we have ever heard, regard- 
less of price. It merits a R.E.A.L. Sound Lab 
product rating of "excellent ", bordering on 
"superb." R -E 
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Manufacturer: David Hafle r Compa ny Model: DH-200

AMPLIFIER PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENTS

TA BLE 1

RADIO ELEC TRONICS PRODUCT TEST REPORT

TABLE 2

RADIO-ELECTRONICS PRODUCT TEST REPORT

o
~o
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m
::0
.....
CD
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o

$329.95 (kit); $429.95 (Assembled)
Low
Superb
Very good
Excell ent
Excellent

Hall er Co mpany mod el DH-200 will be found
in T able II. T hat amplifier, in our opinio n, is
not only extremel y reasonable in pr ice (partic
ularl y in i ts kit version) but the sound is as
good as anyt hi ng we have ever heard, regard
less of price. I t merits a R.E.A.L. Sound La b
product rat ing of "excellent", bordering on
"s uperb." R-E

Retail price
Price category
Price/performance ratio
Styling and appearance
Sound quality
Mechanical performance

Comments: What can one say about an amplifier that , despite its incredibly low cost, yields levels
of distortion (at all power levels within its rat ings) that cannot be read on state
of-t he-art test equipment such as that used in our R.E.A.L. tests? To be sure, stat ic
" bench" measurements often fail to correlate with what one hears when using an
amplifier (or any other piece of audio equipmen t) for the reproduction of music. In the
case of the Hafler DH-200, however, it is clear that the more subtle forms of distortion,
such as TIM and 11M (Interface Intermodulat lon Distortion) , which have only recentiy
been identified by researche rs in the field , have also been reduced to an Inaudible
minimum . Hafler maintains that his circuit is self-protecting and that the output stage
is designed to protect against thermal runaway, without any need for signal-interrupt
ing relays and the like. Indeed, during our bench tests , the only problem we encoun
tered was occasional popping of speaker fuses which were accessible for replacement
from outside the amplifier. It was only after we read the preliminary owner's manual
that we realized that the amplifier had been shipped with 2-ampere fuses (to protect
speakers with low maximum power ratings) and that we should have substituted the
5-ampere subst itute fuses that are supplied with the unit. Once that was done , the
amplifier became virtually indest ructible.

As for sound quality, we can state that the DH-200 offers bass reproduction as good
as any we have heard from amplifiers cost ing hundreds of dollars more. Treb le sound
cou ld also be characterized as free of any raspiness or slew-induced distortion,
regardless of the trans ient content of the program mater ial used for listening.

Considering its low price (especially if purchased in kit form), we know of no other
amplif ier that offers as much value at the present time . Hafler's first product entry, the
Model DH-l0 l preamp lifier , has already earned itself an enviable reputation amongst
knowledgeable and cr itica l audiophiles. We suspect that the Hafler DH-200 power
amplif ier will earn a similar degree of respect from this same critical fraternity. The
DH-200 deserves an R.EAL. overall product rating of excellent, bordering on
superb .

R-E R-E
POWER OUTPUT CAPABILITY Measurement Evaluat ion
RMS power /channel, a-ohms . 1 kHz (watt s) 114 Very good
RMS power/channel, 8-ohms , 20 Hz (watt s) 108 Excellent
RMS power /channel, 8-ohms, 20 kHz (watts ) 106 Excellent
RMS power /channel, 4-ohms , 1 kHz (watts ) 161 Excellent
RMS power/channel, 4-ohms , 20 Hz (watt s) N/A N/A
RMS power/channel, 4-ohms , 20 kHz (watts) N/A N/A
Frequency limits for rated output (HZ-kHz) 15-25 Very good
Slew rate (V/Microsecond) 35 Very good

DYNAM IC HEADROOM (dB) 1.9 N/A

DISTORTION MEASUREMENTS
Harmonic distortion at rated output, 1 kHz (%) Less than 0.002 Superb
Intermodulat ion distortion, rated output (%) Less than 0.002 Superb
Harmonic distortion at 1 watt output, 1kHz (%) Less than 0.002 Superb
Intermodulation distortion at 1 watt output (%) Less than 0.002 Superb
CCIR 1M distortion (%) Less than 0.03 Superb
IHF 1M dist ortion (%) Less than 0.03 Excellent

DAMPING FACTOR AT 8 OHMS, 50 Hz 150 Excellent

INPUT MEASUREMENTS
Frequency response, (Hz-kHz, -3dB) 1-109 Superb
IHF input sensitiv ity (V) 0.15 N/A
Input sensitivity for rated output (V) 1.5 N/A
IHF SIN (Re: lW Out, " A"-weighted) (dB) 91 Excellent
SIN Re: Rated Output, " A"-weighted) (dB) 111 Excellent

POWER CONSUMPTION
Idling (watts) 118 N/A
Maximum (watts) 540 N/A

minimizing di stortion of the open-loop ci rc ui t
of th e amplifier. Usi ng feedback as a refin e
ment (not a cure-all ) , accord ing to H all er,
avoided some subtle forms of distortion such as
those outl i ned in the test of II M and yielded
audibly better sound . We cou ldn't agree more.
O ur overall pr oduct evaluation, togeth er with
our sum mary comments concern ing th e David

In a further effo rt to separate the DH-200
f ro m run -of-the-mill power amp li fiers, we de
cid ed to try th at test. The results we obtai ned
using th e DH-200 are shown in the photo of
Fig. 4. Th e t race shows the 60-H z signal at th e
lef t , the I -k H z signal near centerscreen, and
ver y l itt le else. Compare tho se results with
those obtained using a well-known am pli fier
havin g th e same power rat ing, driven to exact ly
th e same composi te power level (ap proximate
ly half rated output in each case), as shown in
Fig. 5.

Summary
Haller maintain s that the goal in the · ' rgn

of the DH-200 was to reduce all known .or ms
of di stortion to th eir lowest possibl e values and
to apply feedback wi th di scretion, af ter fi rst

th at paper, the act ive load pr esent ed by a loud 
speaker cannot be evaluated easi ly and is any
thing but a pur e resistance, whi ch most of us
use on the test bench as an amplifier load. T o
sim ulate the loudspeaker as a generator, sig 
nal s mu st be driven into the ampli fier output.

Whi le conventional the ory has it that th e
low im pedance (hig h damping factor) of high
fideli ty amp lifiers will "shor t out" the back
electromotive-force of the loud speaker, in ac
tu al practi ce the low-output imp edance of an
am pli fier is not a physical impedance. It is the
result of feedback that may vary during the
signal cycle and permit some of the loudspeak
er- generated sig nal to get in to the feedback
loop and mix wi th th e sour ce signals.

Otala prop oses a meth od to measure what he
calls Interface Intermodulat ion Di stortion. In
hi s test setu p, the amp lifier is driven wi th a
I-kHz sig nal. Simu lt aneously, th e output of
the am pl i fier is driven with a 60-Hz signal
through an isolation resistor and a I -kH z t rap.
A spectrum analy zer at th e amp lifier output
shows both signals (60 H z and I k H z) th at are
used for th e test plus any other signals appear
ing at ot her frequencies. Th e latt er are the
intermodulation pr oducts caused by the inabi l
i ty of the am pl ifier to handle the reverse sig
nals wi thout di storting.
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FILA 
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The flasher LED is a new component. Learn how it works 
and keep it among your arsenal of components for use 
when designing projects 

CALVIN R. GRAF, W5LFM 

THE FLASHER LED HAS RECENTLY BEEN IN- 
troduced into the electronic parts market. 
It is inexpensive and offers some very 
interesting possibilities for circuit innova- 
tion. This article describes some applica- 
tions of that simple device, which has its 
own built -in IC switch. With the use of a 

few components -a 9 -volt battery, LED 
flasher, photocell and resistor -a series of 
novel circuits can be configured. They 
cover the areas of a continuous LED 
flasher for a night light, a basic flasher for 
TTL and CMOS circuit applications, 
attention -getter applications, a trouble- 
shooting aid, and ambient light or dark 
detecter. The Flasher LED is currently 
available at Radio Shack stores (part No. 
276 -036). 

How it works 
The basic LED is made to flash at a 

three -times -per- second (PPS) rate by a 

small integrated circuit that operates off a 

5 -volt DC power supply. The flasher 
LED is indeed unique when you consider 
that the LED is the same size as a regular 
LED but contains the following electrical 
components: the LED, the IC chip that 
establishes the flash rate (in effect con- 
taining an R -C time -constant circuit to 
switch the current to the LED), and an 
"effective resistor" that drops the supply 
voltage from 5 volts DC to a nominal 1.6 
volts DC for application to the red LED. 
The flasher LED draws 20 mA from a 

5 -volt source, so for a normal red LED 
(which draws 20 mA) a series- dropping 
(current -limiting) resistor of 170 ohms 
would be required. So a lot is accom- 
plished by the small IC chip that can be 

seen as a small black speck inside the 
LED epoxy cast. At the present time, the 
flasher LED is available with a red lens 
only but other colors -such as green and 
yellow- probably will be forthcoming 
from LED manufacturers. 

ff 
FLASHER 
LED 

FIG. 1 -LED FLASHER is powered from a 5 -volt 
supply and flashes at 3 -PPS rate. 

1K 

1/2W 

FIG. 2 -POWER can be obtained from a 9 -volt 
source it a dropping resistor is used. 

1K 

li2W 

6.3 -9 VAC 

0- 
FIG. 3 -AC POWER can be used if a diode and 
dropping resistor are included as shown. 

20004,F 
35 V 

FIG. 4 -FLASH RATE can be varied with an R -C 
circuit. 

Applications 
Normal flash rate. In Fig. I we see the 

basic hookup for the LED IC flasher 
operated off 5 volts DC. This configura- 
tion is used to drive the flasher directly 
off TTL and CMOS circuits and it will 
flash at a nominal 3 PPS. Note the elec- 
trical schematic symbol we have used for 

the IC flasher LED. We have added a 

small rectangle to the cathode symbol of 
the LED to differentiate it from a regular 
LED. Perhaps this symbol for the flasher 
LED will be adapted for wider use. Fig- 
ure 2 shows an arrangement for flashing 
the LED from a 9 -volt transistor battery 
at a 3 -PPS rate. A 9 -volt battery will pro- 
vide sufficient power to flash the LED for 
about a week, so for continuous operation 
you can use a 9 -volt battery eliminator or 
charger available at radio supply houses 
for under $5.00. Note that in the circuit 
of Fig. 2 we have added a 1000 -ohm 
series resistor to drop the voltage across 
the flasher LED to a nominal 5 volts. The 
resistance value is not critical and the 
brilliance of the LED and flash rate will 
vary slightly with applied voltage as it is 
varied below 5 volts. 

An alternating current (AC) power 
supply of a nominal 6 to 9 volts can be 
used to power the flasher LED by adding 
a diode to the circuit to protect the LED/ 
IC chip during negative voltage swings of 
the AC voltage. This circuit arrangement 
is shown in Fig. 3. The 6.3- to 9 -volt AC 
power supply can be obtained by using a 

115 -volt to 6.3 volt filament transformer 
or an AC pocket calculator charger which 
usually has a nominal 8 -volts AC output. 

Fast flash rate. We can increase the 
flash rate by adding a large capacitor 
across the series- dropping resistor as 
shown in Fig. 4. The flash rate is 
increased to a nominal 10 PPS by the 
R -C circuit introduced in series with the 
IC chip. The capacitor can be any value 
from 500 to 3000 µF at a nominal 10- to 
35 -volts DC working voltage. Experiment 
with the value of R and C until you reach 
the flash rate you want. 

If the flash rate is increased to slightly 
above 10 -to -12 PPS, the LED will appear 
to be on continuously as the cyc cannot 
perceive faster flash rates. To observe the 

ffffffLA~'fffH9fffffl fffLfffHI)
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The flasher LED is a new component. Learn how it works
and keep it among your arsenal of components for use

. when designing projects

CALVIN R. GRAF, W5LFM
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FIG. 4-FLASH RATE can be varied with an R-C
ci rcuit.

the IC flasher LED. We have added a
small rectang le to the cathode symbol of
the LE D to differentiate it from a regular
LED. Perhaps this symbol for the flasher
LED will be adapted for wider use. Fig
ure 2 shows an arrangement for flashing
the LE D from a 9-volt transistor battery
at a 3-PPS rate. A 9-volt battery will pro
vide sufficient power to flash the LED for
about a week, so for continuous operation
you can use a 9-volt batt ery eliminator or
charge r available at radio supply houses
for under $5.00. Note that in the circuit
of Fig. 2 we have added a 1000-ohm
series resistor to drop the voltage across
the flasher LE D to a nominal 5 volts. The
resistance value is not critic al and the
brilliance of the LED and flash rate will
vary slightly with applied voltage as it is
varied below 5 volts.

An alternat ing current (AC) power
supply of a nominal 6 to 9 volts can be
used to power the flasher LED by adding
a diode to the circuit to protect the LED/
IC chip du ring negat ive voltage swings of
the AC voltage. Th is circuit arrangement
is shown in Fig. 3. The 6.3- to 9-volt AC
power supply can be obtained by using a
115-volt to 6.3 volt filament transformer
or an AC pocket calculator charger which
usually has a nominal 8-volts AC outp ut.

Fas t flash rat e. We can increase the
flash rate by adding a large capacito r
across the series-dropping resistor as
shown in Fig. 4. The flash rate is
increased to a nominal 10 PPS by the
R- C circuit intro duced in series with the
IC chip . The capacitor can be any value
from 500 to 3000 J.L F at a nominal 10- to
35-volts DC working voltage. Experiment
with the value of R and C until you reach
the flash rate you want.

If the flash rate is increased to slightly
above IO-to-12 PPS, the LED will appear
to be on continuously as the eye cannot
perceive faster flash rates. To observe the

FLASHER
LED

DIODE6.3-9VAC

FLASHER
LED

Applications
Normal flash rate. In Fig. 1 we see the

basic hookup for the LED IC flasher
operated off 5 volts DC. This configura
tion is used to drive the flasher directly
off TTL and CMOS circuits and it will
flash at a nominal 3 PPS. No te the elec
trical schematic symbol we have used for

+o---.JV\I\r---_----,

FIG . 3-AC POWER can be used if a diode and
dropping resistor are included as shown.

2000llF
35V

::oc Vh kWH"
B:nERY I LED

FIG. 2-POWER can be obtained from a 9-volt
source if a dropping resistor is used .

lK
1/2W

How it works
The basic LED is made to flash at a

three-times-per-second (PPS) rate by a
small integrated circuit that operates off a
5-volt DC power supply. The flasher
LED is indeed unique when you consider
that the LED is the same size as a regu lar
LED but contai ns the following electrical
components: the LED, the IC chip that
establishes the flash rate (in effect con
taining an R- C time -constant circuit to
switch the current to the LED), and an
"effective resistor" that drops the supply
voltage from 5 volts DC to a nominal 1.6
volts DC for app lication to the red LED.
The flasher LED draws 20 rnA from a
5-volt source, so for a normal red LED
(which draws 20 rnA) a series-droppi ng
(current-limiting) resistor of 170 ohms
would be required. So a lot is accom
plished by the small IC chip that can be
seen as a small black speck inside the
LED epoxy case. At the present time, the
flasher LED is available with a red lens
only but other colors-such as gree n and
yellow-probably will be forthcoming
from LED manu factur ers.

THE FLASHER LED HAS RECENT LY BEEN iN 

troduced into the electro nic parts market.
It is inexpensive and offers some very
interesting possibilities for circuit innova
tion. Th is article describes some applica
tions of that simple device, which has its
own built- in IC switch. With the use of a
few components-a 9-volt battery, LED
flasher, photoce ll and resistor- a series of
novel circuits can be configured. They
cover the areas of a continuous LED
flasher for a night light, a basic flasher for
TTL and CM OS circuit applications,
atten tion-getter applications, a trouble
shoot ing aid, and ambient light or dark
detecter. The Flasher LED is currently
available at Radio Shack stores (part No .
276-036).
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LED flashing (if your circuit leads are 
long enough). wave the LED back and 
forth slowly and you'll observe it to make 
on on -off streak as it moves. 

Ambient light detector. When we put a 

photocell in series with the flasher LED 
as shown in Fig. 5. it will flash only in the 
presence of light. Photocells available 
from any radio -supply house have a nomi- 
nal resistance of 1 -to-10 megohms in 
darkness and their resistance drops rapid- 
ly to a nominal 100- to- l000 ohms in 
bright light. In darkness, the circuit will 
draw virtually no standby power as the 
total resistance in the circuit is over 1 

megohm. Considering the IC chip as a 

short at this time, the circuit will draw 
only 9 microamperes from the battery. 
virtually its shelf life. You can use this 
circuit to tell you when it gets dark out- 
side (if you are in a windowless room) or 
it you really want to sec if the refrigera- 
tor light goes out when the door is closed' 
For light levels in between light and dark. 
vhere the applied voltage to the IC chip 

will vary from 0 -to-5 volts, we will find 
the flasher LED doing some strange 
things such as flashing faster, slower, 
staying on or off, and varying its bril- 
liance. 

When we place the photocell across the 
flasher LED as shown in Fig. 6. we now 
find that the LED will not flash in bright 

light (the low resistance of the photocell 
shorts out the IC chip) but when the pho- 
tocell is in darkness. the LED will flash. 
In darkness the photocell resistance rises 
to about 10 megohms and this appears as 

an open circuit to the IC chip. 5 volts 
appears across the chip and the LED 
begins to flash. That circuit will draw 
power from the battery in the standby 
(light -present) condition and nominal 
power when flashing, so you might want 
to use a 9 -volt battery eliminator for long- 
time operation. This circuit is handy for a 

flashing night -light in use in hallways and 

9 VDC 
BATTERY 

4.7K 
112W 

FLASHER 
LEO 

PHOTO 

FIG. 8- PARALLEL PHOTOCELL permits LED 
to flash only in dark ambient light conditions. 

FIG. 5- SERIES PHOTOCELL permits LED to 
flash only in bright ambient light conditions. 

Been 
1/2 W 

2200 
18 VOC 

3.6VDC 50 u 
16 VOC 

* 
if 

OREO 
FLASHER 
LED 

(BREEN LEO 
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REO ANO GREEN LEDS FLASH ALTERNATELY 
AT RATE DETERMINED BY APPLIED VOLTAGE 

'IG. 7 -RED AND GREEN LED's flash alternately at a rate determined by the applied voltage. 

other locations or areas where you might 
need to know that a certain light is still on 
and operational. 

Alternate flashing red and green 
LED's: The flasher LED can be used in a 

circuit arrangement as shown in Fig. 7 to 
alternately flash a second LED. The two 
LED's can be spaced several inches or 
feet apart to attract your eye back and 
forth to each LED as it flashes. Alter- 
nately flashing red and green LED's are 
particularly interesting as they are eye - 
catching and can serve as baby sitters, 
novelties, or attention -getters. The circuit 
of Fig. 7 will operate from a nominal 3- 
to-6 volts DC. the flash rate increasing as 

the voltage is decreased. At 6 -volts DC. 
such as you get from a Type -F lantern 
battery available at hardware stores. the 
flash rate is the nominal 3 PPS. If the 
circuit voltage is increased past 6 volts, up 
to 7 or 8 volts, the LED's will stop flash- 
ing and remain on continuously. That 
condition should be avoided for use over 
long periods of time as it might damage 
the IC chip in the flasher LED. 

As the voltage is reduced to about 3 

volts, the flash rate increases to about IO 
PPS and the LED's are not as bright as at 
6 volts. The LED's will flash faster and 
faster as the voltage is reduced below 3 

volts until they appear to be on continu- 
ously, though they arc dim at this time. 

As you experiment and work with the 
flasher LED, you will find it a very inter- 
esting electronic component. You may 
observe that its flash -rate changes, de- 
pending on the amount of ambient light 
striking the IC chip inside its epoxy case. 

Depending on the manufacturer of the 
LED, the flash rate will be a nominal 3 

PPS in bright bench light or sunlight. But 
as you darken the room, the flash -rate 
will decrease slightly, depending on the 
circuit you are using at the time. Do your 
own experimenting with this unique de- 
vice until the manufacturers correct for 
some of its interesting characteristics! 
They might add a Zener voltage- regula- 
tor to keep the flash -rate constant with 
applied voltage and then hide the IC chip 
in a lightproof case and that would take 
away all the fun! R -E 
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RED AND GREEN LEOS FLASH ALTERNATELY
AT RATE DETERMI NED BYAPPLIED VOLTAGE

FIG. 7-RED AND GREEN LED's flash alternately at a rate determined by the applied voltage.

other locations or areas where you might
need to know that a certain light is still on
and operational.

Alterna te flashing red and green
LED 's: The flasher LED can be used in a
circuit arrangement as shown in Fig. 7 to
alternately flash a second LED. The two
LED's can be spaced several inches or
feet apart to att ract your eye back and
forth to each LED as it flashes. Alter
nately flashing red and green LED's are
par ticular ly interesting as they are eye
catchi ng and can serve as baby sitte rs,
novelties, or attention-getters. The circuit
of Fig. 7 will operate from a nominal 3
to-6 volts DC, the flash rate increasing as
the voltage is decreased. At 6-volts DC,
such as you get from a Type-F lantern
battery available at hardware stores, the
flash rate is the nominal 3 PPS. If the
circuit voltage is increased past 6 volts, up
to 7 or 8 volts, the LED 's will stop flash
ing and remain on continuously. That
condition should be avoided for use over
long periods of time as it might damage
the IC chip in the flasher LED.

As the voltage is reduced to about 3
volts, the flash rate increases to about 10
PPS and the LED's are not as bright as at
6 volts. The LED's will flash faster and
faster as the voltage is reduced below 3
volts until they appear to be on continu
ously, though they are dim at this time.

As you experiment and work with the
flasher LED, you will find it a very inter
esting electronic component. You may
observe that its flash-rate changes, de
pending on the amount of ambient light
striking the IC chip inside its epoxy case.
Depending on the manufacturer of the
LE D, the flash rate will be a nominal 3
PPS in bright bench light or sunlight. But
as you darken the room, the flash-rate
will decrease slightly, depend ing on the
circuit you are using at the time . Do your
own experimenting with th is unique de-
vice until the manufacturers correct for
some of its interesting characteristics! g
They might add a Zener voltage-regula- ;j
tor to keep the flash-rate constant with ~

applied voltage and then hide the IC chip JJ

in a lightproof case-and that would take <0
away all the fun! R-E ~
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220llF
16 VDC

FLASHER
LED

+

GREEN LED

ssnn

PHOTOCELL
9 VDC
BATIERY

4.7K
1!2W

+
FLASHER //t9 VDC LED

8ATIERY A

FIG. 5-SERIES PHOTOCELL permits LED to
flash only in bright ambient light conditions.
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FIG. 6-PARALLEL PHOTOCELL permits LED
to flash only in dark ambient light conditions.

lK l/2 W

light (the low resistance of the photocell
short s out the IC chip) but when the pho
tocell is in darkness, the LED will flash.
In darkness the photocell resistance rises
to about 10 megohms and this appea rs as
an open circuit to the IC chip, 5 volts
appears across the chip and the LED
begins to flash. That circuit will draw
power from the batt ery in the standby
(light-present ) condi tion and nominal
power when flashing, so you might want
to use a 9-volt battery eliminator for long
time operation. Thi s circuit is handy for a
flashing night- light in use in hallways and

I';t
RED
FLASHER
LED

50pF +
16 VDC

3· 6 VDC

+---..y,,/'y----_------1--------,

LED flashing (if your circuit leads are
long enough), wave the LED back and
forth slowly and you' ll observe it to make
on on-off streak as it moves.

Ambient light detector: When we put a
photocell in series with the flasher LED
as shown in Fig. 5, it will flash only in the
presence of light. Photocells available
from any radio-supply house have a nomi
nal resistance of 1-to-1O megohms in
darkn ess and their resistance drops rapid
ly to a nominal 100-to-1000 ohms in
bright light. In darkness, the circuit will
draw virtually no standby power as the
total resistance in the circu it is over 1
megohm . Considering the IC chip as a
short at this time, the circuit will draw
only 9 microamperes from the battery,
virtu ally its shelf life. You can use this
circuit to tell you when it gets dark out 
side (if you are in a windowless room) or
it you really want to see if the refrigera
tor light goes out when the door is closed!
For light levels in between light and dark ,
where the applied voltage to the IC chip
will vary from 0-to-5 volts, we will find
the flasher LED doing some stra nge
th ings such as flashing faster, slower,
staying on or off, and varying its bril
liance.

When we place the photocell across the
flasher LED as shown in Fig. 6, we now
find that the LED will not flash in bright

680n
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new ideas 

PC -BOARD BUBBLE ETCHER 

MY NEW IDEA INVOLVES CONSTRUCTION 
plans for an inexpensive (under S10) bub- 
ble etcher that reduces the time to etch 
printed circuit boards considerably. The 
materials required for the etcher consist 
of a phenolic instrument case, ' /.-inch 
OD rigid PVC tubing, instant -setting 

!. 4"oR Co-I/4" 

pieces of tubing, use a No. 76 drill to drill 
a .020- inch -diameter hole at each marked 
location. 

Upon completion of the drilling, re- 
move all loose fragments from inside the 
tubing, arrange the pieces into a 6'/. -inch 
X 4 -inch rectangle and cement the tub- 
ing ends together, being careful not to get 
cement inside the tubing. Let the cement 

l HOLES ON 77.415310E ----1 
FIG. t 

45 

1 
}s1s -l'--.--- -. - I ---.- -- -.{ 

+ 

311(e" 2 PIECES_ lo-I /4.LON 

TI 
11/4" 

G .020" DIA HOLE 
FIG. 2 Co PLACES 

1 3/4 
FIG. 3 

1- 

PVC cement, an aquarium air pump, a 

piece of'/, -inch ID flexible plastic tubing, 
and a piece of plastic canvas of the type 
used for needlepoint. (The "canvas" has 
an open grid containing ' / -in. square 
holes.) Any size etcher may be con- 
structed simply by cutting the length of 
PVC tubing to fit the case size. The etch- 
er described below uses a standard -size 
instrument case having inside dimensions 
of 6'/2 X 4 "/32 X 2'/,: inches. The PVC 
tubing, cement, flexible tubing, and plas- 
tic needlepoint canvas were purchased at 
a hobby and crafts store, the aquarium air 
pump at a pet store, and the case at an 
electronics parts supply house. 

The heart of the etcher is a rectangular 
air tube constructed from two 611. -inch 
and two 4 -inch lengths of the rigid PVC 
tubing (these dimensions fit the case I 

used). The ends of each piece of tubing 
arc cut at a 45° angle as illustrated in Fig. 
I . Refer to Figs. 1 and 2 and mark the 
locations of the air holes in the 61/4-inch 

14' 

r 

l 

dry before going to the next step. 
At the top center of one of the 4 -inch 

legs of the rectangle, drill a Y.-inch- 
diameter hole through one wall of the 
tubing and remove any loose fragments 
from inside. Next cut a l'/. -inch length of 
tubing and cut a notch in it about 
wide by '/.-inch deep, centered across 
one end as shown in Fig. 3. Align the 
notch parallel to the length of the drilled 
4 -inch. tubing and cement the notched 

continued on page 122 

NEW IDEAS 

This column is devoted to new ideas. 
circuits. device applications, construc- 
tion techniques. helpful hints, etc. 

All published entries. upon publica- 
tion, will earn $25. In addition, Panavise 
will donate their model 324 Electronic 
Work Center. having a value of $49.95. 
It combines their circuit -board holder, 
tray base mount. and solder station (see 
photo below). Selections will be made at 
the sole discretion of the editorial statt 
of Radio -Electronics. 

I agree to the above terms, and grant 
Radio -Electronics Magazine the right 
to publish my idea and to subsequently 
republish my idea in collections or com- 
pilations of reprints of similar articles. I 

declare that the attached idea is my 
own original material and that its publi- 
cation does not violate any other copy- 
right. I also declare that this material 
had not been previously published. 

Title of Idea 

Signature 

Print Name Date 

Street 

City State ZIP 

Mail your idea along with this coupon 
to New Ideas Radio -Electronics, 

200 Park Ave. South, 
New York, NY 10003 

· rteVil idea.s
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FIG. 1

This column is devoted to new ideas,
circuits, device applications, construc
tion techniques, helpful hints, etc .

All published entries, upon publica
tion, will earn $25 . In addit ion, Panavise
will donate the ir model 324 Electronic
Work Center, having a value of $49 .95.
It combines their circuit-board holder,
tray base mount , and solder station (see
photo below). Selections will be made at
the sole discretion of the editorial staff
of Radio-Electronics.

NEW IDEAS
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pieces of tu bing, use a N o. 76 drill to drill
a .020 -inch-diameter hole at each marked
location.

Upo n complet ion of the drill ing, re
move all loose fragments from inside the
tubing, arrange the pieces into a 6'/.-inch
X 4-inch rectangle and cement the tub
ing ends togeth er, being careful not to get
cement inside the tubing. Let the cement

~r$,+-,II-+-I" + I "·~-I " -f·
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MY NEW IDEA INVOLVES CONSTRUCTION

plans for an inexpensive (under $10) bub
ble etc her that reduces the time to etch
printed circuit boards considerably. Th e
mat er ials required for the etcher consist
of a phen olic instrument case, 'I ,,-inch
OD rigid PVC tubing, instant- setting

PC-BOARD BUBBLE ETCHER

f-.------ J - 3/ 4 "- - - - - - _ .....
FIG. 3

Title of Idea

Mail your idea along with this coupon
to: New Ideas Radio-Electronics,

200 Park Ave. South,
New York, NY 10003

ZIP

Date

State

Print Name

City

Street

Signature

I agree to the above terms , and grant
Radio-Electronics Magazine the right
to pub lish my idea and to subsequently
republish my idea in collections or com
pilations of reprints of similar articles. I
declare that the attached idea is my
own original material and that its publi
cation does not violate any other copy
right. I also declare that this material
had not been previously published.

dry befor e going to the next step.
At the top cent er of one of the 4-inch

legs of the rectangle, dri ll a '/'6-inch
diameter hole th rough one wall of the
tubing and remove any loose frag ments
from inside. Nex t cut a I 'I. -inch leng th of
tubing and cut a notch in it about '/' 6-in.
wide by '/ '6-inch deep, centered across
one end as shown in Fig. 3. Align the
notch parallel to the length of the drilled
4-inch . tubing and cement the notched

continued on page 122

PVC cement , an aquarium air pump, a
piece of 'I.-inch ID flexible plastic tubing,
and a piece of plast ic canvas of the type
used for needlepoint . (The "canvas" has
an open grid containing '/ 32-in. square
holes.) Any size etcher may be con
structed simply by cutt ing the length of
PVC tubing to fit the case size. Th e etch
er described below uses a standard-size
instrument case having inside dim ensions
of 6'12 X 4"/ 32 X 2'/ 32 inches. The PVC
tubing, cement, flexible tubing, and plas
tic needl epoint canvas were pur chased at
a hobby and crafts store, the aquarium air
pump at a pet store, and the case at an
electronics parts sup ply house.

Th e heart of the etcher is a rectangular
air tube const ructed from two 6'/ .-inch
and two 4-inch lengths of th e rigid PVC
tubing (these dimensions fit th e case I
used) . Th e ends of each piece of tubing
are cut at a 45 0 angle as illustrated in Fig .
I . Refer to Figs. I and 2 and mark the
locations of the air holes in the 6'/ .-inch
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Sabtroriics NEW Hared -held Digital Multimeters 

The only thing that 
beats their performance 
is their price. 
Accurate performance you can rely on. time 
after time. That's what you expect from a 

quality DMM. But don't expect to pay as 

much for it any more. Because now Sab- 
tronics brings you top quality DMMs with 
more features and better accuracy than 
other comparable units on the market to- 
day. And they cost surprisingly less! 

We cut the price. 
Not the quality. 
What you get is a precision crafted unit that 
features single -chip LSI logic, laser trimmed 
resistor network and a stable band -gap 
reference clement for better long term ac- 

curacy. Basic DCV accuracy is 0.1%. The 
Model 2035A gives you 32 measurement 
ranges over 6 functions and the Model 
2037A an additional two temperature 
ranges. 

First in features. 
First in price. 

Both models feature a "touch- and -hold" 
capability with the optional probe - a 

reading is retained for as long as you 
wish. Now you can make measurements in 
hard -to -reach places without taking your 
eyes off the probe tip or stopping to 
record data. 

The two -terminal input for all 
measurement functions eliminates 
switching test leads when measuring voltage. 
resistance o,- current. The Model 2037A even 
has a built -in temperature measuring 
circuit with a -50 °C to « I50°C range and 
is supplied complete with the sensor probe. 
It is ideal for checking IC, resistor. transistor, 
heat sink and enclosure temperatures or for 

BRIEF SPECIFICATIONS 
DC VOLTS: 100. v 1000V. 5 ranges 
AC VOLTS. 100. V - 1000V. 5 ranges 
OC CURRENT: 0.1.A 2A. 5 ranges 
AC CURRENT: 0.1. A 2A 5 ranges 
H. -OHMS 0 1 :: 20M)) . 6 ranges 
-o OHMS 0 11) - 20M . 6 ranges 
TEMPERATURE -50°C- .150°C 

58 °F 302 °FI. 2 ranges 
Model 2037A only) 

Sae: 31/2 "Wx6/. "LtI5 /8 "H 
'EIGHT 11 of lacl battery) 
OVERLOAD PROTECTION 1000V OC 
,r AC peak all voltage ranges. 250V 
DC or AC peak and Ohms ranges. 
2A 250v fuse all current ranges 

SABTRONICS SERVICE AVAILABLE 
IN MOST COUNTRIES OF THE 

WORLD 

monitoring ens tronntcntal test temperatures. 

Plus more features. 
The Hi- and -Low power ohms capability 
allows you to make in- circuit resistance 
measurements and to check semiconduc- 
tor PN junctions. In addition automatic 
polarity, automatic zero. automatic 
decimal point and overload protection are 
standard features. And you get up to 200 
hours operation from a single 9V tran- 
sistor battery. The automatic "LO BAT" 
indicator warns you of the last 20% of 
battery life. The large, crisp LCD 
readouts allow easy viewing indoors or 
outdoors in bright sunlight. 

One -evening kit assembly. 
Assembling either kit is simple with our 
easy -to- follow, step -by -step instructions. 
The built -in calibration references allow 
you to calibrate the unit any time. any 
place. We've even eliminated difficult 
point -to -point interconnect wiring. All parts 
mount on the P(' board. The only wires you 
solder arc the two battery clip leads. 

Order yours now. 
With all of these features and perfor- 
mance characteristics no other handheld 
DMM comes even close to matching the 
price /performance ratios of the Models 
2035A and 2037A. Providing the best 

value for money in test equipment, Sab- 
tronics has become one of the world's 
largest producers of DMMs. You can 

order with confidence. Use the convenient 
order form or call us with your Master 
Charge or Visa number for prompt 
delivery. 
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Nicl(1e1 20 35A 

$74.95 
F O 8 Factor, 

Mang Performance Affordable 

SBbtf`OI'1iC8 
NTERrv4 ... `l 

5709 North SOth Street. Tampa, Florida 33610 
Telephone 813/623 -2631 

MIN =IBM =MUM= NM =UM MIMM 
, ITo: Sabtronics International, Inc., 5709 North 50th Street, Tampa, FL 33610 

Prease send me 
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Model no-20 Touch-ano -noto Prooetsl O f t 9 95 ea S 

Model AC -1 I 0 Battery Ellmrnatorls) O S7 95 ea S 

Mode) MVP 30 30 kV DC High- voEtag Probets) O S29 95 ea S 

Florroa residents add 4% State Sales Ta 5 

TOTAL S o 
II enclose .. check money Order 6.11 my :. Master Charge .. Visa 

Card Account e E.pry ate 
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Sabtl'anics NEW Hand..held Digital Mttltimeters . . .

The only thing that
beats their performance
is their price.
Accurate performance you can rely on, time
after time. That's what you expect from a
quality DMM. But don 't expect to pay as
much for it any mor e. Because now Sab
tronics brings you top quality DMMs with
mor e featu res and better accuracy than
other comparable unit s on the market to
day. And they cost surprisingly less!

We cut the price.
Not the quality.
What you get is a precision craft ed unit that
featur es single-chip LSI logie, laser trimmed
resistor network and a stable band -gap
reference element for better long term ac
curacy. Basic DCV accuracy is 0.10J0. The
Model 2035A gives you 32 measurement
ranges over 6 functions and the Model
2037A an additional two temperature
ranges.

First in features.
First in price.

Both models feature a "touch-and-hold"
capability with the optional probe - a
reading is retain ed for as long as you
wish. Now you can make measurements in
hard- to-reach places with out taking your
eyes of f the probe tip or stopping to
record dat a .

The two-termin al input for all
measurement funct ions eliminates
switching test leads when measuring voltage,
resistance or current. The' Model 2037A even
has a built-in temperatu re measuring
circuit with a -50 °C to + 150°C range and
is supplied complete with the sensor pro be.
It is ideal for checkingIC, resistor, transistor,
heat sink and enclosure temperatures or for

monitoring environmental test temperatures.

Plus more features.
The Hi-and-Low power ohm s capabi lity
allows you to make in-circui t resistan ce
measurements and to check semiconduc
tor PN jun ctions. In addition automatic
polarit y, automat ic zero, automatic
decimal point and overload prote ction are
standard featur es. And you get up to 200
hour s operation from a single 9V tran
sistor bat tery. Th e automat ic " LO BAT"
indicator warns you of the last 20070 of
battery life. The large, crisp LCD
readou ts allow easy viewing indoors or
outdoors in bright sunlight.

One-evening kit assembly.
Assembling either kit is simple with our
easy-to-follow , step-by-step instructions.
The built -in calibr ation references allow
you to calibrate the unit any time, any
place. We' ve even eliminated difficult
point-to-point interconnect wiring. All parts
mount on the PC board. The only wires you
solder are the two battery clip leads.

Order yours now .
With all o f these features and perfor 
mance characteristics no other handheld
DMM comes even close to matching the
price/performance ratios of the Models
2035A and 2037A. Pro viding the best
value for money in test equipment, Sab
tronies has become one of the world 's
largest producers of DMMs. You can
order with confidence. Use the convenient
order form or call us with your Master
Charge or Visa num ber for promp t
delivery.

Makin g Performance Affor dabl e

sab~§(?!j
5709 North 50th Street, Tampa, Florida 336 10

Telephone 8131623 ·2631

SABT RONICS SERVICE AVAILABLE
IN MOST COUNTRIES OF THE

WORLD
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BRIEF SPECIFICATIONS :
DC VOLTS: '00. V - 1000V. 5 range s
AC VOLTS: , DO. V - 1OOOV. 5 ranges
DC CURRENT: 0 .' . A - 2A. 5 range s
AC CURRENT : O. ' " A - 2A - 5 ranges
Hi -OHMS: 0 .' !! - 20 M!! • 6 rang es
Lo-OHMS: D.' !! - 20M!!. 6 rang es
TEMPERATURE: - 50 DC - +'50 DC
( - 58 OF - + 302 OF). 2 ranges
(M ode l 2037A only)

Size: 3 !Ii "Wx 614 "L x 1 5/ 8 "H
WE IGHT: " oz. lexcl. battery )
OVERLOAD PROTECTION : 'OOOV DC
or AC peak all voltage ranges, 250V
DC or AC pea k all Ohms ranges;
2A/ 2 50 V fuse all cu rrent ranges.

.---------•..........................
• To: Sabtronics International, Inc., 5709 North 50th Street, Tampa, FL 33610 :

• Please send me I
• ModeI2035A Handheld Mull imeter kitls)@$74.95ea.$, _

I
M,odel2037A Handheid Multimeter kitIS)@$99.95ea.$ .

___Shipping and handling @ $5.00 per kit (see below)t $ I
• Model THP-20 Touch-and-hold Probe(s) @ $19.95 ea. $, _
___ Model AC-110 Battery Eliminator(s) @ $7.95 ea. $ II Model HVP-30 30 kV DC High-voltage Probe(s) @ $29.95 ea. $ •

I Florida residents add 4% State Sales Tax $$-------

TOTAL II I enclose [J check ' [J money order. Bill my [J Master Charge 0 Visa I
•

Card Account' Expiry date _

•Allow 2-3 weeks clearance time for personal checks. No C.O.D. •• I Name I
I Street ApI. I
• City State Zlp, _

tcontinental U.S. only. AK. HI & PR: $6.00. Canada: $7.50. Foreign: $19.00 Airmail. •._-------_•.............•...........~
www.americanradiohistory.comwww.americanradiohistory.com
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A one -chip (almost) digital panel meter in half an hour. 
EARL "DOC" SAVAGE, K4SDS, HOBBY EDITOR 

THERE IS A DIGITAL PANEL METER (DPM) 
IC on the market from Intersil (10710 
North Tantau Avenue, Cupertino, CA 
95014). The 40 -pin CMOS IC contains 
not only the 311: -digit A/D converter but 
also the 7- segment decoders, display driv- 
ers. a reference and a clock. All you add is 

power, a few resistors and capacitors and 
a display to make a complete digital 
meter. Nothing could be simpler! 

The fact is that there are two such 
Intersil IC's: the ICL7106 for use with a 

liquid crystal display (LCD) and the 
ICL7107 for use with a LED display. 
These IC's arc identical in function, but, 
because of drive requirements for the two 
types of displays, they use different pow- 
er (9 volts and 5 volts, respectively) and 
there arc other internal differences. The 
7106 and 7107 arc not interchangeable. 

Perhaps of greater interest arc the 
available "evaluation kits," including all 
parts for a complete digital meter except 
power supplies. For example. the 7106 kit 
contains the IC, a 3'/: -digit LCD, a PC 
board, 5 capacitors, 4 resistors, a pot and 
hardware (battery holder and connector. 
Molex socket pins and test lead jacks). 
About 30 to 40 minutes with your sol- 
dering iron and you have a working 0 -200 
mi /livoltmeter. 

[The 7106 kit sells for $29.95 and the 
7107 kit sells for $24.95. Order these 
directly from your nearest Imersil dis- 
tributor. You can obtain a distributor 
listing by writing to Intersil at the 
address already given.- Editor] 

Recently, I assembled a 7106 kit. The 
instructions are quite clear, assembly is 
simple and the meter worked beautifully 
right from the beginning. The only tick- 
lish part of construction is getting the IC 
and LCD into the Molex pin socket. 
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and one capacitor as per the instructions 
provided. I changed the DPM to read 0 -2 
volts. It has to be calibrated and you can 
do this with another meter of known 
accuracy or with a fresh carbon -zinc 
(flashlight) battery that has a potential 
pretty close to 1.55 volts. 

For my purposes, the 0 -2 volt instru- 
ment is really more useful -it measures 
from -1.999 V to +1.999 V. To mea- 
sure transistor bias (or almost anything 
else) just stick the leads into the circuit. 
Don't worry if you get them backwards; 
the meter changes sign from plus to 

DC VOLTMETER 

FIG. 3 

Patience and perseverance are the keys 
here. 

The case of measurement and reading 
is as great as you would expect from a 

digital meter. First, the input resistance is 
very high so that delicate transistor cir- 
cuits arc not upset when the test leads arc 
introduced. Second. when did you last see 
an analog meter that measured to tenths 
of a millivolt? The 7106 kit, by the way, 
is well powered by a standard 9 -volt bat- 
tery. Total current for the IC and the 
LCD is only about 1 mA, so battery life 
will be long. Of course, the 7107 kit 
requires considerably more current be- 
cause of the LED display. 

By changing the values of two resistors 
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minus and gives you the reading (actual- 
ly, no sign means a plus). You needn't 
worry, either. about ovcrvoltage. If it is 

greater than 1.999 volts or less than 
- I.999 volts. the last three digits simply 
turn off to tell you of the ovcrrange con- 
dition with no harm done. 

You can add a little voltage divider cir- 
cuit like the one in Fig. I if you want to 
be able to measure larger voltages. Note 
that the resistor values are approxima- 
tions. They should be adjusted to provide 
readings on the 20 -volt and 200 -volt 
scales (the 2 -volt scale is already cali- 
brated). 

You can use a standard 10% resistor 
for RI. If pots are used for R2 and R3 
(about 1.5 megohms and 150K). they can 
be adjusted easily. Again, the values can 
be measured and fixed resistors substi- 
tuted. 

The circuit of Fig. 1 makes no provi- 
sion for shifting the decimal point in the 
display. This can be accomplished by add- 
ing another section to the switch and wir- 
ing it to the DP terminals on the circuit 
board. You may also wish to add another 
switch to serve as an on -off switch for the 
DPM. 

To measure AC voltages, add the cir- 
continued on page 114 

A one-chip (almost) digital panel meter in half an hour.
EARL "DOC" SAVAGE, K4SDS, HOBBY EDITOR

minus and gives you the reading (actual
ly, no sign means a plus). You needn't
worry, either, about ovcrvoltage. If it is
greater tha n 1.999 volts or less than
- 1.999 volts, the last three digits simply
turn off to tell you of the overrange con
dition with no harm done.

You can add a littl e voltage divider cir
cuit like the one in Fig. I if you want to
be able to measure larger voltages. No te
that the resistor values are approxima
tions. They should be adjusted to provide
readings on the 20-volt and 200-volt
scales (the 2-volt scale is already cali
brated) .

You can use a standard 10% resistor
for R I. If pots are used for R2 and R3
(about 1.5 megohms and 150K) , they can
be adjusted easily. Again, the values can
be measured and fixed resistors substi
tuted.

The circuit of Fig. I makes no provi
sion for shift ing the decimal point in the
display. This can be accomplished by add
ing another section to the switch and wir
ing it to the DP termi nals on the circuit
board. You may also wish to add another
switch to serve as an on-off switch for the
DPM.

To measure AC voltages , add the cir
continued on page 114

and one capacitor as per the instructions
provided, I changed the DPM to read 0-2
volts. It has to be calibrated and you can
do this with another meter of known
accuracy or with a fresh car bon-zinc
(flashlight) battery that has a potentia l
pretty close to 1.55 volts.

For my purposes, the 0-2 volt inst ru
ment is really more useful-it measures
from - 1.999 V to + 1.999 V. To mea
sure transis tor bias (or almost anything
else) just stick the leads into the circuit.
Don't worry if you get them backwards;
the meter changes sign from plus to
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Patience and perseverance are the keys
here .

The ease of measurement and reading
is as great as you would expect from a
digita l meter. First, the input resistance is
very high so that delica te transistor cir
cuits are not upset when the test leads are
introduced. Second, when did you last see
an analog meter that measured to tenths
ofa millivolt? The 7106 kit, by the way,
is well powered by a standard 9-volt bat
tery . Total current for the IC and the
LCD is only about I rnA, so battery life
will be long. Of course, the 7107 kit
requires considerably more current be
cause of the LED disp lay.

By changing the values of two resistors
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THERE IS A DIGITAL PANEL METER (DPM)

IC on the market from Intersil (107 I0
North Tantau Avenue, Cupertino, CA
95014) . The 40-pin CMOS IC contains
not only the 3'/'-digit AID converter but
also the 7-segment decoders, display driv
ers, a reference and a clock. All you add is
power, a few resistors and capacitors and
a display to make a complete digital
meter. Nothing could be simpler!

The fact is that there are two such
Intersil IC's: the ICL7106 for use with a
liquid crystal display (LCD) and the
ICL7107 for use with a LED display .
These IC's are identical in function, but,
because of drive requ irements for the two
types of displays, they use different pow
er (9 volts and 5 volts, respectively) and
there are other internal differences . The
7106 and 7107 are not interchangeable.

Perhaps of greater interest are the
available "evaluation kits," including all
parts for a complete digital meter except
power supp lies. For example, the 7106 kit
contains the IC, a 3'/'-digit LCD, a PC
board, 5 capacitors, 4 resistors, a pot and
hardware (battery holder and connector,
Molex socket pins and test lead jacks).
About 30 to 40 minutes with your sol
dering iron and you have a working 0-200
mill ivoltmeter.

[The 7106 kit sells for $29.95 and the
7107 kit sells for $24.95. Order these
directly from your nearest Intersil dis
tributor. You can obtain a distributor
listing by writing to Intersil at the
address already given.-Editor]

Recently, I assembled a 7106 kit. The
instructions are quite clear, assembly is
simple and the meter worked beautifully
right from the beginning. The only tick
lish part of construction is getting the IC
and LCD into the Molex pin socket.
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An in-depth look at 
the only "plug -in »remote control system 

yo ver need for your home. 
ON 

BRIGHT ALL LIGHTS ON 

OFF 
DIM ALL OFF 

FUNCTIONS 
ON AND OFF 

FUNCTIONS 
ON. OFF, BRIGHTEN 
.0ND DIM 

18 UNIT COPE 
KEYS 

You're in control 
by remote control. 

Simply plug in The Controller'" 
and the BSR System X -10 modules, 
and control lights and appliances 
anywhere in the house by pressing a 

few buttons. So it's easy to take control. 

There's no end to all 
of the control you've got. 

You can turn on the TV, radio or 
stereo in the morning to help you wake 
up without getting up from bed. Or at 
night, turn on the lights before going 
downstairs so you don't have to fumble 
in the dark. Turn off unnecessary lights 
and help get your electric bill under 
control. Or, dim the lights and save 
energy, too. 

And when its time to turn in, just 
push a button and turn everything off. 
And sleep soundly. But, if you hear a 

strange noise in the middle of the night. 
you can press a button to turn on all the 
lights and scare the daylights out of an 
intruder 

The Controller is designed to 
control every room in the 
house. 

By pressing the buttons on the 
Command Console keyboard, 
command signals are transmitted over 

existing household wiring to the 
module of your choice. The Lamp 
Module turns on. off or dims any 
incandescent lamp up to 300 watts. 
The Appliance Module turns 
appliances like TVs. window fans or 
stereos on and off. And the Wall Switch 
Module is designed to turn on, off or 
dim any light or lamp up to 500 watts 
normally operated by a wall switch. 

There's even a Cordless Controller 
that transmits signals to an Ultrasonic 
Command Console from up to 30 feet 
away. So there's plenty of control for 
everyone. 

Simplicity is built into 
the system. 

ADVANC 
ELECTRONIC 

No special wiring is 
needed. Simply plug The 
Controller Command 
Console into any wall outlet 
in any room of the house 

Then plug your lamps and appliances 
into the appropriate modules. Plug in 

1 West 45 Street, New York, N.Y.10036 212 -687 -2224 

FUNCTIONS 
ON. OFF BRIGHTEN 
AND DIM 

the modules. And you're ready to 
take control 

BSR X -10 SUPER SPECIAL 
DELUXE 

ULTRASONIC CONSOLE 
REGULARLY $49.95 

NOW $29.95 
With the purchase of three or more 

modules 
Modules normally S17.00 ea. 

Modules of your choice 
3 for $47.95 6 for $83.95 

Ultrasonic Hand Unit 
Normally $24.95 Now $18.95 

Please add $3.00 for shipping 
TOLL FREE HOT LINE_ 

800- 223 -0474 

THE TIMER Automatically Programs 
Lights. Appliances. Just plug in The Timer 
and the BSR X -10 modules and you can pro- 
gram up to 8 lights and appliances to go On 
and OR up to twice a day. UL listed. 
$74.95 if purchased separately. If purchased 
with 3 or more modules $59.95 

NEW 
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BSR X-10 SUPER SPECIAL
DELUXE

ULTRASONIC CONSOLE
REGULARLY $49.95
NOW $29.95

With the purchase of three or more
modules

Modules normally $17.00 ea.
Modules of your choice

3 for $47.95 6 for $83.95
Ultrasonic Hand Unit

Normally $24.95 Now $18.95
Please add $3.00 for shipping

TOLL FREE HOT LINE
800-223-0474

THE TIMER™ Automatically Programs
Lights, Appliances. Just plug in The Timer
and the BSR X-10 modules and you can pro
gram up to 8 lights and appliances to go On
and Off up to twice a day. UL listed.
$74.95 if purchased separately. If purchased
with 3 or more modules $59.95

NEW

the modules. And you're ready to
take control.

existing household wiring to he
module of your choice. The Lamp
Module turns on, off or dims any
incandescent lamp up to 300 watts .
The Appliance Module turns
appliances like TVs, window fans or
stereos on and off. And the Wall Switch
Module is designed to turn on, off or
dim any light or lamp up to 500 watts
normally operated by a wall switch.

There's even a Cordless Controller
that transmits signals to an Ultrasonic
Command Console from up to 30 feet
away. So there 's plenty of control for
everyone.

Simplicity is built into
the system.

GiJ
No special wiring is

needed . Simply plug The
Controller Command@0 Console into any wall outlet
in any room of the house.

Then plug your lamps and appliances
into the appropriate modules . Plug in

An in-depth look at
the only«plug-in"remote control system

~ . ' ver need for your home.
~~

You're in control
by remote control. . \

Simply plug in The Controller"
and the BSR System x-io'inodules,
and control lights and appliances
anywhere in the house by pressing a
few buttons. So it's easy to take control.

There's no end to all
of the control you've got.

You can turn on the TV, radio or
stereo in the morning to help you wake
up without getting up from bed. Or at
night, turn on the lights before going
downstairs so you don't have to fumble
in the dark. Turn off unnecessary lights
and help get your electric bill under
control. Or, dirn the lights and save
energy, too .

And when it's time to turn in, just
push a button and turn everything off.
And sleep soundly. But, if you hear a
strange noise in the middle of the night,
you can press a button to turn on all the
lights and scare the daylights out of an
intruder.

The Controller is designed to
control every room in the
house.

By pressing the buttons on the
Command Console keyboard,
command signals are transmitted over

f West 45 Street, New York, N.Y.10036 212-687-2224
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HOBBY CORNER 
continued from page 112 

cuit in Fig. 2. Although R4 is not critical, 
R5 is. You can make up a variable resis- 

tor by using fixed resistors and a high - 
value pot in series. Resistor R5 should be 

adjusted for correct calibration on one 

scale, say 20 volts, and the other scales 

will read approximate values. (This is one 

of the problems with this oversimplified 
circuit; the other is that the hundredth 
digit tends to jitter on AC but the earth 
ground helps in this regard.) If your 
major use of the AC meter will be to 

measure the line voltage, you should 
adjust R5 for greatest accuracy on the 

200 -volt scale. 

Current may be measured with the 

Intersil DPM just as with analog meters. 
(See "Hobby Corner," May 1980 issue.) 
The shunt resistor (R,) is connected as 

shown in Fig. 3. Its value is found just as 

for the analog shunt. 
Greater sensitivity and less circuit 

effect would result, of course, if the 
basic DPM were left wired for 200 mV 
instead of 2- volts. Again, you should 
select a shunt value to make the current 
readings correspond with the voltage 
reading on the meter -there is no way 
you can put a new face on a dial that isn't 
there! 

Despite all they have to offer, these 
Intersil kits arc quite reasonably priced. 
The ICL7107 LED kit is about 525 and 
the ICL7106EV, for LCD's, about 530. 

R -E 

i_113 Audio Modules 
Finally ... quality, low cost modules 

super -clean for hifi . . , reliable for pro systems! 
with FULL FIVE YEAR WARRANTY! 

Built -in heatsinks 
Full circuit protection 
Totally encapsulated 
for thermal stability 

5 simple connections 
HY50 30 watts RMS $28.95 
True high fidelity from a compact module (4 a 2 x 

VP Use HY50 to build Or upgrade a hit, system. run 
a small PA. amplify an instrument. or in a 

biamp /tramp system. Rugged aluminum heatsinks, 
with encapsulated circuitry Mounts with two 
screws (provided) Low distortion 0 02% at 30 watts 
(1 KH :) Supply voltace í25V 

HY30 15 watts RMS 525.95 
Supe'L compact arnp. Sarre si :e as HY50. but 15 

watts RMS Ideal for great variety of audio applica- 
tions Like all ILP modules, requires only S connec- 
tions. input. output. positive and negative voltage. 
ground And like all ILP modules. HY30 carries a five 
year warranty, Distortion only 0.02% at 15 watts (1 

KHz) Supply voltage 220V 

HY6 Mono Preamp S25.95 
HY66 Stereo Preamp $48.95 
Contain complete circuitry for tone Controls, ac- 
curate RIAA equalization. inputs for tuner, auxiliary. 
phono or mike. plus full tape monitor facility' Fre- 

quency response of DC to 100 KHz ( 0. -3 db). 
distortion less than 0 005% signal/noise better than 
90 Ob, output to 4 5 VRMS Both types provided with 
plug-in edge connector (no soldering to module ro- 

quiredil Require 15V is 10 mA. Extremely compact 
HY6 (14. x 13 x 4. "), HY66 (3,h x 1% x 3/4") Require 
controls 100K linear (volume). 10K linear (bass. tre- 
ble) 10K linear (stereo balance). Optional pcb's are 
available for mounting of edge connector. 
66 for HY6 $3.75 666 for HY66 $4.75 

HY120 60 watts RMS 559.95 
High performance amplifier. ideal f; ,;h fidelity 
applications Features fully protected circuitry 
against shorts on input and output Builtin fins very 
effectively dissipate heat. Distortion is ultra-low 
0.01% at 60 watts (I KHz) Compact size (4v, x 4 x 

2-01. easy mounting (two screws supplied). make 
HY120 a super buy, Supply voltage t 35V, 

HY200 120 watts RMS $79.95 
Ideal amplifier for Critical high fidelity appiications 
Widely complimented in Europe on its sound quail. 
ty High reliability open /snort circuit protection - 

backed by S year guarantee Distortion only 0 01% at 
full output (1 KHz) 5 simple connections Also great 
for instrument amplification. PA. etc 135V 

HY400 240 watts RMS (4 ohm)$99.95 
ILP's most powerful amp design - 
ed for demanding situations. 
such as multi-speaker setups 
where reliability and high perfor- 
mance are essential. At high con- 
tinuous levels. a cooling fan 
should be used Features 
open /snort circuit protection 
Excellent sound quality. Distor- 
tion OOP /. at 240 watts (1 KHz) 
Size 4 x 4'h x 4 ". t 45V 

SPECIFICATIONS (Amp modules) 
Load Impedance - 4.16 ohms 
Frequency response - 10 Hz - 45 KHz -3 db 
Input sensitivity /impedance - 500 mV1100 kohm 
Signal/noise ratio - 100 db. 

Dealer Enquiries Invited. 

z r GLaOSTOIIE ELECTROIlICS 
901 Fuhrmann Blvd., Buffalo, N.Y. 14203 since 1965 

¢ Name F 
Address 

City State ZiG 
O 
5 VISA M/C Card no _666 a 4.76_ 

cc IN CANADA: Gladstone Electronics 1736 Avenue Rd . Toronto. Ont. (4181787.1448. TOTAL 

Phone orders (716) 849.0735 
Please send _Hy3O .:25 95 

_HYSO ,; 26 95 
_HY120359.95 
._HY2004 79.95 
_HY400499.95 
_NY6 a 25.95_ 
_66 a 3.76_ 
_HY66 x46.95_ 
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CIRCLE 71 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

More information on new 
lit is available. Use the 
Free Information Card inside 
the back cover 
SGL WABER MULTIPLE OUTLET STRIPS, Cata- 
log 102. contains 24 illustrated pages The new, 
completely -revised catalog gives detailed de- 
scriptions and specifications for 119 outlet -strip 
models. 65 of them UL- Listed and 28 CSA- Certi- 
fied Multiple outlet strips are widely used in 
industrial, commercial. and military fields. They 
offer a quick. sate. and easy way to multiply. relo- 
cate. and switch- control outlets in an electrical 
branch circuit without changing the wiring. 

The catalog also includes typical application 
areas, examples of custom design. and general 
ordering information -SGL Weber Electric, 300 
Harvard Ave.. Westville. NJ 08093 

CIRCLE 141 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

ELECTRONIC TEST ACCESSORIES, 1980, is a 

100 -page catalog with over 500 photos and over 
100 drawings The products include banana 
plugs. Jacks. and patch cords, phone -tip lacks. 
plugs, and connecting cords, test clips. probes. 
and holders, binding posts. black boxes, and 
sockets. molded patch cords, cable assemblies, 
and test socket adaptors. '. space molded 
accessories. molded test leads. and connecting 
leads. 

The catalog also includes new products, con- 
version tables of temperatures. a metric conver- 
sion chart. BNC and triaxial cable procedures, 
and a cross -index of connector MIL numbers - 
ITT Pomona Electronics, 1500 East Ninth Street, 
Pomona CA 91766. 

CIRCLE 142 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

MINIMICROMART CATALOG, for winter is a let- 
ter -size, illustrated booklet listing microcomput- 
ers. small computer systems, printers, kits, disk 
drives. terminals, floppy disk systems. memory 
boards, and other accessories for the hobbyist. 
Features and some specifications described. 
They also have a limited inventory of the now - 
discontinued Cromemco kits -MiniMicroMart, 
Inc., 1618 James Street, Syracuse. NY 13203 

CIRCLE 143 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

INSTRUMENTS FOR TESTING AND DESIGN, is 

Global Specialties Corporation's new 36 -page 
catalog. You will find here the company's well - 
known line of solderless breadboards, instrument 
cases, logic probes. frequency counters. and oth- 
er test and measuring instruments 

Among the new products listed are the Univer- 
sal Counter -Timer (model5001), suggested price 
S360. a benchtop 650 MHz Frequency Counter 
with a 0 1% crystal oven oscillator (model 60011 
suggested price S385: and a triggerable 40 -chan- 
nel multiple- threshold logic state indicator (model 
LM -3 Logic Monitor). suggested price $585. Oth- 
er newcomers to the catalog are a breadboard 
wire jumper kit, including prepared color -coded 
wires in 14 lengths designed for use with the com- 
pany's solderless breadboards in place of user - 
prepared hookup wires ($10). and a binding post 
assortment which includes five red and five black 
binding posts. 20 insulating shoulder washers 
and 20 mounting nuts. These binding posts 
accept banana plugs. alligator clips, bare wire, tip 

continued on page 127 

INSTRUMENTS FOR TESTING AND DESIGN, is
Global Specialties Corporation's new 36-page
catalog. You will find here the company's well
known line of solderless breadboards, instrument
cases, logic probes, frequency counters, and oth
er test and measuring instruments.

Among the new products listed are the Univer
sal Counter-Timer (mode/SOO1), suggested price
$360 ; a bench top 650 MHz Frequency Counter
with a 0.1% crystal oven oscillator (mode/ 6001),
suggested price $385 ; and a triggerable 40-chan
nel multiple-threshold logic state indicator (model
LM-3 Lagle Moniton, suggested price $585. Oth 
er newcomers to the catalog are a breadboard
wire jumper kit, including prepared color-coded
wires in 14 lengths designed for use with the com
pany's solderless breadboards in place of user
prepared hookup wires ($10), and a binding post
assortment which includes five red and five black
binding posts, 20 insulating shoulder washers
and 20 mounting nuts. These binding posts
accept banana plugs, alligator clips, bare wire, lip
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SGL WABER MULTIPLE OUTLET STRIPS, Cata
log 102, contains 24 illustrated pages. The new,
completely-revised catalog gives detailed de
scriptions and specifications for 119 outlet-strip
models, 65 of them UL-Listed and 28 CSA-Certi
fied . Multiple outlet strips are widely used in
industrial, commercial, and military fields. They
offer a quick, safe, and easy way to multiply, relo
cate, and switch-control outlets in an electrical
branch circuit without changing the wiring.

The catalog also includes typical application
areas, examples of custom design, and general
ordering informalion.-SGL Waber Electric, 300
Harvard Ave., Westville, NJ 08093 .

CIRCLE 141 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

ELECTRONIC TEST ACCESSORIES, 1980, is a
100-page catalog with over 500 photos and over
100 drawings. The products include banana
plugs, jacks, and patch cords; phone-tip jacks,
plugs , and connecting cords; test clips, probes,
and holders; binding posts, black boxes, and
sockets; molded patch cords, cable assemblies,
and test socket adaptors; '//' space molded
accessories, molded test leads, and connecting
leads .

The catalog also includes new products, con
version tables of temperatures, a metric conver
sion chart, BNC and triaxial cable procedures,
and a cross-index of connector MIL numbers.
ITTPomona Electronics, 1500 East Ninth Street,
Pomona CA 91766.
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MINIMICROMART CATALOG, for winter is a let
ter-size, illustrated booklet listing microcomput
ers, small computer systems, printers, kits, disk
drives, terminals, floppy disk systems, memory
boards, and other accessories for the hobbyist.
Features and some specifications described.
They also have a limited inventory of the now
discontinued Cromemco kits .-MiniMicroMart,
Inc., 1618 James Street, Syracuse, NY 13203.
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More information on new
lit is available. Use the
Free Information Card inside
the back cover

$79.95

Int ersil DPM just as with analog meters.
(See " Hobby Corner," May 1980 issue.)
The shunt resistor (R,) is connected as
shown in Fig. 3. Its value is found just as
for the analog shunt.

Greater sensitivity and less circuit
effect would result, of course, if the
basic DPM were left wired for 200 mV
instead of 2-volts. Again, you should
select a shunt value to make the current
readings correspond with the voltage
reading on the meter-there is no way
you can put a new face on a dial that isn't
there!

Despite all they have to offer, these
Intersil kits are quite reasonably priced.
The ICL7107 LED kit is about $25 and
the ICL7106EV, for LCD's, about $30.

R-E

Idea! amplifier for criti cal high fidelity applications.
Widely complimented in Europe on its sound quali
ty. High reliabilit y open/ short circuit protection
backed by 5 year guarantee. Distortion only 0.01 % at
full output (1 KHz).5 simple connections. Also great
for instrument amplifi cation, PA, etc. :!:35V.

HY200 120 watts RMS

HY120 60 watts RMS $59.95
High performance amplifier, ideal for high fidelit y
applications. Features fully protected circuit ry
against shorts on input and output. Built-in fins very
effecti vely dissipate heat. Distortion is ultra-low
0.01 % at 60 watts (1 KHz). Compact size (4V, x 4 x
2"0) , easy mounting (two Screws supplied), make
HY1 20 a super buy! Supply voltage :!:35V.

HY 400 240 watts RMS (4 ohm)$99.95
ILP's most powerful amp design
ed for demanding situations,
such as mutti-speaker setups
where reliabilit y and high perfor
mance are essential. At high con
tinuous levels, a cooling fan
should be used . Features
open/ short circuit protecti on.
Excellent sound qualit y. Distor
tion 0.01% at 240 watts (1 KHz).
Size: 4 x 4'12 x 4" . :!:45V.

SPECIFICATIONS (Amp modules)
LoadImpedance - 4-16ohms
Frequencyresponse - 10Hz - 45 KHz - 3 db
Input sensltlvltylimpedance - 500 mV/1ookohm
Signal/noise ratio - 100db.

Dealer Enquiries Invited.

HY6 Mono Preamp $25.95
HY66 Stereo Preamp $48.95
Contain complete circuitry for tone controls, ac
curate RIAA equalization, inputs for tuner, auxiliary,
phono or mike, plus full tape monitor facility! Fre
quency response of DC to 100 KHz (+ 0, - 3 db),
distorti on less than 0.005% signal/noi se better than
90 db, output to 4.5 VRMS.Both types provided with
plug-in edge connector (no soldering to module re
quired!) Require 15V @ 10 mAoExtremely compact:
HY6 (1'/. x 1'/. x '14 '), HY66(3'ft x 1s/. x '14'). Require
controls 100K linear (volume), 10K linear (bass, tre
ble) 10K linear (stereo balance). Optional pcb's are
available for mounting of edge connector.
B6for HY6$3.75 B66for HY66$4.75

True high fidelity from a compact module (4 x 2 x
1")! Use HY50to build or upgradea hifi system, run
a small PA, amplify an instrument, or in a
biamp/triamp system. Ruggedaluminum heatsinks,
with encapsulated circuitry. Mounts with two
screws (provided). Low distortion 0.02% at 30 watts
(1 KHz). Supply volt aqa e 25V.

HY30 15 watts RMS $25.95
Superb compact amp, same size as HY50, but 15
watts RMS. Ideal for great variety of audio applica
tions. Like all ILP modules, requires only 5 connec
tions: input, output, positi ve and negative voltage,
ground. And likealllLP modules, HY30carries a five
year warranty! Distortion only 0.02% at 15 watts (1
KHz). Supply vott aqe :!:20V.

cuit in Fig. 2. Although R4 is not critical,
R5 is. You can make up a variable resis
tor by using fixed resistors and a high
value pot in series. Resisto r R5 should be
adjusted for correct calibration on one
scale, say 20 volts, and the other scales
will read approximate values. (This is one
of the problems with this oversimplified
circuit; the other is that the hundredth
digit tends to jitter on AC but the earth
ground helps in this regard .) If your
major use of the AC meter will be to
measure the line voltage, you should
adjust R5 for greatest accuracy on the
200-volt scale.

Current may be measured with the

HOBBY CORNER
continued from page 112

@~a~ .. ~~i~.i~w~S?~O~~I~SS
super-clean for hifi .. L reliable for pro systems!
with FULL FIVE YEAR WARRANTY!

-Built·in heatsinks
-Full circuit protection
-Totally encapsulated
for thermal stability

-5 simple connections
HY50 30 watts RMS $28.95
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20 901 Fuhrmann Blvd., Buffalo, N.Y. 14203 since 1965 Please send_HY30 @25.95_

_ HY50 @28.95_
::: Name _ HY120@59.95_
o _ HY200@ 79.95_
w Address _ HY400@ 99.95_
u:I _ HY6 @25.95_
, City State Zip __B8 @ 3.75_

o _ HY66 @48.95_
Ci VISA MIC Card no . _ B66 @ 4.75_
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new products 

More information on new products is available. Use the 
Free Information Card inside the back cover. 

OSCILLOSCOPE, model LBO -515B. an up- 
graded version of the LBO -515. has been in- 
creased in bandwidth to 30 MHz and a 10 -turn 
calibrated delay -time function control has been 
added It features a 5 mV sensitivity in both 
sweep and X -Y display modes and dual- channel 
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displays which can be either chopped or alter- 
nated and the sum or difference of the channels 
indicated. The trigger controls include selection 
of cs -i and CH-2. AC- or DC- coupling, video frame 
or line sync filters and + or slope selection, 
and includes a trigger HoLDOFF control. The 4 -inch 
CRT features an internal 8 10 graticule which is 

calibrated for measurement of risetime. The 
LBO -515B measures 11';'.'" x 51/4" x 14'4". Acces- 
sories include a probe pouch and special -pur- 
pose probes. Price is $1.530.- Leader Instru- 
ments Corp., 380 Oser Ave., Hauppauge, NY 
11787. 

VOLTAGE CONTROLS, models L -221. L -50l and 
L -1010. use a portable variable AC- control sys- 
tem operating from a 120 -volt AC line. The sys- 
tem enables the user to select and adiust AC 
voltage at any level from 0 to 140 volts to provide 
power for applications up to 10 amperes continu- 
ous duty or to 100 amperes surge. Housed in an 

aluminum enclosure, the units feature fused 
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three -wire grounded circuitry for user safety, an 

on -off switch, a pilot lamp, and front -panel con- 
trols Model L -221 is rated 1.75 amps. L -501 is 

rated 4.5 amps and L -1010 is rated 10 amps. 
Applications include portable use, lab and bench 
applications, or incorporation into machines and 

equipment. Model L -221 is $58.00. Model L -501 
is $74.00 and L-1010 is $88.00. -Staco Energy 
Products Co., 301 Gaddis Blvd.. Dayton. OH 

45403 

KEYBOARDS, designated Fastype, are a line of 
alphanumeric keyboards featuring a patented 
membrane- switch technology that provides a life 
rating of 50 million operations per key, and a con- 
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tact bounce less than 2 ms Characterized by low 
EMI emissions, the units run silently with a force 
of 3 to 5 ounces per key and 5 to 7 ounces per 
space bar over a 0 150" travel. 

The keyboards come in a variety of models with 
various key -cap styles and widths, special colors 
and legends. Backer boards come in either phe- 
nolic, metal or PCB. Flextail terminations are 
standard; other terminations can also be provid- 
ed. Price is typically $30.00 each in OEM quanti- 
ties.- Chomerics, Inc., 77 Dragon Ct., Woburn, 
MA 01888 

ELECTRONIC THERMOMETER, No 71,741, is 
designed for temperature readings at various 
locations both indoors and outdoors This bat- 
tery- operated thermometer has three sensors 
which allow the user to measure and monitor 
temperatures at three different locations as far 
away as 1,000 feet 
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Operated by pushbutton, the unit gives read- 
ings from minus 22° to plus 122' Fahrenheit. or 
from minus 30° to plus 50` Celsius with accuracy 
of one degree. It is finished in a walnut -grained 
cabinet and comes with three waterproof temper- 
ature probes with 15 -foot cables. Price is $87.00 
plus $3.50 for packing and delivery -Edmund 
Scientific Co., 7082 Edscorp Bldg . Barrington. 
NJ 08007. 

TEST UP TO 

100 WATTS /STEREO 
200 WATTS /MONO 

111\- pia 
I 1I 

AUDIO POWER CONTROL 

TPC -100 $140 

Now test an amplifier or receiver s maximum 

power. crosstalk. distortion. and much more 

The TPC -10(Ts monitor output provides the In- 

tercotlnection between the amplifier and your 

test equipment The TPC-100 distributes 2 chan- 
nel audio signals into 4, 8. or 16 ohm dummy 
loads (which are MIL grade ran -inductive), or to 
the external speakers 

b order. or for more information, contact: 

H9ío RAYVEtMIRST AVENUE /VAN MIYS /CALV VFW 9116 
2131!166690 
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The world of 
electronics 

gee -wizardry 

-YOURS FREE. 
32 -pages of test instruments - from the 
latest digital multimeters to the famous 
EICO scopes. Security systems. Auto- 
motive and hobbyist products. Kits and 
assembled. EICO quality. EICO value. 
For FREE catalog, check reader service 
card or send 501 for first class mail. 

E/CO Z: 108 New South Road 
Hicksville, N.Y. 11801 J 115 _- 
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AUDIO POWER CONTROL
TPC-100 $140

-YOURS FREE.
32-pages of test ins trume nts - from the
latest dig ital mult imete rs to the famous
EICO scopes. Secu rity sys tems. Auto 
motive and hobbyist prod uc ts. Kits and
assembled. EICO qua lity . EICO va lue.
For FREE catalog, ch eck reader service
card or send 50t for fi rst class mail.

~ 108 New South Road
Hicksville, N.Y. 11801

testek
6910 HAYVENHURSTAVENUEIVAN NUYS/CALIFORNIA91 406

213786-6890

The world 0'
electronics

gee-wizardry
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Now test an amplifier or receiver's maximum
power, crosstalk, distortion, and much more.
Ihe I PG-l00's monitor output provides the in
terconnection between the amplifier and your
test equipment. The lPG-loa distributes2 chan
nel audio signals into 4, 8, or 16 ohmdummy
loads (whichare MIL grade non-inductive), or to
theexternal speakers.

10 order, or for moreinformation, contact:
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Operated by pushb utton, the unit gives read
ings fro m minus 22° to plus 122° Fahrenheit , or
from minus 30° to plus 50° Celsius with accuracy
of one degree. It is finished in a walnut-g rained
cabin et and comes with thr ee waterproof temper
ature probes wit h t s-t oot cables. Price is $87.00
plus $3.50 for packing and delivery.- Edm und
Scient ific Co., 7082 Edscorp Bldg., Barr ington,
NJ 08007.

ELECTRONIC THERMOMETER, No. 71,741, is
designed for temperature reading s at var ious
locat ions both indoors and outdoors. This bat
tery-op erat ed thermometer has three sensors
which allow the user to measure and monitor
tempe ratures at three different locations as far
away as 1,000 feet.
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tact bounce less than 2 ms. Characteri zed by low
EMI emissions, the units run silently with a force
of 3 to 5 ounces per key and 5 to 7 ounces per
space bar over a 0.150" travel.

The keyboards come in a variety of models with
various key-cap styles and widths, special colors
and legends . Backer boards come in either phe
nolic , metal or PCB. F1extail terminations are
standard; other terminations can also be provid
ed. Price is typically $30.00 each in OEM quanti
t ies.-Chomerics, lnc., 77 Dragon Ct., Woburn,
MA 01888.
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More information on new products is available. Use the
Free Information Card inside the back cover.

three-wir e grounded circuitry for user safety, an
on- off switch, a pilot lamp, and front-panel con
trols. Model L-22 1 is rated 1.75 amps, L-501 is
rated 4.5 amps and L-1010 is rated 10 amps.
Applic ati ons include portabl e use, lab and bench
app licat ions, or incorporation into machines and
equipment. Model L-221 is $58.00, Model L-501
Is $74.00 and L-1010 is $88.00.-Staco Energy
Products ce., 301 Gaddis Blvd. , Dayton, OH
45403.

VOLTAGE CONTROLS, models L-221, L-501 and
L-1010, use a por table variable AC-control sys
tem operating from a 120-volt AC line. The sys
tem enables the user to select and adjust AC
voltage at any level from 0 to 140 volts to provide
power for applications up to 10 amperes continu
ous duty or to 100 amperes surge. Housed in an
aluminum enclosure, the units feature fused

OSCILLOSCOPE, model L80-5158, an up
graded version of the L80-515, has been in
creased in bandwidth to 30 MHz and a to-turn
calibrated delay-time function control has been
added . It featu res a 5 mV sensitivity in both
sweep and X-Y display modes and dual -channel

KEYBOARDS, designated FBstype, are a line of
alphanumeric keyboards featuring a patented
membrane-switch technology that prov ides a life
ratin g of 50 million operations per key, and a con-

displays which can be eithe r chopp ed or alter
nated and the sum or difference of the channels
indicated. The trigger cont rols includ e selection
of CH-1 and CH-2, AC- or DC-coupling, video frame
or line sync filt ers and + or - slope selection,
'and includes a trigg er HOlOOFF control. The 4-inch
CRT features an internal 8 X 10 graticule which is
calibrated for measurement of risetime. The
L80-5158 measures 11'1." x 5'1." x 14'1.". Acces
sor ies inc lude a probe pouch and special-pur
pose probes. Price is $1,530.-Leader Instru
ments Cor p., 380 Oser Ave., Hauppauge , NY
11787.
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How two or more radios can share the same antenna in 

simple peace and harmony. 
HERB FRIEDMAN. COMMUNICATIONS EDITOR 

EVERYONE KNOWS SOME PERSON WHO IS 

always working for a "good cause." If 
it's not raising money for starving 
children on the other end of the earth. 
its getting a sponsor for a Little League 
team. or blood donors fora hemophiliac. 

The problem is that these people are 
really sincere. and its almost impos- 
sible to refuse them when they appear 
at the door. Our neighborhood "do 
gooder" recently showed up with a 

stack of VHF receivers he had collected 
so that guests in the local Retirement 
Home could listen in to police. fire. 
emergency calls and the radio- telephone 
service. Naturally. I couldn't refuse his 
request to "get them working." though 
even Heaven couldn't get some of them 
to stop drifting long enough to receive 
a complete thought. 

One of the interesting aspects of that 
motley assortment of VHF /UHF re- 
ceivers was that almost all of them used 
separate antenna inputs for VHF and 
UHF. and some even had separate 
VHF -low and VHF -high antenna con- 
nections. Perhaps that was excusable 
back in the good old days -whatever 
they may be -but after the introduction 
of the CB /BC (citizens band and broad- 
cast band) antenna -splitter in the early 
1960's. there was never a valid reason 
for separate antennas and multiple an- 
tenna inputs on consumer equipment. 
Today. of course. VHF /UHF gear uses 
but one antenna input for two. and 
sometimes three. individual front ends 
without interaction -that is. without 
one front end shorting the signal meant 
for another front end. 

To understand how one antenna input 
is used for two or more front ends. we 
need only look at a CB/BC antenna 
splitter. for it is the least complex in 
terms of design. and also the most easily 
understood. 

Figure I shows two versions of the 
same CB /BC splitter. Figure I -a shows 
the original low -loss design. while Fig. 
I -b shows the final commercial version 
using a low -cost resistor in place of the 
relatively expensive radio- frequency 
choke. RFCI. Except in rare instances, 
the additional loss created by the resis- 
tor went unnoticed. hence. Fig. I -b be- 
came the standard commercial version. 

CB 

TRANSCEIVER 

AUTO 
RADIO 

5052 CB ANTENNA 
ALSO SERVING 
AS AN 
AUTO RADIO 
ANTENNA 

C1 

20pF 

LI Xe5K AT 
1.6 MHz 

Z -312AT 1.6 MHz 
AND 500S2 AT 27 MHz 

CB 
TRANSCEIVER 

AUTO 
RADIO 

5012 CB ANTENNA 
ALSO SERVING 
AS AN 
AUTO RADIO 
ANTENNA 

L1 CI 
20 pF 

R1 

50052 

RFCI 

F1ß. 

The splitter operates on the principle 
that when two resistors or impedances 
are in parallel. and one is IO times the 
value of the other. there is virtually no 
effect on the working circuit by the 
higher resistor. The inverse is true in 
series circuits. (I am certain that many 
readers can document numerous ex- 
ceptions to that rule.) 

In Figure 1 -a. LI and CI form a 

series- resonant circuit tuned to 27 MHz. 
Capacitor CI has a reactance of 5000 
ohms at 1.6 MHz. a frequency repre- 
senting the top of the broadcast band. 

RF Choke RFCI has an impedance 
of 500 ohms at 27 MHz. and 3 ohms at 
1.6 MHz. The antenna system is a dual - 
band automotive radio antenna. It acts 
as a standard antenna at AM broadcast 
frequencies (0.550 -1.6 MHz) and pro- 
vides a 50 -ohm load at 27 MHz. 

When the CB transmitter is keyed. 
the RF output "sees" a low- impedance 
path through the series -resonant LI 
C network to the 50 -ohm antenna 
load. In parallel with the 50 -ohm an- 

tenna load. the CB transmitter sees the 
500 -ohm impedance of RFCI, so vir- 
tually all the RF flows to the antenna. A 
received 27 -MHz signal sees the low- 

impedance path through LI CI to the 
CB. with a parallel load of RFCI, so 
almost all the received signal goes to 
the CB. 

When a broadcast -band signal is re- 
ceived. the signal from the antenna sees 
a 3 -ohm path through RFCI to the 
broadcast radio. and a series path to the 
CB of at least 5000 ohms through the 
impedance of LI and CI: hence. essen- 
tially all of the received AM broadcast 
signal goes to the broadcast band radio. 

In actual practice. LIC1 is tuneable, 
and is user -adjusted for minimum SWR 
at the CB transmitter output. 

Everyone always likes to come out 
with a less expensive model than his 
competitor: there's little that can be 
eliminated from the circuit other than 
substituting a resistor for RFCI, and 
that's just what was done in many CB 
splitters. Figure I -b shows the "budget" 
model. The theory remains the same 
except we now have a fixed impedance 
for RFCI . Now the broadcast signal 
from the antenna must flow through 500 
ohms to the receiver. rather than 3 

ohms maximum. Is there a loss? You 
betcha. But the radio's AGC can often 
compensate for the loss. Only extremely 
weak signals -usually too weak to acti- 
vate the AGC -will be lost because of 
RI 

Another reason for the switch from 
an inductor to a resistor for RFCI was 
the sudden popularity of AM /FM auto- 
motive radios. If RFCI could block a 

CB signal at 27 MHz. it sure as heck 
could block an 88 -108 MHz FM signal. 
Resistor RI, on the other hand. will 
pass the FM frequencies. though there 
will be a loss of some 21 dB. not an in- 
significant value when it comes to FM. 
A moderate signal can simply disappear 
into the noise level or the signal might 
be reduced below the receiver's stereo 
threshold. 

That type of splitting. whereby one 
antenna is used for two or more inputs. 
outputs. front ends. or what have you. 
at the same time. is called multiplexing. 
Now let's look at how one antenna is 
multiplexed in a modern VHF -UHF 
scanner. 

Figure 2 is a simplified diagram of the 
antenna /front end of Radio Shack's 
latest programmable scanner. the PRO - 
2008. It has separate front ends for 
VHF -low (30-50 MHz). VHF -high (144 
174 MHz). and UHF (410 -512 MHz). 

continued on page 122 

How two or more radios can share the same antenna in
simple peace and harmony.
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Z=3S?AT 1.6MHz
,...-----....,ANO500S?AT 27 MHz

impedance path through L I-C 1 to the
CB , with a parallel load of RFCI , so
almos t all the received signal goes to
the CB.

When a broadcast-band signal is re
ceived, the signal from the antenna sees
a 3-ohm path through RFC 1 to the
broadcast radio, and a series path to the
CB of at least 5000 ohms through the
impedance of L I and C I; hence, essen
tially all of the received AM broadcast
signal goes to the broadcast band radio.

In actual practice, LI -C1 is tuneable,
and is user-adjusted for minimum SWR
at the CB transmitter output.

Eve ryone always likes to come out
with a less expensive model than his
competitor; there 's little that can be
eliminated from the circuit other than
substituting a resistor .for RFC I, and
that's just what was done in many CB
splitters. Figure I-b shows the " budget"
model. The theory remains the same
except we now have a fixed impedance
for RFC 1. Now the broadcast signal
from the antenna must flow through 500
ohms to the receiver, rather than 3
ohms maximum. Is there a loss? You
betcha. But the radio 's AGC can often
compensate for the loss. Only extremely
weak signals-usually too weak to acti- .
vate the AGC-will be lost because of
RI.

Another reason for the switch from
an inductor to a resistor for RFC I was
the sudden popularity of AM/FM auto
motive radios . If RFC I could block a
CB signal at 27 MHz, it sure as heck
could block an 88-108 MHz FM signal.
Resistor R I, on the other hand, will
pass the FM freq uencies, though there
will be a loss of some 21 dB, not an in
significant value when it comes to FM.
A moderate signal can simply disappear
into the noise level or the signal might
be reduced below the receiver' s stereo
threshold.

That type of splitt ing, whereby one
antenna is used for two or more inputs,
outputs, front ends , or what have you,
at the same time, is called multiplexing .
Now let's look at how one antenna is
multiplexed in a modem VHF-UHF
scanner.

Figure 2 is a simplified diagram of the
antenna/fro nt end of Radio Shack's
latest programmable scanner, the PRO
2008. It has separate front ends for
VHF-low (30-50 MHz), VHF- high (144
174 MHz), and UHF (410-5 12 MHz).

continued on page 122
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FIG. 1

The splitter operates on the principle
that when two resistors or impedances
are in parallel, and one is 10 times the
value of the other. there is virtually no
effect on the working circuit by the
higher resistor. The inverse is true in
series circuits. (I am certain that many
readers can document numerous ex
ceptions to that rule.)

In Figure l-a , Ll and C I form a
series-resonant circuit tuned to 27 MHz.
Capacitor C I has a reactance of 5000
ohms at 1.6 MHz. a frequency repre
senting the top of the broadcast band.

RF Choke RFC I has an impedance
of 500 ohms at 27 MHz, and 3 ohms at
1.6 MHz. The antenna system is a dual
band automotive radio anten na. It acts
as a standard antenna at AM broadcast
freq uencies (0.550-1.6 MHz) and pro
vides a 50-ohm load at 27 MHz.

When the CB transmitter is keyed,
the RF output " sees" a low-impedance
path through the series-resonant LI
C I network to the 50-ohm antenna
load. In paralle l with the 50-ohm an
tenna load , the CB transmitter sees the
500-ohm impedance of RFC I, so vir
tually all the RF flows to the anten na. A
received 27-MHz signal sees the low-

EVERYONE KNOWS SOME PERSON WHO IS
always working for a "good cause." If
it' s not raising money for starving
children on the other end of the earth,
it' s gett ing a spo nsor for a Little League
team , or blood donors for a hemophiliac.

The problem is that these people are
really sincere, and it's almost impos
sible to refuse them when they appear
at the door. Our neighborhood "do
gooder" recent ly showed up with a
stack of VHF rece ivers he had collected
so that guests in the local Retirement
Home could listen in to police, fire,
emergency calls and the radio-telephone
service . Naturally. I cou ldn't refuse his
request to " get them working," though
even Heaven couldn't get some of them
to stop drifting long enough to rece ive
a complete thou ght.

One of the interesting aspects of that
motle y ass ortment of VHF /UHF re
ceivers was that almost all of them used
sep arate antenna inputs for VHF and
UHF, and some even had separate
VHF-low and VHF-high antenna con
nections . Perh aps that was excusable
back in the good old days-i-whatever
they may be-but after the introduction
of the CB/BC (citizens band and broad
cast band ) anten na-splitter in the early
1960's, there was never a valid reason
for separa te antennas and multiple an
tenna inputs on consumer equipment.
Tod ay. of course , VHF/UHF gear uses
but one antenna input for two, and
sometimes three , individual front ends
without interaction-that is, without
one front end short ing the signal meant
for another front end.

To understand how one antenna input
is used for two or more front ends, we
need only look at a CB/BC antenna
splitter, for it is the least complex in
terms of design, and also the most easily
understood.

Figure I shows two vers ions of the
~ same CB/BC splitte r. Figure I-a shows
z the original low-loss des ign. while Fig.
~ I-b shows the final commercial versiono using a low-cost resistor in place of the
UJ relatively expens ive radio-frequency
Lct choke , RFC I. Except in rare instances,
6 the addi tional loss created by the resis
Ci tor went unnot iced, hence . Fig. I-b be
C2 came the standard commercia l version .
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Design of Digital Systems - six volumes 

ADVANCED COURSE 
DESIGN OF DIGITAL SYSTEMS 

Six largo-format volumes - each 11'. x 8'. ". 
CONTENTS 

The contents of Design of Digital Sys- 
tems include: 

Book 1: Octal, hexadecimal and binary 
number systems; representation of nega- 
tive numbers. complementary systems; 
binary multiplication and division. 

Book 2 OR and AND functions; logic 
gates: NOT, exclusiveOR, NAND. NOR and 
exclusive - NOR functions: multiple input 
gates: truth tables: DeMorgan's Laws: 
canonical forms: logic conventions: Kar 
naugh mapping: three -state and wired 
logic. 

Book 3: Half adders and full adders: sub- 
tractors; serial and parallel adders; pro- 
cessors and arithmetic logic units (ALUS). 
multiplication and division systems. 

Book 4: Flip- flops; shift registers; 
asynchronous counters; ring. Johnson and 
exclusive-OR feedback counter: random 
access memories (RAMS). read -only 
memories (ROMS). 

Book 5: Structure of calculators: key- 
board encoding; decoding display data: 

-register systems: control unit; program 
ROM; address decoding; instruction sets: 
instruction decoding; control program 
structure. 

Book 6: Central processing unit (CPU): 
memory organization: character represen- 
tation; program storage: address modes. 
input/output systems: program interrupts. 
interrupt priorities programming. assem- 
blers: executive programs, operating 
systems. and time -sharing. 

OUR CUSTOMERS 
Design of Digital Systems has been 

bought by more than half the 50 largest 
corporations in America. and by Motorola. 
Intel. DEC. National Semiconductor. Fair- 
child. General Instrument. Hewlett 
Packard. Heath Co . M I T . NASA. Smith- 
sonian Institute, Bell Telephone Labs. And 
many, many more. as well as corporations 
and individuals in over 50 countries. 

Designing 
Digital Systems 
Two programmed learning courses: 
hardware and software; theory 
and application. 

BASIC COURSE 

Digital Computer 
Logic and 
Electronics 

Boob `_! 

c- 

Digital Computer Logic & Electronics 

CONTENTS 
Digital Computer Logic and Electronics 

is designed for the beginner. No mathe- 
matical knowledge other than simple arith- 
metic is assumed. though you should have 
an aptitude for logical thought. It consists 
of 4 volumes - each 111/2" x 81/2" - and 
serves as an introduction to the subject of 
digital electronics. 

Contents include: Binary, octal and 
decimal number systems: conversion be- 
tween number systems: AND, OR, NOR 
and NAND gates and inverters: Boolean 
algebra and truth tables: DeMorgan's 
Laws; design of logical circuits using NOR 
gates; R -S and J -K flip-flops; binary 
counters, shift registers and half- adders. 

CAMBRIDGE 
LEARNING Inc. 

!rive 
North Reading. 
MA 01864 

Call (617) 664 -2364 to 
order by phone -free. 

7 days. 24 hours 

Order free by phone 

Mastercharge /VISA 

No shipping charges 

Money-back guarantee 

Tax deductible 

Save S5 

NO RISK GUARANTEE 
There's absolutely no risk to you. If you're 

not completely satisfied with your courses, 
simply return them to CLI within 30 days. 
We'll send you a full refund, plus return post- 
age. 

TAX DEDUCTIBLE 
In most cases, the full cost of CLI courses 

can be a tax deductible expense. 

PHONE ORDERS - FREE 
To order by phone, call (617) 664 -2364 

with your credit card information. It won't 
cost you a dime. because we'll deduct the 
cost of your call from the price of the courses 
you order. 

TO ORDER BY MAIL 
You may use the order form below if you 

wish. but you don't need to. Just send your 
check or money order (payable to Cam- 
bridge Learning. Inc to the address below. If 
you don't use the order form, make sure your 
address is on your check or the envelope, 
and write "DOS" (Design of Digital Sys- 
tems) . "OGLE" (Digital Computer Logic & 
Electronics) , or "both" (both courses) on 
your check. 

Mass. Residents add 5% sales tax. We pay 
all shipping costs. 

We also accept company purchase or- 
ders. 

AIR MAIL 
The prices shown include surface mail 

postage anywhere in the world. Air mail post- 
age costs an extra $10 for both courses (10 
volumes) . 

DISCOUNTS 
Call or write for details of educational and 

quantity discounts. and for dealer costs. 

SAVE SS 

If you order both courses, you save $5 Order 
at no obligation today 

To: Cambridge Learning Inc., 1 Judith Drive, North Reading, MA 01864 

í' CdSt' Sema IIiC 

sets of Design of Digital Systems S19 95 s 

sets of Digital Computer Logic & Electronics $14 95 
sets of both courses $29 90 

Enclosed is check /money order (payable to Cambridge Learning Inc.) for total S 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY/STATE/ZIP . 
1,110 
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Design of Digital Sys te ms · six volumes

Designing
Digital Systems
Two programmed learning courses:
hardware and software; theory
and application.

ADVANCED COURSE
DESIGN OF DIGITAL SYSTEMS

Six terqe- format volumes - eac h 11'/, x 8'/, ",

CONTENTS
The co ntents of Design of Digital Sys

tems inclu de:
Book 1: Octal, hexadecimal and binary

num ber systems; representat ion of nega
tiv e num bers; co mp leme ntary systems;
binary multi plicati on and division.

Book 2: OR and AND fun cti ons ; logic
gat es; NOT, exc lusl ve-Oft, NAND , NOR and
exclusive - NOR fun cti ons; multiple inpu t
ga tes; t ruth tab les; DeMorgan 's l aws;
canonical forms; logic co nventions; Ka r
naugh mapping; three-state and wi red
log ic:

Book 3: Hal f adders and fu ll adders; sub
tract ors; serial and parallel adders; pro
cesso rs and ar ithmet ic log ic uni ts (ALUs);
multipl ication and divis ion systems.

Book 4: Flip-fl op s; s hi f t regist er s;
asynch rono us counters; ring, Johnson and
exclusive·OR feedback cou nter; rando m
access mem ories (RA Ms) ; read -o n ly
memories (ROMs).

Book 5: Structure of ca lculators; key
board encoding; decod ing disp lay data;

- reqls ter syste ms; co ntrol unit ; program
ROM; add ress decoding; ins tru ct ion sets ;
ins t ruc t ion decod ing ; con tro l program
st ructure.

Book 6: Central processing uni t (CPU);
mem ory organizat ion; cha racte r represen
tat ion; program sto rage; address modes;
inputloutput systems; prog ram interrupts;
interrupt priorities programming; assem 
b lers; execut ive programs, operating
syste ms, and time-sharing.

OUR CUSTOMERS
Design of Digi tal Systems has been

bought by more th an half the 50 largest
co rpo rat ions in Am erica, and by Motorola,
Int el , DEC, Nat iona l Semico nductor, Fai r
c h il d, Ge nera l Ins t ru men t , Hew lett 
Packard, Heath Co., M.I.T., NASA , Smith
so nian Institute, Bell Telephone Labs . And
many, many more, as well as co rporat ions
and individuals in over 50 countr ies.

BASIC COURSE

Digi tal Computer Log ic & Electronics

CONTENTS
Digit al Com put er logic and Electronics

is designed for the beginner. No mathe
matical knowledge other than simple arith
meti c is assumed, though you should have
an aptitude for logical th ought. It co nsists
of 4 volumes - each 11 V2 " x 8 % " - and
serves as an introduc ti on to th e subj ect of
digital electronics.

Contents inc lude: Bin ary, octal and
deci ma l number systems; conversio n be
tween numb er systems; AND, OR, NOR
and NAND gates and inverters ; Boolean
algebra and truth tabl es; DeMorgan's
Laws; design of logi cal circuits using NOR
gat es; R·S and J-K flip-flops; binary
coun ters, sh ift reg isters and half-adders.

NO RISK GUARANTEE
There's absolutely no risk to you. If you're

not completely satisfied with your courses,
simply return them to CLI within 30 days.
We'll send you a full refund, plus return post
age.

TAX DEDUCTIBLE
In most cases, the full cost of CLI courses

can be a tax deductible expense.

PHONE ORDERS - FREE
To order by phone, call (617) 664-2364

with your credit card information. It won't
cost you a dime, because we'll deduct the
cost of your call from the price of the courses
you order.

TO ORDER BY MAIL
You may use the order form below if you

wish, but you don't need to. Just send your
check or money order (payable to Cam
bridge learning, Inc. to the address below. If
you don 't use the order form, make sure your
address is on your check or the envelope,
and write "DDS" (Design of Digital Sys
tems). "DClE" (Digita l Computer logic &
Electronics). or " both" (both courses) on
your check .

Mass. Residents add 5 % sales tax . We pay
all shipp ing costs .

We also accept company purchase or
ders.

AIRMAIL
The prices shown include surface mail

postage anywhere in the world . Air mail post
age costs an extra $10 for both courses (10
volumes) .

DISCOUNTS
Call or write for details of educational and

quant ity discounts, and for dealer costs .

SAVE $5
If you order both courses, you save $5. Order
at no obligation today.

CAMBRIDGE
LEARNING Inc.
1 Jud ith Drive
North Reading,
MA 01864

Call (617) 664-236 4 to
order by phone-free.

7 days, 24 hours

• Order f ree by phone

• MasterchargelVlSA

• No shipping cha rges

• Money-bac k gua rantee

• Tax deductible

• Save $5

To: Cambridge Learning Inc., 1 Judith Drive, North Reading, MA 01864

Please send me

_ sets of Design of Digi tal Sys tems $19.95 $ _

_ sets of Digi tal Compute r Logi c & Elect ronics . . . . . . . . . . $14.95

_ sets of bot h courses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $29.90

Enclosed is check/money order (payable 10cambridge Learning Inc.) for tota l $ _

NAM E .

ADDRESS .

CITY/STATE/ZIP R.l0
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INA 41 GO WITH McGRAW- 

j At, 

Join the Electronics and Control Engineers' 
club that saves you BIG money on the 

1111111 

ELECTRONICS DESIGNERS' HAND- 
BOOK. Edited by L J Giacoleno 2nd Ed 
2.344 pp 1,686 illus Now doubled in size and 
with 90°. of its material new, this famous classic 
(first edition by Landee. Davis. Albrecht) has 
been thoroughly revised and updated to give 
you not only the how and the why of all your 
design work but also the how much of every 
design step you take' 
231 494 Pub Pr . S62 50 Club Pr . S46 50 

STANDARD HANDBOOK FOR ELEC- 
TRICAL ENGINEERS, 11/o. By D G Fink 
and H W Beaty 448 pp . 1.414 illus A giant in 
every sense of the word. today s most widely 
used source of electrical engineering informa- 
tion and data serves you as no other single 
work available anywhere when you need de- 
tailed. accurate. timely. and reliable facts and 
how -to on the generation. transmission. dis- 
tribution. control. conversion. and application 
of electric power 
209 74X Pub Pr_ S54 50 Club Pr . $41 95 

OE SURE TO CONSIDER THESE IMPORTANT TITLES AS WELL: 

DIGITAL FILTERS. by A Antun K7u 

021,171 Pub. Pr.. 526.95 Club Pr,. S20. S0 

HANDBOOK OF ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS 
DESIGN. By C A ispe 
266 832 Pub. Pr . S39 50 Club Pr.. 529.50 

ELECTRONICS DICTIONARY. s. By J Markus 
404 313 Pub. Pr . 524 SO Club Pr.. 919.50 

ENGINEERING FUNDAMENTALS FOR PROFES. 
SIGNAL ENGINEERS' EXAMINATIONS. 2 . 
'!y . M t'. 1.`!: 
503.80X Pub. Pr.. 522.50 Club Pr . S16 95 

ENGINEERING MATHEMATICS HANDBOOK, 
28.ByJ J Tna 
654298 Pub Pr . 524.95 Club Pr $19 95 

RADIO HANDBOOK. 2t s. By W Orr 
772 630 Pub P,S2t50 Club Pr..S16.60 

TRANSFORMER AND INDUCTOR DESIGN 
HANDBOOK. By W T McLyman 
786 755 Pub Pr . S35 00 Club Pr.. 526 50 

CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR DESIGN AND TEMPER. 
ATURE COMPENSATION. By 1.' I r .. r -.; 

784 973 Pub Pr . S18.95 Club Pr . 514.95 

NATIONAL ELECTRICAL CODE HANDBOOK. 
16.. By J F MCParband 
456909 Pub. Pr.. 519.95 Club Pr.. $14.50 

NOISE REDUCTION TECHNIQUES IN ELEC. 
TRONIC SYSTEMS. By H Olt 
76963X Pub. Pr.. $27.95 Club Pr.. $20.95 

PHASELOCK TECHNIQUES. By F M 
Gardner 2nd Ed.. 285 pp . albs This edition of 
the standard working reference shows you not 
only better methods of analysis and better pro- 
cedures for deciding on loop parameters. but 
also the circuits and the results 
512029.3 Pub Pr . $21 50 Club Pr.. S16.95 

INTRODUCTION TO THE THEORY AND 
DESIGN OF ACTIVE FILTERS. By L P 
Huelsman and P E Allen. 430 pp . dlus Once 
you add active filter design to your repertory of 
specialties. you II possess a skill that sin great 
demand today Here s one of the best texts we 
know on the theory. design. application, and 
evaluation of modern active filters and the vari- 
ous techniques used today 
301513 Pub. Pr. $25.95 Club Pr.. $19.95 

HANDBOOK OF OPERATIONAL 
AMPLIFIER CIRCUIT DESIGN. By D. F. 

Stout Edited by M Kaufman 434 pp 223 
albs Compact. concise. highly concentrated. 
and containing a storehouse of information. 
this one-stop volume will help you solve any op 
amp circuit problem' 
617/97X Pub. Pr . S31.50 Club Pr . S20 50 

ELECTRONIC DISPLAYS. By E G Bylan- 
der. Texas Instruments Incorporated. 172 pp , 

illus The book describes current electronic 
displays by family types. discussing all as- 
pects of their operation. application. and cir- 
cuit requirements You cover photometry and 
contrast enhancement. together with the fun- 
damentals of Such critical components as 
mounts and drives. interface requirements. 
and other necessary engineering information 
095 108 Pub Pr . S24.50 Club Pr . SIB.50 

TRANSISTOR CIRCUIT APPROXIMA- 
TIONS. By A P Malvin. 3rd Ed . 371 pp 
Makes your arrival at an ideal solution to prob- 
lems you encounter in your transistor work 
much easier than you ever dreamed Using the 
idealize- and -improve approach. the book 

shows you how lo arrive at a working degree of 
accuracy in the shortest length of time 
391'71X Pub. Pr.. 515.95 Club Pr . $11.95 

SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES ANO 
INTEGRATED ELECTRONICS iìy A G 

s 816 pp 605 iirus The main secret of 
, book s quick and tremendous success with 

vngineers is the way its logical grouping and 
handling of the material builds and strengthens 
your in -depth grasp of the subject. plus its real - 
world application of lust the right amount of 
theory 
719417 Pub Pr S26 50 Club Pr . S20 95 

B IT -SLICE MICROPROCESSOR 
D ESIGN. By J Mick and J Brick 320 pp . 230 
Albs All in one place -the crucial information 
you ve been needing about the 2900 family of 
bit-slice m croprocessor components' A 
remarkable first. this book designs right 
before your eyes not lust one. but two complete 
16-bit machines' 
117.1111 Pub. Pr_ $11.50 Club Pr.. 511.50 

MICROCOMPUTER INTERFACING. By 
B Artw ck 352 pp . ilus . 7 x 9'. format Heres 
your passkey to trouble-free. low-cost interfac- 
ing' The book gives you the data and describes 
the techniques you need to conceptualize. 
select, mate and match. build. and interface 
microcomputer systems - no matter what the 
application 
789 436 Pub Pr 111.95 Club Pr.. 511.95 

Join t he Electronics and Control Engineers~
club that saves you BIG money on the

PHASELOCK TECHNIQUES. By F. M.
Gardner, 2nd Ed., 285 pp ., iIIus. This edition of
the standard working reference shows you not
only better methods of analysis and better pro
cedures for deciding on loop parameters, but
also the circuits and the results.
582029·3 Pub. Pr., $21.50 Club Pr., $16.95

INTRODUCTION TO TH E THEORY AND
DESIGN OF ACTIVE FILTERS. By L. P.
Huelsman and P. E. Allen. 430 pp .. iIIus. Once
you add active filter design to your repertory of
specialties, you'll possess a skill that's in great
demand today. Here's one of the best texts we
know on the theory. design. application, and
evaluation of modern active filters and the vari
ous techniques used today.
303/543 Pub. Pr'. , $25.95 Club Pr., $.1 9.95

HA NDBOOK OF OPERATIONAL
AMPLIFIER CIRCUIT DESIGN. By D. F.
Stout. Edited by M. Kaufman. 434 pp ., 223
iIIus . Compact, concise, highly concentrated ,
and containing a storehouse of informat ion,
this one-stop volume will help you solve any op
amp circuit problem!
617/97X Pub. Pr., $31.50 Club Pr., $20.50

ELECT RON IC DISPLAYS. By E. G. Bytan
der, Texas Instruments Incorporated , 172 pp. ,
ii/us . The book desc ribes current elec tronic
di sp lays by family types , discussing all as
pects of their operation. app lication, and ci r
cuit requ irements. You cove r photometry and
contrast enhancement, together with the fun
damenta ls of such cr itical components as
mounts and dri ves, interf ace requi rements,
and other necessary eng inee ring information.
095/108 Pub. Pr., $24.50 Cl ub Pr., $18.50

T RAN SI STOR CIRCUIT APPROXIM A·
T ION S. By A. P. Malvino, 3rd Ed., 371 pp .
Makes your arrival at an ideal solution to prob
lems you encounter in your transistor work
much eas ier than you ever dreamed . Using the
" idea lize-and-improve " approach, the book
shows you how to arrive at a working degree of
accuracy in the shortest length of time.
398178X Pub . Pr., $15.95 Cl ub Pr., $11.95

SEMIC ON D U C T O R DEVICES AN D
INTEGRATED ELECTRONICS By A. G.
Milnes, 8 16 pp., 605 iI/us. The main secret of
this book's quick and tremendous success with
engineers is the way its logical grouping and
handling of the material builds and strengthens
your in-dept h grasp of the subject, plus its real
world application of just the right amount of
theory.
789/487 Pub. Pr., $26.50 Club Pr., $20.95

B IT · S L I C E MICROPROCE S S O R
DESIGN. By J. Mick and J. Brick.320 pp ., 230
iI/us. All in one place - the crucial information
you've been needing about the 2900 family of
bit- s lice microp rocessor co mpo nents! A
remarkable " first," this book designs right
before your eyes not just one, but two complete
16-bit machines'
417/814 Pu b. Pr., $18.50 Club Pr., $14.50

MI CROCOMPU TE R INTERFACING. By
B. Artwick . 352 pp ., iI/us., 7 x gv. format. Here's
your passkey to trouble-free, low-cost interfac
ing! The book gives you the data and describes
the techniques you need to conceptualize .
select. mate and match, build, and interface
microcomputer systems -no matter what the
application.
789/436 Pub . Pr., $18.95 Club Pr., $14.95

ELECT RON ICS DESIGNERS' HAND
BOOK. Edited by L. J. Giaco letto. 2nd Ed.
2,344 pp ., 1,686 iIIus . Now doub led in size and
with 90% of its material new, this famous classic
(first edition by Landee, Davis, Albrecht) has
been thoroughly revised and updated to give
you not only the how and the why of all your
design work but also the ho w much of every
des ign step you take!
231/494 Pub. Pr., $62.50 Club Pr., $46.50

STA NDA RD HANDBOOK FOR ELEC
TRICAL ENGINEERS, 11/e. By D. G. Fink
and H. W. Beaty. 448 pp ., 1,414 iIIus. A giant in
every sense of the word , today's most widely
used sour ce of electrical engineer ing informa
tion and data serves you as no other single
work available anywh ere when you need de
tailed, accur ate, timely, and reliable facts and
how-to on the generat ion, transmissio n, dis
tr ibution , contro l, conversion, and app lication
of electric power.
209/74X Pub. Pr., $54.50 Club Pr., $41.95

RADIO H ANDBOOK, 21/e . By W. Orr.
7721630 Pub . Pr., 521.50 Club Pr., 516.60

TRANSFOR M E R AND INDU CTOR DE SIGN
HANDBOOK. By W. T. McLyman.
786 /755 Pub. Pr., 535.00 Club Pr., 526.50

CRYSTAL OSCI LL ATOR DESIGN AND TEMPER·
ATURE COMPENSATI ON. By M E. Frerking.
784/973 Pub . Pr., 518.95 Club Pr.. 514.95

NATIONAL ELECTRICAL CO DE H ANDBOO K,
161e. By J . F. McPartland.
4561909 Pub. Pr., 519.95 Club Pr., 514.50

NOISE RE DU CTION TECHNIQUES IN ELEC·
T RON IC SYSTEMS. By H. Ott.
769 /63X Pub. Pr., 527.95 Club Pr., 520.95

GO WIT" McGRAW

DIGITAL FILTERS. By A. Antoruou.
02 1/171 Pub. Pr., 526.95 Club Pr., 520.50

HANDBOOK OF ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS
DESIGN. By C . A. Harper.
266/832 Pub . Pr., 539.50 Club Pr., 529.50

ELECTRONICS DICTIONARY, 4/e . By J . Markus.
404/313 Pub . Pr., 524.50 Club Pr., 519.50

ENGINEERING FUNDAMENTALS FOR PROFES·
SIONAL ENGINEERS' EXAMINATIONS, 21e .
By L. M. Polentz.
503 /80 X Pub . Pr., 522.50 Club Pr., 516.95

ENGINEERING MATHEMATICS HANDBOOK,
21e. By J . J . Tuma.
654 /298 Pub . Pr., 524.95 Club Pr., 519.95

BE SURE TO CONSIDER THESE IMPORTANT TITLES AS WELL:
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MILL'S EXPERIENCE! 
Book Club - McGraw - hill's long -established 
Important new books of all publishers! 

HANDBOOK OF ELECTRONICS CAL- 
CULATIONS FOR ENGINEERS AND 
TECHNICIANS. Edited by M Kaufman and 
A H Seidman 653 pp . 725 dlus This first 
comprehensive tool of its kind includes hun- 
dreds of worked-out problems in analog and 
digital circuits Includes more than 700 dia- 
grams curves. tables, and graphs 
333/920 Pub. Pr., $24.50 Club Pr.. $18 95 

MICROCOMPUTER -BASED DESIGN By 
J. B Peatman Expanded 4th printing, 604 
pp . over 400 photos and other illustrations Do 
all your best day-to-day designs. as well as 
your supercreative and special designs. 
around the new microcomputers and the spe- 
cific "how -to help you get here' 
491 380 Pub. Pr., 528.95 Club Pr , $20.95 

MICROELECTRONICS 
Digital and Analog Circuits and 
Systems By J Millman 881 pp., 700 illus. 
This giant book takes you step by step from a 
qualitative knowledge of a semi- conductor, to 
an understanding of the operation of devices, 
and finally, to an appreciation of how these are 
combined to form micro -electronic chips. 
423 27X Pub. Pr.. $28.95 Club Pr.. 522.50 

ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATION. By 
Robert L Shrader. 4th Ed . 80 t pp , 870 illus 
This thoroughly updated edition offers all the 
theory and fundamentals you need to prepare 
yourself for the FCC commercial and amateur 
grade license examinations -and pass them 
the first time' 
511/503 Pub. Pr.. 519.50 Club Pr.. $15.50 

ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING FOR 
PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS' EXAM. 
(NATIONS. By Charles R Hafer 336 pp. 
flips Actually two books in one -a quick prep- 
aration manual to help you pass your P E 
exams on the first try and a rich source of prac- 
tical electronics engineering information and 
knowhow 
254/303 M. Pr.. 519.50 Club Pr,. $15.50 

INTRODUCTION TO RADAR SYSTEMS, 
2/e. By M I Skotnik 698 pp . 244 illuS This 
new edition of a widely used text on radar from 
the systems engineer s point of view brings 
you full discussions of the many major 
changes that have occurred in the field re- 
cently 
579/091 Pub. Pr.. 534.95 Club Pr.. 127.95 

MICROPROCESSORS MICROCOM 
PUTERS /SYSTEM DESIGN. By Texas 
Instruments Learning Center and the Engineer- 
ing Staff of Texas Instruments Inc 634 pp 
illus , outsized 7'4x 10,4 format This practical. 
authoritative guide details the versatile. proved - 
in- action methods and technical features of the 
9900 minicomputer architecture that can be 
employed to create outstanding products and 
systems 
611156X Pub Pr . $24 50 Club Pr , 519 50 

ELECTRONICS ENGINEER'S HAND- 
BOOK. Editor -in- Chief, D G Fink 2,104 pp 
2.026 illus. Huge in every sense. this instant - 
reference volume gives you every latest essen- 
tial in the field. 2.100 formulas and equations. a 
2.500 -item Libliography, and every illustration 
you need to clarity all of modern electronics' 
209/804 Pub Pr S57 50 Club Pr 540.50 

PRINTED CIRCUITS HANDBOOK, 2 /e. 
By C. F Coombs. Jr 256 pp., 327 illus Blue. 
prints every important phase of pnnted circuitry 
Provides the information you need to establish a 
production facility and control the processes A 
virtual encyclopedia in the field. five major sec- 
tions cover engineering. fabrication. assembly. 
soidenng, and testing 
126/089 Pub. Pr., 132.50 Club Pr.. $24.50 

DESIGN OF SOLID -STATE POWER SUP. 
PLIES. By Eugene R Hnatek 2nd Ed . 640 
pp . illus A total revision and expansion of an 
essential. ready -to -use sourcebook on the 
design of power supplies. particularly of the 
switching variety Incorporates the latest devel- 
opments in the field while emphasizing the 
practical. how -to help designers want 
562054 -4 Pub. Pr.. 521.50 Club Pr.. 521.58 

Why YOU should join now! 
BEST BOOKS IN YOUR FIELD -Books are selected from a wide range of 

publishers by expert editors and consultants to give you continuing access to 
the latest books in your field. 

BIG SAVINGS - Build your library and save money too! We guarantee sav- 
ings of at least 15% off publishers' list prices on every book. Usually 20%. 25% or 
even higher! 

BONUS BOOKS -You will inrntediate!v begin to participate in our 
Bonus Book Plan that allows you savings between 70 -80% oft the 
publisher's price of many books. 

CONVENIENCE -14 times a vearvou receive. the Club Bulletin FREE, fully 
describing the Main Selection and alternate selections, together with a dated 
reply card. If you want the Main Selection, you simply do nothing - it will be 
shipped automatically. If you want an alternate selection -or no book at 
all -you simply indicate it on the regular reply card and return it by the date 
specified. You will haw at least 10 days to decide. If, because of late mail 
delivery of the Bulletin you should receive a book you do not want, just return 
it at the Club's expense. 
As a member, you agree only to the purchase of four books (including your 
first selection) over a two-year period. 

any one 
of these great 

professional books 

for $ only 
89 

values up 
to $62.50 

Special $1.89 premium 
book comes to you 

with your first 
club selection 

i 
MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY -i 

Electronics and Control Engineers' 
Book Club 
P(1. Box 582. Hightstos -n. New Jersey 08520 

Please enroll me as a member and send me the two books 
indicated. billing me for my feat selection only at the 
discounted member's puce. plus local tax. postage and 
handling If not satisfied. I may return the books within 10 

clays and my membership will be canceled 1 agree to 
purchase a m' um of a additional books dunng the 
nest 2 years as outlined under the club plan descnbed in 
this adl Membership in the club is continuous but can- 
celable by me at any time after the four book purchase 
requirement has been fulfilled 

Write Code I of Write Code ' of 
PREMIUM selection here FIRM selection hem 

Orders frxsn outside the U.S must be prepaid with inl r- 
national money orders in U S dollars 

Signature 

Name 

Adderr. - 
Cily 

State Zip 
This order subject to acceptance by McGraw -Ndl All 
prices subject to change without notice Offer goxxl only 
to new members. A ix stage and handling charge is 
added to all shipments f33455 
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ILL'S EXPERIENCEI
Book Club - McGraw-UUl's long-established
Important new books of aU pubtlsherst

• BONUS BOOKS - You will immediately begin to participate in our
Bonus-Book Plan that allows you savings between 70-80%off the
publisher 's price of many books.

Why YOU should join now!
• BEST BOOKS IN YOUR FIELD - Books are selected from a wide range of
publishers by expert editors and consultants to give you continuing access to
the latest books in your field .
• BIG SAVINGS -Build you r library and save money too! We guarantee sav
in gs of at least 15%off publishers' list prices on every book. Usually 20%,25% or
even higher!

HANDBOOK OF ELECTRONICS CAL
CULATIONS FOR ENGINEERS AND
TECHNICIANS. Edited by M. Kaufman and
A. H. Seidman. 653 pp ., 725 iIIus. This first
compre hensive tool of its kind includes hun
dreds of worked-out pro bfems in analog and
digital circuits . Includes more than 700 dia
grams, curves, tables, and graphs.
333/920 Pub. Pr., $24.50 Club Pr. , $18.95

MICROCOMPUTER·BASED DESIGN By
J. B. Peatman. Exp anded 4th prin ting , 604
pp., over 400 p hotos and other ilfustr ations Do
all your best day-to-day designs, as well as
yo ur supercreative and specia l designs ,
around the new microcomputers and the spe
cific "how-to" help you get here!
491/380 Pub. Pr.. $28.95 Club Pr., $20.95

MICROELECTRONICS
Digital and Analog Circuits and
Systems By J. Millman. 881 pp., 700 ilfus.
This giant book takes you step by step from a
qualitative knowledge of a semi-conductor, to
an understanding of the operation of devices ,
and finally, to an appreciation of how these are
combined to form micro-electronic chips.
423/27X Pub. Pr., $28.95 ClubPr., $22.50

ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATION. By
Robert L. Shrader. 4th Ed., 801 pp ., 870 iIIus.
This thoroughly updated edition offers all the
theory and fundamentals you need to prepare
yourself for the FCC commercial and amateur
grade license examinations-and pass them
the first time!
571/503 Pub. Pr., $1 9.50 Cl ub Pr., $15.50

ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING FOR
PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS' EXAM·
INATIONS. By Charles R. Hafer. 336 pp .,
iI/us. Actually two books in one-a quick prep
aration manual to help you pass your P.E.
exams on the first try and a rich source of prac
tical electronics engineering information and
know-how.
254/303 Pu b. Pr.. $19.50 Cl ub Pr., $15.50

INTRODUCTION TO RADAR SYSTEMS.
2/0. By M. I. Skolnik. 698 pp ., 244 ilfus. This
new edition of a widely used text on radar from
the systerns .enq lneers point of view brings
yo u full di sc ussi on s of th e ma ny major
changes that have occurred in the field re
cently.
579/091 Pub. Pr., $34.95 Club Pr., $27.95

MICROPROCESSORS/MICROCOM·
PUTERS/SYSTEM DESIGN . By Texas
Instruments Learning Center and the Engineer
ing Staff of Texas Instruments Inc. 634 pp .,
iI/us., outsized 7V4X 1OV. format. This practical,
authoritative guide details the versatile, proved
in-action methods and technical features of the
9900 minicomputer architecture that can be
employed to create outstanding products and
systems.
637/58X Pub. Pr., $24.50 Club Pr., $19.50
ELECTRONICS ENGINEER'S HAND·
BOOK. Editor-in-Chief, D. G. Fink. 2, 104 pp .,
2,026 iIIus . Huge in every sense, this instant
reference volume gives you every latest essen
tial in the field, 2,100 formulas and equations , a
2,500-item lJibliography, and every Illustration
you need to clarify all of modern electronics!
209/804 Pub. Pr., $57.50 Club Pr., $40.50

PRINTED CIRCUITS HANDBOOK, 2/0.
By C. F. Coombs, Jr. 256 pp ., 327 itlus. Blue
prints every important phase of printed circuitry.
Provides the information you need to establish a
production facility and control the processes. A
virtual encyclopedia in the field, five major sec
tions cover engineering, fabrication, assembly,
soldering, and testing.
126/089 Pub. Pr., $32.50 Club Pr., $24.50

DESIGN OF SOLID·STATE POWER SUP.
PLIES. By Eugene R. Hnatek. 2nd Ed., 640
pp ., iIIus. A total revision and expansion of an
esse ntia l, ready -to -use sourcebook on the
design of power supplies, particularly of the
switching variety. Incorporates the latest devel
opments in the field while emphasizing the
practical. how-to help designers want.
582054-4 Pub. Pr., $27.50 Club Pr., $21.50

Special $1.89 premium
book comes to you

with your first
club selection

,..----- MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY -----.,
I

Electronics and Control Engineers '
Book Club
PO . Box 582 , Hightstown, New Jersey 08520

Please enroll me as a member and send me th e two books
indicated, billing m e for my first se lection only at th e
disco unted member's price, plus local tax, postage and
handli ng. If not sat isfied, t may return th e books within 10
days and my membership will be canceled . [ agre e to
p urchase a minimum of 3 additional boo ks d uring th e
next z years as o utlined under the club p lan described in
thi s ad. Membership in the club is continuo us bu t can 
ce lab le by m e at any time afte r the fou r book purchase
requirement has been fulfill ed.

Write Code # of Write Code I of
PREMIUM se lection here FIRST se lection here

I I IL--_
Orders from outside the U.S. must be prepaid with in te r
national mo ney orders in U.S. dollars .

Signature _

• CONVENIENCE -14 times a year you receive the Club Bulletin FREE, fully
d escribing the Main Selection and alternate selections, to gether with a dated
reply card. Ifyou want the Main Selection, you simply do nothing - it will be
sh ip p ed automatically. If you want an alternate selection - or no book at
all-you simply indicate it on the regular reply card and return it by the date
specifie d . You will have at least 10 days to decide. If, because of late mail
d elivery of the Bulletin yo u should re ceive a book you do not want, ju st return
it at th e Club 's exp ense.
As a m ember, you ag ree only to the purchase of four books (including you r
fir st se lec tion) over a two-year p eriod.

Name _

Address _

City _

Stat e Zip _

This order su bject to acc eptance by Mcfiraw-Hill. All
prices sub jec t to c hange without notice . Offer good only
to n ew members . A po stage a nd h andling charge is
added to al l shi pments . E33455~ J
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Put Professional Knowledge and a 

COLLEGE DEGREE 
in your Electronics Career through 

HOME 
STUDY 

i 

Earn Your 

DEGREE 
by correspondence. while continuing your 
present job. No commuting to class. Study 
at your own pace. Learn from complete and 
explicit lesson materials. with additional 
assistance from our home -study instructors. 
Advance as fast as you wish. but take all 
the time you need to master each topic. 

The Grantham electronics degree pro- 
gram begins with basics. leads first to the 
A.S.E.T. degree, and then to the B.S.E.T. 
degree. Our free bulletin gives complete 
details of the program itself. the degrees 
awarded, the requirements for each degree, 
and how to enroll. (We are located at 2500 
S. LaCienega BI.. Los Angeles, Calif.) Write 
to our mailing address shown below for 
Bulletin R -80 

Grantham College of Engineering 
P. O. Box 35499 

Los Angeles. California 90035 

Worldwide ( areer Training thru Horne Study 

\\* 

NEW IDEAS 
continued from page 110 

end of the tube into the hole, again being 
careful not to get cement inside the tub- 
ing. Allow sufficient time for the cement 
to dry before handling the air pipe fur- 
ther. The completed air pipe should look 
like the one illustrated in Fig. 4. Finally, 
cut a piece of plastic canvas to fit on top 
of the air -pipe assembly and cement it in 
place. The canvas provides a level resting 
surface for all PC -board sizes, and its 
open grid allows the air bubbles to flow 
easily to the surface. 

To use the etcher, place the air pipe 
and board to be etched in the case, con - 
ncct the air pump and air pipe with a 

piece of the ' /l -in. ID flexible tubing, and 
fill the case with enough etchant solution 
to cover the top of the board. Then, plug 
in the air pump and watch the resulting 
action. -David L. Holmes 

Now you can 
boost 

your 400 or 800 
to 16K performance 

Mosaic Electronics has now developed 
a RAM expansion kit that can upgrade 
your Atari 400 or 800 to 161( perform- 
ance Kit includes all needed hardware 
and comes complete with pictorially 
presented instructions 

only $79 
(we pay postage) 

Send for FREE software catalog. 

Selections include education. game 
utility. childrens and graphic editing 
programs 

MOSAIC 
ELECTRONICS 

P O Box 748 Oregon City. OR 97045 

Mosaic Electronics 
is not affiliated with Atari 

CIRCLE 61 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

COMMUNICATIONS CORNER 
continued from page 116 

Inductor LI's reactance. while low 
enough to pass 30 -50 -MHz signals. is 
sufficiently high to block VHF -high and 
UHF signals from being shorted to 
ground by T1's primary (antenna) 
winding. Only VHF -low signals enter 
T I , where they are passed into the 
VHF -low tuner. 

VHF -high signals enter their tuner 
through L2 and C2I. Inductor L2's 
reactance is high enough to block UHF 
signals from T4. Capacitor C2I's re- 
actance is high enough to block VHF - 
lo signals. 

UHF signals are passed through C32 
to the "top" of L3. Capacitor C32's 
reactance is sufficiently high to block 
both VHF -high and VHF -low without 
seriously affecting UHF reception. 

On paper. that can look complex at 
first glance. but as you can see its not 
much different from the basic CB 
splitter shown in Fig. I -a. 

Now think. If its really that easy. 
was there any valid reason why some 
late -model solid -state "scanners" re- 
quired more than one antenna input? 
(Again, I expect a stack of letters on 
why multiple antennas are better.) 

By the way. if you have any old scan- 
ners lying about. or know where there 
are some. they are certain to be ap- 
preciated at your local Retirement 
Home. VA hospital. or Children's 
Shelter. For that matter. any working 
"entertainment" electronic equipment 
is sure to be welcome. R -E 

jyote 
The Otiginal. 

A First in the industry, with 
over thirty years of use by 
satisfied customers 

Spray Pads Mark II 
gets into places of 
close tolerance and 
washes out the din, 
leaving a thin film of 
lubricant which lasts 
indefinitely. with zero 
effect upon current 
capacity and 
resistance 
Spray Pack Mark II 
has been tested and 
proven in the Space 
Age and is still the 
finest lubri- cleaner 
available It is quick. 
safe, effective - a 
MUST for every tool 
caddy 
Spray Pack Mark II 
is the best- priced 
lubri- cleaner. 

erNrnoM y.. 

NET 

Available at Leading Distributors 

, 

COMPANY 
455 Mi. , iner, ) 

Spartanburg SC. 19.iú' 
803.582.4837 

CIRCLE 26 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

endeco 
soldering & 
desoldering 
equipment 

SOLDERING 
IRONS 

Pend styes Safety tight Two Mats - 20w ana 
40w. e oos Unbreakabie handle 2 and 3 we 
napnne cads 

DE SOLDERING 
IRONS 

Pend style Safety Some operate at 40w ,o e 
.r 20w 8 trp saes 2 and 3 eve neoprene cords 

SOLDERING & 
DESOLDERING 

KITS 

Everyremq needed 
to solder or de 

solder or bock A 
.n handy Netene rra'., 

bo wntn r, ra; 

see your casmbigor or wate 

Enterprise Development Corp. 
5127E 65th St Indianapolis IN 46220 

PHONE 13171 251-1231 

CIRCLE 67 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

SOLDERING &
DESOLDERING

KITS

Pencil style. Safety light. Some operate at 40w. idle
at 2Ow. 8 tip sizes. 2 and 3 wire neoprene cords.

Pencil style. Safety light. Two heats - 20w and
4Ow. 6 tips. Unbreakable handle. 2 and 3 wire
neoprene cords.

CIRCLE 67 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

A First in the industry , with
over thirty years of use by
satisfied customers.

~-==iii~ Spray Pack Mark II, gets into places of

Cjiii~~iiir close tolerance andI washes out the dirt,
leaving a th in film of
lubricant which lasts
indefinitely, with zero
effect upon current
capacity and
resistance.
Spray Pack Mark II
has been tested and
proven in the Space
Age and is still the
finest lubri-cleaner
available. It is quick,
safe, effective - a
MUST for every tool
caddy.
Spray Pack Mark II
is the best-priced
lubrl-cleaner.

Available at Leading Distr ibutors

~\etIO\e
The Original_.

COMMUNICATIONS CORNER
continued from page 116

end of the tube into the hole, again being
careful not to get cement inside the tub
ing. Allow sufficient time for the cement
to dry before handling the air pipe fur
ther . The completed air pipe should look
like the one illustrated in Fig. 4. Finally,
cut a piece of plastic canvas to fit on top
of the air-pipe assembly and cement it in
place. The canvas provides a level resting
surface for all PC-board sizes, and its
open grid allows the air bubbles to flow
easily to the surface .

To use the etcher, place the air pipe
and board to be etched in the case, con
nect the air pump and air pipe with a
piece of the 'I.-in. ID flexible tubing, and
fill the case with enough etchant solution
to cover the top of the board. Then, plug
in the air pump and watch the resulting
action.-David L. Holmes

NEW IDEAS
continued from page I/O

Inductor Ll's reactance, while low
enough to pas s 3D-SO-MHz signals, is
sufficiently high to block VHF-high and
UHF signals from being shorted to
ground by T'I 's primary (antenna)
wind ing. Only VHF-low signals enter
T I, where the y are passed into the
VHF-low tuner.

VHF-high signals enter their tuner
through L2 and C2I. Inductor L2' s
reactance is high enough to block UHF
signals from T4. Capacitor C2l' s re
actance is high enough to block VHF
10 signals.

UHF signals are passed through C32
to the "top" of L3 . Capacitor C32' s
reactance is sufficiently high to block
both VHF-high and VHF-low without
se riously affecting UHF reception.

On paper, that can look complex at
first glance, but as you can see it' s not
much different from the basic CB
splitter shown in Fig. l-a ,

Now think . If it' s really that easy,
wa s there any valid reason why some
late-model solid-state " scanne rs" re
quired more than one antenna input?
(Again, I expect a stack of letters on
why multiple antennas are better.)

By the way, if you have any old sca n
ners lying about, or know where there
are some , the y are cert ain to be ap
preciated at your local Retirement
Home, VA hospital, or Children' s
Shelter. For that matter, any working
"entertainment" electronic equipment
is sure to be welcome . R-E

by correspondence, while continuing your
present job. No commuting to class. Study
at your own pace. Learn fromcompleteand
explicit lesson materials. with additional
assistancefrom our home-study instructors.
Advance as fast as you wish, but take all
the time you need to master each topic.

The Grantham electronics degree pro
gram begins with basics, leads first to the
A.S.E.T. degree, and then to the B.S.E.T.
degree. Our f ree bulletin gives complete
details of the program itself, the degrees
awarded, the requirements for each degree,
and how to enroll. (We are located at 2500
S. LaCienega 81., Los Angeles, Calif.) Write
to our mailing address shown below for
Bulletin R-80
Grantham College of Engineering

P. O. Bo x 35499
Lo s Angeles, Californ ia 90035

Worldw ide Career Training thru Hom e S tudy

in your Electronics Career through
COLLEGE DEGREE

HOME
STUDY
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All new! 
All construction projects! 

Here's the new quarterly mag- 

azine you've been waiting for 

-Radio- Electronics Special 

Projects -page after page of 

all new, never -before pub- 
lished construction articles on 

Test Equipment, Computers, 

Electronic Music, Communi- 

cations, Automotive and 
Hobby Projects. 

They're the kind of projects 

you want to build, the kind 

only Radio- Electronics has 

the expertise to design, and 

the first issue is filled with 

brand -new construction arti- 

cles like these: 

Test Equipment 
Digital !cope Multi- 
plexer-to convert 
almost any scope into 
a 4 -trace unit. 
Frequency Multi- 
plier-to extend the 
range of your fre- 
quency counter. 
Safety Cooker -that 
protects unattended 
equipment against 
electrical problems. 
Battery Box 
Switching Bos- 
e great accessory for 
any bench. 
Car Test Probe - 
use It to test auto- 

motive electrical 
systems. 
Digital IC Tester- 
to make quick work of 
testing digital IC's. 

Electronic Music 
The Chord Egg -to 
generate an endless 
series of chords auto- 
matically. 
Words And Music - 
a programmable 
music generator that's 
ideal for doorbells. 
Big Sound For 
Chord Organs -to 
enhance the sound 

r-._-L 
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All New Construction Projects 
Computers. . .Test Equipment... Communications 
Electronic Music. ..Hobby Circuits. . .and more 
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r 
e will ship your magazine. postpaid in 
U.S. and Canada. within 6 weeks of re- 

ceipt of your order. All other countries add $3 
for postage. 

I want magazines uc $3.00 each. Flrst- 
Class postpaid. (U.S.A. & Canada) 

I have enclosed $ (Foreign, add $3.00 

L for Air Mall postage per copy.) 

from electromechani- 
cal chord organs. 

Compute r 
Logic 

Trainer-that 
teaches how micro- 
processors work. 
Save Your Files - 
cassette tape recorder 
controller makes 
using tape as comput- 
er memory storage 
easy. 
Programmable 
Sound Generator- 
adds sound capability 
to almost any comput- 
er system. 

Hobby 
Adventures of the 
IC's-applications 
for LM3914 and VMOS 
power FETs. 
Digital Do- Nothing 
Box -lights. counts. 
teaches binary and 
digital number sys- 
tems. 

Digital Readout 
Add -on For 
Communications 
Receivers -to update 
older receivers easily. 
Microphone Acous- 
tic Coupler -a sim- 

pie add-on for any 
communications 
system. 
And lots more -all 
new, and all on your 
newsstands 
October 2 

Use the handy 
coupon and get your 
advance copy of 
Radio-Electronics 
Special Projects (mail- 
ed after August 25) 
delivered right to your 
door. Make sure you 
get your copy by 
ordering ... today! 

45 East 17th Street 
New York. N.Y. 10003 
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Heres the new quarterly mag

azine you've been waiting for

-Radio-Electronics Special

Projects-page after page of

all new, never-before pub

lishedconstruction articles on

Test Equipment, Computers,

Electronic Music, Communi

cations, Automotive and

Hobby Projects.

They're the kind of projects

you want to build, the kind

only Radio-Electronics has

the expertise to design, and

the first issue is filled with

brand-new construction arti

cles like these:

Test Equipment
Digital Scope Multi·
plexer-to convert
almost any scope into
a 4-trace unit.
Frequency Multi·
pli r-to extend the
range of your fre
quency counter.
Safety Cooker-that
protects unattended
equipment against
electrical problems.
B tteryBoxl
Switching Box-
a great accessory for
any bench.
Car Test Probe
use it to test auto-

motive electrical
systems.
DigitallC Tester
to make quick work of
testing dlgItaIIC's.

Electronic Music
The Chord Egg-to
generate an endless
series of chords auto
matically.
Words And Music
a programmable
music generator that's
ideal for doorbells.
Big Sound For
Chord Organs-to
enhance the sound

from electromechanI
cal chord organs.

Computers
Digital Logic
Trainer-that
teaches how micro
processors work.
Save Your Flle_
cassette tape recorder
controller makes
using tape as comput
er memory storage
easy.
Programmable
Sound Generator
adds sound capability
to almost any comput
ersystem.

Hobby
Adventures of the
IC's-applicatlons
for lM3914 and VMOS
power FET's.
Digital Do-Nothing
Box-lights, counts,
teaches binary and
digital number sys
tems.

Communications
Digital Re clout
Add-on For
Communications
Receivers-to update
older receivers easily.
Microphone Acous
tic Coupler-a sim-

pie add-on for any
communications
system.
And lots more-all
new, and all on your
newsstands
October 2
Or•••

Use the handy
cOupon and get your
advance copy of
Radio-Electronics
Special Projects (mail
ed after August 25)
delivered right to your
door. Make sure you
get your copy by
ordering ... today!

r------------------------------------,I W e will ship your magazine, postpaid In raa=';:~ - - _ I
U.S. and Canada, within 6 weeks of re- c
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1111116.6imodiservice c/íníc IAN* 

Excessive brightness and the circuit faults that can cause it. 
JACK DARR, SERVICE EDITOR 

IN THE DECEMBER 1979 COLUMN WE DIS- 

cussed raster -cutoff problems and thcir 
causes. Now we take up the equal but 
opposite reaction, whcrc the screen flares 
up and the brightness control won't turn 
it down. In mild cases, the raster will be 

too bright, the colors pale, and vertical 
retrace lines may show up. (It's a good 
idea to check the setting and range of the 
.4GC control before anything else; that 
can cause it, too.) In the worst cases, the 
raster will be far too bright, colors will 
bloom and there will be a loss of focus. 

The basic cause will be the same as 

before. Something is upsetting the bias 
on the picture tube so that it is conduct- 
ing far too heavily. It cannot be cut off 
with the controls. Let's look at some real 
cases. 

One common cause is setting the 
SCREEN controls too high. Since that con- 
trols the cutoff point of the pix tube, the 
controls must be set correctly. My pet 
method is recommended by several set 
makers. Set the SERVICE switch to the 
SERVICE position and then turn all screen 
controls all the way down. Bring one 
SCREEN control up until a line is barely 
visible, then turn it back until the lint just 
disappears. Do that with the other two 

.0kfr 

SCREEN controls and they'll be very close 
to the correct setting. 

You can get boobytrapped on this! I 

once was. Got the set from another shop. 
The complaint was "Raster but no vid- 
co." Right. Checked for video signal and 
found it on the grid of the video output 
tube; none at all on the plate. There was 
no plate voltage on the tube, either. 

Normally, that should have put the ras- 
ter out due to raising the cathode voltage. 
Yet, I could see a raster! Frankly, I forgot 
one thing and spent a bit too much time 
before it hit me. The last guy who worked 
on it hadn't found the missing plate volt- 
age but he had cranked all three screen 
controls wide open! That raised the cutoff 
point of the tube to the point whcrc even 
the high cathode voltages couldn't bias it 
off. Replacing the open resistor and reset- 
ting the screen controls fixed it up. 

In the older sets, the cathodes of the 
three color -amplifier tubes were all tied 
together and fed by the black- and -white 
video signal. The three control grids were 
each fed by one of the color signals. 
Those came from the three color- differ- 
ence amplifiers. The red and blue signals 
are amplified here and the green signal is 

developed by matrixing (mixing) the red 
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and blue signals in a common cathode 
resistor. Figure I shows that circuit as 

found in many sets. Older sets used a twin 
triode and one triode section of another 
tube. Later sets used a special triple - 
triode, but the circuits were identical. 

The plate voltages of those tubes con- 
trolled the DC voltages and signals on 
their respective color grids in the picture 
tube. So, what happens if you see a one - 
color problem? Too much red or not 
enough red, etc.? You have a fault in the 
stage that amplifies that color only. What 
happens if you have a fault in something 
that affects all three at once? You have an 
upset of all three grid voltages on the pic- 
turc tube, and in most cases, the grid volt- 
ages go too far positive and the raster 
flares and gets far too bright! 

In one case, an RCA CTC -25, the ras- 
ter flared. With the SERVICE switch in the 
SERVICE position, the setup lines wcrc at 
least an inch wide and so bright we didn't 
dare leave the set on for more than a few 
seconds for fear of burning the screen! 
We hunted around and finally solved the 
problem. We happened to look at the top 
of the chassis. Both of the diffamp tubes 
(6GÚ7) were dead! Checking the pic- 
ture -tube grid voltages we found the full 
+350 -volt DC potential from the supply 
on each one. Without a heater in the 
tubes, they drew no plate current at all. 

The cause of that was a bad solder joint 
in a wire jumper on the PC board, in the 
6GU7's heater circuit. In another RCA 
chassis with similar symptoms, the differ- 
ence- amplifier tubes were good. The bad 
solder joint this time was at one end of 
the common cathode resistor. This time, 
we used the method I've been recom- 
mending and found the cause far faster 
than we had in the first case. I have 
said -and I say again -always check the 
DC voltages on the picture tube! 

Since the bias voltage on a picture tube 
is always the difference between thc cath- 
ode and grid voltages anything that hap- 
pens to either one can change it. Grids 
can go positive or the cathode can go too 
far negative. I remember one set with a 

flaring raster and blooming. A check 
showed the cathode voltages to be almost 
zero. Since grids wcrc still at +200 volts, 
that left them with a high positive bias. 
That was due to an open video peaking 
coil between the video output tube plate 
and the picture tube cathodes. The high 
B+ voltage to the cathodes was fed 
through this coil. 

Some of the early sets use a sort of 

Excessive brightness and the circuit faults that can cause 'i t.
JACK DARR, SERVICE EDITOR

IN THE DECEMBER 1979 COLUMN WE DIS

cussed raster-cutoff problems and their
causes . Now we take up the equal but
opposite reaction, where the screen flares
up and the brightness control won't turn
it down. In mild cases, the raster will be
too bright, the colors pale, and vertical
retrace lines may show up. (It's a good
idea to check the setting and range of the
AGe control before anything else; that
can cause it, too.) In the worst cases, the
raster will be far too bright, colors will
bloom and there will be a loss of focus .

The basic cause will be the same as
before. Something is upsetting the bias
on the pictu re tube so that it is conduct
ing far too heavily . It cannot be cut off
with the controls. Let's look at some real
cases.

One common cause is setting the
SCREEN controls too high . Since that con
trols the cutoff point of the pix tube, the
controls must be set correctly. My pet
method is recommended by severa l set
makers. Set the SERVICE switch to the
SERVICE position and then turn all screen
controls all the way down. Bring one
SCREEN control up until a line is barely
visible, then turn it back unt il the line just
disappears. Do that with the other two
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SCREEN controls and they' ll be very close
to the correct setting.

You can get boobytrapped on this! I
once was. Got the set from another shop.
The complaint was "Raster bu t no vid
eo." Right. Checked for video signal and
found it on the grid of the video output
tube; none at all on the plate. Th ere was
no plate voltage on the tube, either.

Normally, that should have put the ras
ter out due to raising the cathode voltage .
Yet, I could see a raster! Frankly, I forgot
one th ing and spent a bit too much time
before it hit me. The last guy who worked
on it hadn't foun d the missing plate volt
age but he had cranked all three screen
controls wide open! That raised the cutoff
point of the tube to the point where even
the high cathode voltages couldn't bias it
off. Rep lacing the open resistor and reset 
ting the screen controls fixed it up.

In the older sets, the cathodes of the
three color-amplifier tubes were all tied
together and fed by the black-and-white
video signal. The three contro l grids were
each fed by one of the color signals.
Those came from the three color -differ
ence amplifiers. The red and blue signals
are amplified here and the green signa l is
developed by matrixing (mixing) the red
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and blue signals in a commo n cathode
resistor. Figure I shows tha t circ uit as
found in many sets. Older sets used a twin
tr iode and one triode section of another
tube. Later sets used a special triple
triode, but the circuits were identical.

The plate voltages of those tubes con
trolled the DC voltages and signals on
the ir respec tive color grids in the picture
tube. So, what happens if you see a one
color problem? Too much red or not
enough red, etc.? You have a fault in the
stage that amp lifies that color only. What
happens if you have a fault in something
that affects all three at once? You have an
upset of all three grid voltages on the pic
ture tube, and in most cases, the grid volt
ages go too far positive and the raster
flares and gets far too br ight !

In one case, an RCA CTC-25, the ras
ter flared. With the SERVICE switch in the
SERVICE position, the setup lines were at
least an inch wide and so bright we didn't
dare leave the set on for more than a few
seconds for fear of burn ing the screen!
We hunted around and finally solved the
problem. We happened to look at the top
of the chassis. Both of the diffamp tubes
(6GU7) were dead! Checking the pic
ture-tube grid voltages we found the full
+ 350-volt DC potential from the supply
on each one. Without a heater in the
tu bes, they drew no plate current at all.

The cause of that was a bad solder joint
in a wire jumper on the PC board, in the
6G UTs heater circuit. In anot her RCA
chassis with similar symptoms, the differ
ence-amplifier tubes were good. The bad
solder joint this time was at one end of
the common cathode resistor. Th is time,
we used the method I've been recom 
mend ing and found the cause far faster
than we had in the first case. I have
said-and I say again-always check the
DC voltages on the picture tube !

Since the bias voltage on a picture tube
is always the difference between the cath 
ode and grid voltages anything tha t hap
pens to either one can change it. Grids
can go posit ive or the cathode can go too
far negative . I remember one set with a
flaring raster and blooming . A check
showed the cathode voltages to be almost
zero. Since grids were still at + 200 volts,
that left them with a high positive bias.
That was due to an open video peaking
coil between the video output tube plate
and the picture tube cathodes. T he high
B+ voltage to the cathodes was fed
through this coil.

Some of the early sets use a sort of
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elementary brightness -limiter circuit. 
That is usually called a BRIGHTNESS 

RANGE control, and is simply a pot in 
series with the main brightness control. 
To set this up correctly, the main bright- 
ness control is turned all the way up and 
the BRIGHTNESS RANGE control set so that 
the picture is just below the point of 
blooming. Some recommend setting for a 

specified DC voltage developed across a 

test -point resistor. If the range control 
isn't set correctly, it can be possible to 
turn the main brightness control to the 
point where the raster will flare or be far 
too bright. Normal symptom of this is 
when the brightness control will not turn 
the raster off. 

To repeat something mentioned re- 
cently: in the later RGB sets with com- 
mon grids, the DC bias -voltage is set by a 

resistance divider. lithe ground leg of the 
divider opens, the grids go too far positive 
and the raster is'too bright. 

No matter how new or old a TV set is, 
you'll find the same basic relationship 
between the grid, cathode, and screen 
voltages of the picture tube. And the 
'same results, if any of the bias levels go 
off value. So. as I keep saying, develop a 

habit of checking those voltages whenev- 
er you run into any kind of brightness 
problem..That can save you one heck of a 

lot of time! R -E 

service 
questions 

SUB FOR 60060 TRANSISTOR 
I've got a WT -509A RCA cathode ray 

tube tester. Wrote to VIZ for an up -to- 
date setup booklet. With it. they sent an 
addendum to the manual, suggesting re- 
placing the 39278 transistor with a 60060. 
Now, I can't lind this transistor anywhere. 
and no listing of it! Do you know of a 

sub ? -R.F., Chicago, IL. 

RCA lists a 60060 (industrial number) 
in their SPG -202X Guide. They say that 
an SK -3054 will replace it. This is a TO -5 
cased, high voltage type, "with flange ". 

AGC BUCKING RESISTOR 
There's an AGC problem in this West- 

inghouse model CP19A770. I can't get the 
right voltages. There is a keying pulse on 

the AGC tube, and a small change on the 
plate with or without a signal. The picture 
is too dark. and I can't adjust it. -F.N., 
Peweukee, WN. 

Your AGC voltages and reactions seem 

to be OK. Suggestion: There's a 15- 

megohm resistor in a line from the AGC 
test point over to the B+ 255 -volt line. 
Lift one end of this resistor and check it. 
.11 it is open or has gone way up in value. 

there won't be enough "bucking voltage" 
to keep the AGC from driving itself too 
far negative. This cuts the IF gain, which 
results in a dark picture. This used to be 

quite a common problem some time ago; 

the case you describe is the first I've seen 

for quite a while. 

VOLTAGE -REGULATOR PROBLEMS 
Here's a dandy one in a Panasonic CT- 

914 (ETA -12) chassis. If you get one 
with a vertical flutter in the picture, don't 
concentrate on the vertical circuits! It 
could be caused by the DC power sup- 
ply! 

Capacitor C808, 1.0 AF, 160 volts, may 
be open. That is in the line from the 
bridge- rectifier output to the Trigger - 
Pulse SCR, TR802. Evidently a pulse - 
shaper in an R C network with R804, 
(56K) to the gate of TR802. 

If the sets shuts down instantly when 
you put the new capacitor in, yank it out 
and check for leakage! Even a new one 
can be bad. Symptoms of that flutter: 
+110-volt DC supply will be low, about 
+ 107 volts or so, and it will fluctuate. 

Thanks a lot to Douglas P. Hoff of 
Vacaville, CA for that helpful hint. 

TWO PROBLEMS -ONE SET 
I've got a sticky problem in this Zenith 

16ZBC50. The high voltage is up to 31 kV, 

and the high - voltage adjust pot won't 
change it. The brightness control does 
vary brightness and the high voltage. I've 
checked several things in this circuit. No 

luck. I have another odd one. My voltme- 
ter probe slipped while checking the 
damper plate. and hit the cathode. There 
was a loud 'pop', and now I read +500 

volts instead of +390, +310 volts instead 
of +250, and I get + 1036 volts on the 
880V boost. Can you tell me what to 
check from here on ? -D.P., Berwyn, IL. 

Yes, First, check your voltmeter and 

make sure it's OK! That may explain the 

extra 60 volts. (Ask me how I know? I did 
the same thing some years ago in same 

place with same results! Sixty bucks for 
new parts for my meter made me much 
more careful.) 

As for the high -voltage problem, you 

mentioned that the voltage on the 6HV5 
regulator -tube grid is off. That is apt to 
be the cause of your high -voltage prob- 
lem. Check it while turning the high -volt- 
age adjust control; see if it varies as it 
should. If not, check all resistors and 

capacitors in the grid circuit. Those have 

been known to break down under load 

causing the symptoms you mentioned. 

NO REGULATION ON PICTURE 
TUBE 

When I wrote you originally. you told 
me to check the DC voltages on the pic- 
ture tube. (RCA CTC -72 chassis, no 
voltage regulation on picture tube, high - 
voltage was up. I did; the DC voltage on 
the common grids read normal, but there 
was an open connection between the pic- 
ture -tube socket and the pin to the grids! 
Bit of prying fixed this and everything 
works. 

Thanks to R. Jimenez of NJ for the 
feedback. R -E 

The newest in home 
computers, fine stereo 
components, color TV, 
HAM radio, precision 
test equipment, 
innovative electronics 
for the home -all in 
easy -to- build, 
money- saving kits. 

Send today 
for your 

FREE 
Heathkit 

Catalog 

If coupon is missing, write 
Heath Co., Dept. 020 -702 
Benton Harbor, MI 49022 

Send to: Heath Co., Dept. 020 -702 
Benton Harbor, MI 49022 

Send my free Heathkit Catalog now. 
I am not Currently receiving your 
catalog. 
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elementary brightness-limiter circuit.
That is . usually called a BRIGHTNESS

RANGE control, and is simply a pot in
'series with the main brightness control.
To set this up correctly, the main bright
ness control is turned all the way up and
the BRIGHTN~S RANGE contro l set so that
the picture is just below the point of
blooming, Some recommend setting for a
specified DC -voltage developed across a
test-point resistor. If the range control
isn't set correctly, it can be possible to
turn the -rnain brightness control to the
point where the raster will flare or be far
too bright. Normal symptom of this is
when the brightness control will not turn

• .the raster off.
• . To repeat something mentioned re
. cent ly: in the later RGB sets with com-
mon grids, the DC bias-voltage is set by a
resistance divider. If the ground leg of the
divider opens, the grids go too far positive
and the raster is 'too bright.

No matter how new or old a TV set is,
you' ll find the same basic relationship
.between the' grid, cathode, and screen
voltages of the picture tube. And the
'same results, if any of the bias levels go
off value. So, as I keep saying, develop a
habit of checking those voltages whenev-

• er you run into any kind of brightness
problem.•That can save you one heck of a
lot or ti!TIC! R-E

service
'questions

SUB FOR 60060 TRANSISTOR
/'ve got a WT-509A RCA cathode ray

tube tester. Wrote to VIZ for an up-to
date setup booklet. With it, they sent an
addendum to the manual, suggesting re
p lacing the 39278 transistor with a 60060.
No.w,I can't find this transistor anywhere,
and no listing of itl Do you know of a
sub?-R.F., Chicago, IL.

RCA lists a 60060 (industrial number)
in their SPG-202X Guide. They say that
an SK-3054 will replace it. This is a TO-5
cased, high voltage type, "with flange".

AGC BUCKING RESISTOR
There's .an AGC problem in this West

ingh ouse model CP19A770. I can 't get the
r ight vol tages. There' is a keying pulse on
the AGC tube, and a small change on the
plate with or without a signal. The picture
is too dark, and I can't adjust i t.-F.N.,
Pewaukee, WN.

Your AGe voltages and reactions seem
to be OK. ' Suggestion: There's a 15
-megohm resistor in a line from the AGC
test point over to the B+ 255-volt line.
Lift one end of this resistor and check it.

• .If it is open or has gone way up in value,
there won't be enough ' '' bucking voltage"
to keep the AGC from driving itself too
far negative. This cuts the IF gain, which
results in a dark picture. This used to be

quite a common problem some time ago;
the case you describe is the first I've seen
for quite a while.

VOLTAGE-REGULATOR PROBLEMS
Here's a dandy on in a Panasonic CT

914 (ETA-12) chassis. If you' get one
with a vertical flutter in the picture, don't
concentrate on the vertical circuits! It
could be caused by the DC power sup
ply!

Capacitor C808, 1.0 ILF, 160 volts, may
be open. That is in the line from the
bridge-rectifier output to the Trigger
Pulse SCR, TR802. Evidently a pulse
shaper in an R-C network with R804,
(56K) to the gate of TR802.

If the sets shuts down instantly when
you put the new capacitor in, yank it out
and check for leakage! Even a new one
can be bad. Symptoms of that flutter :
+ IIO-volt DC supply will be low, about
+107 volts or so, and it will fluctuate .

Thanks a lot to Douglas P. Hoff of
Vacaville, CA for that helpful hint.

TWO PROBLEMS-ONE SET
/'ve got a st icky problem in this Zenith

16Z8C50. The high voltage is up to 31 kV,
and the high-voltage adjust pot won't
change it. The brightness control does
vary brightness and the high voltage. /'ve
checked several things in this circuit. No
luck. I have another odd one. My voltme
ter probe slipped while checking the
damper plate, and hit the cathode. There
was a loud 'pop', and now I read +500
volts instead of +390, +310 volts instead
of +250, and I get +1036 volts on the
BBOV boost. Can you tell me what to
check from here on?-D.P., Berwyn, IL.

Yes, First, check your voltmeter and
make sure it's OK! That may explain the
extra 60 volts. (Ask me how I know? I did
the same thing some years ago in same
place with same results! Sixty bucks for
new parts for my meter made me much
more careful.)

. As for the high-voltage problem, you
mentioned that the voltage on the 6HV5
regulator-tube grid is off. That is apt to
be the cause of your high-voltage prob
lem. Check it while turning the high-volt
age adjust control; see if it varies as it
should. If not, check all resistors and
capacitors in the grid circuit. Those have
been known to break down under load
causing the symptoms you mentioned.

NO REGULATION ON PICTURE
TUBE

When I wrote you originally , you told
me to check the DC voltages on the pic
ture tube . (RCA CTC-72 chassis, no
voltage regulation on picture tube, high
voltage way up. I did; the DC voltage on
the common grids read normal, but there
was an open connection between the pic
ture-tube socket and the pin to the grids!
Bit of prying fixed this and everything
works.

Thanks to R. Jimenez of NJ for the
feedback. R-E
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WERE! 

BUILD A 
MASTERPIECE OF SOUND 

percussion and sustain. Wersi famous 
string orchestra and bass guitar. Exclu- 
sive Sound Computer for 32 -128 "One 

Stop Sounds" (total organ presets). 
Transposer. And lots more. 

Build your own masterpiece of 
sound. No technical knowledge re- 
quired. Just follow the clearly illus- 

trated. easy to understand instructions. 
Step by step. Choose from at least 10 
models. (Also factory assembled.) 

Send 86.00 with coupon for your Wersi 
Demo - Package (LP with 104 -page color 
catalog). 

MIA 

Wersi has combined select features of 
the electronic music field, added its own 
creations and years of research by top 
engineers and musicians, to produce an 
incomparable line of organs. 

Space -age technology. True -to -life voic- 
ing with full drawbar system. Polyphonic 

o 
Wers Electronics Inc 
Dept 21 
1720 Nempstead Road 
Lancaster PA 17601 

Wersr Organs dr. 
Dept 21 
14104 E Firestone Blvd 
Santa Fe Springs CA 90670 

Enclosed is f6 00 for my Demo -Package (LP with 
104 -page color catalog .I 
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New compact 24 -piece kit of electronic 
tools for engineers. scientists. technicians, 
students. executives. Includes 7 sizes 
screwdrivers, adjustable wrench. 2 pair 
pliers, wire stripper, knife. alignment tool. 
stainless rule. hex -key set. scissors. 2 flexi- 
ble files, burnisher, miniature soldering 
iron, solder aid, coil of solder and de- 
soldering braid. Highest quality padded 
zipper case. 6 x 9 x 13/4 inside. Satisfaction 
guaranteed. Send check. company pur- 
chase order or charge Visa /BankAmeri- 
card or Mastercharge. We pay the shipping 
charges 
JTK -6 Tool Kit 578.00 

FREE CATALOG 
128 pages of hard to hod 
precrsron took Also con 
tames 5 pages of useful 
"Tool Tips" to ad in tool 
selection Send for your 
free copy today' 

JENSEN TOOLS INC. 
1230 S PRIEST DR TEmpE. AZ 85281 
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Want to cut out 
a career as a 

two -way radio 
technician? 

MTI offers the only training for 
professional FM two -way radio 
available. Qualified technicians 
are employed in government. in- 
dustry. and public service. But 
training is your key. 

You could cut out a career as 
a two -way radio technician by 
cutting out this coupon. Well 
send you information on how you 
can learn more about this spe- 
cialized field. at home. 

Name 

Address 

City 

state/Zip 
83K 

MT/ 

.11 

Mobile Training 
Institute 

Box 735. Camp Hill, PA 17011- U.S.A. 
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UNICORN 1 

continued from page 95 

FIG. 25- MOTORCYCLE BATTERY used to 
power robot. See text for important mounting 
precautions. 

used to hold the battery in place and to 
support its weight, since the plates that 
cover the mobility base arc probably not 
strong enough to do this by themselves. 

Certain precautions must be observed 
when using this type of battery! As shown 
in the photograph, the battery is unen- 
closed, which means that there exists the 
possibility of sulphuric acid, the battery's 
electrolyte, spilling on the aluminum or 
steel of the mobility base. You do not 
want this to happen! The battery should 
be (and is, in later versions of the robot) 
enclosed in an acid -proof plastic contain- 
er to contain any possible leaks or drips. 
This container should also have a small 
vent, or vents, at the top to permit the 
hydrogen gas which is generated when 
the battery is charging, to escape. These 
vents should be led to the outside of the 
mobility base, to allow the gas to escape 
directly to the air. 

There is another type of battery which 
might be considered for powering the 
robot. That uses a gelled -electrolyte and 
is, in theory, less hazardous. New batter- 
ies of this type are more expensive than 
lead -acid batteries, but several advertisers 
at the back of Radio-Electronics have sur- 
plus gelled -electrolyte available, and they 
may suit your purpose. 

Whatever power source you use, take 
precautions so that it cannot harm, direct- 
ly or indirectly, the innards of the robot. 

Leads are run from the battery to a 

32- position barrier strip (see Fig. 26) 
which is also mounted inside the mobility 
base. Power for the robot's various mo- 
tors and control circuitry is obtained by 
running jumpers from the +12 VDC and 
ground terminals to those connected to 
the points to be powered. Note the use of 
color -coding in order to make circuit 
tracing easier. 

Several terminals have been allocated 
for functions that have not yet been dis- 
cussed. Don't worry -we'll get to them. 

In the next installment of this series, 
plans for the robot's body will be given, 
along with an option or two previously 
hinted at. R -E 

BUILDA
MASTERPIECE OF SOU.ND

UNICORN 1
continued from page 95
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FIG. 25-MOTORCYCLE BATTERY used to
power robot. See text for important mounting
precautions.

used to hold the battery in place and to
support its weight, since the plates that
cover the mobility base are probably not
strong enough to do this by themselves:

Certain precautions must be observed
when using this type of battery! ~s shown
in the photograph, the battery is unen
closed, which means that there exists the
possibility of sulphuric acid, the battery's
electrolyte, spilling on the aluminum or
steel of the mobility base. You do not
want this to happen! The battery should
be (and is, in later versions of the robot)
enclosed in an acid -proof plastic contain
er to contain any possible leaks or drips.
This container should also have a small
vent, or vents, at the top to permit the
hydrogen gas which is generated when
the battery is charging, to escape. These
vents should be led to the outside of the
mobility base, to allow the gas to escape
directly to the air.

There is another type of battery which
might be considered for powering the
robot. That uses a gelled-electrolyte and
is, in theory, less hazardous. New batter
ies of this type are more expensive than
lead-acid batteries, but several advertisers
at the back of Radio-Electronics have sur
plus gelled-electrolyte available, and they
may suit your purpose.

Whatever power source you use, take
precautions so that it cannot harm, direct
ly or indirectly, the innards of the robot.

Leads are run from the battery to a
32-position barrier strip (see Fig. 26)
which is also mounted inside the mobility
base. Power for the robot's various mo
tors and control circuitry is obtained by
running jumpers from the +12 VDC and
ground terminals to those connected to
the points to be powered. Note the use of
color-coding in order to make circuit
tracing easier.

Several terminals have been allocated
for functions that have not yet been dis
cussed. Don't worry-we'll get to them.

In the next installment of this series,
plans for the robot's body will be given,
along with an option or two previously
hinted at. R-E
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Santa Fe Spri ngs . CA 90670

Want to cut out
a career as a

two-way radio
technician?

MT I offers the onIy tra ining for
professional FM two-way radio
ava ilab le. Qua lified technic ians
are emp loyed in government, in
dustry, and publ ic service . But
tra ining is your key.

You co uld cut out a career as
a two-way rad io technician by
cutting out this co upon . We 'll
send you information on how you
can lea rn more about this spe
cialized field, at home.

Name _

Address _
City _

State/Zip --- -----
B3K

IMTII
Mobile Training

Institute

@WER51

Box 735,Camp HIII,PA 17011'lJ.S.A....- ------- -- -
CIRCLE 59 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

r------------·

Wersi Electronics , Inc.
Dept. 21
1720 Hempstead Road
Lancaster , PA 17601

Enclosed is $6 .00 fo r my Demo-Package (LP with
104-page color cata log.)

percussion and sustain. Wersi's famous
string orchestra and bass guitar. Exclu
sive Sound Computer for 32-128 "One

Stop Sounds" (t otal organ presets).
Transposer. And lots more.

Build your own masterpiece of
sound. No technical knowledge re
quired. Just follow the clearly illus-

trated, easy to underst and instructions.
Step by step. Choose from at least 10
models, (Also fact ory assembled.)

Send $6.00 with coupon for your 'hIersi
Demo-Package (LP with 104-page color
catalog).

Name _

Address' _

City State Zip __

&_------------------------1

FREE CATALOG
128 -pages of hard-to-find
precision tools . Also con
taines 5 pages of useful
"Too l Tips" to aid in tool
selection. Send for your
free copy tod ay!

'hIersi has combined se lect features of
the electronic music field, added its own
creations and years of research by top
engineers and musicians, to produce an
incomparable line of organs.

Space-age technology. True-to-life voic
ing with fulldrawbar system. Polyphonic

JENSEN TOOLs INC.
1230 S.PRIEST DR. · TEmpe. AZ. 85281

CIRCLE 27 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

THE MEAN
LITTLE KIT

New compact 24-piece kit of electronic
tools for engineers, scientists, technicians,
students, executives. Includes 7 sizes
screwdrivers, adjustable wrench, 2 pair
pliers. wire stripper, knife, alignment tool,
stainlessrule. hex-key set, scissors, 2 flexi
ble files, burnisher, miniature soldering
iron, solder aid, coil of solder and de
soldering braid. Highest quality padded
zippercase, 6 x 9 x 13/4 inside. Satisfaction
guaranteed. Send check, company pur
chase order or charge Visa/BankAmeri
card or Mastercharge . We pay the shipping
charges.
JTK·6 Tool Kit $78.00
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NEW LIT 
continued from page 114 

jacks. easy -clips, spade connectors, ring connec- 
tors, and more ($4.99).- Global Specialities 
Corporation, 70 Fulton Terrace, New Haven CT. 

06509 

CIRCLE 144 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

1980 DATA CONVERSION PRODUCTS, 250 
pages, covers data conversion components and 
applications guide. The catalog features a com- 
prehensive tutorial on A /D, D/A converter specifi- 
cations, plus complete data sheets, extensive 
notes for military and commercial applications, 
and tech briefs. The product line Includes a large 
selection of DIP converters, plus data -acquisition 
systems, instrumentation amplifiers, program- 
mable gain amplifiers, track and hold amplifiers 
and analog I/O boards. It also includes a tutorial 
on track and hold amplifiers, a high reliability pro- 
cessing section and a quick selection guide for 
designers. -Micro Networks Co., 324 Clark St.. 
Worcester. MA 01606 

CIRCLE 145 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

CONNECTOR CATALOG, Molex Full Line Cata- 
log No, 800, 228 pages, contains details of all 
products including features, specifications. pho- 
tos. drawings, ordering information and cross - 
reference material. The products are covered in 
seven sections and they include: High Current 
components including AC receptacles, common- 
Mg connectors, and pin and socket connectors; 
KK interconnection systems, including wafers, 
pins, connectors and housings: and insulation - 
displacement components and cable assemblies. 
The catalog also covers Application Tooling, 
Edge Connectors, Switches. Sockets, and mis- 
cellaneous products. -Molex, Inc., 2222 Welling- 
ton Ct., Lisle, IL 60532. R -E 

CIRCLE 146 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

DON'T 
FORGET 

USE 

YOUR 

READER 

SERVICE 

CARD 

8085 
MICROPROCESSOR KIT 

CPU Board can be expanded into a stars 
V90a5A , alone microcomputer system or used ti 

itself as dedicated controller for OEM 
applications Includes a complete step -by- 
step instruction manual on 8085 operation rI ' and architecture 9085 based CPU board is 
expandable with IK eprom, 1K read. write 
memory one serial port and three program - 
mable parallel ports 44 pin CPU edge con -i - -- Hector can be configured for any buss 

Area on CPU board for custom structure 
wirewrap design 01 user delmed ntertace circuitry 5249.95 Par Kit 

S29995 Assembled 

6085A COOKBOOK Basic concepts system control memory systems and 
types interfacing 948SA- lamely -compatible chips You design several completely 
operational 8085A. based microcomputers No. 21447 $10.50 

80130/1306 5 SOFTWARE DESIGN A detailed approach to assembly language 
programming for 8090 a 8085 -based computers Including complete tested 
programs No. 21541 $9.50 

TRS -80 INTERFACING use basic language to control external devices and 
Seise external events Level II basic and 4K available memory required 

No. 21633 $9.95 

4905 NE 140TH. DEPT REtO IFIFFICIZIZAIII REDMOND. W A 98052 1206 88392001 

Add 5250 postage and handling Ill 
ENCLOSED IS6 FOR EACH 

KIT COOK800K SOFTWARE DESIGN TRS- 8OINTERFACING 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY, STATE. ZIP 

CARD NO EXP 

SIGNATURE 

SEND FOR OUR FREE 8 -PAGE CATALOG VISA MSTCD 

CIRCLE 6 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

WIRE UP MICROPROCESSORS & DIP CIRCUITS FASTER 

USE VECTOR PROFESSIONAL 

BREADBOARDING PRODUCTS 

vrrr Irrrldi 
r..]Cre. 

8804 

45P80 -1 

Sra 

FREE 12 PAGE CATALOG 

S100 Plugbords - 5 models plus 
12 other Plugbords for all pop- 
ular buses. 

New pad -per -hole Micro- Vector- 
bords wiring board. 96 Vector - 
bords available. 

Ses us st WESCON BOOTH $1414-16 

119i1111111- 

Reliable Slit -N -Wrap wire 

wrapping tools and 

t t terminals. 
P1844T 

Solderless Breadboards - One 

model handles standard or wide 
DIP packages with plenty of 
solderless tie points. 51X 

Ask your favorite electronics supplier. 

fidUt gOIIIÇL(Jlll>l!/1l 
77805 12460 Gladstone Ave., Sylmar, CA 91342 

CIRCLE 4 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

INTERNATIONAL FM- 24000H 

FREQUENCY METER FOR 
11:STING MOBILE TRANSMITTERS 

AND RECEIVERS 
Portable Solid State Rechargeable Battenes 

The FM- 24000H provides an accu- 
rate frequency standard for testing 
and adfustment of mobile transmit- 
ters and receivers at predetermined 
frequencies 

The FM- 24000H with its extended 
range covers 25 to 1000 MHz 

The frequencies can be those of the 
radio frequency channels of opera - 
tion and or the intermediate trequen- 

des of the receiver between 5 MHz 
and 40 MHz 

Frequency stablllty 0005% from 
50' to r 104'F 

Frequency stability with built -in ther- 
mometer and temperature corrected 
Charts: c .00025 °. from 25' to 
+ 125° (.000125% special 450 MHz 

crystals available). 

Tests Predetermined Frequen- 
cies 25 to 1000 MHz 

Extended Range Covers 950 
MHz Band 

Pin Diode Attenuator for Full 
Range Coverage as Signal 
Generator 
Measures FM Deviation 

I 

FM- 24000H (meter only) $690.49 

RF crystals (with temperature 
correction) s28.69 ea 

RF crystals (less temperature 
correction) $21.92 ea 

IF crystals catalog price 

Write for catalog 

nl c:4[jj 
NTOMATIOMIIL CRYSTAL r0. CO. MC. 
0 Nat, L.. c1y Pi. 7,02 

CIRCLE 24 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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8085A COOKBO>OK Basic concepts. system control. memory systems and
types, Inter faci ng , 8085A--fam i ly~compat lb le chips . You design several completely
operational B085A-based microcomputers No. 21447 $10.50

8080/8085 SOFTWARE DESIGNAdetailedapproachtoassembly language
programmin g for 8080 or 8OB5-based compute rs. Including complete, tested

programs. No. 21541 $9.50

TRS-80 INTERFACING Use basic language to control external devices and
sense exte rnal events. Level II basic and 4K availa ble memory required.

No. 21633 $S.95

8085
MICROPROCESSOR KIT

rl'2~-=--.
ij
~

CPU Board can be expanded Into a stand
alo ne mic roco mputer system or used by
Itself as a ded icated co ntroller for OEM
app licat ions. Includes a co mple te step-by
step mstru ct ion manu al on 8085 ope ratio n
and architect ure. 8085 based CPU boa rd IS
expa ndab le w ith 1Keprom, 1K read/ wri te
memory, one sena l por t and thr ee prog ram
mable parallel ports. 44pin CPU edgecon
necto r can be conf igured for any buss
struc ture. Area on CPU board for custo m

wirew rap design of user defi ned interface ci rcuitry. $249.95 Per Kit
$299.95 Assembled

DON 'T
FORGET

jacks, easy-c lips, spade connectors, ring connec
tors, and more ($4.99).-Global Specialities
Corporation, 70 Fulton Terrace, New Haven CT
06509 .

CIRCLE 144 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

1980 DATA CONVERSION PRODUCTS, 250
pages, covers data conversion components and
applications guide. The catalog featu res a com
preh ensive tutorial on AID, DI A converter specifi 
cat ions, plus complete data sheets, extensive
notes for military and commercial applications,
and tech briefs. The product line includes a large
selection of DIP converters, plus data-acqu isition
systems, Instrumentation amplifiers, program
mable gain amplifiers, t rack and hold amplifiers
and analog I/O boards. It also inc ludes a tutorial
on track and hold amplifiers, a high reliability pro
cessing section and a qu ick selection gUide for
deslgners.-Micro Networks Co., 324 Clark St.,
Worcester, MA 01606.

CIRCLE 145 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

NEW LIT
continued from page 114

CIRCLE 6 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

SEND FOR OUR FREE 8-PAGE CATALOG

o KIT 0 COOKBOOK 0 SOFTWAREDESIGN

NAME

o ·VISA 0 MSTCD

EXP.

o TRS-80INTERFACING
FOR EACH:

14905NE 140TH. DEPT. RElO.
REDMOND. WA98052 (206883-9200)
Add $2.50postage and handling.

SIGNATURE

CITY.STATE. ZIP

CARDNO.

ADDRESS

ENCLOSED ISs
USE

YOUR

CARD

READER

SERVICE
\

CONNECTOR CATALOG, Molex Full Line Cata
log No. 800, 228 pages , contains details of all
products including features, spec ifications, pho
tos , drawings, ordering information and cross 
reference material. The products are covered In
seven sections and they include: High current
components including AC recep tacles, common
Ing connectors, and pin and socket connectors;
KK interconnection systems, including wafers ,
pins , connectors and housings; and insulat ion
displacement components and cab le assemblies.
The catalog also covers Application Tooling,
Edge Connectors, Switches, Sockets, and mis
cellaneous products.-Molex, Inc., 2222 Welling
ton Ct ., Lisle, IL 60532 . R-E
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tNTERNATlONAl CRYSTAL MFG. co..INC.
10 North l ee Oklahoma CIty. OkJa 7~1 02
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FM-2400CH (meter only) ..... $690.49

RF crystals (with temperature
correction) .. $28.89ea.

RF crystals (less temperature
correction) $21.92ea.

IF crystals cata log price

Write for catalog

cies,of the receiver between 5 MHz
and 40 MHz.

Frequency stability: ± .0005% from
+50° to + 104°F.

Frequency stability with built-in ther
mometer and temperature corrected
charts : ± .00025% from + 25° to
+125° (.000125% special 450 MHz
crystals available).

• Tests Predetermined Frequen
cies 25 to 1000 MHz

Extended Range Covers 950
MHz Band
Pin Diode Att enuator for Full
Range Coverage as Signal
Generator

• Measures FM Deviation

INTERNATIONAL FM-2400CH

FREQUENCY METER FOR
TESnNG MOBILE tRANSMITTERS

ANDRECEMRS
Portable' SolidState' Rechargeable Batteries

CIRCLE 24 ON FREE INFORMATION CA RD

The FM-2400CH provides an accu
rate frequency standard for testing
and adjustment of mobile transmit
ters and receivers at predetermined
frequencies.

The FM·240OCH with its extended
range covers 25 to 1000 MHz.

The frequencies can be those of the
radio frequency channels of opera
tion and/or the intermediate frequen-

Reliable Slit·N·Wrap wire
wrapping tools and

terminals.

see us al WESCON BOOTH # 1414-16

FREE 12PAGE CATALOG

New pad-per-hole Micro-Vector
bord® wiring board. 96 Vector
bords available.

5100 Plugbords - 5 models plus
12 other Plugbords .for all pop
ular buses.

Solderless Breadboards One
model handles standard or wide
OIP packages with plenty of
solderless tie points.

Ask our favorite electronics su

WIRE UP MICROPROCESSORS & DIP CIRCUITS FASTER
USE VECTOR PROFESSIONAL

BREAOBOAROING PRODUCTS .

8804
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market center 

CLASSIFIED COMMERCIAL RATE (for firms or Individuals offering commercial products or ser- 
vices) $1.50 per word prepaid (no charge for zip code) . MINIMUM 15 WORDS. 5% discount 
for 6 issues. 10% for 12 issues within one year, if prepaid. 
NON -COMMERCIAL RATE (for individuals who want to buy or sell a personal Item) 85c per word 
prepaid . . no minimum. 
ONLY FIRST WORD AND NAME set in bold caps. Additional bold lace (not available as all caps) at 
10c per word All copy subject to publisher's approval. ADVERTISEMENTS USING P.O. BOX 
ADDRESS WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED UNTIL ADVERTISER SUPPLIES PUBLISHER WITH PER- 
MANENT ADDRESS AND PHONE NUMBER. Copy to be in our hands on the 26th of the third month 
preceding the date of the issue (i.e.. August issue closes May 26). When normal closing date falls on 
Saturday. Sunday, or a holiday, issue closes on preceding working day. 

PRIVATE TV CHANNELS 
WATCH those secret TV channels now with our 
ready to use microwave receivers 5275.00. 
SOUTH FLORIDA SATELLITE TECHNOLOGY, 
POB 523153, Miami, FL 33152 

r mr tar i. .. and 

Do-it wasters Bole a Vdeo Solent the mbN tamis 
um awe No mnatlraaK lsEE tram gat ad 
Itras Sheen eeei.ee. anti w. "WOW maws 
teem TV set 100 pesm A s 1 b MOO mie oboe Ow MA- 
THIS EVERYTHING. Sp¢acboa GlrrataAaO 
Simi AJIS 1410A11 fa f200 er la dam (le mad) 
Or call cut 24 tout CO D rwe aNw Me MN Nz SOBt 

ORAL Pi ELECTRONICS PO Boa 219 V Werd El y751 

WHOLESALE TO DEALERS 
DEALERS: send letterhead for free wholesale 
pricelist of CB radio and scanner equipment. 
FOUR WHEELER COMMUNICATIONS, 10 -R 
New Scotland Ave., Albany. N.Y. 12208 (518) 
465 -4711 

FREE KIT Catalog 
,. P-METEic 
,Y 974.95 

Phone 415 - 447-3433 
: FK£;CATALOG 

^ .r 5aturday call se 21!. 

DAGE 

contorns 
TEST d 

EXPERI - 
MENTER S 

EQUIP 

SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS 
BOX 1054R LIVERMORE CA 94550 

BIOPHYSICAL MONITORING 
TELEMETRY transmitter: Transmits your heart. 
EKG. signal to any ordinary FM radio Transmit- 
ted data consists of an audio tone which is fre- 
quency modulated by your EKG signal. The tone 
allows you to monitor your heart rate and hear 
EKG frequency components which otherwise 
could not be heard. Built -in electrodes make it 
easy to use. Completely assembled. battery in- 
cluded. Approximate Size: 4.4" 2.4" 1.2' 
Order model BHT -14. $27.50 FOB OMNI -TEK. 
INC., Box 1318, Longmont. CO 80501 

To run your own classified ad. put one word on each of the fins below and send this form along with your chick 
for $1.50 per word (minimum 15 words) to 

Radio -Electronics, 200 Park Avenue South, N.Y., N.Y. 10003 

ORDER FORM 
PLEASE INDICATE in which category of classified advertising you wish your ad to 
appear. For special headings, there is a surcharge of $10. 

( ) Plans /Kits ( ) Business Opportunities ( ) For Sale 
( ) Education /Instruction ( ) Wanted ( ) 

Special Category:-$7-01 

(PLEASE PRINT EACH WORD SEPARATELY, IN BLOCK LETTERS.) 

2 3 4 5 

6 7 8 9 10 

11 12 13 14 15 

16 17 18 19 20 

21 22 23 24 25 

26 27 28 29 30 

31 32 33 34 35 

PLEASE INCLUDE FOR OUR FILES YOUR PERMANENT ADDRESS AND PHONE NUMBER. 

Satellite TV 
FOR THE HOME 

Sick of Network TV? 
Our receiver lets you get 
vier 7S channels of teN.4 
is directly horn earth 
ordere cable nr seteml,..'. 
HBO. Srwwtlme, super sta. 
lions. pods and maiee 
how round the wort& r 

We don't just sell information! 
We Manufacture Hardware! 

Our 94 page catalog and information book tell 
the whole story! Inexpensive dishes. high pro 
feeds. computer aiming software! Specs. kits 
and more! Send $7.95 today! 

24-hour C.O.D Hotljne 
(305) 339 7600 re. 

SPACECOAST RESEARCH 
Dept. T, P.O. Box 442. Altamont,Spnnes, FL 32701 

GRAPHIC EQUALIZER 
TWELVE bands /channel $100.00 kit still avail- 
able. see May 1978 R/E cover story or write: 
SYMMETRIC SOUND SYSTEMS, 912 Knobcone 
PL, Dept. R, Loveland, CO 80537 

Bu rglor -Fire Protection" 
Protect Tour life, Home, Business. Auto. etc. 

TIM 
Out io!oicg 1hps1 ho* inflolI 7o pen 

1Idorm tyttems and dances and tose ISIS. We 

offer FREE entren ',gartering WV,KC 

EE CATALOG 1-1.ß,4,``' 
Burden Security Co. Boe 82802-RE Lincoln, Ne. 68501 

PLANS & KITS 
PRINTED circuit boards from sketch or artwork. 
Kit projects. Free details. DANOCINTHS INC., 
Box 261, Westland, MI 48185 

SPEAKERS. Save 50 /.. Build your own speaker 
system. "Free catalog" write: MC GEE RADIO, 
RE 1901, McGee Street, Kansas City, MO 64108 

PROJECTION TV . Convert your TV to project 
7 foot picture. Results equal to $2,500 projector. 
Total cost less than $20.00. Plans S lens $16.00. 
Illustrated information free. MACROCOMGB, 
Washington Crossing, PA 18977 

DIGITAL multimeter kits handheld, best quality 
0.1% accuracy. The lowest price in America 
$67.50 write: E. G. TRONICS, 8254 Greenleaf Cir- 
cle, Tampa FL 33615 

TELEVISION alignment -in minutes -while ob- 
serving revolutionary pattern on screen. Check 
RF, IF, video, instantly! So simple and inexpen- 
sive it's incredible. Complete plans - $6.00. Free 
details. JOHN KOZULKO, Box 2702R. Clearwat- 
er, FL 33517 

SAVE 90%. Build your own minicomputer. Free 
details. DIGITRONICS CORPORATION, 2723E 
W. Butler Dr , Phoenix, AZ 85021 

NEW plans. Telephone memory dialer, negative 
ion generator. burglar alarm. $3.00 each. Sub- 
scription television decoder. $10.00. Plans in- 
clude detailed instructions and circuit board pat- 
terns. COLLINS ELECTRONICS, Box 6424, San 
Bernardino, CA 92408 

ma.rke-t ce.-Jf:er " -
.. ..

•

Out rwc*_ let . you gol
_ 75 clwnnel. of I......
sIon dlrectly from Nrth
orbiting .- TV utIlUI..I:
HBO. ShoWlI.... 'Ul*' . 1.
lion.. sport. _ .........
from sround tho _d.

Our 94-page catalog and Information book tell
the whole story! Inexpensive dishes, high pro
feeds, computer aiming softwarel Specs, kits
and morel Send $7.95 today!

24·hour C.O.D Hotline ~
(305) 339·7600 rJ~-

SPACECOAST RESEARCH
Dept.T, P.O. Box442, Altemonte Springs, FL32701

GRAPHIC EQUALIZER
TWELVE bands/channel $100 .00 kit st ill avail
able; see May 1978 R/E cover story or write :
SYMMETRIC SOUND SYSTEMS, 912 Knobcone
PL, Dept. R, Loveland , CO 80537

SatelliteTVi
FOR THE HOME

TELEMETRY transmitter: Transmits your heart,
EKG, signal to any ordlnary FM radio. Transmit
ted data consists of an audio tone which Is fre
quency modu lated by your EKG signal. The tone
allows you to monitor your heart rate and hear
EKG frequency components which otherwise
could not be heard . Built-in electrodes make it
easy to use. Com pletely assemb led, battery .in
cluded. Approximate Size: 4.4" X 2.4" X 1.2".
Order mode l BHT-14 . $27.50 FOB OMNI-T-EK,
INC., Box 1318, Longmont , CO 8050 1

BIOPHYSICAL MONITORING

. " .
CLASSIFIED COMMERCIAL RATE (for tlrrns or Individuals offering commercial products or ser
vices). $1.50 per word prepaid (no charge for zip code)' . . . MINIMUM 15 WORDS. 5% discount
for 6 issues, 10% for 12 Issues within one year , if prepaid.
NON-COMMERCIAL RATE (for Individuals who want to buy or sell a personal item) 85¢ per word
prepaid. . . no minimum.
ONLY FIRST WORD AND NAME set In bold caps . Ad ditional bold face (not available as all caps) at
10¢ per word . All copy subj ect to publisher's app roval. ADVERTISEMENTS USING P.O. BOX
ADDRESS WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED UNTIL ADVERTISER SUPPLIES PUBLISHER WITH PER
MANENT ADDRESS AND PHONE NUMBER. Copy to be in our hands on the 26th of the third month
preceding the date of the Issue (l.e., August issue closes May 26). When,normal closing date falls on
Saturday, Sunday , or a holiday, issue closes on precedi ng working day.

WHOLESALE TO DEALERS

PRIVATE TV CHANNELS

. }{<i-or,~<"" :l TV , "'o~~
ttertan e V. must aI meowners and ~

Do·rt·yourselfers. Build aVideo System thewhole family oo~
can enjoy! No commercia'" FREf """;os, sports and
Vegas Shows • worldwide, crystal clear reception connects
toanyTV set.100pales(8x11) loaded wrthphotos, plans,kits-
TEllS EVERYTHINGI Sat~faction Guara"teed.
Send $1.95lODAY! Add $2.00 for1st class(air maiQ.
Or call our 24hour C.O.D. rush -<><der line(305) 862·5061.
GLOBAL 1V ElECTRONICS. P.O. Box219·V.Marllard . FL 32751

DE.ALERS: send letterhead for free wholesale
pricelist of CB radio and scanner equipment.
FOUR WHEELER COMMUNICATIONS, 10-R
New Scotland Ave., Albany, N.Y. 12208 (518)
465-4711

WATCH those secret TV channels now with our
ready to use microwave rece ivers $275 .00.
SOUTH FLORIDA SATELLITE TECHNOLOGY,
POB 523153 , Miam i, FL 33152

BurglCl!r· Fire Progec9io-,

Special Category: $10

To run your own clas.ified ad, put one word on each of the linea below and send this form along with your check
for $1.50 per word (minimum 15 word.) to: .

Radio-Electronics, 200 Park Avenue South, N.Y., N.Y. 10003 •

ORDER' FORM
PLEASE INDICATE in which category of classified advertising you wish your ad to
appear. For special headings, there is a surcharge of $10. .. .
( ) Plans/Kits () Business Opportunities () For Sale
( ) Education/Instruction () Wanted ()

•

11\£ Prolect Your Life, Home, Business. Aula, elc.
, . • Our catalog shows how. Install your own
11 alarm systemsand devices and save SSSS. We
. _-:.:.:. . offer FREE write-in engineeringservice.

'FREECATALOG L·"~~:::''':'~''',t~·,'''''Y

BurdexSecurityCo. Box82802-RE Lincoln, Ne. 68501

PLANS & KITS

(PLEASE PRINT EACH WORD SEPARATELY,IN BLOCK LETTERS.)
PRINTED circuit boar ds from sketch or artwork.
Kit projects , Free deta ils. DANOCINTHS INC.,
Box 261, Westla nd, MI 48185

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 10

11 12 13 14 15

16 17 18 19 20

C/) 21 22 23 24 25
o ..z ",
0
c: 26 27 28 29 30I--o
UJ
-I
UJ

31 32 33 34 356
is

PLEASE INCLUDE FOR OUR FILES YOUR PERMANENT ADDRESS AND PHONE NUMBER.«
c:
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SPEAKERS. Save 50%. Build your own speaker
system. " Free catalog" write: MC GEE RADIO,
RE 1901, McGee Street, Kansas City , MO 64108

PROJECTION TV . . . Convert your TV to project
7 foot picture. Results equa l to $2,500 projector.
Tota l cost less than $20.00. Plans & lens $16.00.
Illustr ated Information free. MACROCOMGB,
Washington Crossing, PA 18977

DIGITAL multlmeter kits handheld, best quality
0.1% accuracy. The lowest price in America
$67.50 write: E. G. TRONICS, 8254 Greenleaf Cir 
cle , Tampa FL 33615

TELEVIS ION alignment-in minutes-while ob
serving revolutionary pattern on screen . Check
RF, IF, video , instantlyl So simp le and inexpen
sive it' s incredible. Comp lete plans-$6.00. Free
detail s. JOHN KOZULKO, Box 2702R, Clearwat 
er, FL 33517

SAVE 90%. Build your own minicomputer. Free
detail s. DIGITRONICS CORPORATION, 2723E
W. Butler Dr., Phoenix, AZ 85021

NEW plans. Telephone memory dia ler, negative
ion generator, burglar alarm , $3.00 each. Sub
scr ipti on televisio n decoder, $10.00. Plans In
clude detailed inst ruct ions and circu it board pat
terns. COLLINS ELECTRON ICS, Box 6424, San

/ Bemardlno, CA 92408
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CMOS PLASTIC POWER
CD4000BE .29 CD4021BE .74 CD4046BE .89 CD4082BE .23 CD4527BE 1.47

TRANSISTORS
CD4001BE .39 CD4022BE 1.19 CD4047BE .84 CD4085BE .62 CD4528BE .94 TIP29 .39 NPN 1 AMP 100V

CD4002BE .23 CD4023BE .37 CD4049BE .54 CD4086BE .79 CD4531BE .89 TIP30 .39 PNP 1 AMP 100V
CD4006BE 1.19 CD4024BE .52 CD40SOBE .44 CD4093BE .94 CD4532BE 1.15 T1P31 _42 NPN 3 AMP 100V
CD4007BE .39 CD4025BE .29 CD4051BE .82 CD4099BE 1.98 CD4539BE .84 ' TIP32 .43 PNP ·3 AMP 100V
CD4008BE .84 CD4026BE 1.79 CD4052BE 1.19 CD4104BE 1.99 CD4543BE 1.49
CD4009BE .54 CD4027BE .49 CD4053BE 1.19 CD4508BE 1.89 CD4553BE 2.98 TIP41 .59 NPN 6 AMP 100V
CD4010BE .59 CD4028BE .57 CD4060BE 1.99 CD4510BE .84 CD4555BE .74 TIP42 .64 PNP 6 AMP 100V
CD4011BE .34 CD4029BE .94 CD4066BE .99 CD4511BE .74 CD4556BE .69 TIPl15 · .59 PNP 2 AMP 60V
CD4012BE .29 CD4030BE .45 CD4068BE .29 CD4512BE .88 CD4581BE 1.99
CD4013BE .49 CD4033BE 1.79 CD4069BE .27 CD4514BE 2.35 CD4582BE .88 TIP120 .64 NPN 5 AMP 60V
CD4014BE .69 CD4034BE 2.79 CD4070BE .39 CD4515BE 2.10 CD4584BE • •54 TIP122 .74 NPN 5 AMP 100V
CD4015BE .75 CD4035BE 1.14 CD40nBE .23 CD4516BE 1.29 CD4585BE .99 TIP125 .74 PNP 5AMP 60V
CD4016BE .44 CD4040BE .99 CD4073BE .39 CD4518BE .89 CD4502BE 8.89

TIP127 .85 PNP 5 AMP l 00VCD4017BE .n CD4041BE 1.56 CD4075BE .34 CD4519BE .59 CD4702BE 1.19
CD4018BE .59 CD4042BE .67 CD4076BE .84 CD4520BE .n TIP2955 .83 PNP15 AMP SOV
CD4019BE 1.25 CD4043BE .99 CD4078BE .34 CD4522BE .99 TIP3055 .70 NPN 15 AMP 60V
CD4020BE .99 CD4044BE .79 CD4081BE .27 CD4526BE .99 ,

F13055 .59 NPN 10AMP 60V

~Zilog

• •
o STOP
o CO PARE
o SAVE

ISOLATORS
ILD74 Dual Opto Isolator 15QOV 1.29
ILQ74 Quad Opto Isolator 1500V 3.95
ILCT6 Dual Opto Isolator 1500V 1.29
TIL111 Opto Coupler 15QOV .54
4N26 Octo Isolator 2500V .54
4N33 Opto Isolator 1500V .65

FN0 3S7 .375" Common Cathode .99
FNDSOO .500" Common Cathode .99
FNDS07 .500" Common Anode .99
OL7Q4 .300" Common Cathode L29
Dl707 .300" Common Anode 1.29
OL747 .630" Common Anode 2.29
OL1416 29.95
4 diglt....16 segment aipnanumerc dIsplay 16" ht

O PTO SALE

L. E .D . l A MPS

LED209 T-1 2 mm Red .09
LED211 T-1 3 mm Green .19
LED212 T-1 3 mm Yellow .14

LED220 T-13," 5 mm Red .11
LED222 T·1 :JU 5 mm Green .24
LED224 T· l ~ 5 mm Yellow .16

DISPLAYS

STOCK UP NOW FOR
SCHOOL AND WINTER PROJECTS.

"ACTIVE IS AGGRESSIVE"

PRICE
.21
.23
.27
.39

CONTACTS PRICE · CONTACTS
8 PIN .07 22 PIN

14 PIN .11 24 PIN
16 PIN .13 ' 28 PIN
18PIN .17 40 PI"
20 PIN .19 •
• LOWEST PRICES ANYWHERE FOR THE HIGHEST OUALITY. AN

UNBEATABLE COMBINATION •

DUAL-IN-L1NE - LOW PROFILE - I.C. SOCKETS

Complete integ rated Cf'Curt data selec.;o r.

~~~~~~~~~st~n~l~~~·~~ci~~
45 .000 device types listed. 5,000 new
device types added, Compe te new \
secton on MPU boards & Systems.

"VERY SPECIAL $39.95"

UNEAR I.C.'S
.34 LM324N .59 LM741CN·8 .39
.89 LM339N .59 LM747CN·14 .59
.29 LM348N-14 .99 LM748CN·e .39
.89 lM358N·8 .7V LM1458N·8 .49
.95 LM555N-8 .39 LM1488N·14 .69

1.29 -14 .49 LM1489N·14 .69
1.49 H .89 lM3 046N·14 .99
.59 N·14 .49 LM3302N·14 .55

1.49 N-8 1.75 LM3403N·14 .89
N·14 1.59 LM3900N .49

1.45 LM7 N-14 1.29 l M4136N·14 .99
1.75 LM741CH .65 UL.N2003AN .99

lM3Q1AN·8
LM304CH

·8
L -8

H

l 11·8
LM31n
(TO·220)
LM318N-8
LM318CH

lSD- CPU 25 MHz 10.40 180·SI0 10 25 MHz 30.50
Z80A ·CPU '" 0 MHz 12.05 Z80A ·$ IO /O 40 MHz 36.70
ZSO·PIO 2 5 MHz 6.65 Z80-SIO/1 25 MHz 36.00
Z80A ·P IO 40 MHz 8.00 ZSOA-SIO tl 40 MHz 44 .10
ZBO·eTC 25 MHz 6.65 2:80-SI0/2 2.5 MHz 36.00
zaOA·eTC 4 0 MHz 8.00 Z80A·S IO/2 4 0 MHz 44.10
Z80·DMA 25 MHz 22.35
Z80A ·DMA 40 MHz 28.00

28001 $195 .00 16 BrtCP U with seg mented add ress space
10 8 Mega byle s

28002 $150.001 6 BIt CPU wIth no n segmented address
space 10 64K bytes

All Products Stocked in Depth

Largest Zilog Inventory

TTL ALL ciacurrs IN STOCK FOR GUARANTEED IMMEDIATE DELIVERY . ,
74LSOON .25 74LS2ON sr 74LS55N .29 74LS95N .69 74LS137N .89 74LS161N 1.29 74LS191N 1.29 74LS245N 3.20 74LS279N .7V 74LS348N 2095 74LS379N 2.20
74LSOIN .22 74LS21N .27 74LS73N .42 74LS96N .78 74LSl 38N .79 74LS162N 1.29 74LS192N .78 74LS247N .69 74LS280N 3.56 74lS352N 1.35 74LS390N 2.54
74LS02N .27 74LS26N .56 74LS74N .69 74LS107N .45 74LS139N .7V 74LS163N 1.29 - 74LS193N 1.29 74LS248N 1.54 74LS283N .96 74LS353N 1.87 74lS393N 2.45
74LS03N .27 74LS27N .32 · 74LS75N .48 74LS109N .48 74LS145N 1.25 74LSl64N .98 74LS194N 1.89 74LS249N .99 74LS290N .89 74LS362N 11.95 74LS395N 1.95
74L804N .29 74LS30N .24 74LS78N .69 74LS112N .45 74LS147N 2.25 74LS165N 1.45 74LS195N .69 74LS251N 1.36 74LS293N .39 74LS365N 2.85 74LS447N .37
74LS05N .29 74LS32N .44 74LS78N .38 74LS122N .56 74LS148N 2.25 74LS166N 3.54 74LS196N 1.87 74LS253N .79 74LS295N 1.39 74LS366N 1.20 74LS49ON 2.45
74LS08N .27 74lS38N .34 74LS83N .84 74LS123N .86 74LS151N .54 74LS169N 8.72 74LS197N .98 74LS257N .68 74LS298N 1.28 74LS367N 1.54 74LS830N 110.00
74LS09N .29 74LS40N .24 74LS85N .96 74LS124N .95 74LS153N .45 74LS170N 2.75 74LS221N 1.15 ' 74LS258N .64 74LS299N 3.60 74lS368N 1.54 74lS831N 110.00
74LS10N .27 74LS42N .54 74LS86N .66 74LS125N 1.36 74LSl 55N .84 74LSl73N .78 74LS24ON 1.39 74LS259N 3.95 74LS320N 4.95 74lS373N 1.64 74LS669N 2.48
74LS11N .29 74LS47N .84 74LS90N .49 74LS126N .96 74LS156N .98 74LS174N .54 74LS241N 1.19 74LS260N .96 74LS321N 4.95 74lS374N 1.64 7~LS67ON 3.65
74LSl 2N .22 74LS48N .84 74LS91N .7V 74LS132N .45 74LS157N .69 74LS175N .54 7'4LS242N 1.19 74LS266N .69 74LS322N 4095 74lS375N 2.95
74LS13N .36 74LS51N .27 74LS92N .!HI 74LSl33N 2.85 74LS158N .78 74LS181N 2.56 74LS243N 1.19 74LS273N 1.62 74LS323N 4.95 74lS377N 1.44
4LS14N .56 74LS54N ar 74LS93N .39 74LS136N .68 74LSl60N 1.20 74LS190N 1.29 74LS244N 1.39 74LS275N 6.93 74LS324N 1.47 74LS378N 1.89

5.SO
4.45
3.95

$5.95

12.95

15,95

Prlco
1.75

3.95

3.45

6.95

lU5

14.95

•

3.95

Spe cial 3.95

MOS MEMORIES
M O S Static RAM'8

Part No.
2102-25
IK (IK x 1) 250NS 16 PIN
P2111·35
IK (256 x 4) 3SONS18 PIN
P2112·35
1K (256 x 4) 3SONS 18 PIN
2114L
Low Power 4K (1024 x 4) 300NS
2147
4K (4K x t ) 55N5
2147
4K (4K x 1) 70NS

AY5-1013A
o to 4ll K BAUD 40 PIN
COM8017

40 Khz Single 5V Su~p~ C MO S RAM

5101
1K (256 x.4) 450NS 22 PIN Low Power

4K CMOS RAM
P6504
4K 14K x 115SONS 18 PIN 110MW
Pii514
4K (lK x 4) 4SONS 18 PIN 110MW

SHIFT REGISTERS
3341APC FIFO 1 MHz
3342PC 64 Brt Shift Register
3347PC 80 alt Shift Register

ECl RAM
10410ADC/HM2106
256 x 1 Bit Fully Decoded 15NS 16 PIN

s 14 .95

Cl06D
TIC116B
TIC126B
TIC216B
TIC226D
TIC238D
TIC246D

eR's and TRIA '5
.34 SCR 5 amp 400V TO-220
.97 SCR 8 amp 200V TO-220

1.09 SCR 12 amp 200V TO·22O
.99 Triac 6 amp 200V TO-220
.95 Triac 8 amp 400V TO-220

1.45 Triac 12 amp 400V.TO·22O
1.45 Triac 16 amp 4QOV TO-220

Bi-Fet OP AMPS
TL064CN 2.75 Quad low power TL081CP .49'"J-FET Input
TL071CP .59 Low noise Tl082CP .99 Dual J-FET Input
TL072CP 1.19 Dual low norse TL084CN 1.95 Quad J·FET Inpu t
TL074CN 2.35 Quad low noise •

NU II
RETURN THIS AD WITH YOUR ORDER

AND RECEIVE FREE SAMPLE
ONE DOUBLE SIDED COPPER

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD.

Part No: Price Part No. Price
6800 $8.50 6S02 $9.95
6802 11.95 6504 9.95

6505 9.95
6810 3.75
6820 4.95 6520 6.95
6821 3.75 6522 9.95
6850 3.95 6532 13.95
6582 3.75 6551 13.95

MICROPROCESSOR
CHIP SETS

2.75
3.95
2.95
3.45
2.95
4.98
4.!HI
6.95

10.95
6.95

10.95
12.95

Prie.
SS.65
11.95

8212
8214
8216
8224
8226
8228
8238
8251
8253
8255
8257
8259

~-;'M~~;';-sp;~i.i;';
I EPROM'S

I- - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - C2708 ~ S 6.951K X 8 450 ns
I 16K MOS D Y NA M IC RAM'S (16 PIN) TMS2532 • $ 69 .95

I 416·3 (200ns) Ceramic 5.95 ~~S~~~66 x 8) 4 50 ns $' 19.95

I 416-5 (300NS) Ceramic 4.95 16K (2K x 8) 45 0 ns •

I
4K MOS DYNAMIC RAM'S (3 power supplies ) T .!. Ve rsion

I
T M S4 060 -30 Special 2.95 C2716/TMS2516
4K (4K x l ) 300NS 22 PIN 16 K (2K x 8) 4 50 ns

I TMS4060·20 3.95 (Single 5V supp ly - Similar to intel version) •

I 4K (4K x t) 200NS 22 P IN TMS2564 $395.00
64K (8K x 8) 450 n s •

~-------------------------------------
IN CANADA VISIT OUR NEW CALGAflY ~OCAnON

P.O. BOX 1035 FRAMINGHAM. MASSACHUSETTS 01701
Over-tne-coumer s.lle~ ,

12 Mercer Rd . N.l l1c k . "'....s 017ba
Behmd Zayre~ o n Rl r 9
Te lephone O(de.~ & [llqU lfl l·~ lhlll 819 OUll
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COVER POSTAGE & HA NDll t>.l G
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BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 
MECHANICALLY inclined individuals desiring 
ownership of Small Electronics Manufacturing 
Business - without investment. Write: BUSINESS- 
ES, 92 -R, Brighton 11th, Brooklyn, NY 11235 

PROJECTION TV ... Make $200.00 + per eve- 
ning assembling projectors . . Easy . . . Re- 
sults equal to 52,500 protectors . . . Your total 
cost less than $ 15.00. . . Plans, lens & dealer's 
information $14.00 . Illustrated information 
free ... MACROCOMGBX, Washington Cross- 
ing, PA 18977 

$700 per month earnings possible filling out 
income tax forms at home or tax office during tax 
season. We show you how. Simple, quickly 
learned. Details mailed free. No salesmen. Hurry. 
Big demand. FEDERATED TAX, 2015 Montrose. 
Chicago. IL 60618 

FOR SALE 
SCANNER /monitor accessories -kits and facto- 
ry assembled. Free catalog. CAPRI ELECTRON- 
ICS, Route 1R, Canon, GA 30520 

FREE catalog, IC's, semi's, parts. CORONET 
ELECTRONICS, 649A Notre Dame W.. Montreal, 
Que.. Canada H3C 1H8. U.S. inquiries. 

RECONDITIONED test equipment. S1.00 for cat- 
alog. JAMES WALTER TEST EQUIPMENT, 2697 
Nickel, San Pablo. CA 94806 

SAVE up to 50% on name brand test equipment. 
Free catalog and price list. SALEN ELECTRON- 
ICS, Box 82 -M, Skokie, IL 60077 

GOVERNMENT surplus receivers, transmitters, 
snooperscopes, parts, fantastic 72 page catalog 
254. MESHNA, Nahant, Mass. 01908 

CABLE TV converters $39.95. Incredible 96 -page 
catalog free. ETCO, Box 762, Plattsburgh, NY 
12901 

GIANT communications guide. Into thru 1980. 
Worldwide LW- AM- FM- SW- RTTY- CW- Fax - 
satellite- VOLMET- marine- NOAA- QSL'S- etc. 
520.00 ppd. GCG, 11625 W. McKinley, Fresno, 
CA 93711 

OSCILLOSCOPE, DC to 22 MHz, dual trace, 
Navy equivalent to HP170, $199. HAMMOND, 
1013 Lafayette Avenue. Colonial Heights, VA 
23834 

RECORDS -tapes! Discounts to 73 %; all labels; no 
purchase obligations; newsletter; discount divi- 
dend certificates; 100% guarantees. Free details. 
DISCOUNT MUSIC CLUB, 650 Main Street, 
Dept. 3 -1080, New Rochelle, NY 10801 

BUILDING a robot? Using stepper motors? Write 
for details. SASE please: SPARKY ELECTRONIC 
SYSTEMS, 95 -28 42nd Avenue. Elmhurst, NY 
11374 

AMAZING ELECTRONIC PROJECTS and PRODUCTS: 

Lasers Super Powered. Burn,ng Cutting. Rise. Petal 
Pocket See ,n Dark Shotgun Drecional Mee - 
Unsc ramblers -Gant Tesla - Stunwand -TV DKr upt- 
er-Energy Producing Surveillance. Detection. Eiec- 
frrfygp. Ultrasonic. CB. Auto and Mech. Devices, Hun- 
dreds More-AO New Plus INFO UNLTD PARTS SER- 
VICE Catalog 51 Information Untimded. Dept. RS Bos 
716 Amh. at, N.H. 03031 

QUALITY stock and custom control panels and 
switch plates for computers, industry, home or 
auto. Free flyer. CUSTOM CONTROLS, 4 Fern- 
andes Drive, So. Hadley. MA 01075 

SURPLUS computer power supplies. test equip- 
ment, parts. Free flyer. UNIVERSAL AUDIO, Box 
712, Providence, RI 02901 

CAPACITOR kits: Direct from factory beats dis- 
tributor costs. Aluminum, tantalum. Send $3.00 
for info and 3 samples. STEELE INC, Box 422. 
McKenzie, TN 38201 

rG i-v V ROUTE 9N, 
LATTSBURGH, N.Y. 12901 
TN.: 15181 5614700. 

MICROWAVE yagi antenna for MDS complete 
with hardware, type N connector $49.95. SIGNAL 
ELECTRONICS, 4027 18th Avenue, Brooklyn, NY 
11218 

SATELLITE television information -build or buy 
your own earth station S3.00 U.S.- SATELLITE 
TELEVISION, R.D. 3, Oxford, NY 13830 

RF spectrum analyzer, ASL model 8622, 10 to 
1.000 MHz, 3 -inch CRT, manual and application 
notes, weight 22 lbs. Excellent condition. $895. 
M.W. ROBERTS, 3694 East Tompkins, Las Ve- 
gas, Nevada 89121. 702 -451 -3517. 

TELEVISION downconverters 1.6 -2.7 GHz 
S99.95 assembled. Details for stamp. GW ELEC- 
TRONICS, POB 688, Greenwood, IN 46142 

LASER handbook with burning. cutting, Ruby 
Reds, Co's. complete plans, books, and parts. 
Send $4.00 to FAMCO, dept re, box 1902, 
Rochester, NH 03867 

TELEPHONES. answering machines. dialers, 
speakerphones, accessories. Write: CONSUM- 
ERS' TELEPHONE, 69 -A Smith St., Glen Head, 
NY 11545 

SUPREME diagram manuals. radio-television, 14 
volumes, special only $25.00. BEITMAN, 1760 
Balsam, Highland Park, IL 60035. 

SME tonearm $79.00; Dynakit mark Ill amps (2) 
5280.00 new & sealed. RAIBLE. 1726 Bentley, 
Los Angeles. CA 90025 

CONCORD 

COMPUTER 
comnonNnTs 

1971 SOUTH STATE COLLEGE ANANEIM,CA. 92806 
11s1 NISttICMIBCi NimNuMOI0t. sum 
4í4419O (714)937-0637 ANSlsot011ll 
40 C00 sr .,ai .44 uff o, .12 Oo04pnd,.. urna, Cal SIS AO0 A' 

CPU CRYSTALS 
Rep Apo/canon pc. 

400 we 6600 5450 
15432 MC 14411 450 
200 G. /Mom 450 
201 TY cans 290 
24576 347026auo 560 
400 4004/4040 450 
4194304 60.38 560 
500 mac Cali 450 
506M Com SOt6 450 
t00 mac MPU's 450 
130 450 
1.31616 - 4.50 
la 0 40431/006 560 
221194 11060A 56.0 
270 - S60 
320 560 
32 )641 esM5a12 53 I5 

TRS-80 
16K *mat AddDn 

$4995 

MIT 
Mlih IVnipers aut 

mstruGtgns 

SOROC 
TLC,-rNOLOOV, INC 

FACTORY 
WARRANTY 

Car re.r urcOV,dr.anar 

IQ12(f A,I NM,rncor,urf.or,irry ñ ! 00 

EPROM'S 
2708 . . . S6.75 

I K x 8 450NS 
8 FOR S48.50 

2716 . .512.95 
16K(2Kx8)450NS 

8 FOR S142.95 
2132 . .$ 4500 

32K(4096x8) 

741500 
74L502 
741303 
741.504 
741508 
741309 
741510 
74L520 
741321 
741S22 
741S26 
741527 
741530 
41332 

74LS36 
741.542 
74LS48 
41551 

741554 
74LS74 
741575 
74L583 
741585 
741586 
741590 
741593 
74L5107 
7413112 
7415113 
7415122 
74LS123 
741S126 
'741.S1 38 
74L5151 
7415153 

video 
1170 

Leedex Corp. 
-LACK & WHITE 

LOW COST VIDEO 
M ITR 

26 7415155 115 
.26 741.5158 75 
-.26 7415160 96 
.26 7415161 86 
.2e 7415162 95 
.26 7413163 160 
.26 7413164 66 
.26 7415165 66 
.20 74/5170 17S 
.26 7415174 75 
M 7415175 75 
26 7415190 75 
28 7413193 96 
32 7415196 96 
32 7415196 65 
.65 74L5221 140 
.78 7413240 165 
2S 741S241 165 
3S 7415243 145 
36 7413244 145 
.60 7415245 225 
A4 7415253 96 
.96 741.5257 96 
.9a 741S258 95 
.09 7415259 2 86 
.6O 7415279 44 
45 7413283 10D 
.36 7415293 185 
M 741S296 120 
48 741S366 95 
96 7415367 55 
69 7415368 55 
69 741S373 139 
44 7415374 139 
44 7413386 66 

8212 
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APPLE II Computer 
with full 48K of memory! 

s1089°° 

APPLE EXPANSION KIT 

16K MemoryAdd'On # 4750 
HEM. I ADD -ON Itlr 

INCLUDES INSTRUCTIONS 

SATELLITE telev ision information-build or buy
your own earth station $3.00 U.S.-SATELLITE
TEL:EVISION, R.D. 3, Oxford, NY 13830

SUPREME diagram manual s, radio -telev ision, 14
volumes, special only $25.00. BEITMAN, 1760
Balsam, Highland Park, IL 60035.

SME tonea rm $79.00; Dynakit mark III amps (2)
$280.00 new & sealed. RAIBLE, 1726 Bentley,
Los Angeles, CA 90025

30CHANNEL
CABLE TV

CONVERTER

REE'F 6P:GE
UNUSUAL 9 PARTS
ELECT~~~~TALOGI

& IDE....

ORDER No. 171AE047

[§I~OO ROUTE 9N.
PLATTSBURGH. N.Y. 12901
r.i.: 16181561-8700.

TELEPHONES, answering machines, dialers,
speakerphones, accessories. Write : CONSUM 
ERS' TELEPHONE, 69-A Smith St., Glen Head,
NY 11545

LASER handbook with burn ing, cutt ing, Ruby
Reds, Co's, complete plans, books, and parts .
Send $4.00 to FAMCO, dept re, box 1902,
Rochester, NH 03867

TELEVISION downconverters 1.6-2 .7 GHz
$99.95 assembled. Details for stamp. GW ELEC
TRONICS, POB 688, Greenwood, IN 46142

RF spectrum analyzer, ASL mode l 8622, 10 to
1,000 MHz, 3-inch CRT, manual and application
notes, weight 22 Ibs. Excellent condition. $895.
M.W. ROBERTS, 3694 East Tompkins, Las Ve
gas, Nevada 89121.702-451 -3517 .

MICROWAVE yagi antenna for MDS complete
with hardware, type N connector $49.95. SIGNAL
ELECTRONICS, 4027 18th Avenue, Brooklyn, NY
11218

CAPACITOR kits: Direct from factory beats dis
tributor costs. Aluminum, tantalum. Send $3.00
for info and 3 samples . STEELE INC, Box 422,
McKenzie, TN 38201

AMAZING ELECTRONIC PROJECTS and PRODUCTS:
Laser s Super Powered, Burn ing Cutting. Rifle. Pistol.
Pocket. See in Dark-Shotgun Directional Mike
Unscramblers-Giant Tesla-Stunwand- TV Disrupt 
er-Energy Producing, Surveillance, Detection, Elec
tr ifying. Ultrasonic, CB. Auto and Mec h. Devices, Hun 
dreds More-All New Plus INFO UNLTD PARTS SER
VICE. Catalog $1. Informafion Unlimited, Dept. R8 Box
716 Amha,st, N.H. 03031.

BUILDING a robot? Using stepper motors? Write
for details . SASE please: SPARKY ELECTRONIC
SYSTEMS, 95-28 42nd Avenue, Elmhurst, NY
11374 •

SURPLUS computer power supplies, test equip
ment, parts. Free flyer . UNIVERSAL AUDIO, Box
712, Providence, RI 02901

OSCILLOSCOPE, DC to 22 MHz, dual trace,
Navy equivalent to HP170, $199 . HAMMOND,
1013 Lafayette Avenue, Colonial Heights, VA
23834

RECORDS-tapesl Discounts to 73%; all labe ls; no
purchase obligations; newsletter; discount divi
dend cert ificates; 100% guarantees. Free details.
DISCOUNT MUSIC CLUB, 650 Main Street,
Dept. 3-1080, New Rochelle , NY 10801

GIANT communications guide. Info thru 1980.
Worldwide LW- AM- FM- SW- -ATTY- CW- Fax- 
satellite-VOLMET- marine- NOAA- QSL'S- etc.
$20.00 ppd . GCG, 11625 W. McKinley, Fresno,
CA 93711

QUALITY stock and custom control panels and
switch plates for computers, industry, home or
auto. Free flyer. CUSTOM CONTROLS, 4 Fern
andes Drive, So. Hadley , MA 01075

SAVE up to 50% on name brand test equipment.
Free catalog and price list. SALEN ELECTRON
ICS, Box 82-M, Skokie, IL 60077

SCANNER/monitor accessories-kits and facto
ry assembled. Free catalog. CAPRI ELECTRON
ICS , Route 1R, Canon, GA 30520

FREE catalog, IC's, semi's, parts. CORONET
ELECTRONICS, 649A Notre Dame W., Montreal,
Que., Canada H3C 1H8. U.S. inquiries.

CABLE TV converters $39.95. Incredible 96-page
catalog free. ETCO, Box 762, Plattsburgh, NY
12901

GOVERNMENT surplus receivers, transmitters,
snooperscopes, parts, fantastic 72 page catalog
25¢. MESHNA, Nahant, Mass. 01908

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

FOR SALE

$700 per month earnings possible filling out
income tax forms at home or tax office during tax
season. We show you how. Simp le, quickly
learned . Details mailed free . No salesmen . Hurry .
Big demand. FEDERATED TAX, 2015 Montrose,
Chicago, IL 60618

MECHANICALLY inclined individuals desiring
ownership of Small Electronics Manufacturing
Business -without Investment. Write: BUSINESS
ES, 92-R, Brighton 11th, Brooklyn, NY 11235

PROJECTION TV ..• Make $200.00+ per eve
ning assembling projectors . . . Easy . . . Re
sults equa l to $2,500 projectors ... Your total
cost less than $15.00 Plans, lens & dealer's
Information $14.00 Illustrated information
free • .. MACROCOMGBX, Washington Cross
Ing, PA 18977

RECONDITIONED test equipment. $1.00 for cat
'alog. JAMES WALTER TEST EQUIPMENT, 2697
Nickel, San Pablo , CA 94806

CONCORD

COmpUTER
componEnTS

1971 SOUTH STATE COLLEGE ANAHEIM, CA. 92806
VISA MASHRCHARGE • (714)937 0637 MINIMUM ORDER SIDDD
CHEC~ DRMD· ADD SlID fOR fRl
NDCDD W. ,toc ~ ond " lIo,.d2 .DDD I,p"of,.m,conduClo" CAL REI ADD 6r,

APPLE EXPANSION KIT

16KM~::~:~~~~~~Tn $4750
INCLUDES INSTRUCTI ONS.

8212
I/o p-ort
$2 95

74lS Series
74L500 .26 74L5155 1.15

174L502 .26 74L5158 .75
:74L5 0 3 :26 74L5160 .95
74L504 .28 74L5161 .85
74L508 .28 74L5162 .95
74L509 .26 74L5163 1.60
7'lL51 0 .26 74L5164 .65
74L520 .26 74L5165 .65 llG-COLU_ I"ACT _NTU
74L521 .26 74L5170 1.75 ~~M .-..c:.-H'GHUT ......OMIUK:II:

74L522 .26 74L5174 .75 .._~- '649·"_C._._HIl. 00
74L526 .49 74L5175 .75 · 1Z, .... '•• r.
74L527 .26 74L5190 .75 -.--'-- 'b74L530 .28 74L5193 .95 :~==~....::;....i ase2 inc4L532 .32 74L5195 .95 · N_".~ • ,.
74L538 .32 74L5196 .85
74L542 .65 74L5221 1.
74L548 .78 74L524O 1.65

APPLE II Computer4L551 .25 74L5241 1.65
4L554 .35 74L5243 1.45
4LS74 .38 74L5244 1.45 With full48K of memory! -4L575 .60 74LS245 2.25
4L583 .44 74L5253 .95

$1089°~~--4L585 .95 74L5257 .95
4L586 .95 74L5258 .95

74L590 .69 74L5259 2.85
74L593 .69 74LS279 .44 -4L5107 .45 74L5283 1.00 -4L5112 .38 74L5293 1.85
4L5113 .48 74L5298 1.20
4L5122 .48 74LS366 .95
4L5123 .95 74L5367 .55
4L5126 .69 74L5368 .55
4L5138 .69 74L5373 1.39
4L5151 A4 74L5374 1.39

74L5153 .44 74L5386 .65

EPROMSlRS-SO
16 KMemory Add.on

$.A9!i
... KIT

With jumpers and

rnstrucuons

CPU CRYSTALS
Froq Application price

1.00 Mhz 6800 $4.50
1.8432 MCI4411 4.50
2.00 G·8/TV"". 4.50
2.01 TV gm' . 2.90
2.4576 :J4702baud 5.60
4.00 4004/4040 4.50
4.194304 8038 5.60

5.00 mlse.CPU's 4.50 11------..5.0688 Com 5016 4.50
10.0 miscMPU's 4.50
13.0 4.50
14.31818 4.50
18.0 808018008 5.60
22.1184 B080A 5.60
27.0 5.60
32.0 5.60
32.768 $3.85

(/)
o
Z
o
ex:
Io
W
...J
Wo
o
<l:
ex:
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Lione O CAPACITANCE METER .1pFto999KuF 
In o FREOUENCY COUNTER 35MHz 

ktt O SOUARE WAVE GEN 1Hz to 99KHz- 
0 OHMMETER -3 58MMz Xtal -Regulated PS- five 
.8" Readouts -Low cost TTL Circuits- Automatic 
Decimal Placement -Be AMAZED -Build it for 
S50 01 less. I Purchase the plans, etched P C. 
board 4-3/4" by 6 -3/4 "and front panel decal 
for S15.291 BAGNALL ELECTRONICS. R.r. "a 
179 May Street, Fairfield. Conn. 06430 ."T kit 

EDUCATION & INSTRUCTION 
UNIVERSITY degrees by mail! Bachelors. Mas- 
ters, Ph D's . . Free revealing details. COUN- 
SELING, Box 317 -RE 10, Tustin, CA 92680 

HOME study degree program In electronics engi- 
neering. 75 specialized courses also available. 
For information write: CIEE, P.O. Box 9196, Pitts- 
burgh, PA 15224 

MAKE hydrogen fuel: Build generators with mate- 
rial from Hardware stores. Illustrated manual; 
$ 10.95 ppd. NEGEYE ENGINEERING, Penns - 
boro, WV 26415 

TECHNICIANS, hobbyists. "Wire wrap like the 
professionals." Send S4.00 for Informative arti- 
cle. ALDOR ELECTRONIC SERVICES, 2961 In- 
dustrial Road, Suite =212R, Las Vegas, Nevada 
89109 

Th. T)p.Y FCC Tows A...r, ..r ..r.w 
H Pt...w ... r 1r,... Iw lCC ,,, W 

Lr.... t,w "r»r.M.M...'....w N...y 'w.r ..w,w Wow wows t..« rI row 
,HAW ... J.s w,w FCC ..aw P,., S.., 
s,..A- Ab.I.,. T«, P..w.' 4/»..,,W M,rt G.«r,w 

,ÿrr Vr., 
rtih,.lÿrc.: 

.,, 

commie RD01lCTIOIÖ P o Bo. 26348 t 
Robs 1.4.w.... o.,.,.w, Son F r.ncnco, CA 94126 

PLANS & KITS 
DECODE Morse and RTTY signals off the air with 
new Morse -a -Word or RTTY reader. Morse key- 
board also available. Kits or factory wired. Send 
for details. MICROCRAFT, Box 513R, Thlensville, 
WI 53092 (414) 241 -8144. 

PARABOLIC screen mesh dish kits for weather 
and television satellite reception. Pre -cut, ready 
to assemble Sizes up to 16 loot available Busi- 
ness size S A.S.E. for details to: MARBLE ELEC- 
TRONICS, 32 Sea Street. North Weymouth. MA 
02191 

TELEPHONE calls recorded automatically. unat- 
tended, build yourself for less than S10.00. Detail 
plans $2.50. GARRETT ELECTRONICS, 6451 Im- 
perial Avenue. San Diego. CA 92114 

7 -FT giant screen TV ... Enloy theater -size TV 
programs at home! For latest improved instruc- 
tions and complete kit. send $15.00 . . . SHIU 
NG, Box 3276 -R, Seattle. WA 98114 

ELECTRONIC toys and games. Build your own 
and save. Plans for 10 toys S5.00. MICRON, 210 
E. Belcrest Road. Belair, MD 21014 

CONVERT TV to pro)ect 7' picture results equal 
expensive projectors! Easily built for under 
520.00. Instructions & lens S10.00. GENIAL 
PRODUCTS, Box 273, Woodbridge, NJ 07095 

CATALOG of electronic designs. Accessories 
for CB, ham radio, stereo and PA systems, tele- 
phone. and more. Catalog sent free upon re- 
quest. PETER -SCHMITT ENTERPRISES, Dept. 
RE, POB 07071, Milwaukee. WI 53207 

1. S Volt, 3 amp, Regulated Power Supply. 
Great for TTL Projects _119 50 
2. EMM 4200A, 4K Static RAMs, Ceramic 
A local memory boards manufacturer 
closed. We bought the new memory 
boards and took these 4200A static RAMs 
out. They are tested and 90 -day guaran- 
teed 100% good 
Prime tested 4200A 4K RAMS $5.50 ea 
3. Super Saver. Micro P0411, Ceramic 4K x 
1 dynamic RAMS. 8 for $10.00. 

WE BUY SURPLUS ELECTRONIC 
INDUSTRIAL INVENTORIES 

DELTRONIKS 
TISI slFONG HIGHWAY ,. 

ATLANTA. OA 10310 
.04- 45.-M/0 

CABLE TV descramblers and converters. Build or 
buy. For information send $2.00. CID COMPA- 
NY, POB 26, Hudsonville, MI 49426 

KITS & COMPONENTS 
INTEGRATED circuits TTL. CMOS. linear, many 
hard to find "S" and "LS" types. resistors, 
capacitors, IC sockets, diodes and more. WEST - 
LAND ELECTRONICS, 34245 Ford Rd , West- 
land, MI 48185. (313) 728 -0650 

WANTED 
PRE -WWII and early television sets wanted. Will 
pay top dollar for any set featured in June Radio - 
Electronics issue ARNOLD CHASE, 9 Rushleigh 
Road, West Hartford, CT 06117 

WANTED SS -104 with serial number 00450, 
01505. or 02514. Reply to: EVELYN WARNE- 
BOLDT, POB 274, SI. Joe. MI 49085. State price 
& condition. 

WANTED: Lafayette hi fi kits of the 50's, particu- 
larly KT 200 tuner. K HARRISON, P.O. BOX 24, 
Terrace Park, OH 45174 

COLLECTOR wants early Halllcrafters SX28 
SX25 S2OR SX18 HT9 others! National, Hammar- 
lund. All letters answered! ROMNEY, Box 5247, 
Spartanburg, SC 29304. Keep this ad! It doesn't 
repeat. 

IWD1'1795 
LOGIC 

PROBE 

KIT 

MSM5832 MICROPROCESSOR 
REAL -TIME 
CLOCK /CALENDAR 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

21141 Iu:4.-i jt,I11c R:.h'C A 50 450 n J4 
200ns'5.50 

THE CONP(7T1(INS 
ARE COMM 

$2495 
Plexiglass covet 

as shown 

..Ilr..r. .iw:Ilia.. ,. 

CONCORD 

COMPUTER 
comPOnEnT: 

6745 

1971 SOUTH STATE COLLEGE ANAHEIM, CA. 92806 
uSE CISTIECalR t e16iN,U 9 (I si0X 
CMICI011110 (714)937-0637 es slseMIMI 
10 COD M, 'A.. "d vI. to I: 000',c.. a' ...:aMlI*s C1l SIS 

$8750 

S-100 16K ADD-ON 
BARE BOARD 

MIN X(1,111011101 /40 '21095 

Q140e;11 II 

\"Glitc4les",Burger Or Interference 
11..1fpn 11 7. l", r. A.J.T.w M.wr 
p.wd.ard..IIl,...6Y.a n..NI III ... .... . A..,...,. I NI lM. i ., w.. N.J. ,w. i,wl W ... ...,. ti.. `..... 
=du 

.II wwA I.. w..1 ..IM. .. t.. .r 
..... ...'.. ... as 

TTL 

VOLTAGE REGULATORS 

4111 
NEGATIVE 

7905.5 V 

7908 8v 
7915 15V 
7918 18V 

POSITIVE 
7805 5V 
7806 6V 
7808 8V 
7812.12V 

7etsllsvl 
7818118V) 
7824 24VI 

954 
MULTI-OWLET STRIP 
Ú120711C- SWITCH PILOT 

and BREAKER. $1999 

IMO fll.wletort " J 
Il.at+. 

OOLr.'r.r1.'tl .wr+ P« 1.110 All.,l 01.0 / r'.w OO..N..AwVNw O., 1..101001 *WO 0.7'.irh _s.-_ ....no. I.l ata 404 e OP r'..1 
kn. . ...... V ..r .. r 4r00MN. .ne. r.. m 

. ....... . _ °° ...._ ...`.,. . ,. . ..... .,-. Ye.+r001 r.......wW. h....4'r.r,.h.ti 
NM 

CIRCLE 45 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

1980 

aste 
$4 95 

5/4740014 20 SN 7482N 1.06 
SN7402N 22 SN7492N .50 
SN7404N 22 SN7493N -!48 
SN 7408N 24 SN7495N .60 
5N7410N 22 SN 7496N .70 
SN7412N 28 SN 74122N .39 
SN7413N 35 SN14136N .96 
SN7414N 49 SN74141N .80 
SN7416N 29 SN74151N .66 
SN7417N 29 SN74153N .66 
SN7423N 28 SN741S4N 1.25 
SN7425N 25 SN 74155N .80 
SN 7430N 23 SN74157N .89 
SN7437N 29 SN74160N 96 
SN 7438N 24 SN74161N .63 
SN7440N 22 SN74163N .as 
SN7442N 57 SN 74164N .87 
SN74439d 76 SN74165N .87 
5N744514 78 SN74174N 16 
SN74S1N 20 SN7417SN .69 
SN7454N 20 SN74180N .75 
511747410 32 SN74181 N 1.1S 
SN7475N 32 SN 743136 169 
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EDUCATION & INSTRUCTION
UNIVERSITY degrees by mail I Bachelors, Mas
ters, Ph.D 's . .. Free revealing details. COUN·
SELING, Box 317-RE1O, Tustin, CA 92680

HOME study degree program in electronics engi
neering. 75 specialized courses also ava ilable.
For information write: CIEE, P.O. Box 9196, Pitts
burgh, PA 15224

MAKE hydrogen fuel : Build gen erators with mate
rial from Hardware stores. Illustrated manual ;
$10.95 ppd. NEGEYE ENGINEERING, Penns
boro, WV 26415

TECHNICIANS, hobbyists. "Wire wrap like the
professionals." Send $4.00 for Informative arti
cle. ALDOR ELECTRONIC SERVICES, 2961 in
dustrial Road, Suite #212R, Las Vegas, Nevada
89109

PLANS & KITS
DECODE Morse and RTTY signals off the air with
new Morse-a-Word or RTTY reader. Morse key 
board also available. Kits or factory wired. Send
for details. MICROCRAFT, Bo x 513R, Th iensville,
WI 53092 (414) 241-8144. .

PARABOLIC screen mesh dish kits for weather
and television satellite reception . Pre-cut, ready
to assemble. Sizes up to 16 foot available. Busi
ness size SAS.E. for details to : MARBLE ELEC
TRONICS, 32 Sea Street, North Weymouth, MA
02191

TELEPHONE calls recorded automatically, unat
tended, build yourself for less than $10 .00. Detail
plans $2 .50. GARRETT ELECTRONICS, 6451 Im
perlal Avenue, San Diego, CA 92114

7-FT giant screen TV .. . Enjoy theater-size TV
programs at homel For iatest Improved instruc
tions and complete kit , send $15 .00 . .. SHIU
NG, Box 3276-R, Seattle, WA 98114

ELECTRONIC toys and games. Build your own
and save. Plans for 10 toys $5.00. MICRON, 210
E. Belcrest Road , Belair, MD 21014

CONVERT TV to project 7' picture results equal
expensive projectors! Easily built for under
$20.00. Instructions & lens $10 .00. GENIAL
PRODUCTS, Box 273, Woodbridge, NJ 07095

CATALOG of electronic designs. Accessories
for CB , ham radio, stereo and PA systems, tele
phone, and more. Catalog sent free upon re
quest. PETER-SCHMITT ENTERPRISES, Dept.
RE, POB 07071, Milwaukee, Wi 53207

1. 5 Volt, 3 amp, Regulated Power Supply.
Great for TTL Projects $19.50
2. EMM 4200A, 4K Static RAMs, Ceramic
A local memo ry boa rds manufacturer
closed . We bought the new memory
boards and took these 4200A static RAMs
out. They are tested and 90-day guaran
teed 100% good.
Prime tested 4200A 4K RAMs $5.50 ea.
3. Super Saver. Micro PD411, Ceramic 4K x
1 dynam ic RAMs 8 for $10.00.

WE BUY SURPLUS ELECTRONIC
INDUSTRIAL INVENTORIES

DELTRaNIKS
5151 BUFORD HIGHWAY .... DZ.

ATLANTA. GA 30340
404-458-4690

CABLE TV descramblers and converters. Build or
buy . For information send $2.00. C&D COMPA
NY, POB 26, Hudsonville, MI 49426

'-l one 0 CAPACITANCE METER .1pF to 999KuF
In 0 FREQUENCY COUNTER 35MHz

kit 0 SQUARE WAVE GEN. 1Hz to 99KHz
o OHMMETER - 3.58MHz Xtal - Regulated PS- Five
.8" Readouts-Low cost TTL Circuits-Automatic
Decimal Placement-Be AMAZED -Build It for
$50 or less. I Purchase the plans, etched P.C.
board 4-3/4" by 6-3/4" and front panel decal
for $t5.291 BAGNALL ELECTRONICS, Refund
179 May Street, Fairfield, Conn. 06430 any Kit

KITS & COMPONENTS
INTEGRATED circuits TTL , CMOS, linear, many
hard to find "S" and "LS" types, resistors,
capacitors, IC sockets, diodes and more. WEST
LAND ELECTRONICS, 34245 Ford Rd., West
land, MI 48185. (313) 728-0650

WANTED
PRE-WWII and early television sets wanted. Will
pay top dollar for any set featured in June Radio
Electronics issue ARNOLD CHASE, 9 Rushlelgh
Road, West Hartford, CT 06117

WANTED SB-104 with serial number 00450,
01505, or 02514. Reply to : EVELYN WARNE
BOLDT, POB 274, St. Joe , Ml 49085. State pr ice
& condition.

WANTED: Lafayette hi fiklts of the 50's, particu
larly KT 200 tuner. K HARRISON, P.O . BOX 24,
Terrace Park, OH 45174

COLLECTOR wants early Halllcrafters SX28
SX25 S20R SX18 HT9 others! National, Hammar
lund . All letters answered! ROMNEY, Box 5247,
Spartanburg, SC 29304. Keep this adl It doesn't
repeat.

No"Glitches",Surlles Or Interference
Tht'.,.flIt> -117 is the' ic w -eose solutjon to \ 'our
pow t'r di~rihu.ti~ prob lerns, • Thr' ' IPD
I i i !l.u.l h , ~h - pt rf" rm.ln I:J.n f,ltrr. h.. ,1t10 ."rull
brnkrr, t...." ,j ' rN I ..ntl " ,trtwrl,.ullfi' ,llumlO, t...l
··.,n.."r' \""",h f.... , ,,,,teM I uu rJ,ot •.•nd ;. hu,h "',lh

~~:t~:~:~~h;:~t:::n7::"~';:~;ii;~::n.n . 11 .

555
Timer

27¢

MSM5832 MICROPROCESSOR

REAL·TIME
CLOCK/CALENDAR

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

THE COHPUTltIKS
fiRECOHIItG !

TTL
VOlTAGE REGULATORS SN7400N .20 SN7482N 1.05

SN7402N .22 SN7492N .50

~
SN7404N .22 SN7493N ~48

SN7408N .24 SN7495N .60
SN741 ON .22 SN7496N .70

POSITIVE SN7412N .28 SN74122N .39NEGATIVE SN7413N .35 SN74136N .95790S (SVI 780SISV) 781S11SV) SN7414N .49 SN74141N .69790818V) 780616VI 7818118V)
MULTI -OUTLET STRIP SN7416N .29 SN74151N .65791S11SVI 780818VI 7824124VI SN7417N .29 SN74153H .65791 8 (18VI 7812(12VI

05C UL207BC-SWITCH.PILOT SN7423N .28 SN74154N 1.25
and BREAKER. $1999 SN7425N .25 SN74155N .80

$2495
SN7430N .23 SN74157N .69
SN7437N .29 SN74160N .95

-~~- 1980
SN7438N .24 SN74161N .85

.~ 8080 Simulators ~ SN7440N .22 SN74183N .85 0
D-e",.I~ lIy EN,," McCw_ry ""'C"" SN7442N .57 SN74164N .87 o

=~:=~::::=::: ~~:k':~:::::=~1(6t:~~=~._~ : ;~ ~
SN7443N .78 SN74165N .87 -l

Plexiglass cover SN7445N .78 SN74174N .95 0
aoeoS.m,,101ot lor ICIM. l COIWllle , ~.f S6S8O-ICLM. IsaN ().II9SN-0J9. $ 19 95 este SN7451N .20 SN74175N .69 m

Eoc:h '''''1\,,10'0< o llo ...., ' h. 0........ 01 ' he 6502 ·boH<l 'F" .m 10 .~lKul. aoeo (oeM, Ttoul SN7454N .20 SN74180N .75 m
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EAD THIS! 
And put up to $10.00 in your pocket. 

isR adis- 
EIFCTßONIC 

DEVICES 

f0A 
sLF-IMPOVEMENT 

sr trsr laao 

Put your meter use to better 

What happe 
W ABC -79 

Build a S125 triggered scope 

Dial-UP network 
for home computers 

Inside the Beta video generator 

Build a wide -range audio 9 

OM MN MI 

Indicate the offer you prefer 

You can save up to $10 when you 
subscribe to Radio- Electronics- 
and have the best electronics 
magazine of all delivered to 
your home. often before it runs 
out on the newsstands' Every 
page of every issue is packed 
with electronics news and 
excitement you won't want to 
miss. Make sure you get every 
issue. and save money, too. 
Mail the money- saving coupon 
below today. Get all the excite- 
ment, every month. 

SUBSCRIBE TO 
RADIO- ELECTRONICS 

SAVE MONEY. enclose 
your payment and you 
get TWO EXTRA 
ISSUES per year. 

1 Yar -12 issues ONLY $1x.00 
(You save 52 00 off newsstand price ) 

2 Years -24 issues ONLY $25.00 
(Save More 55 00 off newsstand price 

Payment enclosed 
14 issues for $13.00 
iVOu save $4 50 off newsstand price.) 

Payment enclosed 
28 i for $25.00 
(Save More' 510 00 oft newsstand price 

Extra Shipping Canada 53 00 per year. au 
other countries SS 00 per year 

Bill me 
Check here if this Is a new subscription 
Check here if you are extending or renewing 
your subscription. 

Get the Best -Every Month 

Name (please print) 

Address 

City State Zip Cod 

41 KO 

Mail to: Radio -Electronics 
SUBSCRIPTION DEPT.. P.O. BOX 2520, 
BOULDER, COLORADO 80322 

EAD THIS'
And put up to $10.00 in your pocket.

You can save up to $10 when you
subscribe to Radio-Electronics
and have the best electron ics
magazine of all delivered to
your home, often before it runs
ou t on the newsstands ! Every
page of every issue is packed
with electronics news and
excitement you won 't want to
miss. Make sure you get every
issue, and save money, too .
Mail the rnoney-savinq coupon
below today. Get all the exc ite
ment, every month.

SUBSCRIBE TO
RADIO·ELECTRONICS

SAVE MONEY, enclose
your payment and you
get TWO EXTRA
ISSUES per year.

------------- - - ---- - - ---- - ----- ~----

~zo
a:
I-

&3
....J
W

6
is
~
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Ind icate the offer you prefer:

o 1 Year- 12 issues ONLY $13.00
(You save $2.00 off newssta nd price.)

o 2 Years-2 4 issues ONLY $25.00
(Save More ' $5.00 off newsstand price.)

o Payment enclosed
14 issues for $13.00
(You save $4.50 off newsstan d pr ice.)

o Payment enclosed
28 issue s for $ 25 .00
(Save Morel $10.00 off newsstand price .)

Extra Shipping : Canada $3.00 per year. all
other count ries 55.00 per year.

o Bill me
o Chec k here if th is is a new subsc rip tio n.o Check here if yo u are extending or renewi ng

your subscription .

Get the Best-Every Month

Nam e (please print) _

Add ress _

City State ---LZip Code _

4 1KO

Mail to: Radio-Electronics
SUBSCRIPTION DEPT., P.O. BOX 2520,
BOULDER, COLORADO 80322 I
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A Microcomputer 
for everyone at 

a Micro Price 

The unique 
and valuable 
components of the MicroAce 

The Micro Ace is not just another personal 
computer. Quite apart from its exceptionally low 
price. the MicroAce has two uniquely advanced 
components: the powerful BASIC interpreter. and 
the simple teach yourself BASIC manual. 

The unique versatile BASIC interpreter offers 
remarkable programming advantages: 

Unique 'one -touch' key word entry: the 
MicroAc eliminates a great deal of 
tiresome typing. Key words (RUN, PRINT, 
LIST, etc.) hays their own singie -key entry. 
Unique syntax check. Only lines with correct 
syntax are accepted into programs. A cursor 
identifies errors immediately. This prevents 
entry of long and complicated programs with 
faults only discovered when you try to run 
t hem. 
Excellent stringhandling capability - takes up 
to 26 string variables of any length. All strings 
can undergo all relational tests (e.g. 
comparison). The MicroAce also has string 
input - to request a line of text when 
necessary. Strings do not need to be 
dimensioned. 
Up to 26 single dimension arrays 
FOR /NEXT loops nested up 26. 
Variable names of any length. 
BASIC language also handles full Boolean 
arithmetic, conditional expressions, etc. 
Exceptionally powerful edit facilities, allows 
modification of existing program lines. 
Randomise function. useful for games and 
secret codes. as well as more serious 
applications 
Timer under program control 

The LMicroEicel 

PEEK and POKE enable entry of machine code 
instructions, USR causes jump to a user's 
machine language sub -routine. 
High- resolution graphics with 22 standard 
graphic symbols. 
All characters printable in reverse under 
program control. 
Lines of unlimited length 

'Excellent value' indeed! 
For just $149.00 (excluding handling chargel you 

get everything you need to build a personal 
computer at home... PCB, with IC sockets for all 
ICs; case. leads for direct connection to a cassette 
recorder and television (black and white or color): 
everything( 

Yet the MicroAce really is a complete, powerful, 
full-facility computer, matching or surpassing other 
personal computers at several times the price. 

The MicroAce is programmed in BASIC, and you 
can use it to do quite literally anything, from playing 
chess to managing a business. 

The MicroAce is pleasantly straightforward to 
assemble, using a finetipped soldering iron It 

immediately proves what a good job you've done - 

connect it to your TV ... link it to the mains adaptor 
and you're ready to go 

Fewer chips, compact design, 
volume production -more power 
per Dollar! 

The MicroAce owes its remarkable low price to its 
remarkable design. the whole system is packed on 
to fewer. newer, more powerful and advanced LSI 
chips. A single SUPER ROM, for instance, contains 
the BASIC interpreter, the character set, operating 
system, and monitor. And the MicroAce 1K byte 

- a new generation of 
miniature computers 
A COMPLETE COMPUTER 

for $149.00 for 1K Kit 
Post and Packing FREE 

(Add 6% Tax for Shipments inside California, 

RAM )expandable to 2K on board) is roughly 
equivalent to 4K bytes in a conventional computer 
- typically storing 100 lines of BASIC. IKey words 

occupy only a single byte.) 
The display shows 32 characters by 24 lines 
And Benchmark tests show that the MicroAce is 

faster than all other personal computers. 
No other personal computer offers this unique 

combination of high capability and low price. 

The MicroAce teach -yourself 
BASIC manual. 

If the features of the BASIC interpreter mean 
little to you-don't worry. They're all explained in the 
specialty-written book free with every kit( The book 
makes learning easy. exciting and enjoyable- and 
represents a complete course in BASIC 
programming-from first principles to complex 
programs (Available separately -purchase price 
refunded if you buy a MicroAce later I 

A hardware manual is also included with every kit 

The MicroAce Kit: 
$149.00 with IK COMPLETE 
$169.00 with 2K 

Derndnd for She M,croACe is very high use the 
coupon to order today for the earliest possible 
delivery. All orders will be despatched in strict 
rotation. If you are unsuccessful in constructing 
your kit, we will repair it for a fee of $20.00, post and 
packing FREE. Of course, you may return your 
MicroAce as received within 14 days for a full 
refund. We want you to be satisfied beyond all 
doubt - and we have no doubt that you will be. 

zap A m.croorocessor 
ctxp, w.dely recognised 
as the best ever made 

Expansion 
Connector UHF TV 

modulator 

Clock 

Sockets for 
TV. cassette 
recorde. 
power 
suortilv 

RAM 
cfnps 

SUPER 
ROM 

Rugged, 
flush. 
Keyboard 

liteelilinsens 

Your MicroAce kit 
contains... 

Printed circuit board, with 
IC sockets for all ICs. 

Complete components set. 
including all ICs -all 
manufactured by selected 
world.leading suppliers 
New rugged keyboard, 
touch -sensitive, wipe -clean. 
Ready moulded case. 
Leads and plugs for 
connection to domestic TV 
and cassette recorder. 
(Programs can be SAVEd 
and LOADed on to a 

portable cassette recorder.) 
Mains adaptor of 600 mA 
at 9VDC nominal 
unregulated. 
FREE course in BASIC 
programming and user 
manual. 

JOIN THE REVOLUTION - DON'T GET LEFT 
BEHIND - ORDER YOUR MICRO ACE NOW!! 

- - - - - - - -- - - - 
Send Check, Money Order or quote your Credit Card No to: 
MicroAce 1348 East Edinger, Santa Ana- California, Zip Code 92705. 

Ior phone 17141 547 2526 quoting your Credit Card Number. 

I 
I 
I 

I 

Quantity Description Urns Price TOTAL 

MicroAce Kit 1K $149.00 

MicroAce Kit 2K $169.00 

Manual 

1K Upgrade Kit 

$10.00 

$29 00 

Shiçmsnts irride California 
add 6% TAX 

Itunt_. 
- - - -- 

Addras- 
L. IT - -- 

TOTAL 

- 1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Amex. 
Diners 
Check 
Money Order 
Master Charge 
Visa 

Ca d No 

Exp. Date 

-- 133 
State Zip -------- I1i 
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I
I
I
I
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Exp. Date _

~
~~:~
~~enc:y Order
Master Charge
Visa

Card No. _

The MicroAce teach-yourself
BASIC manual.

If the features of the BASIC interpreter mean
litt le to you -don 't worry. They're all explained in the
specially -w ritten book 'ree with every kit! The book
makes learning easy, exciting and enjoyab le, and
represents a complete course in BASIC
programming-fro m first principles to complex
programs. (Avai lable separately-purchase price
refunded if you buy a MicroAce later.)
A hardw are manual is also included w ith every kit.

Demand for the MicroAce is very high: use the
coupon to orde r today for the earliest possible
delivery . All orders will be despatched in strict
rotation . If you are unsuccessful in constructing
you r kit, we w ill repair it for a fee of $20.00, post and
packing FREE. Of course, you may return your
MicroAce as received within 14 days for a full
refu nd. We want you to be satisfied beyond all
doubt - and we have no doubt that you wi ll be.

The MicroAce Kit :
$149.00 with IK COMPLETE
$169.00 with 2K

RAM (expandable to 2K on board) is roughly
equivalent to 4K bytes in a conventional computer
- typ ically stor ing 100 lines of BAS IC. (Key wo rds
occupy only a single bvte. )

The display shows 32 characters by 24 lines.
And Benchmark tests show that the MicroAce is

faste r than all other personal computers.
No ot her persona l computer offers this unique

combination of high capability and low price.

JOIN THE REVOLUTION - DON'T GET LEFT
BEHIND - ORDER YOUR MICRO ACE NOW!!

Mic roAce Kit 1K $149.00

MicroAce Kit 2K $169.00

Manu al $10.00

1K Upgrade Kit $29.00

Shipments inside California
TOTALadd6% TAX

P!I-------------• ~nd Check, Money Order or quote your Credit Card No. to :
MicroAce 1348 East Edinger, Santa Ana, California, Zip Code 92705.I or phone (7141 5472526 quoting your Credit Card Number .

Quantity Description Unit Price TOTAL

• PEEK and POKE enable entry of machine code
instru ctions, USR causes jump to a user's
machine language sub-rout ine.

• High-reso lution graphics with 22 standard
graphic symbols.

• All characters printable in reverse under
program control.

• Lines of unlimited length .

'Excellent value' indeedl
For just $149.00 (excluding handling charge) you

get everything you need to build a personal
computer at home... PCB, wi th IC sockets for all
ICs; case; leads for direct con nection to a cassette
recorder and telev ision (black and white or co lor);
everyth ing!

Yet the Micr oAce really is a complete, powerful,
fu ll-facil ity computer, matc hing or surpassing other
persona l comp uters at several times the price .

The MicroAce is programmed in BASI C, and you
can use it to do quite literally anything, f rom playing
chess to managing a business.

The MicroAce is pleasant ly straightforwa rd to
assemble, using a f ine-tipped solder ing iron. ft
immediately proves what a good job you've done:
connect it to your TV ... link it to the mains adaptor
.. . and you're ready to go .

Fewer chips, compact design,
volume production-more power
per Dollarl

The Mic roAce owes its remarkable low price to its
remarkab le design: the w hole system is packed on
to fewer, newer , more powerful and advanced LSI
chips. A single SUPER ROM, for instance , contains
the BASIC interpreter, the character set, operating
system, and monitor. And the MicroAce 1K byte

A MicrOcoiiiputer
for everyone a'

a Micro Price
The lMicrofkil - a new generation of

t ~ili:i!~ ,~ miniature computers
·~:~:t:';' e A COMPLETE COMPUTER

::: ..~~ for $149.00 for 1K Kit
Post and Packing FR EE

(Add 6% Tax for Ship ments inside California )

Your MicroAce kit
contain . .. .

• Printed circuit board, w ith
IC sockets for all ICs.

• Comp lete components set,
including all ICs-ali
manufactured by selected
world-leading suppl iers.

• New rugged keyboard,
touch-sensit ive, wipe-clean. I

• Ready-mou lded case.
• Leads and plugs for I

connection to domest ic TV
and cassette recorder.
(Programs can be SAVEd I
and LOADed on to a
portable cassette recorde r.) I

• Mains adaptor of 600 mA
at 9VDC nominal I
unregulated.

• FREE course in BA SIC I
prog ramm ing and user
manua l.

Z80 A microprocessor
chip, widely recognised
as the best ever made.

The unique
and valuable
components of the MicroAce

The MicroAce is not just another persona l
computer. Quite apart f rom its exceptionally low
price, the MicroAce has two uniquely advanced
components: the powerful BASIC interpreter, and
the simple teach yourself BAS IC manual.

The unique versatile BASIC interpreter offers
remarkable programming advantages :
• Unique 'one-touch' key word entry: the

MicroAce eliminate. a great deal of
tiresome typing . Key word. (RUN, PRINT,
LIST, etc.) have their own .ingle-key entry .

• Unique synta x check. Only lines with correct
syntax are accept ed into programs. A cursor
identifies errors immediately. Th is prevents
entry of long and comp licated programs with
faults only discovered when you try to run
them .

• Excellent string-handling capability - takes up
to 26 str ing variables of any length . All strings
can undergo all relational tests (e.g .
comparison) . The Mic roAce also has stri ng
input - to request a line of text whe n
necessary. Strings do not need to be
dimens ioned .

• Up to 26 single dimension arrays.
• FOR/NEXT loops nested up 26.
• Variable names of any length.
• BASIC language also handles fu ll Boo lean

arithmetic, conditional expressions , etc.
• Exceptionally powerfu l edit facil it ies, allows

mod ification of existing program lines.
• Randomise function, usefu l for games and

secret codes, as we ll as more serious
applications

• Timer under program control.
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a 23CIMSOR 
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a 25C 1270 

a 21CIa1 
23 23CMnS 
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NON 
nK3. 
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2' 

3.0 
SO 

7a 
M 
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M 

>r II Is NEar rope MM 

K6X9T20 
O 4x10720 
K500710 
0525720 
K5x7T20 

K400010 
K52SC20 
06X9020 
K 4Xt0C20 

1L)5006 
K4p0010 
1(52.,010 
K6x9O10 
04X10010 

rr 

DELUXE 3-WAY 

KK 
6.9 20 or $3200 
4 .10' 20 of 3200 
S' 1002 2695 
S'i 20 of 29 95 
S -.7- 20 of 2996 

CO -AXIAL 
4- 10 of $1696 

20 of 20 66 
6 -N" 2001 2775 
. .10- 20 of 2775 

DUAL CONE 
3', 602 $ 9 9S 
4 10 of 1196 

10 oft 1196 
6 -.9' 10oí 1700 
4-.Ír loot 16 50 

= 
Ural 

51195 
11% 

12 50 
10 50 
1350 

S 7 
695 

1195 
96 

5 450 
595 
620 
695 
695 

In1u4.1 2 /oW.s. gnaw nana a,. w,nn0 
,n4NC4onli 

Mb 101,*MIETE MMES W 
PMIE$SMAUOEM a MONTIATE TRIS . 

FREE PREMIUMS 
Free Soldering Iron with any order totalling S25 W S99 

Free Speaker Kit K35006 with any order totalling S100 to $249 

Free Speaker System 8300010 with any order totalling $250 or more 
Above prenuurns are listed In this ad 

TUBES 
78% OFF SMmM M 5. MMlnlaösaM Eervlamaaur Brand 
Snd ip C0m610 %,O W2.000 RCnIS M,duW W and Mlpw Typos 

T1 MM 6a 
G1 ,a 

TSP. rM Is 

F6r punY1M mar 5 MI 10111 M arm prim 

SPEAKERS 
SYSTEMS 

I4SOT10 
3-WAY 

Electronic 
Crossover 4" 
air suspn3.Or1 
woofer 1 md. 
range hard dort,* 

%Mg BAI Input 
Power 50 watts max 

KITS 

$115°Spr. 

1300C10 
2-WAY MINI 

3" 5 o2 acoustic 
Iospension woofer 

2- cone typo tweeter 
Input Power 30 

watts max Mtg Bkt 
$44.°5 pr 

1600010 
2 -WAY 

Venable brilliance 
COntrol Mfg. Bel 

4- 1O00a r t*Mlsr 

sawn 
w 

...., .,..... $74.96 pr. 

COMPONENT KITS 
Experimenter/ 
Technician 

Mel for comIsk ramp 5795 N. 
n pla,u.0 b04 

TD-IS 25 .n kd 

PD-S 25 m d 

mus-S 300 n lot 

RMSOS 300 on kit 

Service/ 
M RO 

$24.15 sa. 
In 94r41we1 Caanst 

Maw Assail Lead Alum TD-IM 75 n kit 
EIeCIrOly14 Cap1c01013 
I to 470 MFO 1610 50 VDC 

Á6n, Ra sal Lead Alum PO-M 75 ,n kd 
Electr0lybt Capacitors Ito 
1000 MID 16Ío 35 VDC 

Carbon Fixed R4stors R%2S -114 1000 n kd 
. want 5% t 10% 
10 Ohms to 10 MEGOHMS 
CavtOn Fixed Resistors RMSOM 1000 in kit 
I wan t 5% 10% 
10 Ohms to 10 ME GOH MS 

RESISTOR SPECIAL 30-watt Soldering bon $27S 
500 . watt S a 10% Msetorl l.pntwgnt IuN1 to, 
n Poly beo PC work and k.b 250 tp 

$3.95 A -PS30 

STEVEN PRODUCTS 
PO. Box 698. Melville. N.Y. 11747 

To order call collect 
1516) 752 -0060 

VISA MASTER CHARGE 
CHECK MONEY ORDER 
N Y STATE RESIDENTS 

ADD APPROPRIATE SALES TAX 

Add for Snipping a Insurance 
to 1250 00 
$251 00 to 1500 00 
SS01 00 to $750 00 
$75100 IO $300000 
Oyer $1000 00 
COD saba 

S 5 

500 
7 50 

10 00 
1250 

CIRCLE 7 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

***** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** 

SURPLUS 

"SELECTßIC "SPECIAL! 
"SELECTRIC" TYPEWRITER TERMINAL 

Just Imagine: an IBM Model 725 "SELECTRIC" typewriter built into 
a complete table -top RS -232 terminal! These surplus terminals were 
formerly on lease and appear to be in good condition (we test 'em to 
make sure the printer is functional!) These fantastic BCD -Coded 
terminals feature: 

15" CARRIAGE 134.5 BAUD I/O 

725 'SELECTRIC' 88 Character Set 

RS232 I/O 6 Bit BCD CODE 

I32 COLUMNS Attractive Case 

Sim. to IBM 2741 Upper /Lower SHIFT 

Sid. Typewriter Kbd. 

MAX: 16 CPS RATE 

10 Chars. /Inch 
Removeabte Type Sphere Ea' 

While we will check out each unit, we MUST offer these unique 
bargains "AS -IS ": Meaning they may need some service but are 
basically operational. Add $20.00 for packing crate, you pay 
shipping on delivery. 
ALSO INCLUDES: Type ball l, . 0 c.rcud boards. pow supply 1 Some data Sorry, no pow* 
cord included 

ONLY 

$469" Ï 

-SPECIAL OFFERS... 
Buy 2. take 20% ON the Full Price- 2 for $7 5 000 
You Pay Only 

"SELECTRIC " PRINTER MAINTAINANCE MANUAL 
JUST IN" W now nay evadable torn,* 011Nn1 prints. ma,nta.nanc manual, TMs. a,e 
the m051 10010ugn manuals w VS eMn W11 worth ,M poC' ONLY 21.00.. 

SEIEC7RIC a a .a4 7.pm.,. 

CFR Associates, Inc. 
MAIL ADDRESS v.:., 16171372-8536 

Po H.IH 16LF3kt¡ .it, P.. 
MIWtOM MK 07f55 KAIf11011 MASS OIS30 au5.2 

CIRCLE 43 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

4Kx16 MEMORY BOARD with 64 IC chips (2102) 
in sockets. Super deal at S50 the complete board. 

$29 AUTO SECURITY SYSTEM alarm system S7.00 

SPACE MAN toy module PC board w /musical IC 
synthesizer chip. ROM has 5 programs, wierd noises 
blinking LEDs S3.00 each 

DATA STATION CONSOLE w /keyboard 9 inch 
monitor, power supply. Logic boards broken. S80 
Send for details on this one. 

Computer video monitor chassis 9 inch, 12 volt used $40 
Computer video monitor chassis 12 inch, new $50 
Hy Gain CB chassis, trunk mount $9.00 

Govt surplus walky 
talky, used cond. 
47 -55.4 me range. 
Ant. $5 each extra. 
With data. 

$25 ea 2 for $45 

AN /PRC -6 

SEE IN THE 
DARKNESS 
IR viewer, portable, new with 
choice of one lens...close up, 
telephoto or gen. purpose. 
Requires 6 volt DC btry. $250 
Parallel ASCII -II Keyboard 

Unused $50.00 
Red LED's large 10/$1.00 
Shipping extra on all merchandise 

Meshna Inc., PO Box 62, E. Lynn, Mass. 01904 

CIRCLE 25 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

*********************~**************

-\34.5 BAUD 110
-88 Character Set
-6 Bit BCD CODE
- Attractive Case
-Upper/Lower SHIFT

-\5" CARRIAGE
- 725 'SELECTRIC'
-RS-232 I/ O
- \32 COLUMNS
-Slm. to IBM 274\
-su Typewriter Kbd.
-MAX: \6 CPS RATE
-\ 0 Chars.llnch
- Removeable Type Sphere

$29 AUTO SECURITY SYSTEM alarm system $7.00

SPACE MAN toy module PC board w/musicallC
synthesizer chip. ROM has 5 programs, wierd noises
blinking LEOs $3.00 each

4Kx16 MEMORY BOARD with 64 IC chips (2102)
in sockets. Super deal at $50 the complete board .

CIRCLE 43 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

While we will check out each unit, we MUST offer these uniq ue
bargains "AS -IS": Meaning they may need some service but are
basically operational. Add $20.00 for pack ing crate, yo u pay
shipping on delivery .
ALSO INCLUDES: Typ e ball , I/O circuit boards, pow er supply & some data. Sorr y. no power
cord inc luded .

"SELECTRIC" TYPEWRITER TERMINAL
Just imagine; an IBM Model 725 "SELECTRIC" typ ewriter built into
a complete table-top RS-232 terminal! These surplus termi nals were
formerly on lease and appear to be in good condition (we test 'em to
make sure the pr inter is tunctiona!!) These fantastic BCD-Coded
terminals feature :

SURPLUS

"SELECTRIC" SPECIAL!

' KITS '

51"9"
KIt ' Unit

6"x9" 20 oz. $32.00 $13.95
. "x1O" 20 oz. 32.00 13.95
5" 10 oz. 21.95 12.50
5'1.' 20 oz. 29 95 13.50
S"xT' 20 oz. 29.95 13.50

CO-AXIAL
4" 1Doz. $18.95 $ 1.70
S~~" 20 oz. 20.95 8.95
6"x9" 20 oz. 27.75 11.95
. "x10" 20 oz. 27.75 11.95

DUAL CONE
3..." 6 oz. S 8.95 $ 4.50
4" 10 oz. 13.95 5.95
5 '/.1" 10 oz. 11.95 6.20
6"x9" 10 oz. 17.00 6.95
."xl 0" 10 oz. 16.50 6.95

SEMIS- Japanese
Item Net Ea. IMm Net E• .
l N30i .11 2SC110 25
lN60 .11 25C156 1.60
2SA473 50 2SC7 99 ' .90
2SA509 35 2SC897 200
2S~ 25 2SC 1014 64
2SA5304 .40 2SC 1018 65
2$A 673 38 2SC 1Q96 .55
25A618 ,35 2SC l166GR .27
2SA125 30 2SC l172 340
2SA733 25 2SC l 173 .50
2SB324 .30 2SC1239 2.50
2SB405 .30 2SC 1306 1.-45
2SC372 .23 2SC 1678 1.25
2SC394 .23 2SC1973 .75
2SC45-4 .30 250235 .70
2SC458 .25 2SKl9G R .ss
2SC509 .40 2SK3-4 .64

SInd. DUr~I1IIII""1llIcoadYdon

• Includes: 2 speakers, gnlles, hardware. wi ring .
instructions.

SEND fOR COMptETE RANGE Of
PROfESSIDNAUDEM& MINIATURE TYPfS

TUBES
78"10 OFF Sleeves of5. Internatlonal Servlcemaster Brand
send tor Compete Range of 2,000 Recei ving, Indu strial and Antique Type s.

Typli Net Ea. Type Net E.., TYpe Nee Ea.
6CJ 3I 1 58 6JU8A 1 61 23Z9 2 26
6OW4B 1 58 61<06 3 56 330Y]'" 2.73
6EA8 166 6KE8 2 56 36KD6I 3 55
6EJ 71 1 55 6KT8 230 4OK06 3 55

:;~ ~ _~ :~: ;~ ,-;.38H="7;...._.;;3.;,;10 _

UQ7I 128 6lF 6t 3 31
&COT 1 28 6MH6 337
60FT,., 224 6U l0 1 74
6GHSA 1 33 6Z 10I 256
&GJ7I 1S2 6J 10 2 56
ECF801 t.sa 8f011 1 28
6GM6 1.17 SCGT 1 28
6GUT 1 76 12.4.T7I 1.0«
tiHB] 1 65 eccer 1 ....
ISHM5I 163 12AU7A1 1 30
tiHA5 1,63 ECC82 1.30
6HZ8 1.34 12AX1I 133
6JB5I 202 ECCSJ 1.33
ISHE5I 2 02 12BY7A1 I 51
6JC5 202 12BY1I 1 51
6J C6A 1$8 120 0 ," 1 51
6JE&CI 3 53 12HG71 235
6lQ6 3.53 120N 1 235
6JS6C 3'4 17JZ8 1 80

......
i o
'33
'69,.,,.,
' M
'86
' 86

'"'62
' 62
' 99, «
, «
2.00

'"",
'"1.19
' 58
' 58
'58

For qUlnUUes undlr5 Idd 10%toabovI prices.,

.. INCLUDE
• Two ,I\CIO$U",
• Htavy dilly hooIl-vp_"
. ....l l'lOll"ll'"'l!b raeJl..t'll\a'choare
• In' ll lllh on ""' lr....::loOn,

SPEAKERS
SYSTEMS '

B300Cl0
2-WAY MINI
• 3" 5 oz. acoust ic
suspen sion woo fer

: ~~pcu~n~ot~~: t~eeter lliii5. IE5i:lll-
watt s max. • Mtg . Bkt.

T,po
' V>
2AV2
JA3C1
JAW 3I
382
JAT 2B
30831
JeY3
3OJ3
"'M 5I

"'''5GHM
6A05AI

6G"'681. 11
6BK-4C1
6EL4...
68 ' 81
ECF80
6C0 31
6CE3I
6C0 3

B450T10
3-WAY
• Electronic
Crossover • 4"
air suspensio n
woo fer • 1" mid 
rang e hard dome
• Mtg . Bkt. • Inpu t
Power: 50 watts ma x.

B400Cl0
2-WAY
• Variable bri llia nce
con trol • Mtg . Bkt.
• 4" woo fer 2" tw eeter

"

$40
$50

$9.00

Govt surplus walky
talky, used cond o
47-55.4 mc range.
Ant. $5 each extra.
With data.

$25 ea 2 for $45

AN/PRC-6

Computer video monitor chassis 9 Inch, 12volt used
Computer video monitor chassis 12 Inch, new
Hy Gain CB chassis, trunk mount

DATA STATION CONSOLE w/keyboard 9 inch
monitor, power supply. Logic boards broken. $80
Send for details on this one .

SEe-IN THE
DARKNESS
IR viewer, portable, new with
choice of one lens...close up,
telephoto or gen. purpose.
Requires 6 volt DC btry. $250

Parallel ASCII-II Keyboard
Unused $50.00

Red LED's large 10/$1 .00

Shipping extra on all merchandise

Meshna Inc., PO Box 62, E. Lynn, Mass. 01904
CIRCLE 25 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

Servlce/
MRO

Carbon Fixed Resistors RM50-M 1000 in kit
'h watt .15% .1 10%
10 Ohms to 10 MEGOHMS

Mini Radial Lead Alum. PD-M 75 in kit
Electro lyti c Capacitors 1 to
1000 MFD 16 to 35 VOC

Mini Axial Lead Alum. TO-1M 75 in kit
Electro lytic Capacitors
1 to 470 MFD tsto 50 voc

Carbon Fixed Resistors RM2S-M 1000 in kit
v. watt .1 5% ± 10%
10 Ohms to 10 MEGOHMS

RESISTOR SPECIAL
500 l/~ watt 5 & 10% Resistors
in Poly bag

RM25-S 300 in kit

RM50-S 300 in kit

PO-S 25 in kit

TO·1S 25 in kit

COMPONENT KITS

$7.95 ea.
In plastic bo x

CIRCLE 7 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

Experlmenter/
Technician
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Radio Shack -Your No. 1 Parts PlaceTM) 

Low Prices and New Items Every Day! 
4000 -Series CMOS ICs 

Low 890 As Vim! 
Type Cat No Each 
4001 276- 2401 99 
4011 276-2411 89 
4013 276-2413 1 19 
4017 276-2417 199 
4027 276 -2427 1 19 
4511 276-2447 1 99 
4049 276-2449 99 
4050 276-2450 99 
4066 276-2466 159 

Schottky 
ICs 

Low 790 As 

Type Cat No Each 
74LS00 
74LS02 
74LSO4 
74LS08 
74LS32 
74LS73 
74LS74 
74LS75 
74LS90 
74LS123 
74LS151 
74LS157 
74LS161 
74LS164 
74LS175 
74LS193 
741S367 

276-1900 
276-1902 
276-1904 
276-1908 
276-1915 
276 -1918 
276 -1919 
276 -1920 
276 -1923 
276 -1926 
276-1929 
276-1930 
276-1931 
276 -1932 
276 -1934 
276 -1936 
276-1835 

79 
79 
79 
79 
89 
99 
79 
99 

1.19 
1.49 
1.09 
1 19 
1 59 
1 59 
1 39 
1 69 

1 59 

TTL Digital 
ICs 

Low 
As 69¢ 

Type Cat No Each 

7400 276 -1801 69 
7402 276 -1811 79 
7404 276 -1802 79 
7408 276 -1822 79 
7447 276 -1805 1 19 
7448 276-1816 1 29 
7473 276-1803 79 
7474 276 -1818 99 
7475 276 -1806 1 09 
7476 276-1813 8Q 
7490 276 -1808 1 09 
7492 276-1819 1 19 
74154 276-1834 149 
74192 276 -1831 1 59 
74193 276-1820 1 49 

All 100% Prime from Ma- 
jor Manufacturers. Specs 
and Pin Out Diagram In- 
cluded with Each Device. 

16 -Pin DIP Jumper 
Cable 

Barrier Strips 
New! 
Low As 

119 
Ru990d tnermopiasbc. Previte o skons 
Wsái for audio equipment. power surf- 
pan Terrrwnals extend lui 

Terminals Cat No. Each 
4 
6 
8 

New! 

1 

274-651 1.19 
274-652 1.49 
274-653 1 79 

Sound Effects Chip 

449 

28 -Pin DIP 

SN76477. Music. explosions. phas- 
ers. gunshots and navre- almost 
any sound imaginable' Line -level 
output 6-15VDC. With data. 
276-1765 4 49 

3" Solar Cell 

o 
999 

High Efficiency 

Back in Stock! 0 45V at 
1 Amp in lull sunlight 
276-123 9.99 

IC Tool 
Set 

I 695 

111111 Built -In Pin 
Straightener 

Handy insertion and extraction 
tools handle all 14 to 16 -pin de- 
vices Both tools easily grounded 
276-1574 Set 6.95 

16K Dynamic RAM 

New! 

13957 Each 

16.384 x 1 bits in a 16 -pin DIP Ac- 
cesstme 250 nanoseconds Re- 
fresh I millisecond Requires 5. 

12. and 5VDC TTL compati- 
ble 276-2505 13.95 

Speaker Terminals 

New! 

199 *J] 
Just right for hi -fi. instrument or PA 
speakers Push -terminals accept 
up to 16-ga wire Also has 2- 
conductor '. - phone lads with seal- 
ing plug 274-624 1.99 

Opto Devices 

8A, 

Low As 

89° 

Emitter Detector Pair. LED 
infrared source Sensitive photo - 
transistor detector 
276-142 1.99 

Phototransistor. Sensitive. last 
response silicon 276-130 89e 

Mini Lamps 
New! 

En,argn 
to Snnh 
detmd 

Only 

99C 
Pkg. of 6 

Long life red ,ncan- 
descents for models 
Charts dial tights. 
more 6V 60 mA 
272 -1144 6 99c 

Yellow 0.3" 
LED Readout 

New! 

199 
Pkg. of 2 

Right hand decimal. 3 OV 
segment ta 20 mA Com- 
mon cathode 
276-067 Palr'1.99 

Cases and Cabinet 
Save 33% 

© Deluxe "Wood Look" Cabinet. Metal. slide-oft cover. rubber Wm 
24414Y4(511 270.242 (Reg S 95) Sete 3.95 
CE Readout. Holds lour 0.8- or syft 0.3- readouts Removable bracket 
1'4scrX.íot4't 270 -256 (Rag 3 95) Sate 2.95 
® Clock. For MA -1003 car clock slut lins. Adage 3 switches ( not 
end ) Bracket. 3Vet21/2x2" 270 -303 (Reg. 5 95) Sale 3.95 

TV RF Modulator Board 

Save 
29% 

Reg. 16.95 

1195 
Etched dried a labeled PC board wan prs- 
wved RF module and beck-of-1M ant 
switch. Ch. 3 or 4 out Produces odor or 
bow video. 30-15.000 Ito hi-4 sound Wrth 
nstnxtons. Parts extra. 
277 -122 Sate 11.95 

399 
Two 16-pn DIP plugs connected by an 
18' color-indexed rbbOn cable. Simpli- 
fies linking up digital circuits. 
276.1976 3.99 

AC Cooling Fan 

Quiet. Efficient 

1495 
Ideal for cooling hi-fi and ham 
equipment. power supplies, com- 
puters 70 CFM For 120VAC Just 
4 63x4.63x2.47- overall. 
273-241 14.95 

Paces may vary at ndmdual stores and dealen 

NEW 1981 Catalog Available Now! Come in 
for Your FREE Copy! (None Sent by Mail). 

Regulated 12VDC Supply 
2995 

Circuit 
Breaker 

Protected 

Powers CBs. nam rigs. auto -saes troop- 
moot and more from 120VAC. 2.M dontinu- 
ous. SA turps. 21.*41196Yä U.L. toted. 
22.124 2916 

ftadie J'haek' 
A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION FORT WORTH. TEXAS 76102 

OVER 7000 LOCATIONS IN 40 COUNTRIES 

CIRCLE 6s ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

Pkg.of2

Mini Lamps
New!

Long life red incan
descents for model s,
charts, dial lights,
more. 6V, 60 mA.
272-1144 . . . . 6/99¢

Only

~n~~g~ 99¢
detail

Pkg.of6

Yellow 0.3"
LED Readout

New!

199

Back In Stockl 0.45V at
1 Amp in full sunlight.
276-123 9.99

Right hand decimal, 3.0V/
segment (ci 20 mA. Com
mon cathode.
276·067 Palr/1.99

Save
29%

Reg . 16.95

1195

TV RF Modulator Board

Low As

89¢

16K Dynamic RAM

New!

28-Pln DIP

SN76477. Music, explosions, phas
ers, gunshots and more - almost
any sound imaginable! Line-level
output. 6-15VDC. With data .
276-1765 4.49

16,384x 1 bits in a 16-pin DIP. Ac
cess time: 250 nanoseconds. Re
fresh : 1 millisecond. Requ ires + 5,
+ 12, and - 5VDC. TTL compati
ble. 276-2505 . . . . . . . . . . .. 13.95

Opto Devices

1.19
1.49
1.79

Each

Cases and Cabinet
Save~: 33%

ICTool
Set

695

274-651
274-652
274-653

Cat. No.

4
6
8

Terminals

n
Speaker Terminals

;~;! g " 00
[K] Emitter/Detector Pair. LED
infrared source. Sensitive photo
transistor detector.
276-142 1.99
lID Phototransistor. Sens itive , fast
response silicon . 276·130 . . . . 89¢

Just right for hi-fi , instrument or PA
speakers. Push-termi nals accept
up to 16-ga . wire. Also has 2
conductor '(4' phone jack with seal
ing plug. 274·624 . . . . . : . . . . 1.99

New!

Buitt-tn Pin
Straightener

Handy insertion and extraction
tools handle all 14 to 16-pin de
vices. Both too ls easily ground ed.
276-1574 . , Set 6.95

Rugged thermoplastic. Prevent shorts.
Ideal for audio equipment, power sup'
plies. Terminals extend ,¥,6."

Type Cat. No. Each

4001 276-2401 .99
4011 276-2411 .89
4013 276-2413 1.19
4017 276-2417 1.99
4027 276-2427 1.19
4511 276-2447 1.99
4049 276-2449 .99
4050 276-2450 .99
4066 276-2466 1.59

Type Cat. No. Each

7400 276-1801 .69
7402 276-1811 .79
7404 276-1802 .79
7408 276- 1822 .79
7447 276-1805 1.19
7448 276-1816 1.29
7473 276-1803 .79
7474 276-1818 .99
7475 276-1806 1.09
7476 276-1813 .8!:!
7490 276-1808 1.09
7492 276-1819 1.19
74154 276-1834 1.49
74192 276-1831 1.59
74193 276-1820 1.49

Type Cat. No. Each

74LSOO 276-1900 .79
74LS02 276-1902 .79
74LS04 276-1904 .79
74LS08 276-1908 .79
74LS32 276-1915 .89
74LS73 276-1918 .99
74LS74 276-1919 .79
74LS75 276-1920 .99
74LS90 276- 1923 1.19
74LS123 276-1 926 1.49
74LS151 276-1 929 1.09
74LS157 276-1 930 1.19
74LS161 276- 1931 1.59
74LS164 276-1932 1.59
74LS175 276-1934 1.39
74LS193 276-1936 1,.69
74LS367 276-1835 1.59

All 100% Prime from Ma
jor Manufacturers_ Specs
and Pin Out Diagram In
cluded with Each Device .

[!J Deluxe " Wood Look" Cab inet. Metai, slide-off cover, rubber feet.
2'¥4X4Y4X5'Al: 270-262 (Reg. 5.95) Sale 3.95
00 Readout. Holds four 0.6" or eight 0:3" readouts. Removable bracket.
l' '¥1 6X3~4~: 270-285 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (Reg. 3.95) Sa le 2.95
[£]Cloc k. For MA-l003 care lock. Blue lens. Accepts 3 switches (not
incl.). Bracket, 3'hx2 'Alx2: 270-303 (Reg. 5.95) Sale 3.95

Etched, drilled & labeled PC board with pre
wired RF module and back-at-set ant.
switch. Ch. 3 or 4 out. Produces color or
b&w video, 30-15,000 Hz hi-fi sound. With
instructions. Parts extra.
277-122 Sale 11.95
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Circuit
Breaker

Protected

Powers CBs, ham rigs, auto-sound equip 
ment and more tram 120VAC. 2.5A cont inu
ous, 5A surge, 2'hx4 'hx6'¥4: U.L. listed.
22-124 29.95

RadiO Ihaell

Quiet, Efficient

AC Cooling Fan

Ideal for coo ling hi-fi and ham
equipment, power supplies, com 
puters. 70 CFM. For 120VAC. Just
4.63x4.63x2.47" overall.
273·241 . . , 14.95

A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION - FORT WORn¥, TEXAS 76102
OVER 7000 LOCATIONS IN 40 COUNTRIES

CIRCLE 68 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

16-Pin DIP Jumper
Cable

Two 16-pin DIP plugs connected by an
18- color -indexed ribbon cable . Simpli
fies linking up digital circuits .
276-1976 3.99
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CIRCLE 29 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

4/ 1.00
411·00
4/1. 00

.65
4/ 1.00
4/1 .00
-4/1.lXI
4/ 1.00
4/ 1.00
4/1.00
4/ 1.CO
4/ 1.00
411·00
~/I.OO

4/1. 00
4/ 1.00
4/1.00
4/ 1.00
4/ 1.00
4/ 1.00
4/ 1.00
3/1. 00
2 1.00

SN 76477
SOUNDGENERATOR

Generit es Complex Sound s
low Power · Progl1m rm b"

$3.95 each

UTRONIX ISO·lIT 1
Photo Transistor Opto ·lso lator

(Sime as MeT 2 or 4N2S)

49~ each

TELEPHONE/KEYBOARO CHIPS
$14~Av-s-sico Pus h Button T el e p hone O lall er

A Y-S.g2O:l Rep erto ry Di a lle r 14.9S
A Y ..-s-9500 C MOS Cl o ck o e ne re to r 4.95
A Y-5 ·2J16 K . y bo" d en ec eer !"k'YOl 11.95
HO Ol6S Keybo~ r d E ncod er 16 ke y s 7."
14C922 Ke yboa rd En code r 16 keys 5.-49
74C921 Keybo~ r d E ncoder 20 keys ,."

(CM CHIPS
ICM7045 CMOS Prtcision TImer 24.95
ICM7205 CMOSLEOStopow,alchffi mer 19.95
ICM7207 OsOlLltor Controller 7.50
ICM7208 Stveo DectdeCounter 19.95
ICM7209 ClockGenerator 6.95

NMOS REAO ONLY MEMORIES
MCM6571 128 X9 X7 ASCII Sh.ttad witI1 Greek 13.50
MCM6574 128 X 9 X 7 Math SYmbol & Pictures 13.50
MCM6575 128X9 X 7 Alph.1Control Char Gen 13.50

MISCelLANEOUS
1l074CN Ou<d LowNoiso bj.f~ ()p Amp 2.49
ll'94 CN SWitching_~ubtor H 9
TL496CP

~~~~=~Iator 1.75
ll C90 14.95
95H90 Hi·Sgeed OMde 10111 PrescaJer 11.95
4N33

rotoO:v~n~eOq~ g~:-~s:or ' .25
M~O 17.50
OSOO26CH Sffhz z-anase MOS clock driver 3.75
Tll.3lI8 .27· red num. diSplay wlinleo . logic chip 10.95
MM5321l TVCamera Sync. Generator 14.95
MM533ll 4\1 Oig~ DPM l ogic Block (Speci.1I 3.95
L0110/l11 3Yl: Digit AIDConverter Set 2S.00/S8t
MCI44lJP 3YJ Dl9l1AiD Converter 13.95

TV GAME CHIP AND CRYSTAL

i~~i~d::C:O~~~i~~;~~ ~~;mc:r.~: ~: :nC~~~ c 7.95/8el
XR205 $8.' 0 EXAR XR2242CP 1.50XR210 4.40 XR2264 4.25
XR215 4040 XR2556 3.21l
XR320 1.55 XR2567 2.99
XR·l555 1.50 JE2206KB 19.95 XR3403 1.25
XR555 .39 XRI800 3.20 XR4136 1.25
XR556 .99 XR2206 4040 XR4151 3.95
XR567CP .99 XR2207 3.85 XR4194 1.45
XR587CT 1.25 XR2201l 5.21l XR4202 3.00
XR1310P 1.95 XR22Q9 1.75 XR4212 2.05
XRI468CN 3.85 XR2211 5.25 XR4558 .75
XRI4M 1.95 XR2212 4.35 XR4739 1.15
XR14l19 1. 95 XR2240 3.45 XR. 741 1.47

SCR AND FW BRIDGE RECTIFIERS
CJ60 15A C1fI 400V SCR (2NI &49) $1.95
CJ6M 15A (l\) 600V SC R 2.25
C I06S 1 1.6A GIl 200V SCR .SO
2N 2121 l.6A dll lOOV SCR .50
MOA 980-1 12A @ 50V FW Br id ge Rec . 1.95
M O A 910-1 12A 01 200V FW Bri dg e R a e. 2.25

.PSAllO

.PSAllO
TlS97
ns....."
40410
40673
2~9 11

2N2219A
2N2221A
2N2222A
PN2222P\utiC
2N236!JA

MPS2'"
2N2. 14

2'''''',.",,,
2N2925

""""2""3

Price
.ss

l.49
1.25
l.4 9
1.49
1.4i
.35...
.".".".ss
.ss

1.'"
1.'"
1.25
1.25
1.25
.ss

1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25

19.95
19.95 .
IS.iX1
22.50

MOTOROLA

M CI408L 7 4.95
MCI40IU 5.15
M CI 4l9 L 2.9S
MClO22P 2.9S
MClO61P 1.50
WC4016(74-4l6)1.50
MC~P 3.95
M C4!MOP 6.95
MC4044P 4.50

INF RA ·RE D L EO
~"xlM"x I/16" f la t

IR L -5/$ 1

X C lllR .190" red SISI
X C I llG .190" gree n 4/$ 1
X C lllY ;190" ye llow 4/$ 1
X C l ll C .I!lO" c lur 4/$ 1

Po l.rity Ht
C .A .-red .300
c .c.s-ree .500
C.A.-red .600
C. A .--t' ed t I .630
C .A .-red .600
C. C.-re d .600
C .C.-re d .110
C .C . .250
C.C. : I .351
C .C . .357
C .C . (F N 05OO) .500
C. A . (F ND5101 .500
C. A .-red .300
C.A.-red .100
C. C.-re d .800
C. C . , R.H .D .-re d .300
C .A . • L. H . D. -ye l• .300
C .C .• R .H.D.-yel . •300
C. A- . L. H.D.-re d .300
C. A. , R . H .D .- re d .300
C. A .• L.H . D. - red .4X1
C .A .• R.H. D .- red .430
C. C.• R .H .D .-red .430
4X7 sgl. di g . RH DP .600
4X1sgl. d ig . LHDP .600
ovemee . cner . ( t I ) .600
4x 7 s(Jl. dl g. h e x. .600

MM5J09 U S
MMSJll U S
MM5312 U S
M MSJ14 U S
MM5116 6.95
MMSJl1 US
MM5 169 2.95
MMSJ 77 4.95
fJlMS1I7/199hUS

CLOCK CHIPS

T ype
DU07
O L nI
OU41
0L746
O L747
01.750
O L33 B
F N D 70
FNDJ5&
FN D359
F N DSOJ
F N DS07
5012·1730
HDSP·3400
H DSP·3401
5OS2-7613
5OS2·1620
S082·1621
50&2·17);)
5012·1731
""',7760
500&2·7751
""'·7760
50a2-1JOO
5012-1302
SQ42·1J04
soaz..1340

Price
2."..".25
1."
1.25

.".rs
1.25
.".".".ss
.ss
.".ss
.ss
.ss
.ss
.ss
.ss
.".".ss
.".".".ss

CALCULATOR
CHIPS/DRIVERS
MM 5725 $2.9'5
MM5 131 2.95
DM I864 2.00
O MI865 1.00
OM US1 .75
DM uag .15
9114 7-s~ .

LED d r ive r I.SO
M M5J09 4.95

MV 50 .085" red 6/$1
X C209R .125" red S/$1
X C209G .125" g ree n 4/S 1
X C209V .125" yellow 4/S1
X C525 R .Ias" red S/Sl
XC526G . Ias " green 4/S1
X C526Y . ISS" yellow 4/$1
XC526 C .us-: crear 4/S1

DISPLAY LEOS c.c . - Common ca tbcce

J PHONE

ameco ORDERS
WELCOME

n":Wi;J.m(~.. (415) 592·8097

MAIL ORDER ELECTRONICS - WORLDWIDE
1355 SHOREWAY ROAD, BELMONT. CA 94002

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE

Po llriw Ht
C .A .-red .210
5x7D.M .-red .300
c .c .e-ree .125
C .C.-red .117
C.A.;re e n .3»
C .A .-yellow .);)0
C.A.-red .300
C .C .-red .JOO
C .A .-ye llo w .300
C .C .-yell o w .JOO
C .A.- or ilnge .300
C.A.-o riln ge :t I .300
c .c.e-crenae .»:1
C . A .- oriln ge .300
C.A.- y e llo w .400
c.c.r-veuc w . 400
C .A .- or iln ge-OD .560
C. A .- or Olnge .1 1 .560
C.C .-orilnge-O D .560
C.C .- o rilnge t 1 .560
C. A.-ora ng e .560
C.A.-red - O D .560
C.C .-red .1 I .560
C .A .-red .560
C. C. - red .560
C. A. -re d 1. I .XlO
C .C.- re d .XlO

ASS T. 4

ASST. 2

ASST. 3

ASS T. 5

ASS T . 6

C .A . C o m mon A n o d e

X CS56R .ZOO" red 5/SI
X CS56G .200" g re e n 4/S1
XCS56Y .200" ye llo w 4/$1
X~C .200" cte ar 4/$1
X C22R .200" re d 5/$ 1
XC22G .200" gr e en 4/S1
X C22Y .200" y e llo w 4/$ 1
M V IOS .170" red 4/S1

• LOW PROF ILE • SOLDERTAIL
(T IN ) SOCKETS STANDARD (TI N)

1·24 25.... 50-''''
I p in L P . 11 .1' ." ', 24 "..., 50-,,,,

14 p in L P .20 .1' .11 14 p in ST .27 .25 .24
16 p in LP .22 .21 .20 16 p in ST .» .27 .25
18 p in LP .29 .21 .27

11 p in ST ." .32 .»
20 p in LP .34 .32 .» z.c pi n ST ... ." .42
22 pi n L P .37 .15 .35 21 pin ST ." .90 .11
24 p in LP .31 .37 ." 36 p in ST 1.39 1.26 1.15
28 p in L P ." ... .43 40 p in S T 1.59 1.45 I.»
36 pIn LP .60 .59 ." Ii WIRE WRAP SOCKETS40 pin L P .6l .62 .6l

(GOL D) LEVEL # 3
SOLDERTAIL (GOLD) 1-24 "..., 50-''''STANDARD 8 pl n WW .59 .54 ."

1·24 ~. 50-''''
IOp inWW ... " 3 ."14 p in WW .79 .73 .67

I p in S G ." .35 .31 I6 p inWW ." .27 .70
14 pi n S G ." ." .'1 18 pl n WW ." ... .11
16 pi n S G .54 ." ... 20 p in WW 1.19 1.01 ."18 pin S G .'" .53 .41 22p in WW 1.49 1.35 1.21
24 p in SG . /9 ." ." 24 p in WW 1.39 1.26 1.14
21 p In S G 1.10 1.'" ... lI p in WW 1." 1.53 1.31
36 pin SG US 1.... 1.26 36plnWW 2.19 ,." 1. /9
40 p In S G 1." LS9 I.45 40 p in WW 2.29 2.00 I."

RCA LINEAR

==- DISCRETE LEOS -==-
Type
MAN I
MA N2
M AN 3
M A N 4
MAN 7G
MAN 7Y
MAN n
M A N 14
M AN U
MA NM
M AN 3620
MAN 3630
MAN 3640
MA N-4610
MAN 4110
MAN 4140
MA N 6610
MA N 66JO
MAN 6640
MAN 6650
MAN 6660
MAN 6710
MA N 6150
MAN 6760
MAN 6710
DUOI
01.7••

C AJOll T 2.15 CA3002N 2.'"
CA2 Q2lT 3.25 C AJOI1N 1.60
CAJ0J5T 2.41 CAXl86N .es
C AJOl9 T 1.35 CAJOI'lN 3."
CA30<6N I.» CAll30T I."
CA 3059N 3.25 CA31 40T 1.25
CA306QN 3.25 C AlI60T 1.25
CA3OIOT 1.25 CAJ40IN .59
C A30BIN 2.'" CAl60lN 3.'"

10/80

JE608K KIT $399.95
JE608A Assembled and tested $499.95

.JE60B PROGRAMMER
2704 /2708 EPROM PROGRAMMER

................ .. ....~ .)_tl. D....,~• • LID .r .. H•• I(O'Y.-U .... I . l l D I Il . , . 1
fI!ft-- ...... .. :'-"='::':::~~~f ";;~::.~=~lIiJ;OM~":.O"' M-V

- _ . .O...--. . I _.....-"._~_.f . , _"'- ..... lS· ········ r.~-'- - ..~t't tI" U IIOM ..lot't .....-

l~_ -.... . ll.,oI doIlt.... __.01•••I,..-...""" ...,.
- -'t . u... ..,. _ ~0lI ..... ..._ II 11 _ ... lUM . ....--.; .: .. ~ -"' ·"......_ -- - 1._ ...-

_ ~ · 1.uool VIlOOlIL"Mtr_ 1
A I.~O'Y "_.u.. I(.,....,. h.- ......., ...
4 .-. I lI OIT.. Sec.. , Tilt TOIl
".~tl ll ' _.rv,..'- _.C111IiVAC _II, M

• __--------- ~1:=l==~_::~::."~~-~~l~~~~;:
~ W.S.s.

Tto. J( 6OII EPROM p,.......... , ,. 1 COO"'pltll l, ".If c""u"'lll " '''I .... 'C" '. w;to"...." . Of .......... , . , «Htl'olll"'d ' ...... K_Idd,'oona'
...... _ 1 too 'II _ .1I0n l l lw [ P RO',1 c..n .... po............, t.OI'l'O "" H....se<:_el l(..,.bOerd 01 tr ..... I """'09"""""'" l PRl)U Tlw
)[ 601 ... . ........ , ' en .....,1. ... P'~--.I ( PROM by "" .... of ' U ",,".nel ""...C",o,hll T rt.. _ fl oIloot-t"- w"'" 10 oKl O' .... _ •

~;;.:~ ~~~-u-:~~.:::;~::~.."; ;::.:::::::..:':.,.~T':'; :=:::~o,:~;;=;~
....t!'t2'S 1C"._ ........ ..... _.IO.oClP.... ,., ~ !Iv,» S..... l 2V lI"'d. ... ... Tlw Ko~ .......... K.,l:oetd..-.d L( OIT"'SOCU, P_ ........... __ ..-.01_ .. ,1I'o.n iii-. .,_

1/4 WATT RESISTOR ASSORTMENTS - 5%CAPACI!Oll ~~,=~; CORNER
100MU 120M\! lSOHU 1l1Oh\! 1'1(»11.4 lOp' oe 06 .05 oo1.,.F ~ !!]i;~

ASS T . 1 5 u 21 ()H 1,l ~1 OhM 190kIJ .& 1 ()H I) ~ OH'.l 50 PCS $1 .95 22pi :08:06 .05 0047.,.f .01 .06 .05

68 0H',! 81 0k' ,1 100 OH'.1 110 cr.'" 1~ OW.I 1~ ~ :~:~:~ ~~iF :~ :~ :~
5 u leo OHl,l 1100H l,l noOHM 130 (lk l,l )~ OH'ol SO PCS $1 .95 220 pi .08 .06 .OS 041.. f .(9 .07 .06

410 OM'" ~ OHI.t 680 Ok!,1 810 OH'.1 h. .70 III .08.06 .05 l .....f .15 .12 .10

5u 1.2.. 1.!l' 1.8' 2.2.. 1.7' 50PCS $1.95 OQlmf . 1 2 1 00.~lT "~R f~~"AaTORS . 13 .11 .08

3.3" 3."" .&.71( ~ .6 ~ &.ti' 0022 .12 .10 .07 041mf 21 .11 ,13

5 u 87' 10'- 12" 1!l.. leI( 50 PCS $1 .95 ~~mf :g : : ~ ~~ ' ~~~I g ~~ . ~

5 II ~~ ~~ ~: 1: 1 ~: 50 PeS $1.95 .1Il SV +~ D1~O Ti:AlU~~,ge'"I DI WA~:~RS .37 .29
1S()( 18()P.. 1~ 17c.. 3JOo .: .39 .34.29 22/15V .51 .45 .34

5u 39Qo. HO, ~ 6&Qo. I1Qo. 50 PeS $1 .95 33135V :~:~:~ :~~~ :~ ~ ::~
1 l,l l .7U UI,l 1,8 '" 7.1 104 47/35V .39 .34.29 6 &:25V .79 .69 .55

ASS T . 7 5 u 2,i U 1.J... J.9M ~ . 11.l ~ .6U 50 PCS $1 .95 1 .~~V :~:~ :~ ~~~ I:~ I :~ :~
ASST. 8R Includes ResistorAssortments 1-7 (350pes .) $10 .95 ea. A":~~~UR~ AL"._".ELECTROlYTIC C::.~~TL':'::

$ 10 .0 0 Min . O rd er U.S. Funds Only Spec Sheets _ 25c 411f11.N . 16.14 .10 41J25V . I5.Il .12

C alif. R esidents Add 6" :;'Ie s Tu 1981 C~talog A Yailable - Send 41; st amp g: : t~ : ~ :ti 1~~:: :~~ :~j :g
Po rt age-Add 5"plus $1tnsurance (ifde siredl 41125V .11.15.11 1 0125V . 16 .14.1l

10f25V ,11.15 . 11 lMAV .17 .15 .14
10iSOV .19 .16 . 12 4 MfiV .15 .Il .12
22125V .19 .16 .12 47 J25V .16 .14 .Il
22.~ .24 .20.11 4 7f.:JN . 17 .15 .14
47/25V .25 .21 .19 IQl16V .15 .1l .12
41iYN .29 .25 .21 lM5V .16 .14 . 13
100!2SV .21 .24 .22 111.soY . 17 .15 .14
l«tSOV .41 .11 .34 47MV .25 .21 .19
22OJ25V .39.34 .33 loo116V .21.11 .14
22OJ5CN .49 .45 .41 1oo/25V .25 .21 .21
470I25V .54 .49 .4S 100150\I .11 ,34 .31
1000116V .19 .69 .61 220f16V .25 ,21 . !~ J
22OOJ16V .19.79.69 .711J15V .35 .31 .y

/ - 7400 TTL
S N l410N .29
SNl,mN .29

S N7400N .25 SN 147J N .35 5N14160N .19
5 N7401N .20 SN74J.4N .35 5N 74161N .es
SN 70402N .,. 5 N 7415N ." 5N74162N ."S N740JN .25 5 N 7476N .35 5 N 74163N .19
S N 7404N .25 5 N 7419N ,.'" 5N14164N ...
SN 7«l5N .25 S N 7410N .'" SN7.fl6$N ...
SNl406N ." S N 7412N ." SN74166N 1.25
5 N 7401N .15 S N l 4&.)N ... 5 N 74161N 1."
SN7408N .25 S N 7415N ." 5 N74170N 1."
S N l 409N .25 S N 70486 N .35 SN74172N s.eo
SN1 41QN .25 S N 7419N 1.1, SN74173 N 1.25
5 N 1411N .25 SN 7.t90N ." 5N74174 N .ss
5N 7412N .35 5N749 1N .'" 5 N14175N ...
5 N 741::N .... SN7~2N ." S N 74176N . /9
S N 1U4 N .es SN7 49JN ." 5N14177N .79
S N7416N .29 SN1<t94N .ss 5 N74179N I."
5 N1417N .29 S N l 495N .ss SNl41ION .79
5N742ON .20 5N1496N .ss 5N141.1N 1."
5N7421N .29 5N1491N 3.'" S Nl-4!I2N . /9
5 N 7422N .39 S N J,41OJN 1.49 5N741&4 N 2.25
SN 742JN .25 5N74101N .35 5 N 14185N 2.25
5 N7425N .29 5 N 74109N ." 5 N 74186N .."
5 N742'6N .29 5 N 74116N 1.95 SN74 1aaN 3."
5N1421N .25 5N 74121N ." S N l4190N 1.25
5N742'9N .39 5N74122N ." 5 N74191N ' .25
S N74lON .25 5N74123N .59 5N74}92N ...
5N1432N .25 S N 7" I25N ... 5 N14193N ...
5 N 7437N .25 5N74 l2'6N ." SN741 904N ."5 N7438N .... SN 14132N .rs SN 74195N .ss
S N 70 9N .25 SN141,J6N ." S N 74196N ...
SN1""ON .20 SN 14141N .79 SN1 4191N ...
SN744IN ... SN 14142N 2." SN14 191N 1.49
S N l442N .50 S N14141N 2." S N 14199N I."
SN l441N ." S N14144N 2." SN14S2OQ .."SN l444N ." S N 14145N .19 S N 7425I N .ss
SNl445N .rs SN l4141N 1." SN14279N .79
S N l446N . /9 SN14141N 1.29 SN 742&JN 2.25
SN1 441N ... SN 141SON 1.25 S N14284N 3."
SN7 44&N .79 S N 14151N .59 S N 14285N 3."
S N1450N .20 S N14IS2N .59 SN 74365N ...
SN 745IN .20 S N74I5JN ./9 S N14166N .ss
SN7 4S]N .20 S N14IS4N 1.25 SN1 4)6 7N .ss
S N 74S4N .20 S N74155N .19 SN14 368N .ss
SN74~A .25 SN74156N .19 SN 74l9ON i.ss
SN7460N .20 SN 74I51N .ss S N74391N 1."

C"""" ." CMOS CD 4Q70 ."C 0.4oo1 ." C0.40 1l ."C04OO2 ." CD402I ... CD40n ...
C"""" 1.19 C""'" 1.49 CD40l6 1."CD4007 .25 C D4Ql) ... C""", ."CD4000 ." CO_ .ss CO',,", ."CD40 IO ... CO...... 1.49 CD4O'l3 ."C Q.Wll ." CD404 ' 1.49 CO_ 1.19
C D4012 .25 CD 4042 .ss MCI4409 14.95
C D4013 ... C D4041 ... MC I4410 14.95
CD4014 1." CD4Q4.4 ... MC I4411 14.95
CD4015 1.19 CO.... 1.79 M CI4419 '."CD4016 .59 CD4047 2.50 MC I44lJ IU S
CD40 l1 1.19 CD4041 1.35 MC 14506 .rs
C D4011 ." CO..... ... MC14507 .ss
C 040 19 ." CD4050 ." M C 14562 11.95
CD402Q 1.19 CD4051 1.19 MCI 45&1 2."
CD4021 1." CD4053 1.19 CO'''''' 3."
CD4022 1.19 CD"'" 2." C0.45 10 I."CD4023 .29 CD""" s," C0.45 11 1.29
CD4024 .79 CO..... 1... C 0.45IS 2."
CD4025 .23 CO_ ./9 C 0.4518 ' .79
CD402< 2." CO.... .as CO'520 1.29
CD4027 ... CD4060 ." CO'5&i 2.25
74COO ." 74COO 14C I6J 1...
7. C02 ." 14CI64 1.'"
74C04 ." 74CM I.'" 74C111 1."
'.COI ." "C90 1.29 ,.C I92 1...
7. CIO .39 14C91 1.29 14C I93 ,...
7. C 14 ." 14C95 1.'" '.CI95 '.50
7.C 20 ." 14CI01 1." 14C922 5.49
74C3O ." 74CISl 2." 14C923 ,."
74C42 1." 74C IS4 3." 74Cm 7.'"
74C4S 1." 74C I57 2.25 14C926 7.'"
14Cl l ./9 7. C I60 1.69 'OC" .19
74C74 ./9 14CI 61 1... aoc;07 .79

71MG I." L M710N .79
L MI06H ." LINEAR L Mll1N ."LM 30lIH .10 L Mn l N / H ."LM 3OICN / H .35 L M713N I.'"
L MlO2H 1." L M340K·I S 1.35 L M7J9 N 1.19
LM J04H U9 L M340K· 24 1.35 L M741CN/H .35
L MXl5H ./9 L M340T -5 1.25 L M74I-14N ."L MJ07CN / H .45 L M340T -6 1.25 L M747N / H .79
L MlOIC N/H 1.00 L Ml«l T -& 1.25 L M748N / H .'"L M309H 1.10 LM 340T-I2 1.25 L MlllON I."
LM 309K 1.25 LM l4OT·15 1.25 L M14S8C N/H .59
L MllOC N I." L M340T· 18 1.25 MC I4IIN I."
L M1ll N/ H ... L M:J.40T ·24 1.25 MC I489N 1."L M112H ,." L MJ5&N 1.'" L MI496N ...
L M117K 3." L Ml 70N I." L MI556V 1."
L M318C N/ H 1.95 L M171N 3.25 MC1741S CP 1.00
L Mll9N I.» L Ml n N 2.'" L M211I N 1.95
L Ml2OK-S 1.35 LM lSON 1.25 L M2901N 1."
L Ml2OK·5.2 1.35 L M380CN ." LMlO53N I.'"L Ml2OK ·12 ' .25 L M181N 1.70 L MJ066N 1.49
L Ml2OK· 15 1.35 L Mla2 N 1.79 LMl900 N( 340I).S9
L Ml 20K-1I 1.35 N ES10A ,.'" LM 3905N ,...
L M320K·24 1.35 NES 29A 4.95 L Ml909 N 1.25
L Ml2OT-5 1.25 N E51IH / V 3." M C5558V .59
L Ml 20T-5.2 1.25 N ES36T ,.'" I03I B .."L Ml2OT-I 1.25 NE.... ,.'" L M7S450N ...
L Ml2OT-12 1.25 NE S44N .." 7S45ICN ."L Ml2OT-15 1.25 N EsseN I.» 15452CN ."L Ml2OT -11 1.25 NE S55V ." 1S45JC N .39
LM l2OT- 24 1.25 NE556N ." 150454C N ."L M121K·5 ,." NE560 B ,.'" 7549ICN .79
LM 124N ." NE 562B ,.'" 15492C N ."LMl19N ." L M$06SN /H ' .25 1'5491N 1.25
L Ml4OK-5 1.35 L M566CN 1." 75494C N 1.25
L M.l4OK-6 1.35 L M567V /H ." RC 4I36 1.25
L M340K· 8 1.35 NE510N .... RC4151 3."
L M340K-I 2 ' .35 L M70l C N/H .69 RC 4194 .."L Ml4OK·IS ' .35 L M709N/H .29 RC 4195 4.49

74L SOO .35 74LSOOTTL 74L S I39 1."
74L SOI .35 74LSS I .29 14L S I51 1."74LSQ2 .15 74LS54 ." 14L SI55 1."
74L SOJ .J> 74LS55 .29 74 LSI5 7 1."
14L S04 .42 14LS71 .54 14L SI60 1.15
14L SOS .42 14LS 14 .54 74L S I61 1."

en 14LS08 .35 14L S15 .71 14L SI 62 1.25
14LS09 .42 J4L S16 .54 14L S 163 1."() 74LSIO ." 74L S11 ... 14L.S l64 1.!;()

Z 74LS ll ." 14LSl1 1." 74L S I75 1.25
14L S ll .59 74LSlS 1.'" 14LS I1I 2.49

0 14L SI4 1.25 74LS86 .54 74L S I90 1.25
a: 14L S 15 .35 14LS90 .71 14LS 191 1.25
l- 74L S20 .35 14LS92 ... 74L SI92 1."
() 14L S21 .35 14LS91 ... 14L S 19l ,."
W 14LS22 .35 14LS95 ." 74L S I". ,."
....J 74LS26 .35 ;'4L S96 t iS 74LS l95 1."
W 14LS27 .35 14LS I01 .54 14LS2$1 ' .25

I 74LS2I .35 14L S I09 .54 74LS2S1 1."
0 14L S3O .35 1~ LS1l2 .54 74LS~ 1."

1~ LS32 .42 14L S121 1.'" 74L S260 .OJa 14L Sl1 ." 1445125 1." 14L S219 ...
C2

74LS40 .J> 1~ L.:S I12 ." 14L S)61 ."'-74L S42 I." 1RSl l6 ." 74LS 36a ."4L S41 1." 74L SIJI I." 14LS670 2."
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/ BLAK-RAY Ultraviolet 
Intensity Meter 

TWO MODELS. 
LONG WAVE 

AND 
SHORT WAVE 

Meter consists of a sensor cell attached to 
a compact (3' x 34" x 3') metering unit. 
Can be handheld or placed directly on 
surface for measuring. Can be used re 
motely, while connected to a meter hous- 
ing by a 4foot extension cord. Two 
models available - one for long wave 
and one for short wave ultraviolet. Read- 
ings are in microwatts per square centi- 
meter. Weight: 1 lb. 

Completely assembled (includes sensor 
cell, reduction screen, extension cord, 
contrast filter and certification report.) 

J-221 LONG WAVE 
(300nm 400nm) $242.00 
J-225 SHORT WAVE 
1200nn280nm) S260.00 

EPROM Erasing Lamp 

Eraws 2708, 2716, 1702A, 52030, 52040. etc. 
Eraws up to 4 chips within 20 minutes 
Maintains constant exposure distance of one inch 
Special conductive foam liner eliminates static 
build up 
Built in safety lock to prevent UV exposure 

7-5/8" 2.' 
Complete with holding tray for 4 chops 

UVS-11E ... $79.50 

MICROPROCESSOR COMPONENTS -e1I eeN SPAN ISe6a1 
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1IM 
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WWI 
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7ne 1« IPeOYHnteq 
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'a.ara ova Iv a.+ aeah 
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71s 5 1ra0Y 
77N t 1 Ier" VeoY 

-Mew I WA. -h' w . 17v 
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RAM BALE 
MM5290J2 1MKa11s/Uo4167... $6.95 each 
tali DYNAMIC RAM i16oNS, 
IS EACH 649 NI 1100 EACH SSW OOnotl 

MM5298J -3A $3.25 each 
SK DYNAMIC RAM IIOW HALF OF MMS29O1i 200+5 
III EACH $73 961 1100 EACH 5260 00 n or i 

MM2114 -3 S5.95 each 
4K STATIC RAM 130055) 
1$ EACH 643 951 1100 FACH $45000 'ioti 

MM2114L -3 $6.25 each K STATIC RAM MOW POWER 300NS1 
1{ E ACN $44 96) 1100 EACH $4 7S 00/let/ 

Vacuum Vise 
v «y -m bow viii .yn 
..a fee r..su tewee..em 

ahe wn.blrs ASS len 414n 1M' Hw. lY" t Cs. W p«nenMtty 
hh,I.d 

VV-1 $3.49 

TRS-80 
16K Conversion Kit 

Epand vow 4K TRS 60 System to 16K. 
Ka, cornes cemplal with 
I4th t4M52110 2 ItlDitsl 116K Oynam.c Rams1 
15oNS 
Deans. wren 1a contrsron 

TRS-16K $49.95 

Jumbo 6 -Digit Clock Kit 
107 n: 

won ano.e ..is m wn 
4.55314 Clot, <Inno 

. -dirers tot hove., mnyl.l and non; $Haut'. taIy s. to s test 
u11w 1 walnut Cain 

VAC op411 on 
o 7l now, oeal ion 

1nde, sal Com000nts. saw Hsu -r, are o, t, 
. i 1 In 1 

JE747 $29.95 

Function 
Generator Kit 

P,0ds 3 b.. 
waveforms soles 
oIon,. and pure 
sum F net range 
horn 1 Hs to 100K 
Ht Output en*. 
tude torn o tert 
to o.er 6 "ohs 
(peak to p.MI. 
Uwe a 12V w.ppi r I 0V Wit-w- 
wy Indudu CA. 

C Staid, surr. 
pon.nts 6 antra.. 

JE2206B ... $19.95 

DIGITAL 
THERMOMETER KIT 

e -.. 
D..N wanes. -<Mtra Mt<n o, 
ut000, r OW, nwn . ..en 

yp to 500 hot 
Cen1nw..< LED .r' nt dpiey 
Rpe 404, te tore i 40Y t 100C 

Attyres, iln.mwet 
Car Mn. tr F a..urNGiw roan1 
s,m ....nut caw-AC wan adaOte n[I ti a6A-1n,3, r 

JE300 S39.95 

JE701 

ado dple, 
Own 415314 fleck 
w 

rh0 6tan. News. s, fer n.t. 
«d hew n.op 
H,s. .aFly *table .. 20 II 
Smutloa wetnyl r.s 11a VACeeerNen 
12 Or 24 nr. eeer«n 
Imi en components. set '. 

S 1. trtntaom 
6\ 31 5 l 

6 -Digit Clock Kit $19.95 

Regulated Power Supply 
prof I0 1 : C. I I - 
/truetron. Provide a solid - 
I amp IP 5 volts. Can supply up 
to 5V, 9V and 12V with 
JE205 Adapter. Includes compo 
nerds. hardware and instructions. 
Sae .3W'x 5 "x2 "H 

JE200 $14.95 

r 

DC converter with 5V input. Toriodat I 
ved switdsing XMF R. Short circuit protesto,, 

board construction. Piggy.back to JE 20, 
-.rd. Sin. 3 %" x 2' x 9;16 "H 

ADAPTER BOARD 
- Adapts to JE200 - 
±5V, 9V and t 12 

JE205 S12.95 

DESIGNERS' SERIES 
Blank Desk -Top Electronic Enclosures 

CONSTRUCTION 
The "D T E" Blank Desk Tag EMetreaie tedium are deigned to blend and complement 
!.oafs modern computer equipment and Mn be used in both Indultrel are home. The 
sad pieces are precision molded *nth an internal ilOt (a11 Sound) to accept both top a id 
bottom panels The pane, are then fastened to Y" thick tab, mode the end pieces tic 

P,040111 Mas mum 'idols to the er 001Út . For us of equipment servicing. the tear 
bottom parut dries back on dotted tracks while the rev of the enclosure ',Heim in 
Tact. Ddlunt pane widths may be used [Mile maintaining a common profile Outline. 
The molded end pitman AIM be painted te match any panel color scheme. 

High ttrrn rmoy molded 

1 relia 

perm 
gth 

In mocha brown 

Sldm1 rest/bottom panel ter 
WYK. and component at 
snub 
7 o / bottom panls.CIC tub 
alum Alod,ne typa 1200 
finish (gold tint color) lei 
Oro pant adhesion altar 
modification. 
Vented top and bottom 
panels let cooling INKoncy. 
Ri1,d conttructan pretdn 
Yn1mrtd eppl,utent 

Endows. 
Medal Ne. 

DTE -8 

DTE11 
DTE 14 

Panel 
Wdth 

8.00" 
10.65" 
14.00" 

PRICE 

$29.95 
$32.95 
S34.95 

JE610 ASCI I 

Encoded Keyboard Kit 

Ton 11610 ASCII Keyboard Krt can be .nt«1Kd into 
-um any corns. on Nilsson The Lit cones co piem 
with an Irldutir et grape keybO.rd wench -nr5ly 
)e7 Until. ICS. octets canasta, .150 on. Cr 'PO 
Mann end a doube.udd winter! Hess timid The 
Keyboard asanbly rou.rn, 5V 150mA and - 12V 

IMF, for 0po11143n. SWUM 60 keys generate the 
t25 c harect.rs. upper ne lower ee ASCII sat 
Fully buffeted Two ow dewn keys proved.) for 
custom aPplcaton. Ceps lock for uprew uwoniv 
elpne chmstwt Utilises 2376 ROM) ented.r d -only tMnOry Mai Outputs dxsctty caronw 
ads TTl /Dal of MOS low arrays Env nrerfa<no 

ON a t8-pin Wee conew to. 

JE610 (Daw6atdad.dad) $79.95 
Desk-Top Enclosure for 

JE610 ASCII Encoded Keyboard Kit 
Compass desk top undo.. re Cols tooednatd d 
hrs. 's law with tpht tan aluminum panels and molded 
end pic.. n mod.b..wn Int1dsmoonlN hardwa 
Srs.. 3`T "H 149'19 611 "D. 
DTEAK S49.95 
SPECIAL JESIO /OTEAK PURCHASED TOGETHER 
IValw 4129.901 4124.96 

s10 00 Man 0.4.. - U S Funds Only Sees Shoats - 264 
Cold. Reorients Add SS LW T. 1561 Catalog Aalebte - Seed 414 stamp 
Postep - Add 3% p5, S1 lnsur.nce or bowed/ 

lameco 
ELECTRONICS 

PHONE 
ORDERS 

WELCOME 
(415) 592 -8097 

.11,4IL ORDER ELECTRONICS - k'ORLOWIDE 
1355 SHOREWAY ROAD. BELMONT, CA 94002 

10.70 PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE 

JE600 
Hexadecimal Encoder Kit 

FULL II au' 
LATCHED OUTPUT 
III KEY KEYBOARD 

Tn. 1E600 Enoods Keyboard RR re Prudes two pa -. 1/K tree dqts produced ire, 4apuental Ley en- 
10 .Slow duct wowidunn tip best mCroproct 
a 00.1 memory Oncosts. Them ddonal i 
worded is saw opadn *nth one /wasp , . 

Output mots. The outputs are latched leis, 
synth 9 LEO readouts Alp ,ncioded as key an 
FNlorn Foll abt retched outDYt for w4' -, 
yes Ttutt saw dl keys with 0.w bru.' . 

wawa, Debsrnce circuit worded tr 
9 LED readouts to verily entret EON mtrt«,n 
standard 16 pin IC connector Only S V OC ttw anti 
oPHat 

JE600 11;ar a.t waded) $59.95 
Desk-Top Enclosure for 

JE600 Hexadecimal Keyboard Kit 
Compact dank top o.<lorrt. Colo. <ordmaltd M 
scene -s saw with INN tan dom.num panels and mowed 
end pteoat .n moat. brown. InoW4s mounting bards., 
Sail 31'S a %-W x SS -D. 
DTE -HK $44.95 
SPECIAL A1100/13T11-HIC PURCHASED TOGETHER 
WAIN 4104.901 $99.95 

CIRCLE 30 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

tä 
CO o 
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o
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m
JJ....
CO
CD
o

~~
Vacuum Vise

V.cuum·based light ·du ty
vise fo r sm. II compo nents
.nd asse mb lies , ASS eo n.
st ruct io n. 1 ~ " j ......s. 1 ~"

tr avel. Can be pe rm.nently
insta lled ,

VV-1.. .. ... $3.49

FULL s-err
LA TCH ED OUTPUT
19·K EY K EYB OAR D

Expand y ou r 4K TR S-80 Sy stem to 16K.
Kit co mes complete wi th :
'*B each MM5290·2 IUP D4 16 ) (16 K Dyn amic R.ms)

lS0NS
* Documen ta tio n for conversion

TRS-80
16K Conversion Kit

~ RAifSA'L"E
MM529OJ-2 IM K4ll6/UP D4l 6) •• • $6.95 each
16K DYNAM IC RAM 1150NS)
IS EACH 549 .9S) 1100 EACH SSSO.OO/Io')

MM5298J-3 A $3.25 each
SK DYN AMIC RAM I LOW HALF OF MMS290JI 2QONS
IS EACH $23.9S) 1100 EACH 5250 .00 /10'1

MM21 14-3 $5.95 each
4K STAT IC RAM (300NSI
(S EACH 543 .9SI 1100 EACH 54S0 .00/lo')

MM2114L-3 $6.25 each
4 K STAT IC RA M (LOW POWER 300NSI
IS EACH 544 .9SI (100 EACH 547S.00~otl

fRS-16K $49.95
JE610 ASCII

Encoded Keyboard Kit

\'-\

JE600
Hexadecimal Encoder Kit

- -~- ._.. _~

" OS

'"10 os
'os

PRICE

$29.95
$32.95
$34.95

8.00"

Panel
Width

10.65"
14.00"

----- --- --

-------- -,

• ~~9h p~:::sg~~ ~~:~Imb~~~~
linish.

• Slidingrear/bottom panelfor
service and component ae
cessibility.

• Top /bottom plnel,.CaOthk
alum. Alodine type 1200
linish (gold tint color) lor
best paint adhesion after
modificat ion,

• Vented top and bottom
panels for coolingefficiency,

• ~~~j~it~dn~~I~~ro:~oYideS

....,
1101 256Xl S••ee $1 ..g
1103 10204 X1 """"" "2101(11011 250'" "". 'OS
ZlOZ 1024Xl ~ SUI< '25
21102 102-4X1 "'" I.OS
2111(1111) ".,,, SUI< ' OS
2112 l56J(' Sta1lc MOO .OS
21104 1024X" S1.IOc"Sl)'Is s...
21104l l 02"X04 SUt1c "SOnslow powtf ....
2114-3 10204X 4 S1.I llc3OClns 7,"9
21104l·3 10204X4 S1.Ibc3OOrtsiowPOWtt 7.OS
5101 l56J(' SU" 7."
528012107 ....,., , O~ fWT'IIt .OS
7..19 16X4 SUb<: 1.75
UP04104 " ~rnrc16~n .OS

/MI<402n
MM5290-2 11'< [lyNrnrc16 ptnl500NS s.ss

( UPD416!MK..116)
TM$-4().(-4- " "'be " OS

0451l l
TMS4()(S l0204X04 SUI< 1U5
2117 16,3a<fXl Dyl\lfTllC3SOns 'OS

(hOUHfNrtedj
1.41,15262 lKX' llyN"" "/1.00

PROM'S

17tl2A "'" FAMOS S5S15
2716 16K' EPROM(lntel) " .ssTMS2516 161(' [PROM(2716) 19.'b

· Rtq\llfn single+5Vpowersupply
TMS2532 ."" EPROM " "2708 " EPROM 10"
27111T ,1 16K" EPROM ""· ·Requlres 3 voI1IIgn, -5V. +5Y, . 12V
5203 "" PROM 1495
6301-1(7611)10204 TrrsU!t 8lpOllr '"6330·1{7(02) 256 ",""CO_ 2,Sl5
12S23 ''''' OpenCollector '"825115 "" 0po'" "..a2S123(S610}32XI I nsUtt 'OS
704116 51Z mOpttl Co/ltclor 'OS
7"188 2$6 moPf'lColJeCtot ' OS
7"5287 ' OZ, SUI< •.OS

DIGITAL
THERMOMETER KIT

En closure
Mo de l No .

2513(210401
2S13(JQ21)
2511
UllmaN

__CROI"ROaSSOR MANUAlS - - -

U·l8(l Uw M&nual $7.50
U·CDPl802 Userl.WnuaI 7 50
1.4 ·2650 Uw lMlUil 5 00

DTE-11
DTE-14

DTE-8

- - - - - - 000·'------
Owktff Gentr1lor1IfPPtfcase)
C/lmettt Generaor(lO'Jrttaw)
Ql,raettt Gtnemor
204&·&1Rud~ Memory

ss

ELECTRONICS
Jameco

Pro vid es 3 basic
waveforms: sine,
t r iangle a nd sq ua re
wave. F req . range
from 1 Hz to l OOK
Hz. Output am p li·
tude from 0 vo lts
to over 6 vo lts
(pea k to p . ak).
Uses II 12V su pp ly
or a :t.6 V split sup '
p ly . Includes ch ip,
P.C. Board , co m
ponents & instruc·
t ion s.

II

Function
Generator Kit

...·Y-5·1013 JO( BAUD

• Du al sensors - control sw itch fo r indoor!
outdoor or du.1 monitoring-extension
up to 500 feet

- Con tinuous LED .S" h t. d isplay
• R.nge : ·40~ to 199 "F !·4 0 · C to 100 · C
• Accur.cy : t 1· n om inal
_Calib rate fo r Fahrenheit /Ce lsius re. din g
• Sim . wal nut case-AC ......11 ad.pter inc!.
- Size : 3 %. "H x 6 ·5 !S"W x 1·318"D

JE2206B $19.95 JE300 $39.95

DESIGNERS'SERIES
Blank Desk-Top Electronic Enclosures

10/S0

- - - IOIOA!III OA SUPPORT OEVIC(S---
aoeoA CPU S 7 SIS
8212 8 ·BIl I~ut U5
S21 ~ Pnonty Intetn.« Col'trOl s 95
8216 IlI-DlrtClJONI 9vs DIMf 3 ..,
822~ ()oQ GtneratorlOrtftr 3~
am &rsDortr 3~SI

un S~1lTI eonc,.,/Bus Dn¥tr , .. 95
ana SySI""'ConIrOllr 5 95
U51 P10g Co:nrn Ul (USART) 7,95
a2S3 PTog IntervalTI/TW" 1495
IZS5 Ptog PtnpPl1 JO(PPf) Sl95
US7 Prog OMACottrol "~
a259 PTog I~Conttol 14.9S
---IIIO IMOIISUPPORTDEVla s---
UC6eOO UPU $1.4.95
MC6&02CP MPUWIthQo(t; Il'd fQlTl 19.95
MC&81QAP! 121XJStmcRwn U S
MC6821 Penpfl IrIll f A.:bpt:(MC6IlOI 7.49
MC&828 Pnorlt)'11'lttm/pC ColWolltr 10.95
MC6I3Ol.1 l02"U Ikt ROM(MC6M3l)·81 1".95
MC&850 Asyncnronous CornITl. ~ttt 6.95
MC68S2 SyncllfOl'lClUJ StNI Om ~1 6.95
MCU60 0·600 bIlsD9tJI MOOEU 10.95
1,lC68Q 2~00 bIls Mooulafor 12.95
MC6I!OA 0uIlI 3·SU:. BlIS TrIM (l.lC8T26) 2.25
- M1CRO~SSOR Ctan-MiSCUl.AIIIEOUS-
lSO(78OC1 CPU S13.95
Z80A(780'l) CPU 15.95
CDPl502 CPU 1995
2650 UPli 16.95
6!J02 CPU 1195
S03SN6 1·S.t MPU 'tII'1OOO:. RAAl , 111] NIts 1995
P8085 CPU 1995
TI.tS99OOJL 16·!llt I,lPU

$ 10 .0 0 Min , Ord er - U .S. Funds Only Spec Sheets - 25c .
Cali f . Res id en t s Add 6 % Sale s Tax 1981 Cat illo g Ava ilab le - Se nd 4 1cstamp
Po st age - Add S% pl us $ l In su rance lif desired )

MICROPROCESSOR COMPONENTS

---- - SHIFTREGIST£RS-----
MM500H DUll25 Bit OyNlTlic $ 50
I,lM503H Dual50 B-t Dyn.mc 50
I,lMSOW Oual100 M Snuc 50
MM510H Dull &4 84 AcalmU~lOf 50
I.lM50 16H SOO,512 811 0yNm.c lSI
2~(l -404A ) 102-4 Dynltnle 395
2511 Hu32B.1 51.1bc -1S15
2522 OUlll32 8I1StltJc 2 95
252~ 512 Bit Dyn llm ic ss
2525 102" Dynl rnrc 295
2527 Dull 256 e.t SllbC 295
2528 Ou1l 250 51.111' 04 ,00
2529 DUl1 2~0 BIt SUbe 04 00
2532 Ow:l 80 8lt Stltrt 2 95
3J.t1 Fifo 6 95
704 lS61O 04X~ Rtorstt.r FIle (lnSl.Ile) 2-49

----- - UART'S

Jumbo 6-Digit Clock Kit

_ Br ight .300 ht. com m. cath 
ode di splay

- Uses MM53 14 clock ch ip
- Swit ch es fo r hours, min utes

and h ol d mcces
- Hrs. easi ly vie ...... ble to 20 ft .
- Simu l. ted ...... Inut cue
-11 5 V AC n per at ton

701 -1 2 o r 24 hr . oper.ti o n

JE e Incl . all components, case &
wall transformer

- Size : 6~" x 3 -1!S " x 1%"

6-Digit Clock Kit $19.95
Regulated Power Supply

Uses LM309K . Heat sink
provided. PC board con - --::"
struct ion. Provides a solid 
1 amp @ 5 volt ' . Can supp ly up
to . 5V, . 9V and . 12V with
J E205 Adapte r. Includes compo
nents, hardware and inst ructio ns.
Size : 3W ' x 5" x 2"H .

JE200 $14.95

JE747 $29.95

• Erase' 2708,2716, 1702A, 52030, 520 40, etc.
• Erases up to 4 chip s within 20 minutes
• Maintai ns constant exposure distance of on e inch
• Special cond uctive foam liner eliminates sta t ic

build-up
• Built-in safety lock to preven t UV exposure
• Comp act - only 7-5/ 8" x 2-7/8 " x 2"
• Compl ete with ho lding tr ay for 4 chip s

~
.

• ' . , ADAPTER BOARD
'. .. -Adaptsto JE200-

• ±5V , ±9V and ±12V

DC/DC conve rte r with +5V input . To riodal hi·
speed switc hing XMFR. Sho rt circuit protect ion.
PC boa rd co nstr uc tio n. Piqqv-back to J E 200
board. Size : 31''' x 2" x 9/16" H

JE205 : $12.95

TWO MODELS:
LONG WAVE

AND
SHORTWAVE

* Four .630" ht ... nd two .JOO"h t.
common ..node d isp lays

* Uses MM5)l. c lock chip
... Switches for hours, minutes ilnd hold fu nc tions
... H our s c aslly vrew..ble to JOfeet
* Simulo1lted wa ln ut cue
* 115 VA C operation
... 12 or 24 h ou r c eer auon
'* Inclu de s all co mpone nts, case a nd wa ll t rans fo rmer
'*Size : 6\:4x 310\ x 1:1J.1

BLAK-RAY Ultraviolet
Intensity Meter

Meter consist s of a sensor cell attac hed to
a compact (3" x 3%" x 3") meteri ng unit .
Can be hand-held or placed directly on
surface fo r measuring. Can be used re
motely , while connected t o a meter hous
ing by a 4-foo t ext ension cord. Two
models availab le - one for long wave
and one for short wave ult raviolet . Read-

. ings are in microwatts per square centi
meter. Weight : 1 lb.
Completely assembled (includes sensor
cell, reduction screen, extension cord ,
cont rast filter and certif ication report.)

J-221 LONG WAVE
(300nm -400nm) $242.00
J-225 SHORT WAVE
(200nm-280nm) $260.00

EPROM Erasing Lamp
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r FREQUENCY COUNTER 

CHIP SET 

":. '1219 

Build a 7 Digit 
Portable Counter 

5.24288 M H z 

Quartz crystal 
y T. 450 

147149c 
rN 

4.5.21 IF 
CERAMIC 
TRIMMER 

DIGITAL VOLTMETER'O«- A -CNIP' 

ICI. 7106 LCD) .....X 
IC11107 LED!11195 Sita 

Mt. C 
wu. L,T 

si 

ICló03$ FUNCTION 

/A\CERE 

GENERATOR 

1r 
silts 

('1,,a.V. ACT - 1 J U (T IOW' V 

03y A. g quo It'1 
04380 T .n RIO TA6.. o 99 
L14556 t... ++1 1t1 59. 
Lm 723 111 141 107. 6111113 11m1116 39. 
LM747 ar,4lvw14rRDir 59. 
044501 IxM r4.IK:ieT0.7M1Wnv 50. M 5369 - . 416. it 99. 

Vit 16Kx1 

200... MK4I 16-2 

8 Fort 64 

LJ<CTnON1C1 COI.OANY 
P. O. SOX 16005 

S ARASOTA, ILA. 33571 
(6131) 113 -X560 

711E1 CATALOG 

.,, ..o-.a. .w. 
. 

4ppP000 0... .. 1. .. 5. 
...NI . ..w ..P..Cg.T .0.0A J 

SPECIAL 
AN 214[ 
TA 7205P 
2SÇ 
EXACT 

1.45 
1.70 
2.50 

PER TYPE 
1308K 
REPLACEMENT 

'. 10 PIECES m TO ECG 
1 9 

00 100 169 15C, 58 350 3' 00 
101 100 170 390 259 2 70 337 1500 
02 110 171A 090 260 4 70 338 1600 
324 0 75 172A 0 40 261 1 40 339 23 00 

'03 1 10 1738P 600 262 1 40 340 190 
.03A 080 175 t 30 263 160 373 t 45 
104 200 176 100 264 200 374 t 55 
05 220 177 0 25 265 100 375 1.80 

106 0 40 178M P 050 266 090 376 230 
107 060 179 500 267 100 380 360 
'08 0 75 180 400 268 120 381 360 
109 030 181 290 269 1 30 396 2 10 
110MP050 182 250 270 330 397 230 
I n 120 18.3 300 271 450 409 130 
'12 080 164 1.00 272 080 416 .F 1 10 
113A 080 185 1 I 273 1 20 428 080 
114 080 186 0.' 1 274 260 519 0.40 
115 080 186A 1. 1 275 300 524 150 
116 0.30 187 1.1. 276 7 75 551 160 
17 030 187A I 1 277 980 601 025 
118 130 188 1 e 278 250 703A 120 

19 t 00 189 1.40 279 500 708 1.50 
120 090 190 1 :. 280 340 709 260 
121 2 70 191 2 I . 281 460 710 260 
'22 400 192 0 4 282 3 10 712 180 
123 060 193 0 4 283 600 713 1.50 
123A 0 55 194 0 4 284 420 714 280 
123AP 0 70 195A 1 285 5 70 715 300 
' 24 160 196 1. 286 550 718 150 
'25 030 197 1. 287 060 719 150 
'26 120 198 1. 288 0 70 720 150 

27 400 199 0.4 289 060 722 150 
128 0 85 209 0. 290 060 723 1 SO 
129 100 210 0.8 291 130 724 2.60 
130 130 211 1.1 292 150 731 380 
131 100 213 10.. 293 080 737 350 
132 0.60 218 2.7 291 100 738 4 10 
133 0 55 219 3 295 060 74001 220 
134A O SO 220. 1. 297 090 742 390 
135A U 50 271 1. 298 100 743 330 
136A 050 222 1. 299 0 75 748 200 
137A 050 223 3.00 300 0 70 780 2.50 
138A 0.50 224 3.. 302 1.30 783 3.00 
139A 050 225 4.50 306 1 30 788 280 
140A 050 226 1.: 307 060 790 260 
t 41 A 060 226M P 490 308 680 791 280 
142A 050 22M 100 309K 320 801 2.00 
i434 050 229 060 310 650 807 3.20 
144A 050 230 4.20 311 200 917 290 
145A 0.50 231 3.80 312 060 955M 1 20 
146A 050 232 0.60 313 190 977 120 
147A 0.50 233 0.50 314 750 1002 130 
1484 050 234 0.45 315 090 1003 1 20 
149A 050 235 1.50 316 250 1006 200 
1504 050 236 4.90 317 2600 1009 2 15 
i51/1 050 237 2.40 318 2000 1010 2 15 
152 090 238 130 319 .1 10 1011 220 
153 100 239 2.70 321 3.60 1014 220 
154 .1 40 241 2.00 322 1 90 1015 260 
155 220 242 2.00 323' 220 1016 220 
t56 0 45 243 210 324 250 1019 1.20 
157 1 10 244 220 325 29 20 1020 290 
158 090 245 300 326 090 1024 420 
159 060 246 420 327 1700 

1025 160 1 80 247 400 328 900 
161 090 248 4.00 329 3 70 
162 460 249 7.00 330 1280 TO 
163A 560 250 7.00 330W 1000 6400 
164 320 251 5.00 331 1 90 
165 330 252 700 332 200 CALL 
166 0 70 253 130 333 20 00 FOR 
167 095 
168 1 00 

254 
1 

50 
257 1 80 

334 2000 
335 25 00 PRICE 

FOR 10 PIECES AND UP. SEE CATALOG 
PARTIAL UST. ASK FOR OUR FREE CATALOG 

1500 TYPES ORIGINAL 
JAPANESE TRS & ICS V 
1000 TYPES 
ECG REPLACEMENT V 
OTHER ELECTRONIC 
PARTS FOR TV, STEREO. 
CB, CAR STEREO V 
ELECTRONIC PARTS SUPPLY 

TOLL FREE: 800 227.0104 
IN CALIFORNIA (415) 532.2711 

P.O. BOX 5356 BERKELEY. 
CALIFORNIA 94705 

VISA, MIC. PREPAID. COD. M/O 
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DON'T 
FORGET 

USE 

YOUR 

READER 

SERVICE 

CARD 

MICRO 
A AT 

554 SmmWestfleld, 

NJ. 07090 
(201 

1110T10F6 DETECTOk Fealties wade tumor- 
Mt. debug K. COR1QIetNy assembled On mud 
bord Mt necessary CJpK tOri Extenne specs 

and applatlon notes minded /$5 00 

SURSCIFITION TV EDUCATIONAL KIT 
a Pow laTYa RR or .«M .a7cr tAra MNV!T 

w ,,,I/ r R+1waIrr .w=M 
maw graft IIO. 0 .4. SO Ww. *GIS 04 1.[r.. C411.1/6 mum M 60.114 r1114 r.. 
yM M RM Irl M tM 1r.1 Ov M /ww M 

u 
.=w ri wi.NrI1Iruapwe 

DIM .wí~riwswtkrI/irrl -.- Uix 
=.14. IMAM -- -- 1',3C r. 

- - -- _ N o0 

CRiSTALS-S.S79SIS Mr 901 

6.0 MK: :OJ 

JUMBO LED's 
Cow. 7/1.04YeMO1.7/100Red.10/1.00 

100/1300 100/1300 100/9.00 
MOUNTING CUPS-12/1.00 

FREQUENCY COUNTER DIP 
K17225 Mt 

pn), wrth on board Orden, 
decoden/drlYers 18 95-specs ncfuded 

7 SEG Display[ (comp grade) 
3"/954- 6"/ 1 45 (yeah, m or nth ) 

AM/FM RADIO 04IP-(114401) 2 00 or 3/5 CO 

Complete AM/ FM ICerkorrtal IF rooked 2flER DIODES-20y 1 amp 10/1.00 
DIPPED TANTALUMS 

47035V(1" leads) 10/100 
TV SATELUTE TRANSKTOR 

YRF901(prmel T450 
SUPER SUR MIM LYTiCS 

(1" rad. bads. NtchKOn) 
10000 50V (1Y" l X X 754 or 10/6 00 

47 at 25V ('/5.' L X 11" 10/5100 
4000 33óV (photo lash or laser crans)-2/1 00 

lA1tAR 
Iv VA S00 Lrl2w >D 

r I0M n 1111101 ss 
.r20IA11 u W I203 1 IS 

Li 307N ñ t a W ñ t fo 
:r tom ss 1.111D0 1 n 
Lr 2a so W 1111 I SO 

Lana 105 W 14u 2 2s 
I171111 M W1100 210 
Ir117r s00 W ISO 275 

ú3i 
MN 

1s i i s íWal iw 1 ñ 
W L1D[I2 1 IS W IMO ISO 
Aug 224 125 W Iwt I n 
úri 17l1 1 m uWi 

IMI 
15n0 

Ir 25a[a2 12s 1.112111 I w 
tY211P12 IE W2111 1 7 
Lr NMI ISO W 2107 240 
111373 211"/ U12/17 I S'S 

111177 2O0 W 2014 110 
Lr MD I IS W 204 I SO 

Lr71 140 W104 200 
Lr D4 I AS W 2045 I so 

r : i b SO 

250 
50 

in ma I 15 111 1071 2 CO 

r áa 32 uú i 2Wó iñ 
um* n 

COMPUTER GRADE MIST LOCKS 
32000 50V (dal la power slpples) 2.00 

10000 5OV-1 00 I000 185V-2.00 
DISCS-.001 1KV 25/1 00. 1 50V 15/1.00 

NEAT SENSITIVE SMRCII--4/ 1.00 
sell cottoned 1m opens at 150 C 

9 DIGIT FLUORESCENT DISPLAY by NEC 

complete with drawl moray-2.50 
EXTRA LOUD IN BUZZER-3/2 00 

MAI. KUG ADAPTER-5VDC Q 160ma-1 50 

6.3V 1 2 Amp Transformer -I 75 

NM AUDIO TRANSFORMERS-3/1 00 

DIGITAL MOTION/UNIT COUNTER MODULE 
(FarcltóQ) wlth large l Olgt dspby 6 specs-100 

903S Microprocemer 17 CO 

INTERFACE CRP-01243 
16 One I/0 extender tor al slnde chip a Ps 5.75 

Terms MICRO-MART accepts Visa. MC, and telephone COO'S. FaIpn orders $50 00 mrllmKnn pMn 
shgprtl-US funds only Orden under $10 00 redde $2 00 ta shgpms/handYt` M components 
guaranteed a money relurtded hmedute shopping NJ resdents add SS sates tu 

YICROMART SS2 SUMMIT AVE. RESTFELD, NJ. 07090 (201) 6S44039 
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r VOLTAGE 

T1 

1 .r 

RECULA TORS 
11-220 

NMI IR 
rwnn IN - 

IYT114 t.21_ 

TRANSISTORS 

2N2222... 
231 2907 .. 
2M3904... 
214 3906 ... 
5 /E1 

2N3055 Ir 69l 
DIP SOCKETS 

1111 

8rß .16 

14 N. .18 

16.. .20 

24...38 
28n..45 
40.. .55 

lA RECTIFIERS 
1114001 
1114002 
1114003 
1114004 
1114003 
11400 
ír4007 

10/ S 
10/ 73 
10/ S 
10/ 0 
10/1 00 
10/110 
a/1 20 

111914 / 1104148 

ji0/il 

BRIDGE 
1 

RECTIFIERS 

50 Volt .«. 
2.0 70 

111 . 
.16 LIS 

400 Volt ...... 
314 IS 

C: 4.11 LN 
: ..» 170 

?t Tf18Elfff 

.Yf tkN 
ISO. 511 

1011.2511. 

100K 

SUPER PARTS 

BONANZA ! 

TAP[ a ROIL 
ASST VALUES 
N '.. C'.. D1... 
STOCK YOUR 
00001[ DOS ! 

3'- 160 PCS 

s1.00 

RELAYS 
SPOT 

6V 
G 2206 

12V 
C 2203 

8510 POUR 

3P61 CHOICE 

12 V 1.50 
MERCURY WETTED 

RE 
4.21 

LAY 
V 

0P01 52.95 

C-,DDA 
1a9 

TRANSFORMERS 
12V IA 24 VCT 

a A.. .w4 3 AMP 

$3.50 x4.95 

IPSMITgEi 

P.S. EA 

DS-4 SI 10 
DS-6 120 
DS-7 140 

`DS-8 150 

LEDS 
illt1041110 RID 
Yulow. 
OR GREEN 

6I 1 

SPEAKERS 
4 INCH ...r 
3.2n $1.50 
1-1/2 R.M 
32n 79C 

--.1 

111111111 111111111 GENERATOR ROM IC 
[. 

.C, .M T:, 1U.01, VatA, ITC. 
NI 71111111.1 6'1 11. A 005 

r w/ 

41110 
.... ..,. . . s 75 

6001 151 0 SO wk Mt1. 
TM( 3-.404 Is Uw 

11C1 N.. 
M1. S6 

ww 1 
;YIAMONDBACK 
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• • • FREE CATALOG ' "

ALL MU ICHAMDIS I 100 ' GUA"ANTII D
MINIMUM OIllDIIIl S5

,.L "lS IDI NTS ADD . , IALII TAX
PLI AII INC LUDt: S U" l CI1 'H POSTAGI

552 Soounlt Ave.
Westfield. NJ. 07090

(201) 654-6008

~1~~~~~~.eCK
~ BARABOTA,FLA.3357B

[813) 953-2B29

D-UOA PA[-P IIOCRNKO IlIT H IlOO:,
5ll'I lrrr.C , IIlAt Tl ,~. SAKI" , [ JC.
'"'ItAlK THE: PATT[R'<o S ran WI TH ,\ n os
CO~ TE R { It 4014) . Ql .... cr WE P" T-

•
1(~ 'Il' IT ~ "

sertm, WITH 5175OAT " .
C.[AT F UJI TO ""AY WITN I

RHYTHM GENERATORROM IC

6001 151. 0 SOwde Ml r.

~I:.~ 3..m~,~.u..
'1M u 6 ,,-;.-
to /!l1, tO S -
tOO/!lI U
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MICRO
ART

Terms MICRO-MART accepts Visa, MC, andtelephone COO'S. Foreignorders $50.00 minimum plus
shipping-US funds only. Orders under $10.00 include $2.00 for shipping/handling. All components
guaranteed ormoney refunded. Immediate shipping. NJ. residents add 5%salestax. .

MICRO-MART • 552 SUMMIT AVE., WESTFIELD, N.J. 07090 • (201) 654-6008
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MOTION DmcroR: Features indude transpar- SUBSCRIPTION TV EDUCATIONALKIT
ent, optical IC completely assembled on circuit ~ ther.·.. TV <hamel ~ _ or.. ohich}'Oll ",,'t tuoe toond eet
board with necessary capacitors. Extensive specs :o.'"W.;l'~y=n=.;J~s;,.'~

andapplicationnotesinduded./$5.00 =.~~~~':f~"'i'J,~ l~r~~l~
CRYSTALS-3.579545 MHz99/ _ ond,de<> SCnoIs 10their~ state.Ou'kit;, pr_ to

6.0 MHr 1.95 :o:.:t~=;:=;'bvt " "luireult.h lCOl'l ond
JUMBO LED's _""'__. $15.00

Green, 711.00-Yellow, 7I1.00-Red,10/1.00 =~~~~!-~_~~:::-.:::-_==.::..-= R~
lOO~&ij~IN~~{I~Ii7?b6·OO Compiel. kit .._. .._ 69.00

7 SEG Displays(comp. grade) FREQUEI~~Y7~~WCR CHIP
.3"/95¢-.6"/ 1.45(specifyann. orcath.) (40pin), with onboard dividers,

AM/FMRADIO CHIH#4408) 2.00or 3/5.00 decoders/drivers. 18.95-specs included
Complete AM/FMIC-extemal lFrequired ZENER DIODES-20V I amp 10/1.00

DIPPED TANTALUMS TV SATELUTE TRANSISTOR
.47~f 35V(I " leads) 10/1.00 MRF 901 (prime) $4.50

SUPER SUB MINI Lmcs LINEAR
(l " rad. leads, byNichicon) LM 32JI( 5.00 l M1303 1.50

lOOO~f SOv(1'100" L X '/0W), 75¢ or 10/6.00 LMlOOH .75 LM 1304 .95
47~f25V('t.." L X'Io"W), 1O/$ l.OO LM30IAN.33 LM l105 1.15

4OO~f 330V(photo flash orlaser circuits}-2/1.00 ~ ~;H ~ ~l~;E :~
COMPUTER GRADE TWIST LOCKS LM lO8H .95 LM 1310 L75

3200~f 50V(ideal for ~ower su~plje5) 2.00 ~m I :~ ~:m l:~
lO00~f 5OV- l.OO lO00~f 185V-2.00 LM311H .85 LM 1800 2.90

DISCS-.OOIIKV 25/1.00,.1 50V 15/1.00 LM317K 5.00 LM 1806 2.75
HEATSENSmVESWITCH-4/ I.00 ~~'15 m ~ :: Ui
sencontained unit opensat 150 C ~~-12 U~ ~ l:rt ::~

9 DIGIT FLUORESCENT DISPLAYbyNEC LM325 L85 LM 1848 1.75
completewith drivingcircuitry-2.5O ~~'12 l :~ ~m~ 1::::
EXTRA LOUD 9VBUZZER-3/ 2.00 LM 341P-12 125 LM 2113 1.75

WALL PLUG ADAPTER-5VOC @I 6Oma-1.5O ~l: l~ ~~; l:~
6.3V 1.2Amp Transformer-1.7 5 LM377 2.00 LMlO46 1.10

MINI AUDIO TRANSFORMERS-3/ 1.00 ~:I ::~ ~~ l:~
DIGITAL MOTION/ UNITCOUNTER MODULE LM 384 1.85 LM 3065 1.50

(Fairchild) with large 4digit display &5pecs-7.00 ~= ::~ ~~ i~
8035 Mleroproceuor, 17.00 LM39Il 1.95 LM3071 2.00

INTERFACECHIP-D8243 ~;~ 2~ ~~ m
16line I/O extender forallsinglechip~ Ps5.75 LM3900 .75

3 .2 0. 51.50
4 INCH square

1-1 /2" Round

azn 79C

SPEAKERS

'.

USE

YOUR

CA~D

., ..

READER

SERVICE

FREQUENCY COUNTER
, YOLTA"

TRANSISTORS BRIDGE
CHIPSET ICM720 7A$ 2 15O

(J REGULATORS 2N2222M'" RECTIFIERSICI7208 TO-220 2N29071"'"

~
' rtWEl Til'

." ..,'''''', ...''... 2N3904NPN
'ISITIVE .99 ..

2"';3906 PM"-stvcu )-6V 5Uf' rL ' "DI .. U.

"DI RH T DRl\' ( TO CC LEOS
un II . , .

5/SI71111"'.
"0.1 4...0 I Sl C. roAn

TI . (unu 1.25 .. so von
Build a 7 Dig it • l N I -I. , . 2N3055FairdliW nil _120 u 69t o 2 a., .70Portable Counter ",IS _... 1 . II'....n 04 aMp .QQ

o & a.p 1.15

~ 5.2'288M"' ~~.:
DIP SOCKETS 1A RECTIFIERS 40 0 Vo lt ' _N K

.;.:r , Quartz Crystal
~~i:' .16 o 2..", 1.15

~ N Ul 45 0

o 4a.. , 1.4{1

WE PAOP£RCRYSTAl 4.5-20PF lin· .18 t J 5 a.p 1.79
FOR LISl WITtI HI: CERAMICICl 7107 A. 0 001\

l~.!.itt .20e H( - Hl CA~ TRIMMER

~~!.• .38 SPDT

?~~• .45 6V
40,;, .55 G 2206

'-.00II 12VSUPER PARTS
BONANZA!

G 2203

12 P.t.GE [MTA SH£(l $I

~
PEl111]j)im~

~'_.-
RTED R.I ••1 YOUR

ICL8038 FUNCTION GENERATOR

~~~~
ASST. YALUES

3PST CHOICE

$3~ am."" ill R's,C 's , Diodes 12 V 51.50
( ' S FOR K}';T '\; M
FLP-C TICJlSI I 5/'1

STOCK YOUR
GOODIE BOX! MERCURY WETTED

..e ... COOD Rut S D'4 pgpUlAR Ie' s .......

~I~
3'-180 PCS ~~~~ ~~~Z 52.95

LM380 ' WATT ""'0 f'OW[' _ .... .. .... .... .. . 99' 25O, 5 K, 100, 1K, $1.00

"

16K

x

lLM556 lIOAL '" WH .... .. .. .. .. .. .... .. . .. .. 59. 10K ,25 K, 5K,10K,
LM72.3 2- 37 \ OLJ ADJ. \'01IAC£ REGULATOR. . . ... . .39c 100K 100K,1 M•• TRANSFORMERSLM747 OOAl 741 OP Atf' 14 PI '" DIP 39' 12V 1A 1 24 VCT 200no MK4116-2LM4501 OOAl f R,..nn ,,"c .!.10 TO .!.23V R£ClH TOR • • . 50C 0-100~A S/RF

METERS 1- 1/ t' S I 79 AU....cord 3 AMP

8 FOR
S64MM5369 60 HZ 'I< ...."CY " "AA 'llR.. .... .. . $1.99 SO - SALE - • 53.50 54.95

DO.N'T
'FORGET

1025
TO

6400
CALL
FOR

PRICE

•

•

169 1.50 258 3.50 336 25.00
170 3.90 259 2.70 337 15.00
171A 0.90 260 4.70 338 16.00
172A 0.40 261 1.40 339 23.00
173BP 6.00 262 1.40 340 1.90
175 1.30 263 1.60 373 1.45
176 1.00 264 2.00 374 1.55
177 0.25 265 1.00 375 1.80
178MP 0.50 266 0.90 376 2.30
179 5.00 267 1.00 380 3.60
180 4.00 268 1.20 381 3.60
181 2.90 269 1.30 396 2.10
182 2.50 270 3.30 397 2.30
183 3.00 271 4.50 409 1.30
184 1.00 272 0.80 416 1.10
185 1.20 273 1.20 428 0.80
186 0.90 274 2.60 519 0.40
186A 1.20 275 3.00 524 1 50
187 1.10 276 7.75 551 ' 1:60
187A 1.30 277 9.80 601 0.25
188 1.50 278 2.50 703A 1.20
189 1.40 279 5.00 708 1.50
190 1.80 280 3.40 709 2.60
191 2.00 281 4.60 710 2.60
192 0.45 282 3.10 712 1.80
193 0.45 283 6.00 713 1.50
194 0.45 284 4.20 714 2.80
195A 1.90 285 5.70 715 3.00
196 1.20 286 5.50 718 1.50
197 1.30 287 0.60 719 1.50
198 1.40 288 0.70 720 1.50
199 0.40 289 0.60 722 1.50
209 0.30 290 0.60 723 1.50
210 0.85 291 1.30 724 2.60
211 1.00 292 1.50 731 3.80m 19:~g ~~~ ?:~g m,· ~:~g
219 3.50 295 0.60 740A 2.20
2.20 . 1.60 297 0.90 742 3.90
221 1.50 298 1.00 743 3.30
222 1.50 299 0.75 748 2.00
223 3.00 300 0.70 780 2.50
224 3.00 302 1.30 783 3.00
225 4.50 306 1.30 7881 2.80
226 1.80 307 0.60 790 . 2.60
226MP 4.90 308 6.80 791 2.80
228A 1.00 309 K 3.20 801 2.00
229 .0.60 310 6.50 807 3.20
230 4.20 311 2.00 917 2.90
231 3.80 312 0.60 955M 1.20
232 0.60 313 1.90 977 1.20
233 0.50 314 7.50 1002 1.30
234 0.45 315 0.90 1003 1.20
235 1<50 316 2.50 1006 2.00
236 4.90 317 26.00 1009 2.15
237 2.40 318 20.00 1010 2.15
238 3.30 319 .1.10 1011 2.20
239 2.70 321 3.60 1014 2.20
241 2.00 322 1.90 1015 2.60
242 2.00 323 ' 2.20 1016 2.20
243 2.10 324 2.50 1019 1,20 •
244 2.20 325 29.20 1020 2.90
245 3.00 326 0.90 1024 4.20
246 4.20 327 17.00~;';;";'--'"
247 4.00 328 9.00
248 4.00 329 3.70
249 7.00 330 12.80
250 7.00 330W 10.00
251 5.00 33 1 1.90
252 7.00 332 2.00
253 1.30 333 20.00
254 1.50 334 20.00
257 1.80 335 25.00

1500 TYPES ORIGINAL
JAPANESE TRS & ICS

1000 TYPES
ECG REPLAC EMENT .

OTHER ELECTRONIC
PARTS FOR TV, STEREO,
CB , CAR STEREO

CIRCLE 41 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

AN 214Q 1.45
TA 1205P 1.10
2SCC 1308K 2.50

MIN. 10 PIECES PER TYPE

100 1.00
101 1.00
102 1.10
102A 0.75
103 1.10
103A 0.80
104 2.00
105 2.20
106 0.40
107 0.60
108 0.75
109 0.30
110MP 0.50
111 1.20
112 0.80
113A 0.80
114 0.80
115 080
116 0.30
117 0.30
118 1.30
119 1.00
120 0.90
121 2.70
122 '4.00
123 0.60
123A 0.55
123AP 0.70
124 1.60
125 0.30
126 1.20
127 4.00
128 0.85
129 1.00
130 1.30
131 1.00
132 0.60
133 055
134A 050
135A 050
136A 050
137A 050
138A 0.50
139A 0.50
140A 0.50
141A 0.60
142A 0.50
143A 0.50
144A 0.50
145A 0.50
146A 0.50
147A 0.50
148A 0.50
149A 0.50
150A 0.50
151A 0.50
152 0.90
153 1.00
154 . 1.40
155 2.20
156 0.45
157 1.10
158 0.90
159 0.60
160 1.80
161 0.90
162 4.60
163A 5.60
164 3.20
165 3.30
166 0.70
167 0.95
168 1.00..
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10% 
DISCOUNT 

Off 
List 

26 -4002 

64K 1 Drive 
$3499.00 

AUTHORIZED 

TRs-80® LEA A301 

' / 

COMPUTER SPECIALISTS 

26-1056 16K Level II System with Keypad $670.00 
261145 RS-232 Board 84.00 

261140 "O" K Interface 249.00 

26.1141 "16" K Interface 365.00 

26.1142 "32" K Interface 476.00 

26-1160 Mini Disk Drive O 424.00 

26-1161 Mini Disk Additional 424.00 

261154 lineprinter II 720.00 

26-1156 lineprinter Ill 1799.00 

26-1180 Voice Synthesiser... 339.00 

26 -1181 VOXBOX 145.00 

261101 Foctory Upper /Lower 
Cose Modifoction Installed 70.00 

261506 Scripsit - Tope 60.00 

26.1563 Scripsit Disk 85.00 

CEfTRDI11C5 
Fast 100 CPS Centronics 
730 Printer - $675.00 
Text Quality Centronics 
737 Printer - $850.00 

FREE CATALOG 
UPON REQUEST 

ALL OTHER R.S. SOFTWARE 
FURNITURE, STANDS, CABLES 

AND ACCESSORIES DEDUCT 

10 °o FROM CATALOG PRICE 

Novation Cat Modem ..$149.00 
CCA Data Management 
System 72.00 
Adventure Games 
Games 1-9 each 14.00 

1Ç ROSOFT B F 
tì.r,t 

Model I Basic Compiler 5180.00 10 5'. Diskettes 545.00 

Model II Basic Compiler 360.00 10-8- Diskettes 47.00 

tit 

15% 
DISCOUNT 

Off 
List 
26 -1054 

4K Level II 
$552.00 

Model II Cobol Compiler 
$360.00 

Cobol Run Time Package 
$36.00 

o Acorn 
Software 
Products, Inc. 

GAMES. 
Alien Invasion 
Stock Market 
Star Trek 
Block 'Em 

Ting -Tong 
UTILITIES. 

System Savers 
EDUCATION. 
language Teacher 

59.00 
9.00 
9.00 
9.00 
9.00 

. 14.00 

18.00 

1- 800 -841.0860 Toll Free Order Entry 

f.11CR f SYSTE11, INC. 

No Taxes on Out Of 
State Shipments 

Immediate Shipment 
From Stock. 

DOWNTOWN PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER 
115 C SECOND AVE. S.W. 
CAIRO, GEORGIA 31728 

(912) 377 -7120 Ga. Phone No. 

-TRS -ea Is a rp1$tarad trademark of Me Tandy Corp. 

Full Factory Warranty 
on All Items Sold. 

Largest Inventory 
In the S.E. U.S.A. 

CIRCLE 51 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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COMPUTER SPECIALISTS

15%
DISCOUNT

Off
List
26-1054

4K Level"
$552.00

Model II Cobol Compi ler
$360.00

Cobol Run Time Pack age
$36.00

A LL OTHER R.S. SOFTWARE
FURNITURE, STANDS. CABLES
AND A CCESSORIES DEDUCT
10% FROM CATALOG PRICE

AUTHORIZED

TRS.-80~ALEAA301

FREE CATALOG
UPON REQUEST

26· 1056 16K Level II System w ith Keypad .$670.00
26·1145 RS·232 Board B4.00
26· 1140 "0 " K Interface 249.00
26·1141 "16" K Inte rf ac e 365.00
26·1142 "32" K Interface 476 .00

26-1160 M ini Disk - Drive O 424.00
26-1161 Min i Di sk - Additiona l 424 .00
26-1154 lineprint er II 720.00
26·1156 lineprinter II I. 1799.00
26-1180 Vo ice Synthesiser 339.00
26-1181 VO XBO X 145.00

26-1104 factory Upp er / Low er
Case Modifaction Installed 70.00
26-1506 Scrip sit - Tape 60.00
26·1563 Scrip sit - Di sk 85.00

•

10%
DISCOUNT

Off
List ·
26-4002

. 64K 1 Driv'e$3499.00'.

,.

•

• •....

MIIIICR.

:CEnTROniCS

.'

Fast 100 CPS Centronics
73<1 Printer - $675.00
Text Quaii ty Centronics
737 Printer - $850.00

Modell Basic Compiler $180.00
Model II Basic ~omp i l er. 360.00

Novati on Cat Modem .. $149.00
CCA Data Management .
System 72 .00
A dventu re Games
Games 1-9 each 14.00

~BASF
10·5 '/, Diskettes $45.00
10-8" Diskett es 47.00

8 Acorn
Software
Products, Inc.

GAMES:
Al ien Invasion $9.00
Stock Market 9.00
Star Trek 9.00
Block 'Em 9.00
ling .Tong 9.00
UTILITIES:
System Save rs 14.00
EDUCATION:
Language Teacher 18.00

'.
.t.

• 1-80.0-841-0860 Toll Free,Order Entry

L-- ...,-- CIRCLE 51 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

No Taxes on Out Of
State Shipments

• ! .

. Immedlote Shipment
From Stock.

DOWNTOWN PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER
115 C SECOND AVE . S.W.
CAI RO, GEORG IA31728

(912) 377·7120 Ga. Phone No.

+TRS.80 II a registered t rademarlc of the Tandy Corp.

Full Factory Warranty
on A ll Items Sold.

Largest Invento ry
In the S.E. U. S.A.

o
o
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ramsak the first name in Counters ! 
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9 DIGITS 600 MHz 129 WIRED 
The CT -90 is the mou versatile, feature packed counter available for lest 

than $300.00' Advanced design features include three selectable Hate times, 

nine digits, gate indicator and unique display hold function which holds the 

displayed count after the Input signal is removed Also I0mHz TCXO time 

base is used which enables easy zero beat calebrauon checks against WWV. 
Optiotsally, an mtemal roc ad battery pack.e ate mel time base input and Micro- 

power high stability crystal oven time lase are in salable The CT -90. 

petformane you can count or! 

SPECIFICATIONS 
Range 20 Hz to600 MHz 
SenseGnty Less than 10 MV to 150 MHz 

Leu than 50 MV to 500 MHz 
Resolution 0.1 Hz (10 MHz range) 

1.0 Hz(60 MHz range) 
10.0 Hz (600 MHz range) 
9 (beau 0.4" LED 
Standud10.000 mHz, 10 ppm 20 -10C 
Optional Micro power oven0. I ppen 20-40' C 

Power 8-15 VAC ta 250 ma 

Display. 
Time base 

7 DIGITS 525 MHz $99 WIRED 
SPE _IFI ATIONS 
Range 20 Hz to 525 MHz 
Sensitinty. Leu than 50 MV to 150 MHz 

Leu than ISO MV to 500 MHz 
Resolution 1.0 Hz (S MHz range) 

10.0 Hz(50 MHz range) 

100.0 Hz (500 MHz range) 

digits 0.C" LED 
1.0 ppm TCXO 20 -40C 
12 VAC ft 250 ma 

Display 
Time base 
Power 

S 
MINI-100 wired. I year 
warranty 
MINI -100 Kit, 90 day pus 
warranty 
ACZ Ac adapter for MINI - 
100 
BP -Z Nicad pack and AC 
adapter/charger 

$79.95 

59.95 

3.95 

12,95 

The CT -70 breaks the price banter on lab quality frequency counters. 

Deluxe features such at three frequency ranges each with pre amplification 
dual selectable gate tunes, and gate activity indication make measurements a 

snap. The nde frequency range enables you to accurately measure signals 

from main thru UHF with I 0 porn accuracy - that's 0001%. The CT-70 u 
the answer to all your measurement needs, m the field, lab or ham shack. 

0111 
PRICE Sc 

CT -70 wired 1 year warranty $99.95 
CT -70 Kit 90 day parts war- 
ranty 84.95 
AC -1 AC adapter 3.95 
BP1 Nicad pack + AC 
adapter /charger 12.95 

GITS 500 MHz $799f 
IRED 

Here's a handy, general purpose counter that provides most counter 
funct,ons at an unbelievable price The MINI -100 doesn't have the full 

frequency range or input impedance qualities found in higher perce units. but 

for basic RF signal measurements, it cant be bear Accurate measurements 

can be made from I MHz all the way upto500 MHz with excellent sensitivity 
throughout the range, and the two gate times let you select the resolution 

desired Add the secad pack option and the MINI 100 makes an Ideal addluon 
to your tool box for "an the- field' frequency checks and repays. 

F 8 DIGITS 600 MHz $159 ZRED 
SPECIFICATIONS 
Range 20 Hz to 603 MHz 
Sensitivity Las than 25 mv to 150 MHz 

Leu than 150 mv to600 MHz 
Resolution 1.0 Hz (60 MHz range) 

10.0 Hz (600 MHz range) 
Display 8 digits 0.4" LED 
Time base 2.0 ppm 20 -40C 
Power 110 VAC or 12 VDC 

The I T -50 is a versatile lab bench counter chat null measure up io600 MHz 
with 8 digit precelsea. And, one of Its best features is the Recesve Frequency 
Adapter. which turns the CT -50 into digital readout for any receiver. The 
adapter is easily programmed for any receiver and sample connecteon to the 

recetvef s VFO is all that as required for use. Adding the receiver adapter an no 

way limits the operation of the CT 50. the adapter can be conveniently 
switched on or oft The CT -S0. a counter that can work double-duty' 

SPECIFICATIONSG 
Range I MHz to 500 MHz 
Senatinty Less than 25 MV 
Resolutarz 100 Hz (slow gate) 

1.0 KHz (fast gate) 
Display 7 digiti, 0.4 LED 
Time base 2 0 ppm 20.40C 
Power S VDC ut 200 ma 

PRICESÇ 
CT -SO wired, l year warranty 
CT -SO Kit. 90 day paru 
warranty 
RA-I, receiver adapter kit 
RA- I %red and pre- program 
med ) send copy of receiver 
schematic) 

5159.95 

119.95 
I195 

2995 

DIGITAL MULTIMETER $99 WIRED 

PRICES 
DM700 wired I you warranty 

DM-700 Kit 90 day parts 
warranty 
AC -1. AC adaptor 
BP 3. Nicad pack AC 
adapter charger 
MP 1. Probe kit 

599.95 

The I)M 700 otters prokssioecal quality performance at a ho)-S ist price 
Features include. 26 different range. and S functions, all arranged en 

convenient. easy to use format Measurements are displayed on a Inge 3U 

Jar. 15 each LED readout with automatic decimal placement. automatic 

79.95 polarity. wen ante milkman and over load pc mecum uprol250 volts on all 

3.95 ranges. making et virtually goo(- 5wnor The DM700 looks grew. a handsome. 

let black. rugged ABS case with con,eneent retractNe tilt hail makes it an 

19.95 i.kal ,.Llmon to any shop 
2 95 

SPECIFICATIONS 
DC/AC vela I00uV to I KV 5 ranges 

DC/ AC 
current 0.1 uA to 2.0 Amps, 5 ranges 

Resistance 0.1 ohms to 20 Megohms. 6 ranges 

Input 
impedance 10 Megolans DC/AC .. -:1 
Accuracy 10.1% basic DC volts 

Power 4 'C cells 

AUDIO SCALER 

For high resolution audio measurements, multiplies 
U P en frequency. 

Great for PL tones 
Multiplies by IO or 100 
0.01 Hz resolutaod 

L $29.95 Kit $39 95 Wired 

ACCESSORIES COUNTER PREAMP 
felescomc whip antenna- BNC plug. 

1 i 

S 795 
High impedance probe, halt loading 15.95 For measuring extremely wnie seg{nds (rom 10 ro 1.00. 
Low pass probe, for audio measurements 15.95 MHe Small rue. powered be plug tramiormet-enrlseieJ 
Direct probe, general purpose usage .. . 12.95 Flu 25 db gain 
Tilt bud for CT 70. 90. MINI -100 395 BNC Connectors 
Color burst calibration unit caltlarates counter Great for sniffing RF with pick-up loop 

against color TV signal 1495 534 95 Kit S44 95 Wired 

unit, :í::Dllf. 11:Z5, 1 1:. 
BOX 3072 RC)C'HI_STI.R. NY lahll) PHONE ORDERS 

11 It 51'. Soo-Jo..,.. eo.eeed . ..+.e I. 10 don e.e. y4os.s 
eepmJ o.e le. el...d dd S. kw Je.M^g 

amerooeea..e.v.olSi0 O.e.seoseddeS COO odd 
1 r .. 0.d.. ...d. 510 add S I 50 NV ..d000, odd y. Co. 

CIRCLE 15 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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Power:

The CT-90 is the most versat ile, feature packed counter available for less
than $3oo.oo! Advanced des ign fea tures include; three selectable gale times,
nine digits, gate indicator and a unique display hold function which holds the
displayed count after the input signal is removed! Also, a IOmHz TCXO time
base is used which enables easy zero bea t calibration checks against WWV.
Optionally; an internal nicad battery pack.external time base input and Micro
power high stab ility crystal even time base are available . Th e CT-90 ,
performance you can count on!

9 DIGITS 600 MHz $129 95
SPECIFICATIONS: WIRED
Range: 20 Hz to 600 MH z
Sensitivity: Less than 10 MV to 150 MHz

Less than 50 MV to 500 MHz
Reso lution: 0.1 Hz (10 MHz range)

1.0 Hz (60 MHz range)
10.0 Hz (600 MHz range)

Display: 9 digits 0 .4" LED
Time base: Standard- IO.ooo mHz, 1.0 ppm 2{}-40·C.

Optio nal Micro-power overHl.l ppm 2{}-4ij·C
8-15 VAC @ 250 ma

w=
CT·90"'lml l~ur"'arT....t) S129.Qj
CT -9QKll90 Gayp"ru ••r
rant )' 109 95
AC· l AC.d.p"u 3.95
BP·l NlcadJl'A' k + AC
Ad.lpurfCha rpr 12 95
O V· I.M ICI'O- P'O"'" O . cn
tuM Nit . 9.95
E:lIcm .ltll'l'lt but IIIpl.1l 1" 95

7 DIGITS 525 MHz

Disp lay:
Time base:
Power:

•••
84 .95

3.9 5

12.95

$99 .95

PRICES;

CT-70 wired, I yearwarranty
CT-70 Kit, 90 day parts war
ranty
AC-I AC adapter
BP- I Nicad pack + AC
adapter l charger

The CT-70 breaks the price barrier on lab quality frequency counters.
Deluxe features such~ three frequency ranges - each with pro-amplification.
dual selectab le gate times. and gate activity indication make measuremen ts a
snap. The wide frequency range enables you to accu rate ly measure signals

from audio thru UHF with 1.0 ppm accuracy- that' s .ooo l%! Th e CT-70 is
the answer to all your measurement needs, in the field, lab or ham shack.

SPECIFICATIONS;
Range: 20 Hz to 525 MHz
Sens itivity: Less tha n SO MV to I SO MHz

Less than I SO MV to 500 MHz
Resolution: 1.0 Hz (5 MHz range)

10.0 Hz (SO MHz range)
100.0 Hz (500 MHz range)
7 digits 0.4 " LED
1.0 ppm TCX O 20-40 ·C
12 VAC @ 250 ma

7 DIGITS 500 MHz $79 95
WIRED

Disp lay:
Time base:
Power.

PRICES:
MINl-loo wired, I year
warranty $79 .95
MINI- loo Ki~ 90 day part
warranty 59 .95
AC- Z Ac adapter for MINI-
100 3.95
BP-Z Nicad pack and AC
adapter/charger 12.95

Here 's a handy, general purpose counter tha t provides most counter
functions at an unbelievable price. The MINl-loo doesn't have the full

frequency range or input impedance qualities found in higher price units, but
for basic RF signal measurements, it can' t be beat! Acc urate measurements
can be made from I MHz all the way up t0 500 MHz with exce llent sensitivity
throughout the range, and the two gate times let you select the resolution
desired Add the nicad pack optio n and the MINI-lOa makes an ideal addition
to your too l box for " in-the-field'" frequency checks and repa irs.

S PEC IF ICATI ON S:
Range: I MHz to 500 MHz
Sensitivity: Less than 25 MV
Reso lution: 100 Hz (slow gate)

1.0 KHz (fast gate)
7 digits, 0.4" LED
2.0 ppm 2{}-40·C
5 VDC @2oo ma

DIGITAL MULTIMETER $99 ~IRED
SPEC IF ICATI O N S;
Del AC volts: ioouv to I KV, 5 ranges
DelAC

29.95

119.95
14.95

$159 .95

10 Megahms, DelAC volts
10.1% basic DC volts
4'C cells

0.1 uA to 2.0 Amps, 5 ranges
0. 1 ohms to 20 Megohms, 6 ranges

PRICES;
CT-50 wired, I year warranty
CT-50 Ki~ 90 day parts
warranty
RA-l, receiver adapter kit
RA-I wired and pro-program.
med (send copy of receive r
schematic)

current
Resistance:
Input
impedan ce:
Acc uracy:
Power:

Th e OM·700 offers profes sional quality performance at a hobbyist price .
Features include; 26 different ranges and 5 functions , all arranged in a
convenient , easy to use for mat . Measurements are disp layed on a large 3 Yj
dicit, ~ inch LED readout with automatic decimal placeme nt. automatic
polarity , overrange indicati on and overload protection up to 1250 volts on all
ranges, making it virtua llygoof-proof T he OM- 700 loo ks great, a handsom e,
jet black. rugged ABS case with convenient retrac tab le tilt bail makes it an
ideal additi on to any shop .

79 .95
3.95

19.95
2.95

$99 .95

Display:
Time base:
Power.

SP ECIFICATIONS:

Range: 20 Hz to 600 MHz The CT-50 is a versa tile lab bench counter that will measure up t0600 MHz
Sens itivity: Less than 25 mv to 1SO MHz with 8 digit precision. And, one of its best features is the Receive Frequency

Less than 150 mv to 600 MHz Adapte r, which turns the CT-50 into a digital reado ut for any receiver. The
1.0 Hz (60 MHz range) daoter is eas il ed < . d a si I . th10.0 Hz (600 MHz range) a apte r IS eas i y program m lor any receiver an a Simp e connection to e
8 digits 0.4" LED receiver' s VFO is all that is required for use. Addi ng the receiver adap ter in no
2.0 ppm 2{}-40·C way limits the operation of the CT-50 , the adapter can he conveniently
110 VAC or 12 VDC switched on or of[ The CT-50, a counter that can work doubl..duty!

PRICES:
DM700 wired,I yearwananty
DM-7oo Kit, 90 day parts
warranty
AC-I , AC adap tor
BP-3, Nic ad pack +AC
adapterl charger
MP-I, Probe kit

8 DIGITS 600 MHz .$ 1 59 ~IRED

AUDIO SCALER ACCESSORIES COUNTER PREAMP

r~ms~1J alanrrmfns i ')[.. .III!':=- A~ ' II R \ t\ Sot'''Od,on guo ,ont••d . " o m,n.lo, 10 day, ,I nOI pl.o"d
~ • • . . c.:z=I ~8?. r. futn In ou gln al form fo t ,.fund Add .s~ fo r ,hipping •

., ., . PHON E ORD ERS Inwro nC.fo o maXlmum of S I O O v. ".o,odd l S'!<o coo odd
BOX 40L • ROCHE STER. N'I 14610 CALL 7i 6-586-3950 . 17 O,d." und.. 11 0 .oddl l SO N Y ,."d.n"odd 7"'to~
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For high resolution audio measurements. multiplies
UP in frequency.

• Great for PL tones
• Multiplies by 10 or 100
• 0.01 Hz resolution!

$29 95 Kit $3995 Wired

Telescopic whip antenna- BNC plug $ 7.95
High impedance probe, light loading . .. .. .. .. . .. . . . . .. .. 15.95
Low pass probe. for audio measurements . . . .. .. . . . . . .. . . . . . 15.95
Direct probe, general purpose usage . . .. .. .. . . . . .. . . . . .. .. .. . . 12.95
Tilt bail, for CT 70 ,90, MINI- loo .. . . . .. . .. .. . 3.95
Color burst calibr ation unit. calibrates counter

against color TV signal. . . .. . . . . .. .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . 14.95

For measuring extremely weak signals fro m 10 to 1,00J
MHI. Small sue . powered by plug transfo rmer-inc luded .

• Flat 25 db gain
• BNC Connectors
• Great for sniffing RF with pick-up loop

$34 95 Kit $44 95 Wired
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INTERNATIONAL ELECTRONICS UNLIMITED 
POWER SUPPLY KIT 

regulated Pow, Wett u tnt 
, Ilsv;7W ft . e1 
..1407 aad 1-íw170, reeulaore 
to .upP^y tM e abov. rolta... 
at . Prev,4d for 8, 

eats II0[4.{IO4O 

Tranferrr 
4 ...quieter. 
PC board 
4 diodes 
Capacitor 3040 uf 

Caeacttot f00 f 

1 caeacttora 10 ,f 

10 -24 

25- 

S14.95ea 
13.50ea 
12.50ea 

LED DISPLAYS 
.4' ORANGE LED DISPLAY 

7 segment RHD 

.AN4610 - conwon anode 
MA714640 - common cathode 

.4' ORANGE overflow 1 
MAN4630 - common anode 

.3' RED LED DISPLAY 
7 segment RHO 

1AN72(MAN72 equiv) 
common anode 

.3' RED LED DISPLAY 
7 segment RHD 

' NS/474R coon cathode 

.6' RED LED DISPLAY 
7 segment LHD 

1íA716940 - common cathode 

$1.19ea 
10/57.95 
25/517.50 
100 /S65.00 

S.89ea 
10/$5.(2` 

S.99ea 
10/S7.95 
25/S17.50 
100/565.00 

S.79ea 
10/16.95 

25/516.25 
100/559.00 

51.25ea 
10/511.50 
25/526.50 
100/198.00 

CF:KAMIC CAPACITORS 
lpf 22pf 56pf 120pf 270pf .0047uf 

Spf 27pf 68pf 150pf 390pf .001uf .Oluf 

7pf 33pf 82pf 180pf 470pf .0015uf .015uf 

lOpf 41pf 100pf 220pf 600pf .003uf .022uf 

lpf - .050uf Auf 
Total EA. PK-10 PK-100 EA. PK-10 PK-100 

1-1000 5.20 1.00 6.50 .25 1.25 9.00 

'1000- .20 .85 6.00 .25 1.10 8.00 

CERAMIC CAPACITOR KIT 
CK -c2 5ea. of the above values $11.50 
CK -c3 10ea. of the above values 20.50 

TTL 
7400 5.18 7464 .30 74155 .50 

DISCRETE LED'S 7401 .18 7465 .30 74156 .64 

7402 .18 7470 .49 74157 .60 

7403 .18 7472 .32 74158 .75 

JVRO LED 7404 .20 7474 .16 74160 .70 

.20'dí., diffused 7405 .25 7475 .49 74161 .79 

Red. Clear or White 10 /$1.00 25/$2.00 100/$7.50 7406 .20 7576 .49 74162 .65 

Green or Yellow 7/51.00 25/52.85 100 /59.75 7407 .20 7460 .35 74163 .85 

SUSMINITURE LEO 7406 .27 7482 .25 74164 .85 

.125'dla, diffused 7409 .27 7483 .58 74166 .85 

Red or Clear 10 /51.00 25/52.00 100 /57.50 7410 .18 7485 .50 74170 1.50 

Green or lolly. 7/51.00 25/52.85 100 /59.75 7415 .29 7486 .42 74173 1.25 

7416 7489 1.75 74174 1.05 

DIODES 7417 

7420 

.20 
.20 

.20 

7490 

7491 

.59 

.64 

74175 
74176 

.85 

.70 

164148 (18914) 400. 15/51.00 100 /55.00 1000 /540.00 7425 .39 7492 .59 74177 .70 

184001 SOPIV 12/51.00 100 /57.00 1000 /560.00 7426 .35 7493 .35 74180 .35 

184007 1000PIV 10/51.25 100/$11.00 1000/510.00 7427 .25 7494 .59 74181 1.85 

7430 .25 7495 .35 74182 .35 

7432 7496 .35 74189 .50 

TRANSISTORS 7437 
.20 
.20 74105 .48 74190 1.15 

:339;.4 3%3 10-4: S.:Sea IC SI .65 25/53.25 100/512.00 7438 .18 74107 .35 74191 1.15 

293906 PNP 10-92 5.25ea 10/51 .65 25/53.25 100 /512.00 7440 .18 74121 .35 74192 .50 

292222A NPM TO-18 SAS.. 10/S3 .50 25/59.00 100/529.50 7441 .59 74122 .39 74193 .79 

7442 .35 74123 .39 74194 .85 

7443 .55 74125 .50 74195 .69 

3IPSWITCH - 4 sw 7444 .60 74126 .50 74196 .80 

pin DIP SPST 7445 .50 74132 .75 74197 .75 

1 -9 $1.65ea LINEAR CIRCUITS 7446 .59 74141 .35 74198 1.40 

10 -24 1.55ea 1/2 PRICE SALE 
7448 
7450 

.59 74145 

74148 
.50 

1.25 

74199 
745200 

1.25 

3.75 
25- 1.49ea REG. SALE 7451 

.18 

.22 74150 1.35 742'9 .65 

DIPSYITCH - 8 sw 

16 pin DIP SPST 

1 -9 $2.lOea 

LM3001 2.59 5.30 
L141010 .32 .16 

LN302M .59 .10 

030701 .32 .16 

7453 
7454 
7460 

.18 

.18 

.18 

74151 

74153 

74154 

.50 

.35 

1.45 

10-24 1.95ea LM30811 .79 .40 8000 (Signetics) 
25- 1.85ea 18108C8 .79 .40 8263 2.95 8267, 1.75 8281 .0 

DIPSWITCH - 10 sw 
17009w 1.05 .53 

11131001 1.07 .54 9000 Series 
20 pin DIP SPST 11Ú110 .89 .45 9601 .2S 9602 .29 

1 -9 $2.20ea 
10 -25 2.05ea 

111311C8 .89 .45 

1113111 .69 .45 CMOS 
25- 1.95ea 193228 .89 .45 

1M3MT -6V 
4000 Series 
4000 5.25 

C7oS 
402G 1.14 4050 .45 

t 

(7806) 1.19 .60 4001 .39 4021 .95 4051 1.15 

1M376CA .50 .25 4002 .25 4072 .95 4066 .79 

0080-8 .89 .45 4006 .95 4023 .30 4069 .39 

056SN 1.15 .S8 4007 .39 4024 . 75 4071 .29 

.lut 
a ana...mm 

te11a6Mal o 
.m.teeetm. 

18709N .39 .20 

LN733w .89 .45 

187396 .69 .45 

4008 
4009 
4010 

.95 

.46 

.45 

4025 

4027 
4028 

.22 

.59 

.85 

4072 

4073 
4078 

.19 

.39 

.39 

UNIVERSAL BREADBOARD 
IC BREADBOARD S1.00ea 

114748C11 .35 .18 

1814148 1.25 .63 

15.1800N 2.40 1.20 

4011 

4012 

4013 

.45 

.25 

.59 

4030 
4035 

4040 

.49 

.95 

1.15 

4081 

4082 

4518 

.39 

.30 

1.25 
10-24 .90ea 75453CN 4014 .95 4041 1.20 4528 1.50 

25-99 .EOea (3S1a) .18 4015 .95 4042 .95 4585 1.50 

100- .65ea 75491N .18 4016 .64 4043 .85 4901 .59 

7549:3 45 4)17 1.08 4046 1.69 

4018 .95 4049 .45 

IMMEDIATE DELIVERT OP QUALITY RESISTORS 

POLYESTER FILM CAPACITORS - 100V t 101 

EA. PK-10 PI -100 EA. PK -10 

.001uf 5.15 .95 6.50 .033uí S.20 1.00 

.001Suf- .15 .95 7.50 .047uf .20 1.15 

.0022uf .15 .95 7.50 .068u1 .25 1.30 

.0033uf 15 .95 7.50 .luf .30 1.75 

-1134"1":1301,"115' eee'004761,519 -*.69-1134"1":1301,"115' 2725' 

.0068uf .15 .95 7.50 .22uf .40 2.55 

QQ1 f. -)S .95 7.50 .33uf , .45 2.75 

'h +,b19uf .15 .95 7.50 .47uf ,SO 3.50 

.022uf .15 .95 7.50 

-TOTAL CITY. 1000 poi. -101, 5000 pcs. -151 

POLYESTER CAPACITOR KIT 

5 ea of the above values $14.95 

PK-100 
10.00 
10.50 
12,00 
13.50 
'11.00 

20.00 
25.00 
30.00 

TANTALUM CAPACITORS 
solid dipped t 20% 

."",'lof /1Sí .30. ,26 4.74f/169 .38 .30 22uf /16V .50 .40 

.22uf /35V .30 .25 4.7uf/25V .45 .35 22uf /35V .60 .55 

33u¡¡/¡35V .30 .25 6.8uf /6V .35 .28 33uf /6V .55 .45 

' 1u2/'28044 .30 1.211 6.8uf /)1V .4S ,.39 33uf /10V .60 .50 

1.5uf/20V .30 .25 10uff2OV .42 .35 47uf /6V .60 .50 

Z tuf /203 .35 .25 15uf /6Y .42 .35 47uf /153 .65 .55 

3.2uf/35Y :38 .28 150/203 ..50 .40 56uf /6V .85 . 

3.3uf /35V . ^.40 .30 

CARBON FILM RESISTORS PRICING 

total quantity ea p6.10 
1 -999 S.10 .45 

1000- .10 .40 

5000- .10 .30 

10000- .10 .25 

25 or more resistors - not 

J1R50N FILM !St 
1/6ratt (11.01r R25) 

.095'd1a I .250'lonq (body) 
1/2wtt (R.01r R50) 

.146'41. I .354'1n9 (body) 

VALOES STOCKED (3hms) 

.5 3.9 16 68 

1.0 4.3 18 75 

1.1 4.7 20 82 

1.2 5.1 22 91 

1.3 5.6 24 100 

1.5 6.2 27 110 

1.6 6.8 30 120 

1.8 7.5 33 130 

2.0 8.2 36 150 

2.2 9.1 39 '60 

2.4 10 43 180 

2.7 11 47 200 

3.0 12 Si 220 

3.3 13 56 240 

3.6 IS 62 270 

300 

330 

360 

390 
430 
470 

510 

560 
620 
680 
750 

820 
910 
I.0K 
1.10 

1.20 

1.3K 

1.50 

1.60 
1.84 

2.00 
2.20 
2.4K 
2.70 
3.00 

3.30 
3.60 

3.90 
4.30 
4.70. 

1/4 a 1!2 watt 

pa-100 p1-1000 
2.00 
1.80 15.00 
1.70 14.50 
1.55 13.00 

In41vidu4l1y packaged - 

mined - specify any assort.ent of va1,.r: S.04ra 

5.10 
S.60 
6.20 
6.80 
7.5K 
8.20 

9.10 
100 

110 

120 

13E 

150 

160 

164 

200 

221 
240 

270 
300 

330 
361 

391 
431 

471 

510 

560 
620 
680 
751 

820 

91K 
1000 
110K 

1200 
1300 

1501 

1600 
1801 

2001 
2201 
2401 
2700 
3001 
330K 
360K 

METAL FILM RESISTORS 
total quantity ea p1 -10 p1 -25 p1 -100 p6 -250 

1 -999 5.25 1.00 2.00 7.50 17.50 

1000- .20 .90 1.80 7.00 16.25 

5000- .20 .85 1.70 6.50 15.00 
10000- .20 .80 1.55 6.00 13.75 

10 or mon resistors - not Individually pacla9ed 
tied - specify any assortment of values 5.15ea 

VALUES STOCKED (muas) 
Standard 15 metal film values fro. 10 oh. to 4750 oh. 

10.0 12.1 14.7 17.8 22.6 27.4 33.2 40.2 48.7 59.0 71.5 88.7 

10.2 12.4 15.0 18.2 23.2 28.0 34.0 41.2 49.9 60.4 73.2 90.9 

10.5 12.7 15.4 18.7 23.7 28.7 34.8 42.2 31.1 61.9 75.0 93.1 

10.7 13.0 15.8 19.1 24.3 29.4 35.7 43.2 52.3 63.4 76.8 95. 

11.0 13.3 16.2 19.6 24.9 30.1 36.5 44 -2 53.6 64.9 80.6 

11.3 13.7 16.5 20.0 25.5 30.9 37.4 45.3 54.9 66.5 82.5 

11.5 14.0 16.9 20.5 26.1 31.6 38.3 46.4 56.2 68.1 84.5 

11.8 14.3 17.4 22.1 26.7 32.4 39.2 47.5 57.6 69.6 86.6 ` 
and n,ltllples of 10 of the above values to 4750 
I.e. 10.0 100 1.00 10.00 100E etc (total 448) 

METAL 111M !It 

10160 (R.OI. CR560 3) 1 /Iwatt 

Low tore coef - 50ppt/0. 
.138'dia I .355'lon9 (body) 

color banded 

CAPACITOR KIT ck -t2 
tantalum 3.1,4 Vinod 4703 

.77.17114 2.7.V/75v 4.00/140 77,4/161 

.1141/3S3 3.0.f/H1 10.0(201 73.0/1a 
1,f/e11 4.710/1611 18,4/101 47.f/lev 

1. of Pow ..I,et 617.7S 

AwL.d , <I..r Ityrw en11y a. 871.91 

ELECTRONIC BUZZER 
6V or 12V S1.25ea 

10-24 1.00ea 

25- .90ea 

3900 1.65. 6.25. 
430K 1.8N 6.85. 
4700 2.0N .7.SN 
5100 2.2% 8.271 
5600 2.48 9.171 
6200 2.714 1ON 
6501 3.oM 11M 
7500 
5201 

3.1M 
3.65. 

121 
1)11 

11 /1111 

9101 3.9N ISM 
1.08 4.3N lo 1/2w 
1.1N 4.7M only) 
1.2N 5.111 

1.301 5.6N 
1.55. 

Payment by check, M.O., UPS /COD. M/C or VISA. Add $1.00 for 

shipping /handling in U S. Canada and Mexico. Additional charge 
for UPS COO r BLUE LABIA. Other Countries $1.00 51 of order 

LOU). California residents add sales tax. Minimum order $10.00 

SCHOOLS AND GOIRNMENT ORDERS ACCEPTED ON OFFICIAL 
PURCHASE ORDERS. 

INTERNATIONAL ELECTRONICS UNLIMITED 

225 Broadway Jackson Ca 95642 
phone 209 223 3870 
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INTERNATIONAL ELECTRONICS UNLIMITED
74155 .50
74156 . 64
74157 . 60
74158 .75
74160 . 70
74161 . 79
74162 .8 5
74163 .8 5
74164 . 85
74166 . 85
74170 1.50
74173 1.25
74174 1. 05
74175 .8 5
74176 . 70
74177 . 70
74180 .35
74181 1. 85
74182 . 35
74189 .50
74190 1.15
74191 1.1 5
74192 . 50
74193 .79
74194 .85
74195 .69
74196 . 80
74197 .7 5
74198 1. 40
74199 1. 25
74S200 3. 75
74279 .65

7464 . 30
7465 .30
7470 . 49
7472 .32
7474 . 18
7475 .49
7576 . 49

'7480 . 35
7482 . 25
7483 .58
7485 .50
7486 .42
7489 1. 75
7490 . 59
7491 .64
7492 . 59
7493 .35
7494 .5 9
7495 . 35
7496 . 35
74105 . 48
74107 . 35
74121 . 35
74122 . 39
74123 . 39
74125 . 50
74126 . 50
74132 .75
74141 . 35
74145 . 50
74148 1.25
74150 1. 35
74151 . 50
74153 .3 5
74154 1. 45

BOOO (Si9netics)
8263 2 .95 8267 1. 75 8281 . ? ~

9000 Series
9601 .25 9602 . 29

CMOS
4000 Series CMOS
4000 $.2 5 4020 1. 14 4050 .45
4001 .3 9 4021 . 95 4051 1. 15
4002 .2 5 4022 . 95 4066 . 79
4006 .9 5 4023 .30 4069 . 39
4007 . 39 4024 . 75 4071 .29
4008 .95 4025 .22 4072 . 39
4009 . 46 4027 . 59 4073 . 39
4010 .45 4028 .85 4078 . 39
4011 .45 4030 .49 4081 .39
4012 .25 4035 .95 4082 . 30
4013 . 59 4040 1. 15 4518 1. 25
4014 .95 4041 1.20 4528 1. 50
4015 .95 4042 . 95 4585 1.50
4016 . 64 4043 .8 5 4901 .5 9
4017 1. 08 4046 1. 69
4018 . 95 4049 . 45

.6 0

.25

.45

.58

. 20

. 45

.45

.18

. 63
1.20

. 18

. 38

. 45

1. 19
. 50
.89

1. 15
.39
. 89
. 89
. 35

1.25
2.40

1/ 2 PRICE SALE
REG . SALE
5. 59 S.30

. 32 .1 6

.59 .30

.32 . 16

. 79 .40

. 79 .40
1.05 .53
1.07 . 54

. 89 . 45

. 89 .45

. 89 .45

.89 .45

LM300H
LM301CIl
lM302H
LM307CIl
LH308H
LM308CIl
LM309H
LM310CN
LM311H
LM3 11CN
LM3111l
LM3221l
LM340T- 6V

(780 6)
LM376CIl
LM380- 8
L~565 1l

LM709H
Ui733H
LM739N
LH748CN
LM14141l
LM1800N
75453CII

(35 1CN)
75491N
75492N

10/ S1 . 00 25/52 .00 100/$7 .50
7/S 1.OO 25/S2.85 100/59.75

10/ S1. 00 25/S2.00 100/ S7 . 50
7/S 1.00 25/S2 .85 100/ 59. 75

400", 15/ 51 .00 100/55.00 1000/ S40. 00
121S1. 00 100/ S7. 00 1000/ S60. 00
10/5 1.25 100/ 511 . 00 1000/ 510. 00

DISCRETE LED'S

UNIVERSAL BREADBOARD
IC BREADBOARD $1 . 00e a

10 -24 .9 0ea
25-99 .S Oe a
100- . 65e a

JUMBO LEO
.2 0" dia . diffusec
Red I C1ear or Whi t e
Green or Yellow

SUBMINITURE LEO
. 125"di a . di Hused
Red or Clear
Green or Yellow

DIODES
I114148 (1 1l91 4)
1114001 50PIV
1114007 1000PI V

lRANSISTORS
2113904 IlPIl TO-92 5.25ea 10/51.65 25/53 .25 100/S12.00
2N3906 PIlP TO-92 S.25ea 10/51. 65 25/53.25 1OO/S12 . 00
2N2222A NPN TO-18 5.45ea . l0 /53 .50 25/S8.00 100/ 529 . 50

UII IV."SA L _

."....D-o.. "D

IMMEDIATE DELI VERY OF QUALITY RESIST ORS

DIPSWlTCH - 4 sw
8 pi n DIP SPST

1- 9 $1 . 65ea ~
10- 24 1 . SSea
25- 1 .4 gea

DI PSWlT~H - 8 sw
16 pi n DIP SPST

1- 9 $2 . 10ea
10- 24 1. 95ea
25- 1 .85ea

DIPSWlTCH - 10 sw
20 pin DI P SPST

1- 9 $2 . 20e a
10-25 2 . 05ea
25- .1 .95ea

TIL
7400 S. 18
7401 . 18
7402 . 18
7403 . 18
7404 .20
7405 . 25
7406 .2 0
7407 . 20
7408 .27
7409 .27
7410 . 18
7415 .29

I---------------~------~ ~:~~ :~g
7420 . 20
7425 . 39
7426 . 35
7427 . 25
7430 . 25
7432 .2 0
7437 . 20
7438 .1 8
7440 . 18
7441 . 59
7442 .35
7443 . 55
7444 .60
7445 . 50

LINEAR CIRCUITS 7446 . 59
7448 . 59
7450 . 18
7451 . 22
7453 . 18
7454 . 18
7460 . 18

. 030uf

. 050uf

.l uf

. 0047uf

. Ol uf

.0 15uf

. 022uf

$ . 7gea
10/$6.95
25/ $16 .25
100/S59 . 00

$1 . 25ea
10/S11 .50
25/$26.50
100/ $98 .0 0

S. 9gea
10/ S7. 95
25/S17. 50
100/ $65 . 00

$ .8 gea
10/$5 . 95

$1 . 1gea
10/ S7 . 95
25/ S17 .50
100/$65 . 00

$14 .95ea
13 . 50e a
12 . 50e a

PK- I0 PK-IOO
1. 25 9 . 00
1. 10 8. 00

10- 24
25-

270pf
390pf .001uf
470pf . 0015uf
600pf . 003uf

. 1uf
EA.
.2 5
. 25

PK- IO PK- I0 0
1.00 6.50

. 8S 6 .00

POWERSUPPLY KIT
!~ v. !12V, .!.1 5V •
A. req u la tod po we r s upp ly u sinq
.1 11 5V/29V CT t r an s t o r _ r, i 
LmH OT <lind ) - LM)2 0T requl.1 tors
to s upply t he above vol t a q e s .
Heat Sl nk p rovidrd for .. sv

PARTS INC LUDED
Tr.. n a f o r flu! c
6 requlators

,PC board
4 dlodes
C.apacl tor 1000 uf
Capacitor .500 f
3 Capac:ltors 10 ut

CERAMIC CAPACITORS
120pf
150pf
180pf
220pf

. CERAM IC .CAPACITOR KIT
CK- c2 Se a. of t he abo ve va1ues $11 . 50
CK-c3 l Oea . of t he above va l ues 20 . 50

. 6 " RED LED DISPLAY
0 7 seg ment LHD

XAN6940 - cOlTl11O n ca thode

.3" RED LED DISPLAY
7 segment RHO •

• NSN74R cOlTl11On ca th ode

1pf 22pf 56pf
5pf ' . 27pf 68pf
7pf 33pf 82pf
10pf 47pf' 100pf
Ipf - . 050uf
Tot a l ' EA.
1-1000 $. 20

' '1000- .20

LED DISPLAYS
.4 " ORANGE LED DISPLAY

7 segment RHO
MAN4610 - connon anode

1/
'.~N4640 - co;oon cathode

. 4" ORANGE overflow !l
MAN4630 - carrmcn anode

. . 3" RED LED DISPLAY
7 segment RHO

· ~J\lj 72 ( MAN 72 equi v)
cOlTl11O n a node

Se. of .ho ve vatces .... ..... .. . ..•........... .. ... . .. . .. . .. S17. 7S
Suppll ed i n clur s ty rene ut ility box. . •. . .. .. . .. . . .. . . . . . •$21. 9S

Payrrent by check . 11. 0 . • UPS/COD . M/C or VISA. Add $1. 00 for
s hipping/hand l i ng in U S . Canada and Mexico . Additional charge
for UPS COD or BLUE LA8LE. Othe r Countries $1 . 00 + 5~ of order
tota l. Cal ifornia resi den t s add sa les tax. 11in i mum orde r $10.00

SCHOOLS AND GO RNMENT OR DERS ACCEPTED ON OFFICIAL
PURCHASE ORDERS. .

•

o

~
lD
m
:0
.....
co
(Xl
o

95642

5 .1 K 22K 91K 390K 1. 6M *6.2M
5.6K 24K lOOK 430K 108M *6 .8 M
6 .2K 27K 110K 470K 2. 0M *7 . 5M
6 .8K 30K 120K 510K 2.2M *8 . 2M
7.5K 33K 130K 560K 2 .4M *9. Hl
8.2K 36K 150K 620K 2.7M ·10M
9.1 K 39K 160K 680K 3.0M *I1M

R.Ohm10K 43K 180K 750K 3.3M *12M
11K 47K 200K 820K 3.6M *13M QU.Al.f1Y IUllAMJfr
12K 51K 220K 910K 3.9M *15M
13K 56K 240K 1. OM 4.3M (* 1/2_
15K 62K 270K L I M 4 .7M only)
16K 68K 300K 102M 5. 1M
18K 75K 330K 1. 3M 5 . 6M
20K 82K 360K 1. 5M

225 Broadway Jackson Ca
phone 209 223 3870

CARBON FlLM RESISTORS PRICING 1/ 4 & 1/ 2 watt
to t a l quantity ea pk- l0 pk- l00 pk- l 000

1-9 99 S.10 . 45 2 .00
1000 - .10 .40 I. BO 15 .00
5000- . 10 . 30 1.70 14 .5 0
10000- . 10 .2 5 1 . 55 13.00

25 or more resistors - not in div i dua·ll y packaged 
mixed - s pecify any assortment of va l ues $. 04ea

METAL FILM RESISTORS
t ota l quant ity ea pk- 10 pk- 25 pk-l00 pk-2 50

1- 999 S.25 1. 00 2. 00 7.50 17 . 50
1000- . 20 . 90 L BO 7. 00 16 . 25
5000- . 20 .8 5 1.70 6 .50 15 .00
10000- . 20 . 80 1.55 6.00 13. 75

10 or more res is tors - not i ndivi dua lly packag ed 
mixed - specify any assortment of va l ues S. 15ea

VALUES STOCKEO (ohms)
St andard U metal fil m va l ues from 10 ohm to 47SK ohm

12. 1 14.7 17 .8 22 .6 27 .4 33 .2 40 .2 48.7 59.0 71 .5 88.7
12. 4 15. 0 18 . 2 23.2 28.0 34.0 41 .2 49.9 60.4 73.2 90.9
12. 715 .41 8 .7 23. 7 28. 7 34. 8 42 . 2 51.1 61. 975.093.1
13. 0 15 . 8 19 .1 24 . 3 29.4 35.7 43. 2 52 . 3 63. 4 76.8 95 . 3
13. 316 . 21 9. 6 24 . 9 30 .1 36 . 5 44- 2 53.6 64 . 9 80. 6 97 .6
13. 7 16.5 20.0 25 .5 30.9 37 .4 45 .3 54 .9 66 .5 82.5
14.0 16.920.526 .131.638.346.456.268.184.5
14.3 17 .4 22. 1 26.7 32.4 39.2 47.5 57.6 69.8 86.6

and multilples of 10 of the above values to 475K
i.e . 10.0 100 1.0K 10.0K lOOK etc ( t ot a l 448)

INTERNATIO NAL ELECTRO NICS UN LIMIT ED

10 . 0
10.2
10. 5
10 . 7
11. 0
11. 3
11.5
11.8

METAL FILM ! ll
RN60 (R.Ohm CRB60FY) 1/ 1_at t
l ow temp coef - SOppm/ o ;
. 138"d ia X . 355"10n9 (body)
co1or banded

CARBON Fl LH ±5~

1/ 4_a tt (R.Ohm R25)
• . 095"dia X . 250"l on9 (body)
1/ 2_a t t (R.Ohm R50)

. 146"d ia X .35 4" lo n9 (bo dy)

VA LUES STOCKEO (ohms)

.5 3.9 16 68 300 1. 2K
1. 0 4 .3 18 75 330 1. 3K
1. 1 4. 7 20 82 360 1. 5K
1. 2 5. 1 22 91 390 1. 6K
1.3 5.6 24 100 430 I.BK
1.5 6 .2 27 110 470 2.0K
1.6 6. 8 30 120 510 2.2K
1. 8 7.5 33 130 560 2.4K
2 .0 8.2 36 150 620 2.7K
2 .2 9.1 39 :60 680 3.0K
2.4 10 43 180 750 3.3K
2 .7 11 47 200 820 3.6K
3.0 12 51 220 910 3.9K
3 .3 13 56 240 1 . 0K 4 .3K
3.6 15 62 270 1.1 K 4. 7K

ELECTRONI C SUZZER
6V or 12V Sl.25ea

10-24 1 .00ea
25 - . 90e a

PK-IO PK- lOO
1.00 10 . 00
1.1 5 10.50
1.30 12,00
1.75 13.50
2 . 2'5" ' l a:-OO
2. 55 20 . 00
2 . 75 25 . 00
3. 50 30 .00

12uf/1 6V
33ufll DV
47uf/2fI't

ck-t2

! 20%

•25 4 . 711f fl6 V .38 . 30 22uf / 16V . 50 . 40
. 25 4. 7uf/25V . 45 .35 22u f/35 V .6 0 . 55
. 25 6. 8uf/ 6V .3 5 . 28 33uf/6 V .5 5 . 45
.251 6 .8uf/l6V . 45. .. . 39 33uf /l OV • . 60 . 50
.25 10uf t 20V .42 . 35 47uf/6V . 60 . 50
. 25 15uf / 6V .42 . 35 47uf/15V .65 . 55
'. 28 1511f/20V • . 50 . 40 56uf/6V . 85 .75
. 30

s ol i d dipped t2 1X

2.2uf l2! ' ' . Buf/lO'
J .3uf/ 3SV lOut nov
4.1u f /1 6V· 15uf/ZOY

. Z2ufI35V
•33ufI3S Y
lu f IJ 5Y

POLYESTER FI LM CAPACITORS - 100V t 10%
~ . P~1 0 P~l00 ~ .

.001uf $ . 15 . 95 6.50 .033uf $.20
. . 0015uf" .1 5 . 95 7 .50 . 047uf . 20

. 002 2uf . 15 . 95 7.50 . 068uf .2 5

. 0033uf . 15 .95 7.50 . 1uf . 30
··· ~0tJ4'70 !"" .l!l"". 5 ....7.S0.. !'1!; f" ·~!i ·

.0068uf . 15 . 95 7 . 50 . 22uf .40
";• . QljJf . -l!i. .9 5 7 . 50 • . 33uf 0 . ~5

.0 19uf . 15 .95 7. 50 . 47uf :50

.0 22uf . 15 . 95 7 .50
- TOTAL QTY 1000 pes. -1 0%. 5000 pcs . -15 %

POLYESTER CAPACITOR KIT
,5 ea. pf . the ~60ve values $14 . 95

CAPACITOR KIT
tan talum

. f

•

TANTALUM CAPACITORS
so lid dipped

• w • .• ' . uf / a s ••30•
.22uf/35V . 30
. 33ulj35V .30

.. ...,• • 1u1'I1!Ov. OW .30
1.5uf/20V . 30
, .2 uf/20V . 35
~ .2 u f/ 35V ~38

·3 . ~uf/ 35V . 40

.. '
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AATARI soo & 400 
Personal Computer System 

ATARI800 S750.00 
ATARI 400 $449.00 

ATARI S00 MCksdM: Compeer G. C1r1AT.,EOuCMOn 
Syuen asset Caro eles. BASIC Erp.+., . - - ; Manu55. 600 Ow'$05 I 
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° TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 
. 11 

99/4 PERSONAL COMPUTER 
S..$nq, Cola. Moms. SOInd and Graoncs - and 
Po.MJ Esr10d 01Ií - M 61.41 M 

$1099.00 
Or commodore 

PET LOWAS $775.00 
DISCOUNT PRICES 

-_ - V 551 rIS .115 

ó;1ÌI1 o ow 
11.111111."S 

AU W 
NI, in 1 
!w1 We 
144 11.0 ln *Ca rr..M 
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VAN 
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COmpuCl'ulSe 
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S174.95 + 11 S154.95 
r11 INN 

NrNMnw.10r66w M .o, r.. n1 
wows Non Nam w r 3.1 55 4 .11w. n .111. .wr NU 55+ u 

CRAIG LANGUAGE 
TRANSLATOR AND 

INFORMATION CENTER 
.0 

NOON r5. 
P4511 0aw Iar 
1.0ló, Nr 
14. 07 
OAS. SIC 

cow 
LIMITED TAIE OO1 LYY Se I19.9J 
(UNTIL AUGUST 171 

RIM SS0.00 REBATE P 051 CIWO 
OING HO .A is AllNLI NOW 624N 

HOME BURGLAR ALARM 

$ 189.00 

Protects a woO1e hour/ 
Turns on 147hI au7Orlatc ly 

T7.0 I6a1737llal Net u115 60001005a 
1547410097 ,O Ns* II/. Not 9el 

PIOiIANNAIIE 
. 

TENPEIATNIE 

CONTIOLLEI 

ACP MICE 

$69.95 
A Sully wlo.nal.0 *MCtlOMC tMtmO- 
scat Easy to ,151171 and 00eral. 
Conspire IM 0011 TP1'1 IMnpar3urr 
COnSCIMr 4 tIP lowest pncd elec. 
1r071G IN51mr7a' 1.5 mlI 

SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER SELECTION GUIDE 
BOA RO PROCESSOR ACP PRICE ENCLOSURE 

6502 169 CO Add 29 95 
6502 23900 Add 3995 
Z80 40900 N/A 
Z80 239 00 N/A 

6502 37500 Add 49 95 
1 602 19900 Inc 

P.O. Box 17329 Irvine. Calif. 92713 
Direct Order Lines: (714) 558-8813 
(800) 854-8230 or (800) 854-8241 

CIRCLE S ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

FOR INTERNATIONAL ORDERS 
1401 E Bort nard 17 14) 9530605 
Santa Ana. CA92705 TWx 910 595 1565 

....

,..
""""

""".."..

".."..
""

11000",..

•

$18900
,1 95
2995
5' 95
6295

. 9800
35000
17900
16900
27900
25000

ENCLOSURE
Add 29.95
Add 39.95

N/A
N/A

Add 49 .95
Inc.

IntegerROMCard
Proto Card ..••
M & R Io'cdJator
5anyoCassette .
16KU~KIt

"""""~.-Fkw/C_
Heu1stlCSS~

"""*"+-"".C._

$1099.00

"""""..".."..ll.."..".."..".."..
""".."..

ACPPRICE
169.00
239.00
409 .00
239.00
375.00
199.00

~t~~!I~:~:~~r~~~a~:~~dO~~~~~r~~o.
Compare the co st: TPl's temperature
controller is the lowest priced elec
tronic thermostat on the market.

CRAIG LANGUAGE' · ·
TRANSLATOR AND

INFORMATI.ON CENT.ER
lvIinsfanf l fanslalor
of words and

ph rase s " om lhe liiIwoncfs maJO{Ian· - - - . ~

guages plus ;I four
funcflon catcutator
plus inf()(rnahon~"',,'~",',,'~" --barandwme .•
guode. etc.

tj~~1:6i~~6~f; $119.95
(UNTIL AUGUST 17)

PLUS $20 .00 REBATE FROM CRAIG
CRAtG MOOUlES AVAILABLE FROM S24 95

The th ermostat th at use s mic rop roc essor
tec hno log y to sa ve fue l and money.

,........",.. ,.TEMPERATURE
CONTROLLER

ACP PRICE _

$69.95

AATARI~800 & 400
Personal Computer System

ATARI800 $750.00
ATARI400 $449.00

0565 09-5«;101 53<900
_ 0"""" T"" 72500
OC Hayos _ II . 34995
DISk IIYf'CcntroIIef . . .. 57500
DiskII. . .... . .. 475 00
Pascaltq System .• ' 50 00
Para.IeI PMter CW .... 16500
Ccrrm.ncatJcns ClI'd •• 18900
1Mross_~ . 62500

C""" 10 "'-" """
462500

$174.95

$154.95

PROCESSOR
6502
650 2
Z80
Z80

6502
1602

,>0",>0""..

~ TE X AS IN S TR UMENTS

"-iV 99/4 PE:'RSONRAL'COMPUTER
Superior Color, Music, Sound and Graphics- and a
Powerful Extended Basic - All Built In.

TI 99 /4 Console on ly
available lor S698 .90 .

compucPIA ,_
ttl

• No installation
• Protects a whole house

: ~~:rfuj ~~~~~ri~u~~~nat ical ty
• Exit and entry delay
• Batte ry back-up

H..$pe«I5en3lIIO ..... $189 ooC_ _ VO .••• 19995

~II Fll1TlWNe .••• 189 oo
_ Ck>d< .. . . . 26900
Intra X-tOSystem . ts995
Intl'li X·tOCootI'lie- 17995
All MUSlC Synthesllef. ,5995
16 Ch.AnaIaJ 1l1lUt ... ,4995
2C1lAnaJoolN1l>u1 16495
13-"'" """'" ... ..•• 11995
Vtst-CK . • 1, 5 00

BOARD
KIM-1
SYM·1
Cromem co
SD-SBC100
AIM 65
CosmacVip

ATARI 800 Includes: Computer Console, BASIC Lang. Cartridge. Education
System MasterCartridge. BASICLanguage Programming Manual.8000perator's
Manual w/ Notebook, Atan 410 Program Recorder, 8K RAM Module, Power
Supply, TV Switch Box."" ........
.............. - ...~
EUIkin~MMrc-. 2100
AUrlBASIC ~Oll

~0Itiug SSOO
BaJlrt8ll 4200
lM 4200
So.4*~TlII 4200
""-'IICCoOfPClOMf 5500
~lIuO'" 42 00
~O'ns SSOO
MomIhwa SSOO

SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER SELECTION GUIDE

~cammadare
PET AS $775.00

DISCOUNTPRICES LOW AS
2001. 17500 20231l)~'''''-'''''' 69500
2OO1 ·16Ul t1500 :10401)"M ..... c..DIoot 125000
2001 ·16K1ll1\J 11500 ""-IIllIEHCM JU5
2O'J1 -311Ut 1~00 I([E~If:E[CM Uti
2Ol)1 ·J1lC1l'1\1 1250110 O .. E.r1wTWc..-Decx 9500
1011I1O-CGlDol ............. moo

.MoI1 1-cniJlCOI1r1I
lwICiftJDa'llfll'o'lOl!lONl~b'~N;1U.nl

IItl'WIbcNI 'Ilhdes fe&rn cn.w «:rot1. luet".....
flIel1.sYSIerr\.Ifl~.""'Ui.l'ICtlCnedQUiltZcrysul
bmlCOI.IIt«, PIUS fII¥lYoIIetll«tx:ns

HOME BURGLAR ALARM

o:E :=.a..~~
ACPPRICEONLY . '

$189.00 .

ADVANCED
~-COMPUTER
PRODUCTS
~ .Apple'I1.16K

Ii - \' or Apple'II. Plus $990
I j _~ 16K Apple Upg rade Kit $62_95

5000
2800
7700
,195

21
2201250

~I

AM/FMstereo
SIJf1lOOlS and
Nis yoor body
withsard
Noearplugs.
You wear itt

• SKIERS
• JOGGERS
• SKATERS
• CYCLERS
Yool1lJSthear
It and feel if
lObelievei!

Al LIWAS

$10000

.... 4lI11 P!JseGenetJta

. ... Dr-I OqtM flIAser

Loo< """"- lH Dv'" Loo< _
_ lH E""""", Loo< _
.... IN H'l11 Sl><ed Loo< _
IWIILPI·I L,or;,c Probe KJt
L,or;,c Probe Ac:cmct1tS
.... LTC·I.LTt- t lrqcal Ana/ysls Klts.

~CONTINENTAL SPaC IALTI ES

.... :lOll OOUI Gapacrtance Meter t1500
1WII:I31 rtt-Mcde~au .. 29500
_ LII· ' 'O<h3mel Loo< """" 58500
IWII LlH LogeMentor, 6000
Ilt'II LlI-2 LogeMenu • 1.H OO
....%011Sweep;t:jeFl.n1lonGeneriJt.cr 18600
.... saOl Uf'Mfsal COl.nIer·TITlef 36000
.N11IOI I 65C1MHz F~Counter . 38500
MAX· IOO 100 MHz PortaI:lIe FreqJt'l"lCy Counter
...... . .• 14900

PS-SOO500MHz 0ecacIe Presuler 7000
IAX·SD50 MHz Harx.IleId F~ Coooter

. .. .. 7700
IAX·S5G ~ MHzHme:f Frequercy COl.nter

16500
83500
8300

FLOPPY DISK DRIVES

MONITORS
sanyo9~ . ..... • • . • .• . •• • $ 16995
sa nyo 1 S~ •..••. •. ..•••. •• 2 79.00
l eed e x.12· 139 95
MoI Otola 12~. H'Oh AesolullOlt.

22 M Hz:. O EM M odel
. M3000·34 0 . •. . . • . • • •.. 2 19 .00

Z enll h 13~CoIor Moml or. . • 499 00
MGA 13- ColOI' 1V . •. . . . . • 34 9.00
VAMP 19~ Cob"Mond()( . . . 57 5 .00
VAMP 1S· Cok;,rMonItor .. • 449.00

MPI 85 1·5 ·.40 tracks 27900
S/'IUQllrt SMOO-~"'· 35 1radls . ..•• •.• 295 00
StIvgart 8OOl801A 8· • . • • .•. .. . .. .. . .• 47500
Slemens StIugart CompallbMt Mode l

FOD-120-80 .. . •. •. . • •• • •. . . •• . . • . . 429 00
PERSCI Model 217 Dua l .. . .. • ..•. .• 1195 00
WANGO!S IEMEN5 5\;,· On 29000
M PI ~2 5"'~ 0~1.••. _ 39500
WANGO/S IEMENS 282 Oual ~' 4~ ••• • 395 00
WANGO/SIEMENS 82 .• . .••.•.•••..•• 25K) 00

ACP APPLE MUSIC MACHINE
WITH 9 VOICES!

. ..£WItnn ... SUiIt~IItN1LSITtdr«IiNe
fIIo,orn~orc*tbtlOOtS e U.frwAI'3-1910'SIil
I"IlUerrc'tlOlmIOhrtol'l1lMWll'IlM ....~3
...xasl e"'kl:lrsldt'H't es.-uaItSIMtWIoWs
e Pllys rll$lCDl'f* "'d both ALF llowlle """,,( "' U-3 Tim es More Powerful Than ALFI

KIT .• , $l tl t$
WE.IUI Alli TUTti un iii

Clloa~ llblIlI-lhI TltH 3101lls.. 1bM 1lrdKnl

~r~=,:.z;:::~n __.....
bI.t~...~... ccnrutyUlctlonOfhl01fl'4lCl".......
TECH 300 D9ta1 Mult-..r.........•...•. 5100

~C~~~~~.::,:~r:::::::::::::::.~~~
00202 0P.0<. Can)ongCllle ...•• 524
HV-211 H"iiIh von.ge Probe ••••••••••• ••••. S3S
RP-221 RP Probe ...• . .•• .••••....•.••.. . .••. $35
Ct·231 N:;eun-enIClernp S42
Ol·24 1 0t0Iu•• Tlllt l . kI KlI $10
11.·242 $c:ler. T." l Md $ $$

~"'I

BECKMAN
Digital Multimerers

MOOIU, rrcn "00 ""'0 1 fC B JIO

35 74LS1&4N l.lD
28 14LS 165N .89
28 74LS 166N 248
28 74LS166N 1 89
39 74LS169N 1 89
28 74LS17ON 1 99
39 74LS173N 89
39 74LS174N 99
28 74L$ 175N 99
39 74LS18 1N :<'20
39 74LSl9QN 1.15
47 74LS191 N 1.15

1.:<'5 74LSl9:l'N 98
39 74lS193N 98
.26 74LSl94N 1.15
.38 74lS19SJ\1 95
38 74lS196N 89
39 74lS197N 89
.39 74l5221N 149
.39 74l$240N 299
26 74lS241N 249
39 74lS242N 2.29
.79 74LS24 3N 2 29
39 74lS244N 295
26 14LS245N 895
.79 74lS247N 1.10
.79 74lS248N 1.10
.7D 74LS249N 169
26 74LS251 N 1.79
35 74L$253N Q6
.35 74lS257N 98
45 74lS258N 98
59 74lS259N 295
68 74lS25ON 69
45 74lS261N 249
65 74lS266N ~

99 74lS21JN 1.75
1.19 74l$275N 4 40
4~ 74L5279 N 59
.15 74LS283 N 1.10
.75 74LS290 N 1 29
.75 74L$293N 1 95
88 74LS295 N 1.10
98 74LS298 N 1 29
.45 74l$324N 1.75
45 74LS347N 195
49 74l$348N 195
49 74l$352N 1~

55 74lS353N 1 as
55 74LS363N 149

1.19 74lS365N .99
1.35 74LS386N 99

89 74l S367N .99
89 74lS368 N 99
79 74l$373N 2.75
59 74l$374N 2.75
89 74l $375N 69
89 74lS377N 1 .9~

12 5 74lS385N 1.95
1 49 74lS366N 65
.79 74lS39ON 1.95
.79 74lSJ9JN 1.95

249 74lSJ95N 1 70
1.19 74lS399N 295
.99 74lS424N 295
99 74lS668N 1.75
.75 74lS610N 229
.98 81lS95N 1.99

1.15 8 1l 596N 199
.98 8 1lS91N 1 99
98 81lS98N 199

74L$OON
74LSD1N
14lS02N
14 lS03N
14 lS04N
74l~N

14 lS08N
74lS09 N
14 LS10N
14 lS11N
14l$12N
74l513N
14lS14N
74l$15N
74lS20N
14lS21N
74lS22N
74lS26N
74lS27N
74lS28N
74lSJON
74LS32 N
74LS37N
74lSJ8N
14 L$40 N
74LS42 N
74LS47 N
74lS48N
74lS51N
74lS54N
74l.S55N
74LS73N
74LS74N
14LS 75 N
74LS 76N
14 LS78 N
74lS83AN
14LS85 N
74lS86N
74l590N
74LS92N
74l593N
74lS95 N
74LS98N
74l$107N
74LS109N
74LSl 12N
74LS 113N
74LS 114N
74L$122N
74L$123 N
74lS124N
74LS 125N
74LS126N
74LS132N
74lS136N
74lS138N
74L5 139N
74lS145N
74LS148N
74 LS151 N
74LS153N
74LS154N
74LS155 N
74LSl56N
74lS157N
74lS158N
74lS16ON
74lS161N
74lSHl2N
14lS163N

LINEAR

74LSOO

78H05 595 l M 14 14 N 1 90
78M06 1.49 lM1458CNIN .49
78 MG 1 49 MC1488N 1 49
lMl05H 99 MC1489N 1.49
lM108AH 2.95 l M1496 N 89
l M300 H .79 l M1556N 1.50
l M30 1CNIH .35 l M1800 N .79
lM304 H 98 lM1820N .95
l M305H 89 lM1850N 95
lM306H 3.25 lMl889N 395
l M30 7CNIH 29 lM2111 N 1.75
l M306CNlH 98 l M2900 N .99
l M309 K 149 l M290 1N 2.50
l MJ1 0CN 12~ lM29 17N 2.9-5
l MJ1 10/C N/ H ,98 CA30 13T 2 29
l MJ1 2H 1.15 CA30 18T 1.99
l MJl 7T 275 CA30 2 1T 3 49
l M3 18CNfH 149 CA302 3T 2.99
lMJ1 9N/H 12 5 GA303 5T 2.75
l M320K·XX· 1.49 CA303 9T 1.49
l M320T·XX· 1 25 GA3048 T 129
l M32Ol+XX· 1.25 lM3053N 1 49
l M323K 495 CA3059 N 325
LMJ2 4N 1 25 GA3060N 3 :<'5
l M339N 95 CAJ06 2N 495
lM34Ol<-XX' 149 l M306 5N 1.49
l MJ4QT·XX· 125 CAJ080N 1.29
lMJ4QH·XX· 125 GA3081 N 1.69
lM344H 195 CA3082 N 1.69
LMJ048N 1 85 CA3083 N 1.99
LM356CN 98 CA308S N 1.29
LMJ60N 1 49 CA3089 N 275
LM3n N 1 95 CA3096 N 249
LM376N 3 75 CA309 7N 1 99
LM317N 375 CA3130 T 2 49
LM380CNJN 125 CA3140 T :<'49
lM381 N 1.79 CA3146 N 2 49
lM383T 195 CA3160T 1 49
LM386N 149 CAJ190N 195
l M387N 1 49 GA3401 N 89
LMJ9O/'II 1 95 MCJ.423N 149
NE531V1T 375 MC3460N 395
NE555V 39 SG3524N 395
NE556N 98 CAJ600N 3~

NB6ll 1995 lM3900 N 59
NE562B 795 lM3905N 149
NES65N/H 1 25 l M,1909 N 98
NE566HN 175 RC4 131N :<'95
NE567VfH 150 RC4 136N 1.10
NE592 N U5 RC4 151N 4 50
l M70:<'H 299 RC4194 495
l '-4709 NJH 29 RC4 195 440
l M110N /H 98 ULN2oo1 1 25
lM711NIH 39 UlN200J 150
lM715N 195 SN75450N 59
lM723N!H 75 5N75451N 49
lM733NIH 96 SN75452N 49
lM139N 1 15 ~75453N 49
lM741CN!H 33 SN75454N 49
lM141CN·14 19 5N75491N 89
lM747N!H 79 SN75492N 89
l "' 748N!H 39 5N75493N 89
lM760CN 295 SN75494 N 89
lM 1310N 190

"39....
".69

."."69
2.95
295
2 95

62
1.95
120

99.7
67.7

1.19
82
.9
69

1 65
.95
.95
89
.7
.9 7
.9 7

120
1.95
1.89
595

.79
89
.9
85
85

1 80

."1.75

."1.95
1.95
995
390
1.15
1.15

85
.5
85
85
85
85

1.39
1.39
1.39

95
1.05

. 9
2.15
390
390
125

95
68
68

_79
.79

190
1.90
1 90

99,.,
,.9
225

12.95
1295
1295
1295."."

-39
i es

69
8 95

."as",
1-39
139
139

",
169
1-39
139

."
99

2"
39
39
39
' 9
49

1 6'
39
39
99

1 es
239

99
99

249

'"t es
t as
t es
119
249
3>0
:<'10
239
230
239
239

2"
2"2"
239
2.39
239

'"6"
1>0
125

SNT04'23N
$N1412~

SN74126N
$N14128N
$N74 132N
$N14 136N
SN74139N
SN7414 1N
SN74142N
5N74143N
SN74144N
$N14145'"
$N74147N
$N14148N
SN141~

$N74151N
SN14152N
$N741S3N
$N14154N
$N7 4 155 N
$N74 1S6N
5N74 157N
5N74 158N
5N74 16ON
SN74 161N
SN74162N
5N14 1&3N
SN7416-4N
SN14165N
5N14166N
SN14161N
SN74170N
$N74172N
SN74173N
$N14174N
SN74175N
$N74176N
5N7 417TN
5N1 4 179N
5N14 18O/1l
5N14 181N
5N14182N
$N14184N
$N74185N
SN74186N
$N14188N
$N1419ON
5N14191N
5N14192N
5N14193N
5N74194N
5N74195N
5 N14196N
5 N14 191N
5 N14 198N
5N14 199N
5 N742 21N
SN7425 1N
$N1 4273N
SN74279N
$N74283N
5N74284N
$N14285N
SN74290N
SN74298N
5N74365N
SN743e6N
$N74387N
$N74368N
SN104390N
SN14393N
SN14490N

29 C04093
29 CD4094
29 CD4096

139 CD4099
29 MC1«08

139 MC14409
59 MC1<l410
59 MCl4412
29 MC14415
29 MCl4419
49 C04501

1.39 C04502
1 39 C04503

59 C0 4505
1.19 C04 506
1.19 C04501

49 C0 4508
1.19 C04510
149 C04511
129 C04512

38 C04515
79 C04516
38 C04518
79 C04520
99 C04555

129 C04556
69 C04566

325 14COO
215 14C02
325 74C04
119 14C08
195 74C10
179 14C1.,
175 '4C20
'f~ 14C30
'i 'f 74C12
'1'i 74CA7

725 74C4~

1 2~ 74c n
I,'J 74C74
' ,'J 74C6 5
I,'t 74C89

t 10 14C9O
\ 10 140n
11 0 ' 4C9 5
'J q~ '4Cl07
7'j~ 14C15 1
',95 74Cl54
1 3q 74C157

811 74Cl60
35 14C 161
69 74C163
35 74C l 64
35 74C173
35 14C174
35 74C175

1:<'9 74C192
35 74C193
35 74C195
35 74C922
35 14C923

195 MM80G95
:<'95 MM8OG97

CMOS
CD4000
CD4001
CD4002
CO<OO6
C04007
CD40Q8
C04009
CQ.4010
C04011
C0<4012
C04013
C0 40 14
C04015
C04016
C04011
C04018
C04019
C04020
C04021
C04022
C04023
C04024
C04025
C04027
C04028
C04029
CO<OJO
C04031
C04032
C040301
C04035
C04037
C04040
COol041
C04 042
C04043
C04044
C0404~

C04 04 7
C04 04 8
C04 04 'f
co-ceo
C040~ 1

C040~2

C040~"1

C040!.~

CD40~',

C040~'j

C0 401>0
C040f.,1.
C04OJ.'":I
C04 0 70
cc..orl
C04 0 72
C04 0 n
C0407~

Cc..076
C04 0 17
C04018
C04 06 1
C04082
C0406'
C04069

7400
$N l0W0N .19
SN7401N 22
$Nr402'" 22
SN740JN 22
5N7404 N 22
SN740~N 23
SN7406N 23
5N7401'" .23
SNT408N 26
SN74091i 23
SN1410N 22
SNT411N 29
SN7412", 29
$NU13'" 39
SN14,4N 59
SN1416N 29
SNr417N 29
5N7420N 22
SNT421 '" 35
5N7422 '" 29
5 N7423N 29
$N 14 25N 29
SNT426N 29
$N1427", 29
SN7429N 45
SN7430N 23
SN1432N .29
SNT"37", 29
SNT"38N 29
5N7439'" 29
5N7.440N 2.4
5N7 .... , ,,, .79

$NT""2N 57
917443'" .79
SN7444N .79
$N7445N ,79
SN74"6N .79
$NT .... 7N .59
$N 7448N .79
SN7450N 23
SN74 51N 23
5N7453N 23
SN704~N 23
SN74S9N 29
5N1460N 23
SN1470N .39
5N1472N 34
5N1473", 38
5N7474N 36
$N1 475N 38
SNr.476N .36
SNT-479N 460
SNl480N 59
SN7481 N 1.10
SN1482N 1.10
SN7483 N 55
5N7485 N 65
5N1486N 39
5N1489N 1.75
SN1490N 39
5N1491N 65
SN7492N 52
$N1493N 49
SN7494N 72
$N7495N 55
5N7496N .72
5"'70497N 310
SN74100N 99
5N74107N .32
SN741CXlN .53
SN74116'" 195
SN74121N 29
5N74 122N 39

RETAIL STORES OPEN MON ·SAT P,O, Box 17329 Irvine, Calif. 92713 FOR INTERNATIONAL ORDERS:

STORE 1310 " B" E. Edlnger STORE 674 EI Camino Real Direct Order Lines: (714) 558·8813 1401 E. Bor ch ard (714) 953-0604
#1 Santa Ana , CA 92705 #2 Tustin , CA 92660 Santa Ana CA92705 TWX '91Q-595-1565

Showrooms, Retail, Warehouse Speclalizin9 in Systems (800) 854-8230 or (800) 854·8241 ' .
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ADVANCED 
COMPUTER 

ODUCTSt,gOp 

vo° 

STATIC RAM BOARDS 

$100 3EK Wfss 214) 
ASSEMBLED Krt 
450ns 49900 450ns 46900 
250ns 539.00 250ns 49900 
Bas Board 49.95 
Bee Booed wall Dans Mss mem 99 95 

5-100 1 eK IS too ConvSt4VSt 
Low toe 
L HI a 4 MHz WOW: Aassmb.d S Tasted 

2 MHz $250.00 
4 MN: $265.00 

l 
4513 ns 14996 KIT 450ns 12595 
250es 1e996 25Ons 149 95 

Bete PC Board w /Data $21 95 
'SDecae OKW. Buy 1415K 450ns *es $ 11700 

DYE DA.* S1xblN 
17, 5 tas. '.'r r! '16w..w M.MwwaMCNe 

..... 
so. tiMr 

'INN 
I INN 
04.16 
1 NS 
/ u 

THE VISTA V-200 POR ILXIDY P. 555 5 ww911500 r Oe.P Ir 
1111611 r ISr_ n5 m16 
5161n r = ns w16 
511 VI r )O. 5 W5 19.r 
5N11: 7 ur, W r MO 

ATTENTION VIDEO HOBBYISTS!!! 
DOA DUMDUM 
UM AS NatOTa TUNSNTMIN 

Pllll 9061MAT1Cx AVARAu 
/ON ONLY es.ed - mat W/NJK5t446 ....+ 5.r ..w....w4 N w..+ 1V n46.7 

NEW, UNUSED COMPONENTS 
Frone Th. RCA VDT -201 
Videocassette Recorder 

NV D 149 M 
l 5 115 55 551 15. 
I er CY 4!.n. 

M 
11 

Noy ow M 
OalloFt 0'.-a 146 

+ .7134 1145145,35. 
Yew 574.95 

Meese Call For Volume DI7CO4nta 

LOW COST FLOPPY 
DISK SUBSYSTEM 

rATSN woe ow. '1- 

$1106.00 

sw'05'190' 05 'T 511 Iww 555 6'00 C. I..r 65. 
Cam .V 04 On... lye. 

I 1155 
C.Sa Ow ..05 05 51575 

CO PEW 
SAVE 5300.00 ÌSTM1579900 Va4H 

IMS TATI 

BK S1a15 
16K Statc 
32K Statlt 

250 ns 
5209 00 
5449 00 
S729 00 

450 ns 

$1159 00 

56929 000 0 

ANADEX PRINTER New Mesa Aro. 
MOD* DP41000 compact. moect poetar CO 

err* Sprocket teed 60 Cols. 
64 hsór1I/N lsll, b.erecDOw 
New 

D -'-11Á7 M 5875.00 
1L 

APPLE /EXIDY /EXPANDO 
TRS 80 16K- UPGRADE KIT 

MEMORY EXPANSION KITS. 
41164, 16K (200/250 F114 

(I pa ta $5e.96 
whMt/uetlons 5 tempers 
Calf Fa Volume Prong 

Sorrow TRS60 SCMmat.0 
E7pensOn Interface SCMmatK. 
EADans.on !Medico Canectd 

i 4 95 
3 4 9s 

7 95 

Bank Selectable Urs 116 200 ns. 
Wate Protect Powp 5VDC 216VDC 
Pnantpm 19:...00 Up to MH7 

Eneaand0 64 K41411151 Ahem & Tested Add $50 
16K 526900 461( $43500 
32K $34900 64K 5505.00 

NAZELTINE TERMINALS 
TALS 11749.00 

OW 1400 1751M 14e'fm SNM00 
1Y1/ NN 41173 1YM'S'0 0171500 
9eM 1434 WS 67 141e 'SA 01M000 

UV "[prom" [rsst+r 
1114414 1.1114111 91119.95 
Hdds Eprom f at a ' 

.. ' 
Backed by 45 years 
eapenence 
11118.42T... 9295.03 

1 
.ndustrMl 7402e, 

{r!S/. I . Ra0 {7/700 $6A9.DD uwauaun 1MCl.r. Ywr . F1.! W M C.Mr 
YM.yl5.5..C1m- s- . u- Ae./S 

W 00010 001 e.b 
M.FMMtwr 16qI 

EMAKOß2. $799.00 
PM.s 132 cdM1Y b "O11 WOW a 00151 
Wlpul st sa'M pKa 

MIKA 20 $120.00 
9.1. 125 COS 1 M 011ncI ./ . iJ 15' 551 5LOw lo. b..er1s 1ppeD1.Or 

w owing 1.9. IMI 4r.nst net! 

BASE II PRINTER 
M C......, n 9.9 
ML51mP't.wr 

11530 O. SO 

60 la i790M'90. 
- iw 'TNi' 1114('C 

451559 Cyr 7. T..w 905 err ISSO CT 
=8E0I00 0 -e S.Y S 5655 

Z- 8O/Z- 80A/8080 CPU B v down 7''.A 2,-,do .k.. U!J ,:ì', 
e Pore, on lump COnlplstly $00151.2 

Z60 Assembled and Tested $165 00 
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EMM4-402 ,.,

'"
,,,

EJ,lM -48C).4 12 50 " '" ...
510 1CE TlI5 To' 7 25
AMDi l 40/ .. 1 1095 1025 OZ,
AMDi l 3Ot31 12 9 5 1195 t 0 25
1101 .., 1,75 '"P21 25ta3425 (45ns ) ... ,3> '"6.508 lK lI l CMOS To' To' '"65 18 l K lIl CMOS ,., To' '"7"'S 189 &4bit RIIfI >0, ", ''''2 1"1 low-Power " KSlIIC " .. " ,95 1695

DYNAMIC RAMS
.. 111.. 11& 18 K t16 PwII..... .. ......875
5«018 .. 16'1 ........... ...... :: ........ 5495
4 115 . K (16 PwV................ ..... .. 615
-iC\504KlIl118Pl..) . ............ .. .... .. 4115
.408()4KlIl 122 Plnl .... . . ............ ... .. 115
o4O'i64KlIlI16P1nl , ... . .. .. .. .... .. . ... . 3 9S
21044KlIl (16 PIn) .. .... . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . 475
<&0274KlIl (16P1 ..) .... . .. . .. . .. ... . .. .. . " .95
5261 .. .. 1 95 64K 1103 . . .. .. 1 95
52ti2 .... U, 4008 L . .. . .. 115
5270 ..... 49S RAMS 6605 ...... 7.95

~~:L:::i;:~ $175.00=: : : : : : ~ ~

SOCKETS
WlN WN .......

'PlM lo-PJo5oMMrtlli ",: ~; ~ ;;
" ZO 30 OZ

" " .. ..
ZO es •• ..
ZZ " 70 "0

" 30 " 'zo
ZO ., 1.10 ,..,.

" '" ".
'" 00 "0 ...
ZERO INSERTION FORCE

16 P"" S5 50 2"P\n S150 4O PI.. $ 10 25

13 15
1375......AY5-237&

AYi5-3600
HOO1S5
1"C927

C9

PROMS
27084501'1- .. 825
2708~&50 ..s .• 750
1702A .. . . .. 95
273 2 . . . . .. . . .. .. 7.. 95
2116--5V. 2995
211&-5V.1ZV .. .. .. . 2995
2158·5V . • n95
5203AO . • .. 13 115
52OotAO.••• ••••• 1"115
1M 56 10 .. 3 90
SALE&223 32 II:a 2.95
8ZS1 15 5 12x8 fTSI . .. 16 95
8251 2332118 .. . " 90
825126 25 611: .. .. .. . .. " 90
825 129 256 ~ 4 (TSI .. .. . 90
82 5 130 512 ~ A lOCI 6 so
82523 69S
82 S131 .. .. . . . . .. . . . • I"95
. 25 137 1.. 95
~E: WE PAOQRAM PROMS

CHARACTER GEN.
2513<:101 (5VlUPPt!f g50
Z513«)5(5Vl LO\OI'er . 10g5
2513· AOt.l3 (5V\ l owe r 1AII5
MCMS571 1175
MCM657104. 1175
MCM657 .. . . • 1.. 50
MCM6575 1.. 50

UARTS/BAUD RATE
TRleQ1 B'SV l:Nt 39S
AYSI013 ISV 12Vl A9S
AV510U....,I617 IS·UV' 6g5
AV510lSA! 18&3 ISVI 69S
TI.45 601 I 15.. 121/1 S so
11.I6A01 79 5
IJ,l6.03 8g5
135OU5RT 995
1671BAsl'M 2"95
....La: T1U 47 2 .
\ACI... " n g5
4102 ' . 9S
we1g., 9 <;;5
COM 5016 1&g5

KEYBOARD ENCODE RS

Z80C)116bot I0 8 Iolb . . •. $ 18Qoo
Z8OO2 1&~l lo&4K . • . •. 1" 9 00
zeo •••••••• ••••• ••••• •••.. . •• 10 .75
ze,o,A. .. . ••••• . 14 50
F-8 C3&501 . . . . . . . . . . . . •••. 1&9S
2tISO . llUS
C0 1802 ••••• .•• .•• ..•••• 1395
IlO8OA ....•• • 850
~MHz. 1995
SAlEIOI5 1• .ts
8C.lO&- 1 1" 95
210 1 ,, 9 90
2901A 14 iS
21K)3 4.eol Supe 29 is
TMS 99:JOJL 4995
CPl l500 3995
&~2 11.50
6502A 1&9S
IM6100 n"
l58OO 11 .75
680087D I.IHz 19 95
6802P 17 95
8035 1995
875S 49iS
8748 ti9iS
S809 &49S
aoea 699S

ADVANCED SUPPORT
AM9S11 Nttto . Proceuor 115 00
i512N1lh~ t 75oo
95t3 l)rw, T""'ntil 71 95
AM9511 DMA Coftlroller tass
AM9511~lnt.mtPl l.i5

z-eo SUPPORT CHIPS
l eo-PlO 25 MHz 75
zeoA. PIO "' 0 I.IHz. 12 95
Z80-CTC 2 5 MHz 8 ,15
l aoACC .. 0 104Hz 12."
zao.OMA 2 5MHz 79lil5
zaoAoDMA .. O MHz :MIi5
zao.slOIO 2 5MHz 35i5
Z80A-SlOIO 40 I.4HZ 3i-iO
zao.SlQ(l 25 1.4Hz 35 se
UlOA-SIQ(1 '" 0 MI-'z 39 40
Z80-SIOn 2 5 IolHz ss se
UlO-SIOn 4 0 MHz 39040

8080/8085 SUPPORT
81~156 IJO 7 es
8755 I/O "",'n Eprom 6-195
8202 O)orl R.l.rn COl'\I. 34 i5
B2'MI145 138 c.eoo.r 3 95
82 12. bolllo 2 75
82 1" Pnonty Int 525
.216 BuI Onver 2.75
.22.. CIockGen., 2 95
82 2 (.. MHz) 9 75
8226 au s [)nye 3 ,15
.T26 BIn.Onver 2.95
82 78 Sys. Control 5 50
82 38 5ys ceet.. 5~

~~:,.,~.. :::::::::: :::: : 1 :.~
8255 Prog 110 6 ~

8251 F'rog. OUA 16 95
82511 Pl'Og lnt 17 .115
8215 CRT Conlroll.r 59115
8219 F'rog.~'d l" 5

Il8OO SUPPORT CHIPS
681012l1~8 RII'I'l 7S
8820 P1A 595
88 21 PIA 6~

8828 Pnonty lnl.. 995
6834·1 512 ~8 Eprom 1695
684 51H0046505 CRT eonl .•. 39.1 5
684 7Color CRT 49 95
88 50AC lo4. 5 9S
68 52 s.natAdlpter 595
6880 Modem t 095
6862 UodullolOl' . 11 1 5
687 104. 1 OI.4Hz esc. 2595
68 75 . . .. . . .. . . 8 25
6830 Bul Dnver 295
MC68458 11 i5
l\8Oo47 .. .. . . . 24 1 5

1802 SUPPORT CHIPS
18 21 sec 2K RAM 25 00
1822 SCO 256 ~ .. RAM 1615
18 2" C0 32 118 RAM 115
UI52 C0 8 botlJo 10 95
1854 U.r1 10.1 5
18saCO IJO 895
1857 CO I/O 8IS
186 1 12.15

111502 SUPPORT CHIPS
6520 PlA. 1 .50
6522 U tl.. 11 95
&530-002.003.004.005 , 2 1,95
653 2 19 95
S55 1 11 9S

FIRST TO OFFER PRIME PRODUCTS TO THE HOBBYIST AT FAIR PRICES!
1. Proven Quality Fac tory tested pr oduct s o nly.

2. Guaranteed Satisfaction
3. Over $1,000,000.00 Inventory

1980 CATALOG NOW AVAILABLE.
send $2.00 for your copy of the mo st complete catalog of computer products.
A mu st for the serious computer user.

MICROPROCESSORS

HAZELTINE TERMINALS
SALE $7411.00

Ma:1e1 1400 •• $749 00 MadeCl500 . Sl08500
MocIeI 1410... S82500 Mcal1510•. Sl 24500
MocIeI 1420. •• S94500 foIocIeI1520 •• S149500

EMAKo-22••••••••••••• $799.00
Prints a 132 coVIine.Availablewith parallel or sener
outpu t at same price.

MIKA 20 $1280.00
9x7, 125 cps 136 characterslline
Full 15- width. Super for business applications
requiring large IBM format paper.

DATA BooK$ • COMPUTER BOOKS
19a6 IC Mast. . 599S tnl.IMCS80 ..........r 7 i5
NSCTT1.Datl •••.• 3 9 5 tnt.I MCS -iOfolar'll.lal 95
NSC L....... .... ... 495 AMO8OeOA 1.4. _ 1 . .•. 595
NSC l nNr AQp NOI" II 3 15 AMOSchonky Oalatlook . 4.Sl5
NSCCMOS . . . . . 3 95 AMI MOSILSlOaIl ., . 3 "
NSC l.4emory . .. 3 is GI MOMS! 0 ..11 .. 4 95
II'lt~ Oallobook ••• 750 Hams ........1ogOalabook .•. 4 15
Inlell.4CS85M.tnval 150 n lone •• Cor>lrolC.,. .....3"
....La: • ~"".IIOOk' .....La --~:::~~~:: ? ....::.::::::: ..... :::.~ ~.~~

~~~~~ ..:.. ":·::::·:::::::::::::::·m H~
Vol IISome R••I MoCIopIOCesaorl / Bonde• . .. . . . 3lXlQ 2750
\101 III Somti Ft. aJ SuoPor! o._ /Bo..o.r .•••~ 18 50
ln~rO loMC1tl&\IoI MI . .~ 18 SO

....La • DlUTMIUIlI COilPUnIllIlOOKI • SA La:
Uf\dletsland0"9 Cornpul~ "&K- 7 95
IOfl()fr,(,c;'CJCOrI'\PU,.. b penrne" ls · T3"H- 1115
s.g,nn""il 8ASfC .,..... .95
e.g,,,,,. ... GloUIry & Gu4e '(t14. 5115
PM "ul Butl.' & J~ Gvde lo c;o...po..l.rs ..,..".. &95
aoeo~... L. nguage Prog ............ng ~ 695
Korne CornClut~ Wi I MI' d'wl r. .,.. 6llS
Horne COI'ropuI.... Vd IISoI"""I. ,.,... 11 95

ACOUSTICMODEM~
~~~T~~dCAT'· ~

~~~~r~Originate m::

5-100 MOTHERBOARD SPECIAL
8 slot expa ndable w/9 conn.
reg S69.95. .. NOW S52.95

SIEMEN'S FLOPPY SALE
. S pec .. buy ....h~• ..wy ...$t1 SIEMENS
. 8 ' 0rMt "",Ih Oouble-o.ns.ty $429.00
. 90 Dey Wana ..ty SHUGART

• CHEC K OUR HOf'P"l' DISK PR ICING! 801 R
ON THIS PAGE $475.00

EMAKo-2O•• Reg. S7177~.OO••1I
UHBEUEVABLf.1I
125 c.p.. eo!pm ' Vemcai
ForrT\8I1 UnIt- !Hi Chw.c
ters- Upper/ LowerCat. ·
"'.5' to 9.5" ,AqustabHt
- 80 coII40 col double
WIdlh - Full 96 ch8 r. ASCII

BASE" PRINTER
oo"","m" ,mpoct Pnm~,
• 80 un" Pe r M,nuI.
• 115/230 IIIG . 50

ee eoHz;. :::::::::=:::::
• 72. 80 . 96 . 120 or _

_ 13Z Chl ' lllf1e
• Se '·T.1 Swotct1 REG $849 00

leP ""ICE$550.00
OpI:oon'M'" T~Sct'een 8uKel'11920CharJ . ••••. . . $50 oo
OpIIOf'l 'S" H",!l SpHd PJ,per Advtonce& Graptloca. •• •• •• 50 00
OptIOf'l -r Tractor f Md 50.00

o ITS* Bank Se lectable * Uses 411 6 200 ns.* Wri te Protec t \PfI * Power 8VDc. ± 16VDC* Phan tom t&~£s * Up to 4 MHz

Expando 64 Kit (4116)Assem. & Tested Add $50.
16K $26 9.00 48K 5435.00
32K S349.00 64K $505.00

U "Eprom raser

~
Model UV.-11E $1111.115

.. Holds 4 Eprorn's at a ti me
Backed by 4 5 years
expe rience.
Model 5-52T••• 52115.00

r f SI na i Industrial M odel

'38.15

SSI.IS

I II UI
e tu ...
114 ..
I tUI
Inn

45 0 ns .
S189 .00
S399 .00
S629.00

$74.95

'11.15
• 2.4e

~ 1 123.)4

--Two... "....""-Two.... t*""--

b"',
Please Call For Volume Discounts

ATTENnON VIDEO HOBBYISTSlI!
* BOX BUILDERS* USE AS REMOTE TUNER/TlMER* FULL SCHEM ATlCS AVAILABLE* FOR ONLY S5.90 1- FREE W/PURCH ASE

A Rec.nt~I Pl.td'\'M AlIoW'$ UI To P'_"I The FoUo"nng

NEW, UNUSED COMPONENTS
From The RCA VDT-201
Vid eocassette Recorder

, UHfNHfT_~""'~1Ird:lf;.._-
1111 MocUIb'MIlAudo&VlMrcMl

o.rr.t3014CkltM
3D9t111Cb;llt.b:UrNA1"Mr~-,....
4-::C»"'I1:I1Sa..... llIaldIrtil

§~Sfl:III .... ThtHlool

8800 MICROMODULE~ PRICE LIST
MODEl NO DESC RIPTION PRICE
9600A Song le Boa.d U lClocomput e r $49500
9609 Advanced Songle 8d ComP 168091 59500
9601 16 Slot Motne r Boarct 175 00
9602 card Cage 7500
9603 8 Slot Mol ner Boa.d 100 00
9604 P O'WCIlSu pply 27500
%OS OC h'lpvt Power Supply 32 500
961 0 UI~,ty Pro to Boa rd 39 00
961 I Anlh ProclUe lTlOJ)'Mod ule 49 5 00
9612 Buffe red Uh~ ty Pr oto Boa rd 49 00
9616 3 2K E PRQM/ RAu MOdu le 2~00

:~ ~~~nt'l~:=;'?toH=ute i~~
9622 Senal·Pa.allel r/O Module 32'00
9621 16 K Slahc RAM '-4odule' "70r'ls 39S 00
9629 32K StltIC RAAl "'SOns 6'#5 00
962904. 32K SialIC RAM 200ns 8'#5 00
9630 card Exleno.. 68 00
9640 Uull~ Prog'IoI'O\fl'l&D'eT....er 39S00:r; ~n~~;~:~;~?l.4od ;~~
96t03 3V321JO MOdu~ 27S00
96702 Coo'llacl Oosur~ ,",odule 35000

8 K Sta t,c
16K Stat ic
32 K Sta tic

ANADEX PRINTER NEW .......<v ....ON

Model OP·8CXX> co mpact. impac t. para lle l or
senal. Sprocket feed. 80 cots,

~ 84 lines/min.• bi-dlr ect ional.

~Dt~~ io,' ·· ·,e~m:gg

WATANABE MIPLOT
~Pt"~SO_.~10'" •

==~'"';:.:=.:::':: ,
~MJN~lb'II""'SIl"ClIt~ $1185.00J

THE VISTA V-200 FOR EXIDY
Pnce : Stllr1,l"Ig as low as 111 SKI.DO

........ SliWIII -.
.... c..-~ .... P"Ia --
mono fOO ~~ ~1tC 11"00 ~-
V2OOE·11 100 1~:<'!I1tI&""" ....VXlO(·JO 600 3o-...t '*_....
V2'OOf.32 1'l y(e J e.-... 3lbl. '",OIl

""" ....

~\.~\ SD SYSTEMS BOARDS
5 TAKE 10% OFF! KIT ASSEN

sac 100 S'ntil'Cl&.Ird Com"", I.r (2MHzl S26S 00 S 3" 900
sac 200 Songle Boa.d CompvI.f l"I.4Hz) 299 00 39 9 00
l80 511"'" 5yltem 319 00 .... 9 00
...oe1102" Video D" pIay Boa/o 33S 00 "S 9OO
Veru·f1OPPY 11 325 00 ..n 00
Ex~"do PRO M 11500 22500
SOl00~Ie'Syste"''''/&41( 699Soo
SOXlO c;o...pul~' Syst .m ...,6-0( 1( 199500

... ~

RETAIL STORES OPEN MON ·SAT P.O. Box 17329 Irv!ne, Calif. 92713 FOR INTERNATIONAL ORDERS:

STORE 1310 " B" E. Edlnger STORE 674 EI Camino Real Direct Order Lines: (714) 558-8813 1401 E. Bo,chard (714) 953-<J604

s~~w,oo.;:.n~:t~~~Y7:'e~~u~~ #2speclall;,~~tll~'~Y~t~~:O (800) 854-8230 or (800) 854-8241 SantaAna.CA92705 lWX:91Q-595-t565

.5-100 32K (uses 2 114)
ASSEMBLED K,t
45 0ns. 499 .00 450 ns.
250 ns. 539 .00 250 ns.
Bare Board 49 .95
Bare Board w/all parts less mem o 99 .95

• 5-100 16K (S-l00 Compatible)

• Low Powe r WOW'. 2 MHzor4 MHz •
• Assembled & Tested__
2 MHz $250 .00
4 MHz $265. 00 •

· ~~Jet~~
450 ns 149.95 KIT 450 ns. 125.95
250 ns 169.95 250ns. 14995

Bare PC Boa rd wrData 52 1.95
~Soec la l Offer M Bu (4) BK 450 ns KIts S117 .00

Th. VISTA v-ee
Disk DrI_ System
e 2l' _ -. apICIf)''*'

11....
• 12O.y.......,
. ~O Irl(ll ... IlJrfOCKAAGE

~
LOW COST FLOPPY
DISK SUBSYSTEM

Shuoart 80 1R 0 rt\i4s (2) VlSTA Aoppy
COl'\Irolle<(5-100). Cas•. Power Supply

i::' &Cabl. CP/M Oosk Oper.lIng Sy.lem
NMmb6e<l& Tesled ...••.. 11 4...00

. C HEC K OUR I"LOPP'f DtSK PRICING!
ON THIS PAGE

SAVE S300.00 (S1799.00 Value)

CIRCLE 9 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD
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a 

LONG PLAY 
10 HOUR TAPE 
RECORDER 

Top quality AC-DC cassette 
recorder, modified to provide 
5 continuous hours of re- 

cording and playback of true A 
fidelity, distortion -free sound - 

on each side of cassette for bay 
a total 10 ho Unit has 
many special eci built-in builhin fea- 

tures. TDK ßC180 cassette /y 
supplied. a NIT .$125.00 

PHONE RECORDING ADAPTER 
Record incoming and outgoing 
calls automatically with this all 
solid state unit connected to n 
your telephone jack and tape 
recorder. Starts recording when 
phone is lifted. Stops when you 
hang up, making a permanent 
record. Easily Installed. No 

S--- monthly charges 
FCC APPROVED $24.50 

vox VOICE ACTIVATED 
CONTROL SWITCH 

Solid state. Sell contained. Excel- f 
lent adjustable sensitivity. Voices 
or other sounds activate and con- 
trol recor Uxs recorder mike or 
remote ote mikeike . 

21/4 x I% o ;4" U24.95r 

Phone call Adapter 524 50', VOX $24 95', l' plus 
51.00 ea. shipping & handling), 1O hr. Recorder 
$125.00' (' plus $4.00 shipping 6 handling). Cali- 
fornia residents add tax. Mail Order. VISA M, C, cod's 
okay, quantity discounts available. Money back guar 
Free data 

AMC SALES, Dept. 19 9335 Lebec St.. Bic 928 
Downey. CA 90241. Moat 1213' 859 -8519 

CIRCLE 34 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

XENON STROBE TUBE 

A TRIGGER COL 

ta J 
.1t.. I <r,r,<. Mwa. 

ct.oel 11.75 

SOUND EFFECTS GENERATOR BASIC KIT 
.« ,t'. ..11461M. tt MIA tM OM MAO t,..t. I14411M1M .I'MR tt6,.. MtM. M sM.a11«.t1. t t,yNT <r em gw .. «tr. .M laat .UN tty.11ic tMM 

111 , Mrt. .r M .Mt.wl,M. ,t M,r MU. 
- 

. ..t 
f .neat 1. «IU s t.MatM 14,1403 M MM. .Me., 
weel,w. ..nM, .,Ma.M.. tlte....1<. MIS ..t M<.,Y 

s 110 ..1r. t.,tM,1Uru.v.a.In.M.t.. 1« 041 M .t.M..t Ml,.1M t..N,1M.. Mit.4., tira. .n.M.. imn ww,.tM r 1/ u.Mrt. 
CaasM s.s.. 

, i 
,t r INy .. w 

O Ly 5 wMttwM. ltt 

ELECTRONIC 
STROBOSCOPE KIT 

NwU.aU1 
M .atV..t.t,w t,t.l .r-eu. ntNN Un rt,M W ` 
.<a.. .artt, sta. Irr .l,,ra« MM\ ' 

arts M .tW... IIa.aC .e Minn Mi41 .. Al r IS N.tN. CN «wM; 
Iaa ,a a. .l. ,y, IC0.t.WVw.. ly a. .MI . Ml te..M.t. Ww,,. tC Wei, 

E,M o.r w wt. cM. wt ,,,pwt ..M. g li M Irw ! trA.. r v.a. 2e-95 

120 VAC 
Xenon 
Strobe KIt 

.,,. ' ^a7.so\V 

_a lJ 

P.0. BOX 27038. DENVER. CO 80227 13031 781 5750 
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* 7 C 7 C * * * * * * * * 

TRS -80 
OWNERS 

The "Original" TRS -80 
JOURNAL is now entering it's 
THIRD year of publication. This 
100 page bi- monthly is chock -full 
of information on Model I & If 
with ready -to -go programs tot 
your business or pleasure. 

Subscription in the US is 
$16. /year, current 'sample issue is 
just $3. VISA /MC accepted, call 
(206) 475 -2219 or send check or 
MO TODAY to: 80 -U.S. 
JOURNAL, 3838 South Warner 

St., Tacoma, WA 98409 

I Hs-SO is a trademarl of the lande Corp. 

* * * * * 74 * * 7C * * 
CIRCLE 17 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

Po I g Pcik.NC. 

, Quality 
For L 

Eleess ctronics 

r 
1%0 

PET 
73 KEY 

COMPUTER 
KEYBOARDS 

Cat. No. 92CU6671 

REG. $39.95 
SAVE OVER 25''o! 
QUANTITIES ARE LIMITED! 
100% MONEY BACK GUARANTEE! 

ASCII- Compatible Original Factory Keyboards! 
Suitable For Add -On OR Direct Replacement! 
Includes: 53-Key Alphanumeric.& 20 -Key Hex 

SALE PRICE 

$29.95 Complete 73 -key PET keyboards .. It- 
all Alphabetical. Numeric. Graphics. Game 
and Command legends commensurate 
with the PET 8K microcomputer 64 ASCII 
characters are available without shift and 
all 64 graphic A reverse held characters 
are accessible horn keyboard (with shift) 
Keys are color -coded for quick reference . 
and are pr «,stun mounted in a compact 9. 
'y" a 3 -7 /8- high -impact plastic frame 
Terminates in standard I8-contact swngie- 
s.ded edge connection Plugs directly into 
PET systems. and can be soldered to lot 
antedate with other makes Adds hr 

' settle. profssionI touch to any 
miCrotompuler syalem 

ß01y )Saks COMPLETE COUPON AND MAIL TO - - - 
Send For Our FREE Catalog Today! p 0 BOX 942.R E 10 SOUTH LYNNFIELD. MA. 01940 
Featuring snaational sving. on Computer Sand me - keyboards . 52995 ea. 

Peripherals. Spakrs, Transformers. Solar Pro Plus $5 each for Postage a Handling 

ducts, Fans. S Equipment, Relays. and a wide NAME -_ 
ADDRESS_ variety of other di lectronic components' CITY 

Take advantage of our 25 years as Amrica's STATE 
lormost supplier of discount electronics. 

For Faster Service i 
, Order By Phone 

t - 1 -617- 245 -3828 

' Enclosed Is CHECK, D MONEY ORDER 

t Charge my .: MASTERCARD O VISA 
' ACCT. . EXP. DATE __ 

(7 Sewed TO your FREE catalog 

CIRCLE 14 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

Radio- 
Electronics® 

is available iic 

MICROFICHE 
Ir0r71 

MICROCARD EDITIONS 
A Division of 

Information Handling Services 
P.O. Box 1154 

Englewood. Colorado 80110 

BELL & HOWELL CO. 
Micro Photo Division 
Old Mansfield Road 

Wooster, Ohio 44691 
Attn.: Mr. Spiers 

and in 

MICROFORM 
from 

UNIVERSITY MICROFILMS 
300 N. Zeeb Road 

Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106 
Xerox copies of individual articles can also be 

purchased from University Microfilms. 

Please write companies 
for complete information 

**** ******************

TRS-80
OWNERS

TRS -80 is a trademark of the T andy Corp.

***********

**********************

***********

The "O rigina l" TRS-80
JOURNAL is now entering it's
THIRD ye ar of publication. This
100 page bi-monthly is chock-full
of information o n Model I & II,
with ready-to-go programs for
your business or pleasure.

Subscription in the US is
$16./year, current"sample issue is
just $3. VISA/Me accepted, call
(206) 475-22 19 or send check or
MO TODA Y t o : 80-U .S .
JOURNAL, 3838 South Warn er

St. , T acoma, WA 98409

~~~he~
Kit-.--_..-...._--~.
~-..:.::.:::: _ ..=,,-''':_If¥_;;

• Minimum Ofder $5 00
• Plelte include $ 1.00 for post.
• VIU . Me Ind COO KCtptld

t • Phone orden are welcome
CHANEY

electronics in c

XENON SmOBE TUBE
& TRIGGER COIL

~ , jli ; >- VU·
IT _OlE l l GMT
I Cl'<MA'l"I CS ' '' CLUCl O

COOC01 $1.75

...d ELECTRONIC
...... STROBOSCOPE KIT

P.O. BOX 27038 : DENV ER. CO. 80227 {3031781·5750

SOUND EFFECTS GENERATOR BASIC KIT
N(lIIl lT ' $ "Oll ll l [ to evu.e TOlJ1II 000," 10""""0 [ H 'l e n \7.(Io[ U 1011
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• $24.95*

Phone call Adapter $24.50*, VOX $24.95*, (* plus
$1.00 ea. shipping & handling), 10 hr. Recorder
$125.00* (* plus $4.00 shipping & handling). Cali·
fornia residents add tax. Mai l Order, VISA. MI C, cod's
okay, quantity disfounts available. Money back guar.
Free data.

AMC SALES, Dept. 19 9335 Lubec St., Box '928
Downey, CA 90241, Phone (213) 869-8519

Top quality AC-DC cassette
recorder, modified to provide
5 continuous hours of reo
cording and playback of true
fideiity, distortion-free sound

on each side of cassette for ~iI"•••IIl'
a total of 10 hours. Unit has ''1
many special built-in fea
tures. TDK D-C180 cassette $ 2S 00 .
supplied. a ONLY ' 1 . 0;:

Solid state. Se lf contained. Excel
lent adjustable sensitivity. Voices
or other sounds activate and con
trol recorder. ses recorder mike or
remote mike.

Record incoming and outgoing '
calls automatically with this all
solid state unit connected to
your telephone jack and tape
recorder. Starts recording when
phone is lilted. Stops when you
hang up, making a permanent
record. Ea si ly in st alled . No
month ly charges.
FCC APPROVED

CIRCLE 34 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD CIRCLE 32 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD CIRCLE 17 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

Cat. No. 92CU6671

REG. $39.95

MICROFORM

from
MICROCARD EDITIONS

A Division of
Information Handling Services

P.O. Box 1154
Englewood, Colorado 80110

BELL & HOWELL CO.
Micro Photo Division
Old Mansfield Road

Wooster, Ohio 44691
Attn.: Mr. Spiers

and in

from
UNIVERSITY MICROFILMS

300 N. Zeeb Road
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106

Xerox copiesof individualarticles can also be
purchased from University Microfilms.
Please write companies
for complete information

Radia
Eleclranics®

i4wai1a6kilt
MICROFICHE

Send For Our FREE Cat.alog Today!

Complete 73-key PET keyboards inc lude
all Alphabetical, Numer ic, Grap hics, Game
and Comma nd lege nds com mensu rate
with th e PET 8K mic rocomput er. 64 ASCII
characters are avai lable without shift and
all 64 graph ic & reve rse fie ld characters
are accessible from keyboard (with shift) .
Keys are co lor-co ded for qu ick reference,
and are precision moun ted in a compact 9
1/:" x 3-7/8 " high- impact plastic fra me.
Term inates in sta ndard l 8-contact single 
sided edge co nnection. Plugs directly into
PET systems. and can be soldered to for
inted ace with ot her makes. Adds a ver-

• s atl !e . profess ional t ou c h t o an y
mierocornputer system.

Poly P aks COMPLETE COUPON AND MAIL TO ' - - - ,

P.O. BOX 942,R .E.10 SOUTH LYNNFIELD, MA . 01 940 :
Featuring s en sation al savings on Cqmputer Se nd me __ keyboa rds C $2 9.9 5 ea. I

Peripheral s, Sp eakers, Tran sformers, Solar Pro- Plus $ 5 each for Postage & Handling I

ducts , Fan s, St ereo Equ ipment, Rel ay s, and a wide ~~~:E-S-S---------------

variety of other diverse elect ronic components. CITY - -r- --- - - - - - - - - - - -
Take adva nt age of our 2S ye ar s as Am erica' s STATE _

foremost suppli e r of di scount ele ct r on ics . Enclo~ed ts 0 CHECK, 0 MONEY ORDER

For Faster Service Charge my 0 MASTERCARD 0 VISA ,
Order By Phone ACCT. # EXP. DATE --- ,

1-617-245-3828 O"~!~~ :!'_e_y~!!:. :~~_"_~~t~~~ •
CIRCLE 14 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

•

.
Poly PQkl ® Quality Electronics

INC. For Less!

~~\
~ PEr

73 KEY
COMPUTER
KEYBOARDS

SALE PRICE

$29.95
• SAVE OVER 25%!
• QUANTITIES ARE LIMITED!
• 100% MONEY BACK GUARANTEE!
ASCII-Compatible Original Factory Keyboards!

",SUit able For Add-On OR Direct Replacement!
Includes: 53-Key Alphanumeric, & 20-Key Hex
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PROM Eraser 
assembled 25 PROM eapaay 137.50 
(with tener 561.501 6 PROM capaaty OSHA/ 
Ul versan f61.501wmh Omer 594.501 

Z60 Microcomputer 
16 lot I O 2 MHz cbü :1 RAM ROM Bread 
board space Excellent a Bo1f4 
í211.50. Fue kit $99.00 10 120 00 Deer 
Supply Is $35 00 Tiny Basic 130 00 

S -100 Computer Boards 
8K Static Godbout Ecos IIA Kit 145 00 

16K Static Godbout Ecos XIV Kit 285 00 
24K Static Godbout Enea VI IA24 Kn 435 00 
32% Static Godbout Ecos X -32 Kit 575 00 
10( Dynamic RAM Kn 199 00 
32K Dynamic RAM Kit 31000 
64K Dynamic RAM K'1 170 00 
Vides - I.1r l' $13500 

80IC Update Master Manual $55.00 
Comp IC data selector 2700 pg muter reference 

pude Over 51.000 cross references Free update 
service 0Vouph 1980 Domestic postage S3 50 

Modem Kit 360.00 
State d te art orf9 answer No tuning neces- 
sary 103 compatible 300 baud Inexpensne 
acoustic coupler plan nduded 

LRC 7000 Printer $369.10 
40 20 column dot matrix impact Sid paper 
Interlace all personal computen 

64 40 32 20 version $405.11. Option, tables 
'YVlable 

LRC 7010 printer Interlace able for Super Elf 

M sdlren 126 00 w 

NICad Battery Fixer/Charger Kit 
Opens shorted cells that won t hold a charge 
and then dirges them up. al in one lot w -lue 
pots and instructions $7.25 

Rockwell AIM 65 Computer 
6502 based snye bond alti fu' ASCII keyboer0 
and 20 column thermal printer 20 my alplwnu 
messe display ROM mon nor ehpandade 
5375.00. 4K version $450.011 4K Assembler 
515.00 8K Basic Interpreter $100.50 

Special small power %logy for AIM65 assign n 
frame $54.19e. Compete AIM65 n tin briefcase 
with power supply $455.10. Molded plastic 
maosure to fn both AIM65 old power soppy 
$47.50. Scowl Padoge Pria 4K AIM 8K Basic 

Dow supply a root $5M.M 
AllA6SKILIVIPASuper DI 44 pin ripatsson 

board 3 female and 1 male bra Board An 3 

connectors 5t246. 

60 Hz Crystal Time Base Kit $4.40 
Converts 8595011 docks from AC hne frequency 
to crystal terne base Outstanding accuracy 

Video Modulator Kit $8.95 
Cants 1V sel into a high quaker money ° 
affecting usage Comp lot w1W nstnx 

Multi -volt Computer Power Supply 
8v 5 amp - 18v 5 amp St 1 5 amp. ` 

5 amp. 12v 5 amp 12v opuoo - 5v - I: 
l'e regulated Basic KA $29.95. Kit we@ chus: 
rd all hardware $43.95. Add $4 CO slspçsng k 

hiroaare $14.11. Woodgram case S11.00 
s' SO sr,pp'.ng 

RCA Cosmac 1802 Super Elf Co ; are' mputef On 

menu/tat today QW MS Ml Me desirable bene- 
nts 51 pee fever EM for so little money The Super 
En Is a small ¡ogle board computer that does 
many lip tongs It Is an excellent computer for 
trannp amp for learning programming with its 
media* language and if A Is easily egee/M 
*let atlRlaeeMMl moment Fail leek. ASCII 
Kpem*. Was ckar'ea pe@awe@. etc. 

Eldon you buy another mall . A 4 

includes Ste lawn° leaenes 
sal 

monitor. 
Stale and Mode *mew. Slope step. Optional 
address displays. Pow* Supply, Audio Mlpater 
and Speaker. Fully socketed for a1 IC's. Real cost 
of n warranty repairs. Full doaiioend0on. 

The Sepw BI includes a ROM monitor for pro- 
Oran Weak]. camp and execution volli SWIMS 
SIP ler program /M'ppq whid$ is in- 
cluded in den at the sane price. WM $61/LE 
STEP you as Mew imaoprocessor dip 00era' 
Sing *nth the seem Oise address and data bus 
displays Islas defies and allot executing n- 
strucuons Also. CPU mode and nstuaon cycle 
are decoded and *splayed on 8 LED indicators 

An RCA 1861 eMM Insilco dap allows you to 
crinect to your own 1VV with an m pensne video 

.'ate b do graphics and grows There s a 

speaker Ream nduded for *rem your own 
vG a usasg marry muslo programs already 

written The speaker amplifier may also be used 
to drive relays for control purposes 

mputer S106.95 
plus lead. reset ne, wan. Mee, Lely pro 
tad. molles seed and simple step Large on 

bowl displays provide output and optional khpli 
ehe low sores' There is a 44 pen standard 
connector slot for PC cards and a 50 yin connec 
for slot for ne Ouest Super Expanssor Board. 
Power supply and sockets for all IC s are in- 
cluded n te tine plus a detailed 127 pg nstruC- 
tan manual winch now ndudes over 40 pus d 
software info ndud.ng a stries of lessons to 
help get you started and a music program and 
graphics target game Many schools and unrver- 
sities are using tie Super Elf as a course of study 
OEM s use it for training and R&D 

Remember other computers My offer Super El 
features at addbonei cost or not at al Cowart 
Mims pee Icy. Alper BI KN $110.16. lep 
address epee@ U.S. Lw 'Idlest Whoa 
S9.06. Claim COMM win dried and labelled 
pknglass front paso 524.16. Al meal Eipan- 
seon Cabinet. panted and sen saunal. met 
room for 5 S -100 boards and power supply 
íS7.10. Mood 1Mny Malley Sever KM M.M. 
AN kits and optons also completely assembled 
and tested 

Oassst/aN i software pubkabon for 1602 com- 
puter users is available by subscription for 
$12 00 per 12 issues Singe issues St 50 Is- 
sues 1.12 bound $16 50 

Tray Basic Cassette $11.10. on ROM $31.11, 
orspnal Elf lot board $14.95. 1102 sMwae; 
Monts Video Graphics 53.51. Games arid Mus: 
$3.10, Chip 8 Interpreter $5.51. 

sotte Interface $89.95 
A 24 key HEX keyboard ndudes 16 HEX keys 

Super Expansion Board with Cas 
ris IS truly an astounding value' This board tus 

been designed to ai .s. you to dead* env you 
want it 0ptarted The Super Expfidse lean, 
cames vils 61 of low pow* RAM fuly address- 
able anywhere as 64K colt budtin memory pro- 
tect and a candle leertace Prouvions have 
been made for all opter optons on tie same 
board and m fits neatly into the hardwood cabre 
alongside the ANa El The board nodes slots 
for up to 6K of EPROM (2708 2758. 2716 or TI 

2 716) and is Mlle pealed. EPROM an be used 
'a me mentor std Tiny Basic or other purposes 

A IK Seps ROM Moeller $19.95 is wars* as 
an on board Optas in 2708 EPROM which has 
been preprogrammed with a program loader- 
editor and error dtecbng mule tax cassette 
read Write software. (relocatable cassette 1Se 
another plum from Ouest It notules register 
save and readout block move capability and 
video graphics driver we blinking cursor Break 

pants can be used with to register save teats.' 
to isolate program bugs Quickly ten 1°,1. r. 

single step It you hive the Soper Expansion 
lard and Seta Monitor to monitor s ,G u 
running at to push of a button 

Other on board options include Parallel lepel 
she Output Pals we@ MI haaMab They 
allow easy connection of an ASCII keyboard to me 
'put port R$ 232 aim 25 w' Carmel laop ' . 

teletype or otter dente are on board and i1 , 

need more memory there are two 5-100 slots 1( 
static RAM or video boards Also a 1K Super 
Monto, versan 2 with video Omer for full capa- 
bility display wiv1 Tiny Basic and a video interlace 
board Parallel I/O Pere $1.115, RS 232 $4.50, 
TTY 20 me 11F $1.116, S-11110 $4.50. A 50 pia 
cemeda set with ribbon cable is available al 
$15 25 for easy connection between to Soper 
EN and the cups (WNW. Bead. 
Pews Seple KM for the complete system (see 
Mutsvoft Power Supply) 

Announcing Quest Super Basic- SECOND GENERATION 
A new enhanced version of Soper Basic now Fekammeseb Weer leagued meet. IMIn- 
available Ouest was Use first r p ny worldwide M prsdakoas for Stingy F11e@y . Floppy Disc 
to ship a full sun Basic for 1802 Systems A Meier Delver 10 user delegable command 

Ilbrary and statement neeeilerteg complete function Super Bask by Roe Cooker 
ndudn9 floating point capability with scientific 
notation (number range - 17E'( 32 bet integer 
- 2 billion. mufti don arrays strap arrays. stnng 
manipulation. cassette 19. save and load. Dissc 
data and madone language programs and over 
75 statements functions aid operations 

Easily adaptable to most 1102 systems Re 
owes 16K RAM minimal ter Basic and user 
programs Source bsbng for both Serval and 
Parallel 10 Included 

Super Busc on Cassette S40 00 

Gremlin Color Video Kit $69.95 
32 e 16 aiphanumerla and graphics up to 8 

:das we 6847 chip tk RAM at E000 Plugs 
Super EN 41 pin bus No high res graphics 
-lrd RF Modulator Kit $4.95 

Elf II Adapter Kit $24.95 
Plugs into En II providing Super E.! 11 and 5C p. 

plus 5.100 but expansion (Wan Super Es. 

pension) High and low address displays state 
and mode LEDs optional $11.00. 

1802 16K Dynamic RAM KR $149.00 
E ipasdable to 32K Helder refresh *dodo up to 4 

MHz was con states Add1 16K RAM $13.10 

Super Elf 4 S1pn expansion board. 3 female and 1 

^ve bus Board plus 3 connectors 522.06 
i'ry Basic Extended es Cassette $15 00 
lidded commands hidede Sinew Amp. Cas 
sett! I0 etc.) 
S -100 4 Slot Etq'WSU 
Super Monitor VII Source El014 515 00 

s 1.95 

TERMS S5 00 min order U S Funds MINI residents add 6 °tesa 
$10 00min order BankAmericard and Master Charge and COD S1 00 insurance optional 
Shipping charges will be added on charge cards 

CIRCLE 78.0N FREE INFORMATION CARD 

Super Color S100 Video Kit $129.95 
Expandable to 256 a 192 high resolution co':' 
graphics 6847 with all Oddity media computer 
controlled Memory mapped I K RAM expanda- 
ble tabs( S-100 bus 1632 8080 8085 280 etc 

Editor Assembler $25 00 
(Requires minimum of IK for E A plus user 
source) 

1802 Tiny Basic Source listing $1900 
Super Monda V2 02 1 Source listing $20 00 

FREE Send for your copy of our NEW 1980 
OU3ST CATALOG Include 48, stamp 

O 
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m 
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TERMS: $5.00 min. order · U.S. Funds. Calil residents add 6% tax.
$10.00 min. order BankAmerlcard and Master Charge and COO. $1.00 insurance optional. FREE: Send for your copy of ?ur NEW 1980
Shipping charges will be added on charge cards. QUEST CATALOG. Include 48l sta?1p•
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RCA Cosmac 1802 Super Elf Computer $106.95 .
Comparefeatures beforeyou decide to buy any plus load. reset. run, walt. Input, memory pro-
other computer. There is no other computer on tecto monitor select and single step . Large . on
the,market todaythathasall thedesirablebene- boarddisplays provideoutput and optional high
fits~f theSuper Elffor solittlemoney. TheSuper and low address. There is a 44 pin standard
En is a small smgle board computer thatdoes connector slot forPCcardsanda50pinconnec-.
many big thmgs . It is an excellentcomputerfor tor slot for the Quest Super Expansion Board .
traiDlng and for learning programming with its Power supply and sockets for all IC's are in-
machine language and yetit ISeasily expanded eluded inthepricepiusadetailed 127pg. instruc-

'with additional memory, Fuil Basic. ASCII tion manual whichnow includesover40 pgs. of
Keyboanls. video charactergeneration, etc. software info. including a series of lessons to
Before you buy another small computer. seeif rt help getyou started and a music program .and
includes the following features: ROM monitor;" graphiCStarget game. Manyschools and uruver-
State and Mode displays' Single step' Optional sines are uSingthe Super Elf asacourse of study.
addressdisplays;PowerSupply; AudiOAmplifier OEM 's useit for training and R&D.
and Speaker; Fullysocketed for aIlIC's; Realcost Remember. other computersonlyoffer SuperElf
of in warranty repairs; Full documentation. featuresat additional cost ornotatall.Compare
The Super Elf includesa ROM monitor for pro- • before you ~uy . Super Elf Kit $106.95. High
gram loading. editingandexecutionWith SINGLE address option $~ .95 . Low .address option
STEP lor program debugging which is not in- $9.95. Custom Cabinet Withdrilledand labelled
eluded inothersat thesameprice. With SINGLE plexiqlass front panel $24.95. All metal Expan-
STEP youcansee themicroprocessor chipopera- slon Cabinet. painted and Silk screened. With
tingwiththeunique Questaddressanddata bus roomfor. 5 S-l 00 boards and power supply
displayS' before, during and aller executing in- $57.00. NICad Battery Memory Saver Kit$6.95.
structlons. Also. CPUmode andinstructioncycle All kits andoptIOns aisocompletely assembled
aredecoded and displayed on 8 LED indicators. and tested.
An RGA 1861 video graphics chip allowsyouto Questdata . asollwarepublicationfor 1.802com-
connecttoyourownlV withaninexpensive video puter users IS available by SUbScflptlon for
modulator todo graphicsandgames. There isa S1 2.00 per 12 Issues. Single Issues Sl .50. Is-
speaker system included for writing your own sues 1-12boundS16.50.
musilt 'or using many music programs already Tiny Basic Cassette $10.00. on ROM $3B.OO.
written. The speaker amplifiermay also beused original Elf kit board $14 .95. 1802 software;
to drive relays for control purposes. Moews Video Graphics$3.50. Games and Music
A 24 keyHEX keyboanl includes 16 HEX keys $3.00, Chip 8 Interpreter $5.50.

Super Expansion Board with Cassette Interface $89.95
This is trulyan astounding value! Thisboardhas points can beused withtheregister savefeature
been designedto allow youto decide how you toisolate program bugsQuickly. then followwith
want it optioned. The Super Expansion Boanl single step. If you have the Super Expansion
comeswfth4Kof lowpowerRAM fullyaddress- Boanl andSuper Monitor themonitor is~p and
able anywhere in 64K withbUilt-in memorypro- runDlng at thepush of a button.
tect and a cassette intertace. ProVisions have Other on board options include Parallel Input
been made for all other options on the same and Output Ports with full handshake. They
boardand it fitsneatly IOta thehardwoodcabinet alloweasy connectionofanASCIIkeyboardtothe
alongsidetheSuper Elf. The boardmcludesslots input port. RS 232and 20rna Current Loop for
for up to6Kof EPROM (2708. 2758. 2716 orTI teletype or other deviceare on board and if you
2716)and IS tullysocketed..EPROM can beused need morememory there aretwoS-l00 slotsfor
forthemonitorand TinyBasIcorotherpurposes. static RAM or video boards. Also a l K Super
A IKSuper ROM Monitor $19.95is avai lableas Monitorversion2with video driver forfull capa-
an on board option In 2708 EPROM which has bilitydisplay withTinyBasicandavideo interface '
been preprogrammed with a program loader/ board. Parallel I/OPorts $9.85,RS 232$4.50.
editor and error checking multi file cassette m 20 rna I/F $1.95. S-100 $4.50. A 50 pin
read~nte software. (relocatable cassette file) connector set WIth ribbon cable is available at
anotherexclusivefromQuest. ItincJudesregister S1 5.25 for easy connection betweenthe Super
save and readout. block move capability and Elfand theSuper Expansion Boanl .
videographicsdriver With blinking cursor. Break Power Supply Kit for thecomplete system (see

Muffi-volt Power Supply).

Announcing Quest Super Basic- SECOND GENERATION
A new enhanced version of Super Basic now Enhancements include Increased speed, buill
available. Questwasthefirstcompanyworldwide ' In provisions for Stringy Floppy, Floppy Disc.
to ship a full size Basic for 1802 Systems. A Prtnter Oriver, 110, userdefinable command
complete f~riction Super Basic by Ron Cenker library and statement renumbering.
Including floaMg pOint capability With Sc.lentlflc Easily adaptable to most 1802 systems. Re-
notatIOn(number range =. f7E" ). 32bll mtfll er quires 16KRAM minimum for Basic and user
=2 billIOn; muffl dimarrays. stnngarrays; stnng programs. Source listing for both Serial and
maDlpulatlOn; cassette 110; saveand load. baSIC. Parallel 110 included. .
data and machme languageprograms; and over . •
75 statements. functionsand operations. Super BasiC onCassette $40.00.

Gremlin Color Video Kit $69.95 Ell II Adapter Kit $24.95
32 x 16 alphaJnumerics and graphics; up to 8 Plugs intoElfIIprovidingSuper Elf44and 50pin
colorswith 6847 chip; 1K RAM at Eooo. Plugs plus S-100 bus expansion. (With Super Ex-
intQ,SuperEn 44pinbus. Nohighres. graphics. pansion). Highand low address displays. state
On board RFModulator Kit $4.95 and mode LED's optional$18.00.

180216K DynamicRAM Kit $149.00 Super Color S-100 Video KiI$129.95
Expandablet032K. Hidden refresh wlcJocks upt04 Expandable to 258 x 192 high resolution color
MHz wklo wart states. Add\. 16KRAM $63.00 graphics. 6847 with all displaymodescomputer
.super Elf44'pinexpansionboard:3femaleand1 controlled . Memorymapped. 1KRAM expanda-
male bus. Board plus 3 connectors $22.95 bleto6K.S-l00bus 1802.8080.8085.Z80 etc.

• TInyBasic Extendedon Cassette $15.00 Editor Assembler $25.00
(addedcommands IncludeStringy. Array. Cas- (Requires minimum of 4K for EiA plus user
sellt 110etc.) source)
S-l 004·Slot expansion $ 9.95 lB02 TI~y Basic Source listing $19.00
Super Monitor VI.I Source Listing $15.00 Super Monitor V2.012.1 Source Listing $20.00

NiCad Battery Fixer/Charger Kil
Opens shorted cells thatwon't hold a charge
andthen charges them up. all inonekit wlfull
parts and instructions. $7.25

Rockwell AIM 65 Computer
6502 basedsingle board withfullASCII keyboard
and 20column thermal printer. 20dlar. alphanu
meric display. ROM monitor. fully expandable.
$375.00. 4K version $450.00. 4K Assembler
$85.00. 8KBasic Interpreter $100.00.

Special small power supplyforAIM65assf/ll . in
frame $54.00. Complete AIM65 in thin briefcase
with power supply $499.00. Molded plastic
endosure to fit both AIM65 and power supply
$47.50. SpecialPackagePrice: 4KAIM. 8KBasic.
power supply. cabinet$599.00

AIM65iKIMNIMSuper En 44 pin expansion
board: 3 female and 1 male bus. Board plus 3 "~=:::'::::;;:::";'::~::::'::::"':::~:'::':'::~~-.....r-:";"',.,.....,,...,......,.-=-:-:,...,....=----:-"
connectors $22.95.

60Hz Crystal TimeBaseKit $4.40
Convertsdigital clocksfromAC linefrequency •
to crystal time base . Outstanding accuracy.

Video ModulatorKit $8.95 .
Convert lV setintoa high Quality rnonrtor wlo
affectingusage. Comp. kit wlfull instruc.

Mulll-yoll Computer Power Sup ~ly
8v 5 amp. =18v .5 amp. 5v 1.5 amp . - 5v
.5 amp. 12v .5 amp. - l 2voptlon. =5v. = 12v
are regulated. Basic Kit $29.95. Kit with chassis
andallhardware$43.95.Add$4.00shipping. Kit
of hardware $14.00. Woodgrain case $10.00.
Sl .50shipping.
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PROM Eraser
assembled. 25PROM capacity $37.511
(with timer$69.50). 6 PROMcapacity OSHA!
UL version $69.511 (with timer $94.5(1).
Z80 Microcomputer
16bit 110. 2 MHz clock. 2K RAM. ROM Bread
board space. Excellent for control. Bare Board
$28.511 . Full Kit $99.00. Monitor$20.00. Power
Supply Krt $35.00. TIny Basic $30.00

S-100 Computer Boards
8KStatic Godbout Econo IIA Kit 145.00

16K Static Godbout Econo XiV Kit 285 .00
24KStaticGodbout EconoVIIA-24Kit 435.00
32K Static Godbout Econo X-32 Kit 575.00
16K Dynamic RAM Kit 199.00
32K Dynamic RAM Kit 310.00
64K Dynamic RAM Kit 470.00
Video InterfaceKrt $135.00
80ICUpdate Master Manual $55.00
CompoICdata selector. 2700pg. masterreference
guide. Over 51.000 cross references. Free update
servicethrough1980. Domesbc postageS3.511.

Modem Kit $60.00
State of theart. orig.. answer. No tuning neces
sary. 103 compatible 300 baud. Inexpensive
acoustic coupler plans included .
LRC 7000+Printer $389.00
40120 column dot matrix impact. std. paper.
Interfaceall personal computers.

64/40132120 version$405.00. Optional cables
available.
LRC 7000 printer Intertace cable for Super Elf
with software $26.00
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IS YOUR 

Radio- 
Electronics. 

LIBRARY 
COMPLETE? 

Back issues are available for most 
months of the last (3) years @ $3.00 
each, postpaid. Please send your 
check or money order to: 

RADIO -ELECTRONICS' 
BACK ISSUE DEPARTMENT 
200 Park Avenue. South 
New York, NY 10003 

Name 

Address 

City 

State 

(piease pnnt) 

(please print) 

Zip 

Issue(s) requested: (if available) 

Month _ 

Month 

Year 

Year 

ELECTRONIC 
DESIGN LAB CA -16 

Components not included 
Variable function generator 
I HZ to 100 KHZ TTL. CMOS logic levels 

Six regulated supply voltages. all short 
circuit proof. including 5 volt I amp 

Four logic indicators and debounce switches 

Two CMOS to TTL convertors 

Two large breadboards. all point to point 
connections -no soldering 

Everything is at the users finger tips. Our 
Design Lab will soon pay for itself in time 
and component savings. An excellent aid 
for engineers, technicians, students. and 

hobbyists. $99.95. 

Free brochure 

CASCADE LABS 
4156 South Alder Avenue 
Freeland. Washington 98249 (206) 221.7483 

CIRCLE 69 ON FREE INFORMATION CARO 

r 
MISPRINTS 

ESE PRICES 
ARE NOT 

!! 

DERTAILaSOCKETS 

ited quantities - first come. first served. 
at thse low prices we cannot Include sp 

or accept COD/telept one oders. IC 
ers must include the special -S suffix or you 
e charged our regular prices. Parts may be 

numbered or have dual mrking. 

DERTAIL SOCKETS 
10055.95 
L 18 pin. 50/54.95 
40/54.95 

24. 28 pm 30/$4.95 
40 pin 20/54.95 

16K DYNAMIC RAM SPECIAL: 8/639 
THE PRICE IS RIGHT for erpandmy memory 

TRS -60 -I and 4I. as well as many other machines. 
Low power. high speed (4 MHz) Add $3 for 2 dip 
shunts plus TRS -60 conversion instructions. 

tna5 R ,,0/r,. a I.. T 4 Crro.. 
Ch 4012.5 12/52 

4020-S 4/52 0 4023.S 12/$2 É E 306M.S 
10/52 
6/52 

5 4044.5 4/62 703H5 6/82 
4046S 2/82 W t 1 Y 7231 S 6/$2 
4071.5 12/$2 Z . 741M -S 15/$2 
4093 -S 4/82 is 

e t 1458M-S 10/82 
4507 -S 4/52 J - 4556MS 12/$2 
4510 S 2/52 = ° 41951KS 2/82 

OTHER SEMICONDUCTORS 
Gen pulp signal diodes 50/82 
GT5306 NPN artmgton 100/$8.95 
NPN s.m 2N3904 100/$7.95 
PNP Mm 2N2906 100/86.95 
41128.5 optolsol. 5/82 
SN764775 sound IC 1 /$2.50 
MA1003 s 12V DC clock module 14.95 

SEND FOR FREE FLYER ,;;;;,;,'', 
SWUM CM i.. add w As 5T b.^ww e[.e. NI.. 
Orens vW. SI) add .I h1l.eare we rsep M' `. 
rani. Laden 11125 mmf Pew .ca.0e srreet add,. 
deMrery. PrR., good itroeh coser move d map. 

()Dal 
GODBOUT ELECTRONICS 

BIdg. 725. Oakland Airport. CA 94614 
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ULLEÏ ELICÏm..,CØ 
NPN HIGH VOLTAGE 1.59 

(, VCEO 450 VOC IC - 3A (SA Peak) 
VO TV HORIZONTAL SECTIONS, HIGH 
VOLTAGE REGULATORS 
REPLACES 2145076. 2815077. 21,15836. 2,45665. 

HOUSE 00Y94. 8U126. 2SC2121. 2145640. 2501046. 
2545466. TIPS56 AND MANY OTHERS 

LM3046 (CA3046) Transistor Array .75 
RCA 40430 400V M TRIAC TO-66 ...... . . .75 
CA30116 RCA Transistor Array ... .s0 
LM567 Tone Decoder .99 
CD4046 PLL CMOS .99 
LM3302 Ouad Comparator 69 
2SC1649 High Freo NPN TO-92 611.00 

MPS A20 NPN GEN PUR . 8 /1.00 

Sound Effects Kit 518.50 
'.r 01 d CON441 lA lea 

cole$ M Y.0/ erns to w.4 
..sgra*serM ...d reacts gwre Oeeigned aow 

new Teas IsellndNm. 
holm Dove CM. tM 
I-_d prend artis Mesi 
DIP *d<AN 0/W poll to 
NOON. tre .dreg coli. 
emerse dee S5F OKeMes 
vCO. Nan One Seca .e 
E4eMN COMM* A Our 00 
AN* IC e geed e eeemMl 
e. A«1MaM PIA. Geova 
te Upset Cs..eee end mar once_ a erin 
mire renames TM 3 S 
Pt Deere erre. rraype 
anal e Moo a IAN added 
eeeAtry EM7 mopamAed 
lo du00,1 lapleleas. 
now Ol.e, Sere ENNA e 
.Meet M ,Mese Rymer Or 

mew eater TM .A des 
ya_M el ase<ar+e TM 
4r erra 0e5,d...e pe.N eI -e, aeree. erw.Rm -w <wte . e deeMO 55477 Tam so., 

Ceske R .W M W Orley feet 5.01e1 o cord 'court e. *TN 11~ geae e..CT e ile tona ere b ce- .e ed e yGoo 
Mee. site 1:44Mo .A i5..eer er ycAO.el 

7.477 CHIP Is WCLUOCO. txTRA CHIPS SELIG ism 

AY3 -1910 PROGRAMMABLE SOUND GENERATOR 
The AV3 -8910 is a 40 pm LSI chip with three oscillators. 
three amplitude controls, programmable noise generator. 
three mixers, an envelope generator. and three D/A 
converters that are controlled by 8 BIT WORDS No 
external pots or caps required This chip hooked to an 8 
bit microprocessor chip or Buss (8080. Z80.6800 etc ) can 
be software controlled to produce almost any sound. It 
will play three note chords. make bangs. whistles. sirens. 
gunshots. explosions, bleets. whines. or grunts In 
addition. it has provisions to control its own memory 
chips with two 10 ports The Chip requires 5V @ 15ma 
and a standard TTL clock oscillator A truly incredible 
Circuit 

$14.95 W /Basic Spec Sheet (4 pages) 
60 page manual with S -100 Interlace Instructions and 
several programming examples. 53.00 extra 

1/2W RESISTOR ASSORTMENT 
A good .er 015%640 10% 14 .es M both 1y11 4110 and PC lead Groan All 
Ile* ...0 quads 

IAsti 1 290 Doces 250 

7 WATT AUDIO AMP KIT 
SMALL $e001.1 ...MO IC AND KeOeeIITS SIT ON a T . 5' PC 
BOARD w.Cluct Dl NUNS OM 17voC nesut r OP eery .eo c,SuAT 
NEIDS AN .IeINew AM. Ll., THAN se sN0 s WAITS 

AT _1/ 41TH55O1 hr+ sass 

ULTRASONIC RELAY KIT 
INVISIBLE BEAM WORKS LIKE A PHOTO ELECTRIC 
EVE USE UP TO 25 FT. APART COMPLETE KIT ALL 
PARTS S PC BOARDS $21.50 

Po Sox 4O11244R 
Gotland TX 75040 
NEW, MUSIC FOR YOUR EARS 
Bullets Electronic Music Mater' Kit Ms single 21 PY, 
Microprocessor Chip viler ROM that has been 
Programmed to day the first 6 to 10 notes of tress popular 
tunes listed below Each tune can imply be addressed 
Inds ¡dually w played sequencelty at the push 01 button 
The 3 chime sequences are acteated al any time by 
separate switch closures w wren used as a 0O9rbeil one 
door can day songs while two Others won play different 
chimes The unit has a S watt audio Amp and tees rim on 
Other 12VAC or 1290C. Optional t 17VAC transformer .s 
available Construction is very Meple *Oral With any or 
to ohm speaker. or horn speaker (Not Included I Tun., 
can be remotely programmed using a single rotary switch. 

not included). d desired 

Complete Ka 515.55 Transformer 81.35 
/50/ operation on 117VAC) 

Tyhw r *Qat TN noon. Chr1d tr teagld aa.w 
Took. Dee.. Ame1.. A.rex. 15141411.44 114114414414 a.de SM W es. H INN lyN.a. SW wan Thew* a Ap41.4 Jo aMN G« Saw r. o Ci a.e.yr.n-..uotwrrtavalw. TI. t.d0/MDwM grer Loltey w..r.. C14+. t..a. Chow Daw. o C.. 

THE PERFECT TRANSFORMER 

ICI 
1 t 7VAC primary 12VAC secondary @ 200ma 
Great for all you CMOS. or low power TTL 
projects PC board mount Silt ea. 3/$2.50 
Size 1 5" W s 1 25" 1 1 25" H 

XAN SUPER DIGITS 
6' JUMBO LED RED 

also commaN cA .9 9 MW COMMON AH:: l 7 SEGMENT 
NOW A SUM DIADOUT AT A $4)MA lUSt Trees are 10.500y /ere. 
Wine LEO readouts 4011100040, a noria. as 0 by when Compore ou' 
prese anno lend for yours I00A, DIA burry tre supply e .MU 
MMCMT. COMMON MOOS OR COMMON CAT14009 

11490 
7905 
TOMOS 

LM391 t 

SSS 

723 
7$12 
I4602$ 
IL -1 

PARTS 
Bar/Graph Dun., .... .. 2.18 
SV to Regulator AS A 70.5 Reg SV (Hoe I AS 
Temp TraneduC. .... . _ . .. 1.10 
Timer IC 
Voltage Reg 14 Pin Dip .. ...... .N 
1A 12V Reg .... . . .. ............ M 
PUT W /Specs .50 
Opto 'senator W /Sped$ .N 

NOCOO s 

SEND CHECK M O OR CHARGE CARD NO 
PHONE ORDERS ACCEPTED ON 

VISA AND MASTERCHARGE ONLY 
(214) 278 -3553 

ADD 5% FOR SHIPPING 
TX RES ADD 5% STATE SALES TAX 
FOREIGN ORDERS ADD 10% (EXCEPT CANADA, 

(20% AIRMAIL) U S FUNDS ONLY 

C4t41499 5KG 04tS leareet 

(p lease print)

tIJ ~_ 20 1H.S
IX i1. Hl· 308HS< ~ ,,~703H-S 6/$2
lJJ 5.>:-,)! 7230 :S- 6/$2z: t :f:. 741M·S 15 /$2
- :l. ~i; 1458M-S 10 /$2
..J - "" 4558M·S 12/$2

x c 4 195TK·S 2/ $2

OTHER SEMICONDUCTORS
Gen purp signal d iodes 50 /$2
GT5306 NPN darlington 100/$8 .95
NPN sim 2N3904 100/$7 .95
PNP sim 2N2906 100/$8 .95
4N28-S o pto-Is ol . 5/ $2
SN76477-S sound IC 1/$2 .50
MA 1003·S 12V DC clock module 14.95

TH E PRICE IS RIGHT for expand ing m emory in
TRS·BO· ·1and -II, as well as man y o the r mach ines.
Low power. high speed (4 ~\H l) . Add $3 for 2 dip
shunts plus TRS·BO· co nversio n inst ruct ion s.

·TRS60 Ii oJ tro1 d~mll r k of l h ~ Tandy Corporo1 tion

TERMS: Cal res add tex . A llo ..... 5% For shipping; ~Jl,C~5S refunded.
Orders un der $15 add $ 1 hand lin q. W~ accept VISA" IM lls ter·
ce rd ' order s ($25 m in). Please inclu de street address lor UPS
de livery. Prices good throuqh cover mon th of ma g/lzin e.

Limited qua ntities - first come, first served.
So rry. a t these low prices we ca nnot includ e spec
sheets or accept CODltelephone orders. IC
numbers mu st inclu de the specia l -S suffix or you
wil l be charged our regular prices. Part s may be
hou se numbered or have dual m arkings.

tIJ 40 12·S 12 / $2o 4020·S 4/$ 2

:€ :g~~:~ 1~; : ~
U 4046'S - 2/$ 2

407 1-S 12 /$2
4093·S 4/$2
4507·S 4/$2
4510-S 2/ $2

THESE PRICES
ARE NOT

MISPRINTS !!

'®~~~~~.~
CIRCLE 47 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

SOLDERTAIL SOCKETS
~t7~. ~~~$gi·;550 /$4.95 24.28 pin : 30/$4 .95
20 pin: 40 /$4.95 40 pin: 20/ $4 .95

16K DYNAMIC RAM SPECIAL: 8/$39

(206) 221-7483

CIRCLE 69 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

ELECTRONIC
DESIGN LABCA·16

Components not included
• Variable functiongenerator

1HZ to 100 KHZ TTL, CMOS logiclevels
• Six regulated supply voltages, all short

circuit proof, including 5 volt 1amp
• Four logic indicatorsanddebounce switches
• TwoCMOStoTTLconvertors
• Two large breadboards,allpoint topoint

connections-no soldering

Everything is at the users fi nger tips. Our
Design Labwill soon pay for itself in time
and component savings. An excellent aid
for engineers, technicians, students, and
hobbyists. $99 . 9 ~ .

Free brochure

CASCADE LABS
4156South Alder Avenue
Freeland,Washington 98249

Year 1

(p lease pr int)

RADIO-ELECTRONICS®
BACK ISSUE DEPARTMENT
200 Park Avenue, South
New York, NY 10003

Month _

City

State ,Zip --- - I

Issue(s) requested : (if available)

Month Year I

IS YOUR

allia
lllIlIlrallills.

LIBRARY
COMPLETE?

Address

Name

Back Issues are available for most
months of the last (3) years @ $3.00
each, postpaid. Please send your
check or money order to:

rP>© ~@~ 1!j1©11~1!j11!j1 ~
~@11I1@«j)@J rx 1~©1!j1©

• 76477 CHIP IS INCLUDED. EXT RA CHIPS $3.16 EAai

2.50
.99

.. .60
1.10
.49
.50
.99
.50
.60

PARTS
Ba r/ Graph Dri ver
5V 1A Reg ul ator
'hA TO-5 Reg. 5V (Hse . # ) .
Temp. T ran sdu cer
Timer IC
Vo lta ge Reg . 14 Pin Dip
l A 12V Reg .
P.U .T. W/Specs .
Opto Isol at or W/S pecs

Tunes: 'rc reeeer ' Wlllam Tell · H"I~ujahChorus ' Star Spangled Banner
• Yank.. Doodl e ' America. America ' Deulschland Leld · Wedding March
• BHlhcwen's5th and91h· Hl'Il' sBe.. · LaVlenEn Ro.. • SlarWarl Theme
• Clementine· Augustine ' Jing le Bl'I ls' God SlYe The Qu..n· Colo".1
Bogey · Mal'Hlllalse· 0 SoleMlo· Santa l.u cia · The End · Blue Danube·
Brahms l.u llaby • Weslmlnlster Chime· Simple Chime' DH cending
oe ta.... Chime.

~E.'loI\ MUSIC FOR YOUR EARS
Bullet's Electronic Music Maker'" Kit has a single28 Pin
Microprocessor Ch ip with ROM that has been
programmed to play the first 6 to 10 notes of the25 pop ular
tun es li sted below. Each tune can easily be addr essed
ind ividu all y or played sequ encially at the push of a button.
Th e 3 chime sequences are activat ed at any time by
separate switc h closures so when used as a doo rbell , one
dO~Jr can play ~ongs whil e two others wilt play different
chimes. The Unit has a 5 watt audio Amp and will run on
either 12VAC or 12VOC . Optional 117VAC tran sformer is
available Construction is very simple. works with any8or
16 ohm speaker. or horn speak er. (Not lncluded.) Tun es
can be remotely prog rammed using as ingle rotary swit ch.
(not inc lud ed), if desired .

Complete Kit . $16 .95 Transformer $1.35
(For ope rati on on 117VAC )

XAN SUPER DIGITS
.6" JUMBO LED RED

6920 COMM ON CATHODE 99
6640 CO... ...ON ANODE . 7 SEGMENT

(Ass t.) 200 p lece s!2 .00

AY3·8910 PROGRAMMABLE SOUND GENERATOR

Th e AY3-89 10 is a 40 pin LSI chip with thre e osc il lators.
thr ee amplitude co nt ro ls, programm able noise generator,
th ree mixers. an envelope generator , and three D/A
convert ers th at are controlled by 8 BIT WOR DS. No
exte rna l pots or caps required. This ch ip hooked to an 8
bit micropr ocessor chip o r Buss (8080. Z80. 6800 etc .) can
be softw are controlled to produce almost any sound . It
wil l play thr ee note cho rds , make bang s, whistles, sirens .
gunshot s. explosio ns, bleets, whines. or grunts. In
add it ion. it has pro visi ons to control its own mem or y
chips with two 10 ports. The chip requires +5V @ 75ma
and a stand ard TT L clock osc illa to r. A tru ly incred ib le
cir cui t.

$14.95.WIBasic Spec Sheet (4 pages)
60 page manu al wit h 8 -100 int erface inst ruct ions and
several programming examp les, $3.00 extra .

7 WATT AUDIO AMP KIT
SMALL. SINGLE HYBRID rc ANO COMPONENTS FIT ON A r lI:: 3N PC
BOARD (INCLUDED). RUNS ON 12VDC GREAT FORANYPROJECT THAT
NEEDS AN INEXPENSIVE AMP. LESS THAN 3'" THO @ 5 WATTS
COMPATIBLE WITH SE-01 SOUND KIT. $5.95

ULTRASONIC RELAY KIT
INVISIBLE BEAM WORKS LI KE A PHOTO ELECTR IC
EYE. USE UP TO 25 FT. APART. COMPLETE KIT. ALL
PARTS & PC BOARDS . $21.50

THE PERFECT TRANSFORMER

~
117VAC prim ary. 12VAC secondary @ 200ma

'. • Gr eat for all you CMOS . or iow power TTL
proj ects. PC bo ard mount. 99¢ ea. 3/$2 .50
Size : 1.5" W x 1.25" D x 1.25" H

1/2W RESISTOR ASSORTMENT
A good mi x o f 5% an d 10% var.res in bo th fu ll lead and PC lead de vices All
new . f ir st q ualit y .

NOW A SUPER READOUT AT A SUPER BUYI Th ese are factory fr esh
prime LED readou ts. no t seconds o r rejec ts as so ld by ot he rs ,C om pare our
pr ice and se nd fo r yo urs tod ay. but hurry , the supp ly is limited !

•SPECIFY: COMMON ANODE OR COMMON CATHODE

1.59

$ 1 8 .50

(CA3046) Transistor Array . .75
400V 6A TR IAC TO-66 75
RCA Tr ansistor Arr ay .80
Tone Decod er . . .. .. . . . . . . . .99
PLL CMOS 99
Quad Comparato r 89
High Freq NPN TO-92 .. .6/1 .00

NPN GEN PUR. .... .. . .8/1 .00

VCEO = 450 VOC IC = 3A (5A Peak)

FOR TV HORIZONTAL SECTIONS: HIGH
VOLTAGE REGULATORS
REPLACES: 2N5076. 2N5077. 2N5838. 2N5665.
BDY94. BU126. 2SC2121. 2N5840. 2SC1046.
2N5466. T1P556 AND MANY OTHERS.

.. ... .............. .. ....... ...

The SE-OllS a ccrnptete k rt tb at
con tains all the parts to bu ild a
pr og rammab le sound eff ect s
genera to r Oeslgned arou nd
the new Teu s Insl ruments
SN7 6477 Soynd Chip. the
bOard pr o vsdes banks of MIN I
DIP SWitc hes and pots to
program the vario us co m
emene ns c tene SLF OSCillato r.
VCO. NOise, On e Sho t. and
Envelope Co nt ro ls A Qua d Op
Amp IC rs used to Implement
an Adj usta ble Pulse Gener a
tor . Level Co mparator and
Multiplex OSCIllato r lo r even
more versatil Ity The 3 '/0" Jl, 5"
PC Board features a prototype
area to allow for user added
cIrCUit ry . Easil y progra mmed
to d uplica te ElI::plo slon s.
Ph. sor Gun s, st eam Tr ain s, or
almost an inf ini te num ber of
oth er sound s. Th e uni t has a
multiple o f appl ications The
low price Includes all par ts ,

assembly manual, pr~\l ramm l ng charts. and deta iled 76477 ch ip speci
trc at rc ns It run s on a 9V battery (not Included) On bo ard l00MW amp
Will dnv e a sma ll speaker d irec t ly. or the unit can be connected to you r
stereo wrth incredibl e resutts! (Speak er not Included)

LM3046
RCA 40430
CA3086
LM567
CD4046
LM3302
2SC1849

MPS A20

'Sou n d Effects Kit

NPN HIGH VOLTAGE

~
HOU SE #

(f)

~
Z
o
cr.
t5w
..J
W

Io
is
<:cr.
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:14995 

NT T oos, 
(PME u TEST 

TELEP1ILINE IC DEV 

MITO TEREO PpRDDDCS 
FREE 8 pc. Tool Set (value S 14.95) with 5200. 00 purchase al me rchandise from this ad 

Logic Probe 
,Wü C" Wi POt,tp 

'IS RPM AS shoe 
050 

In( 14,11 te0011 

Function Generator 
Nod '15795 

Portable Digital 
Capacitance Meter 

r,:;.:k.t6 
r to Tang's for 

.1We and resawon I 
. lase bawe read LED ae MMI 120 . ACCL7[\ 

1( PRECISION 

rDIGITAL MULTIMETERS 
P. 

Sinclair 
PDM 35 

r Beckman : . TECH 310 

$4995 

Hickok 
LX 303 

'6950 

,;:.i. 

-I 
Simpson 461 

'140. 

. 

100 MHz 8 -Digit Counter 

'12750 
Preassembled Proto 

Boards ''%.311" $4995 
.e 

. au'Dti :Yü:.. 
rains rar OT 595 soviets 

OT 598 Sus saps a"d lour 

3': -Digit 0.1 °° Digital 
Capacitance Meter 

;4 12380 

Prolo Board with 
Built -in Power 
Supplies C 

:9nen'pxl - 

do sisa es .., 
f12955 IIIttNN maim 

OWN 3001 g S9 . 

Aar S170 

LEADER 

3 'z -Digit DMM 
with LCD Readout 
01.DC accuracy 0 

06ptry 
1G0rCurrr 

:,epebi %ovv MORA o .. 
' resorJ..on Rem ter 

Dual Trace 5 30 MHz 

Triggered Scope 

25 MHz , 
Dual Trace : 1 I 

Time Base, : .I 
RF Wide Band Signal 
Generator Model LSG 16 

:: Sa'e if' ox. l:c :c. 
Mt t0 100 MM: Irto rartoe ]00 

. . M 1larmn^. 

Call for Discount Prices 
Model 147W 

rTECHNICIAN AIDS 
11tiler Veldt 
Attache 
Style 
M:la TC100 ST 

$29999 
Service 
Master 

p Cordless Soldering b0 Iron $299' 
77tavna! -Spot '299 WAHL 
Circuit Tester 

Mode 95 SM 

5 
$4995 

EDSYN SOLDAPULLT' 
Desoldering Tool $1695 

410 

1Veller'Controlled - 

Output Soldering 
Station 5-- sc 

$55495 

Magnifier Lamp 

Econo-Lamp 

L 
Model 03017 Mode. IL í3,A 1695 '4950 

M_d. M,, 'A 

30 MHz 
Portable 
Frequency 
Counter 

565 

HICKOK s16995 SPECIALS Digital CB 

In -Line Tester 
tasr.es a lgnl7r 0Itput 

00a1aens0cz 
ireency power 

SWR Mother,..... 

' RCA -VIZ 
Super Chro -Bar 
Mold wR -53íA 
441, 

:8995 
Portable VOM RC Circuit Box 
Multitester 

'$1995 $42. 
Model VM520 

Transistorized 
LCR T 
Bridge 
Mode' LCR 74C - -- 

ClDIo:4 ct ': St4 Ran.^ X$S ras 

with Calibrated 
Variable Delay 
Model LDO.SISA 

1 sic 10 S s 

es 

1ey 

" AR STEREO PRODUCTS 

Mode) 

TELEPHONE Telephone A n riny 
DEVICES _, 

MURAPHONE 
Cordless .?.6 ii r- 
Telephone 

I 
° d 

System M°de. SSC Mode ,^^ 
ÍÍ 

Model 1400 '7995.01 Model 

x24995 

\L GTE 
:3795 
lip- Phone - A 

7 

0 
Molli WC 412A J 

In -Dash Car Stereos 
8 -Track Tape Player with - - AM FM MPX Radio 45250 Modi C : 

7; 

Auto Revrse Cassette Tape 
. _ Player wih AM FM MPX Radi 
V Model CAS 999 '7995 

Cassette Tape er with 
AM MPX Radio 1750 
Mutei CAS Ili 

Stereo Power Booster 
Model POW 40 

'2495 11%10 

Chess Challenger 7 

Moda ae: 

$7995 

20 
MHz Dual 
Trace Oscilloscope 
Model 110 508A .. -:yes 

Call for Discount Prices 

6 x9 
3 -Way 
Speaker 

OP:Ylc 6015 
s149s ea. 

Miniature High Fidelity 
3 -Way Stereo Speakers 
MINI speakers 
MAXI 
sound 
Mkl 
rs -s 

$6g5o 
Pe Kw'te9s 

84 Cast ANirrwh/n long 7010 
woota Son howl twee 

wr ttenOtd Morangt Spasm 
e0 20 DDD Hr SOW ' n^s 

1 

`. 
kioCANON Calculator 
Portable Printer with 
Adding Machine Tape 

.;( Yo Molli PIO o 

69 i 

Portable Oscilloscopes 
15 MHz 
Dual Trace 
Triggered o 

Miniscope s..T O: 

:38995 ' s 
Wok' MS21S 

15 MHz Triggered Miniscope 
Mode, MS 15 'x' $28995 
30 MHz Dual Trace 
Triggered Miniscope 
M :de. MS :11 $49995 

BS R X -10 Remore Control for 
lights 3 Appliances 

I Pc Stndrd'tarty IN Ow WNW: Co. _ ' - . .a-d Yawn OM 111 Mo 67950 
s c uwtn.e Swrer KK One 1 r, OaArM Mv1 

Y 

-- 
55 ('qnkin St Farnun9dale N Y. 11735 

e ' 

Master tN srge Au eW Ma M Coo fowl 

VI SA COD 
'25 IM 500 g i BankAmerlcar 

d w' . M ' 3 54 

Sg M w 750 00 

Money Ordet /st M w 10ga M U iM 
12 50 

MI 

check 
wrtees 

nts add appropriate sales tax 

. ;tale r de 

TOLL I 
FREE nNy. State call(516) 752.0050 

800)645 -9518 
147 

o
o
--i
o
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m
:c....
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o
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6"X9".:~.'3-Way ...,~
Speaker
Mod,l $14 95
BP2000.69TR ea.
• 20oz. ceramic magnet

Simpson 461
CompleteWith n1ckel
cadmium banenes . AC
cnarqer adapter. test
leads $14995

20
MHz Dual
Trace Oscilloscope
Model lBO·5D8A With probes

Call for Discount Prices

Miniature High Fidelity
3-Way Stereo Speakers
MINI speakers
MAXI
sound
Mod,l
HF-9
$6 9 50 pr R.o S1 4995

• Ole Cast Aluminum. Long Throw
Woofer • Solt Dome Tweeter
• Extended MidrangeSpeaker
• 80·20 .000 Hz. 50W.8ohms

. 22 MIl mput
resistance. 10 Amp
AC OC - t SOOV Ovenoad
• 6KVIransient
Protection. 2 year
Danery hie
$140.

Transistorized
LCR =,.,.,......--.;
Bridge
ModellCR-740
• Highlyaccurate 3 digit readout .
Operateson one9Vbattery or With AC
adapter . Measures inductance .
capaotance . resistance and lossfactor

DIGITAL MULTIMETERS

j Sinclalr Hickok\Ii.=-
• . PDM35 LX 303 =

'c-=J Reg 56995 $6 9 50
J;;:J $4995

LYWlJ .1l,..,..",'i l~... _ ,

... ._. ; Beckman .••,j,••• ,

~ TECH310

I~
!10;@0§!

LEADER 25 MHz . •• •• I

~
. . ~. D.ualTrace : ~hl .

Time BaseC···. ":}:/
i" . ......: f: I "-" ' . with Calibrated

RF Wide Band Signal Variable Delay
Generator ModellSG·16 ModellBO.515A withprobes
• Solid state FET oscillator circuttrye • 1~sec to 5 sec built-In delay
100kHz to tOOMHztree. range - 300
MHz on harmonics

Chess Challenger 7
• 7 levels of play n,;...",............-,
Mod,l BBC • ~ I
R"l 5110 00 "',.:,,~.~ . .. \
$7995 • Ur.[J.RL,.• ttJ ••

CANON Calculator
Portable Printer with

_ : Addi ng Ma chi ne Tape

\~~ ;69~~ '0

Stereo Power Booster
ModelPOW·40
. 4QWstereo
• 20Wper channel
• Bass boost

CAR STEREO PRODUCTS
In-Dash Car Stereos
~ a-Track Tape Player with
~~ AM/FM/MPX Radio $5 2 50,0 I<G Madel C-777

~
AutoReverse Cassette Tape

....~ Player with AM/FM/MPX Radio
.~ Mod el CAS-999 $7995
~ Cassette Tape Player with ,

- . J AM/FM/MPX Radio $57 50..t!=.... ModelCAS-888

BSR X10Remote Controlfor
• Lights& Appl iances

4 Pc Sta nda rd Starter Kit . One { II Std!lOarc (;{Imm.Jnd ReQ S87 95
• ~lJ~t • TtoC 121 Lamp MOdults • Ont ttJ ~pbdnce $7950

5 Pc urtrascmc Start er Kit · Dne (1 ) Delu.lt urtnscmc R~ 5112 95

~l~~;\~;~e: : 8~: 1\\J :~~~a~~lQu~ ~mot t UM • t-e $9995

l amp t.lOOutts S14.50 StanO.Jlll Commana ConSOle S36.00

W~l~~~~~ ~~~~ ~~~:~g ult ras~~~CH~n~~~ Rr:~ret S59 . 95

Model2815
Dua l Trace 5" 30 M..:..:H.=z_~
Triggered Scope
• Rise time 11 .7 ns or
less . BUIlt-in Signal
delay line. Flat
response wlUl smooth
rolioH past 30 MHz 
smv.crn verticalsensitivity
Probes mciuceo

Call for Oiscount Prices

CODE-A-PHONE
Telephone Answering
~

I -&

Function Generator
~.~d~I,~~09\ $1 57 95
• Sme- . square-
tnanole- and I

separate TI L
square .....ave
output

Preassembled Proto Proto Board with
~ Boards Built-in Power

~:.dl'~~ $4995 Supplies
FUlly assembled breadboard • Regulated
contains four OT·595sockets . • Short-proof
seven OT-59B busstnpsandfour Reg $15495

5·way binding posts $12995 Model PB.203A

3Y2-Di.git 0.1% Digital r--\ Mod,I3oo1
Capacitance Meter R.o St9000
- 9ranges tram 1999 pF10 t99.9"F..$17 0
• 01 ~o of reading accuracy . Auto - -
over and under range mdrcatron

100 MHz 8-Digit Counter-=v- -4
• 20 Hz to 100 MHz range. LED display : •• tJi
~;~~r ~~~~~ci J C st~6°00 $1 2 7 50 -

Logic Probe
• Compact o rcun powered .
Detectspulsesasshortas 50
p sec - OTl TIL HTl CMOS
compatIbility

$4495

TELEPHONE
DEVICES

MURAPHONE •
Cordless \ I • . .. . tJ:.

TelePhoni ' '''
System _ "'00'11550 Mod,I150o
1$7 9 95() 'J. ~:~oSi~~ ~~"nQ Mod,l1400 ~: ~3:~'95
I $2 7 9 95 $1 9 9 95 $24 9 95

,~ - GTE Flip-Phone'· :\\
~.,; $3795

Bmmm.tt I-:II.CKOK $1 6 9 95 SPECIALS
30 MHz Digital CB ~
P rt bl In-Line Tester~. , RCA-VIZ ~o a e _M,asures all 4 • ,:>e ~ ~ Super Chro-Bar
Frequency transrrutteroutput ~ 4 ' MdIWR-538A
C cnaractensncs • 0 e 1ounter Frequency _Power R.o S2995
R.g 513000 _SWR _Modulation '. Model 388 $8 9 95

$P6 .~_ P~~t~ft~~t~?M ~£ r~1,~g~il1 5~?X ~! t ~~ :!o'
. c - 20Kl lVOC to tOMll) -t8

<.. ~ '.: J '. - toKll VAC ga~~o:~/s (tOOplto
l. ~ e,.·\$1 9 95 R.gS4995 $4 2 .

Mode l1827. ~~Mode l VM520 Includestest leads ModelWC 412A

TECHNICIAN AIDS ~'" ~ y~;~ I:SS ~~Idering
Weller:Xcelite· f 00 29 WAHL
Attache ' ,C TIwtnud-Sp.o.t $29~95
Style I , CircuitTester
Mod,lTCl DO ST r FindS laulty components
R"l $ 95 MOd'; Mod,l QUickly and easuy

549995 .2 9 9 7800 5800 Weller·Controlled
Service S Id . ::::::;pMaster Output 0 er!ng ModelWTCPN
Mod,199-SM Station R.o S77 50

R.o $4 9 95 Econo-Lamp $5495
$79.95 • Spring balancedarms . _

EDSYN SOLDAPULLT ~ ~~:~~~t~~~ ~ ~~~g'~ -R~~k'O Magnifier Lamp
Desolderlnq Tool $1695 Yellow .Blue. Bl ack.Oyster PreCISion grounO ano pohshed

Wh ite - Ul for 60W 95 magnltlcatlonlens $4950c::=:••~7~ Mode lOS.017 Mod,lXl-334A $16 . Model MG10A

lESl EQUlPMEN1, 100lS,
lElE'ftONE DEV'i\~lS

1l1U~0 SlE\\EO '"!~,' """"dl" 1m"lhl, adn S14 95)withS200.00 p
FREE 8 pc .Tool Set{value . .
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100W CLASS A T 
POWER AMP KIT 

Dynamic Bias Class "A' circuit design makes this 
unit unique m its class. Crystal clear. 100 watts 
Dower output will satisfy the most picky fans. A per- 
fete combination with the TA1020 low T I.M ste- 
reo pre-amp. 

Specifications. 
utput D wer: 100W RMS into 8-ohm 

125W RMS into 4 -ohm 
Frequency response: 10Hz 100 KHz 
T H.D.: less than 0.008% 
S/N ratio: better than 80dB 
Input sensitivity. IV max 
Power supply 40V @ 5 amp 

TA -1000 KIT iii 551.95 

Power 
transformer 
Sts oo each 

MARK IV 15 STEPS 
LED POWER LEVEL 

INDICATOR KIT 
This new stereo level indicator kit consists of 36 4- 
color LED (15 per channel) to indicate the sound 
level output of your amplifier from 36dB - 3413. 
Comes with a well -designed silk screen printed plas 
tic panel and has a selector switch to allow floating 
or gradual output indicating Power supply is 6o In D.0 with TMG on board input sensitivity con- 
trots This unit can work with any amplifier from 1W 
to 200W! 
Kit includes 70 pcs driver transistors. 38 pcs 
matched 4 -color LED. all other electronic compon 
ergs. PC board and front panel 

T DIGITAL AUTO 
SECURITY SYSTEM 

4 DIGITS 
PERSONAL CODE" E. ` 
SPECIAL $19.95 

proximity trig e 
voltage triggered 
mechanically triggered 

This alarm protects you and itself' Enter,ng pr 
tected area will set it off. sounding your car hm- 
or siren you add Any change in voltage will a ' 

trigger the alarm into action If cables with r. 

seniler compartment are tut trio unit protects ..,: 

by sounding the alarm. 3-WAY PROTECTION! 
Ail units 'actor,/ assembled and tested - No! a kr --. - -- MARK IV KIT $31.50 
ANEW LED ARRAY AND 

DRIVER FOR 
LEVEL METERS 

This series corers a wide range of level indication 
uses, output and input voltage, time related change. 
temperature. light measurement and sound level. The 
problem of uneven brilliance often encountered with 
LED arrangements as well as design problems caused 
by using several units of varying sire are substan- 
U7Ily reduced 12 LEDs in one bar 

LED ARRAY 
GL-112R3 Red. Red. Red $5.50 
GL- 112N3Green, Yellow. Red $8.50 
GL -112M2 Green. Green. Red $0.50 
GL-112G3 Gee- Geer een 55.50 

30W 30W STEREO 
HYBRID AMPLIFIER KIT 

It works in 12V DC as well! Kit includes 1 PC SANYO 
STK -043 stereo power amp IC LM 1458 as pre amp. 
all other electronic parts. PC Board. all control 

pots and special heat 
sink for hybrid. P r owe 
transformer not in 
chided. It produces ultra I hi -fi output up to 60 j. 11 

_ watts (30 watts per 
channel) yet gives out 
less than 0.1 Y. total liar 

S32 50 PER KIT monic distortion between 
100Z and 10KH 

PROFESSIONAL 
10 OCTAVE STEREO 

GRAPHIC EQUALIZER!! 

- - --- 

Graphic equalizer have been used for years in sour. 
studios and concert arenas but were too expensive 
to be considered for home use. Now we offer you the 
facillty at an affordable price. This unit can extend 
your control of your HrFI system by minimizing the 
non- linearities of the combined speaker /room Sys 
tem Fantastic features as follows 

10 double slide Controls for two channels 
Cut out rumble. surface noise and hiss 
Minimizes speaker /room nonlineantles 
Frequency response from 30Hz to 16KHz 
10 tone controls plus defeat. monitor and tape 
selector. 

. Control range 12dß in 10 octaves ((30Hz. 60H; 
1ontro 240Hz. 500Hz. 1 n 10 2KHr. 4KHZ. BKHZ. 
16KHr.) 
Operating voltage 117V $0 /60Hz 

FACTORY ASSEMBLED UNIT, NOT A KIT 

SPECIAL PRICE 5117.00 ea 

510.50 

BATTERY POWERED 
FLUORESCENT LANTERN 

MOflí 
., 

FEATURES 
Cacudry. designed for operation by high 
efficient, high power silicon transistor 
which enable illumination 

the 
maintain in a 

standard to lecer even the battery supply 
drops to a /daain low voltage. 
ce 6W cool /daylight miniature fluores 
cent tube 
8 x 1.5V UM1 (size 0) dry cell battery. 
Easy sliding door for changing batteries. 

EA 
Stainless reflector with wide angle in- 
reasin lumination of the lantern. 

g 

- ---- 
2.28 MOM 

LED DRIVERS 

LED. 
is an I.C. LED 

is 
designed to dried. 

cop. The number 
the 

of LED a lineanp illumnatal 2c 
cording to Me conrol De input is 2 
Operating vMtaUE is 9 1EL 

VU 

C SS.35 EACH 
DUEL CHANNEL VU METER 

P C BOARD AVAILABLE AT $1.50 EA. 

PROFESSIONAL FM 
WIRELESS MICROPHONE 

'ECT model WEM16 is a factory assembled FM wire 
ess microphone powered by an AA size battery 
Transmits in the range of U-108MHz with 3 transis 

sertElement built-in plastc tube typeecase. ml een 
is 

G"" hoop. With a standard FM radio can be heard 
anywhere on a one acre lo' .. .._.3 .,y was 
udged very good - 
$16.50 

STEREO AMPLIFIER 

60 W 
LLL 1 

R 60 W 
1 ) ty - a ' I - 

COMPLETED UNIT - NOT A Kilt 
DCL pre amp 8 power stereo amp with bass. mid- 
dle. treble 3 -way tone control. Fully assembled and 
tested. ready to work Total harmonic distortion less 
than 0.5% at full power Output maximum is 60 
watts per channel at S:! Power supply is 24 - 36V 

AC or DC Complete unit Assembled $49.50 tit' 
Power transformer S 8.50 ea. 

SUB MINI SIZE FET 
CONDENSER MICROPHONE 

Specification. 
Sensitivity. - 65dB _ 3db 
FEO. Response: 50 Hz 8 KHz 
Outputtmpedance 1K ohm max 
Polar Pattern. 

Lever 

Omni-directional 
POwer Supply 1 SV 10V D.0 
Sound Pressure Level Max 120': 
EM4RP $2.50 ea or 21nr $4.50 

FLASHER LED 
Unique design combines a Jumbo red LED with an ;': 
flasher chip in one ylckage, Operates. directly t qr- 
5V -7V DC. No dropping resistor Wed Pulse rate 
3Hz @ SV 20mA. . NEW MARK III 

_: 9 Steps 4 Colors - - - -- LED VU 
" 

2 for f2.20 

BIPOLAR LED RED /GREEN 
2 colors in one LED, green and red, changes color 
when reverse voltage supply Amazing 

2 FOR S1.60 

Stereo level indicator kit with arc-shape display 
Panel"' This Mark III LED level indicator is a new 
des! n PC board with an arc -shape 4 colors LED des 

play g)change color from red, yellow. green and the 
Ptak output indicated by rose) The power range is 
very large, from 30dß to 5dB The Mark Ill in- 
dicator is applicable to t watt - 200 watts amplifier 
operating voltage is 3V - 9V DC at max 400 MA The 
circuit uses 10 LEDs per channel It is very easy to 
connect to the amplifier. Just hook up with the 
spaker output' 

INKITFORMf10S0 

SW AUDIO AMP KIT 
- 2 LM 380 with Volume Control 

au Power Suply 6 18V DC 

ONLY $O.00 EACH 
LCD CLOCK MODULE! 

0.5" LCD 4 digits display X'ql controlled Or- 
cults D.C. powered battery) 12 hr. or 1i hr 
display 24 hr. back- set 

lights 
min. 

Dual 
time 

zone 
disr 

On board dual back-up lights Dual time zone ills- 
viay Stop watch function 

PROFESSIONAL 
PANEL 

TvoeMU -52E 

METERS 
A 0-5011A 8.50 

I B. 0 -30VDC 8.50 a. 
C. O -50VOC 8.50 ea. 

I D. 0.3ADC 9.00 ea. 

j E. 0- 100VDC 9.00 ea. 

All meters white lace w ih black 
scales Plastic cover 

NIC1200(121r $24.50 EA. 
mum) 124 WI $85 5GfA 'ar E SOUND ACTIVATED 

DISCO LIGHT KIT 
. alesi des.; ,;.th pt!" 
sound and _ .. e .... ;r (not ' 

:'udedl will change colors with the rhythm of t, 
rustc, controlled by 3 ranges, low, middle and hips 
ideal for party bar. or home entertainment. Max. con- 
trolled output 1000 watts per color (3 colors). :t includes aluminum cabinet. all electronic parts 
,r.7 "oar and trans! r. 

(Color Organ) 

$15.50 per kit 

TY -23 A 

WANT TO BUILD YOUR 
OWN BLACK MAGIC BOX 
ON TOP OF THE TV FOR 

FIRST RUN MOVIES? 

We have all the parts including hard to t- 
UHF vuiactor tuners and P.C. board 

Call us for more information. ` I 

NN 
SPE L 0.5" LED ». ;1; 

ALARM CLOCK MODULE 
ASSEMBLED! NOT A KIT! 

Features I digits 0 S'" LED Displays '. 
real time format 24 hours alarm aud,c 

59 -- - -- -'-..- ,mer 10 min snooze 
.: u n ï WAY $7.00 EACH r' SPECIAL TRANSFORMEr. /2 r' 

FOR CLOCK 
... ...- iFREEI 

CIRCLE 22 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

I ~.

$5.50
$6.50
S6.50
$6.50

---- ,~lo

This series covers a wide range of level indication
uses, output and inpu t voltage, time related change,
temperature, light measurement and sound level. The
problem of uneven brilliance often encountered with
LEDarrangements aswell as designproblemscaused
by using several units of varying size are substan
tially reduced, 12 LEOs in onebar:

LEDARRAY
GL-112R3 Red, Red, Red
GL-112N3 Green, Yellow,Red
GL-112M2 Green, Green, Red
GL-112G3 Green, Green, Green

2.28"

LED DRIVERS
1R 2406G is an I.C, specially designed to drive, 12
LED. The number of LED is lineally ill um inated ac
cord ing to the control voltage input terminal 21,
Operatinq voltage is 9 12V D,C, 55.35EACH

OUELCHANNEL VU METER
P.C. BOAROAVAILABLE AT $4.50 EA.

PROFESSIONAL FM
WIRELESS MICROPHONE

TECT mode l WEM-16is a factory assembled FM wire
iess microphone powered by an AA size battery.'
Transmits in the range of 88-108MHz with 3 transis
tor circuits and an omn i-directional electric conden
ser. Element built-in plastic tube type case; mike is
6'/." iong. With a standard FM radio, can be heard
anywhere on a one-acre lot; sound Quality was
judged very good,
$16.50 , - •

DIGITAL 'AUTO
SECURITY SYSTEM

4 DIGITS ~Jr~~~gl::JPERSONAL CODE!} ) 3.', .f)
SPECIAL $19.95 /J

• proximity trig ge~~rl;~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~;
• voltagetriggere'd'
• mechanically triggered
This alarm protects you and itself! Entering pro
tected area wil l set it off, sounding your car horn
or siren you add, Any change in voltage will also
trigger the alarm into action. If cables within pas
senger compartment are cut, the unit protects ltselt
by sounding the alarm, 3.WAY PROTECTION!

All units factory assembled and tested - Not a kit!

A NEW LED ARRAY AND
DRIVER FOR

LEVEL METERS

MARK IV KIT $31.50

STEREO AMPLIFIER

MARK IV 15 STEPS
LED POWER LEVEL

INDICATOR KIT
This new stereo level Indicator kit consists of 36 4
color LED (15 per channel) to indicate the sound
level output of your ampiifier from - 36dB ,." + 3dB,
Comes with a well-designed silk screen printedplas
tic panel and has a selector switch to allow floating
or gradual output indicating. Power supply is 6,."
12V D.C. with THG on board input sensitivity con
trois, This unit can work with any amplifier from 1W
to 200Wl
Kit includes 70 pes, driver transistors, 38 pes.
matched 4-color LED, all other electronic compon
ents, PC board and front panel.

30W+ 30W STEREO
HYBRID AMPLIFIER KIT ,

It works in 12V DCas well! Kit includes 1 PC SANYO
STK-043 stereo power amp. IC LM 1458 as pre amp,
all other electronic parts, PC Board, all control

pots and special heat
sink for hybrid. Power
transformer not in
cluded. It produces ultra
hi- fi output up to 60
walts (30 walts per
channel) yet gives out
less than0.1% total har-

$32 50 PER KIT monic distortionbetween
. 100Mz and 10KHz,

BATTERY POWERED
FLUORESCENT LANTERN

MODEL 888R FEATURES

~
• Circuitry: designed for operation by high

efficient, high power siiicon transistor
, I which enable illumination maintain in a

I standard level even the battery supply
, drops to a certain low voltage.

• 9" 6W cool/daylight miniature fluores
cent tube.

• 8 x 1.5V UM-1 (size D) dry celi battery,
• Easy sliding door for changing batteries.

$1050 EA • Stainless reflector with wide angle in-. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -11
. creasing iumination of the lantern.

FLASHER LED
Unique design comb inesa jumbo red LED with an Ie
flasher chip.i n , Qn~ p.?ckag~,.OJ).wJl.t,e.$ ,dj re ct!y~!l.Q.I)1...
5V-7V DC, No dropping reslsfor heded, Pul se ral e
3Hz @ 5V20mA.

2 for S2 .20

TA·1000KIT
$51.95
Power

transformer
$15.00 each

PROFESSIONAL
10 OCTAVE STEREO

GRAPHIC EQUALIZERII

Graphic equal izer have been used for years in sound
studios and concert arenas but were too expensive
to be considered for home use..Now we offer you the
facil ity at an affordable price. This unit can extend
your control of your Hi-Fi system by minimizing the
non-linearities of the combined speaker/room sys
tem, Fantastic features as follows:
• 10 doubleslide controls for two channel s
• Cut out rumble, surface noiseandhiss
• Minimizes speaker/room non-Iinearities
• Frequency response from 30Hzto 16KHz
• 10 tone controls plus defeat, monitor and tape

selector.
• Control range == 12dB in 10 octaves (30Hz, 60Hz,

120Hz, 240Hz, 500Hz, 1KHz, 2KHz, 4KHz, 8KHz,
16KHz.)

• Operating voltage 117V SO/60Hz,
FACTORY ASS EMBLEDUNIT, NOT A KIT

SPECIAL PRICE$117.00 ea

-----
'~~~-:-~~~!~~-=~-~ =-- ~

... - -- - -_ . _ . _ - -

100W CLASS A
POWER AMP KIT

Dynamic Bias Class "A" circuit design makes this
unit unique in its class. Crystal clear, 100 watts
power outputwil l satisfy the most picky fans. A per
fect combination with the TA-1D20 low T.I.M. ste
reo pre-amp.
Specifications:
• Output power: 100WRMS into 8-ohm

125W RMS into 4-ohm
• Frequency response: 10Hz - 100 KHz
• T.H.D.: iess than0.008%
• SIN ratio: better than80dB
• Input sensitivity: IV max.
• Power supply: ::;: 40V@ 5 amp

... .'

We haveall theparts includinghard to find
. UHFvariactor luners and P,C, board.

Cali us for more lnlormatlon.

WANT TO BUILD YOUR
OWN BLACK MAGIC BOX
ON TOP OF THE TV FOR

FIRST RUN MOVIES?

.)ji 17'5:'
f 1..: • • •

5W AUDIO AMP KIT

~
. 2 LM 380 with Volume Control

UUJJJ ",Power Suply 6 18V DC
ONLY$6.00 EACH

PROFESSIONAL
PANEL METERS

~f
A. 0-50UA 8.50 ea.
B. 0-30VDC 8.50 ea.

, -. ~ C, 0-50VDC 8.50 ea.
D. 0-3ADC 9.00 ea.1 E. 0-100VDC 9.00 ea.

--- , .~~~ All meters white face with black
t vne MU-52E scales, Plastic cover.

mmgl 0.5" LE D lliill
ALARM CLOCK MODULE

ASS EMBLED! NOT A KIT!
Features: • 4 digits 0,5" LED Displays v 12 hours
real time format • 24 hours alarm audio output
. 59 min, countdown tlrne r » 10 min. snooze control.

ONLYS7.00 EACH
SPECIAL TRANSFORMER
FORCLOCK

(FREE)TY-23

CIRCLE 22 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

(C olor Organ)
$45.50 per kit.-1.

DISCO LIGHT KIT
Latest design electronic color light organ , with both
sound and line input, the three color lights (not in
cluded) will change colors with the rhythm of the
music: controlled by 3 ranges, low, middle and high. "'- -:-:-:-:-=-:--==:':"';'===";';';==:;---11
Ideal for party, bar, or homeentertainment. Max, con
trolled output 1000 watts per color (3 colors),
Kit includes aluminum cabinet, all electronic parts.
P,C. boar and transfo er.enoz

oa:
I-
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W
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SOUND ACTIVATED SWITCH 
All parts completed on a PC Board 
SCR will turn on relay, buzzer Cr 
trigger other circuit for 2 10 sec. 
(adjustable). Ideal for use as door 
alarm. sound controlled toys and 
many other projects Supply voltage 

51 75 to 4 SV 9V D C 2 for 53.00 

FM WIRELESS MIC KIT 
: .s not a pack of cigarettes It rs a 

'ew FM wireiess mic kit' New de 

a c_: an.._r ,_uu.nr.e to a 

to have a better response .c 

pick-up. Transmits up to 35: 
With an LED indicator to signal the 
unit Is on =FMM2 KIT FARM 57.95) 

r REGULATED DUAL 
VOLTAGE SUPPLY KIT 

4 30V DC 800 N 
by Fairchild 78MG and . ìY voilage regu:atur i 

Kit includes all electro 
me parts. filter capa' 
tors. I.0 . heat sink,. 
and P.C. board 

S12 50 PER KIT 

AA SIZE NI -CD SPECIAL SALE 
4 FOR SS00 

RECHARGEABLE BATTERIES 

LIMITED QUANTITY AVAILABLE 

POCKET SIZE 
AM -FM RADIO 

TR -945 with 
LED TUNING EYE 

SPECIAL PRICE 516 50 EACH 

IELMNINIrl 

POWER SUPPLY KIT 
0 -30V 0 C REGULATED 

Uses UÁ723 and ZN3055 Power 
TR output can be adjusted from 
0.30V, 2 AMP. Complete with PC 

board and all electronic parts. 
Transformer for Power Supply 
2 AMP 24V x 2 58.50 

Xj1 
0. 

STO 50 each 

I.C. TEST CLIPS 
Same as the E : 

52 75 
'R h ,.. Long JrO` i'id Rec per pair 

SOUND GENERATOR I.C. 

lie sappy L".e da:as 52,90 EACH 

ELECTRONIC SWITCH KIT 
CONDENSER TYPE 
Touch On Touch Off 
uses 7473 I C and 

12V relay 

55.50 each . 
1 WATT AUDIO AMP( 

All parts are pre-assembled on a ,/ 
miro PC Board Supply Voltage 6 ` +a 

9V D C SPECIAL PRICE 51.95 ea. 

LOW TIM DC STEREO 
PRE -AMP KIT TA -10 20 

Incorporates brand-new D.C. design that gives a 
frequency response from 0Hz - 100KHz c0.5481 
Added features like tone defeat and loudness control 
let you tailor your own frequency supplies to eli- 
minate power fluctuation' 
Specifications: T.H.D. less than .005% T.I.M. 
less than .0054. Frequency response: DC to 100KHz 

0 5dB RIM deviation' =0.2dß S/N ratio: bet- 
ter than 70dB Sensitivity' Phono 2MV 47K /Aux. 
100MV 100K Output level: 1 3V Max. output: 15V 

Tone control bass - 10OB i 50Hz /treble =10dB 
C 15Hz Power supply. 24 D.C. C 0 SA 
Kit comes with regulated power supply all you need 
is a 46V C T transfer 
ONLY $44.50 
X'former a 

$4.50 ea. 

SOLID STATE 
ELECTRONIC BUZZER 

Mini size 1" x ü" x M." 1 "`N 
Supply voltage 1.5V 12V 

'deal for Alarm or Tone Indicator S1.SO tae J 

r FLUORESCENT LIGHT 1 
DRIVER KIT 

12V DC POWERED 
Lights up 8 '-15 Watt Fluo 
restent Light Tubes. Ideal 

for camper. outdoor. auto or 
boat. Kit includes high volt- 

- age coil. power transistor 
neat s ^k all other eectrc 

With Case Only 
S6 50 Per Kit 

SUPER FM 
MIC KIT - 

This new 
FEO. FET 
pre amp. 
120 MHz) 
with the 

WIRELESS 
MARK HI 

designed circuit uses high 
transistors with 2 stages 
Transmits FM Range (88 
up to 2 blocks away an,: 
ultra sensitive condense' 

microphone that comes with the kit 
allows you to pick up any sounc 
within 15 ft away' Kit includes a 

FMC -105 electronic parts. OSC coils and P C 

$11.50 PER KIT Board Power supply 9V 0 C 

PRESS -A -LIGHT SELF 
GENERATED FLASHLIGHT 

E'! $3.95 ea Never worry about battery. 
Model F179 because it has none' Easy 

to carry in pocket and handy 
to use Ideal for emergency 

light It generates its own 
electricity by squeezing grip 

lever Put one in your car 
boat. camper or home You ""-""" may need it some time' 

ELECTRONIC DUAL 
SPEAKER PROTECTOR 

snorted 
Ove. Ia.l '0 protect your 

amplifier as well as your 
speakers A must for 0CL 

rcuits 
e. KIT FORM 

58.75 EA. 

''FISHER" 30 WATT 
STEREO AMP litat MAIN AMP 115Wx21 

includes 2 pcs. Fisher PA 
sot Hybrid IC all electronic parts 
with PC Board. Power supply 
16V DC (not included) Power 
band with (KF 1% -' 3d8) Volt- 
age gain 3348. 20Hz 20KHz 

Super Buy 

Only S18.50 

UNIVERSAL 
PROJECT BOARD 

. made r,, 

standard 0 t f,is a' nods c' C transstors. cala' 
Mors and resistors Ideal for school pro'ect5 engine' - 

ing designs and prototyping 

((!l' 

iIiIIl_ Li BEL 000 

56072 CIRCUIT FIT 

M 34 

B 

BEL101 BEL202 

BEL101 3h"4- St.7B EA. 
59072 3vrtiiP 11.T0 EA 
M.34 raS- SI 7S EA 
CIRCUIT TIT r04- St 25 EA 
11E1202 rue Si 25 EA 

BEL 001 r ft 2s EA 

PUSH -BUTTON SWITCH 
N /Open Contact 

-ii,,_ Color Red. White, Blue. Grec- Ta, 
3/51.00 . 14 -Close also Ava .+ 

50e each 
LARGEOTY AVAILABLE 

HEAVY DUTY 
CLIP LEADS 

q10 pa . 

22" lc- 
S.' : ;3c 

r BATTERIES 
PK/S1o.00 NICKEL CADMIUM 

2 KS /519.00 BATTERY 

. LUSTRATEt; Ni PACK 

,SS CovER -.l 0 SIZE 

:ow 3 S YAra lip 30 Ana /Nara Cos,s's o' ..e. tri 
D sre N. o., Cal... Cf 'S VW.: i- : r. . 

"Cri SIZE BATTERY PACK "as to C size ni-cd battery in ring pack, O gives out 12 5V 0 C 1 8 amp per 
sour. All fresh code. pullout from 

41 
movie cameras Can be disconnec- 
ed to use as single c cetls a'c 
to find $16.00 per pack of t0 c.' 

ELECTRONIC ALARM SIREN 
COMPLETE UNIT 

Ideal for use as an Alarm Un 
or hookup to your car backup lc 
make a reverse indicator Light 
Output up to 130dB Voltage sup 
ply 6 12V AU-999 $7.50 

SUB MINIATURE 
TOGGLE SWITCH 

SPST 2 FOR 2.10 SPOT 2 FOR 3.20 
6 AMP 125V AC CONTAC' 

Ç 9 TRANSFORMERS 
ALL 117 VOLT INPUT 

,0OV 4 AMP 58 SO EA 

36V CT 3 AMP $10 SO EA 

48V CT 3 AMP S1O 50 EA 

24V CT 0 5 AMP 53.00 EA 

18V CT 0 5 AMP $3.00 EA 
12V CT 0 5 AMP $2 50 EA 

6 3V 0 5 AMP S2.00 EA 

'CAC POWER SUPPLY 
Wall Type Transformer 

12V AC Output 200 MA S2.75 EA 
16V CT AC Output 100 MA $2.10 EA. 

6V DC Output 120 MA $1.90 EA 
12V DC Output 100 MA $1.90 EA 

ULTRASONIC 
/t, SWITCH KIT 

vt includes the Ultra Sonic Transducers. 2 PC Boards 
`or transmitter and receiver. All electronic parts anc 
nstructions Easy to build and a lot of uses such as 
'e rote control for TV. garage door alarm system or 

. operates by 9.12 DC $15.50 

COMPLETE TIME MODULE 
0 3' digits LCD Clock Module with month 
and date hour, minute and seconds As 

well as stop watch function!! Battery 
and back up light is with the module 
Size of the module is 1- dia Ideal for 

ose in auto panel computer instrument 
car ". manï orcerr SB.95 EACH 

two 

% FORMULA INTERNATIONAL INC 
Sand $1.00 
For Dataiiea 
Catalog u. 

10121 

e.(IMWO AND 14AN6L,N0 CNAfAGCS 
LnaiaAe)3wn.r rO..r ISO Lan-AM 

rcwr oa. na n,c... .ia-r M n fI M O,Mn Al.a1M M VM M MC ONLY, NO C O.O /fiN Nn ill , MM A.. L.1 

rAarhaó:ñeúu) 
1)O1:AIAw AÌÌi74.4sÑ 

NAU 
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FLUORESCENT LIGHT
DRIVER KIT

12VDC POWERED
Lights up 8 .....15 WattFluo
rescent Light Tubes. Ideal
for camper. outdoor. auto or
boat. Kit includes high volt
age coil . power transistor.
heat sink. all other electro-

With Case Only nic parts and PC Board. light
$6.50 Per Kit tube not included!

BATTERIES
PK/$10.00~ICKEL CADMIUM

2 PKS/$19.00 BATIERY
ILLUSTRATED (f1iJ PACK
LESS COVER ~ 'D'S IZE
Output : 3.6 Vall. @ 3.0 Amp/Hour. Cansists of three each,
12 Volt "0': size ~~ Ic ke l Cadmium Cells stacked and plastic
111m encapsulated Tabs are provided at each end for elee-

~r~~~r~dc o~na~~~ O ~:C h~ ~;e j~~:~I~~a~oce~t C~~}: ~~~r:~ a~lz~ ! • __........ -=......------,==~~~~~- .
1V4" r:l ia. 1 7" lonl] New, ShpQ Wt each pack . 1 lb .

o
o
b
llJ
m
::0...
CDs

SOLID STATE
ELECTRONIC BUZZER

..{-'~:;I~.~: "

"-$1.50 eac

flew design bodywit~ see
thru speaker grill.

SPECIAL PRICE S16.50 EACH

Mini size 1" x 3/4" X3/. "
Supply voltage 1.5V-1 2V

Ideal for Alarmor Tone Indicator

LOW TIM DC STEREO
PRE-AMP KIT TA-l0 20

Incorporates brand-new D.C. design that gives a
frequency response trom DHz - 100KHz ± 0.5dB!
Added features like tonedefeatand loudness control
let you tailor your own frequency supplies to eli
minate power fluctuation!
Specifications: • T.H.D. less than .005% • T.I.M.
less than .005% • Frequency response: DC to 100KHz
± 0.5dB • RIAA deviation: ::':O.2dB • SIN ratio: bet
ter than 70dB • Sensitivity: Phono 2MV 47K/Aux.
100MV 100K • Output level: 1.3V • Max. output: 15V
• Tone control: bass ::':10dB @ 50Hz/treble =10dB
@ 15Hz ' Power supply: ::':24 D.C. @ 0.5A
J(]tcomes with regulated powersupply. all you need
is a 48V C.T. transformer @ 0.5A.
ONLY $44.50
X'former
S4.5Dea.

1 WATT AUDIO AMP£?
All parts are pre-assembled on a *
mini PC Board. Supply Voltage 6 9

9V D.C. SPECIAL PRICE $1.95 ea. ~

I .C. TEST CLIPS
Same as the E-Z clips $2 75
With 20" Long Leads .

In Black and Red Colors per pair

SOUND GENERATOR I .C .
Creates almost any type of sound - gun shot, ex
ploslon, tram. car crash. star war. birds, organ ext.
A built-in audioamplifier provides hioh level output.
Operates from one9Vbattery, 28 pin ..."11 _
dip; we supp ly the datas. $2.90 EACH _......

TR·945

POWER SUPPLY KIT
0-30VD.C. REGULATED ~

Uses UA723 and ZN3055 Power . . ~
TR output can be adjusted from '"
0-30V, 2 AMP. Complete with PC _
board and all electronic parts.
Transformer tor Power Supply. 0-30 Power Supply
2 AMP 24Vx 2 $8.50 $1D.50 each

ELECTRONIC SWIT;JC._..K. IT
CONDENSER TYPE •

Touch On Touch Off
uses7473 I.C. and

12Vreiay ~:

$5.50 each ......:.. . ,

$2.75 EA.
S2.10 EA.
$1.90 EA.
$1.90 EA.

nl01 CRENSHAW BLVD., HAWTHORNE, CA ,o250
PHONE : (2 13) t11 · 1121 • (2U ) 57'-'$ 112

ULTRASONIC
SWITCH KIT

FM WIRELESS MIC KIT
It is not a pack of cigarettes. It is a
new FM wireless mic kit! New de
sign PC board fits into a plastic
cigarette box (case included). Uses
a condensor microphone to allow you
to have a better response in sound
pick-up. Transmits up to 350 ft.!
With an LED indicator to signal the
'unit is on ~FMM2 KIT FORM $7.95

CIRCLE 23 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

AU-999 $7.50

SOUND ACTIVATED SWITCH
All parts completed on a PC Board
SCR will turn on relay, buzzer or
trigger other circuit tor 2 - 10 sec.
(adjustable). Ideal for use as door
alarm, sound controlled toys and
many other projects. Supply voltage
4.5V 9V D.C. 2 for $3.00

~AC

' 12V AC
16VCTAC
6V DC

12V DC

BEL202

51.75 EA.
S1.75EA.
51.75 EA.
51.25 EA.
S1.25EA.
S1.25EA.

a

Kit includestheUltra SonicTransducers. 2 PC Boards
for transmitter and receiver. All electronic parts and
instructions. Easy to build and a lot of usessuchas

'remote control for TV. garage door. alarm system or
counter. Unit operates by 9·12 DC. $15.50

COMPLETE TIME MODULE
0.3" digits LCD Clock Module with month

@)
and date. hour, minute and seconds. As

!!!9! II ~6'/9 well as stop watch function!! Battery
~ and back up light is with the module.

~~~~~;;;i II x • . Size of the module is 1" dia. Ideal for
'" use in auto panel. computer. instrument

andmany others! $8.95 EACH

3Y,"xS"
3 2"x6"

3"x5"
3"x31/z"
3"x4"

211....xS·!,"

M·34

BEl101
SB072
"'· 34
CIRCUIT FIT
BEL202
BEL-OOB

ELECTRONIC DUAL
SPEAKER PROTECTOR

Cut off when circuit is shorted
or over load to protect your
ampl if ie r as weII as your .1--=----'==-:~::-::~:-::=:...._:;:_:_:~~:_=:::_:_-...~:..::~::7::~:::_::=.::~;.=::.;;:.::_::=_=_=..."....".-....
speakers. A must for OCl
circuits.

PUSH-BUTTON SWITCH
N/DpenContact

Color: Red, White, Blue, Green, Black
3/$1.00

N/Close alsoAvailable
SOC each

LARGE OTY. AVAI LABLE

SuperBuy
Only S1B.50

PRESS-A-L1GHT SELF
GENERATED FLASHLIGHT
EXCLUS IVE!! $3.95ea Never worry about battery,
" Model F-179 becauseit hasnone! Easy

to carry in pocketandhandy
to use. Ideal for emergency

light. It generates its own
electricity by squeezing grip ..__==- -2.!2!.!L..!.£l~<..!<.!.!.!:iL~_.

lever. Put one in your car.
boat. camper or home. You

--- mayneed it sometime!

UNIVERSAL
PROJECT BOARD

All P.C. boards are made from high quality phenolic.

predrilled in different patterns for different purpose'I~~:;"~~~:'::'~~~~__--=~~-Ir---;-:;;;~-;~;-;~~;::;;;;~~=---I
All boards 1/16" single sided copper, Hole spacing is
standard 0.1" . Fits all kinds of I.C. transistors, capa
citors and resistors. Ideal for school projects.enq lneer
ingdesigns and prototyping.

I

II I I~ iI

I
~ HEAVY DUTY
' ~ CLIP LEADS

, \)" 10 pairs - 5 colors Alli gator clips on a
22" long lead. Ideal for any testing.

$2.20/pack
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Come on. treat yourself -and save money, too 
Subcrlbe to Radio- Electronics today. and make 
sure you get all of the most interesting. most ex- 
citing and authoritative electronics reporting in 
any magazine. month after month. Don't miss a 
single one of the upcoming issues tam- packed with 
new -equipment test reports. protects to build. ser- 
vicing ideas, and news of solid state, computers. 
hi -fi, hobbies and everything electronic. Save 
money, too-as much as S5 off the newsstand 
price when you subscribe to Radio -Electronics 
Come on. you deserve it -check off the money- 
saving offer you prefer on the handy coupon, and 
start enjoying Radio- Electronics every month 

Get The Authority -Every Month 
Name (Please print) 

Address 

City 

Indicate the offer you prefer 

1 Year -12 luuee ONLY $13.00 
(You save $2 00 off newsstand price ) 

State Zip 

I0K0 

EXTRA SAVINGS B you enclose payment. 
Payment enclosed (send two extra Issues per yearl 

Bill me 
C 2 Ysars -24 issues ONLY $25.00 

(Save Morel SS 00 off newsstand price) Check here of you are extending or renewing your 
Subscription 

Extra Shipping Canada S3 00 per year an other countries $5.00 per year 
I 

Mail to: Radio-Electronics it 

s- SUBSCRIPTION DEPT., P.O. BOX 2520 BOULDER, COLO. 80322 j 
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subscription.
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Get The Authority-Every Month
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1-4LSllJ - .. 7-4lSlfiS .. l I,l1] 10 _ 1 9S
7-4LSll4 - .. 7-4LS3M - .. 1-451 _ so
7-4l S12'S - .. 7-4LSlI7 .. "" - ..74lS12'1 - .. ''''''' - .. IOJlICC- J to
141S\ 32 - " ""'" " -413$_ IS
141S1J111 - '" 7-4lSln - n,

"'" '"14\.SI19 '" ,""" - ..
14LS1S1 ".""300 - '"

...... ,..

Full W ave Br idges

31.$1.00

74157 se
74160 - 85
74161 - 80
74162 - 1.20
74163 - .se
74164 _ 85
74165 - ,85
74166 - 1 0S
74 167 - 1.35
74170 - 1 60
74173 - 1.30
74174 - 85
74175 - .75
7.1 76 - .75
7. ,n - .75
7. ,80 - .75
7.181 - 1.90
7.1 90 -1 ,20
7.191 - 1,20
7.192 - .79
7.193 - .79
7.1 94 - 85
7.195 - 65
7.196 - .85
7. 197 - 87
7"179 - 95
' . 325 - 225
7.tX6 - 80
74367 _ ,80
7068 _ ,M
7So491 - 105
7So491 105
8T98 - 1.10

TTL rc SERIES
7448 - 75
7. 50 - .11
7.n - 35
7. 73 - J5
7. 7. - .2
7.75 - 49
7.76 - . 5
7480 - .• 5
7483 - 60
7485 - .75
7488 - .2
70489- 1.60
74!1O - !SO
7.91 - .~

7. 92 - !)()
7.9 3 - !)(l
7-494 - 60
7-495 - 60
7.96 - 60
7. 107 - 35
7-4121 - 35
7.1 22 - J9
7.123 - .2
7.125 - .•5
7. 126 - .5
7.1 .5 - .75
7.1'!lO - 1.10
7. 1'!l1 M
7.1 S3 - .56
751 ~ - 1 .'0

7.1'!l6 .7!l

100· . . . . . . . $1AO

Aleo MINIATURE.TOGGLE SWITCHES
MTA1 06 SPO T, •• • • •• •• ••••••• • •• ••• • ••••••••• $1,05
MTA206DPOT •• •••• • • •• •• • •••••••••••• $1.70

14 pi n headers

7"00 - .11
7.1 01 - .17
7040'2 - .17
7"03 - .11
7404 - .2.
7405- 2.
1"06 - .33
7407 - 3!l
70¥J8- 27
70409 - 2.
7. 10 - 17
7. " - 22
7. 12 - 22
7. 13 - .2
7. 1. - 90
7.115- .33
7.17 - "S1
7.20 - .17
7426- .35
7.26 - .33
7.27 - .35
700 - .11
70:2 - 27
7"37 - 27
70 8 - 'Z1
7440- .17
744 1 85
7442 - !'IO
744'!l .70
7446 - .7!l
7447 7'!l

MM!>387AA . • •. •. . .CLOCKC HIPS •••• . .•. $5.95
M M5314 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$4.75
M M5316 . • . • • . . • . . . . ... $4.95

NO. 30 W IREW RAP W IRESINGLE STRAND

1.10
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.40
1.50

".

REGULATORS

.30 74S20
- .30 74530 

.45 74S32 

.40 74589 

.35 74S112 

.40 74S140 -

TTL REED R£LAY SPST5V2l)m••1,OO

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD

25 watt Infra Red PulseISG 2006 equlv.l
LaserDiode (Spec shee t included) $24.95

74500
74S02
74S05
745 08
745 11
74S15

PRV l A 3A 12A 50 A 125A 240A
100 .06 .14 :35 .90 .3.70 5.00
200 .07 .20 .40 1.30 4.25 6.50
400

800 :,5 :35 1.00 2:56 ,0:50 16:56
HIOO .20 .45 1.25 3.00 12.50 20.00

IN 4148(1N9141. 15/$1.00
.1 or .01 uf 25V ceramK:disc. caps. 16J$1.oo. 1001$50.00

2N3820 P FIT $ .45
2N 5457 N FIT $ .4~

2N2646 UJT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ .45
ER900TRIGGERDIODES . • • . 4/$1.00
2N 6028 ?ROG. UJT . . $ .65

FP100 PHOTO TRANS . . . . .. . . • •. . . . . . . . • . . • • . • . . $ .50
RED. YELLOW ORGEEN LARGELEO·s. r . 61$1.00
RED/GR EENBIPOLAR LED·s. . • . •. . • •. • • • . . . . . .. . $ .55
MLED92 R LEO .... .•. . . . .. •. . . . . . .. . . .•••• • .• . .• $ .75
M RD14B PHOTO OARL. XTOR • . . ..• . . . . ••• . .• . .• $ .75
TIL·l1 BOPTOI SOLATOR. • . • . .. . ••. . • • . . . . . . . . . • . . $ .75
IL·50PTO ISOLATOR . • • .•. • •. . . •. . • •. . • . .• ... . . $ ,80
1 WA n ZENERS:33.4 .7.5 .1. 56. 68.82. 9.1. 10.

12.1 5.1 B. cr 22V . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . •61$1.00

MINI ATURE MULTI·TURN TRIM POTS
100. 5K. 10K. 10K. 2SOK.1 Meg . $.75 ea ch. . 3/ 2.00

4" x 6" DOUBLE SIDED EPOXY BOARD 1/16" thick
$.60 ca . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 5/$2.60

EPOXY glassvector board
1/16"thick with1l10" s,pacing 4'h"x6Y:" . . . .. $1.9;5

7 WATT LD·65 LASER DIODE IR $8.95 1

• .75
$1.50

01 "

1137 _ 2 ~

- n.

RIBBON CABLE
FLAT (COLOR CODED)

130 WIRE
16 c orni . · .40 / pe r fcot
4Ocond , · . 75/ pe r foot
5O cond . · .90/ per foot

ITl80 - 2 ~

lIDO - 2 95 •
~ _ 2 2!>

LED READOUTS

$5.95 OL·707 C.A. .r
$ .85 OL747 C.A. .6·
$ 85 HP3400 8· CA

200PRV lA LASER .95

CRYSTA LS $3.45 ea.
2.lXXlMHz 6.144 MHz
4.00::1 MHz 8.lXIOMHz
3,00::1 MHz 10.00::1 MHz
3 57 MHz 18.00::1 MHz
5,00::1 MHz 20.00::1 MHz
6,00::1 MHz

8" DISKETTES HARD SECTOR
$1.75. 101$16.00

DATEL·S DAC.{)8BC 8 bit DAC $9.95

FCS 8024 . 4 digh:
C.C. 8'" dtsplIY
FND S03 C.C. S
FND 510 CA .5·

1130 _ 2 ...
1131 _ 2 ...
IllW _ 250

RS232
CONN ECTORS

1-481JlS2'32INTtRf,t,.([ - ' 1.40 " ""02901 BDCt<lSPUO
14M flS232 NTf RfACl _ 12!> BIT SL1C[ R -
1!>09--Tl'llST"nsr"r ,S R- 1 :1'5 TIo'IS 'I04!t 2!>- H: . 4
2!>22s r An C SH/n IllG_ \ .t5 2~sr"nc:RA"" _ 1 70
7701tlCEI'RQMI'lSO.... - 1 95 I2S 23 - 1 95
r"" S 3409 NCIOBlTSOYNSR 135 I2S 115 - 195
;~ i:~V~~"~S - ~: ~~:~ : ;~ • • ...;. •
211-4-4<Sr...r . IlAM14SO.... _ -4!1O 117S1 2'6 _ 295
2!>J1""" ll( PAOM - &900 I2S1)l - 3M
21021 i4SO _ !lO 125130- 3-4!1
21l01 J l3!IO _ 9'J "n lOlJU"Rr _ J 1!J
"",",!>270-4"' X10YN _ 3 -45 r Fll&:QB - -415"""4OOIf' - 1 ~ t.lC&&45 - 2-4...
:~~:6~~7:~~~~~~ - . ~: =~;~'Y~~~O-: - l~ E.. •
1,l1l;«X21J -4,I; . lO Y,.. 1200 ....1 J 56 12OS - J '"
1,l"'... 1 1 " . 1 0Y,.. ~ ...Ir,I _ 295 1211 - 2 to
411U 16J(DYN JOOHS - '!ill I22J - -4...
52I071078 -4Il;OYN IIAM _ HO 82'Y.0 5 - 556
r MS -405Ol_ 3 56 12!>1 - $'"

C/MOS (DIODE CLAMPED).., - " ,." - .. .., - " 74(;74 - sc
::: -

1-:
... - .. .., - » "c" - ,.... - " :m " "COl - t a

"'" " "'" " - " "COO - ,..
:m - :l "'" ".
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l ~.." .. ....
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MENT -MANY ITEMS YOU MAY NOT 
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ALL MERCHANDISE GUARANTEED. 
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Hero's some of the types of products 
you'll find In this complete catalog: 

Precision cutters and pliers Complete 
line of soldering supplies Test in- 
struments Tool kits. cases & boxes, 

Solder- suckers Wire strippers Wire 
wrap tools Anti- static handling mater- 
ials Circuit board holders Ultra- 
sonic cleaners Technician s benches 

Optical inspection devices Special 
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A LIFETIME GUARANTEE AND 11 OTHER REASONS TO BUY 
LIS 

1. SENSITIVITY: Superb amplifier circuitry with performance 
that can't be matched at twice the price. Average sensitivity 
of better than 15 mV from 10 Hz to 500 MHz on every model 
and better than 30 mV from 500 MHz to 1.1 GHz on the Series 
8010A and 8013. 
2. RESOLUTION:0.1 Hz to 12 MHz, 1 Hz to 50 MHz, 10 Hz 
over 50 MHz 
3. ALL METAL CASES: Not only are the heavy gauge aluminum 
cases rugged and attractive, they provide the RF shielding 
and minimize RFI so necessary in many user environments. 
4. EXTERNAL CLOCK INPUT /OUTPUT: Standard on the 8010/ 
8013 series and optional on the 7010 series is a buffered 
10 MHz clock time base input/output port on the rear panel. 
Numerous uses include phase comparison of counter time 
base with WWVB (U.S. National Bureau of Standards). Stand- 
ardize calibration of all counters at a facility with a common 
10 MHz external clock signal, calibrate scopes and other test 
equipment with the output from precision time base in 
counter, etc., etc. 
5. ACCURACY: A choice of precision to ultra precision time 
base oscillators. Our ± 1 PPM TCXO (temperature compen- 
sated xtal oscillator) and = 0.1 PPM TCXO are sealed units 
tested over 20 -40'C. They contain voltage regulation circuitry 
for immunity to power variations in main instrument power 
supply, a 10 turn (50 PPM) calibration adjustment for easy, 
accurate setability and a heavily buffered output prevents 
circuit loads from affecting oscillator. Available in the 8010 and 
8013 series is our new ultra precision micro power proportional 
oven oscillator. With 3 .05 PPM typical stability over 10 -45 -C, 
this new time base incorporates all of the advantages of our 
TCXO's and virtually none of the disadvantages of the tradi- 
tional ovenized oscillator: Requires less than 4 minutes 
warm-up time, small physical size and has a peak current 
drain of less than 100 ma. 
6. RAPID DISPLAY UPDATE: Internal housekeeping 
functions require only .2 seconds between any 
gate or sample time 

MODEL 7010A 600 MHz 

ff 

period. At :'1 second gate time the counter will display a new 
count every 1.2 seconds. on a 10 second gate time a new count 
is displayed every 10.2 seconds. (10.2 seconds is the maximum 
time required between display updates for any resolution on 
any model listed). 
7. PORTABILITY: All models are delivered with a 115 VAC 
adapter. a 12 VDC cord with plug and may be equipped with 
an optional ni -cad rechargeable battery pack installed within 
its case. The optional NI-Cad pack may be recharged with 12 

VDC or the AC adapter provided. 
8. COMPACT SIZES: State-of-the-Art circuitry and external AC 
adapters allowed design of compact easy to use and transport 
instruments. 
Series 8010 18013:3" H x 7.1/2" W x 6.1/2" 
Series 7010: 1.3/4" H x 4.1/4" W x 5.1/4" D 
9. MADE IN U.S.A.: All models are designed and manufactured 
at our modern 13.000 square foot facility at Ft. Lauderdale. 
Florida. 
10. CERTIFIED CALIBRATION: All models meet FCC specs 
for frequency measurement and provided with each model is a 
certificate of NBS traceable calibration. 
11. LIFE TIME GUARANTEE: Using the latest State- oftheArt 
LSI circuitry, parts count is kept to a minimum and internal 
case temperature is only a few degrees above ambient 
resulting in long component life and reliable operation. (No 
custom IC's are used.) To demonstrate our confidence in these 
designs, all parts (excluding batteries) and service labor 
are 100% guaranteed for life to the original purchaser. 
(Transportation expense not covered). 
12. PRICE: Whether you choose a series 7010 600 MHz 
counter or a series 8013 1.3 GHz instrument it will compete 
at twice its price for comparable quality and performance. 

MODEL 8010A /8013 1.1 GHz /1.3 GHz 

1 a 000000., 
. 
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IODEL 

'OlOA 

010 1A 

1010A 

010 IA 

)10O5A 

8013 1 

3012 05 

RANGE 
(From 10 Hz) 

600 MHz 

1 I GHz 

I .1 GMz 

ERIES 7010A 

'OtOA 600 MHz Counter 1 PPM TCXO 
'010 IA 
PTIONS 
'OH HaruporTitt Bad Inot shown' Iad 701 N rCad Salter/ Peck & Charging 

Cucudry Installed laws Und 
:C70 Eaterna) Clock lnpuuOutput 
:C -70 Carry 

10 MHz TIME SASE 

STABILITY 

2 1 PPM 

:0 1 PPM 

: 1 PPM 

t 0 1 PPM 

2 OS PPM 

t01PPM 

OS PPM 

AGING 

.1 PPM/YR 

1 PPM/YR 

1 PPM/YR 

AVG SENSITIVITY 

DESIGN 10 Hzto500MHz 

TCXO' 15 0,v 

TCXO' 

ocxo' 
TCXO' 

OCxO' 

iCXO . ternperaruH" 

600 MHz Counter 0 1 PPM TCXO 
S19995 
1249 95 

12 9' 

11995 
S35 00 

199S 

15mV 

15 mV 

500 MHz to 1 1 GHz 

NA 

JO my 

Y my 

, nsAlea xlal Osclllalor 

SERIES 11010A18013 

8010A 
O 8010 IA 
08010 05A 
O 8013 1 

O 8013 05 

GATE 
TIMES 12 MHz 60 MHz Msa. Freq 

RESOLUTION 

i!I 
1 1 10 sec 

(41 
01 1. 1 IOseC 

1 Ht I Ht 

I Hz 1 Hz 

lall 

01 1 1 10 sec 
I H' t Ht 

I U P: 
1600 MHz) 

10 Hz 
tl 1 GMZi 

EXT.CLOCK SENSITIVITY NICAD 
INPUT/OUTPUT CONTROL BATTERY Pi 

O 
YES 

OPTIONAL 
NU 

YES YES 
STANDARD YES 

ION: YES 
YES 

1k 
It 3GHz1 STANDARD OPT 

..00xo Proportional Oven Conlrol(ed Xlal Oscdiator 

1 I GM: Counter 1 PPM TCXO 
1 1 GHz Counter 0 1 PPM TCXO 

1 3 GHz Counter 05 PPM Oven 
1 3GH :Counter 0 1 PPM TCXO 
1 3 GHz Counter 05 PPM Oven 

OPTIONS 
Ni Cad 801 N. Cad Battery Pack ,.5 Chargrne 

Crrcurily Installed Inside Unit 

1399 00 
1450 00 
149900 
1550 00 
5599 00 

$49 `lS 

E. 14th A 

ACCESSORIES 

' TA 100 

e P 100 
eP 101 

eP-102 

e LFM 1110 

Telescope antenna wan 
right angle BNC 
Probe 50 Ohm. IX 
Probe. Lo-Pass 
Audio Usage 
Probe Hr Z 

General Purpose 
Low Frequency Multiplier 
X 10 X 100. x 1000 
For rr,,, , P. .. ,, , i ,r a.ß1 

s 

le, Florida 33334 1- 800 -327 -5912 
'ERMS Orden lo U S and Canada and 5'. for shipping handling am insurance Ina may arum 01 $10 00 All other orders acid 11- FROM FLORIDA (305) 771.20511: 
n n ..aia- ...... r.a t, [w..r. ...na.. .an g..rra r. P.wannar rhaeka mutt ,Isar Ilnre goods are .0,00,1 

YES
OPTIONAL

YES
OPTIO NAL

NO
YES

OPTION AL
10 Hz

(600 MHz)1 Hz

RESOLUTION

1 Hz

12 MHz 60 MHz Max . Freq 'INPUT/OUTPUT CONTROL
GATE
TIMES

(3)

.1. 1. tosec .

(4) 10Hz YES
YES

01. 1. 1. 10 see 1 Hz 1 Hz
11.1GH z) STANDARD

(4) 10Hz YES YES
.01.. 1.1 .10 see 1 Hz 1 Hz

(1.3 GHz) STANDARD

• ' OCXO = Prop ortiona l Oven Coni ro ll ed Xlal Oscutator

period. At a 1 second gate time the counter will display a new
count every 1.2 seconds, on a 10 second gate time a new count
is displayed every 10.2 seconds. (10.2 seconds is the maximum
time requi red between disp lay updates for any reso lution on
any mode l listed).
7. PORTABILITY: All models are delive red with a 115 VAC
adapter, a 12 VDC cord with plug and may be equ ipped with
an opt ional nl -cad rechargeab le battery pack installed within
its case . The optional Ni-Cad pack may be recharged with 12
VDC or the AC adapter provided.
8. COMPACT SIZES: State-of-the-Art circuitry and external AC
adapters allowed design of compact easy to use and transport
instruments.
Series 8010/8013: 3" H x 7·1/2" W x 6·1/2" D
Ser ies 7010: 1·3/4" H x 4·1/4" W x 5·1/4" D
9. MADE IN U.S.A.: All models are des igned and manufactured
at ou r modern 13,000 square foot fac ility at Ft. Lauderdale,
Flo rida .
10. CERTIFIED CALIBRATION: All models meet FCC specs
for frequency measurement and prov ided with each model is a
cert ificate of NBS traceable calibration.
11. LIFE TIME GUARANTEE: Using the latest State-of-the-Art
LSI circu itry, parts count is kept to a min imum and internal
case temperature is only a few deg rees above amb ient
resulting in long component life and reliable operat ion . (No
custom IC's are used .)To demonstrate our conf idence in these
des igns, all parts (exclud ing batteries) and serv ice labor
are 100% guaranteed for life to the or iginal purchaser.
(Transportati on expense not covered).
12. PRICE: Whether you choose a series 7010600 MHz
counter or a ser ies 80131 .3 GHz instrument it will compete
at tw ice its price for comparab le qua lity and performance.

MODEL 8010A/80131 .1 GHz/1.3 GHz

N/A

30m V

30 InV

AVG . SENSITIVITY

15 m V

15mV

15 mV

TCXO'

TCXO '

TCXO'

OCX O "

ocxo-

AGIN G DESIGN 10 Hz to 500 MHz 500 MHz 10 1.1 GHz

1 PPM /YR

f CXO .=. l em perai u re Com pens-u eo Xlrl l Osc i ll ato r

1. SENSITIVITY: Superb amplif ier circui try with performance
that can 't be matched at twice the price. Average sensitivity
of better than 15 mV from 10 Hz to 500 MHz on every model
and better than 30 mV from 500 MHz to 1.1 GHz on the Ser ies
8010A and 8013.
2. RESOLUTION: 0.1 Hz to 12 MHz , 1 Hz to 50 MHz, 10 Hz
over 50 MHz.
3. ALL METAL CASES: Not only are the heavy gauge alum inum
cases rugged and attract ive, they prov ide the RF sh ield ing
and mi nimize RFI so necessary in many user environments.
4. EXTERNAL CLOCK INPUT/OUTPUT: Standard on the 8010/
8013 series and optional on the 7010 ser ies is a buffered
10 MHz clock t ime base input/output port on the rear pane l.
Numerous uses include phase comparison of counter t ime
base with WWVB (U.S. National Bureau of Standards). stand
ardize calibrat ion of all counters at a faci lity with a common
10 MHz external c lock signal , calibrate scopes and other test
equi pment w ith the out put from prec ision time base in
counter, etc., etc .
5. ACCURACY: A choice of prec ision to ul tra precision t ime
base oscillators. Our ± 1 PPM TCXO (temperature cornpen
sated xtal oscillator) and ± 0.1 PPM TCXO are sealed uni ts
tes ted over 20·40· C. They contain voltage regulation circuitry
for immuni ty to power variations in main instrument power
supply, a 10 turn (50 PPM) calibrat ion adjustmen t for easy ,
accurate setabi lity and a heavily buffered output prevents
circuit loads from affecting oscillator. Available in the 8010 and
8013 series is our new ul tra precision mic ro power proportional
oven osci lla tor. With ± .05 PPM typ ical stabili ty over 10·45°C,
this new time base incorporates all of the advanta ges of our
TCXO's and virtua lly none of the disadva ntages of the tradi
tional oven ized oscillator: Requires less than 4 minutes
warm-up time, small physical size and has a peak current
dra in of less than 100 mao
6. RAPID DISPLAY UPDATE: Internal housekeep ing
functions requ ire only .2 seconds between any
gate or sample time

1-800-327-5912
FROM FLORIDA (305)771·20511

ACCESSORI ES

HTA·loo Tele scope antenna with
rlghl angle BNC 5 9.9

. P· l oo Probe.500hm.1X 513.9

. P· lO l Probe . Lo -Pass
AudIOUsage 5169

,P·l02 Probe. HI ·Z
General Purpose $16 9

.LFM:l110 Low Frequ ency Mull ,p ller
X 10. X ioo. xiooo 5119 9
For HIgh Resolu llon 01 AudIOFrep .

$4995

59.95

5399.00
5450.00
5499.00
5550.00
5599.00

OPTIONS
'NI·Cad ·BO1 NI·Cad Batt er. Pack & Cnarqmo

Ci rcullry Installed Inside Untl
Carry Case - Padd ed Bla ck VInyl

SERIE S 8010A /8013

#8010A 1 1 GHz counter - 1 PPM TCXO
#80 10.1A 1.1 GHz counter -0.1 PPM TCXO
#8010 .05A 1.3 GH z Counter - .05 PPM Oven
#8013.1 1.3 GH z Counter - 0.1 PPM TCXO
#8013.05 1.3 GH z Counter - .05 PPM Oven

5821 N.E. 14th Avenue, Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33334

5295

$19.95
535.00

59.95

$199.95
5249.95

ERIES 7010A

010A 600 MHz Counter - 1 PPM TCXO
OlO.lA 600 MH z Counter - 0.1 PPM TCXO
PTiONS;
O·H Handl e/T,II Bau tnot snowm
i·Cad·70 1 Ni-Gad Ballery Pack & Charging

Cir cu itry tns taueo Inside unu
C·70 Exlernal Clock Input /Out put
C·70 Carry case -Padded Black Vmyl

r EAMS Ord ers to U.S and Canada. add 5% lo r shi pPing . handling and Insurance to a maximum 01S10 00 All o ine r o rde rs add 15 Q,c
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In one year our K40. antenna 
has become the largest selling 

CB antenna in the world! 
1. It's more 

expensive... 

542.5° 
And when you 
pay more, 
you expect more! 

suggested retail 

MORE PERFORMANCE: 
The K40 is guaranteed to 
transmit further or receive 
clearer than any antenna it 

replaces We know it will 
We've tested it with 771 
CB'ers just like you for one 
year 

MORE FLEXIBILITY: 
You can fit your K40 to any 
mounting surface. It will fit 
any vehicle you'N ever own' 
That includes choppers. dune 
buggies, gutters, mirror 
mounts, luggage racks. trunks 
hatchbacks. through roofs 
semis pick ups and RV s 

MORE QUALITY: 
It's not imported Its not 
made in Taiwan, Korea or 
Japan Its American made in 

an American town Its made 
with better materials that 
cost more and by profession- 
al people we pay more And 
we designed it right 
here in the U S A 

Including option- 
al mounts at extra 
cost 

...This 
Antenna 

is so 
DYNAMITE 
you receive a ... 

2. It's made 
better... 

lw M 
u.r...+n I 

3. It's proven best! 
...Here's what the leading CB 
publications said. 

CB TIMES: " is not often that a product bursts onto the mar 
ket scene, dominates and improves CB1ng for everyone American 
Antenna and the K40 are doing it- repeated tests showed the K40 
could out -perform the map( competitive brands " 

RADIO -ELECTRONICS: "The results of our tests showed 
that, in three different positions of the monitoring receiver. the 
model K40 equaled or outperformed the competitive antenna 
Apparently. American Antenna's advertising is not merely Madison 
Avenue showmanship " 

PERSONAL COMMUNICATIONS: an impressive 
95% of the trials. the K40 out- performed the existing mobile anten 
nas. We had to try one for ourselves 
' ... in every case. the K40 either equaled or outperformed its 
competitor 

No ifs. ands, or buts, The K40 Antenna from American Antenna would have to 
be lust about the best antenna around 
CB MAGAZINE: "Introduced in October. 1977. the K40 nurckly became the 
top seller and in mid 1978, became the number one selling antenna in the nation " 

...Here's what CB'ers all 
across the country said. 

ANTENNA SPECIALISTS: truck driver and CB'er for 
10 years .. 50% further than my M410 'Big Momma' " 

-J N Coa.tt. 707 MtfN Bastrop. LA 

AVANTI: "I'm an electronic technician with a Second Class 
FCC license I was able to transmit 70% further and tune 
the SWR 75% lower than my Avanti." 

-N R Castro, VRa Mons.nant. D 6 7 Sasn.s. Pwrto Rxo 

PAL: " 20% better on transmission and 
reception than my 5 8 wave Pal Frrestik 

-John A BLn. Boa 446. Z...noV1.. PA 

SHAKESPEARE: " I've been a CB'er for 
three years and the K40 is the best I've ever 
had Better in reception and transmission than 
my Shakespeare 

-N Bather( Jr . 15 Amp Rd Park lidos, NJ 

HUSTLER: Compared to my Hustler XBLT- 
4, the K40 can consistently transmit 40% 
further and the reception was better The K40 is 
the perfect way to complete a CB system " 
-J.rom. R Brown. 7800 S Lod.., Bu1Wr'k K 

GOOD 
STUFF 

FOR PROS 
ONLY! 

IF YOU'RE A 
BEGINNER: 

Ou ay . 
o..w .an.i.Nr rr.1 h.Mr..I mica r M o.io. I .A ..<.M. p.r.1 .IV U.Mn.fro. M 11.I.Mr.. 

40 O..la oto r..Yd r1. asrl.. 
OUARANTEE N: l..camsv..r v+w+. ia ta 
m1or. O.n.o. .prr1 v.can) alopq o map 
Orw....a .,rr MU,..011 G......] .I.1M 
..cra1 Mar. Ourw.... sesame. Ma 
acme. Mogow1cY ro. V 12 ...a . tl ìIZ!( :\\ ANTE 

POWER! 
...Sold exclusively by CZ(American K0 Dealers throughout the U.S. (1 Canada. 

CIRCLE 18 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

PAL: ". . . 20 % better in transmission and
reception than my 5/8 wave Pal Firest ik."

-John A. Blum, Box 446 . Zelienolple. PA

SHAKESPEARE: ". . . I've been a CS'er for
three years and the K40 is the best I've ever
had. Setter in reception and transmission than
my Shakespeare ."

-H. Becher!, Jr.• 15 King Rd.• Park Ridge. NJ

HUSTLER: "Compared to my Hustler XSLT
4, the K40 can co nsistently transmit 40 %
further and the reception was better. The K40 is
the perfect way to complete a CS system ."
-Jerome R. Brown. 7800 S. Linder. Burbank, IL

3. It's proven best!
. .. Here's what the leading CB
publications' said.

CB TIMES: ". . . it's not often that a product bursts onto the mar
ket scene, dominates and improves CS'ing for everyone . American
Antenna and the K40 are doing it-repeated tests showed the K40
could out-perform the major competitive brands."
RADIO-ELECTRONICS: "Th e results of our tests showed
that, in three differ ent positions of the monitor ing receiver, the
mod el K40 equaled or out-performed the competitive antenna.
Apparently, American Antenna's adverti sing is not merely Madison
Avenue showmanship ."
PERSONAL COMMUNICATIONS: ".. . an impressive
95 % of the trials, the K40 out-performed the existing mobile anten
nas. We had to try one for ourselves.
" . . . in every case, the K40 either equaled or out-performed its
competitor.

"No ifs, ands, or buts! The K40 Antenna from American Antenna would have to
be just about the best antennaaround.
CB MAGAZINE: " Introduced in October, 1977, the K40 ouickly became the
top seller and in mid 1978 , became the number one selling antenna in the nation."

. . . Here's what CB'ers all
across the country said.

ANTENNA SPECIALISTS: ".. . truck driver and CS'er for
10 years . . . 50 % further than my M41 0 'Sig Momma'."

-J.H. Collef f. 20 7 McFee. Bestrap. LA

AVANTI: " I'm an electronic technician with a Second Class
FCC license . . . I was able to transmit 70 % fur ther and tune
the SWR 75 % lower than my Avant i."

-H.R. Castro, VRB, Monserrante 0- 6 7, 8aHnas, Puerto Rico

It's made
better...

•••

In one year our K4Q.antenna
has become the largest selling

CB antenna .in 'tbe world!
2.

"I ncluding option
al mounts at extra
cost.

...This
Antenna

is so
DYNAMITE
pu receive a

MORE QUALITY:
It's not imported. It's ' not
made in Taiwan, Korea or' .
Japan. It's American made in
an American town . It's made
with better materials that
cost more and by profession
al people we pay more. And
we designed it right
here in the U.S.A.

MORE FLEX IBILI TY:
You can fit your K40 to any
mounting surface. It will f it
any vehicle you'll ever own!
That includes cho ppers, dune
bugg ies, gutters, mirror
mounts,luggage racks,trunks,
hatchbacks, through roofs,
semis, pick ups and RV's.

• •
GUARANTEE I : The K·'O ... tr......., ,......... ,e ·
ceive~ detIIty thin the ~lenna it feplK_ 0I1he cuslom 
... .. receive 8 prompt WM:I lui refundfrom the AeotIllfed
K·40 0MIef who. tIIed Ind tuned it

GUARANTEE II:~ ......_ I", 12......... ",_. .-. '" """'0

0uwwrtMd~~ ftlilute. GuwMleed egWI8 l
lllectnc:..l ,.....~tMd eo-nat acdden'" brMkaQe. No
P~. No gimrricka For. tul12 monthS..

MORE PERFORMANCE:
The K40 is guaranteed to
transmit fur ther or receive
clearer than any antenna it
replaces . We know it will.
We've tested it with 771
CS'ers just like you for one
year.

542.50
suggested retail

And when you
pay more,
you expect more!

1. 1'5 more
expensive.. . .
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www.americanradiohistory.com

